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FOREWORD 

Alexander Fenton 

Lawrence Williamson of Mid Yell (Johnson 1971) would have been delighted with this book. Though his main love 
was for his ancestral Fetlar and for Mid Yell , he would have found this story of Papa Stour very much to his taste. He 
had a many-sided approach to the recording of tradition. through language folk memory and genealogy and he quested 
after new ways of getting at the history of the past. 

But he did not have the trained skills ofthe authors of this book. They are more than competent in documentary and 
place-name analysis, in the application of archaeological techniques and in the interpretation of the evidence from 
each. lt was the Document of 1299 that sparked offBarbara Crawford' s interest in Papa Stour, for Thorwald Thoressen 
(the Lord Tirval of folk tradition) and the strong-minded Ragnhild met in a room called the stofa on the duke' s farm 
there. It was hoped that this building- and perhaps the very room-could be located and invest igated archaeologically at 
·oa Biggins'. There followed twenty years of endeavour b) Dr Crawford. in the course of which she and Beverley 
Ball in Smith have left nothing unexamined. The book is an exemplar of thoroughness, and all possible linguistic, 
historical. architectural and archaeological resources of the Scandinavian world have been ransacked and put under the 
microscope in order to show the role of the Biggings within Papa Stour and of Papa Stour within Shetland and of 
Shetland within Scandinavia. There was a time, as the book makes clear, when this little is land played a very 
prominent role in the northern universe. 

it is for me a strange experience to read this book. When I carried out field research in Papa Stour in the spring of 1967, 
the is land made a tremendous impression on me. Its sett lement pattern, ways of life and speech, the sea and the sky and 
the birds, blended into a satisfying whole, which the people of the past must have felt too when they were not bickering 
over levels of rents and ownership of pieces of property. My own recordings have been largely published (Fenton 
1978; 1997). They are concerned with the recent past, and with ways of existence in the course of rapid change under 
the influence of a modem world. Tools and eq uipment, bui ldings, food, terminology. say ings and guddicks (riddles) 
and much more were examined and their states of use or disuse were pointers to the past as well as to times to come. 

Many of the techniques and practices then recorded have no doubt been familiar to the inhabitants for long centuries 
and such recording he lps to li ft the curtain on the way the ordinary folk of the island went about the ir business, leavi ng 
their superiors to get on with their wrangling . There is so little to be found in early documents about everyday life. that 
the reference to Thorwald 's meeting with Ragnhild in the sto(a in 1299 is a rare glimmer of historical light about a 
particular building of its time, now put into its proper perspect ive as a feature of the landscape of Shetland in the 
Middle Ages and early modern period. But the writers of this book on Papa Stour have brought together. in great 
breadth and depth, as a piece of supreme detect ive work, a concentrated background history of the is land that wi ll give 
it a permanent place in the wor ld of scholarship, and wil l set a pattern for the future study of island communities. 



INTRODUCTION 
PAPA STOUR- THE PROJECT 

Barbara E Crawford 

BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

In my doctoral thesis (Crawford 197 1 ). which focused on 
the earls of Orkney-Caithness and their relationship with 
the kings of Norway and Scot land from 11 50 to 1470, 
Shetland was relegated to a General Appendix. The 
reason for this was not the unimportance of Shetland 
during this period, but the fact that it did not form part of 
the earldom of Orkney from I 195 to the end of 
Norwegian rule. Shetland's history diverged from the 
earldom to the south in many respects, and it had its own 
individual deve lopment, the main features of which I 
sketched out in that Appendix : the links with Norway and 
Faeroe, arising out of adm ini strative circumstances and 
the way it was governed, the Sinclair family's struggle for 
control against royal governors. the events of 1468-9 and 
the way in which Shetland passed to the Scottish crown. 
In particular I commented on the events which occurred 
on the island of Papa Stour in 1299 and which are related 
in the oldest document known to have been written in 
Orkney or Shetland (ibid, 356). It was clear to me that this 
was a highly significant source of evidence, about many 
aspects of life in one of the colonial comm unities which 
had been establi shed by the Vikings in the is lands of the 
North Atlantic. I have since then studied some of these 
aspects and published articles attempting to elucidate the 
events, the peopl e. and their society which is reveal ed to 

us in such illuminating, if puzzling detail in that 
document (Crawford 1979: 1983: 1984a: 1984b: 1985a: 
1991 : 1992; 1996). Further analysis is included below ( 4) 
as part of the historical background to the archaeological 
report, but there is no doubt more to be drawn out of the 
1299 document, and it will continue to inspire future 
hi storians with further illuminating thoughts and ideas 
about Norse society in Shetland in the Middle Ages. 

The most significant and long-term research project 
which has grown out of that interest in the 1299 
document is the excavation of the Norse and later house 
site at the Biggings on the island of Papa Stour, which I 
believe can be shown to be the particular building (ON 
srofa) referred to in 1299, as the place where Thorvald 
Thoresson had his meeting with Ragnhild Simunsdatter 
when she accused him of improper financial conduct 
(Frontispiece). There was no expectation whatsoever that 
a wooden build ing would be found which might be 
interpretable as the sto.fa of that meeting. My under
standing of what was involved in recognising such a 
building on ly developed as I struggled to interpret the 
excavated evidence. The discovery of our wooden 
bu ilding was due primarily to good luck. \\' ith a little 
good management concerning the right choice of site. 

THE MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH 

lt was a personal research ambition from the very 
beginning that archaeology wou ld be a co-ordinated part 
of a mu lt i-disciplinary project. ' Inter-disciplinary' studies 
were only starting to become fashionable in research 
projects in the 1970s. The incorporation of different 
sources of evidence is an ideal whi ch is never an easy 
attainment. and it is rare I~ achieved to th e sat is faction of 
the practitioners of the ditTerent discipl in es. Inevitably 
the emphasis is laid unevenly on one source of 
infonnation rather than another according to the main 
research interests of the project leader; the ability to 
incorporate the widely-diverging pieces of infom1ation 
into a coherent analysis of site or period is a testing 

intellectual exercise. In the Biggings research project the 
1299 document was always the inspirational source with 
its wide-ranging historical information . However. the 
unusual!~ specitic information about the l0cation of a 
royal farm on Papa St0ur was the st imulus to embarking 
on the archaeo logical half of the project. The document 
provided the historical evidence which archaeological 
discovery mi ght be able to supplement and any 
archaeological evidence recovered would have the e\ tra 
dimension of being associated with historically-recorded 
tigures and in particular members of the royal Norwegian 
dynasty. As described above, my doctoral research 
(Crawford 197 1) had been entirely concerned with the 
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historical connections of the earls of Orkney-Caithness 
with the kings of Norway and Scotland from 1150-1470 
and my ensuing research priorit ies were to develop this 
study of the Northern Is les in this period in a more 
archaeological direction. Archaeological evidence from 
the late Norse period had not been an important part of 
any previous research project '. The role of the Norwegian 
kings in the history of the Northern Isles was particularly 
re levant to Shetland, as it had been brought under the 
control of the kings of Norway after the failed 
Eyiarskeggjar revolt of I 193 (2.4.1 below). Thereafter 
the kings had royal estates (the ' kingslands ') and 
appointed royal officials who continued to be very 
important people in the administration and rule of the 
Northern Isles. Whereas in Orkney the royal estates came 
very quickly to be cont rolled by the earls, and the royal 
officials were violent ly resented, in Shet land such 
officials had a pivotal role in the islands" history which 
helped to maintain close links with Norway right up until 
the pledging of Shetland to Scot land in 1469. The 1299 
document prov ided a dramatic glimpse of this royal 
machinery in action and its information offered an 
opportunity to locate on the ground in Papa Stour a royal 
establishment, the excavation of which would hopefully 
provide material evidence of those close links across the 
North Sea. 

Such a research-orientated excavation project was not 
usual in the 1970s and 80s. nor indeed was it considered 
desi rable. Government funding was on ly available for 
threatened sites, so that all funds had to be sought from 
other sources (see below). There was no threat to the site 
chosen, which was used only for intermittent grazing of 
sheep by the crofter. The generally held view was that 
excavation should only be carried out in cases of 
necessity; to choose to excavate a particular site for the 
interest of pursuing a research project was considered 
~omewhat irresponsible. Moreover. by looking for a 
historically-authenticated site I could be deemed to be 
embarking on the project with a preconceived idea of 
what might be discovered. The imention to lead a 
programme of excavations with one of the underlying 
motives being the desire to find a specific house was a 
rather risky undertaking. To look for something can blind 
one to the real nature of\vhat is found. It has been said. no 
doubt justifiably in many cases, that ·historians have been 
happy to accept archaeological discoveries as illustrating 
the truth of what they already believe they know from the 
written sources' (Young 1992, 135). This raises the issue 
of 'text-aided archaeology' and the questionable method
ology that th is implies (it being even referred to 

disparagingly as ' text-hindered archaeology' by some). 

1 Archaeological ev1dencc from the late Norse per1od had been of very 
li ttle concern in previo us excavations in the Northern Isles: at 

for the historian. ·text-aided archaeology" can be useful 
in the writing of hi story: that is. when archaeological 
discoveri es are interpreted in th e light of written sources. 
But there is also a situation when the use of 
archaeological evidence can lead to ·archaeologically
aided historical reflection· (ihid). and it is in this light that 
I would wish 10 have my own research programme 
assessed. It is rare for historians to seek out material proof 
of textual infonnation , and maybe there is no justification 
for so doing. In my case it was s imple curiosity and a 
desire to familiari se myself with Norse archaeology at a 
site of my choosing. There may be a dangt::r in having 
historical situations and recorded events as part of one·s 
mental baggage, which can lead to the temptation of 
peopling the s ite at the Biggings with historically
recorded individuals. and assign structures according!). 
Readers will have to j udge whether they consider this to 
have bet::n done justifiably. For historians it provides the 
intellectual stimulus of having some know ledge of the 
politica l. social and econom ic circumstances prevailing 
on the i~land at certain periods in its history . 

Of course what excavation revealed was the material 
history of a community which existed long before 1299 
and continued to exist for many centuries afterwards. 
Perhaps fortun ate!;. we were span.:d the addit ional 
problem of having to cope with pre-Norse settlement 
although there was ev idence that there had been a thriving 
Norse settlement at the Biggings for several centuries 
before the days of Duke Hakon or Thorvald ·nwresson. 
The site was also the centre of a popu lous community 
during the fo llowing centuries. which histori ca l evidence 
makes very clear (as discussed in Chapter 3). This fact 
and the surviving material evidence for the post-medieval 
period has obviously created the need for the later 
archaeological evidence to form part of the whole 
settlement picture. This has been presented as posi tively 
as \\e have been able: the reader will possibl;. sense 
however that the main thrust of our research energ} and 
interest has been focused on the Norse period. The 
post-medieval evidence has produced its own challenges 
and some very interesting resu lts (particularl y the 
significant potte~ finds reported on in section 7.3.4). fhe 
more tentati ve nature of our analysis of the post-med ieval 
structures on the site is a resu lt of the circumstances of 
destruction of the houses in the Biggings yard in th e mid 
19th century. houses which had been built di rectly over 
their predecessors from th e Norse period. Despite these 
practical diffi culties it has been the intention to present 
the history and archaeology of a thriving settlement at the 
heart of an island commun ity from the orse period up to 
the 19th century. and thus provide some understanding of 

Jarlshof for instance part of the mcd1eval house was destroyed to 
reveal earlter levels 



the changes and development of settlement in Shetland 
over a wide phase of time. This alone provides a 
justification of the excavation and of the resources used 
in pursuing a multi -disciplinary research objective. 

At the end of the day, there is history and there is 
archaeology and the problems of correlating the two 
types of evidence are always going to be there in a period 
of time when written sources exist. in the fie ld of Norse 
archaeology it is of primary importance that practitioners 
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of the one discipline are speaking to the scholars of the 
other, and that all are aware of the potential and 
limitations of the two types of source evidence, and of the 
need to combine them both with circumspection. lt is 
hoped that the Biggings research project has succeeded in 
doing just that. and if it has. it is because of the ready 
co-operation and involvement of many archaeological 
friends and colleagues in Britain and Scandinavia. The 
final responsibility for the conclusions drawn from the 
excavated evidence wh ich they analysed remains my own. 

POST-EXCAVATION RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

Despite the comparatively sma ll size of the area 
excavated (467 .5 sq m) and the lack of deep stratigraphy a 
large amount of material was recovered which has 
necessitated a great deal of post-excavation research. As 
is well-known, but not always appreciated by 
grant-g iving bodies, this is a very expensive process. 
Throughout the period since the final season 's excavation 
( 1990-1 997) Beverley Ball in Sm ith has recorded, filed 
and put on computer the total finds list, analysed the 
excavation records and drawn up the matrix of different 
phases, written up the description of the site, all in 
consultation with myself who remained in overall charge 
of the project. We have both overseen the organisation 
and co-ordination of specialist reports. My own particular 
concern for the interpretation and understanding of the 
wooden building and of wooden structures in genera l was 
much aided by a research visit to Bryggens Museum, 
Bergen, for the month of March, 1993, which was 
generously supported by NA VF (Norges Allmenn
vitenskapelige ForskningsrAd). 

Of a ll the finds recovered it was the organic material , in 
particular wooden objects and text ile fragments which 
caused most concern from the po int of view of 
conservation; after initial treatment on site, these were 
transferred as quickly as possible to the laboratories of the 
Nat ional Museums of Scotland, where they were treated 
w ith great professional care and attent ion by, in 
particular, Jim Tait and Theo Skinner. Much of the wood 
was then exam ined and identified by Camilla Dickson, 
Uni vers ity of G lasgow who has wri tten the very 
important report on the botan ical samples, and her 
professional treatment of this evidence has provided 
recognition and understanding of the many and various 
elements of this important environmental materiaJ2. The 
wooden objects themselves are reported on by Carole 

2 The authors would like to record their sadness that Camilla Dickson 
died before seeing the results of her work incorporated in the present 
publ ication. 

Morris who was involved in their excavation, and who 
has brought a wide-ranging knowledge of much other 
comparative wooden material from medieval sites 
throughout the British Isles. The textiles recovered in the 
first years' excavation were examined by Helen Bennett 
while on the staff of the National Museum of Scotland, 
and the later samples by Penelope Walton (formerly of 
the York Archaeological Trust) who has incorporated 
lielen Bennett's initial work in her final textile report, 
along with the fibres analysis by Harry Ryder. It has been 
one of the most exciting post-excavation research 
fmd ings to have these scraps of wool and fibre identified 
and fitted into the north European evidence by the 
foremost specialists in this field. In addition to the 
excavated environmental mate ria l Graeme Whittington 
has contributed the po llen analys is from samples taken 
on the site and fro m the Loch of Biggings below the s ite. 
The small collection of insect material has been reported 
on by Paul Buckland who brings h is unri vall ed 
knowledge of Icelandic farm environments to bear on 
this materi al. The even smaller bone collection has been 
reported on by archaeo-osteologist Catherine Smith. 

The more durable finds have a lso been examined and 
reported on by foremost authorities. In this category can 
be included the horn, which survived the anaerobic 
conditions at the Biggings much better than bone, and 
which was examined by Sonja O ' Connor of the York 
Archaeological Trust. The steatite assemblage. which is 
so important a component of a Norse site, was first 
exam ined by Simon Buttler, who was a Site Supervisor 
during the 1982 excavation season, (and a lso himself 
excavated a steatitc quarl)· at C libberswick. Unst). The 
final catalogue and report was written by Andrea Smith, 
Historic Scotland. The bakestone fragments were 
examined and specifically compared with Norwegian 
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material by Birthe Weber, Oldsaksamlingen, University 
of Oslo. The whole pottery collection has proved to be 
one of the richest parts of our total finds assemblage and 
has needed careful examination by many different 
ceramics experts because of its very diverse nature. The 
local coarseware (as well as the claypipes) have been 
looked at by Beverley Ballin Smith: glazed medieval 
fragments and modern pot by Robert Will : stoneware by 
John Hirst and Hans-Georg Stephan: post-med ieval 
redwares by Lynn Blackmore. Museum of London. Extra 
advice was given by Charles Murray, Aberdeen 
Museums. Finally the stone assemblage has been 
examined and reported on by Beverley Ballin Smith, Or 
Anthony Newton and Or Andy Dugmore, Dept of 
Geography. University of Edinburgh (pumice). Or Den is 
Pringle, Historic Scotland (voussoir), and Professor 
Alexander Fenton, Institute of Ethnology. National 
Museums of Scotland (rhyolite pebbles). The few metal 

objects were examined by Dr Donal Bateson, Hunterian 
Museum . University of Glasgow. 

The number of special ist reports give some indication of 
the varied nature of the finds assemblage, and helps to 
explain why the final report took so long to complete. 
The authors are aware that their assimilation of all the 
evidence from the excavation is merely a preliminary. but 
it is hoped that this presentat ion of the evidence \vill 
provide source material for future discussion and analysis 
of The Biggings as a Norse settlement site with a 
continuing history into recent centuries. The variety of 
the assemblage from this one site gives us further 
knowledge of the richness of the archaeological potential 
for our understanding of the Norse and later peri ods of 
Shetland's history. lt is hoped that it will form a major 
contribution to present understandi ng and appreciation of 
Shetland' s cultural past. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE VOLUME 

The volume begins by outl in ing the natural setting for 
Papa Stour. its location in Shetland and the environ
mental factors and features which dictate its nature as 
much today as in the past. Chapters 2-4 give the detailed 
historical background to the project . in turn the historica l 
place of Shetland, Papa Stour's part in that history and 
the nature of the events described in the document of 
1299. The resu lts of the excavations at the Biggings are 
described in Chapter 5 and the details of the environ
mental and artefactual evidence recovered are given in 

Chapters 6 and 7. A review of the bu ilding sequence 
revealed by the excavations and its relationship to the 
historical record (Chapter 8) is followed by a final 
discuss ion of the site in Chapter 9. 

The detailed special ist catalogues and analys is can be 
consulted in the archive (lodged wi th the National 
Monuments Record. Edinburgh). At the time of going to 
press th e finds material was awaiti ng recommendation 
for disposal by the Treasure Trove Ad visory Panel. 
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THE NATURAL SETTING 

Barbara E Crawford & Beverley Ballin Smith 
with RMM Crawford & John W Alien 

1.1 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

The island of Papa Stour lies at the western edge of the 
Shetland archipelago, the most northerly island group in 
the British Is les, lying mainly between 60° and 61 ° north 
(ill us I; 2). The island occupies a rather peripheral place 
in the archipelago: lying off the west s ide, and on ly a 
short sail from the peninsula of Sandness, it is nonethe
less separated from the Main land of Shetland by the 
strong tidal currents of the Sound of Papa which make 
contact hazardous and dependent on certain suitable 
conditions (illus I). Not so distinctly separate as Foula 

ill us I 
' The most beautiful of the lesser Schetland isles· (Rev G Low 1774) 

(and nothing like as dramatically dominant on the sky! ine 
(col ill us I)). Papa Stour can very easily be considered an 
insignificant part of Shetland's history and maritime 
environment. But in days gone by, when sea travel was 
the normal. preferred, and far more expeditious means of 
moving around the islands, and when the fertility of the 
land was the prime factor in establishing value and 
significance of estates. Papa Stour had many advantages 
as a residence for the politically and socially dominant. 
Once the Shetland islands had become an important link 

Looking to Papa Stour from Sandness I I ill across the Sound of Papa: the cultivatable land lies spread around the sheltered bay of Jlousa Yoc. 
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in the Viking mant1me network then Papa Stour's 
location down the west coast of Shetland made it a very 
usefu l control point on the route between Norway and the 
Orkneys (Crawford 1984a, 40) (i llus 6 below). 

The is land is approximately 4.4km (E-W) by 3.5km 
(N-S) (illus 3). The coastline is dissected by four large 
bays: Hamna Voe, Housa Voe, West Voe and Culla Voe, 
producing sandy beaches and natural shallow inlets. 

THI:. I~LAND · s GEOLOGY • 3 

Numerous small offshore islands and stacks are to be 
seen surrounding the island, and caves are numerous. In 
the centre of Papa Stour are two large freshwater lakes, 
Dutch Loch and Gorda Water and many smaller ones. 
The Biggings is situated in the centre of the eastern, 
cult ivated half of the island. between I 0 and 20 metres 
above sea level and within half a kilometre of both Housa 
Voe and Kirk Sand. 

1.2 THE ISLAND'S GEOLOGY 

Papa Stour is of volcanic origin and the underlying rock 
is composed of basalt lavas (illus 3). Outcrops of this 
dark grey rock can be seen along the north shore of Housa 
Voe, at Scarvi Taing (on the shore below Bragasetter 
(Bragaster)), at the Koam on the west shore of Hamna 
Voe, at Aesha Bight and Culla Voe. In places there are 
beds of sandstone or tuff(compacted volcanic fragments) 
between separate basalt flows (Mykura & Phemister 
1976). 

Above the basalt are two layers of rhyolite, an orange-red 
volcanic rock, which is seen in the sea-cl iffs (Mykura 
1976, 53). The total thickness can reach 90m (300 1 ). In 
places the rhyolite rests directly on the basalt, in others. as 
at the north-west shore of Housa Voe, there is a thick 
layer of sandstone and tuff separating the two. The basalt 
and rhyolite are of Old Red Sandstone age, roughly 400 
mi llion years old. 

Wind-blown sand of post-glacial origin covers an area of 
about three-quarters of a square mile in south-east Papa 
Stour but it is probably less than J m ( I 0 1

) thick. The 
present cultivated area corresponds closely to this 
fonnat ion . In particular, the Hill Dyke lies approx imately 
along the line separating the sand region from the boulder 
clay area (cover illus). 

Much of the rest of the island is covered by bou lder clay 
now largely denuded of its fom1er covering of turf. This 
is the region to the west ofthe Hill O)ke and to the north 

of Housa Voe, although the boulder clay is broken by 
extensive areas of underlying rock. The very broken 
ground between Cui la Voe and Hamna Voe appears to be 
a glacial moraine, possibly a terminal moraine of a 
glacier sweeping north-west over Western Shetland. 
Mykura suggests this glacial moraine belt, which extends 
c 1.5 km across the is land is probably the best example in 
Shetland (Myk ura 1976, I 06). 

The Melby Fault runs across the tip ofSandness. pass ing 
through Melby Vil lage and presumably across St. 
Magnus Bay to the north Mainland, where it separated 
the Esha Ness volcanic rocks (similar to Papa Stour's) 
from the rest of Main land. The rocks on the other side of 
the fault are quite different from the rocks of Papa Stour. 
A long the north coast of the Walls peninsula are a range 
of metamorphic rocks, and to the south of these are 
sandstones. Only small areas of igneous rock occur in 
these formations. Because the Scandinavian ice-sheet 
llowed roughly west across Shetland veering north-west 
over Papa Stour, erratic stones and boulders of these 
forn1ations are common on the island. 

Due to these circumstances, a wide range of vo lcanic, 
metamorphic and sedimentary stones can be found on 
Papa Stour, and also on the nearby parts of Mainland. 
Except for steatite, and the schist of the quems. all the 
stones found at the Biggings could have been found on 
Papa Stour itself. Steatite and schist outcrop on Shetland 
and it is not necessary to look for a more distant source. 

1.3 THE SHETLAND CLIMATE 

The climate which Shetland experiences is hyper-oceani c 
affected by the North Atlant ic Drifi wh ich in winter 
allows for a wanner mean sea temperature than is 
expected for this latitude. Winters are mild and wet and 
summers are cool, often with frequent precipitation in the 
forn1 of mist, fog and rain. with snow and frost occurring 
on 50 and 30-50 days respectively, during the winter 

months. but probably fewer on Papa Stour. Relative 
humidi ty at 80-85% is the highest in the British Isles for 
average monthly figures. ln addition Shetland has mean 
monthly temperatures of 3.3C in February and 11.9C in 
July and August, and mean annual rainfall of 1028 mm 
(Berry & Johnston 1980, 2 1-6). Also of importance are 
gales which occur approximately 58 days of the year and 
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achieving extremely high wind speeds coming mainly 
from the south in winter and from a northerly direction in 
the summer. Total sunshine hours per month vary 
between I 0 in December and 193 in May. 

il lus 3 
Location and geological map of Papa Stour 
(Based on Mykura & Phcm istcr 1976 ). 

0 

The c lim ate is an importa nt aspect of the settlement 
history of Papa Stour. affect ing posi tioning. a lignment 
and height of structures, the need for protection of 
buildings, the v iability of agriculture. the rang e of crops 
grown and anim al spec ies bred. 
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1.4 SOILS OF PAPA STOUR 

Papa Stour is given a unique identity among the is lands of 
the Shet land archipelago by the massive Hill Dyke which 
runs N-S across the island dividing it into two very 
contrasting halves. The unusual fertility of soil in the 
eastern half of the island is based upon underlying 
sandstone and basalt rock overlain by a deposit of 
wind-blown sand 2. 192 km in extent (Mykura & 
Phemister 1976. 158. 177: illus 3). Such geological 
conditions combine to give good arable-growing soil in 
Papa and other parts of the West Mainland (Walls and 
Sandness) which are valuable for sett lement. 
Long-established fanning practices have also contributed 
to a deep top-soil fonnation making the present-day soil 
in certain locations in Papa up to c 0.8m deep and very 
homogeneous (Davidson & Simpson 1994, 68). The 
remarkable nature of the soil on the is land is commented 
on by an early traveller in the 1790s: 'the soil, which is 

li lu> 4 

loamy, with a mi xture of clay and sand chiefly. is 
excellent, and capab le of the highest degree of cultivation 
that its latitude can adm it: or rather might be ameliorated 
as to vie, in its productions, with places removed five 
degrees to th e southward of it ' (CS. 299). This fert ility 
underlies much of the history of Papa Stour, explaining 
its long historical record going back to 1299 when it 
fonn s the subject of Shet land's first written document 
(4.1 below). lt also explains why this and so many of the 
later records are to do with disputes over the lands and 
income from the island (Crawford 1984a, 54-6). The Rev 
George Low' s admiring comment. made on his visi t to 
the is land in 1774, that Housa Voe was ·su rrounded on 
all sides with fine Corn-fields, th is being the most 
beautiful of the lesser Schetland isles' ( 1879, 123). is 
praise indeed from the minister of the ferti le parish of 
Birsay in Orkney: but he is outdone by the contemporary 

View from the Biggings, Papa Stour. looking across the Sound of Papa to Sandness. 
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VISitor quoted abov~ who rhapsodises: ·The corn and 
grass grounds are truly beautiful, and open a wide field 
for contemplation . Nature has indeed been very 
bountiful", adding however. 'but art parsimonious in this 
delight fu I spot' (CS. 302). The Statistical Account 
mentions the rich crops of bear (primitive barley). oats 
and potatoes produced on the island (Sinclair ed, 
1797/ 1978. 519). 

The ferti lity of soil is restricted to the eastern quarter of 
the island. around Housa Voe and Kirk Sand. extending 
to Northhousc and East Biggings (ill us 4. 8) with a small 
area of sandstone deposit also at the southern end 
comprising the land of Bragaster. This holding \\as. 
significantl y, the cause of the quarre l between Thorvald. 
the royal bailiff and Ragnh ild in 1299 (sec -'.4 below) . 
The rest of the island consists of much harder and more 
intractable underlyi ng rocks such as basa lts. dolerites 
and rhyolites, on which the houses of Midsettcr and 
Setter. and the 19th-century school are built (0' De ll 
1939. 38). 

To the west of the massive turf and stone Hi 11 Dyke lies 
what is now a virtual desert (illus 5: col illus 3), although 
remains of Neolithic and Bronze Age settlement in the 
west reveal a story of what was once a more productive 
island now denuded of its covering layer of turf. lr seems 
that at the end of the Bronze Age/beginning of the Iron 
Age the western part of the island was largely abandoned. 
The soil and turf which once overlay this western part of 
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scalped graZing land uuts1de 
the 11111 D)J..c. \\llh the 
rema1n> o f the lepers· hUis 
(sec 3.4.2) 1n the foreground . 

the island has been ent irely used up b~ ·flaying' or 
removing for use as fuel and animal bedding. In 1793 it 
was noted that 'peats are of an inferior sort, as there is 
scarcely an appearance of moss observable throughout 
the is land. Hence ... the lamentable prospect that th is tine 
island will. in a short time. be peelled to the very channel . 
for a scanty firing· (CS. 302 ). This did indeed result in 
the total exhaustion of available peat and a crisis in the 
island' s histol) in tht: mid 19th centul)· from the threat of 
depopulation. only averted by the burdensome 
arrangement of digging and transporting peals from rarts 
of the West Mainland and the island of Papa Linle in 
Swarbacks Minn (Fenton 1978. 223). The barrenness of 
the land to the \\CSt nfthe Hill D)kc contrasting \\ith the 
fertility of the settled land to the east is a monument to 
man's industl)'. as well as his devastating impact on the 
environment. lt is also an indication of the pressure of 
popu lation on the natural resources of this island 
throughout its histol). 

The anthropogenic so ils of Papa Stour and other places 
in Scotland are ar present rhe subject of analysis 
(Davidson & Simpson 1994: Carter& Davidson 1998). 
This work is relevant to our understand ing of the 
processes and the methods involved in creating plaggen 
soils in margin areas and espec ially on Papa Stour. Here 
the e<~st end of the island, which is now the most fertile. 
has been managed since earliest times to create a deep 
soil\\ ith the application of transported turf. composted 
seaweed and midden material. 
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1.5 PAPA STOUR'S VEGETATION 

The natural vegetation of Papa Stour as it now exists, 
illustrates more vividly than anywhere e lse in the British 
Is les the tloristic impoverishment brought about by 
prolonged human settlement in a hyper-oceanic 
environment. There were already indications before the 
arriva l of man that the natura l woody vegetation of 
Shet land was beginning to be replaced in part by the 
growth of bogs (Bennet et a/ 1992). However, with the 
arriva l ofNeolithic man tree cover was rapid ly reduced 
and replaced by peat bogs that are such a characterist ic 
feature of Shetland today. Papa Stour, however, has lost 
even this last refuge for the native tlora due to the 
' flaying' of the entire area that lies outside the Hill 
Dyke. Thus, this remote ( in modern thinking) yet over
exploited is land has the unenviable reputation of having 
fewer species of flowering plants than any othe r 
comparable area in the British Is les. Even hardy oceanic 
species such as the yellow tlag iris (Iris pseudacorus) 
and the normally w idespread hare ' s tail cotton grass 
(Eriophorum vaginatum) are absent from the is land 
(Scott & Palmer 1987). Neverthe less, the monotony of 
the remaining flora is relieved by some species that st ill 
survive in small pockets in now undisturbed and 
abandoned areas. The wet pools and loch s ides of Papa 
Stour provide one of the few Shet land strongho lds for 
the lesser marshwort (Apium inundatum ) and the tiny 
and inconspicuous a ll seed (Radio/a linoides) nestles in 
ho llows in the rema ining heaths. The wet sedge pasture 
adjo ining Kirk Sand is the on ly location on the West 
Mainland of Shet land for the c urved sedge (Carex 
maritima). 

One aspect of the edaphic impoveri shment of so much of 
the is land is that the populations of native species which 
have managed to survive the unrelenting grazing. 
cropping and flaying are distinctive for their diminutive 
size. The minuscule plants of heather (Ca/luna vulgaris) 
have a creeping form that hugs the ground. The 
populations of sea p lantain (Plantago maritima) found 
frequently in its dwarf ha iry form in the western part of 
the is land often grows as rosettes that are no more than 
15mm in diameter. The lesser spearwort (Ranunculus 

jlammula) is a lso found in its prostrate dwarf form 
fringing the pools in the barren areas outside the Hill 
Dyke. 

The present plant cover is not the vegetation that would 
have me t the eyes of the tirst human settlers 4000 years or 
more ago when a woody scrubland wo uld have covered 
all but t he most exposed parts of Shetland. This can still 
be seen in remnants of scrubland on a few small islands 
on lochs and in gulli es that are inaccess ible to sheep in a 

number of places on the Shetland mainland (Spcnce 
1979). Within 300 years of man ' s arrival the landscape 
would have presented the same treeless expanse that we 
arc fam ilia r with throughout Shetland today. At the time 
of the Norse sett lement Papa Stour would sti ll have had 
conside rable reserves of peat underneath a covering of 
maritime sedge heath that would have probably provided 
grazing both in summer and winter. The remains of 
hearths and ovens and the quantity of burnt peat found 
during the excavation at the Biggings provides dramatic 
visual evidence of the extensive use of this fuel source 
during the Norse and post-medieval periods. The present 
acute impoverishment of the natural vegetation is a resu lt 
of exhaustion of the turf cover on the western part of the 
is land due to over-population that built up with the 
development of commercial herring fishing in the 18th 
and 19th centuries (3.4 below). In the 1970s there were 
sti ll a few remnants of turf that were being cut (col illus 5) 
although it was barely sufficient even for the needs of one 
househo ld. 

TI1e hyper-oceanic conditions of the Northern Isles, and 
Papa Stour in particular, need specia l mention when 
discussing the problem of maintaining soi l fertility, 
especially when populat ion growth increases the pressure 
on arable land. In oceanic environments, long wet 
winters with litt le frost accelerate nutrient removal 
through so il leaching. The arrival of agriculture into an 
oceanic environment wi th the removal of trees and scrub, 
constant p loughing, burning , draining and other 
disturbances serve to aggravate this process. Various 
techniques would have been avai lable on Papa Stour to 
overcome the steady depletion of soil nutrients, such as 
seaweed manuring and turf cutting. Seaweed can 
increase nitrogen inpu t but does li ttle to remedy 
phosphorus defic iencies. Turf cutt ing and the creation of 
' plaggen soils' to restore soi l fert ility was used in many 
areas in the Northern Is les (Davidson & Simpson 1994 ) 
with the consequences that are vis ib le today in Papa 
Stour in the complete impoveri shment of the land outside 
the Hill Dyke. Papa Stour w ith its hyper-oceanic 
environm ent and ra in-l eached soil, together w ith a long 
history of settlement and over-population (in relation to 
the extent of arable land) is therefore an extreme example 
of the loss of both biodiversity and productivity that has 
taken place in so many of the oceanic parts of Scotland. 
What is so evide nt in so much of Papa Stour is just one 
example of the development of the ·wet desert ' syndrome 
that has been used in the past (Darling & Boyd 1964) to 
describe the c urrent state of many parts of the Western 
and Northe rn Is les. 
The most dominant natural envi ronment in Shetland is 
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1.6 THE NATURAL FAUNA OF PAPA STOUR 

The most dom inant natural environment in Shetland is 
the sea, and the waters around Papa Stour yield a wide 
range of fish species. This includes cod, haddock, 
herring, ling, mackerel, saithe. skate, sprats. whiting, and 
formerly hal ibut; either from surface or deeper watt-:rs. In 
addit ion there are whales (the Minke. Killer and Pilot). 
dolphins and porpoises, and seals -the Common and Grey 
Seal, both of which breed on the is land. From the coastal 
environments come shell fish: main ly lobsters. crabs and 
scallops. with limpets. whe lks, cockle and possibly 
mussel. Seaweed is also abundant and is often \vashed up 
onto beaches during storms. The sea environment is one 
of the richest in Shetland and would have been a very 
important natural resource ro the inhabitants of Papa 
Stour from prehistory. 

Land mammal s are particularly limited on Shetland and 
many have been introduced in historical times such as the 
Brown and Blue Hare and the Stoat, the latter in the early 

17th century (Berry & Johnston 1980. 129). Indigenous 
mammalian species include the otter and possibly Field 
and House mice. Domestic catt le. sheep/goats and pig 
were most likely bought to the islands in the Neoli th ic 
period and ponies during the Iron Age. 

Birds are an important component of the natural 
environment of Shetland with over 60 breeding species. 
Cliff nesting sea birds such as the auks. the 'Tystie ' or 
Black Guillemot and the ·rammy Norie ' or Puffin, Solan 
geese or Gannets and the ' Dunter' or Eider. would have 
been some of the most important species to the 
inhabitants of Papa Stour. In addition there are birds. 
either indigenous or seasonal. which make use of a 
variety of other habitats such as arable land, old stone 
buildings and d}kes. moorland. and lochs. Many of these 
would have formed an integral part of man 's diet, or an 
exploitable resource from the prehistori c period to the 
19th century. 
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THE HISTORICAL SETTING 
SHETLAND FROM THE PRE-VIKING TO THE MODERN PERIOD 

Barbara E Crawford 

2.1 THE PRE-VIKING SCENE 

Shetland is the most northerly island group of the British 
Isles (at 59-61 ° N) and much further away from the 
mainland of Britain than, for instance, the Hebridean 
archi- pelago. Nonetheless its cultural contacts in the 
prehistoric period were apparently all derived from 
mainstream developments in north Britain (Fojut 1993, 9, 
43, 56). When the Vikings arrived they came to a long
settled group of islands with much evidence of 
prehistoric man in the landscape, evidence which is still 
dramatically visible today. Although Shetland had been 
the last recipient of prehistoric cultural impulses there is 
no evidence that its distance from mainland Britain had 
resulted in any attenuation of the form of any particular 
culture, its location be ing no disadvantage when travel by 
sea still prevailed. Archaeological features give the 
impression of vigorous and highly organised prehistoric 
societies. with the same social achievements-and 
problems, ihve regard the brochs as evidence of societies 
in a state of tension. 

By the 8th century. at the time when the Vikings took 
over these islands on their ventures across the North Sea, 
native society in Shetland had become a pan of the 
Christ ian world of Dark Age Europe. The lron Age 
population must have received news of the new religion, 
and probably accepted its message, for the archaeological 
evidence suggests that there were well-established groups 
of Ce ltic clerics in different locations in the islands. 
There are some remarkable survivals of these eccles
iastical cstabl ishments, such as the carved stones which 
con vey so vividly the image of hooded monks with their 
staff and book satchel. containing the holy writings which 
they brought north with them (l amb 1995. I 0. 12). 

Symbols of literacy such as ogam stones and the Latin 
inscription on the St Ninian' s Isle sword scabbard chape 
tell us very clearly that Shetland had been brought within 
the literate Christian society of early medieval Europe 
(Wainwright 1962, 96-9; Okasha 1996, 30). 

lt may indeed have been the case that these clerics from 
Ireland and Scotland moved to these islands because of 
their abundance of offshore refuges, inaccessible 
headlands and remote rock stacks, which provided the 
wild retreats sought out by them for their solitude. 
Moreover Shetland itself was not the ultimate destination 
with such suitable geographical environments, and these 
intrepid monks of the Celtic church moved on in their 
peregrinatio to islands further north, so that Shetland was 
even in this period acting as a useful staging post en route 
to the eremitical world of the north Atlantic. It has been 
suggested that these monks were blazing a trail which the 
Vikings later followed, perhaps because they heard about 
the unpopulated islands further north from retuming 
monks (Smyth 1984, 17 1 ). Shetland about the year 800 
was then not a remote or uninhabited archipelago but a 
centre of Christian act ivity of different typts: act ive 
missionising monastic communities on fertile islands (like 
Papa Stour) or at locations on the mainland (such as 
Papil), and solitary groups of contemplative anchorites on 
uncultivated islands or inaccessible rock stacks. The 
secular population is less easy to define, as their 
settlements and burial places have rarely been found 
(Fojut 1993, 58, 67). There were certainly some wealthy 
and cultivated chieftains like the owners of the St Ninian ' s 
Isle treasure. unique masterpieces of Pictish silverwork 
(Small t' l a/ 1973: Youngs 1989, 108-11 2). 

2.2 THE VIKING AGE 

When the islands were overrun by Vikings, a new order 
was established in the North Seal Atlantic zone and 
Shetland became central to this new 'Viking' world (i llus 

6). Lnvaders from Scandinavia would have considered the 
Shetland Lslands most desirable for their own particular 
needs and requirements, just as the inhabitants in the 
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previous prehistoric period would have valued them 
according to their own peculiar circumstances. In the 
Viking world Shetland 's importance was strategic, provid
ing a first staging post on the route from west Norway to 
the rich and wealthy hunting grounds of Celtic Britain . 

The significant change of name for this group of islands 
from G.' lnse Cat '' to ON ' Hjaltland' (or variants) is 
rather remarkable. This ON name is well-documented 
and the sound change from ' hj' to 'sh' which occurred in 
the Middle Ages is quite explicable (Fenton 1973, 
unpaginated: Andersen 1984. 23). The difficult ies of 
interpreting is land names is well known, and the actual 
etymology of Hjaltl and is obscure, although the tendency 
to associate it with ON hjalt = 'hilt of a sword' is strong 
(Stewart 1987, I). It has been argued however that the 

1 This is the name apparentl y given to the Shetland Islands in the 11 th 
century although it comes from a late medieval and not ver) 
trustworthy source (ES, i. 536). 

tirst element was derived from the Celtic name ·cat' 
(Lockwood 1980. 33-4). Our historical information is 
imprecise as to when the fi rst raids started to influence 
this group of is lands. although the form of the name 
given to this group of islands by the Vikings (ending in 
' land ' ) may perhaps indicate a date earlier than that 
traditionally given to the start of the Viking Age (ibid. 
20). From a geographical point of view one would ex pect 
Shetland to become known to inquisitive Norwegians 
with boats as soon as they started to venture much 
beyond their own coastal waterways, for these islands 
could be reached from the Norwegian west coast in 24 
hours in good weather (Leirfall 1976, 13). 

This brings us to the difficult question as to when such 
contacts may have been first initiated. lt is a difficult 



question because we are reliant on written sources which 
emanated from literate societies much further south and 
west (Anglo-Saxon England and Celt ic Ireland) whose 
monks were on ly interested in recording violent attacks 
by raiders, particu larly on churches. Archaeological 
evidence has only recently been re-studied with an open 
mind which suggests that it might indicate contact across 
the North Sea of a different kind and much earlier in the 
8th century (Myrhe 1993: Carver 1995: Weber 1994). 
None of this evidence has however come from Shet land, 
but that is because no really early Viking settlement sites 
have yet been excavated2• If we stick within historical 
parameters for present purposes it can be said that raiding 
was under way around the shores of the British Isles in 
the last decades of the 8th century and the perpetrators 
were from the west coast of Nonvay. That these raiders 
were using the islands to the north of the British mainland 
as useful bases from which to launch their attacks would 
seem indisputable; the Shetland Islands were always vital 
ports of call on the sailing route from Norway to Britain 
(Crawford 1987, 13). At some point they would be used 
for over-wintering to obviate the need to sai l back and 
forth across the North Sea. Throughout the 9th century 
the process of raiding continued and warrior bases in the 
islands were secured, certainly in the Hebrides and most 
probably in Orkney and Shetland also. This must have 
been the period when tension with the native popu lation 
increased as competition for the control of land and 
resources heightened. Pagan graves of immigrant men, 
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women and children have been dated to th is century, 
albeit none of them very closely datable in time. Warrior 
graves in Shetland have not been recorded; although the 
axe found in the churchyard at Whiteness is a fine 
example of a Viking weapon which may be from a pagan 
grave deposited in a Christian burial ground (such as is 
known elsewhere in Scandinavian Scotland: Crawford 
1987, 163, fig 31; 1995, Ill 14). Otherwise two pagan 
Viking women's graves have been found in Unst (Grieg 
1940, I 03-5). 

Looking northward (as will be done in this report on 
several occasions) it is not easy to find any close correl
ation with Norse settlement in the Faeroes. The traditional 
date from the literary sources suggesting a landnam in 
Faeroe in the first half of the 9th century is not confirmed 
by positive dates from the few archaeological excavations 
of house sites (Arge 1993, 468). lt can be assumed that the 
initial raiding phase of Viking activity would not see much 
interest in the Faeroes, which lie north-west of the main 
sailing route to the British Isles. Only once settlement in 
Iceland becan1e a feature of the north Atlantic scene (in the 
late 9th century) would the Faeroes fi ll a usefu l ro le as 
islands en route between the homeland and Iceland and 
between the British Isles and Iceland. They provided 
empty land which was desirable for colonists in search of 
new homes. These were not islands like Shet land and 
Orkney which the Vikings as exploiters of western 
civilisation would find desirable or useful. 

2.2.1 NORSE SETTLEMENT 

Usefulness and desirabil ity from the geographical 
point-of-view was combined with the accessibi lity of 
wealth in the foml of portable objects which adorned the 
religious centres of the Celtic church. This is one of the 
areas of Viking acti vity which has been argued over by 
historians and archaeologists: but how ever the objects 
were acquired (which is what the arguments have foc used 
on) they were certainly desi red for their intrinsic value, as 
well probably as for their artistic merit. Bits and pieces of 
Celtic religious ornament are found in Viking graves in 
both Scandinavia and the British Isles (Youngs (ed) 1989. 
no 62 per ex). 

The many surviving remains of ecclesiastical ~hrines 
from St inian·s Isle give positive indication of the 
importance of the Celtic religious establishment on this 
island when the Vikings arrived in Shetland. But it was 
not the only one. The remarkable corpus or stone 
sculpture from other places such as Brcssay and Papil 

1 The recentl y-l aunched programme of excavations in Unst led by 
archaeologists from the National Museum in Copenhagen in 

also give clear evidence of thriving Christian 
communities, and evidence which may perhaps be 
interpreted as indicating some survival of the native 
population. its culture and beliefs into the Norse period 
(Crawford 1987, 169-71 ). The surprising dearth of pagan 
graves from Shetland may also point in the di recti on of 
early assimilat ion of Christian be liefs by the incoming 
Vikings, a possible contrast to the s ituation in Orkney 
and the Hebrides. The Papay names of islands suggest a 
toleration of the priests or monks of the Ce ltic church on 
certain islands throughout Scandinavian Scot land (3.1 
below). 

How do such concl usions affect one· interpretation of 
the impact or Viking settlement in Shetland? Other 
sources of evidence such as place-names and archaeology 
do not provide much positive material on which to make 
clear statements about any form of native survival. The 
total it) of Shetland names wou ld seem to be enti rely of 

association with the Shetland Amenity Trust has already produced 
promising poss ibi lities of early sites. 
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Norse ongm, and attempts to prove the survival of 
pre-Norse Celtic names have not been very convincing 
(Jakobsen 1936, 175-206). Those few which do appear to 
have their origin in a Celtic language could have been 
added to the place-nomenclature at a later date when 
contacts between Shetland and Scotland were strong. 
What archaeology (particularly at Jarlshot) does prove. of 
course, is the Vikings' predilection for settling close to 
the houses- and brochs-Qf the previous native popul
at ion. This continuity of settlement pattern no doubt 
explains to some extent why pre-Norse houses have been 
absent from the archaeological record. lt is not easy to 
find sites available for excavation dating from the 
immediate pre-Norse period. These circumstances really 
give us no evidence to make any firm statements about 
the nature of the immediate impact of the Norse 
settlement. In the long tem1 it was a colonial situation in 
wh ich Norse language and power dominated, but we may 
suspect that there was some survival of the native 
population. elements of whose culture (and certain!) of 
whose religious beliefs) may have been adopted and 
absorbed by the incoming population. 

Turning to Norse settlement archaeology, the focus 
inevitably rests on Jarlshof. one of the most famous 
Vik ing sites in the whole of the Scandinavian \VOrld (illus 
15b below). It provides the classic picture of what 
archaeologists think of as typical of Norse sett lement: a 
coastal s ite, close to good faming land, bowed-walled 
long-houses of varying types and positions showing how 
the original ·]and-taker· (ON landnamsmaor) had 
founded a successful family unit which thrived and 
expanded over th e followin g centuries (Hamilton 1956: 
Small 1982. 248-9). How typical it is will on!) be 1-.no,,n 
when a good many more sites have been excavated. At 
the moment the dating of the initial settlement at Jarlshof 
seems to be under revie\\. but it is probabl) of the m id 
9th-century period (Historic Scotland guidebook). If so. it 
tells of colonists from Scandin avia sett ling in their new 
home without an) evidence of adaptat ion of their 
I i fe-style or of violence in acquiring their new lands. 
Conclusions that might be drawn about the peaceful 
nature of Viking settlement in Shetland from this partial 
picUire would not. however. be valid . In considering A 
Arogger's picture of lordless. leaderless peasants 

colonising the Northern Isles, FT Wainwright countered 
the simplistic conclusions that might be drawn from the 
absence of weapons found at Jarlshof with his classic 
statement that · Warriors do not leave their swords 
casually in barns and byres. nor do they throw them on 
midden~ · ( 1962. 152). So the son of residence which 
settlers bui ld for themselves does not tell us everyth ing 
about their lifestyles. The same could no doubt be said 
for the broch-builders-and indeed there is nowadays talk 
of the brochs being ·symbols of status for their owners ' 
rather than useful defensive structures by the end of the 
broch-building period (Fojut & Pringle 1993. 27). 
Hypotheses can certain ly be made about the soc ieties in 
the islands from the evidence of their fortified or 
non-fortified residences, but as far as the Vikings are 
concerned. theories of peaceful communities are unlikely 
to tell the whole story of thei r I ifes t) le. 

rhe few other excavated Norse sites in Shetland do not 
add an: thing to our understanding of ''hat happened 
when the first Vikings settled on the islands, for as yet 
they have not revealed evidence of 9th-century activity. 
Underhou ll in Unst. Sand'' ick in Unst. as well as the 
Aiggings, are settlement sites dati ng from a later period 
(Small 1964-6. 1968: Bigelow 1985 ). lt is not enough to 
simply extrapolate from excavations in Orkney or other 
parts ofSeandinavian Scotland to illuminate the situat ion 
in Shetland. for as has been argued. the settlement histor; 
of the more southerly group of is lands may be enti rely 
different from what happened in Shetland itself (Bigelow 
1992. 1-n lndeed. the ci rcumstances uncovered at 
Jarlshof are not necessari ly go ing to tell us about what 
happened in Unst. at the other end of the Shetland 
archipelago. Every is land. eve!') voe. would have had its 
own separate Viking sett lement story. and each one has 
to be looked at in the context of its own pa1i icular soc ial 
and economic circumstances. As far as Unst is 
concerned. and l·etlar. the exploi tation or the rich local 
deposits of steatite (soapstone) wou ld provide 
opportunities for ''ea lth from an export trade {Ritchie 
1974. 71-3 ; Moffat & 11unler 1986). Th is very useful 
economic resource is. or course. available at the much 
better-knO\\ n Catpund site in Dunrossness. which has 
been seen to be an underlying explanation for the wealth 
of the Jarlshof scttlement (Hamilton 1956). 

2.3 PART OF THE ORKNEY POLITICAL STRUCTURE: EARLS AND BISHOP 

In the next phase of hi story we are able to trace the 
development of some political structures. when Shetland 
was linked with the earldom based in Orkney to the 
south, thus becoming pan of the most powerful lordship 
in the wider Norse world. Towards the end of the 9th 

century, one dominant family secured its hold over the 
Orkne) islands. and established its povver base in that 
ferti le archipelago. The story of the earls of Orkney 
enshrined in the saga of the earls ( Orkneyinga Saga) tells 
us that it was remembered later how the earldom came 
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into being, although we may suspect that too large a role 
in the event was awarded to the king of Norway, Harald 
Finehair (Crawford 1987. 53). This would stem from the 
later understanding that no earls could hold land and 
power without having first received a grant from the king. 
Reality was probably otherwise and the earls of M0re 
were w arrior overlords with as much innuence as King 
Harald 's dynasty. This was panicularly so in the colonial 
settlements where the Mere family were well established 
(Rolf in Normandy and Hrollaug in Iceland were believed 
to have been members of the same dynasty). The 
13th-century saga account blandly lumps Shetland in 
with Orkney as pan of the king' s grant to Rognvald of 
M0re who then passed them over to hi s brother Sigurd 
who thus became the first ear l of Orkney. There seems 
little doubt that Shetland would indeed have been 
claimed as part of their lordship by mobile earls whose 
origins were in Norway and who would have regarded 
Shetland as a very important maritime base to have 
within their sphere of control for journeys to and from the 
home country. 

We cannot know for sure how the process of settlement 
in Shetland proceeded, whether by individual boatloads 
of family units, or whether under the direction of the first 
earls: unlike Orkney, where one can assume eventual 
overall control by the earls who would have seized the 
best land for their own estates. The earls may have been 
satisfied to a llow those who had won control on their own 
behalf in Shetland to keep hold of their gains. Possibly 
they allowed native farmers- in more inland areas, or on 
smaller islands- to remain in possession of some of their 
lands so long as they submitted to the earl's authority and 
acted to protect his interests in the northern islands of the 
earldom. As already mentioned, the Norse settlement 
may have been slightly different in character in Shetland 
from that in Orkney w ith greater assimilation of 
pre-Norse culture. panic ula rly in the area of religious 
be lief. There is no doubt however that Shetland form ed 
an integral part of the ear ldom and was included in the 
divi sions of the earldom between rival claimants which 
are firs t recorded in the Orkneyinga Saga following the 
death of Earl Sigurd the Stout in l 014 (C rawford 1983, 
66 and see B Smith 1988, 2 1-41 , for a ful l discussion of 
Shetland 's place in these d iv isions)1. 

With the imponant division of the earldom which 
occurred during the time of Earls Paul and Erlend 
Thorfinsson we can trace the a llocation o f Shetland to the 

3 The mor~ peripheral role pla~cd h~ Shetland 111 the econom1c 
network of the earldom is cxcmpl ifinl hy the contrast in I he numbers 
of silver hoards found in Shetl and. compared with Orkney. Only two 
are known (and there is even doubt as to whether the record refe rs 10 

one or two hoards) dating from the late I Oth and mid IIth centuries. 
Perhaps signi ficantly these are both from the southern end of 

Erlend line; this earl ' s marriage to an Icelandic woman 
may well have helped to forge imponant links between 
Shetland and the other Scandinav ian sett lements in the 
nonh Atlantic (8.2.3 below). In the 12th century Shet land 
seems to have played an imponant role in the growth of 
the cult of St Magnus and the winning of power by hi s 
nephew Rognvald Kali Kolsson (Crawford 1984c, 70-4) . 
By this date the earls who held Shetland must cenainly 
have had their own estates in these is lands, and it is like ly 
that Papa Stour would have been one of those earldom 
estates. Sporadic evidence can be pulled together which 
points to Earl Magnus ' connections with north-west 
Shetland, particularly the name of St Magnus' Bay 
(earlier St Magnus Fjord) which lies between Sandness 
and Eshaness, controlled on the south s ide by Papa Stour. 
lt is quite possible that it was the island known to the 
German and Dutch fishermen as ' St Magnus ' Island ', 
which would be a strong indication that the church had 
been dedicated to the saint-earl, and that he had perhaps 
resided in Papa Stour in the period when he helped to 
maintain order in Shetland along with his cousin Hakon 
(ibicl) . During this period they burned to death in hi s 
house at Burrafir1h4 a ·man of rank ' called Thorbjom 
(OS, 1938, 206: Munch 1875, 170). Unfortunately the 
dedication of the medieval church on Papa Stour has 
been forgotten. although there are several dedications to 
Magnus throughout Shetland (more in total than in 
Orkney). 

By the mid 12th century therefore we begin to get some 
positive pieces of re liable information about the activities 
of the earls in Shetland and the names of some individual 
Shetland chieftains and ordina ry people. The remarkab le 
detai ls of the miracle-working powers of the recent ly
martyred Earl Magnus are strongly focused on Shet
landers. giving us some very unusual details about the 
lifestyle and inc idents occurring in the lives of the 
ord inary farmers- panicul arly in the nonh of Shetland 
(C rawford L984c, 70-2). The evidence from the Miracle 
Book can be interpreted as indicating that the cult of the 
saint may have been deliberately developed by the farm er 
Berg tinn Skatisson and his family who possibly li ved in 
the nonh Mainland of Shetland, where there is a number 
of church dedications to Mag_nus. All this was c learly 
politica lly inspired by Magn us' nephew Rognvald who 
was claiming his uncle 's lands and rig hts (ibid. 75-9). 
The imponant place that the murde red earl had in the 
affections of the Shetlanders is like ly to re late to the 
period o f time that he spent in the is lands and the close 

Shetlantl. from an cwnomica\ \y 1mponam area and the nearest 
location 10 Orknc} (Graham-Campbdl 1995. no 11 and 16). 

4 Perhaps West Burrafirth on the west coast opposite Papa Stour. where 
the island ferry leaves from today. 
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connection that the descendants of Erlend had with 
Shetland, which fanned part of their earldom division. lt 
is not straining the evidence too much to suggest that the 
centre of their Shetland estates may have been the fertile 
island of Papa Stour; and if the locat ion of the later
recorded 'Saint Magnus' Island' could be finnly assigned 
to Papa Stour one could be even more certain about the 
maner. 

In this period when the links between Norway and the 
Northern Isles were close, Shetland's place as a 
stopping-off point on the sailing route is clearly seen in 
many incidents in the saga narrative: the story of Bi shop 
William 's promise to allow the translation of Magnus' 
holy relics if he got a favourab le wind to allow him to 
sing Mass back home in his episcopal seat is located in 
Shetland where the bishop was stonn-bound on his way 
back from Norway to Orkney late in autumn (OS, chap 
57). The creation of the archiepiscopal see of Trondheim 
in I 152/3 was a very important development for the tying 
of the bishopric of Orkney into the Norwegian 
ecclesiastical network, and, as in the story mentioned 
above. this meant that clerical personnel from the 
bishopric would even more frequently use Shetland when 
travelling between the islands and the administrative 

centre of the ecclesiastical province of which they were a 
part. The payment made by Shetlanders called 'Sunniva 
meal ' to the altar ofSt Sunniva in Bergen (which is said, 
c 1327. to have been paid ·from old times' DN, vii, 120) 
shows how close ly bound by religious devotion to the 
Norwegian church and northern saints' cults these 
islands were1. 

The same period conversely sees the earls of Orkney 
becoming more closely linked with Scotland: Earl 
Harald Maddadson. whose father was earl of Atholl , 
dominated the second half of the 12th century in the 
north . He ranged widely all over the northern world and 
was as fam i I iar with the court of the Scottish king as 
with the Norwegian (as indeed were many of the earlier 
earls). We know for sure that Earl Harald considered 
Shetland to be an important part of his dominions from 
the fact that in one of the few charter pieces of source 
evidence associated with him he st) les himself ·earl of 
Orkney. Shetland and Caithness· (Scone Liber, no 58: 
DN, ii , 2; Lawrie 1905, 257). This charter must date 
from pre- 1 195 as in that year Earl Harald was deprived 
of the northern part of hi s earldom and the position of 
Shetland in relation ship to the earldom was pem1anentl; 
changed. 

2.4 A 'SKATTLAND' OF THE KINGDOM OF NORWAY 

The 12th century saw the curbing of aristocratic power in 
many parts of feudal Europe as a result of the growing 
authority of medieval kings. part of which process was 
the establishing of their authority throughout a 
territorialised area which they strove to rum into a 
national unit. The Northern Isles and the earldom of 
Orkney did not fit easily into any national structure, but it 
is highly interesting to see the kings of both Scot land and 
Norway gradually succeeding in eroding the power of the 

earl. the fanner through extension of royal authority in 
Caithness and the latter through confiscation of Shetland 
(for Caithness see Crawford 1994). How did the king of 
Norway manage to achieve this extension of his authority 
over this group of islands lying far out from the 
Norwegian west coast? Partly through mistakes made by 
the earl: partly through the king's own forn1idable 
authority built up through a process of 111 ilitaf) domination 
of the elements opposed to him within the kingdom . 

2.4.1 SEVERANCE FROM THE EARLDOM OF ORKNEY 

The king concerned was Sverre Sigurdsson who fought 
his way to power from an outside position and whose 
success was resented by the supporters of the defeated 
Magnus Erlingsson. There were several attempts to oust 
Sverre once he had established his rule over the whole 
kingdom, and Earl Harald Maddadson was foolish 
enough to lend support to one of these attempts, which 
was mounted from the islands (Crawford 1983, 33). The 

5 There is late medieval evidence that a payment was also made to 
Trondheim Cathedral from Shetland called St Olaf's 10/d (Daac 
1895. 58) 

main mover in the plot was Olaf ' Earls-kin' who had 
·great possess ions· in Shetland where he took the young 
claimant to the Norwegian throne Sigurd. son of Magnus 
Erlingsson (Sephton I 899 I tans The Saga of King Sverrir, 
146-7). When they visited Earl Harald in Orkney ·The 
Earl supported the boy's cause heartily and gave him a 
good long-ship, for King Magnus (Sigurd 's father) had 
been an excellent friend of Earl Harald' (ibid). A large 



band from Orkney and Shetland gathered and sailed for 
Norway-they were known as the Eyjarskeggjar or 
' ls land-Beardies ', and they were eventually defeated 
disastrously at the battle of Floruvoe. outside Bergen, in 
11 94. 

Naturally enough, Sverre considered Earl Hara ld to be a 
prime mover in this threat to his authority 'and had it 
much in mind to send a force west to the Orkneys to 
requite the men of Orkney their treason' (Sephton 1899 
trans The Saga of King Sverrir, 155) which he was 
perfectly capable of doing. The earl, advised by Bishop 
Bjame of Orkney, forestalled such retribution and went 
with the bishop and a ll the chief men of the earldom in the 
summer of 1195 to defend himself before Sverre and 
submit to the king's pleasure. The term s imposed tell us 
something about the income from the islands and the 
king's determination to tie them into his royal 
administrative structure and to get some of the wealth 
which had formerly been the earl's into the royal coffers. 
The conditions of peace were written down as well as a 
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list of ·all the estates and possessions in the Orkneys and 
Shetland which had fa llen to the king's treasury, the 
property of those who perished at Floruvoe' (ibid, 156 ). 
Would that this ·scroll ' sti ll survived' A limit of three 
years was fi xed in which the kinsmen of the dead might 
ransom the lands, and after that they were to become part 
of the royal Treasury. The earl himse lf was deprived of 
Shetland (which Sverre took under his own control for 
tax and tributes) and he was set over the Orkneys again 
on certain restrictive condit ions. Here is a very good 
example of just how kings were determined to cut back 
the power of independent earls, to turn their position into 
something more approximating to a royal official, and to 
get their own hands on the earls' wealth from ancestra l 
lands and long-establ ished family rights. To put such 
sweeping decisions into permanent effect was not easy 
however, and the history of the earldom of Orkney 
thereafter is punctuated by c lashes between earls and 
royal officials who were attempting to put their royal 
masters' will into practice, in the teeth of the earls' 
opposition. 

2.4.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES 

As far as Shetland was concerned however, the resu lts of 
this dramatic series of events were long-lasting and 
significant. Shetland did not form part of the earldom of 
Orkney again unti I long after the pledging of the islands 
to Scotland6 , and its detachment from the earldom meant 
that it developed along individual lines and was much 
more closely bound into the home country of Norway 
(Crawford 1969, 157). From an administrative point
of-view it was governed by a royal official, call ed 
' sysselman' (ON sysselmadr).later known as 'foud' (ON 
foged, a term w hich came into use in Norway in the 
1300s for a royal representative, usually associated with 
royal castles) who seems to have been of high status. He 
wou ld have collected in taxes, rents and judic ial dues for 
sending to the royal treasury at Bergen or disposing of 
according to arrangements made with the king. Skatt (ON 
skattr = tax) was paid by all landowners or tenants 
throughout Norway to the king, originally converted from 
the /eioangr or nava l ob I igation la id on a ll coastal 
districts. In Shet land it was later paid in the proportion of 
two-thirds woollen cloth or 'wadmel' (ON vudmal) to 
one-third butter/ oiF. The ren ts would have come from 

6 Although Earl Harald 's sons are said 10 have been se! over Orkney 
and She!land in 12 10 in Boglunga Saga !Ius can no! have been a 
long-las!ing s i!ualion. The Orkneyinga Saga clearly says !hat !h.: 
earls never held il again after 11 95 (C rawford 197 1. 155). The 
Sinclair earls cerlain ly exercised some aulhorily in Shell and during 
!heir period bul it has been argued (Crawford 1967-8, 157) thallhis 
did no! mean Shelland was formall y uniled with the earldom again 
(al!hough !hat is how the si!Uation has been interpreted ). 

those royal estates confiscated by King Sverre and not 
redeemed by the families of men killed at Floruvoe. 
Redemption terms were usually very hard and there is 
unlike ly to have been sufficient spare cash about. or 
indeed goods which could be commuted to cash, to easily 
redeem these lands within three years. These estates, 
known as ' kingslands', would initia lly have formed a 
lucrative basis of power in Shetland, although over the 
next few centuries passing into the possession of royal 
administrators. as was the case with Papa Stour (3.1 
below). Some ·kingslands' are still traceable in the first 
rental of Shetland c 1500 a lthough by then a very small 
proportion of all recorded taxable land (MS transcription 
by B Smith). 

What evidence we have about the pos ition of Shet land 
within the Norwegian kingdom in the centuries following 
the events of 1195 shows that c lose connections were 
maintained bet\veen Shet land and the royal house. The 
13th and first halfofthe 14th centuries was the period o f 
Norway' s greatest power as an independent kingdom o f 
some account in the north em " or id. The kings made sure 

7 The dale a! which skall ''as imposed on 1hc Nomegian colonies 1n 
!he wesl is no! easi ly eslablished. 11 is cenain !ha! the earls developed 
!heir own syslcm of tribulc assess men!. based on !he land divisions 
of ounce land and penn} land. which arc found in Orkney and 
Shell and (as well as the Western Isles). A fler 11 95 !he kings of 
Norway established a claim lo some of lhese dues in Orkney and to 
all oflhem in Shetland. 
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that they kept their remoter possessions within their fiscal 
network and this is when the term ·skattland' becomes 
current. This was the term for an outlying dominion of 
the Norwegian crown which paid its tax or 'skatt ' to the 
royal treasury; Himtland on the Swedish border, along 
with the is lands in the north Atlantic (skalfland, in KL 
Blom 1972). They are listed in Hisroria Norvegiae, under 
the heading de triburariis insulis ('the tributary is lands') 
as Orkney. Shetland, Faeroe and Iceland. The first 
recorded 'sysse lm an· in Shetland was probably the 
individual called Gregorius Kikr ' from Shetland' who 
accompanied Earl John of Orkney loa Council meeting 
at Bergen in 1223 (Hakon 's saga, 77) 

When there were divi sions of the kingdom among 
different members of the royal family in the 13th and 
14th centuries the skattlands were included, as for 
instance in 12 17 when Earl Skule was granted one third 
of the skattlands along with one third ofNorway. It is not 
always clear how the skattlands were divided on such 
occasions. although we know that Duke Hakon 
Magnusson held Shetland and Faeroe as part of his 
princely appanage from I 273 to I 299 along with most of 
eastern Norway. During this period it would be logical 
for these two groups of islands to be brought closer 

together and there is one interesting piece of evidence of 
a possible administrative link between them. The 
Seyoabraevio (a document amending regulations 
concerning sheep-rearing which Duke Hakon issued for 
the Faeroes in 1298) is said in the in troduction to the 
document to have been taken to those islands by the 
bishop of Kirkjubour and Sigurd. the lawman of 
Shetland, who was presumably acting in some official 
capacity (Jakobsen 1907, no I: NGL I R, iii , 33-9). Thi s 
may have been because of his experience with the laws 
concerning sheep-rearing in Shet land, and it does not 
seem likely that the two groups of islands were sharing 
the same lawman as Munch once argued (Munch 
1852-63, iv(i i), 276: Matras 1968, 91 ). Nonetheless the 
circumstances of ducal control over both groups of 
islands clearly did mean that closer administrati ve links 
were established during that period . 

After he acceded to the throne in 1299 Hakon directed in 
his will that rents from his estates in Shetland and Faeroe 
should be reserved for the bui lding of the Apost les· Ki rk 
in Bergen (D/v·.rv. no 128). In the mid 14th century King 
Magnus Eriksson reserved for his own use Shet land, 
Faeroe and Iceland when he handed some lands and 
rights over to his sons (Storm 1888. 404 ). 

2.4.3 SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL LINKS NORTHWARDS 

These few facts about the close control which the 
Norwegian dynasty exercised over Shetland do give us 
the important political background to the social situation 
in the is lands from the end of the 12th century through to 
c 1400. Moreover the documented link with Faeroe (cited 
above) must also have had social repercussions: some 
close links are demonstrated in the few documents which 
have survived. 

One remarkable series of documents, resulting from the 
deposition of evidence which was recorded in Shetland 
and Faeroe at the very beginning of the 15th century 
(although relating to a situation some decades earlier), 
concerns the possessions and dowry of Gudrun 
Sigurdsdatter, whose father was Sigurd ' the Shetlander 
(DN, i, 589-92: Orkney Recs, XIII ; Young I 979, 155-60). 
She is remembered in Faeroese tradition as the ' lady of 
Husavik ' in Sandey, Faeroe, who was married to the 
Faeroese Ambjom Gudleiksson (Manson 1978, 14; 
Macgregor 1984, 12-1 3): but she was also an owner of 
wealthy estates in Norway and Shetland which must have 
been inheri ted from her father (some of them as dowry). 
The test imony about Gudrun 's possessions, lands, and 

8 The translation foll owed is that by Michacl Barnes in Yo ung ( 1979) 
1~h1ch differs in several respects from the translations 111 Orkney Recs. 

income from property were heard in di fTerent parts of the 
Faeroes and Shetland between August 1403 and 
November 1405. The cause of the dispute is in some way 
connected \Vith the claims of a Shetland woman. 
Ragnhild Havardsdorrir, to the property of Gudrun in 
Husavik (a lthough it is never explained how she had 
rights to thi s property ).TI1e list of Gudrun· s possessions 
gives a vivid impression of the sumptuousness of 
clothing and offumish ings enjoyed b; some members or 
society at this time in the North Sea islands. It was 
recorded on sworn oath that Gudrun 's head-dress was 
valued at 13 or I 4 ore, and her full dress suit was 
bedecked with shields; she had a great si lver buckle and a 
small one of si lver-gilt or of gold; a rosary of silver 
beads, three finger-rings of gold and some s ilver bowls. 
She possessed six beds with pillows, eiderdowns and 
some exceedingly valuable curtains of red and green s ilk; 
two sets of household furni shings one of which is said to 
be for the main room and the other for the ·sea-room' . 
Basins and bathing-tubs, cauldrons, goblets. cans. plates. 
pots and many other vessels are listed8. 

Another document of similar date is concerned with the 



purchase of a ship in Norway by the sysselman in 
Faeroe, Greip lvarsson, who pledged possessions in 
Faeroe and Shetland until he had received enough 
money and packs of wadmel from Faeroe to pay for the 
ship which he was buying (DN, XI, no 559). Even at a 
time when- as wi ll be discussed below- plague had hit 
these northern soc ieties very hard there was apparently 
still much to-ing and fro-ing between the islands of the 
north Atlantic and the home country of Norway in the 
conduct of business and in the establishment of marital 
and social links. Entries in the Icelandi c Annals bear 
witness to Shetland 's place in this maritime world, even 
though most of them are concerned with shipwreck or 
difficulties oftravel in the harsh climatic conditions. In 
1333 the ' Maria suden' was lost near Shet land with all 
hands: in the 1380s men and chi ldren from another 
wreck were washed up on the Faeroes and Shetland 
(Storm 1888, 348, 4 14). In 1357 Andrew Gislasson, Jon 
Guttormsson and Arna Thordarsson went to Shetland 
and stayed there for the winter, as in 1411 it is recorded 
that Bjt>m bondi Einarsson had spent the previous 
winter in Shetland (probably storm-stayed) (ibid. 357, 
290). ln 1363 a Faeroese ship cam e safely from Shetland 
to Iceland carrying Bishop Arni of the Faeroes (ibid, 
290, 360). In 1337 five Scotsmen came into the 
Eastfjords of Iceland in a little ship which had left 
Bergen for Shetland after Easter. There had been fifteen 
men aboard but ten had died and the others had survived 
by kneading dough with sea water for sustenance (ibid, 
22 1 ). Unfortunately journeys safely accomplished do 
not merit the same sort of interest! 

Ecclesiastical links of a cultural kind must have ex isted at 
this time, and the cult of the martyred Earl Magnus 
spread throughout the north Atlantic, as of course did the 
cult of the holy king of Norway, Olaf Haraldsson. Faith in 
these local holy warriors created a north Atlantic 
community linked by hope of assistance, as the miracles 
recorded in Magnus' name clearly tell us. From these we 
have evidence of ordinary people travell ing from Ice land, 
and Faeroe, as well as from Shetland, to the shrine at 
Kirkwall in the hope of cures (OS, chap 57). From 
another saga source a miracle is recorded as having been 
performed for an Ice lander at the Church ofSt Magnus in 
the Faeroes (Cormack I 994, 120). This was the cathedral 
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of the Faeroese diocese at Kirkjub0ur, which was 
dedicated to Magnus, and he was eo-patron of fi ve parish 
churches in Iceland, the majority of them in the southern 
diocese of Skalholt (ibid, 121 ). There still survives the 
remarkable carved shrine located on the outside of the 
east gable wall of the Cathedral at Kirkjub0ur (which was 
built in the 14th century. but never fin ished) and where 
relics of the saint were contained- as they still are. A re lic 
was obtained by the cathedral of Skalholt in Iceland in 
1298 (ibid, 11 9). For such relics to have been given by 
the ecclesiastical authorities in Orkney to their 
neighbouring bishoprics in the north tells of close 
ecclesiastical connections which are poorly documented 
otherwise. 

According to the miracle book of St Thorlak, the holy 
bishop of the diocese of Skalholt in Iceland, there was an 
anempt to institute a regular offering of meal (probably 
oatmeal) from Shetland to the Icelandic saint. This was 
urged by a Shetland lawman called Havard who at the 
beginning of the 13th century attempted to get each 
farmer to make a gift of meal to the saint's shrine in 
Iceland, and it was said to have been sent that summ er 
( 1209) and for a long time afterwards (Thorlaksson 1979, 
65). But this cult cannot have been firm ly rooted in 
Shetland, from the apparent absence of church 
dedications to Thorlak. 

In the 13th century the world of the north Atlantic was 
linked together by cultural and economic interests. 
Indeed, when Norway was bound up with its own internal 
political struggles there was nothing to prevent useful 
trading contacts being maintained between Orkney and 
Shetland and the northern communit ies of Faeroe, 
Iceland, and possibly even Greenl and. The troubles in 
Norway wou ld act as a deterrent to trading with the home 
country and probably led to Icelandic merchants 
preferri ng to import their necessities from the is land 
groups to the south (ibid, 70). The growth of a strong, 
unified monarchy in the mid- I 3th century, which strove 
to draw Iceland under its political contro l is likely to have 
disrupted thi s economic network, and conditions were 
imposed on trading in and out of Iceland by the treaty of 
1263 , when Iceland became part of Noregsveldet (' the 
Norwegian world '). 

2.5 CHANGES IN THE LATER MIDDLE AGES 

From the mid 14th century onwards we can perceive big 
changes taking place in Shetland 's s ituation, \vhich 
reflect the turbulent scene on the wider Europl!an 
canvas. lt is easy to attribute these to the economic 
mi sfortunes of the later middle ages resulting from the 
effects of the Black Death, but as far as Scandinavia is 
concerned these effects cannot be over-estimated. All 

historians are agreed that the demograph ic effects of 
plague on a society living in some respects at the li mits 
of human existence must have been disastrous. There 
was no surplus popu lat ion to fill the gaps left by a 
pandemic which probably removed nearly half of 
society, as there was in more lowland areas of Europe. 
We have no details of the impact of the 1349-1 350 
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visitation on Shetland , there being only one brief entry 
in the Icelandic Flat0-annals recording that it came to 

hetland, Orkney. the Sudre)S (Hebrides) and Faeroe 
(Storm 1888, 404 ). 

fhe long-term political results must certainly have been 
significant , for the kings of Norway were drawn to the 
richer lands of southern Scandinavia. and became linked 

wit h the royal house of Denmark by marriage. This led 
eventual ly to the formal union of the three crowns at 
Kalmar in 1397. fne vitab l) orwa) and the skartlands 
were administered by Danish officials and the reality 
of power was vested in the few fam ilies with large 
feudal grants of land \\ ho came to do m in ate events in 
the north . 

2.5.1 ECONOMIC LINKS WIT H THE HANSA AND ECCLESIASTICAL CHANGES 

Alongside this opening-up of Norway to southern 
innuences went the increasingly-dominant position of 
the Hanseatic League in the economic sphere. German 
merchants had had a kontvr established in Bergcn since 
the late 13th century, but they were restricted in their 
attempts to trade wi th Shetland and the other skaulands 
by being forb idden to sail further north or west 
(Fri edland 1983. 87). That is not to say that such 
voyages did not take place, and it is I ikely that there 
were direct trade connections between l lanseatic 
merchants and Shetland before the fi rst hi storical 
evidence of any such visits, which is from 141 5 (ibid. 
88). The closest links seem to have been with the north 
German port of Lubeck. but the trade was meant to be 
directed through the fi sh staple of Bergen. This 
econom ic network was of the greatest importance to 
Shetland throughout the 15th and 16th centuries. The 
links with Northern Europe extended wider from the 
late 15th centu ry when Dutch merchants were also given 
the privilege o f vis it ing Shetland and Iceland (ihid. 89). 
A I ready by 1540 the presence of Dutch fishermen in the 
waters off north Scotland. and near Orkne) and 
Shetland. was causing tension with Scottish fi shing 
boats (Kranenburg 1983. 99). The orth Sea \\Orld in 
th is period was dri ven by its own internal dynamics. and 
the direct link with Scandinavia was not necessarily the 
most important clement any longer. 

The evident vacuum in politica l authority followin g on 

the collapse of the independent Norwegian kingdom in 
the second half ofthe 14th centu ry left hetland open to 
Scortish pO\\ er-seekers. among the first of whom were 
churchmen. The dearth of native Norwegian clerical 
personnel in the wake of the plague epidemics 
encouraged Scots to seek appointment to the higher 
posi tions of the Church in the Northern Isles. Scottish 
bishops \vere foliO\\ ed by Scottish archdeacon . the most 
important church omcia ls in Orkney and Shetland: 
William de Wood. Wil liam de Buchan and Waiter de 
Buchan. archdeacons of Shetland in the 1370s and 1380s. 
are clearly Scots (Wan 1969. 26 1 ). The tensions caused 
by appointments of Scots in a deeply conservative 
society are brought out in a remarkable document dating 
from 1369 in which the Norwegian 'governor· of Orkney 
and Shetland and the bishop of Orkney and Shetland 
came to an agreement to appoint ·good native men of the 
Orkneys and Shetland' and ' the most powerful men in 
the Orkne:vs and Shetland· to al l councils ·as regards the 
king. the church, and the people, according to the laws 
and custom of the country· and in the bishop's service 
(Orkney ReeL 17: DS. i. 404). This agreement documents 
the clash between the old system of Norwegian over
lordsh ip. represented b: Hakon Jonsson. the heir to Lord 
Thorvald and his heiress Fru Herdis (3. 1 below) and the 
newer forces of Scottish power led in the absence of an 
earl by the bishop. The list of those men before\\ hom the 
agreement was sworn included, significantly, a John 
Si nclair. 

2.5.2 ARRIVAL OF T H E SINCLAIRS 

rhe second half of the 14th century also saw a vacuum as 
far as the earldom of Orkney was concerned. Due tO the 
death of Earl Mali se in the middle of the centu ry leaving 
five heiresses, a period of turbulence ensued lasting 26 
years, during which the husbands and sons of the 
heiresses fought it out among themse lves for control of 
the earldom lands and rights. Two of the grandsons of the 
last earl were Scots, and the eventual success of the 
Sinclair claimant saw the arrival of a new and powerful 

Scottish dynasty in the north (Crawford 1971: 1983, 
36-7). In 1379 Earl Henry inclair had to promi se King 
Hakon VI in the charter issued at his Installation that he 
would not alienate (or se ll ) any lands or islands of the 
earldom away from the king, and in the same year he 
issued a charter at St Andrews announcing to those who 
might be interested that he was unable to do so. Although 
such a promise would not concern Shetland, wh ich was 
not part of th e earldom (and did not become so under the 



Sinclairs either9) there is no doubt that the Sinclair clan 
considered Shetland to be a part of their fiefdom in the 
north. Earl Henry probably set out deliberately to 
incorporate Shetland within his earldom 'in fact, if not in 
law' . 

In the process of doing so he embarked on a bitter feud 
with his cousin , Malise Sperra, who had claimed the 
earldom also. This was probably against the authority of 
the king of Norway - a situation which may be reflected 
in the Zeno letters 10 - for the I ikel ihood is that Mali se was 
the royal ' foud ' in Shetland (Crawford 1983, 38). As a 
rival with royal authority, and with a claim to the earldom 
(which had only been granted to Earl Henry on the 
condition of good service) Malise was a dangerous 
impediment to the complete establishment of Sinclair 
authority in the Northern Isles. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that (reminiscent of former events in saga 
times) the two came to blows in order to clear the ground 
for the complete establishment of power by one 
indi vidual. The dramatic climax to the struggle took 
place in Shetland, and according to tradition was fought 
out at Tingwall, the site of the main lawthing assembly of 
the islands, although the entry under the year 1390 in the 
Icelandic Annals says on ly ' Malise Sperra slain in 
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Shetland with seven others by the earl of Orkney' (Storm 
1888, 367). 

Thereafter the Sinclairs ' route to dominating Shetland 
was open, and it is likely that their first possessions 
were the estates of Mali se Sperra in Shetland whi ch 
reverted to his cous in, Earl Henry, because Malise 
him self had no heirs (Crawford 1983 , 38). A chaner 
drawn up in Kirkwall in the next year refers to Sinclair 
family lands in Orkney and Shetland and is witnessed by 
Shetland notables as well as Scottish followers of the 
Sinclairs (Orkney Recs, XII) Thi s gives us direct 
evidence of Sinclair control in Shetland which opened 
the way to the arrival of Scottish personnel, the process 
leading rapidly to the situation where Sinclair family 
and fri ends were granted royal lands and rights in 
Shetland in the early pan of the 15th century. To what 
extent thi s led to a 'Scottici sation ' of Shetland society is 
unclear; these incomers would have to work inside the 
established local system , and the fact that they were 
granted royal lands and rights suggests that they were 
acceptable to the Dano-Norwegian kings. The latter of 
course were too far away to be much concerned with the 
method by which their remote is land possess ions were 
governed. 

2.6 SHETLAND UNDER THE SCOTTISH CROWN 

In the changing international world of the late middle 
ages, the survival of a situation which had come about in 
the quite different early medieval age (when Norway's 
maritime communications gave her kings a technical 
edge over more territoriali sed kingdoms) was bound to 
end one way or another. The growth in power and 
authority ofthe Stewart kings of Scot land meant that they 
would asp ire to bring under their authority all the island 
groups lying around the coasts of their kingdom. This had 
been achieved in the case of the Western Isles (or 

Suoreyar = ·southern Is les' to the Norwegians) through 
the failure of the Norwegian kings to maintain personal 
contact, and in the case of King Hakon Hakonsson's 
expedition of 1263 his personal failure to make an 
effective military impression. In the case of the Northern 
Isles it was achieved by aggressive diplomacy on the 
part of James 11 and Ill and their counci llors. who played 
upon Christian I of Denmark and Norway's need for a 
presllgJOus marriage for his daughter, and his 
impecuniosity (Crawford 1969: 1983, 40). 

2.6.1 THE PLEDGING AND ITS EFFECTS 

The pledging of Orkney in the 1468 marriage treaty for 
the dowry of 50.000 florins of the Rhine which Christian 

9 Although Earl Henry promised in hi s ln; tallati on dm; urnent to 
protect Orkney and S h~tl and in the case of an) 1n\·asion this is the 
only mention of Shetland in that document. and does not suggest that 
the earl had powers in Shetland as part o f his earldom grant (sec 
arguments in Crawford 1983. 36-7L 

10 These are very diff1 cult texts concerning the service of two 
Venetians with a nob leman who has been identified with Earl Henry 
Sinclair of Orkney. They are later copies of letters telling about their 
activity with the prince ·zicmni '. their campaigns in Shetland and 

was unable to come up with is extraordinary enough: the 
addition of Shetland in 1469 for th e remaining 10.000 

the Facruc Islands and their voyages to the New World across tk 
Atlantic: A> far as Shetland is ..:oncerned there is nothing tangihk 
that can he acquired from this narrative except the general 
impression that Earl llcnry w as at enmity with the king of Norway. 
his overlord, through attempts to conquer Shetl and (see transla tion 
by RH Ma;or. The J'oyages of the le nenan Brothers .\'tcolo and 
Anromo le no, Haklu)1 Society. ser i, vol I . 1873). For recent criti cal 
reviews of the controversy sec Cuthbertson 1996; also lecture by B 
Smith entit led ' Why he didn ' t go' at the Orkney Symposium on the 
Sinclair voyages in Sept 1997. 
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florins which he had agreed to collect together - of which 
he seems to have been able to find only 2.000 florins
marks an ignoble end to Shet land 's place in the former 
Norwegian maritime empire. What was probabl) 
intended to be only a temporary change in national status 
turned out to be permanent by default, and Orkney and 
Shetland were politically part of the kingdom of Scotland 
thereafter. Whereas the Western Isles had been in any 
case culturally part of the Gaelic world of the multi
ethnic Scottish kingdom prior to 1263. the Northern Isles
certainly Shetland - were in every respect Norse societies 
still. despite the arrival of Scottish ecclesiastical personnel 
and the Sinclair family. already mentioned. Links with the 
Scandinavian homeland were not easily severed. 

However. the political change meant that changes in the 
traditional Shetland social structure followed. For the 
tirst time since 1195 Orkney and Shetland were 
combined together and administered together (Crawford 
1983. 47). Shetland's nature as a distinct archipelago. and 
the different administrative set-up. was hm\e\"er 
recognised in its designation as the ·lordship of Shetland· 
from 14 72 onwards. The 14 72 annexation of the earldom 
of Orkney and· rhe Lordship of Shetland· is the first time 
that Shetland is given that title and it signifies the 
separate nature that it had. distinct from the earldom of 
Orkne) to the south. fhe Scots ob,·iousl) saw Shetland as 
a discrete administrative unit, and in documents there
after there is reference to ·the lordships of Orkney and 
Shetland'. Income was kept separate and for the first time 
the financial value of these islands appears in royal record; 
annual income from Orkney amounted to £9750 and from 
Shetland £4210 in the 1540s (Anderson 1996. 178). 

Grants made by the kings of Scots. of leases first. then 
feu-grants, then a re-creation of the earldom created new 
circumstances. The impignoration (pledging) of the 
islands resulted in an influx of Scottish professional men, 
administrators and lawyers (H Smith 1984, 29: B Smith 
1990, 29) strengthening the ecclesiastical changes of 
personnel a hundred years previously. Indeed the church 
continued to be ' the main in strument of Scott ish 
immigration ' (Donaldson 1983. IO).There were also 
incomers into the landowning classes, with the Sinclairs 
in the van, followed by other Scottish families who saw 
opportunities of different kinds opening up in a soc iety 
which lacked any strong political authority close at hand. 

The rurn10il which followed on the resignation of the 
ancient earldom of Orkney in 1470 probably had less 
dTect as far as Shetland was concerned. because there 
'~ere no earldom lands and rights in Shetland. 

Some stability was restored to these is land communiti es 
once the grandson of the last earl. Lord Henry Sine lair. 
acquired a grant of the tacks of the earldom and lordsh ip 
in the 1480s. He seems to have been content to allow an 
uncle to have full control in Shetland and this period is 
ilium inated by the remarkable career of the bastard son of 
the last Sinclair earl. Sir David Sinclai r of Sumburgh. 
who built up a power base in Shetland based on the 
famil) lands which he gathered in to his own hands. and 
on his own territorial acquisi tions, as well as on grants of 
authority from both King Hans of Denmark-Norway and 
James Ill of Scot land (Crawford 1978, 5: 1985b. 248). 
I lis career shows very clearly how the old links with 
Norway were maintained, but also how the links with 
Scotland \\ere becoming just as important-and indeed 
"eighed more hea\ il) "'ith Sir David. '' ho had to decide 
which of his two lords, the king of Denmark-Norway or 
the king of Scotland was going to have prior claim on his 
lo~alt) (Cra\\ford 1978. 7-8). Thehistol") ofthe struggles 
over his estates after his death indicates the so11 of 
disruption caused b) the demise of pO\\ erful individuals. 
part icularl: when. I ike Sir David. the~ left no heirs. 
There was internecine tighting among the various 
descendants of the last Sinclair earl (Crawford 1985b, 
2-l7-9) although most of the bitterness seems to have 
focu sed on Orkney (Anderson 1996, 180) 

Naturall~ the change from political domination bv 
Norway to that of the kingdom to the south, Scot land. 
(with the attendant disruption in many spheres of 
political and social life) was not achie,ed easi l). The 
freeing or the old social structures allowed the 
Llomination by certain fa m i I ies. most of them descended 
from the last Sinclair earl. with the cro,,n struggling to 
assert control. through its appointees. sometimes more 
successfully than otht::rs (A nderson 1996. 178). !"he rule 
of the Stewart earls from the m id I 6th to the early 17th 
centuries saw some political stabilit) in the is lands. 
although that period was punctuated by several 
upheavals. not least the investigat ion into the Complaints 
of the Commons and inhabitants of Shetland b: Regent 
Morton in 1577. 

2.6.2 THE MAINTENANCE OF OLD LINKS 

lt is well-known that for some decades, indeed 
centuries, after the transfer to Scotland Shetlanders 
continued to look to Bergen for settling of their legal 
matters. Documents concerning land transactions 
continued to be written in Dane-Norwegian. A deci sion 

made by the lawman of Shetland in 1532 was confirmed 
by the Norwegian king' s court in Bergen in 1538 
(Robberstad 1983. 54). and judgements made in 
Shetland continued to be made according to the 
Gulathing law and Magnus Lagaboter's amendments up 
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until the abo lit ion of the laws of Orkney and Shetland by 
the Scottish Privy Counci I in 16 11 11 • Th is act made no 
difference to the continued practising of Norse customs 
of udal inheritance and land-ownership , although feudal 
tenures did increas ingly appear from the times of the 
Stewart earls. The maintenance of old social links and 
the continuation of a common legal inheritance is 
witnessed by the career of Guttorm Ni lsson. a 
Norwegian nobl eman of the early 16th century who was 
married to an Icelandic heiress and lived in Ice land for 
some years, after which he was lawman of Bergen and 
the Gulath ing, and as such attended a local j udic ial 
meeting at Melby (in San dn ess on the Shetland 
Main land) in 151 1 (Robberstad 1983 , 56). 

There were moreover powerful elements in the Norwegian 
landed classes which reacted with dissatisfaction to the 
new situation which they understood to be against their 
own interests. [n 1485. the Scottish Exchequer Rolls 
record an exemption on the Shetland account because of 
spol iation and plundering in the islands by ' the lords of 
Norway and their agents' (dominos Norowey,it~ et 
commissarios earundl!m; ER. ix, 306). This group 
continues to feature in the history of Shetland for the next 
two hundred years, although never again in this violent 
fashion. At this point in time they were powerful 
Dano-Norwcgian landowners who held lands in Shetland 
additional to their west coast Norwegian estates, and the 
largest holding of Shetland lands was inherited from 
Thorvald Thoresson and his daughter Fru Herd is (see 
3.2. I below). The incident of 1485 mentioned above may 
retlect a reaction to the arrival in the north of Lord Henry 
Sinclair in 1480, who succeeded to the ·conquest' lands 
acquired by his grandfather, the last earl , and who also 
succeeded in acquiring a sub-tack or lease from the 
bishop of Orkney of the royal rights and lands throughout 
Orkney and Shetland soon after (Crawford 1985b. 242: 
Thomson 1996, ix). Sir David Sinclair's rule in the 
is lands probably calrn.:d Norweg ian fears about their 
legal and tenurial rights in Shetland. for he was 
essentially the proponent of the status quo. Remarkably 
enough the continued possess ion of Shetland lands by 
landowners normally resident in Norway, and 
increasingly Denmark. \\as tolerated by the Scott ish 
crown. Because of thei r status and connections they were 
able to retain their Shetland lands and what' s more. to 
gain acknowledgement of their rights from the political 
authorities in Scotland ( 13 Smith 1990, 30 ). As rent iers 
they were primari ly interested in seeing annual returns 
from these lands, but the:;- had to engage the servi ces of 
incoming Scots to run their estates for them and to return 

11 From the I 560s there is evidence of one of the lirst Shetland 
lawsuits to be heard before the Court o f Sess ion in 1-dinburgh (S mith 
I 996. 97), in wh1 ch Henr' Su1clair of Strom was purst11ng. on bchal f 
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the rents to them in Norway. This continued connection 
may well have been important in forging links between 
Norway and Scottish incomers, some of whom (like the 
Mowats) then moved into th e highest echelons of 
Dano-Norwegian society (Crawford 1984a, 53-4 and see 
3.2.2 below). The ·heri table tacks· of the Shetland lands 
eventually turned into direct ownership by the 
Scotto-Shet land lessees as the Scandinavian fami lies ' 
interest dwindled (H Sm ith 1984.32: B Smith 1990. 34: 
see 3.2.1. below). 

Com mercia l and social connecti ons were maintained 
between Shetland and western Norway for many 
centuries after 1469, and until the 1680s Shetlanders 
looked to Bergen as a source of liveli hood and 
employment. Many names appear in documentary 
sources of this period, as residents and tradesmen in 
Bergen (often recognised by the surname ' Hjelt'). There 
is evidence that the governors of Bergenhus drew on 
Shetland and Faeroe for young men and women to be in 
service in the castle workforce in the fi rst half of the 16th 
century (Daae 1895. 43-4). maybe rnaintammg 
long-established arrangements. Is landers traded toll-free 
with Norway until 1580 (Helle 1988, 26), but trade 
between ShetlandJOrkney and western Norway 
continued thereafter based on the development of the 
Norwegian timber industry (H Smith 1984. 35). This 
focused on requ irements of different categories of wood 
products, including as far as Shetland was concerned 
·stockstove· houses and prefabricated boats (8.3.1 below). 
Four-oared and six-oared boats of the 'Oselver' type were 
exported in large numbers to Shetland throughout the 
16th and 17th centuries. which wou ld be used for the cod 
and ling fishing (Helle 1988. 27). Gem1an merchants 
were also still active in Shetland and this period has been 
seen as a ·Golden Age' with flourishing inter
connections around the North Sea. from which Shetland 
clearly benefited (B Smith 1990, 32). 

One of Shetland ' s fonner staple products. homespun 
woollen cloth ('wadmel') which must have brought 
wealth to the is lands, was no longer being produced in 
great quantity by the end of this period. This is suggested 
by the decline in ·wadrnel' exports. which was probably 
linked to the fact that it had ceased to be the most 
important item in rent and skatt payments c 1640. and 
ll'as replaced h:;- mone~ equi\'aknts thereatier (H Smith 
I 98--t, 3 7). Woollen cloth was produced still for domestic 
use but probably declined in quality. and would appear to 
hav;: been replaced as an export item b; woollen (knitted) 
stockings. 

of a Shetl and woman, a Sconish i ncom~r who had ~ontro l o r the 
Noss estates or one of the ·tords of om ay. 
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2.6.3 THE BREAKING OF OLD LINKS 

As in the 14th century it was the Church which acted as 
the most powerful and effective agent of Scotticisation in 
the century after the impignoration. Although nothing 
was said about the situation regarding the bishopric of 
Orkney in the political arrangements of 1468-1470, only 
two years later ( 1472) it was included in the papal bull. 
(along with the diocese of the Isles or Sodor), which 
erected the bishopric of St Andrews into the metropolitan 
see ofthe kingdom ofScotland (Dowden 1910. 12). lt is 
not at all clear that this was royal policy, or whether it 
simply happened by decision of the clerics concerned 
(Thomson 1987. 125): in any case such technical 
admin istrative changes had little immediate effect on the 
situat ion in Shetland. The confusion which reigned is 
very evident from the disputes which followed regarding 
the right of presentation to the arch deaconry of Shetland. 
and the grant of church income to Sir David Sinclair by 
both Scottish and Norwegian kings (Crawford 1978. 3: 
Thomson J 996 .. wiii). 

The medieval Church was itselfjust beginning to undergo 
the upheavals which led up to the Reformation . affecting 
both Scotland and Scandinavia deeply. The Scottish form 
of presbyterianism was introduced to the Northern Isles. 
although without the violence that attended its imposition 
further south '"· The reformed ministers of the kirk who 
were installed throughout the islands and who used 
Scots-English speech in public worship (much of which 
consisted of preach ing) must have been the most effective 
agents of change, through which the whole population 
was subjected to a most thorough process of assimilation 
to Scott ish cult ure. These ministers of course married and 
established dynasties whose names are still common in 
the islands (Donaldson 1967, 77). lt has been estimated 
that by 1600 most people in Shetland understood Scots. 
and the displacement of Norse (or Nom as the variant of 
the Scandinavian tongue is known ) was beginning (ibicl) . 

However there was possibly little change in the structure 
of society and social ordering until after the period of 
Stewart earldom rule. Robert and Patrick did little to 
effect any great change by design; they were more 
concerned to use the existing system to their own 

advantage. The antagonism to their rule. or the rule of 
their deputies was mainly aroused by the misuse of a 
system which was alien to them and wh ich they had little 
respect for. Patrick' s reputation as the destroyer of the 
law-book of Shetland is probably unfounded (Anderson 
1992. 12). lt disappeared in the aftermath of hi s downfall 
and the Scottish Privy Council 's abolition of the Norse 
laws of Orkney and Shetland in 1611. This was the bi g 
break with the past alongside which went a changing 
soc ial structure as a result of the increased feudal tenures 
from the Stewart period. The introduction of a 
primogeniture system of inheritance of these estates led 
to the rapid growth of larger blocks of landholding and 
increasing disparity between rich and poor. The older 
udal families started to fi ll the position of a subjected 
tenantry (Donaldson 196 7. 77). 

By 1700 most families working the land had become 
tenants of the larger landowning families \\ ith Scottish 
ancestry. and the political changes which took place at 
this time. (the formal Union of the Scottish and English 
parliaments) meant that Shetland was tied into a British 
economic and political system which functioned at an 
even remoter level than previously (Schei 1988, 47). 
Political decisions made from the point of view of a 
government in London. whether controlling the import of 
salt, or embarking on war with the Dutch, had a very 
important, and usually unfortunate. spin-off for the 
people in the most northerly islands of the British Isles. 
Some developments, such as the need for kelp in the later 
18th century. as well as the need for manpower in the 
Royal Navy from the middle of the century did help to 
provide a means of livelihood for the is landers. even if 
not always a welcome one. This involvement in British 
enterprises would bring money and materials from 
markets in the Uni ted Kingdom. But there were still the 
old traditional supplies coming in from Nonvay (H Smith 
1984, 78-9) and the illegal trade of smuggling continued 
to provide a few luxury goods from other areas of 
Northern Europe. Always. Shetland had a wider role to 
play than merely as a northern appendage of the British 
Isles. because of her posit ion in the centre of rich fishing 
grounds. 

2.7 THE IMPORTANCE OF FISHING 

The most important of Shetland' s exports in the 
post-medieval period was always the abundant fi sh 

12 These circumstances meant that customs of the medieval church 
survived longer in Shetland than anywhere else in Scotland, and the 
use of the sign of the cross did not disappear in the mid 16th century 

caught in the waters around the islands. It may be that this 
important economic resou rce had already in the late Norse 

(Donaldson 1967. 73)-a fact relevant to the discover) 111 an ear l ~ 

modern phase of a wooden lid with a cross on it as described in 
section 7.2 below. 



period fanned a significant export from the islands, and 
this is an aspect of Norse society which the discovery of 
large quantities of fish bones in archaeological excavations 
in the Northern Isles has recently opened up (Bigelow 
1985, 1992; Barrett 1997). lt was this natural wealth which 
certainly attracted the Gennan merchants to the is lands 
from the 15th century onwards (Friedland 1983 ): then after 
1500 the Dutch fishing fleet in search of herring came 
north, reaching its peak of importance in the 17th century 
(Kranenburg 1983, I 00). There were also Scots and 
English fishing boats on a smaller scale. Until 1700 fishing 
for commercial purposes by Shetlanders them selves seems 
to have been pursued no further than five or ten miles 
offshore, in the ' fourern ' (four-oared) boats (H Smith 
1984, 46). 

With the expansion of the ' far haaf' (deep sea) fishing in 
the 18th century, which necessitated the development of 
the 'sixern' (six-oared boat), the growth of fi shing stations 
nearest to the more distant fishing grounds became a very 
marked feature, where the catch could be brought in for 
curing and drying. This was a very labour-intensive 
operation and the fishing stations attracted seasonal labour 
from internal areas (H Smith 1984, 5 1, 54).The growth of 
about twenty legally-defined trade points in the peripheral 
coastal areas mark the important distribution and 
rent-collecting centres, and Papa Stour features as one on 
all maps of trading harbours in this period (ihid, fig 11 ). 
Such organisational operations could only be conducted by 
powerful and wealthy merchant-lairds and the whole 
social structure of the islands revolved around the 
operation of this fishing system. Papa Stour thus came 
eventually into the possession of the powerful Gifford and 
Nicholson mercantile families in the early 18th century 
(discussed further in 3.4.1 below). A complex 
interweaving of landownership with commercial necessity 
meant that the lairds contracted with their tenants for the 
supply of fi sh and in return supplied boats, lines and gear 
as well as food and drink supplies for use at sea (ibid, 56). 
Rental arrangements were also invol ved, and in return for 
rents paid in butter, increasingly fish oil, and money, the 
landlord was obliged to supply housing and often stock 
and seed corn on credit. By the end of the 18th century 
rents were increasingly being paid in fish, tenants were 
bound to purchase their necessities at the merchant lairds' 
store and a truck system was in the making ( lrvine & 
Morrison 1987. 48-50). 

The species of fi sh involwd in thi s intensive act ivity was 
primarily ling and cod, with small quant ities of herring 
salted in barrels, and the production of fish oi l. From the 
middle of the 18th century the Greenland whale fi shing 
becomes another aspect of the Shetland fi shing saga 

13 The apt title given to the book of reminiscences of life m the island 
during her time as schoolteacher, by Stella Shepherd ( 197 l , t994). 
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(although the killing of whales stranded in the voes and 
bays of the islands must always have been one of the 
benefits of nature in these latitudes). The taking of large 
numbers of men away from the home fishing to the 
northern Arctic waters was not always appreciated by the 
fishing lairds who complained of a shortage of labour. 
The population of Shetland in general maintained a stati c 
level until the development of inoculation against 
smallpox in the last decades of the 18th century when it 
started to rise steeply; nor was there any great emigration 
to the colonies at this time. 

The 19th century saw the development of the herring 
fishing by large j oint-stock companies like Hay and 
Ogilvie who in 1839 had a curing station on Papa Stour, 
although developments in fishing from then on tended to 
congregate away from the west coast clustering more 
particularly in the south Main land and on Unst (H Smith 
1984, figs 25 and 27). The rise of Lerwick as a centre of 
trade, particularly for the eastern side of Shetland, meant 
that peripheral western areas were not well-placed to 
benefit from the increased business for traders and the 
market for rural products. The fisheries continued to 
flouri sh until the late 19th century although merchant 
companies replaced the landowners as the controllers of 
the fi shing industry with whom the fi shennen were 
bound to trade. The truck system gradually broke down 
after the enquiries of the Truck Commission in 1872 
(ibid, 155). By this date the population figures were 
beginning to decline from the period of the growth of 
population to its highest level when the pressure of 
people upon resources had led to hardship in many parts 
of Shetland. Thi s had been exacerbated by some 
Clearances by landowners on certain estates, al though 
plans to depopulate Papa Stour came to nothing. 

The avai labi lity of fish and the attraction this had for 
fishermen of many nations; the different kinds of fi sh and 
the di fferent methods of catching this food from the sea: 
the stim ulus thus presented to middle-class entrepreneurs 
who exploited this resource for supplying the growing 
markets of the south: all these factors make the modern 
history of Shetland quite distinctive and different from 
any other part of the British Isles. lt brought out lying 
areas into the mainstream of economic development, and 
it created a society that was in touch with the wider 
world. The one unchanging geograph ical element lying 
behind al l of Shetland·s histol) was. of course. the sea. 
which has ex posed it throughout history to the wide 
influences coming in from ' a' the airts'. And an island 
off-shore from another group of islands. such as Papa 
Stour, was even more exposed and dominated by th is 
element , surrounded by it - ' like a mantle the sea' 13 . 
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PAPA STOUR IN HISTORY 

Barbara E Crawford 

3.1 SETTLEMENT HISTORY 

The fanner presence of man is visible everywhere on 
Papa Stour. Prehi storic hom esteads and enclosures lie 
uncovered across the landscape west of the Hill D)ke. 
showing that far more of the island was under some sort 
of cultivation at a time of better climatic circumstances. 
Tu mu I i. burned mounds. a cremation cemetel) . and a 
chambered cairn on Round Hill provide monumental 

archaeological evidence of prehistoric populations all 
overthe is land (RC A HMS 1946. no 1690-1696. 1707). !\ 
possible broch (Mucl,l c Heogan ) indicates Iron Age 
populations, as does the ' Erd House· (earth-house), 
recorded on older maps at Northouse. now completely 
eroded a'' a;. ( ihid. 1689. 1703 ). 

3.1.1 THE 'PAPAR' 

Corn ing to the centuries before the Norse sett lement of 
Shetland we would expect w recognise some traces of the 
Pictish population which left its mark in many other parts 
of these islands (2. 1 above). The ' papar', after whom the 
island was called by the Norse 'Papay' (ON pupur-oy = 

'the island of the priests/fathers· ). are not too well defined 
by historians or archaeologists. Indeed, the ·papar' were 
rather mysterious figures even to the more recent 
descendants of the Norse settlers. as far as can be gleaned 
ITom a History of Norway (lfistoriu \'wTegiae) written c 
1200. The author of this history. who I.-new something 
about the settlement of the Orkney Islands from local 
tradition (recorded no\\herc else) divide~ the indigenous 
population of the islands into rwo ·races' (nariunl!s), the 
Peti (Picts) and the Papae (fathers) (Munch 1850; Storm 
1880: Crawford 1987. 166). Knowledgcof the former had 
been reduced to the level of folk-myth by the time the 
History was written down ; knowledge of the latter retained 
some very interesting insights. In the first place the ·papar' 
were remembered as being quite distinct tram the Picts: 
and indeed to have been a clerical caste from their robes. 
although they were not recognised as Christians (as they 
1verc by the Vikings in Iceland) '. These priests of the Ce ltic 
Church made a deep impression on the arriving 
Norsemen-as they did al so in Iceland, where stories 

1 I he~ were sa1d to be assoc1atcd '' 1t h Juda1sm and thought to hav~ 
the 1r ongin 111 A fnca - a statement perhaps md1catmg some 
awareness of the Jnsh Church 's eremitical clement original!) 
denvcd lrom the dc;cn traditions of the earl) fathers. 

sur\ ived of the ·papar· "ho were found there when the 
settlement of the North Atlantic got under way in the /arc 
9th century (one century or more after the sett lement of the 
Northern Isles) (Book of Selllernents). The survival of 
independent traditions about the priests of the Celtic 
Church ITom places far apart in the north Atlantic is 
testimony to the lasting impact made on the Norsemen by 
these missionaries and hermits of the Irish Church. 

rhe Histuriu .\'atTegiae also mentions that a certain island 
was called Papay after them; in tact there are three islands 
whose names record some association with the ·papar' in 
Shetland and 1110 in Orkne> (Papa Westra) and Papa 
Stronsa)) along with many Papils and several Pabba)s in 
the Hebrides (Lamb 1995, map 2.3 f The largest of the 
Shetland is lands is Papa Stour (the second element 
deriving from ON srvrr = great. although the adjective is 
not always attached to it in medieval references: Crawford 
1984a. 43). The reason why these particular islands and 
other places were associated wi th the ·papar· is never 
c:>-p lained. but this surviving toponymic clement must 
indicate known settlements of Ce ltic priests. They cannot 
all have been commun ities of the sort who sought out 
far-off island retreats. as in the Faeroes or Iceland. for lives 
of contemplation and solitude. or remote rock stacks such 

~ l here IS abo a l'ape~ 1sland uffthe coa>t ,,rsouth-ea.>t Iceland. 11 hcrc 
archaeolog1cal mvesugat10ns revealt:t.l nothmg \\ h1ch could be 

convincingly linked with any Celtic sculcmcnr (Eldjarn 1989). 
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1llus 7 
Eastern part of Papa Stour from the 1881 Ordnance Survey 6 inch map (surveyed 1878), 
with enlarged inset of the Biggings. (Reproduced fro m the Ordnance Survey map with the 
perm1ss1on of the Coli/roller of !fer Majesty ·s Sranonery Office. 1~ Crown copynghrJ. 

as are known throughout the Northern Isles (Lamb 1995. 
17)3 TI1e Papay islands are mostly ve1) fertile and only 
just off-shore from well-setllcd centres of population (ibid, 
15-1 7: Crawford 1984a, 43), so that the communities 
living in them would have been in touch with the secular 
world. Their island gave them the physical detachment 

3 The commanding rock-stack at the entrance to I lousa Voe on Papa 
Stour, called Maiden Stack, or Fraua Stack, has the remains of stone 
walling surviving on it. This has been associated with a later 

from that world, and provided a separateness which they 
clearly desired to have and which was necessal)' for the 
fulfilment of their religious vocation. One has only to 
think ofColumba' s settlement on fertile Iona, an island off 
the larger island of Mull to understand how subsequent 
communities dedicated to perpetuating Columba' s 

monastic establi shment rather than early Celtic hermits (Lamb 
1975-6, 149; Crawford 1984a, 43). 
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mission and coenabitic life-style may have sought similar 
smal l islands lying off larger islands for their religious 
base, where missionary teaching work would be 
undertaken by them. 

Apart from the name there is nothing else to indicate the 
fonner existence of a Ce ltic religious establishment on 
Papa Stour, or any assoc iation with one. No carved 
monument from this period survives. although a large 
and curious stone in the churchyard was recorded by the 
minister in 1797 (Sinclair ed, 1797/ 1978, 533-4). No 
early Christian church site has been identified, although 
the chapel si te at Sneeans might. on investigation. prove 
to have had pre-Norse origins (illus 7). If there was such a 
Celtic religious establishm ent we have to assume that 
later Norse settlement of an intensive nature has 
obliterated any traces of its existence. It would be 
di fftcult in any case to know exactly what to look for. 
Very little of the early church structures have been fou nd 
on Iona. where so much else has survived from the period 
of the dynamic and flouri shing Colurnban community 
(Ritchie 1997, 3 7-43). On ly the survival of the name 
itself, or rather the naming of the island after the ' papar· 
'' hom the Norsemen came into contact with on their 
arrivaL gives us the strong hint that their presence was a 
significant factor in the Norsemen 's naming process. Not 
only did the la11er recognise the dominant presence of the 
priests they may also have allowed them to remain in 
possession, or at least in residence, for sufficiently long 
for their association to be a remembered fact worth 
naming the island after. 

The process of settlement by incoming Vikings and 

their relationship with the native residents of the 
Northern Isles are factors which have fom1ed the basis 
of much dispute and the matter is sti ll a very uncertain 
chapter in the history of the Viking impact on Scotland 
(2.2.1 below; Crawford 1987, 146-8). The quest ion is 
not. however. too relevant to our consideration of the 
background to the excavations at the Biggings. where 
evidence for any pre-Norse settlement was not found in 
the archaeo logical record. It is. however. relevant to the 
history of Norse selllement in the island and to the date 
of that settlement. If we believe that the ' papar' may 
have been allowed to contin ue in possession of the 
island for a sign ificant period this would mean that Papa 
Stour was not one of the earliest · foci· for Norse 
settlement in Shetland. Given what has already been 
said about the usefulness of this island on the sai ling 
route between Norway and the Orkneys this would be 
rather surprising. lt is hardly possible to prove it one 
way or the other by looking at the place-names to see if 
an} earl; settlem ent naming process can be traced. The 
evidence for this has been discussed before; and the 
danger pointed out of following Marwick' s view that 
absence of b}:,, hlils1aor. and staoir elements on Papay 
islands m ighr indicate a period of tolerance on the pan 
of the Vikings towards such Christian Ce ltic 
establishments (Crawford 1984a. 46 ). The present 
corpus of fam1 -narne elements cannot he re li ed upon to 

provide us with a comprehensi ve record of all previous 
names given in such islands 4

. Moreover researchers are 
much \varier nowadays of fitting certain name elements 
into a fixed chronology or of believi ng that the process 
of settlement can be tracked from a particular centu ry or 
half century (Thomson 1995. 47-9). 

3.1.2 NORSE SETTLE MENT 

As far as early Viking settlement goes, archaeological sites 
have proved elusive in Shetland, as els~where in 
·Scandinavian Scotland·. either Jarlshof. nor Underhoull 
are considered today to date from the earliest landmim 
phase of Viking settlement. Nor has the Biggings yielded 
up any structural evidence of houses dating earlier than the 
11th century. although there are traces of earlier phases 
(5.5 below). We can say that it was indeed the ·central area 
of settlement in the Middle Ages' (Crawford 1984a. 45; 
also see Fenton 1978, 77), but this may have been a 
re-located settlement site. The name · Biggings' itself only 
tells us that it was the most populous centre of island 
settlement in the late med ieval and early modem period. 

4 I" he farm· name Estabustcr \y=ubolstaor ~ outermost farm ) is 
recorded m the 17th century (sec later) and is thought to mdicate a 
farm settled fairly early in the process of Norse se ttlement (Crawford 
1987. 110). 

A more probable location tor the house site of the earliest 
Norse colonisers would have been closer to the sea. and 
the exct!llent beaching facilities at Kirk Sand. lndl.!ed the 
·noust' site called Skipi Geo ("Ship cleft') on the south 
side of Kirk Sand is a good indicator of where ships could 
be drawn up: Kirk Sand remained the usual launching site 
for the is land's boats until the pier \vas bui lt on Housa 
Voe. There are strong local traditions of an early chapel 
site in the same locality as mentioned (at Sneeans). and a 
possibly significant b)'·r name has survived in the name of 
the neighbouring beach (which is recorded variously as 
Thistleaby/Tuss leby/Tisselhy Sand)' (illus 7). Changing 
geographical circumstances of an adverse kind could 

• The on I) obv1ous meaning IS ·timtlc-farm · '' h1ch does not ~uggest a 
very prest1g1ous selllcment sne Th1s \\OUid appear hO\\~\cr to be 
one of the ·sand of ! .. . !by" names CJted by Thomson (I 9&7. 27) as 
vestigial traces of earl; settlement units . 
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tllu' 9 
r\ ~ic\\ ofBragastcr (ON Breka Saetrel. the rentalmco me from \\h1ch "a' under dispute in 1299 

easi ly explain a move away to a new settlement site a few 
hundred yards inland from such an exposed si tuat ion. in 
the centuries following initial colonisation. 

The Biggings location remained the central settlement of 
the is land right up to modem times. Its elt:vated situation. 
between the I Om and 20m contour lines. gives the houses 
there a commanding position between the two bays: 
Housa Voe to the north and Kirk Sand to the south (i llus 
8). This location is on the fault line between the 
sandstone and rhyolite rock fonnations. at the head of the 
homefields of the Biggings fam1 \\ hich lie on an 
east-facing slope running dm' n to the meadov.land at 
Loch of Biggings and up the west-facing slope towards 
East Biggings (illus 8). The church lies about lOOm to the 
south towards Kirk Sand. This was an excellent situation 

and characteristic in several respects of the Orkney ·bu· 
farms. the largest and richl:st fanns in the is lands which 
mostly fom1ed the ·bordland· estates of the earls 
(Crawford 1985a, I 34-5 ). A 11 the other crofts north and 
west of the Biggings have names which indicate a 
satellite relationsh ip with the Biggings. names ending in 
ON setr. gm·or. bakki. These are typical of the 
'umbesetts' or ·unsets' found around the Orkney ·bu' 
farms and established to form a pool of labour for the 
earldom estate. but not typical of Shetland settlement at 
all. Bragaster (Brekasener or Bragasetter) at the southern 
end of the island (illus 9) is a fam1 \\hich ma~ hO\\e\Cr 
have been in a different relationship from the other 
·setter' farn1s, from information revealed by the I 299 
document (see bel cm chapter 4). 

3.1.3 PLACE-NAME EVIDENCE 

Our only evidence for the development of settlement on 
the island is that of the present place-names and ones no 
longer in use but whi ch have survived in the written 
record. Changes have taken place in the nom enclature 
over the centuries, due to the increasing population, 
with the division of original farms and the creation of 
new units. In the first place the name ·siggings· is not 
an original name but one which was appli ed to a 
populous core of settlement in the centre of the 
township. lt probably had its origin in ON byggd (= 
neighbourhood/community) which was assimilated to 

the Scots ·bigging· (= building). An intermediate stage 
of this word's deve lopment is Bigtoun, and this form is 
recorded on Papa Stour in the I 7th century (Crawford 
1985a. 136 ). An older la) er of name appears on ly in a 
I 7th-century written record as · Estabuster' (ON 

y::.ti-b61staor = outennost fann ; Stewart 1987, 57). 
which must have lain at the furthest point away from the 
Biggings with in the cu ltivated area. The existence of 
such a name indicates expansion of the original 
settlem ent and biJ/staor generics suggest sub-division 
(Crawford 1987. I 10) . lt wou ld seem most likely that 



· Estabuster' was established somewhere out on the 
eastern headland~. 

That was by no means the end of the subdivision 
process. Parent farms were themselves divided 
frequently because of the odal method of inheritance 
and partible divi sion among co-heirs. These new 
holdings took the hus names which are found so 
frequently in Orkney and Shet land today and the three 
main farming units on Papa Stour called North-house, 
Up-house and Souther-house appear in the written 
record. Some divi sion of this kind had occurred before 
1299 as a farm unit is referred to as Uphouse (uppi i 
hzisi) in that document. Later rental evidence shows that 
these house divisions were large holdings as they are 
each assessed at 72 marks, making the total originally 
2 16 marks, which is an un usually large and wealthy 
fan11 by Shetland standards. To begin with these house 
divisions would be located close to each other. But 
Northouse lies across Housa Voe from th e Biggings: it 
became a very important farm in the early modern 
period and the seat of the Mowat family in the \ate 17th 
or early 18th century. When and why it was moved so 
far away from the Biggings is not at all clear, although in 
genera\ the ' house' divisions did move further apart 
over the centuries (as di scussed when the site of 
Uphouse is exam ined: see below 3.5). As already 
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suggested it may have replaced, or merged with the 
Estabuster di vision. Southerhouse today is the southerly 
division of the Biggings township and must always have 
been so. Uphouse was certain ly at the core of the 
Biggings township from its remembered location, and 
seems to have been the most important element at the 
time of the 1299 arguments over the taxable status of the 
lands of Papa Stour. 

A post-medieval record shows that there was a farm 
called Eldus (ON eldr-hus "' fire house), and th ere was 
even a sub-division called Uthascoll (ON uti-skali? "' 
outer hall) Although these are not recorded until the 
17th century they are likely to have been old by then. 
Where were they? Then there is the problem of the ru in 
called Turvalscord between Northouse and Forwick, 
which later tradition assumed was the residence of 
Thorvald Thoresson (4.3.2 below) How do these names 
tit into the pattern of settlement on this intensely-settled 
island? We will probably never know. The whole 
history of Papa Stour demonstrates that there have been 
such great changes from the days when the Norsemen 
took it over until the days when we probed the story of 
their settlement at the Biggings, that a fu ll and complete 
understanding of its earliest landho lding divisions will 
never be achieved . 

3.1.4 NORWEGIAN PERIOD: AN ADMINISTRATIVE CENTRE 

However, the transmiss ion of the island to its main 
property-holders is well-known from the Norse period, 
and this links Papa Stour to the story of the most powerful 
in Shetland 's history right up to modern times. The 
situation and the fertility of the island were very good 
reasons for it being in the possession of the most mobile 
and the most dominant (as already pointed out : see 
chapter I above). The first landowners who resided at the 
Biggings at the time when the evidence of a house site is 
archaeologically proven are unrecorded. There are some 
pieces of tradition associat ing the island with the heir to 
the throne of Norway, and with the ladies-in-waiting to 
the Maid of Norway7, which clearly deri ve from the 
known or remem bered links which the island had with the 
crown ofNorway. 

Before those l ink~ existed in the 13th century - it is not 
impossible, and in many respects it would appear 
probable, that the island had been a possess ion of the 
earldom family, at the time when Shetland was an 

6 Perhaps where Northhouse is today. The name Es tabuster is onl y 
recorded in 1613. and the fir st recorded date ofNorthhouse is t624/5 
(RegHter of Testaments in Grant 1904. 59, 77). 

integral part of the Orkney earldom ( late 9th century 
-1195). Clearly the earls must have held possessions in 
Shetland and, as argued above (2.3), there are factors 
pointing towards a close association with St Magnus 
and the Erlend line, wh ich held the northern isles of 
Orkney, and Shetland. From the known fact that Papa 
Stour became the property of the crown of Norway one 
might conclude that therefore it had previously been a 
possession of the earls which was forfeited by Earl 
Harald Maddadsson, after the submiss ion of this earl for 
his involvement in the rising against King Sverre in 
1193 (see 2.4 above). Perhaps it had been one of the 
·great possess ions' in Shetland of Olaf ·Earls-kin ' who 
led the re bell ion? There is litt le doubt that many of the 
earldom estates wou ld have been granted out to 
member~ of the earldom family. In such circum stances 
the sub-divi sion of the island into the component farms 
of Uphouse, Northouse and South erhouse is under
standable, whereas if it had remained in the hands of the 
earls such a development is un I ikely, as the main 

7 These were known by local historian, Miss Christ ina Jamieson. 
earlier this century (see report in The Shetland .\'ews of 25. 1 0.34, and 
letter in The Shetland Tunes of I 0.6. 77). 
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'bordland ' farms which the earls mainta ined for their 
own provision remained undivided8

. Certainly all Olaf 
·Earls-kin' s' property would have been forfeited in 
I 195 as he was the main protector of Sverri's rival for 
the throne, Sigurd Magnusson. 

Probably by this means Papa Stour became a possession 
of the Norwegian crown in 1195: we only know that in 
1299 it was held by the royal prince Hakon Magnusson 
(who inherited the th rone from his brother later in that 
same year). In the document of 1299 the royal farm is 
called hertugaboenum or ·ducal farmstead· (4. 1 below: 
Crawford 1985a, 130), and the young prince held the 
title of 'duke' at that time. It is not known if Hakon ever 
vis ited Shetl and, either as duke or as king, but if he had 
then th is would have been one of his farms, where he 
would have res ided. In 1299 his sysse/man (bailiff. 
official) , Thorvald Thoresson, was certainly residing 
there whil e on his c ircui t round the is lands collecting in 
ducal rents and taxes : it was these which caused the 
trouble with one of the residents of the island (4.4 
below). Hakon had been granted Shetland as part of his 
·appanage', or princely tief. which he held along with 
the tit le of h ertog. Thorvald appears to have been the 
main figure of aU!hority in Shetland (during both 
Hakon· s dukedom and his reign as king of Norway): 
indeed he was called 'Torvald of Shetland· already ten 
years prior to the events of 1299, when he was named as 
an ambassador of King Erik Magnusson to attend the 
court of Edward l of England (Thorvald"s role in 
Shetlan d's history is examined more fu lly in section 
4.3.1 ). 

What is particularly relevant to the hi story of Papa Stour 
is that this powerfu l individual must have made the island 
his main base of power, for decades later he is called ·tord 
ofPapay' (dominus de Papay: DN. vii, 134). Here is the 
most significant evidence for the importance of this 
island in the administration of Shetland under the 
Norwegian kings; it was the main residence of the royal 
official, who would have held it as a /en (fief) and who 
then acquired fu ll possession (see further analysis of this 
situation in section 4.4.3). Thorvald's second marriage 
brought him into a close fam ily connection with an 
illegitimate daughter of Hakon V. wh ich connection 
would ensure him of privi leges and the acknowledged 

8 In 1984 (p 47) the author suggested the existence of these names 
meant that the island must have been held by odaltenurc. and'' as not 
earldom land . l lowever when earldom estates were given to members 
of the earldom family it ;eems likel) that the~ \\Ould b~ divided 
among children and soon turn into odaltcnurcs. 

9 Herdis made two prestigious marriages. one to Svein Sigurdsson. the 
treasurer of Norway, the second to Bjarnc Erlingsson, and from these 
marriages she would have acquired the nght to be called ·r:ru· (lady) 

right to reta in royal grants of land. His son Thorvald did 
not apparently have any heirs so that his daughter Herdis 
became his main heiress: she is known to have inherited 
Thorvald's estates and in 1355 she was res iding on Papa 
Stour when she was engaged in one of her many land 
transactions (DN, i , 340). 

In the latter hal f of the 14th century the world of Duke 
Hakon and Herra Thorvald and Fru Herdis passed away 
for ever. As mentioned already (2.5.1 above) the 
vacuum in Norwegian political life caused by the drastic 
fall in population result ing from the plague epidemics 
provided an opportunity for Scottish clerics to move 
into the Northern Isles, with servants. fr iends and 
fo llowers. The decimation of the Norwegian nobili ty 
resulted in the accretion of more and more land in the 
hands of the few survivors. and the vast estates of 
Herdis Thorvaldsdatter passed to her cous ins John and 
Sigurd Hafthorsson, who also owned the G iske estates 
in More9 . No evidence survives of their activity in 
Shetland although Hakon Jonsson. son of the former. 
was probab ly the ro:al offi cial in Shet land (and in 
Orkney during the minority of the earl). He can be seen 
having been embroiled in violent opposition to the 
bishop of Orkney in 1369 (D,V, i. 404: Orkney Ren. 
VIII), and it is likely that he resided on Papa Stour when 
carrying out his duties as ·sysselman·. 

This family certainly acted to protect its interests in 1386 
when a letter from the king·s Council in Bergen 
instructed the inhabitants of its Shetland estates to pay 
their rents to the umbodsmen (representatives) of the 
llafthorssons and not to Malise Sperra. a claimant of the 
earldom family who also had Shetland estates from his 
father"s s ide (DN. i. 50 I )1". Malise had apparently 
claimed Fru Herd is' lands and put his own umhodsmen in 
to collect lancll-!ryld (rents). The j udgement of the 
/)ro({seter (Governor) went against him on that occasion 
but a fen years later he appears to have been given a 
grant of some authority in Shet land at the time of Erik of 
Pornerania·s accession to the Norwegian throne 
(Crawford 1983. 39)11. 

This was not the last time that rival claimants would 
attempt to collect their rents from Papa Stour. Nor \Vas it 
the first time that disputes over the payment of rents from 

(Munch 1842-63. v. (i), 389). But nn surviving children are recorded 
from either marnagc. 

1" The term ombos/and\\ as recorded hy Jakobscn 111 Papa Stour ( 1936. 
Ill) wh1ch he interprets as ·cro"n property, national property• (ON 
wnf>o(') = ·full powers. administration ') 

11 it may be wonh notmg that Fru l lcrdis appears to have attempted to 
bequeath her land~ to the Church for the foundat1on of a Cistercian 
monastef! (0.\ '1i . 26 7). butth1s nC\ er happened. 
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the island are recorded. The potential for quarrels and the 
violent tactics used by the strong-armed to acquire what 
they claimed to be their rights is an aspect of the island's 

hi story which must refl ect the value to be gained from 
possession of it '~ . 

3.2 SCOTTISH PERIOD: NORWEGIAN OWNERS AND SCOTTISH LESSEES 

The anomalous situation in which three large estates in 
Shetland continued to belong to Norwegian landowners 
long after the Northern Isles had been pledged to the 
Scottish crown has already been referred to (2.5 above). 
All these farm s were in origin the lands of Fru Herdis 
Thorvaldsdatter which rem ained in the possession of the 
Giske family throughout the 14th and most of the 15th 
centuries. During this period members of the family were 
foremost in the affairs of the Norwegian government, 
particularly Sigurd Jonsson, Drottseter of Norway in the 
mid 15th century, at a time when there were recurrent 
crises over the inheritance of the joint Dane-Norwegian 
crown. He was left as the virtual ruler of Norway and its 
remaining colonies, but we have no ev idence as to how 

he administered the fam ily's Shetland estates. As far as 
Papa Stour is concerned one document has survived from 
this period, the sale of a small amount of land in the 
island to Guttorm and William Sigurdsson by ' Hen rik 
Soost' in 1452 (DN, ii, 747: Orkney Recs, ii, 48), which 
indicates that some commercial activity was going on 
(3.3.2 below). Sigurd Jonsson 's son, Hans Sigurdsson. 
died in 1465 without any heirs and it was not until 1490 
(after Shetland had been pledged to Scotland) that the 
fraught problem of his huge inheritance throughout 
Norway was finally resolved. when the property was 
divided among the Romer, Tre Roser and Rosenkranz 
families, three of the most powerful Dane-Norwegian 
kindreds of the tim e (DN, ii, no 426). 

3.2.1 THE 'LORDS OF NORROWAY' 

The way in which the Shetland estates were apportioned 
among the three fami lies is very interesting. Each fami ly 
had an is land which seems to have functi oned as its estate 
centre and to which other scattered estates on the 
Main land of Shetland, or in the other islands were 
attached. The first-named in \490- Vaila (Walls parish}
went to Alf Knutsson of the Tre Roser family which 
seems to have inherited the most important Norwegian 
propert ies, Sudrheim and Giske. The second was· Papey' 
which went to One Matsson R.omer, a powerful official 
in western Nof\vay. The third was Noss, itself a small 
island lying off the larger island of Bressay, which was 
inherited by two sisters and controlled by the husband of 
one of them, Arald Kane, eventual ly passin g to the 
Danish Rosenkrantz fam ily (i llus 10). In a similar 
arrangement the island of Giske in Romsdal fjord 
functioned as the centre of the Tre Roser fan1i ly's rich 
Norwegian estate. to which scattered lands on the 
mainland were attached for administrative purposes. 
These subordinate estates were known as ' goods' (ie 
·Giskegods ·) mean ing property rather than moveable 
goods, and the same usage became current in Shetland 

1 ~ From the earliest n:ntals of Shetland (c 1500 and 1628) \\ C !..now 
that Papa paid Ss wadmcl -.. 8 mci ls butter/oil- 144 p = I last of skat 
(tax) . 17th century sources show that 12 lasts of rent were due from 
the island . These two impositions together added up to a ver: 
valuable return and show how fertil e the island was. The author 
(BEC) is gratefu l to 13rian Smith for information and explanation of 

thereafter: so that the standard phrase used in the central 
Scottish records when referring to these Shetland estates 
is ·Papa and Papaguids' or ·vaila and Vailaguids' 
(C rawford 1984a, 53). 

The list of estates passing with Papa Stour to Otte 
Matsson starts with the phrase med sirh sielwede. a clear 
reference to the important ·seal-wai th ' or right to hunt 
seals, most specifically. in the case of Papa Stour, on the 
VeeSkerries(Smith 1995. 105)( illus IO)' ;.There is then 
listed the lands of Weathersta and Busta in Busta Voe 
(which were large townships) as wel l as u/1 iorder in 
!1/awedes orr ing and iordene i /u/e: ie lands in North
maven and Yell. which are not specified. and it is not 
easy to be certain of their extent . In total this was a 
valuable holding of discrete estates in north-west 
Shetland which would have been easily adm ini stered by 
a representative of the Romer fami ly who could have 
made annual visitat ions to collect rents. 

In th is period of con fusion after the pledging of Shetland 
to the Scotti sh crown, Lord Henry Sinclair seems in 

the rental ~ourcc> . 

11 rh is term "a> misundw.tuod by the author in 198-1 (Crawford . 53 l. 
anJ 1t is Interesting to note that the ON term H"ede = ·waith. IS the 
origin of the name ·vcc· Skerries. which must have been VCf) 

valuable breeding grounds for seals. 
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Map of Shetl and showing the three island centres (Papa Stour, Noss and Vaila) of the lands of the ' Lords ofNorway'. with some of 
the estates appended to Papa Stour. 
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general to have been content to leave his uncle, Sir David 
Sinclair of Sum burgh, in charge of the family's lands and 
rights in Shetland, and in 1488 David was the · foud' of 
Shetland, probably appo inted by the Scott ish administ
ration (Crawford 1977. 97). However he managed to hold 
office under both kings ofNorway and of Scotland during 
the following years. and in 1496/7 was appointed 
governor of Bergen hus (the adm ini strati ve centre of 
western Norway). In such a pos ition he would have been 
able to maintain the traditional status quo and keep up the 
close lin ks between Norway and Shetland: he was 
succeeded as governor by Otte Matsson (holder of Papa 

and Papaguids), who also had every reason to keep 
Shetland within the Bergenhus area of authority. These 
two were both involved in the preliminaries to a ris ing 
against the rule of King Hans of Denmark-Norway led b) 
Knut Alvsson (of the Tre Roser family and the holder of 
the Vaila division of the Shetland property). but One 
Mat ss on backed off from full rebellion and in 150 I \\as 
advising the people ofVoss to stand firn1 in thei r support 
of the king, although David Sinclair appears to have 
transferred his allegiance more permanently to Knut 
Alvsson's part) (Crawford 1977. 98-9. and for Sir 
David 's role in these events Crawford 1978, 6-8). 

3.2.2 FRU INGE R AND H ER H E IRS 

After th is period of stirring events and powerfu l royal 
offi cials the inheritance of the Romer dynasty went 
through difficult times. Otte Matsson's daughter and 
heiress. Fru lnger of Austral, was, as a widow from 1 5~9. 

one of the most important personalities in the Norwegian 
aristocracy, and she was fu lly embroiled in fighting the 
archbishop of Trondheim in the period of violence 
leading up to the Reformation. Although later 
represented as a patriot (in lbsen 's play) fighting for 
Norway's interests she seems to have been also deeply 
concerned in furthering her own interests, as well as those 
of her five daughters. Together with one of her 
sons-in-law, the famous Vincent Lunge, she claimed the 
right to all the G iske estates from 1524; she tr ied to get 
possession of the Losna and Evje estates a few years later 
by some right o f inheritance, and in 1539 she raised a 
claim to the Mel0y estates in Helgeland. In 1531 the 
nunnery of Rein kloster, near Austral was taken over by 
her and she received a lifegrantofit in 154 1 (Koht 1923). 
All th is activity can have left her with I in le lei sure to visit 
her Shetland estates. but it does indicate exceptional 
abi lity to manage her property and suggests that she 
would have made sure of all rents and income due to her 
from ' Papa and Papaguids'. Later evidence indicates that 
she appointed a Shctlander of Scottish descent. William 
Tulloch, to manage the estates for her. 

Big changes came on her death in 1555 when her proper!) 
was divided between her five daughters. all of whom 
were married to Danish noblemen (Daae 1875, 224-365 ). 
The abi lity of such distant aristocratic landown ers to 
manage portions or proper!) in islands which b;. the Ill ill 
16th centuf) were becoming more firml y under the 
control and authority of the Scottish crown was 
personally impossible. Understandably. the 'l ords uf 

IJ Andrcw was appointed · tutor and gydcr' to William·s son John. 
Ursul a' s brother. in 155 8 "hich indi.:ates that he was too young to 
take on the lease. 

Norroway' appointed representat ives who were resident 
in Shetland. most of whom were of incoming fam ilies 
and therefore perhaps more mobile -and certainly more 
ambiti ous to establish their landed status- than the native 
Shet landers. In the case of Papa Stour. the first Scottish 
family which acted for these absent lairds was Tulloch. 
very probab ly descended from those Tullochs who had 
fo llowed the bishops Thomas and Wi ll iam Tulloch north 
to Orkney in the previous century (Ballantyne 1994. 
25-6). The main Tulloch stronghold in Shetland was in 
Nonh maven, where Andrew Tu lloch was ·foud ' in 1539. 
This may explain why Will iam Tulloch acquired a lease 
of the lands of ·Papa and Papaguids· from Fru lnger 
around 1543, as some of these estates were in 
Northmaven and therefore conven iently close to the 
Tullochs. On Wi ll iam 's death prior to 1558 his daughter 
EssilafUrsula (probably 0 Aslaug) was his hei ress and 
there seems to have been an agreement that the lease 
wou ld pass to her and her husband. Andrew Mowar of 
Hugoland in Northmaven 1'. 

Thi s \\'as in the period afk·r the death of Fru lnger ( 1555) 
when there was probably som e uncertainty among the 
five hei resses and their husbands as to cont inuation of 
previous administrat ive arrangements. Cmainly there is 
some evidence that Roben Cheyne, who later had a lease 
of ·vaila and Vai la guids' , had come to an agreement 
with the Norwegian proprietors over the Papa property. 
on which he acted to ej ect Andrew MO\\at and Ursu la 
Tulloch from the island and overturn th eir right to 
assumL' continuL' Ll control or the incomL' of ·Papa and 
Papaguids'. rhc evidence for this COillL'~ from letters 
\Hittcn by Queen Mal) to Jens Split as tht' chief 
proprietor (propriewrio primoriu) and to the Norwegian 
authorities on behalf of i\ ndrew Mnwat and lJrsu la 
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Tulloch in September 1566 (RPC xiv, 260- 1 ). These refer 
both to Ursula and Andrew's rights of possession (per te 
et heredes tuos ex veteris locationis prescripto) and to 
Robert Cheyne's negotiations. which had enabled him to 
eject Ursula and Andrew with the proprietors' sanction 
(titulo vestro) The documents make it clear (in a very 

tortuous Latin) that there had been anempts to turn 
people off their lands, ca using a very inflamed situation 
in the island. and it is requested that the accustomed 
renders (mercede so/ita) be retained and that the farmers 
should not have to pay any increase in the annual rent 
(annue mercede). 

3.2.3 MOW AT CONTROL 

Queen Mary's leners must have had the desired effect. for 
a few years later Ursula and Andrew acquired the 
necessary con firmation of their rights in the lands of 
'Papa and Papaguids' from the four proprietors, some of 
whom by this date were grandsons of Fru lnger. The 
confirmations were granted at different times between 
1570 and 1576 by the four different proprietors at their 
properties in Norway. and one imagines Andrew Mowat 
travell ing round these various places in order to persuade 
the heirs of Fru lnger separately to grant him and his wife 
the right to hold the different parcels of land, on payment 
of ·certane yearly mail I and dewitie' . These arrangements 
were then confinned in the Scottish courts ·as they had 
been in James V's time' (RSS vii, no 982), and a grant 
was also acquired under the Great Seal in the same year 
ensuring the Mowats · fim1 legal right of the lands of 
·Papa and Papa guids' according to Scott ish law (RMS iv. 
2672). There are records of other disputes over the lands 
of the ·Jords ofNorroway' . and it is remarkable how the 
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Scottish crown acted to ensure that peace was maintained 
in circumstances where the owners of these estates were 
subjects of another king (Smith 1990, 30). 

One of the pri vi leges granted to Andrew Mowat in 1577 
was the right to ' bui Id a house and fortress upon the said 
lands of Papa' and there is no doubt that the Mowats did 
at some time bu ild them selves a res idence at Northouse: 
Hibbert in the early 19th century descr ibes the gateway of 
an old mansion of the Mowats and their coat of arms 
which could sti 11 be seen there ( 1822. 55 1) (ill us 12). But 
the Mowats do not appear to have taken up residence at 
Northouse in the 16th century, or indeed in the first half 
of the seventeenth . Andrew Mowat himself was drawn 
into the Norwegian social scene (perhaps through his 
relationsh ip wi th the · lords of Norroway' ). acqu iring 
lands in Hardanger and making two Norwegian 
marriages 15 • The first was to a daughter of Axe! 
Gyntersberg of Me! in K vinnherad and the second to Elsie 
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Trondsdatter Rustung. daughter of Admiral Christopher 
Rustung- thus founding the powerful fam ily which 
eventually established the Rosendal barony (Espeland 
192 1, 16: Crawford 1984a. 54) (il lus 11 ). In the 1590s 
Andrew appears to be residing at Gjersvik. his wife 's 
estate in west Norway (Ballantyne & Smith 1994, no 184, 
256), and his place of residence in Shetland was usually 
Ol laberry, Northmaven, and never in Papa Stour as far as 
the documents reveal (col i !Ius 4 ). 

The number and variety of documents which have 
survived show the wide range of administrative and 
economic activi ties which Andrew Mowat was involved 
in ( in Norway and Shetland) right up to 1609. when he 
must have been a good age. In 159 1 he claimt:d that the 
king of Denmark, whom he calls his ·soverain lord· , had 
wri tten letters to Elizabeth I of England on hi s behalf 
because of piratical attacks on his ships and his house at 
Ollaberry (Ballantyne & Smith 1994, no 184). In 1609 he 
and his son and heir, John, drew up a contract with Mr 
James Pitcaime, the minister of Northmaven. in which 

illus 12 
The heraldic stone fo rmerly 
at Northousc showing the 
Mowat coat of arms ( lion 
rampant on a sh ield) with the 
motto MONTE ALTO above 
(= Mont Haut = Mowat). 

they disponed to the mini ster all the rents and duties of 
their lands in Shetland 'togidder with the lordis of 
Noroways land is present lie in thair possessioun ' for him 
to redeem and recover certain lands which were wadset 
and apparently in danger of not being recovered 
(Ballantyne & Smith 1994. no 482). A certain income 
(' landsettertoun ') from Papa Stour, as well as ' the 
fischings in Veaskerie ' were om itted from this and kept 
by Andrew. lt is notable that the requirement for the 
paying of the debts and dues to the · lords of Norroway" 
was stipulated as having to take priority. 

Andrew's son and heir by Ursula Tulloch, John, was 
married to Christian Stewart. illegitimate daughter of Earl 
Robert of Orkney. which is an indication of the status of 
the Mowats in the islands at this time. After his father" s 
death John took over ' the heritable tacks from gentlemen 
of Norway'. which he must have recovered from Mr. 
James Pitcaime. So long as John was ali ve relations 
between him and his brothers. James Mowat of Ure and 
Gilbert, minister of Delting, seem to have been peaceable. 



3.2.4 'BANGSTERIE AND OPPRESSION' 

Mr Gilben Mowat was ho\\ever an arnb1tiou~ and greed;. 
minister or the Church. li e '>UCCeeded to the living of 
Northma,en on the death of James Pitcaime. acting as the 
latter" s e\ecutor appeanng mdeed to hi.l\e been a 
beneficial) in the laner·s '' i 11 (dated 161 I) to the extent of 
being left "the si lver wark' (Ballantyne & Smith 1994. no 
541 ). A decadt: or so later he had succeeded in obtaining 
''hat m a) ''ell have been all And re\\ and John Mowat' s 
lands in l\onhmaven. plus the t\\elve ·Jasrs· ofthe lands of 
J>apa Stour (in the parish of Sandness). \\ ith the peninents 
(in the parish of"Nonhmavcn) ic ·Papa guids'. for the sum 
of 5262 merks. 8 shillings Scots 'due to him' (OSS xii. 
-17-8). Clear!;. the trouble "hich had caused 1\ndre\\ and 
John to dispone all their rents and dutie to James Pitcaime 
in 1609 hall not been re~olved and Mr Cii lben ''"~ 
becoming the legal posses~or of the Para lands of the 
' lords ofNornl\\<1) ·due to hi~ hrother·s defmlit. 

I he extent nl the trouble "h 1ch racked '-.onhma\ en a~ a 
n:sult of the cnmit;. ber-,een Mr Ciilben anti Ninian Ne\ en. 
supported b) James Mowat of lJre. can bc reau in the full 
account ofthc case between them brought befl1re the Priv~ 
c~'unci\ in \62-1 ~RPC 'i'. r\ddcnda 715-78) Papa Stour 
''as not aprarcntl;. a matterllfcontention at that time. but a 
Je,, ;. ears later the central ~cnttish recorJ-, re' ea! e' idelll:e 
of Mr Gilbert\ violent activities on the island. Again it 
was a woman ·s legal situation which lay behind the 
attempts b) the strong-anned to gain the advantage of 
disputed rights to the incomes due. In the 1560s it had been 
over Ursula I ulloch"s rights as her father's designated 
heiress: in 1631 it was over Christian Ste\o\ an·s rights a~ the 
'' idow of the former holder M the lands. and hcr attempt to 
collect life-rent duties fTOill the tenants. rhe Complaint 
\\hich she pre~entcd in per~on to the Pri\) Council in 163-1 
gives a' i\ id account of the as~aults she had ~utTered at the 
hands of Ciilbert Mow-at and hi s accomplices as she 
attempted to colkci her rents from the bland. and again at 
her O\\ n lands of Ollt~beiT~. Funher '1nlence ''as 
perpetrated against the tenan b o t" the · Papa gu ids · lands 
which probabl) means thost.: in Nonhmaven - in an 
attempt to get possession of the ' de\vteis and maills 
thairof (RPC · 2 scr. V. 220- 1 ). it is vel) interesting to note 
that Chris.tian and her brother-in-la" Jame~ Mnwat of Ure 
attempted to get infom1ation about these e\ent~ to Noma~ 
and wrote ktters to ·some burgomaisters in Norwa) to 
advertise the hcretours of the said lands of Papa there of 
the said Mr Gilbert his cariage aganis the ~aid Christiane· . 
llowe\er Mr Gilbert heard of this and managed to get one 

nf his supponcrs '' ho \\as tra,elling in the same sh ip to 
steal the letlers fro m the pouch of her messenger when he 
was sleepin~ and bring. them back to him . The residual 
rights of the · lords of omma~ · "ere ~imp I;. ignored b~ 
MrGilben and hi s son James ''ho. as stated in a document 
written later in the 1630s, ·have intruded themselves in the 
lands callt.:d Papastoure and sindrie uther lands pertaining 
to the Lord~ of Norrowa~ and keipis themse lves in 
posses ion thairof be bangsteric 1 violence) and oppression· 
(SA. SC 12 65 3 p. ll ). This document was written b) an 
opposing Si nclair fact ion but the evidence alread) 
discussed would suggest that it is not exaggerating the 
e\tent of the Mowats· aggressive tactics: it moreover 
claims that the;. tried to eject the udal lers from their lands 
·upon the pretc\t that thcr r; ghts ar not con forme to the 
!awes of Scotland· and yet attempted them selves to 
protect their po~session of lands by udal la'~ and custom. 
r, idence abl1llt Mr Gilbert's beha\'iour as a ·cruel! 
llppressour" "ho made ·unJU<;t purchase llf roore men·~ 
lands· had hcen full~ public1sed in the case before the 
Privy Council in 1624 (RPC \iV. Addenda). So when 
Christian '3tcwart complained to the Priv; Council in 
\ 63~ that her brother-in-la\\ had rewarded her husband· -; 
kindnes~ t~1\\ ards him ·" ith manie unnatural! and un
de\\ tifulloutrages. intolerable in a person of his profc~~

ion· her statement would have occasioned no surprise. 

In circum~tanccs such a~ this the ·Lords of Norro'' a;.· 
\\ Ould be able ro achieve lin le. although the document 
cited abo\e does indicate that the; were attempting tu 
raise a ca~c against the Mow at faction. Nothing more i~ 
heard of it and nothing more is heard of the Lords of 
Norwa: \ rights over ·Papa and Papaguids· . I he 
1\on,egian e~tates based on Vaila passed into the hands 
of the resident tenants in a ~imilarly irregular wa; (Smith 
1990. 3-1). According to <ii!Tord writing in the next 
centur: the lands were still known as ·Noroway land~· : 

Ius sanguine com ment that "the: \\ere at last purchased 
from them ( th..: Danish I an do" ncrs) b) ~cvt.:ral gentlemen 
in Zetland" ( 1786. 38) is hard!) borne out by the evidence 
respecting l'apa Stour. The tenuous Norwegian I inks 
were broken. with little respect for established rights and 
the Papa \tour tenants must ha\e regretted the exchange 
of absentee landlords tor' iolent and aggressi\ e intruders 
'' ho J...ept themselves in possession "b) bangsterie and 
oppression'. !"he effects wh ich this chan ge had on the 
island comnHinit) \\ill be e\amined in the fo lio\\ ing. 
section . 

3.3 SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY EVENTS: 'INDWELLERS' AND 'INCOMMERS, 

T"urning from absentee landlords and thcir represent
<Hives to the ·indwellers ' on Papa Stour the stOI)' should 

start v, ith the remarkable evidence about Ragnh ild 
Simunsdatter and her confrontation with Thorvald 
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Thoresson as told in the 1299 document (wh ich will be 
discussed below chapter 4). Then a long period ensues 
when nothing can be gleaned of internal affai rs on the 
is land, violent or peaceful. Fru Herdis must have come 
and gone: Hakon Jonsson. as heir of the l lafthorssons, 
and with administrative authority in Shet land must have 
come and gone. fru lnger and her heirs probably never 
came. What happened to the form er royal fam1 at the 
Biggings? Tenants lived there. and (as indicated) the 
process of sub-di vision. which was al ready well
advanced by 1299, (when the •uppi i husi' Uphouse 
di vision is named). must have developed further in the 
fo llowi ng centuries. 

The first list of ·indwellers· dates from 1577 and is 
contained in the famou s Complaint of the Shetlanders 
aga inst the rule of Lawrence Bruce of Cultmalindie 
(Balfour 1859, 30) . The fourteen names listed from Papa 
must be those of the main householders and tenants on 
the island in Andrew Mow at's time as l ess~:e of the heirs 

of Fru Lnger. Eleven of the names are patronyrn ics 
indicati ng established fam ilies of ·nat ive' stock who 
followed the tradi tional custom of naming sons and 
daughters after their father. There are on ly three 
surnames as such : ·zoungar' (Younger?), ' Bowhouse· 
(v<hich is likely to indicate a dwe ller at one of the ·house· 
divisions at the Biggings) and ·Boil' (maybe Bell ). Tlwrc 
are no certain Scoui sh names at all. which contrasts wi th 
all the other lists of townships in th is 1577 Complaint. It 
is also somewhat indicati ve of Papa Stour' s changed 
place in the Shetland world that the clerk described it as a 
' pendicle' of Walls ! fhe island on the Viking sea route 
bet1veen Orkn e) and Nof\l·a: has become an otf-shore 
appendage to the Mainland parish of Walls. None of th e 
other stirring events described in the Complaint involved 
the community on Papa except for a reference to the 
' haill nichtbouris' of Papay being in attendance at the 
Court at Sandness where Harie Brucc pursued Nicholaus 
Johnsoun for commenting on hi s acqu isi ti veness (ibid. 
71 ). 

3.3.1 COURT BOOK EVIDENCE FROM THE EARLY 17TH CENTU RY 

One of the tenants. Olaw/Oiav Christopherson. was a 
person of note 1vho, along with his wife. Christian 
Lurnsdai ll , figures in the steadily in creasi ng written 
sources which have survived from the late 16th century 
onwards. In th e 1580s he appears as a defendant in cases 
invo lvi ng the right to teinds from the vicarage of Wall s. 
and rents and duties from the Lord of Of\l"a: ·s lands of 
Vai la (Ballantyne & Smith 1994, nos 82. I 09). His 
poss ible brother, Jamcs Christopherson (named in th e 
1577 Complaint), was also summoned in the Court of 
Sess ion by Hugh Sinclair of Brough as tenant and 
occupier of six marks of land in Nether Sound. 
Wc isdale. but seems to have remained in possess ion of 
the land and its profits for the next 16: cars, ( ihiJ. no 83. 
177. 355 ). In 1601 Olav was ci ted in a decreet of the 
Court of Session, along with Andrew Mowat of 
H ugoland and oth ers, for having violently evicted 
Thomas Cheyne of Ure from the town and lands of 
Norbie in Sandness (ihiJ, no 328). 

However, the Christophersons v. ere going to be faced 
with aggress ion themselves, apparent ly arouscd by th ose 
of Scottish name and desccnt wi th in the ir 011 n island . 
The first indications are in a doc ument of 1602 in which 
Andre11 Mowat's son and heir. John. wad:-.ettcd land in 
Enisn111l in Northma\en to ·his good friend· Magnus 
Cogill. for the sum of I 00 old silver dollar-. (!hid. no 

10 Thi :-. " ;tS the in itial process b} '' hich the accus~d had to dear hi;; nrunc 
b~ bring1ng two ·oath-helper~· to court to support IllS '''" m 1hat he '' as 
innoccn l (SCe Donaldson 195-l. 6-7) 

342). In the next _year the Court 11ook of Shetland has 
some very interesting entries from the proceedings of the 
Court of Wall s. A ithst ing and Sandsting held at Twat on 
Is! Ju ly, and of the Lawthing Court held at Scalloway on 
18th July, which were brought by Olav Christopherson 
against Magnus Cogill and by Magnus Cogill against 
Olav Christophcrson (Don aldson 1954. 77-8. 92). 
Clear!) Magnus Cogill (al11 ays ci ted in the Court Book 
as · in Papa Stour') had by this date moved into the island 
and taken possession of a tenancy presumably granted ro 
him by John Mmvat. his 'good friend'. 

The other l awsuit~ ari sing out of inc idents on the is land 
at th i!> tim e incl utkd a ' ar i er~ of ac t i on ~ offair l) r: pic:-~ 1 

genre: a case of wounding at the Dutch booth and · frie 
coupsta'(free trading place) of Papay: a case of theft of 
·white dry sheep ·s puddings wi th twa birskett is (brisket) 
of an scheipe' from a skeo 1vhich Margret Matchcs
dochter confessed to : a case of accusation of the theft of 
a sheep b) Magnu-, Olawson ·said to be cassin over his 
d)!-.. ·. which he had to clear him::.elfo f11 ith the ·Ial)cht 
aithc' 1 ~" : and thc rn tiiication of th c ·folds dumc· 
(judgement made h: the local lt.:ga l officer) ahout 
putt ing nose-rings in the S\1 ine on J>npa ~o that no harm 
11 as done to grassland or crops (Don a ldson 1954. 77-8 ). 
lhen comes an unu ~ual case in 11 hich ohjecrs had been 
tal-..cn from Magnu~ Cogil l" s house. one of 11 hich. a 
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'skole' (ON skill = bowl), had ended up in Olav 
Christopherson's house. Olav and his wife said that they 
had purchased it from Mareoun Boncnisdochter ·and 
that thay knew nawayis the skole to apertaine to the said 
Magnus Cogill ' whereupon Mareoun had to clear 
herself and Olav and his wife were absolved and were to 
have no reproof for the accusation. We can only 
speculate as to what had been going on, but the 
immediate impression is that the incomers to the island 
had not received a very warm we lcome, and that 
Magnus Cogi ll had tried to pin the theft on the most 
important fam ily of resident tenants. Furthermore he 
made a complaint at the same Court against Olav 
Christopherson about the payment of teind sheaves from 
land which pertained to Magnus as tacksman to 
Malcolm Sinclair of Quendale. and judgement was 
given that Olav was to come to agreement about the 
payment within one month . The battleground was 
clearly set. 

From the July court record it is evident that the matter of 
damage being done by swine \\as very pertinent to the 
tense situation on the is land. for the ·actioun of refting 
and reductioun pcrsew it be Olaw Papa and Cristane 
Lumisdale his spous, ... anent the herding and keiping of 
the swyne of Papa ' was specifically agai nst Magnus 
Cogi ll n Nonetheless the court decreed that all swine 
were to be controlled from mid- lent until the harvest 
was brought in. and if any failure to adhere to this 
occurred the animals were to be marked for ' his 
lordschipis use' (Earl Patrick). By the next year matters 
had reached such a pass that 'be resoun that Olaw Papa 
hes giffin his ayth that he dredis him bode lie hanne' it 
was ordained that Magnus Cog ill had to · find cautioun 
of laborous (lawburrous) to the said Olawe that he sal be 
hermeles and skay1 hles of him in his bodye and guidis 
and all that he may lat' (?) (Donaldson 1954, 120). At 
the same court Magnus Cogil l was tri ed and fined for 
having 'dung' (struck) a servant woman of Sinnie 
Unergardis who was looking after the com. 

This evidence all suggests that Magnus Cogill had 
arrived in Papa Stour as an incomer and had conducted 
himse lf in a manner which was considered to be a threat 
by the rest of the community and much resented by 
them. Which tenancy had he been given by John 
Mowat? By the date of the Court Book of 1615-29 he 
was apparently resid ing at Gardie, for · Mans Cogill in 
Papa Stour ' who is on assize in 1616 mu st be identical 
with 'Mans Cogill in Gairdie' who is on assize in 1617 

17 Olav Christophcrson appears in the assizes sometimes with the 
name 'Oiaw Papa· . 

and thereafter (Donaldson 1991. 28, 56, 70, 7 1 ). In 
1624, Gilbert Cogi ll (earlier 'of Gairdie' when on an 
assize) was recognised as heir to hi s deceased father 
Magnus Cogi ll (ibid. 109). Gilbert Cogill ofGardie was 
one of those ci ted by Chri stian Stewart in 1634 as 
having attacked her when she was collecting her rents in 
Papa in 163 1 and · verie barbarously trod and tramped 
upon her wi th thair feet and thereafter violent! ie reft 
from her servants the dewties quhilks they had receaved 
from her tennents' (see 3.2.4 above). At that point he 
was very obviously · in cahoots ' with the overbeari ng 
minister ofNorthmaven Mr Gilbert Mowat, who. as has 
been seen, took over all his brother John 's lands in 
1624, and assumed ownership of the ' lords of 
Norroway' s' lands along wi th his son James. 

We know from the Register of Testaments that Olav 
Christopherson died before 161 3. when his widow. 
Christian Lum sdai ll /Lumsdain. is recorded as res iding 
in Northouse (Grant (ed) 1904, 59). A few years later 
she was acting on her own account in pursuing a claim 
for payment for herring and oil wh ich had been bought 
from her by Andrew Umphra of Berrie seven years 
previously (Donaldson 1991 , :26 ).The next year she was 
al so pursuing a merchant of Fraserburgh for the price of 
a length of cloth ('a web of 8 ells long' ) (ibid. 48-9). 
Here is superb evidence for a woman engaging in the 
trading of what we can assume is locally-produced 
cloth and fish commodities 1 ~. The activities of other 
women on Papa Stour recorded in the Court Book are 
more predictabl e: Garthero Jhoni sdochter sland ering 
Bess ie Boy about her ' kim milk ' which she accused her 
of spoiling wi th wi tchcraft, but as she was also reputed 
as being suspect of witchcraft herse lf. this accusation 
was not proven (Donaldson 1954. 122): Wil li am 
Hougoland was accused of havin g lived for :20 years in a 
life of fornication with Mareoun Hucheonsdochter 
(ib id, 20). 

The general impression from this rare glimpse of island 
life in th e early 17th century is one of some lawlessness 
among the is land dwellers them selves: ·A ne greit 
stowth (theft) of fische, flesche and uther sort of gere 
stollin continewalli e out of the se lleris and skeois 
(store-houses for drying meat and fish) of Papa' of 
which five men were accused. and failed to acquit 
themselves with the ·Jarycht aith ' or the 'saxter airh· . 
None of those named can be linked up with the tenant 
fami lies who are mentioned in the other sources. Is this 
a poor underclass already in ex istence on the is land? 

18 In 1628 llden llruce. relict of Andrew Cogill. is also recorded as 
being involved in transacti ons with a llamburg merchant residing in 
Papa Stour, Peter Frcderickson (SRO CC 17/5/2). 
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3.3.2 FARMS AND FISHING 

From this period the names of the maJOrity of the 
senlements are first recorded, but it is known from the 
evidence of the 1299 document that Uphouse and 
Bragasetter had been in existence for a long time. The 
survival of a kaup-bref or 'deed of purchase ' from 1452 
also shows that land was assessed in ·burnt marks' 19

. The 
places of residence of the deceased listed in the early 
17th-century testaments includes the main farn1 divisions 
of Uphouse, Sutherhouse and Northouse as well as Eldus 
and Bigtoun (probably the Biggings). We find Setter, 
Midsetter and Estabuster also (see discussion of the latter 
3. 1.3 above), while strangely Bragaster does not appear 
in any of the sources at this period. Gardie, the residence 
of those first recorded Sconish incomers, the Cogills, 
acquires its importance at this time from these tenants, 
and may possibly have been a recent establishment 
located as it was at the periphery of the cultivated area 
within the dyke. Jt was phys ically separate from the 
a rable core. near the northern boundary dyke from which 
it took its name (illus 8 above). 

By this date, there were of course other sources of income 
and live lihood than the tilling of the soi l. The growth of 
trade with German merchants (2.7 above) is reflected in 
the sale of one and a half marks of land in 1452 
(mentioned above 3.2) by a foreign trader called Henrik 
Soost. He is very probably to be identified with a Henrik 
Sozst who bought a house and building land in Bcrgen in 
the 1440s which was be ing sold in 1463 (DN. ii i, 628: 
DN, x, 138). The name Soost indi cates German origin. 
probably from Soest in Westphalia (a Hanseatic town on 
the Rhine)2°. One assumes that Henrik Soost 's links with 
Papa Stour stemmed from his pos ition as a trader. Can 
one speculate that the small piece of land which he had 
he ld (and which he was se lling to two men who seem to 
have been indwellers in the is land) would have been in 
some way connected with his trading requirements? Or 
had he come by it in the course of payment for defau lt of 
debts? This appears to be the first piece of evidence for a 
foreign merchant actually in Shetland, albeit one who 
was also resident in Bergen21, and it is very interesting 
that this early evidence for the possess ion of land by a 
German trader relates to Papa Stour. 

1'' rhe name ul one of the hold tng> 111 the 1sland ( \JIIagarth ) appears in 
thiS doc ument as Ho!Hgardh 11 hich sugge> ts that its ong1n 11as 
derived from ON hola = a hole. or low wet ground (Stcwart 1987. 
97-ll ) rather than 'OIIi ' s garth ' us Jakobscn proposed ( 1936. 152). A 
'burnt mark · was a un it of valuatiOn for land. ass~sscd according 10 

re tined si ]\·er 

21
' The author ( BEC) is gratdul to l.auran Toorians of Tilburg, 

Netherlands and Or Tom Schmidt. Dcpt o f Navndorskni ng, 
Uni versity of Oslo, for help in tracking down the ident ity of Heorik 
Soost. 

Once evidence does become more abundant it is c lear 
that the island continued to be a favourite place of resort 
of German merchants . In a list of the principal havens in 
Shetland for Bremen merchants drawn up by Olav 
Sinc lair of Havera in 1563 ·Papposunt' and ·sunte 
Mangens Eiland' are t\vo of the eight named (Entholt & 
Beutin 193 7, 58)22 . By the beginning of the next century 
there were sufficient German merchants residing on the 
island to be referred to as 'the Duchemen of Papa· (H 
Smith 1984, 14). The names oftwo Hamburg merchants 
are known: Peter Frederickson and Symone Harratstay
who was ordered to leave Northmaven and move to Papa 
with his ship and goods because of the presence of a 
merchant a lready established in G luss (Donaldson 1954. 
17). The ' Dutch booth " and ·frie coupsta ' (trading place) 
are referred to. The Court book gives admirable 
information about the role of such a merchant who was to 
come yearly to his assigned port ' well furni shed with 
gold, s ilver, meal, beir (beer?), hooks, lines, hemp (for 
nets), shoes, iron, cloth of all kinds with a ll other sort of 
wares for furnishing the whole parish' (ibid) and the 
gentlemen and commons of the parish were ·st raitlie 
bundin and oblist' to bring in and sell their ' whole fish, 
butter, oil and other wares yearly .. and to no other 
merchants or s trangers resorting within the said bounds'. 
This gives us the context in which manufactured goods 
from Germany- such as stoneware and the red pottery 
wares from the Rhineland- easily found their way into the 
houses of the res idents on the is land (see 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 
below). At this point the merchants were dealing directly 
w ith the tenants, although as the 17th century progressed 
the problems with weights and measures and the 
depreciation of the currency appear 10 have made this 
di rect trade less customary: landowners were becoming 
the middlemen, and doubtless making their own profit 
from this situation (H Smith 1984, 17). By the early 18th 
century political changes which saw the introduction of 
new customs dues spe lled the end of German interest in 
the Shetland fishing and the development of changed 
economic circumstances ( lrvine & Morrison 1987, 46). 

The reason for the early interest of merchants in Papa 
Stour would naturally arise from the island's situation near 

c 1 .-\t th is date llan;,a mcrch an~> "ere not supp\>>ed to trade direct I) " nh 
Shetland, but a' noted by Fncdland (1 983. 89) "they made contacts 
secretly with Shctl;mders 111 and through fkrgen ·. and the evidence 
suggests that l lenrik Soost was a well-established resident 111 Bergcn. 

2
' lt \\ Ould be unltl-.e l~ th at h,ilh referred to anchorages in Papa. hut 

flrian Smith >uggests that 'Pnpposunt· could have been a harbour on 
the Mainland side of the Sound such as Sandness, where German 
merchants did sometimes stay. In which case there would be no 
di fli culty about identifying St Magnus ' Island as Papa Stour (see 2.3 
above). 
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good fishing grounds and giving eas) access to them. ne 
inshore tishing which was pursued in this period produced 
mostly ling. skate. some saithe and ·keilling· 1 large cod). 
As can be seen from the activity of Christian Lumsdaill 
(see 3.3.1 above) herring was also caught and \\Ould be 
salted. The oil she ~old was derived from !ish livers. and 
there is ev idence that this became an important commodity 
in the 16th and 17th centuries as a lubricant and for 
lighting purposes (H Smith 1!.)84 . 37). But the most 
important fi sh produced and sold was the dried ling or cod 
which was split open and wind or sun-dried on the stony 
beaches ('a)Tes') of the islands. and wh ich p~ovided an 
increasi ngly important occupation for the ind,, eJ lers of 
rural communities like Papa Stour which were conven
iently located for the landing of catches from the all
embracing sea. From this period comes the first evidence 
for the ex istence of ll amnavoe. a settlement 1¥ith little 
cultivabl e land, and way outside the Hill DyJ...e, but located 
at the safest anchorage in Papa Stour and probabl) 
established more for commercial reasons than agricultural 
ones. ,\!though Yer: little direct e1 idence ~un i>es of the 
organisation of the fi shing activit) in the 17th centuf) it 
can be assumed that the main landowner on the island 
even tual I) took ch<u·ge: and that perhap~ meant the 
M011 at~. ~uccessors tll' tacw to the ·lords of Norro11 a) · 
and established at Northouse. 11 hose ·office houses. strand 
and ayn:<>· are refern.:d to in 1716. 

A full list of the \tto'' ats' tenants on the island and the 
names of their holdings dating from 1671 provides us with 
an updare of the sculemenr picture. Th is is included in a 
tack by contract between George Mowat of Hamnavoe. the 
factor appointed b) the late Magnus 'vtowat of Balquholl: 
·and the ha ill indwellcres. tenants and posscssoures of th l.! 
illand of papa Stour' having power to set tacks (leases) of 
land and co llect dues according to the merJ... assessment 
assigned (SA N icolson paper~·,). A 11 the fam1 di1 is ions are 

listed. a.~ we know them still today, (except for Northouse 
and Gardie) but with the additional intrusive Scots name 
of 'C noacJ... Hall' (Knock Hall). which was the largest 
indi vidual holding of 12 rnerks and seemingly part of 
Bragaster (next on the I ist ). The tenant there was called 
Gilben Hay" 1

. He largest divisions were Uphouse at 49 
mks. divided an10ng I 0 tenants and Sutherhouse (36 mks) 
divided among eight tenants. Fam1s 1\hich have not been 
recorded before are Hurdiback (23 rnks) divided among 
six tenants and Everigarth ( 16 mks) divided among three 
tenants and North Bankis (4 mks) with two tenants. 
Harnna~ooc (3 mks) had onl; one tenant. lt is very 
interesting to note that one of the 11 itnesses is a J ames 
·Cowgle in Gerdie·. relling us very clearly that this family 
were still closely connected with the Mowats and not 
apparent I) paying an) rent for Gardie. 

The surnames are made up of 13 different patronymics of 
19 tenant s (one a woman) and 13 Scots names of 20 
tenants <Ha;. Che; nl.!. Richane. Srn)lh. Sinclair. Glean. 
Strachan. Dowell. Cn;. Sutherland. Gall. Fraser. Yull). 
The big changes in the I 00 years since the previous I ist of 
tenants in the 1577 Complaint are the proportion of Scots 
name~ (n011 e:-.actl) half) and the evident increase in 
population=". n in; -seven tenants ( 11 h ich do not include 
orthou~e or Gardie) com pare with 14. although we have 

no idea in eith er case what the total numbers of inhabitants 
there must ha'e been . It seems veT) likel; that some of the 
holding~~erhaps Hurdiback and Everigarth and certainly 
North Banks- have come into existence in the interven ing 
period. 11 was presumably the growrh of the fishing which 
had stimulated this increase in the population. and the last 
of these three tenancies (North Banks) was outside the hill 
dyke and established as a fish ing tenancy. with its tv~o 
tenants havi ng only three merklands and one merkland 
each:'. Circumstances on the island were changing 
drasticall: . and the; 1\ ere going to change even more. 

3.3.3 TilE DECLINE OF THE MOWATS 

Through some complicated family dealings a branch of 
the Mowat fami ly from the Mainland of Scotland had 
moved north and taken over the MOl\ at empire in 
Shetland='·. This \\a~ in fact the famil: \lhich held the 
origimd Mowat scar at Balquholly in BaniTshirc and also 
had lands near Frcswick in Caithness. Magnu~ M011at of 
Balquholly. referred to in the 1671 document. led the 
move nor1h but it 11as his brother George of Hamnavoe 

24 I t has been analysed from the early 1 7th-centur~ Court Book that 
Scots names formed JUSt under one quarter o f the total name' 
recorded from the n<lrthcrn blcs 0 1 '>hctland (Dona[J,,m 1983. lJJ 

(who was named as the factor in the same docum ent) 
who married Margaret Mowat of Ollabeny. grand
daughter of Mr Gilbert Mowat. and 11 ho reall) 
esrablished himself in the Nonhmaven lands, including 
the ten an red lands of Papa Stour. 

His branch of the Mowats certainly made Northouse 
their re-;idence and ma; ha\ e built the mansion referred 

:• It" a.' called a ·cuattcr rlltllll. (a w ttcr' >holding) rn I 710. 

"b Sornc o i'the complcxitrcs are di .. cw,scd in 'The North House ' hy 
D Bap!lc ( \ 't'll Shetlander. 192. 1994. 30· 1) 
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to later by H ibbert ( 1822, 55 I )27 • The Mowat annorial 
stone (illus 12). which was still at Northouse until 
recently, was probably put up about this time~8 . The three 
sons of George and Margaret Mowat were al l involved 
with getting possession of different lands in Papa Stour c 
1700 and there were disputes about the different holdings 
(SA Reid Tait Coil) particularly as to whether Hurdiba~k, 
Everigarth and Ollagarth were tied to Gardie. The three 
lasts of Northouse, three lasts of Southerhouse and three 
lasts of Uphouse remained in the hands of the eldest son, 
Patrick Mowat2Y. 

The arrival of this newer Mowat line coincided with a 
period of much difficulty both socially and economically. 
A reference from 1681 to George Mowat' s ' depauperat 
tenants' in Papa Stour30 comes from a well-known time of 
famine at the end of the 17th century. The decay in trade 
meant that the Gennan merchants had gone for ever. and 

the old commercial pattern was changing. Many estates 
came under severe financial pressure and unless the 
landlords could adapt and enter into more long-distance 
trade they were unlikely to survive. Patrick Mowat fell on 
hard times and, following on the disputes over the 
different holdings in Papa Stour mentioned above, we find 
him giving John Scott of the merchant family ofScottshall 
a heritable bond over the whole of Papa ( 17 14 ), which 
Scott immediately passed on to Arthur Nicolson of 
Bulyester. In the next year Patrick Mowat was wadsetting 
the 'whole Jlland of Papa Stour' (224 merks of udal land) 
to Arthur Nicolson for £1 3,000 Scots. An instrument of 
possession, dated 6th February 1716 at Northouse, 
describes how the keys of the ' principal manor dwellings 
new and old and office houses thereto belonging' were 
handed over to Arthur Nicolson (SA Nicolson papers: see 
list of documents in Fenton 1978, 75-6). Nicolson had fu ll 
control at the latest by 1724. 

3.4 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MERCANTILISM AND 19TH-CENTURY 
'IMPROVEMENT' 

3.4.1 THE MERCHANT-LAIRDS: GIFFORDS AND NICOLSONS 

This situation did not last for very long however, and a 
division of the lands of Papa Stour took place which has 
lasted in law right up to the present day. Thomas Gifford 
of Busta acquired the 12 marks of Bragaster, 12 marks of 
Midsetter, 18 marks of Hurdiback. 12 marks ofSetter. 12 
marks of Everigarth and six marks of Ollagarth, granted 
to him in bond by Georgc Mowat of Stennes in 1735 for 
debt of £2,220 Scots which was never paid off n That 
amounted to 72 marks, one third of the lands of the island . 
The remaining two thirds comprised the three big 
di vis ions of Upperhouse. Southerhouse and Northouse 
wh ich. along wi th Gardie. were retained by the Nicolson 
fam ily. These two families were closely involved through 
commerc ial connections. 

The reason for the interest of these powerful 
merchant-lairds (of whom Gifford has been described as 
the 'outstanding example': H Smith 1984) was of course 
the excellent location of Papa Stour with respect to the 
growth of the ·haaf' fishing, and the size of the island's 
population which was available to engage in the fi . hing 
operation and the on-shore curing processes. Slight!) 
later in the century William Hay. the founder of the 

"There is a reference to the ·manor dwellings nc11 and old' in the 
17 I 6 document of wadset (SA Nicolson l'ap.:rs) . 

~8 :-Jo11 in the possess ion ofi\trs A Mowat. Sandwick . 

29 A last was a block ofland. containing a variable number of marks. whi ch 

merchant business Hay & Co. was also based on the 
island as Gifford's tacksman. The large-scale operation 
of these commercial fishing ventures by ambitious 
entrepreneurs resulted in a further deterioration of the 
standard of living of the islanders. Their labour was 
necessary in the semi-industrial processes involved in the 
exporting of this valuable commodity, and they became 
ensnared in the semi-servile conditions in which they 
were locked by the fi shing tenures. Some fairly sharp 
comments were made in 1793 by the observer 'CS' about 
the detrimental effects of a soc ial structure which 
allowed so many of the islanders to be totally bound up 
with the exploitation of the ling fishing, so that seventy 
boats' crews were employed in that activity. ' Hence, too, 
the introduction and sale of great quantities of spirits, tea, 
snuff and other merchandise, corrupts the morals of the 
people, wastes their substance, and leads them to 
dissipation of almost every kind' (CS 30 I). At least 
some of them seem able to have afforded these 
commodities, which was possibly not the case else
\vhere in Shetland, and which is thought to be one of the 
reasons for the decline of smugglin g towards the end of 
theccntury( H Smith 1984, 104). 

111 Papa (as clscwh~rc in Shetland origmally) paid 144 pcnmes in rent. 

3° Cited from the Gardie House Papers. with permission ofMr J Scott. 
Gardic I louse. Brcssay. 

31 Information from SA kindl y supplied by Mr John Ballantyne . 
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3.4.2 SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

There was another aspect of life in the island which was 
commented on at this time: a prevalent disease, thought to 
be leprosy (although sometimes called scurvy or elephant
iasis), which lingered on in these remoter parts of north 
Europe long after the Middle Ages (Richards 1977, xvi)32• 

lt was thought to have borne some relation to the diet 
which consisted primarily in summer of fish and milk (the 
fish not being properly cooked) (Sinclair 1797 I 1978, 52 1 ). 
In 1738 a surgeon and apothecary, Mr Andrew Fisken. 
gave a fu ll account of cases of the disease on Papa Stour 
and also described the ban ishing of the sufferers to solitary 
little huts ' built on purpose for them at a distance !Tom all 
houses' where they had to remain without being in 
communication with their families, and to whom 'the 
necessaries of life were furnished ... brought to their hut. 
which they take in when the person who brought it has 
retired to the windward of their house at some distance· 
(SRO, GD253/143/ 13/16). The existence of this leper 
colony is corroborated by the Kirk Session Records. which 
suggests that affi icted people may have been sent to Papa 
!Tom other parts of Shet land, for Collections for their 
support were taken up throughout Shetland. The Session 
Clerk on Papa attended the lepers from 1727 until 1742 
when the Session recorded that ·By God's good 
Providence the Lepers were all dead ' (Jarnieson & Rcid 
Tait 1937, xiv). A day of public thanksgiving was 
appointed and the remainder of the leper fund was given to 
the Session Clerk. He however requested that the money 
be devoted to the repairing and re-hanging of the Kirk bell, 
which had been gifted to the church on Papa formerly by a 
Hamburg merchant who had lived on the island. lt took 18 
years for that to happen and in the meanwhile the church 
had fa llen dovm and had to be re-built. The extraordinary 
story of the lepers of Papa Stour is one side of life on the 
island in the 18th century which deserves better study. The 
lepers' spring, !Tom where they had their source of water. 
and the sites of their huts. collapsed in on them where they 
died, can still be seen outside the Hill Dykt: (i llus 5 above). 
The minister deplored their dreadful circumstances ·shut 
out !Tom society, sequestered from their friends, what a 
joyless life they must have dragged out? Humanity at the 
recollection of this, drops a tear' (Sinclair 1797/ 1978, 52 1 ). 

A better-known story of a ·social problem· is that of the 
·Prisoner of Papa Stour', the Hon t::dwin Lindsay 
( 1786-1865) who was sent to the island by his family 
because, it is said. of his refusal to fight a duel (Manson 
1933, 177; Flinn 1989, 165). He was certainly mentally 
unstable and subject to bouts of violence. although he 
was kept by the family of Hendersons ofGardi e, factors 

32 It is interesting to note that in the M1ddle Ages two lepers from 
Shetland are recorded as having gone to the shrine of St Magnus in 
Kirk" all in the early years of the saint 's cult, and received a cure for 
their affl iction (OS. chap 57: Palsson & Edwards. 96) . 

to the N icolsons, for 20 years without any recorded 
incident, unti l his release was engineered through a 
visiting missionary in 1835. Correspondence between 
Edwin Lindsay and the Henderson family continued for 
many years after his re lease (ibid. 175). 

A !though there was usuall) enough grain grown on Papa 
Stour for there to be a surplus to export to other parts of 
Shetland in times of famine. the relentless cu ltivation of 
these fe rt ile arable lands must have started to have 
detrimental effects. particularly after the population 
increase which occurred in the last decades of the 18th 
century once the outbreaks of small pox were cunailed. 
The 240 inhabitants recorded in 1774 had risen to 285 by 
1792 (Sinclair 1797/ 1978, 525). There were contemporary 
comments on the mismanagement of farms ·and a greed 
for fishers·: so that there was cont inual rotation of bere 
[barley], oats and potatoes. with no land being allowed to 

lie fallow ( ·cs· 1793). !'he hold ings were parcelled out in 
such subdivisions as to make proper use of them difficult 
and unproductive, and runrig agriculture enabled more 
tenants to be accommodated than the land could bear. This 
was the pattern throughout Shetland (Knox 1985.17). Not 
until the mid 19th century, as a resu lt of the fa ilure of the 
hcrTing fishing and the collapse of the merchant house of 
Ha) and Ogilvie, did the landowners start to look to their 
estates again as an al ternative source of income. thought 
about the regularisation of holdings, and ·reappraised the 
land· (ibid. 18-19). 

Belonging, as Papa Stour now did. to two of the most 
important land-owning fam ilies in Shetland - Gifford of 
Busta and Nicolson (of Fetlar by this date) - it also came 
in for extens ive improvement and rationalisation of the 
traditional method of agricu lture. Being, as it was. of such 
natural fertility that it had been intensively farmed since 
time immemorial. many problems arose during this 
process. Some of these were due to the ancient d ivisions of 
landownersh ip and to the deeply traditional methods of 
cult ivation which are not easily understood by us today. 
Indeed they were not fully understood by either of the 
landowners and the account of the problems which arose 
during the rrocess of division reveals much about the 
complexities of the situation in Papa as well as of the 
attempts to understand itJJ. In 1846 pennission was 
granted by the Lords of Session for the perambulation of 
the whole island, the establishment of boundaries and 
values and carrying out of divisions. The surveyor, Thomas 
lrvine ofMidbrake. Yell. was appointed and carried out his 
survey of the island during June and July 1846. 

l1 Detailed not~s of the process were fortunate!) taken by A F.:nton 
before the papers \\t:re destro~ed b) the solicitors hold1ng them 
(sec Fenton 1978. 71 -88) 
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3.4.3 ' ... THE CASE OF PAPA IS IN MANY RESPECTS PECULIAR' 

His survey provides full inforn1ation about the qua lity of 
the land at that time, and a lso about the nature of the way 
in which it was cultivated, while the map of run rig which 
he produced gives a vivid impression of the complexity of 
the cultivation pattern (see map of 1846 in Endpapers). 
The number o f arable patches attached to each fann are 
I isted and the average value of the patches given. The best 
land was that lying on the east-facing slope at the 
Biggings, all of which was valued at \ Ss, but Bragaster 
was not far behind with an average value of 13s 3d. and, 
rather surprising ly, Gardie, Everigarth and Hurdiback 
were g iven the same average value (Fenton 1978, 76-7). 
The arable patches were measured for the ir area! extent 
and naturally the largest acreage was at the Biggings ( 16 
acres) with the next largest at Northouse ( 13) and 9.5 acres 
at Bragaster (ibid, 84-5). Stock-carrying capacity was also 
considered and Nicolson's 144 mks assessed as being able 
to pasture 432 head o f cattle and Gifford ' s 72 mks 288 
head. It seems doubtful whether there was ever that 
number of cattle being reared on the island taking into 
account what was said about the lack of hay by the visitor 
·cs· in 1793. Rather surprising ly, considering the fact that 
Nicolson held two thirds of the island, and including the 
best farms in the island- Biggings and Northouse
G ifford' s lands were generally considered more valuable 
(ibid, 82). Was this due to the fact that the densely-settled 
communities at Biggings and Northouse had exhausted the 
fertility of the soil? it a lso appears that some grassland had 
been turned into arable in the previous forty years, which 
would probably have advantaged Gifford's holdings to a 
greater extent than Nicolsons. 

lt may be this long-established histori cal s ituation which 
underlay the problems over the conclus ion of the di vis ion 
of the lands. Did Papa Stour consist of on ly one 
township, or did the fam1s each constitute sepa rate 
townships? Arthur Nico lson c la imed the former, no 
doubt because he he ld the core of the arable lands and 
because the Biggings was undoubtedly the central 
sett lement of the island. He presumably regarded a ll the 
othe r holdings, peripheral to the Biggings, as sate llite 
communities, in the way that they probably were when 
established (see 3.1.2 above). G ifford, who held all these 
smaller farms, c la imed on the contrary that they were 
separate townships, and that these ' respective townships' 
each had thei r own number of merklands which meant 

1 1 1 here is al so another \t:r} sketch} map o f Papa Stour \1 hr ch has 
been identi fied (by Brian Smllh ) a~ h~: i ng by lrvi nc. whi ch is said in a 
Note appended to it to be pretty inaccurate in its ·superfici al 
mca>urement' (S RO RIIP 9 142) . it does shO\\ the location of the 
mai n settlement units and their ro ughly-delineated arable lands, and 
in particular shows the largest settl ement at the 13iggings (although 

that they were ' exc lusive a rable farm s' and not subject to 
divisio n. There was not therefore so much runrig land in 
the island as Nicolson believed (ibid. 72, 74, 78). The 
sticking point appeared to be whether the division was to 
be done according to merklands or according to 
valuat ion. The block that this caused to the conclus ion of 
the procl!ss went on thro ugh the 1850s, until the final 
decision of the Commissioners was that division would 
be by possession as Gifford wished, although after an 
appeal there was some adjustment. The case finally 
ended in 1857. 

It is very interesting to see that once again this island had 
been at the centre of some very expensive and 
contentious litigation . Indeed, the po int of contention 
was perhaps not so very different from the underlying 
problem in 1299; were the outlying settlements, separate 
from the Biggings, to be regarded as separate for 
assessment purposes or integral with the core arable 
fann? In this one respect nothing much appears to have 
changed in fi ve and a half centuries. 

For present purposes there was one very important result 
ofth e mid-1 9th-century process; Thomas lrv ine 's map o f 
the island and its pattern of run-rig d ivisions provides us 
with the first cartograph ic evidence surviving (SRO: 
RHP83385/6) (see endpapers). This depicts the situation 
in the island before the process of dividing the run-rig 
lands had been achieved, and it shows the alignment of 
the older houses in the Uphouse yard before their 
destruction and the re-a lignment of the newer tenants ' 
housing. This is exceedingly valuable from the 
point-of-view o f unde rstanding the morphological 
s ituation underlying the area excavated. Particularly 
significant is the clear depiction on lrv ine ' s map of these 
houses lying on a NW-SE alignment which corresponds 
to the earliest excavated house alignment, and which had 
probably reverted back to it after a change in the 
intervening centuries (8.3 be low). There are two long 
rows of houses lying para llel to each other (probably 
corresponding to the remembered houses called ' Porrie'; 
3.5 be low) with a shorter house to the south (perhaps the 
'G0rl' before being re-bu il t). The bu ilding at right angles 
may be the ·Byres ' (illus 13 ). This is all very diffe rent 
from the ex ist ing pattern , although the lay-out of 
Southerlw use appears much as it is today>". 

no name " attad1cd 10 it1 ). l'he l a~ -ou 1 there indicates t\\ O 

conjoining yards. perhaps representing the two units Southerhous<.: 
and Uphousc. but rather different from the represe nt ation of the 
Southerhou,e buildings as shown on the 1846 run-rig map. The 
squares within these yards presumably represent the alignment of the 
houses. which is al so NW-SE. 
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The ex isting pattern is there by the time of the first OS 
map (surveyed 1878) (illus 7 above), and evidently in the 
interven ing period there had been a radica l trans
fom1ation of the North Biggings lay-out (thi s name 
replaces Uphouse at this time). The two NW-SE aligned 
rows of houses had been completely removed, and 
excavation revealed the thorough nature of this 
destruction process. No walls of these houses \Vere left 
standing. There is no written record of this process, 
which must have been carried out by Sir Arthur N icolson, 
perhaps as a result of the outbreak of typhoid in 1861 
which killed a good number of people. There is a memory 
of the destruction of the older houses, and the carrying 
away of stone for the new houses at Upper Biggings (pers 
comm Gorge Peterson). A list of rents due from tenants 
in 1884 gives the names of seven tenants at the Biggings, 
although unfortunately not the names of the individual 
houses (Fenton 1978, 169-70). 

The house bui lt at this time on the east edge of the older 
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houses and aligned across them was the G0rl, to be such 
an important feature in our excavations. and which must 
have taken the name of an older dwell ing. It was built on 
top of the east end of the dismantl ed houses for John 
Umphray/Humphray who is named in the rental list of 
1884, and \vhose widow lived on at the Gorl until she 
died in 1918. after which the house stood empty and was 
eventually unroofed (pers comm George Peterson ). There 
was a dras tic reduction in the whole population of the 
island in the second half of the 19th century, when many 
families left for the Mainland of Shetland or further 
afi eld. One of the main reasons for this was the problem 
of fuel and the lack of any ava ilable peat on the island 
itself. The whole circumstances at the Biggings had by 
then completely changed with a community of 25-30 
fam ilies reduced to seven houses, eventually dwindling 
to rwo or three. lt was thi s situat ion, however, wh ich 
made the sites of the original mediaeval houses available 
for excavation. 

3.5 THE BIGGINGS: NAMES AND BUILDINGS 

(illus 13) 

The use of names has been a very important facet of the 
inter-disciplinary nature of the present study. From the 
names incorporated in the 1299 document (chapter 4 
below) to the remembered names at the Biggings their 
value has been recognised, as well as the problems in 
interpret ing them. Most of these names have their origin 
in the Old Norse language, and were therefore applied at 
a time when that language, or the Shetland dialect of 
Nom, was spoken in the is land. 1t is not possible to be 
sure for how long this situation continued, and there are 
uncertain ties about the kngth of the survival of the Nom 
language in the whole of Shetland (Rendboe !984). 
Considering Papa's peripheral position off the west side 
of Shetland it might be thought that there \vould have 
been little influence com ing in, but then, as elaborated 
above, it was an island much sought out by merchants; 
and would have had constant contact wi th Scots traders 
as we ll as Scotticised landowners. In the crucial period of 
the 16th and 17th centuries, however, the residents in the 
island were probably fairly static and apart from the 
Cogill s there is no evidence of many estab lished Scottish 
tamilies until the li st of 167 1. 

There is no doubt that the names of the three main farm 
di visions of Uphouse, Southerhouse and Northouse must 
have been coined in the Norwegian period, and probably 

-" All the information on whi ch this map has been based \\ as provided 
b\ Mr George Petcrson of Bragaster. 

before I 195 (as discussed above 3.1.3). The first two 
remained as the core of the Biggings settlement, and the 
derivation of that name from ON Byggdin has also been 
explained. How and when Northouse moved to its 
present position is still not understood but this important 
division became the possession of incomers, and was 
closely tied to Gardie. The use of Old Norse ·bu ' for a 
large and wealthy farm lurks in some of the nomenclature 
assoc iated with people and places at the Biggings: the 
surnames of · Bowhouse ' and · Bu i · given to a few 
indwellers in the island in the 16th and 17th centuries 
would appear to include that element. The field name ·cta 
Bugges litt ' close to Southerhouse at the Biggings 
includes the ON compound bugaror (bu ='farm', garor 
=·enclosure ') + s/ettr = • nat piece of land' (Crawford 
1985a, 137; Jakobsen 1936, 32). 

If we look at the house-names in the yard of the Uphouse 
di vision at the E3iggings ( ill us 13 )3; . it can be seen that the 
name Uphouse itself (Ophus) lies at the western edge of 
the yard . This was where the Charity school was located 
in th~ 18th century (Jamieson &: Reid l'ait 1937. 29) and 
a dwelling-house in the 19th (visible on lrvine·s map). 
But it is not the original site of the Uphouse of the 1299 
document, nor of the residence of the successive tenants 
of Uphouse. as was proved by excavation. The name had 
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moved as the expansion of the population necessitated 
the building of more and more houses at the Biggings. 
This general process was understood by the Orkney 
hi storian JS Clouston who explained: · In course of time, 
they (viz crofts with ' house' names) always came to be 
rebui lt further apart, and it is only where ... early sites arc 
remembered that one discovers their ancient proximity' 
( 1919-20. 39). Uphouse must originally have been more 
central. Many other names of the divided Uphouse farm 
existed; some of them have survived in the later historical 
records. such as Eldus and Ut hascoll (see 3.3.2 above) 
names which suggest that they originated in the late 
Norse period, but their location has been forgotten. Those 
that are remembered are 'da Porri e', two houses which 
appear to have lain somewhere over the excavated site36• 

It seems possible that the origin of this name might lie in 
ON btir , ·score-room' and the name of one of the three 
buildings of which medieval Norse farm s were composed 
(stofa, e ldhus and bur). That there was such a farm-nam e 
in Papa Stour is suggested from the fact that one of the 
rig-names on the island was recorded by Jakobsen (1936. 
131) as ·de Bursdelds' (ON b1irs-deildir, the part of a 
field relating in some way to the b1lr, or belonging to the 
fam1 called Bur). This name may perhaps be applied to 
one of the excavated buildings, as also Eldus (ON 
eld-hus, ' fire-house). These excavated buildings lie in the 
yard at the Biggings in the area where the 'Porri e ·is 
rem embered as having been. 

The remaining names in the Uphouse yard are a 
fascinating mixture: 'da Byres' is pure Scots and 
self-explanatory as indicating where the housing for the 
animals had always been: ·Nordaflor · (- northern 
cow-stall) is pure Old Norse and indicating something 
simi lar; ' da Sweerie Haa' has remained a tease, and was 
perhaps always something of the sort. for although it was 
the residence of the Sheriff Officer in the later decades of 
the 19th century, the name has a ring of irony, probably 
signifying a reluctance to work (Se. sweerie). Finally we 
come to ·da Gorl', built. as said above. in the 1860s and 

36 The meaning of which was thought at first to be connected with ON 
borg (Crawford 1985a. 138) As however no trace of any fortification 
suggested by the name was discovered in the excavations. an 
explanation has to be looked for else,~ here . 

37 Another closely-simi lar name in other locations, Gorhul. is 
suggested as deriving from gygJar-ho/1. which Jakobscn translates as 
' troll-h111' ( 1936, I 39). 

found to have been located right on top of the east end of 
the medieval building which will be interpreted as being 
the stofa of the Norse farm (see 8.3 below). Thanks to its 
positioning th is house had preserved the wooden 
structures underneath better than anywhere e lse in the 
yard where the houses had been tom down. lt was 
probably utilising the east end of the destroyed bu ildings 
with the deliberate intention of providing a solid 
foundation for its walls. It is very unlikely that ·Gorl ' was 
a new name in the 1870s for it must be derived from 
some Old Norse elements. and Jakobsen's analysis of the 
apparently similar name of Gorhool-Gorhul (Fedeland. 
North Roe) derives it from ON garo-ho/1 -17 • He translates 
this as ' fam1-mound' in Place-Names (Jakobsen 1936. 
44) and ' dyke-knoll ' in Old Shetland Dialect and 
!'lace-Names ( 1897. I 05)'8 . Whether one shou Id read an) 
significance into the use of gard here, or whether the 
meaning was more mundanely connected with a 'dyke' 
or di vision boundary of some son. is not easy to decide. 

From these names came the guidance a~ to exact!) 
whereabouts at the Biggings excavation would be most 
likely to produce the s ite of th e ducal stof'a recorded in 
1299 as being associated with the fann up pi i h1is i 
(Uphouse). Despite the man) changes that have taken 
place in this locality over the 700 years since the events 
recorded in that document. the remembered names 
provided a rough indicati on as to the right locati on. The~ 
retain hints about the buildings and their s ignifi cance 
which were taken very seriously. Understand ing such 
names and the impl icati ons of their meanings is not an 
easy process and it requires wide experience of both the 
nomenclature of the Norwegian homeland and the 
particular development of naming within Shetland. 
Fortunately the place-names of Shetl and have received 
the attention of some dedicated place-name scholars. In 
conjunction with local knowledge '". this has been an area 
which has provided valuable input into the research 
project. and wh ich the resu lts of excavati on vis ibly 
helped to confirm. 

38 Jn 1985 (Crawford. 138) the author suggested that the second element 
cm.ld deri ve from ON ho/1- 'hall" . >aid w be used only of earls· and 
kings · halls (Cieasb) -V1gfuss1on) \\ hich still remams a possibliit~ 
although Ja~nbsen does not consider ll 1n connection " 11h Gorhool 

39 Generously provided by Mr George Pctcrson. as in n.J4. who has 
himself \\ri ttcn a book on f'he Coastal f'lace- ,Vames of Papa Stour 
( 1993) 
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THE EVENTS OF 1299 

Barbara E Crawford 

4.1 THE DOCUMENT 

Texts are what history is made of. So the survival of the 
first extant document to have been written in Shetland is a 
survival of some significance. Documents are very 
vulnerable to the ravages of time, and although parchment 
is quite tough and long-lasting when held in good 
conditions, it can very easily submit to the predations of 
vermin, the effects of damp, and above all the carelessness 
of man. Once a document has no particular relevance to a 
contemporary situation it can get lost, be discarded or 
simply destroyed. Indeed documents are also vulnerable to 
the depredations of a family' s enemies: as William, the last 
earl of Orkney explained in his letter to King Eric of 
Norway when presenting his claim to the earldom in I 446: 

' divers charteris, evidentis, instrumentis, compt 
bukis. and otheris divers kindis of probationis war 
consumit be fyre, tint (lost) and alianat in the tyme of 
hostilite, and ofweris (wars) ofunfreindfull innimiis, 
throw laik and wanting of ane hows or mansioun 
.. quhare siclyke forsaidis mycht bene surlie in dew 

place kepit ' (Bannatyne Mise iii, 69). 

There are also some notable instances in Shetland ' s 
history where documents have been destroyed in time of 
peace through carelessness and deliberate acts of 
vandalism (Ballantyne & Smith 1994, xvii-xviii). 
However, governments usually take good care to see that 
the co llections of documents on which they base their 
authority are preserved in secure archives or Record 
Offices. In the process of their keeping a record of 
governmental activity much was also included which had 
no direct bearing on the following generations of rulers, 
but which related only to one moment in time in the 
history of a dynasty. Such is the case with the 1299 
document from Shetland which was sent back to the 
royal duke who held Shetland as part of his ducal estate. 
but who later that same year himself succeeded to the 
throne of Norway. The letter from the lawthing of 
Shetland therefore passed into the central archives of the 
kingdom, and has there remained1 • 

4.1.1 HISTORICAL ASSESSMENT 

As a document drawn up by the lawthingmen of Shetland 
this letter addressed to Duke Hakon Magnusson is an 
official production and it con forms to the standards of 
governmental records of the time. It is written on 
parchment in a neat professional court hand, in Old 
Norse: the form of the letter accords to the usual 
conventions, and is authenticated with the sea ls of seven 
members of the Lawthing (i llus 14). lt is very certainly 
not the first such document to have been written in 
Shetland. We can be quite sure that educated clerks 
would have been in attendance at the legal assemblies in 
the islands throughout the I 3th century and probably the 
12th century too, to record decis ions and draw up any 

1 it is now included in the Arnamagnaean Collection in the ataonal 
Library, Copenhagen (AM I 00. 3 ). When Norway was united with 
Denmark in the late 14th century. much record material passed to the 
cen tral government archives in Copenhagen. The ON text is printed 

necessary legal documents for protagonists who had 
brought cases or who required proof of land transactions. 
The legal assemblies of the Vikings pre-dated their 
conversion to Christianity, but churchmen made attempts 
to take over the procedure of these assemblies 
immediately following on the establishment of a Church 
in the north . As at Tingwall, where the main Lawthing 
assembly for Shetland met. churches were built in the 
close neighbourh ood of the legal assemb lies. and 
increasingly served as the courthouse for Lawth ing 
meetings (col illus 7) . In 1307 proceedings were held in 
Tingwall church when judgement was given in another 
case in which Lord Thorvald was involved (4.3 below). 

in [),11.' I, no K9; Orkney-Shetland Recs vii. 38 (\\lth English 
translation which is also included in Orkney Recs xxviii) : Hodneb0 
1960. no 66 (with modern Norwegian translation). 
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illus 14 
Front (above) and reverse (below) of the document addressed to Duke HAkon Magnusson drawn up by the lawthingmen of Shetland. recording 
the events which had taken place o n Papa Stour at Easter 1299. when Ragnhild Simunsdatter had accused rtwrvald Thoresson ofbetra)ing the 
duke in connection with his rent and income from the island (Arnamagnaean Institute. Copenhagen) . 



The record of events which forms the subject of the 1299 
document is a price less piece of evidence for the state of 
society in Shetland at the peak of the Norwegian period. 
when Shetland was closely connected wi th the kingdom of 
Norway, and was considered to be a skanland. or colonial 
territory directly under the crown and without any 
intennediate ' feuda l' overlord. lt is a remarkable record 
not only of the administration and the workings of the legal 
system but also of the situat ion prevailing in the island of 
Papa Stour. even including the arguments of those 
involved in the events recorded. TI1e extent to which the 
different scenes of the dramatic encounters are described is 
highly unusual in medieval records of this period. This 
may be a particular featu re of the workings of the 
Scandinavian legal system: it is certainly a feature of the 
way the events were recorded, with direct speech being 
quoted. 1t is medieval record at its best and most authentic. 

People and events in Shetland had been the subject of 
record before 1299. Historians of the Northern Isles are 
fortunate to have the un ique Orkneyinga Saga as a source 
of knowledge about the history of these Scandinavian
senled archipelagos from the foundin g of the earldom in 
the late 9th century to just before 1200. when it was written 

Ill f: DOll ,'v!I:Nl • 1•1 

down in Iceland (2.2 above). Shetland is mentioned in the 
Orkneyinga Saga infrequently, but nonetheless some 
useful infonnation is included. Sagas are a unique kind of 
medieval record which historians rightly treat very waril) . 
Because they were usually written down long after the! 
events described. and because they were wrinen as a form 
of enter1ainment they cannot be used as proof positive that 
such an event happened. or happened in the way described. 
Nonetheless they provide all those interested in the history 
of the Northern Isles with a wonderful recreation of life in 
the is lands, mostly at the level of the earldom fami ly and 
its fol lowing. during the lOth to the 12th centuries. When 
this source dries up c 1200 a period of historical darkness 
ensues in Shet land. illuminated very fitful ly by evidence 
from outwith the islands. With the lener of 1299 the 
historical record resumes, in a form which perhaps 
provides more certain in fonnation about real events. and 
knowledge of a different kind from that provided b) the 
saga - about the tax collector, the woman who stood up to 
officialdom and about events on an island wh ich has not 
been in the light of history before. lt is time that we turned 
to see exactly what that document tells us about the island 
of Papa Stour and Norse Shetland at the very end of the 
13th century. 

4.1.2 THE TEXT IN TRANSLATION 

To All those Men who see or hear thi s lener all the lawthingmen send God' s and their own greeting 
from Shetl andf c 

So may it be known to you that in the year when 1299 winters had passed since the birth of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, Lord (herra) Thorvald Thoresson caused to bear witness before us at the lawthing those words 
which Ragnhild Simunsdatter had spoken . lvar. husbandman (bondi) of Aith and Harald of Burrafrrth bore 
witness that they were present in the living-room (s{(~/(r) of the ducal farmstead in Papay on the Monday in 
Passion Week when Ragnhild began to speak thus: "13ragister (Rreka saetr) was not rented with the skat land 
(skat jorou) Uphouse (uppi i hzisi) and the Duke should take fu ll rent even though Bragister was not rented with 
it' '. But Thorvald said : "So many good men (=counc illors) have taken this in hand such as Thorkell of ~ess. 
Lord Erik, Sigurd the archdeacon, Lord Eindrid, and many other comrct ent men who had my lord duke's 
commission as to how much rent they were to take for him in Papay before me''. Ragnhild anS\\ ered: " I was not 
very bothered about the daft Eindrid when he came running here from orway and didn't knov.· how to get 
himself a welcome, but you all who knew have betray~d the duke". 

But Swein the priest and Halfdan of Brouster test ified that they were present on the moming after on 
the Tuesday out in the homefield of the aforesaid homestead when Ragnh ild spoke thus to Lord Thorvald: .. You 
must not be my Judas though you are the duke's" and these words Lord Thorvald had attested by all those who 
were present. 

lt is al so proven (Projir::) that there had ne\ er been higher prices in all Papa: than thll~e \\ hich had 
always been current of o ld: a mark of refined g,old for cultivated land from every penny land. But in rent one and a 
halfm ei ll s (maelir) from every retined mark and there are then two said due from ever:- penn)land' . 

Now as Lord Thorvald and those others whom she spoke to wish to deny this lawfull: before the duke 
himself so we give this letter of investigation (rann::uks brej) to our honourable lord duke about the aforesaid 

c The !ex t ha, been div1ded into paragraphs h) the authnr ( l3EC) to 

make the serhe easier to understand. She is very grateful to Paul 
l3ibire for hb help in prov iding !his ne11 translat1on. 

3 Th rs •mportant rnformation about land price' 111 Papa) appears to be 
the o ffi~i at statement (ON domr) of the lawth ing on the matter. and 
thus the in formatron required in such a lette r of cnquin for the 
clearrng ut' Thor> alth name. 
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maners: and as we have no Lawthing seal these of our compan) set their own seals to this lener for true v. itness. 
Lord Erik Ungi. Gregory Benedictsson. lvar Sperr. Magnus Hognasson. Erlend Geirmundarsson. Gunni of 
Neip. Erlend a/feitr. 

Despite the archaic nature of th is document and the 
obscurities of the matter in dispute, it tells us very 
clearly that a powerful individual , Lord Thorvald 
Thoresson. has been accused of financial im proprieties 
regarding the collection of rents from Papa Stour, and 
that he was very concerned to clear hi s name of the 
accusation 4 . He is the initiator of the enquiry: he called 
the witnesses to give ev iden ce of both incidents when he 
was the subject of Ragnhild 's libellous charges. and he 
is said to wish to deny the accusation by havi ng the letter 
of in vestigation drawn up. in which was included the 
official statement regarding land prices and rental rates 
in Papa. The process of rannsakning was specifically 
employed to establish the truth when the grounds of an 
accusation were unclear (KL sub rannsakning) . lt was 
particularly used in the casr;: of royal offic ials and 
members of the king· s fol lowing (hiro ) before the) were 
indicted at the king's own court; and it is certain that 
Thorvald would have been a member of the following of 
King Erik Magnusson at thi s time because of his title of 
1-/erra. 

Another rather significant feature is that the seal tags by 
which the seals were anached to the document had been 
cut up from a lener which had been sent to Thorvald by 
Abbot Erik of Munkeliv Monastery in Bergen (Hodnebo 
1960, no 66: Crawford 1992. 75). Tantalising fragments 
of the text can be dec iphered; fortunately the address can 
be read so it is clear that this had been a letter of 
Thorvald's which perhaps tells us something about the 
control which he had over the preparation of the 1299 
lcner of enquiry. for it may have even been written by his 
own secretary/clerk. Although there is no evidence on the 
1299 document itself as to exactly when in that year it 
was writ1en it is ass umed to have been drawn up at the 
summer meeting of the annual Lawthing assembly in 
Shetland, which met at Tingwall, probably in May or 
June. Certainly it is said that the witnesses repeated the 
altercation at the Lawthing. T'hi s must have been some 
weeks atier the events reported, which took place just 
before Easter. At that time Lord ll10rvald was in Papa 
with a fo llowing of several establi shed farmers from 
different places in the West Mainland. !'heir presence in 
the island must have been fo r some offi cial purpose. 

4.2 THE CONTEXT OF THE DOCUMENT 

Lying behind the accusation , and behind Lord 
Thorvald' s ev ident desire to clear his name. is the 
authority of Duke Hakon. in th e li ving-room (stoju ) of 
whose farm on Papa one of the meetings took place. 
Ragnhild's emotional stand was on the duke's rights to 
certain incomes from the island . about which there had 
been a succession of men acting on the duke' s behalf( as 
his umbothsmen) to try and sor1 the matter out. The 
lawthingmen sent th e lerter to ·our hon ourable lord 
duke ' ( vars l'irdu/eg.1 herra hertog ans) . Who was thi s 
powerful tigure? As already mentioned (2.4.1 and 3.1.4 
above) Hakon . second son of Magnus the Lawmender. 
was given the foreign title of ·hertog· in 1273 at a very 
young age by his father, and he held it through his 
brother Erik's reign from 1280-1299, when Hakon 
himself succeeded to the throne. The area controlled by 
him as duke (his ·appanage ' ) was about one third of the 
Norwegian kingdom. but it consisted of three parts: i) 
Osloherad and Uppland in the east of Norway ii) 
Egdafylke and Rygjafylke in the south-west and iii ) the 
skattland islands Shetland and Faeroe . This fragmented 
holding may have been intended to prevent a dangerous 

4 This may also be because of the connotations o f betrayal 1n the 
accusations. l"hc ON word svik which 11 as used by Ragnhild actually 
has the imputation of treachery. Moreover tht: use of the name 

split in the kingdom between two blocs of territory 
(Biom 197'2, 40). Obviously these separate provinces 
had to be admin istered on HaJ...on · s behalf b~ offi cial s. 
while he seems to have spent most of his tim e in the 
eastern third. However. this is not to say that the other 
parts were therefore less tight !) governed by him. 

From 12 84 Hakon was of an age to have control over hi s 
0 11 n possessions and the evidence suggests th at he was 
an energeti c and effic ient administrator of hi s 
·appanagc' . He exercised his authority wide ly, he 
appointed his own officials. he kept all his incomes 
from his different sections and he even minted his own 
coins. Throughout his dukedom and hi s later rule as 
king he showed particular interest in legal affairs. He 
issued legal amendm ents (rettarboter) for his eastern 
Norwegian lands and for the Faeroe Islands. In his law 
amendment for Hedemark and Toten he made the 
specific statement ·We sha ll in no way tolerate that 
people· s rights are trampled on because of bribes. 
fri endship, gifts or other unseem ly things' (Sigurdsson 
1995, 161 ). This attack on corruption in local 

·Judas · also md icates betrayal of his lord fo r money -a part1cularl) 
rc1 iled aspect of Judas· betrayal1n the Middle Ages (KI sub Judas). 



administration was in reaction to the power of royal 
officials which had burgeoned during the minorities of 
Hakon and Erik after the death of their father. As the 
kings' authority had become established over an 
undivided kingdom of Norway in the mid 13th century 
the problems of ruling such a large territorial entity 
came to the fore. The kings found it difficult to control 
self-wil led and corrupt sheriffs (sysselmen). Such men 
were part of a ·service aristocracy' who found it easy to 
win economic and political power at the expense of 
crown and people (Helle 1974, 266) . When he became 
king Hakon took direct measures to abolish aristocratic 
titles and cut down on dangerous pretensions on the part 
of this new class of ambitious official. 

A I though we have no evidence of Hakon 's actual 
administration of Shetland we can see from the 
documents of this period which have survived, some 
elements of the situation outlined above. First of all is 
the overpowering presence of Lord Thorvald. member 
of the king's hiro and ducal (later roya l) representative 
(sysselman) in his native Shetland. Both in the 1299 
document and in a later record of 1307 concerning 
complex negotiation s over a fine owed by Bjorg of 
Cullievoe (DN, I, no 109: RN iii , no 393; Crawford 
1992, 76). Thorvald is defending his position as official. 
In the first case he is accused of embezzling the duke's 
income from what was probably the main royal estate in 
Shetland; in the second it is clear that the Lawthing 
considers him to have acted harshly in the prosecution 
of royal interests (and probably to his own personal 
gain) (ibid, 8 1-3). But, as already noted, Thorvald is 
very concerned to clear his name with the letter of 
enqui ry which was drawn up for him, in 1299, and this 
fits with what is known from other evidence of Duke 
Hakon' s rule that he was concerned to control the 
overbeari ng acti viti es of his loca l offi c ial s, and 
determined ro protect ·people's ri ghts'. The concern 
shown by Ragn hild for the ducal income from Papa is a 
rather surprising mani fes tation of loyalty to the distant 
royal landowner, which is a lso expressed in her 
accusations of Thorvald and others betraying their lord. 
it is very difficult to know what constructs can be made 
out of this start I ing evidence: it indicates a very 
rem arkable awareness on the part of an islan der of the 
acceptable norm s of behaviour in relat ion to a distant 
overlord. lt may be that Munch was ri ght when he 
suggested long ago th at she was perhaps the ducal 
·housekeeper' in charge of the royal farm and had 
therefore a part icular loyalty to Hakon. and concern for 
his rights. She may also of course have had a particular 
hatred for the powerful local official and was 
determined to bring hi s name into disrepute to repay him 
for some prejudicial behaviour towards her. But nei ther 
did she have any respect for powerfu l umbothsmen like 
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Lord Eindrid whom she describes as ' mad' (oerum ) 
(translated above as 'daft '). who had come from 
Norway and evidently made him self unacceptable to the 
islanders. 

The authority of Duke Hakon , and the concern of all 
involved to act respectfully as regards his overall 
control of matters comes over very strongly in thi s 
document. His association with Papa Stour is also 
imprinted on the is land's farm ownersh ip from the 
record of the first meeting of Ragnhi ld with Thorvald in 
the ' living-room of the ducal farmstead' {i stofuni a 
hertogaboenum). Here is unequivocal evidence that the 
main farm on the island belonged to the duke, because it 
was royal estate. and that farm was probably Uphouse 
(uppi i hzlsi) mentioned later in the document. In fact it 
would seem highly likely that the who le island belonged 
to the crown, as would surely have been the case if it had 
been earldom estate earlier (3.1.4 above). Unfortunately 
we have no ev idence that Duke Hakon ever visited 
Shetland. let alone whether he ever stayed at his 
residence on Papa. The paucity of the sources about this 
period do not make it certain that he did not , but on the 
other hand hi s main arena of acti vity was certainly in 
south-east Norway, and his main external focus as duke 
and king was the regu lat ing of relations with the north 
German trading cities. The anomalou s situation 
whereby he did not control the area of western Norway 
around Bergen , which was the normal administrative 
centre to which the North ern Isles were tied, would have 
made it less straightforward for him , as duke, to have 
maintained any personal connection with Shetland and 
Faeroe. The days when the kings were free to sail over 
the North Sea to vis it the ir skanlands and exerc ise some 
personal influence in the is lands were over. Infl uence 
was now maintain ed by royal offi cials. the umbodsmenn 
and the handgangen menn, and as ment ioned already 
this creation of a ·service ar istocracy' operating 111 

distant localities presentt:c.l problems for the kings. 

From later evidence we certain ly know that the royal 
official himse lf, Thorvald Thoresson, was called 
dominus de Papay, and must have resided on the island 
wh ich would have been hi s main base of operations in 
Shetland . He was certain ly there in 1299 with a retinue 
of local men from the west side of Shetland. and with 
Sweinthe priest (perhaps the pari sh pri est). Although he 
may have been doing his rounds as .1~1 ·sselmun to co llect 
Duke 1-lakon 's rents and the skatt due from Papa. it is 
tempt ing to suggest that the island was at this time the 
main centre of royal administration in Shetl and, or that 
it soon became so. The process by which Papa passed 
into the possess ion of th e most powerful indi vidual in 
Shetland, and what this tells us of its im portance has 
already been discussed in section 3. 1..4 above. 



4.3 THE PEOPLE 

4.3.1 LORD THORV ALD 

Having looked at the broader context of the situation in 
which the distant administration of the Ol\\egian Duke 
Hal..on regulated and controlled e\·ents in Shetland. we 
can turn to the individuals who were the main actors on 
the scene in Papa in 1299. Thorvald Thoresson is the tirst 
Shetlander about whom v. e ha\-e any appreciable amount 
of ev idence. Even so it is very uncertain as to ~~ho hi s 
father Thore was. and we can only assume from 
circumstantial evidence that he was born into the 
wealthier class of landowner rather than that he gained 
his status as a member of the 'service ar istocracy· . We 
can be fairl)' certain howeverthat lhorvald· s main landed 
bas~ was in Shetland, and that h~: \\aS a native Shetlander. 
The remarkable fact that he called himself ·of Shetland· 
in se\-eral documenh. from as earl) as 1289 to at least 
1330. is \et) striking. No one else in Shetland' s histof) 
has ever been known by that title, \Vhich rrobably tellS US 

something about Thorvald's ro~ition ol rm,er Ill the 
tslands and about hi5 pride in that position! 

A I read: in the reign of l:.rik Mag.nusson. l·hon aid \\as a 
knight. and therefore had joined the ro)al/nnJ and done 
homage to the king. In 1289 he was named as an envoy of 
King Erik's for an embassy v.hich was to go to England 
to negotiatt: for the marriage of l:.ril.;' s daughter. 
Margaret, the heiress to the Scottish throne, to Prince 
Edward, son of Ed\\ard I of England ( D \'. \ix(i ). no 328. 
33 I). There is no funher evidence to shm' that he did in 
fact join the embass) or that he was in any other wa) 
involved in the complex negotiations over Margaret' s 
marriage. Sty led ·of Shetland· at that time sugge~ts that 
he was already appointed offi cial (.ITI.Il'lman) in the 
islands. presumably by the young Duke Hal..on and 
presumabl) because he was al re<Jd: firm I: establt shed in 
Shetland through binh and fa m i I) connect ton. There are 
t\vo other records of his involvement in events of national 
importance. one in 129:'1 when he assisted in ne got iat ions 
with Denmarl.., and the other much later. in Hakon·s 
reign, when he witnessed a peace treaty (Crawford 1992, 
75 ). This does not ~uggest that he " as of first-rank 
importance in the government of the kingdom. But this is 
hard ly surpri sing when the direct ion of Norway·s foreign 
policy was changing at this time awa: from the 13ritish 
l :. le~ tov. ard :. Den mar!.. and the 1:3altic. lhe close relations 
with Scotland, and the negotiations with England, in 
which the royal official from Shetland \\Ould be well 
placed to assist. had ended. Oslo and the rest of 
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Scandinavia were a very long way away from Shetland 
and TI10rvald's sef'\ices were clearl) not often required. 
rhere is other e\ idence to indi cate that he had close links 
with western Noi\Vay: the letter from Abbot Erik in 
Bergen. which was cut up to make the seal tags for the 
1299 document (·t.l .2 abo\e). \\as addressed to ·his 
dearest friend Lord Thorvald (aelskeleggom t·in sinu(m) 

herra Poruald) and at a later date Thorvald acted as a 
\\ itness for \tlunl..eliv Kloster in Bergen in a la\\ SUi t over 
land (RA iii . no 350). 

I lis first marriage indicates close ties \\ ith western 
Nonva) . I he e\ idence for th is first marriage has been 
discussed by the author before (Crawford 1984. 51: 1992. 
7J -4 ). and it is pnrhlematica l. The document concerned 
m a)- sh<m that Thon aid \\a~ married to an heiress from 
~outh-west Norway. but it is very difficult to interpret. 
/\11 that can be said is that he may have been rn<lrried and 
had intere~ts in Kvi nesdal in R:gjat) 11-.e. Ho\vC\er as far 
as his m<lrriage to the mother of Herd is is concerned there 
i-, no douht. A later deposition from Herd is mal..es it clear 
that her mother "as Ragndid. daughter of Jon lvarsson 
Raud, and thus that Thorvald had married into a very 
powerful baronial fami ly based in eastern Norway. After 
1302 \\hen his brother-in- la\\ married the illegitimate 
daughter of King Hakon, l'horvald was brought into a 
close famil: relat ionship with the royal family. This 
\\Ould havt: made his social posi tion secure and from 
which he may well haw benefited from the point-of 
-view of his own position within Shetland. Even if he had 
not been gi \ en gran ts of CrO\\ n land before he\\ ou Id \ er: 
li l..el) recei\e them after 1302. 

Our pre~cnt concan with I ord Thon ald is. hO\\C\er. as 
1_1'.1selmun of Shetland; and th ere is one further document 
which rrovides a brilliant vignette of him in hi s role as 
ro:al official acting in a legal capacit:. and \vhich sends 
out a clear message about his mod11.1 opaandi ' . Thi~ 
concerns another woman. Bjorg, h1is(ra<:yia ( = house
holder· . in the sense that she O\•ned her ov. n propert)) in 
Cu llievoe (Yell ). \lhO wa::. in trouble \\ith Thorvald O\Cr 
rayment or a tine (the reason for its imposition is never 
e\ plained . but the fine was a large one). As royal official. 
Th onald had negotiated\\ ith Bjorg over her offence. and 
whether she wished to have the Lawthingjudge her case 
of whether she \\ ished to come ro tenns (Saella::r) with 
him . This was probabl) a perfect ly legal method of 



dealing with her situation but it laid the way open for 
offi cial manipulation of the accused's circumstances. In 
this instance Bjorg had been unable to pay the 
acknowledged fin e agreed with Thorvald twice- and was 
about to forfe it some land as a resul t. She must have 
finally taken her case to the lawmen and then complained 
to the Lawthing. The j udgement was an impan ial one: 
she had to forfeit the land because of the failure to pay 
pan of the fine. but she was a ll owed to pay the remainder 
in butter rather than in cash. 

Several important features stand out in this case. One is 
the position of power wh ich a sysselman possessed in this 
s ituation where he could manipulate the legal 
arrangements to hi s own- or his royal master's
advantage. One wonders how much of the fine would 
have stayed in Thorvald's hands while being passed on to 
the royal treasury. or indeed whether the forfeited land 
wou ld have become crown estate or whether it would 
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have remained in the sysselman ' s hands (Crawford 1994. 
83 ). Despite the growth of the power of these officials. it 
cannot however be said in this instance that the authori t~ 

of the local legal structure had been entirely by-passed . 
Mistress Bjorg must have appealed to the lawman and 
complained to the Lav¥thi ng with the expectation that she 
would receive a fair hearing. The written judgement was 
sent to the royal archi ves. Roth this and the 1299 cases 
show the judicial structure in Shetland to be active on its 
own account. which fits in with the most recent 
assessment of the flourish ing state of communal 
organisation in Norway in general in this period ( lmsen 
1990: 1994). They show qu ite remarkably that th e 
powerful royal official was submitting to normal 
processes of legal procedure. What we do not know is 
whether these cases were exceptions, al though we can 
hard ly believe that they are the only cases in which Lord 
Thorvald interfered in the fi scal and judic ial processes of 
Shetland (Crawford 1992, 85). 

4.3.2 ISLAND TRADITION 

From a totally different- and non-historical- source we 
have some remarkable evidence which can plausibl) be 
used to suppo11 the impression given by these two 
documents of Lord Thorvald's dominant and over
bearing influence in Shetland. That is how he is 
remembered in Papa Stour. Early visitors to the is land 
recorded oral tradition recounted to them about · Lord 
Tirvil' . Indeed there is still a living tradition among the 
islanders of the rapacious activities of this character. who 
is supposed to be commemorated in place-names 
incorporating the name ·Tirval ' on the island and in 
north-west Shetland. Although historians are wary of 
using oral tradition which has usually been embellished 
wi th details fabricated in the process of transmission. the 
circumstances in which folk memol)· of a powerful 
character from the past has been remembered on the 
island is quite extraordinary in Scotland (in general) and 
in the Northern Isles (in particular). Folk tales are not 
usually of much relevance for historical c ircumstance~. 

and any individuals who are named in the stories are 
either too ~~ell-known for an:;. s igni fi cance to be attached 
to their remembrance-such as King Harald Finehair. 
remembered as the Harald of Harold.s"' ick in Un~t 

(Nicholson 1981 . 17 ): or arc mere I~ namc.:s like the 
l'\om .:gian princess Katrina in I· oula. I! O il ever 11 ith the 
legends about ·Lord Tervil' on Papa Stour 1\e can be 
reasonably sure that this re lates to the hi storical il erra 
Thorvald. duminus de papc~1 · who left a strong impres~ ion 

on the.: is landers of his life and deeds. 

0 A Norwegian visitor in the late 19th ccntUf) recorded that he heard 
there had been a ·famous fhtngstcad · on Papa (Cra" ford 1984. 49J 

The most tenacious tradit ion was about the duel which 
·Lord Tirvil' fought and the site of which 1vas pointed out 
to the Rev George Low in 1774 where he ·observed the 
marks of a circular enclosure ' near the middl e of the 
cultivated part of the island( 1879. 123). Th is is likely to 
have been the ci rcle of stones which is sti ll partly visible 
at the head of llousa Voe (col ill us 7) and which may be 
the remains of a Norse judicial site (drimhring): certainly 
the association wi th a duelling encounter in the legend 
would appear to be sign ificant (Crawford 198-la. -18)0

. 

Thorvald' s quarrel was associated with his daughter' s 
marriage (or rather liaison) for she was abducted from a 
secure repositor; ''here she had been placed b~ her father 
on the top of Fruastack. no11 a detached ~ea stack at the 
entrance to Housa Voe, but possibly on<.:c joined to the 
island. The story as told by lrvine or M id brake in his 
notebook (SA. lrvine of Midbrake Papers) and which 
was recounted to him by his aunt. is one of the earliest 
accounts 7 : 

There IS a rock called .. Fruu\tack" near the 
island of Papa Stur. \\ hich 11as in elder time the !->Cene 
of a romantic adven!Llre. TU RV/\ L OF TU RV/\LS
CORD in that ! ~ l and had a beaut ifu l daughter ~he 
11a~ be lo1ed b) the l.ai rd of Fula. but her t~llher 

rdu~ed his consent to th ei r un ion: he rejected the 
alliance or htla . TU RV /\LSCORD had to go to 
Orkney to attend the Earl. but to secure his daughter 
he bui lt a hou~e on the rod. for her w live in till his 

'Al'o mentioned b1 Rc1 George Lo\\. and b~ a vt snor. ~ Fothcrgtlltn 
1806 
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return. The access to it was extremely difficult, from 
the steepness of the cliff. Yet lovers are never 
deterred: keen and wyly are they. FULA descovered 
where the maiden dwelt in darkness. and she willingly 
departed with him. When her father came home he 
found the Bower of the rock empty. hi s lovely Morna 
had flown with the Youth of the misty Isle who bore 
her with joy to his steep blue shores. The grey wal ls of 
the lonely dwelling still remain . The aged relate its 
tale to the young. 
The story is believed to he true. 

Local tradition8 tells that Thorvald murdered hi s 
daughter's husband at Norby, across the Sound of Papa in 
Sandness. Hibbert. in the early 19th century. adds that he 
' resisted al l the attempts that were made to bring him to 
trial for the act, living by depredations in the country' 

( 1822. 564n). All sources mention that he was drowned 
on one of his marauding expeditions. along with eleven 
of his sons, on a reef off Mavis Grind. still called 
·Terwirs Baa' ''. 

There are many stock motifs in these tales. Nonetheless 
the strength of the tradition about Thorvald's 
involvement in judicial duelling and his aggressive and 
quarrelsome relations with his neighbours tel l us of the 
reputation that he left behind him, and which leave us in 
little doubt about his dominant and lengthy role in 
Shetland's history. What is remarkable is the fact that we 
do have the historical evidence to give some support to 
this tradition. Such a conjunction of myth and fact is 
highly unusual and this evidence has never been fully 
appreciated before thi s present research investigation 
into the history of Papa Stour. 

4.3.3 RAGNHILD AND BJORG 

Ragnhild and Bjorg can have been under no illusion as to 

the power and nature of the man whom-each in her 
different way- they so bravely tackled. More than 
anything else these legal records provide un ique 
documentary evidence about the situation of women in 
colonial Norse society, an aspect which very rarely 
emerges ftom the historical record, although well
illustrated in the sagas. Much has been written about the 
position of women in the Viking Age (Jesch 1991: 
Jochens 1996) because there is much to read in the sagas. 
Of all aspects of Viking society which may be slanted by 
the ci rcumstances of the saga writer's own age. the 
position of women is however most susceptible to bias 
and subject to stereotypical attitudes (Crawford 1987, 
2 18; B & P Sawyer 1994, 189-90). Nonetheless the 
general impression to be gained ftom the sagas is that 
women lived in circumstances which gave them freedom 
which was exceptional in European tcm1s. One might 
wonder to what extent this social situation was sti ll 
surviving, some two centuries after the Viking Age. and 
long after the adoption of Christian mores and beliefs 
which brought Norse societies into close conjunction 
with the rest of medieval Europe. lfthe evidence of these 
1\vo Shetland documents can be used with confidence. as 
providing a not abnormal picture of circumstances in the 
islands, then it would appear as if women had retained a 
freedom which is rather start I ing in comparison with the 
rest of medieval Europe. 

8 As r~counted stlll by Mr George l'ct~rson of Bragastcr. 

9 'Tcrwil ' being the modern Shetland form of the name Thorvald The 
headland west of Mavis Grind is known as ·Thnrvald's Head' The 
assoc1a11on of h1 s name wnh natural features at th is mo5t Im portant 

The fact that the two earliest (and on I)) legal records of the 
functioning of the legal system in Shetland. before the 
islands passed to Scotland, show women acting on their 
own behalfbetore the law suggests that it was not unusual. 
Otht:rn ise the coinc idence of such a survival \\ ou Id be 
beyond statistical probability. In Bjorg·s case she was 
herself considered responsible for the fine to the Crown, 
she negotiated with the royal official over its payment and 
she finally lodged a complaint against him and appealed to 
the public court -and appeared in it- for redress over what 
she considered to be harsh treatment (Crawford 1984b, 
85). There is no way of knowing whether she was married 
or widowed. although we know from her title of luisfreyia 
that she had economic independence as a householder, 
even though the evidence also suggests that she had great 
difficulties raising the read~ money to pay the tine. 

Ragnhild is more of an enigma. We have no certain 
information or hint as to what her position in island 
society was. allhough it can be assumed from her 
knowledge and involvement that she was resident on 
Papa Stour, and probably a tenant (poss ibly indeed the 
ducal tenant of Uphouse). She is not accorded the title of 
h!i~freyia and cannot have been of any high social 
standing. Her fury with Thorvald and his associates and 
her disregard for all the powerfulumbothsmenn who had 
been in the island recently is quite clearly the result of a 
simmering grievance which had been festering for some 

~> Lhmu~ IS ,igndicam It \\a5 at this pomt th at boats \\Crc dragged 
acn»s between llu~ ta Voe and St i\,1agnu> 8a} until recent lllnes in 
order to avoid the dangerou> "atcrs round the north of the Shetland 
Mainland. For someone sailing between Papa Stour and Norway it 
\\lJUid be a customar} route to take 



time. In some way Ragnhild was personally involved in 
the matter of the deception of the duke, and when she 
calls Thorvald ' Judas ' she implies that he was about to 
betray her as we ll as his royal lord: 'you must not be my 
Judas'(pu skallt ecki vera m inn iudas) she cries. Here is a 
dramatic situation which is reminiscent of some saga 
scenes when vengeful women berate their menfolk . lt is 
exceedingly rare to find such documentary examples of 
medieval women appearing in a public forum and playing 
such a dramatic role. The occasion when she raises the 
question of the rental assessment of Bragaster must have 
been a hearing or some official meeting which was taking 
place in the stofa of the ducal farm , and which was 
attended by two fanners from the west Mainland of 
Shetland. The confrontation the next morning when she 
warns the sysselman of his treacherous behaviour and 
which was witnessed by two other individuals may have 
been a chance encounter, as it took place out in the 
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homefield of the ducal fann (ut i tuninu). Whatever 
Ragnhild 's status was her accusations were treated very 
seriously and Thorvald was detennined to clear his name 
of financia l impropriety-or worse- which of itself is a 
significant indication ofthe value of a woman's word and 
therefore of her position in Norse society. 

lt is probably possible to conclude from the evidence here 
presented that the part played by these two women does 
suggest a legal freedom which reflects the independent 
standing of the ir sex in Shetland c 1300. These 
circumstances may not however have lasted for very 
long, as the decline in the economic situation which was 
to occur in the second halfofthe 14th century resulted in 
a changed social situation and a possible corresponding 
general decline in the status of women throughout the 
nonh. although a few certain ly maintained their wealth 
and social position. 

4.4 THE DISPUTE 

The 1299 document opens a window onto the whole 
complex world of medieval Norwegian land assessments 
and the skat and rental incomes levied on the basis of 
such assessments. lt gives brief references to an old 
system, which, as far as Shetland was concerned, was 

soon to be out of date, and to more recent assessments 
which had been introduced over the whole of Norway. It 
fonns the bas is of our understanding of Shet land's 
medieval economic organisation of land and revenue 
based on the value ofland 10

. 

4.4.1 RAGNHILD'S COMPLAINT 

Ragnhild's expressed complaint was about the way that 
the rent of one of the fanns, Bragaster, was being 
collected by Thorvald and she says that it was not rented 
with the ducal farn1 Uphouse, which had the status of a 
'ska l land ' (skat jorou). lt is likely that Bragaster had 
formerly been attached to, or had been economically part 
of this ducal fann , which was already assessed for skat, 
and that it had recently become an independently
assessed unit for renta l purposes (ill us 8 and 9 above). In 
some way she believes that the Duke is not getting ·full 
rent ' ifulla leigo) from Uphouse because of this new 
situation-or because of Thorvald 's manipulation of this 
situation . Perhaps he had withheld some rent from the 
Uphouse account in the be lief that it included Bragaster 
as well , and that he was ent itled to retain Bragaster 's rent. 

The trouble lying behind this situation may have ari sen 
out of a re-assessment of arable land, and it appears that 
such a re-assessment was undertaken in Norwa; in the 

10 The author· s (13 EC) understanding of these systems owes much to 

Brian Smith's researches into Shetland 's rcnJals and assessments, 
which he has unfailingly shared with her over the years. Any 

early 14th century based on the rental value of land 
(Smith nd I ). As an integral part of Duke Hakon's 
'appanage', Shetl and would a lso be included in any 
attempt to bring renta l values of land more in line w ith 
current exp loi tation o f landed resources, and the 1299 
document suggests that such a development had already 
taken place or was in the process of being implemented at 
that time. But the situation in Shetland was entirely 
different from Norway because Shetland had been part of 
the earldom of Orkney until 1195. So there was a 
sophisticated system of land assessment based on 
ouncelands and penny lands already in ex istence in the 
Northern Isles by that date and probab ly as far as the 
ounceland was concerned long before that date (see 
chapter 2 note 7 above). Indeed we have the statement at 
the end of the 1299 docum ent wh ich sets out the official 
fiscal situation in Papa Stour as it then stood, referring to 
penny lands and wh ich also tells us that there had been a 
valuation of the pennylands in terms of gold and silver 

inadequacies in her understanding of thi s evidence are due to her 
own shortcomings (and the complexit ies of the rental material!). 



marks (Smith nd l , 15 ). This had taken place presumabl) 
before I 195 (11 hen Shetland was taken a1va) from 
Orkne)) as marks are also kno1~ n in Orknt::) in the M iddk 
Ages. These complexities resulted from the high degree 
of organisation which we know the earls had 
implemented in their lands from late Vi}...ing times -an 
organisation which was updated from time to time a5 the 
economic need arose. 

It would not be surprising then:tore if Shetland's ta:-. and 
rental structure ~ did not fi t easil;. into the S)Stem 
established in the home country of Non~ay. When 
Shetland was brought into the ·appanage' created for 
Duke H~kon Magnusson in I 273 it 11 as prooabl) adapted 
to the fi scal structures in the rest of the ducal territor: . 
This process wou Id take a more focu sed development 
when llakon came of age in 1284 and soon began to rule 
his territories with energ) and evident interest in 
adm inistrat ive and legal organisation. I! must have been 
in the years fo llowing 1284 that the numbers of ·g.ood 
men' >lho II OUld ha-..e been ad>i\ers or mumellors ufrht· 
young dul-.e (referred to in the 1299 document) \~ere 

given a commi-,::. ion to deal 11 ith the problem of the 
duke'~ rent in Papa Stour. 

Thi s i'i incidental informatron m the document 11hich 
gi1e~ a rare glimp~c of the im.ol1emcnt of the ducal 
advisers in the amrirs of the is land. po>~erful men of the 
duke 's following who came to Shetland in order to son 
out the problems arising out of the implementation of 
new fi scal assessment structures in thei r lord 's distant 
ten·i tories. They probably had to visit other areas. but we 
on!) !..now of their visit to Papa Stour and of Ragnhik!' s 
scorn for one of them-the ·daft' Eindrid. \\'hat had 
happened to the hap less Eindrid is kft to the imagi nation. 
and we cannot be sure who he was but fr·om his title or 
Herru one would t.:\pect him to appear in nther govern
mental record material. Einurid Simunsson is promin~nt 
in western Noma:- a few ]ears later. a~ treasurer and 
lawman in Bergen ( llelle 1972. 449) if he is to be 
ident ifi ed 11 ith · 1 krra Eindritl ' then clear!~ he was nut a~ 
·daft· as Ragnhild sa)S 1 Of the remaining ·good men· 11 i~ 

not surprising to find Sigurd. archdeacon of Shetland. and 
thus the most impor1ant ecc lesiastical official in the 
island<>: nor would it be surpris ing if the ·11erra Erik' 

were the abbot of Munkeliv monastery in Bergen. The 
laner \\as in fact cal led ' Herra Erik' a few years 
previou s !~ when acting>~ ith archdeacon Sigurd in a land 
transaction (DN. xii. 16). He was prominent in the royal 
councils in the last decades of the 13th century and died 
in 1299 (He lie 1972. 589 }. 1t was a letter of this abbot to 
·his dear friend Lord Thorvald ' which was cut up and 
used for the seal tags of the 1299 document. The first 
·good man · li sh:d. Thorkell of Ness. is otherwise 
unr<.!corded. 

The final statemt!nt about land prices and rent on the island 
must have emanated from the depositions of people 
concerned \~ho 11cre able to ·prove· (prr!fu::: ) to the 
lawthingmen as to the facts of the matter. First it was 
stated that 'there had never been higher prices11 in all Papa 
than those which had always been current of old: a mark of 
re lined gold for cultivated land fTom eve!) penn: land' . 
Here is the evidence that the penn: lands had been revalued 
in terms of marks and moreover to the staggeringly high 
a:,se.wnent of a marh of relined (bumf) gold for every 
penn~ land: thi~ i~ an exceptional use of the mark of go ld as 
a measurement of land. 11 hich is not 1-.mmn in Nonva) 
(A.L sub u'ufdverdermg). Thi.! implication is that this was a 
\'er:- ancient assc~sment but it has been suggested that such 
a re1 aluation m a: have tal.. en place in the llJOs in 
connection \\ ith the earls· need tor funds for the bui ltling 
ofSt Magnus· Cathedral (Smith ndl . 8) 1: . 

TI1en comes the statement about rent : that one and a half 
meills were due from eve!) refined mark. ·and there are 
then two said due from every penny land ·. The mark here 
is a sil\er mark (eight of11hich were equivalent to a gold 
mar!..) and it had to produco: one and a half mei ll s 
(containers of corn). This set the required amount from a 
pcnnyland (x eight) oftwelvc rn eills which equalled two 
·sald' . rhe implication is that the income from the mark 
is set and from that it can be 11 orl-.ed nut "hat the 
penn~ land had to pa: . lt v1 as ev identl) the ~~a)' the 
assessment affected the penny land which was under 
dispute. As Braga:-.ter was a penn~ land division (Smith 
nd I. IJ) 11 e can understand htm the assessment of its rent 
accord ing to a diffcrenr mark un it would upset Ragnhild. 
and no doubt pl enty of oth ers who were similarly 
suspicious of the new system and of those" ho operated it. 

4.4.2 TH E WITNESSES 

Seven lawrhing-men sealed the 1299 document. about 
whom very I ittlc is known. rhey wen.~ all obviously 

11 The 0:--1 110rd W'n)aumur mean~ the pure ha,.: m -,ak pr1ce and 1t 

was >Cl annually by the l.awth111g 111 Iceland and there fo re probabf) 
sim il arly 111 '>hctland 

Shetlanders ot'~om e sranding in their communi() , one of 
whom. Lord Erik Ungi, has the title of 1-ferra which 

t: The author ·-, u11 n anai)SI> o l the penn~ land assessment has 
suggc;.tcd that 1t ma) have been Introduced by the earl s later 111 the 
12th century. in connection 11i1h the lcv~ ing o f Peter' s pence. but 

11 a, ha'>cd on earl1er land d11 ISilln' t l ra11 ford I <l9.t. I J 7--161 



indicates that he was a member of the royal hird (like 
Thorvald himself). Two of them also appear in the 1307 
document as /agrettamenn who made up the jury for 
Bjorg of Cullievoe's case. The fact that they had seals 
suggests an awareness of personal and family status 
which is rather surprising for most of them had no title 
or indeed farm-name - attached to their own name, which 
might suggest that they were ordinary peasant farmers of 
no great pretensions. Personal seals had been adopted in 
Norway in the 13th century by the nobility with some 
enthusiasm, but it is also clear that it was considered 
normal if not mandatory for farmers who were involved 
in communal public life to also have their own seal in the 
14th century (lmsen 1990, 94 ). Shetland clearly followed 
the same norms-and indeed seems to be well up to date 
with the practice in the late 13th century. Remarkably the 
1307 document suggests that all 12 of the /agrettamenn 
had their own seals. In Norway a large number of the 
non-heraldic seals belong to /agrettamenn (KL sub 
bondesegl); who certainly seem to be counted as farmers 
(bonder). But the distinction between the upper strata of 
this class (storbonder) and the lower orders of the 
nobility (smaadef) is not very clear. 

The seals that have survived on the 1299 document show 
fairly simple devices (ill us 14a): that of Erik Ungi is a 
sword erect between two roses, slipped issuing from the 
hilt, with a beaded border; Gunni of Neip's a rose of six 
petals in a beaded circle; Erlend alfeitr's a ship with a 
flag from the mast. From the 1307 document we have 
Erlend Geirmundarson 's: a dagger erect between two 
stars of eight points in chief (Orkney Recs, 385). They are 
essentially non-heraldic, but nonetheless interesting for 
that (Ciouston 1930, 33). 
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What is also interesting is the fact-stated in the 1299 
document- that these men seal the documents because the 
Lawthing itself has no seal. This is hardly surprising at that 
date, for the provincial legal assembly of Norway (the 
Gulathinglag) had been granted its communal seal only a 
couple of decades previously, and the Frostathinglag by 
King Erik in the 1280s. The next legal districts to receive 
their own seals were Jemtland, on the Swedish frontier, 
and Orkney; it was probably royal policy to grant such 
seals to peripheral areas, in a deliberate attempt to boost 
royal authority by including the royal Norwegian lion in 
both seals13• These communal seals are highly distinctive, 
and a particularly notable feature of Scandinavian society 
where the Lawthings played such an important role in the 
life of the community. When Duke HAkon ruled as king he 
was responsible for granting seals to some of the smaller 
Lawthing districts, and he may have been the king 
responsible for granting Orkney theirs. Did he grant one to 
Shetland too? Not by 1307, for the court document of that 
year was also sealed by the members of the court- although 
there is no mention of the absence of a Lawthing seal then. 
One cannot help but feel that the specific reference to the 
lack of a seal in 1299 may have been a deliberate attempt 
to draw this to the attention of Duke HAkon. All we know 
is that Shetland had a 'common seal' at some time in the 
Norwegian period and that it went on being used after the 
pledging of the islands to Scotland; but when it was 
granted is not known, nor, unfortunately, is there any 
surviving representation of the seal itself. This is due to the 
total lack of surviving records from the Lawthing after the 
documents of 1299 and 1307. The medieval seals of 
Faeroe and Iceland have survived, as well as the remark
able example of Orkney's 'common seal ' but alas, not 
Shetland's. 

4.4.3 THE OUTCOME 

As will be now quite clear, the 1299 document is an 
exceptional survival in many respects. So exceptional 
that there is nothing else wh ich gives us any hint about 
the result of the sending of the ' letter of enqui ry ' to 
Duke HAkon. Of course he became king later that same 
year, and his attention thereafter would be focused on 
national policies, so that the peripheral parts of his 
kingdom in the west would become of less interest. The 
situation in Shetland would have reverted to what it had 
been before the creation of the dukedom, and contact 
wi th the royal administration based in Oslo would be 
minimal. In such circumstances the powerfu l ::.ysse/man 
would rule his district with little interference, and we 
can guess that Lord Thorvald survived the rumpus with 

13 Crawford 1979.22. An article on 'The Orkney Anns' was written 
by the author (BE C) in The Orcadian on July 13, 1978. 

impunity and with his power unaffected and his 
reputation hardly tarni shed. We can certainly tell from 
the 1307 document that he was still acting as royal 
official in Shetland dealing with fines to the Crown. As 
discussed earli er, he cont inued to be involved in some 
of the more important state occasions, and in 1312 he 
was drawn into the royal circ le through marriage 
connections. The evidence from the papal document of 
1330. that he was called dominus de Papay, gives us all 
the information that we need to draw conclusions about 
the continued position which he held in Papa Stour, and 
undoubtedly in Shetland. The marriages arranged for his 
son Thorvald and his daughter Herdis with members of 
the most powerful Norwegian fam ilies are corrobor-
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ative evidence for the established pos ition that he had 
gai ned for himself in the kingdom. The papal 
dispensation for the marriage of his son Thorvald and 
Aesa Hakonsdatter says that the marriage was for the 
·sett ling of fami ly feuds' , thus hinting at some 
quarrelsome relationship in the upper levels of 
Norwegian society which Thorvald then moved in . 

By this date the sort of position which Thorva ld had 
attained would automatically mean that the individual 
had a landed power base, and that power base was more 
likely to be royal estate granted to him as a /endirman 
than fami ly octal land. As with most other European 
kingdoms the Norwegian crown lands were constantly 
used for rewarding close members of the king's hird 
(following). Royal offi cials had always resided on royal 
manors, but as the office of sysse/man tended to become 
hereditary (in the first half of the 14th century) so the 
royal grant of land to the individual would be passed on to 
the son and then very rapidly become regarded as family 
property. The fen was supposed to be a grant for the 
lifetime of the king only, and disposition rights rested on 

whether the land was crown octal or not (KL sub 
Krongodser); thi s principle appears in some of the 
Norwegian laws but it does not appear that it was as 
strictly adhered to in Norway as in the other Scandinavian 
kingdom s. General ' feudalising' tendencies appear in 
Norway in the 14th century which was a time of 
increasing difficulty for the crown when it became 
embroiled in the politics of the rest of Scandinavia. 
HAkon V's reign appears to be someth ing of a watershed 
and there was in fact a lawsuit over his grant of 
Borgesyssel to hi s son-in- law and the Havtoressons 
(eventually they were the heirs of Herdis 
Thorvaldsdatter; see 3.1.4 above). After the king· s death. 
when the crown was in the hands of hi s legitimate 
daughter and her Swedish husband the process by which 
royal grants of land remained in the possession of the 
beneficiary and his fam ily must have become the norm. 
This was how Papa Stour passed into the hands of 
TI10rvald 's daughter, evidently in the absence of any 
male heirs (who all perished with Thorvald in a 
shipwreck offThorvald's Head. according to the tradition 
cited above). 

4.5 THE STOFA 

ln one final respect the 1299 document provides us with a 
unique pi ece of evidence: for the existence of a building 
ca lled swfa at the duke's farm on Papa Stour, in which 
the first encounter between Thorvald and Ragnhild took 

place. It was this reference which led to the excavation on 
the is land in the hope of locating the ducal farm and 
maybe even this particular building. 

4.5.1 DEFINITION OF THE TERM STOFA 

What was a srofa? In this parti cular circumstance it was 
evidently a specific room or bui lding on the duke's farm 
where meetings took place. The word has usually been 
translated into Eng lish as ·Jiving-room· which does not 
really convey the significance of the term. It was 
introduced into Northern Europe in the early m iddlc ages 
for a part icular type of building or room which was 
developed or added to farm s as dwelling-houses changed 
from the older ha ll-houses 14

• Philological studies show 
that the term spread north from south Germany with the 
meaning of 'winter living-room', and the origin of the 
word itself is connected with the method of construction 
of a closed timber building made of notched logs (Hahnel 
1975 , quoted in Stok lund 1997, Ill). 

This introduction of a new term and a new method of 

14 A fuller discussion ofthi s interest ing development in Scandmavian 
architecture can be found 111 Crawford 1985a, 1996. 

building construct ion is thought to indicate a new ·room 
ideal' (Stoklund 1997. 126) and although the 
log-timbered stofa spread throughout those parts of north 
Europe where an abundance of pine forest provided the 
best timber, it is also found in less wooded areas, where it 
might be incorporated as a uni t into a bui lding 
constructed in different ways. The undivided longhouse 
appears to have been partitioned into smaller dwelling 
spaces as the Viking age waned: different buildings were 
developed at the same time for the various functions 
carried on in the farming commun ity. Th is probably 
reflects some sort of change in social attitudes and a 
move towards greater privacy. The term srofa appears in 
the documentary sources for one of these rooms, which 
seems to have been the ' best' room in the house, as 
opposed to the main dwell ing area where the cooking and 
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food-preparation was carried on. This was the skali (= 
' ha ll'), later known as the e/dhus (=' fire-house'). In the 
lists of bu ildings which appear in medieval sources there 
is also the bur ("store-room ' ) (see discussion of names at 
the Biggings in sect ion 3.5 above). 

It has been argued by Myhre ( 1980, 384) that these names 
can be applied to the different e lements of the older 
longho uses which were subd ivided even in the earlier 
Iron Age ( illus 15). But we do not know what the 
different sub-divisions of the longhouse were called 
before the documentary sources ex ist, although the 
centra l ha ll area certainly seems to have been known as 
ska/i. Funct ionally it was succeeded by the swfa, which, 

b) Jarlshof. Shetland (after 
Ham ilton 1956, fig 52). 

as a general living-room, would have provided for a 
multitude of activities ( it has been described as the 'daily 
act ivity quarter ': Urbanczyk 1992, 95). By the time of the 
lcelandic sagas of the 13th century. the stofa appears to 
have been used as the principal room of the farm for 
living and eating, as well as being the room where the 
women's weaving activities were mostly carried out. lt 
may a lso have served for a sleeping room on occasions, 
a lthough the side-benches in the o lder hall (skali) 
probably functi oned as beds for the majority of purposes. 
In Orkneyinga Saga (chap 55) there is a reference to the 
' linle stofa' (lit/ustoja) where the women are said to have 
been sewing a sh irt for Earl Harald in the early part of the 
12th century. 

4.5.2 T HE NATU RE OF T HE 1299 BUILDING 

Examples of excavated stofa buildings from Norway and 
other parts of the North Atlantic (section 8.3.1 below) 
demonstrate the sort of bui lding which would be 
expected from the use of the term stofa to describe the 

bu ilding where Thorvald and Ragnhild met in 1299. The 
exact method of construct ion was not a lways the same, 
although the type of bui lding the term represents, and the 
interior lay-out, were of a standard arrangement. A 
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1/lus 16 
a) Sketch o f a ' lafted· 
build1ng showing hm' the 
notch.:d logs fitted together 
at the corners. and how the 
roof-b~ams slotted into the 
gable walls (drawn b) 8 o 
Gjersaa in Stokl und 1996. 
fig 106): 
b) sketch of the corn.:r of a 
·stave ' -bui lt structure 
showing how the upnght 
wall planks could be slotted 
into the horizontal s ill -beam 
and into the corne r post 
(after Christie 1974. fig 4) 



moderately-sized wooden structure, of either ' lafted' 15 

(log) or 'stave' (plank) construction (illus 16 a & b ) with 
wooden interior furni shings, it would cenainly have 
narrow wall benches and, by the late 13th century, 
perhaps a corner heanh . Its entrance would be in one 
gable, and might be an internal doorway opening out of 
the older longhouse to which it was integrally attached, or 
it might be an outs ide entrance. If it was a separate 
building of ' lafted' construction there might have been an 
ante-room covering the gable doorway with a side 
entrance leading into the ante-room (illus 124 be low). 

1' This term is der ived from the Norwegian a lajte = "to notch logs 
together at the corner' as used in Crawford 1996, 139. 

riiES 7(JH • 6 1 

Situated as Shetland is between Norway and the north 
Atlantic is lands it should not be expected that exact 
copi es of the known excavated examples of th is type of 
building wou ld be fou nd. lt wou ld be remarkable 
enough if any traces of these features could be 
recogni sed in circumstances where there was long 
continuity of settl ement on the Biggings si te. First of all. 
of course, the most likely location of Duke H~kon ' s 
farm had to be established on the island before 
excavation could begin. 
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PAPA STOUR: THE EXCAVATIONS AT THE BIGGINGS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION: DECIDING THE LOCATION OF THE EXCAVATION 

Barbara E Crawford 

Having decided on the grounds outlined above (3.5) that 
the likelihood was that the main farm on the island had 
been at the Biggings (wh ich would therefore have been 
the location of the henugaboenum of the I 299 
document), the next step was to assess the si tuation on 
the ground. Preliminary work indicated the most likely 

area for excavation as lying within the walled yard at 
North Biggings. It was clear from the earliest OS map 
(illus 7 above) and from the RAF aerial photographs 
( illus 17) that part of this yard had not been cullivated in 
the recent past, and the crofter, Mr A lee Scott, 
confi rmed that the southern ha If of the yard had never 

illus 17 
Acn al vte"' of the eastern part 
of Papa Stour. dated M a} 
1946. (RA F Collection 
RC/d lMS Crown C'opynghl). 
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illus 18 
View of the Biggings fro m the cast. The scaffolding tower shows the location of the excavation site . 

been cultivated because of the remains of the dwellings 
destroyed in the 19th century and the amount of stone 
and rubble still unde rneath the ground. This was the area 
(c 2960m2 in extent) between the remembered site of 
Ophus (Uphouse), at the western edge, and the aband
on ed crofthouse ofthe G0rl at the easte rn edge (illus 18; 
19). Such an area was rather large w hen there were few 
g uides as to the best place to start looking for medieval 
structures. We were a little misled by the remembered 
site of Ophus-useful though that knowledge was as to 
the significance of the area in general. It became c lear 
that the 13th-century ' Uppi i husi ' had not been on the 
same site as that croft which had the name Ophus in the 
19th century (see d iscussion of this name in section 3.5 
and illu s 13). 

Th is orig ina l central location of the North Biggings 
community had been abandoned when the old houses 
were tom down and the dwelling-houses re-a lig ned in 
the middle of th e 19th centu ry (see section 3.4.3). In one 
way of course thi s was fortunate as it provided the 
opportunity for excavation at the core of the early 
settlement. In a ll other res pects it made the s ituat ion 
exceeding ly difficult: the destruct ion had been so 
thoroug h that reconstruction of the building lay-out at 

the west end of the site by archaeological ana lysis has 
been rendered virtually impossible. Only through the 
circumstances by which the Gorl house was built over 
the easte rn part of th e site were earlier leve ls there 
preserved to a degree which had left an undisturbed 
archaeo logical record of the Norse period. 

Despite the extreme difficu lties of excavating in an area 
of former dense sett lement, it nonethe less provided 
useful lessons for our understand ing of the his tory of 
Norse and late r settlement in Shetland, va lid since the 
focus of archaeological attenti on had hith erto been on 
the abandoned coastal sites, such as Jarlshof, 
Underhoull, Sandwick and Kebister. For paralle l 
c ircumstances in wh ich Norse houses have been 
excavated in the centre of ex isting rura l communities it 
is necessary to look to sites such as Tjornuvik in the 
Faroe Islands. Such p laces , which have continued to be 
success ful sett lements up to the present day, give us a 
qu ite different picture of settl ement development in the 
North Atlantic island communities. These may not 
always be the same sites as those of the earliest Vik ing 
settlers (as discussed in connection wi th Papa Stour 
3.1.2 above). 
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5.2 A SUMMARY OF THE EXCAVATION CAMPAIGNS 

5.2.1 FIRST SEASON 1977 

Nine trenches (A-1) were opened in the first year ( illus 
19). These were located on the southern side ofthe yard 
between Ophus and the Gerl, with two external trenches 
opened on the South Biggings s ide of the road (F and G) 
while D was placed next to one of the fonner croft 
houses further north (Sweerie Haa). This was an 
ambitious excavation programme but it showed quite 
clearly where we shou ld be concentrating our efforts. 
Trench E started to produce late medieval pottery and 
soapstone fragments as well as many other interesting 
stone implements (Crawford 1978, 29). Stone structures 
of quite a different kind of construction from the 
19th-century houses indicated a house site of some 
interest, while the presence of pieces of birch bark in 
thick deposits of peaty soi l (i llus 44 below) were 
recognised as the destroyed remains of roofing material 
by Christopher Harris, site supervisor, who had 
experience of excavation in Bergen and Trondheim. 
Birch bark is used in traditional methods of roof 
construction in Norway, but had never been noted in 
excavations of Norse houses in the Northern Isles 
before. This part of the yard was where the former 
dwelling-house of Da Porrie had stood (i llus 13 above) 
and it proved to be central to the whole North Biggings 
settlement. It pointed us to the best location for focusing 
the next stage of the excavation campaign. 

5.2.2 SECOND SEASON 1978 

A further trench (J ) was opened close to the ruined croft 
building, the Gorl , and K was opened up just west of E 
and H. This confirmed that the area round the Gerl was 
where there had been least destruction. including the 
important fact that the building of the Gerl had 
preserved medieval layers underneath and around its 
walls. Structures uncovered showed that a Norse house 
lay at right angles to and partly under this abandoned 
croft house (i llus 20). A preliminary examination of the 
south end of the interior of the Gerl (trench L) showed 
that the large, well-built long wall on the south side of 
the Norse house (J 13/ Wall ·A') continued underneath 
the Gorl . This wall raised ex pectations that we were 
beginning to expose a typical longhouse of late Norse 
date. although as ye t there was no conc lusive dating 
evidence. The Interim Report mentions the possibility of 
a stofa building (Crawford 1979). 

Another important aspect of the Biggings 
excavation-the evidence of cooking and the size and 
variety of hearths- was being revealed for the first time 
in Trench H. This trench was a nightmare, as it consisted 

almost totally of the debris from the 19th-century 
destruction of the dwelling-houses, but it did at least 
contain remarkably rich evidence of a huge hearth/oven 
complex (Hi 19) and of pits at the very lowest levels, the 
first hearth and pits to be encountered. Steatite baking 
griddles, querns and nat baking or grain-drying slabs all 
gave indication of the abundant use of cereal foods 
made from grain grown on this fertile island. Coarse 
hand-made pottery was also being found in abundance. 
Above all we were beginning to appreciate the signif
icant preservation of organic material from fragments of 
textile, including the foot of a woven stocking, (SF 
1657, illus 113). A wide variety of hearths and accom
panying food processing, cooking and serving equip
ment were found. 

5.2.3 THIRD SEASON 1979 

This was the final season of the preliminary excavation 
campaign as the main funding bodies had promised 
support for three seasons only (see Acknowledgements). 
The main focus of the trench extensions in 1979 was the 
anempt to expose the whole of the Norse long-house. lt 
confinned the complex nature of the archaeological 
picture and the extreme importance of the conditions of 
preservation. Apart from cross wall J22. few walls were 
found, but the discovery of a wooden noor led to the 
eventual realisation that we had a wooden house on our 
hands. The floor was a most exci ting discovery and 
completely unexpected in the context of Norse arch
aeology in Scotland. The reason for the unusual state of 
preservation was the peaty nature of the fill over the whole 
site which had been compressed into an anaerobic layer 
and thus preserved organic materials. Conversely, these 
acid conditions meant that bone and metal had not 
survived at all . 

The best preserved section of nooring was fo und 
immediately outside the west wall of the Gerl and could 
be traced running right underneath the wall of the later 
croft house (illus 20). The width of the floor defined the 
width of the Norse house. which the absence of walls 
failed to do. Its length at this stage could not be 
detem1ined . Although the condition of the wood was 
very poor- it had been so compressed that it had become a 
so lid peaty mass- it was possible to record and photo
graph it. The disco vel)' of the wooden no or con firn1 ed 
that we had a very unusual and probably high-status 
building. and the use of the tenn stofa to describe it was 
felt thereafter to be justified. Some background research 
into the nature and des ign of Nordic wooden buildings 
was going to be a necessary prerequisite to further 
ex ea vat ion! 
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5.2.4 FOURTH SEASON 1982 

The remains of the wooden building having been 
securely covered (with polythene stones and turves) the 
fo llowing three years were spent in planning and raising 
the funds to return to excavate furth er. We returned with 
a better-informed research strategy for interpreting 
wooden structures. It was not possible to raise the floor. 
because of the degraded nature of the wood: the 
intervening period had made little difference in this 
respect. All excavation effort was focused at the eastern 
edge of the site around and in the Garl , with the in tention 
of completing the excavation of the swfa and under
standing the archaeological sequence there before 
returning to the western half of the site where conditions 
were so much more disturbed. Leve ls below the wooden 
floor in Trench J were excavated to natural rock. Trench 
L inside the G0rl was extended and excavated to ' natural ' 
sand, and although on ly fragments of the wooden floor 
had survived in this area it was possible to confirm that it 

had run the whole length of the stofa bui ld ing. Other 
features of wooden buildings were found such as the 
earthen bench along the south wall (see 8.3 below). 

The absence of any other stone wall s. or of foundations 
for them, confirmed the likelihood that the building had 
been completely constructed ofwood, (a realisation slow 
to develop: the Interim Report for 1982 still expresses 
surprise at not finding the stone remains of the northern 
long wall to the house). 

Hearths have already been mentioned as an important 
feature: those from the stofa in Trenches J and L were of 
different type from those in K and H, and the total 
provides a remarkable series of most types of Norse 
hearth. A stone- I ined rectangular central hearth, a 
wall-hearth, a corner-hearth comparable to those found in 
the urban excavations in Bergen and Oslo, and-the 
earliest- a stone-lined hearth-pit wh ich is not easily 
paral leled at all. The central hearths of the stofa were 



located directly underneath the west wall of the G0rl , so 
that they could be only partially excavated in this 
renewed campaign. This extremely difficult situation, of 
having to interpret a building which was being excavated 
inside and around the standing walls of the G0rl, forced 
upon us the conclusion that it would never be possible to 
fully understand this complex site until the G0rl had been 
demolished 

Pottery and soapstone formed the bulk of the finds from 
this season 's work, but also wooden artefacts and textile 
fragments, none of which provided closely dateable 
evidence. The first radiocarbon dating estimations were 
therefore made from wooden fragments and from 
carbonised material in pits (5.5 below). When calibrated 
they only provided a very wide date range which did, 
nonetheless, help to confirm our initial dating of the 
houses from the material finds assemblage. 

5.2.5. FIFTH SEASON 1987 

This year saw the deliberate removal of the impediment 
presented by the walls of the G0rl, with Mr Alec Scott 's 
agreement. Two-thirds of the building, which lay over the 
Norse stofa, was dismantled. The remaining third, the 
southern gable of the G0rl, was reta ined as a visual 
reminder of the total building history at the Biggings (i llus 
144 below). The strips which had lain underneath the 
G0rl ' s north, east and west walls were excavated and had 
consequently to be fitted into the stratigraphy of trenches J. 
L and P. Another section of the wooden floor was 
uncovered. Unfortunate ly, the temporary bench mark for 
the site, which had been located on the wall plate of the 
NW corner of the G0rl, disappeared due to the demolition: 
this necessitated the fi xing of another on paving R906. 
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During this season Dr Graeme Whittington of the 
Department of Geography, University of St Andrews 
began the implementation of a palaeoenvironmental 
research programme on the s/ofa site and below the site 
at the Loch of Biggings (6.2 below). The circumstances 
of excavating in the middle of a settled crofting 
community, with very restricted access to an adequate 
water supply meant that it was not possible to sieve the 
excavated spoil to retrieve microscopic fauna! and flora 
remains. However. one of the most important features of 
the excavation was the conditions for survival of 
macroscopic bioarchaeological material such as wood 
and textile. More textile fragments were recovered this 
season and a waterlogged pit in Trench J/L (JL55) 
produced more wood, including the exceptiona l find of a 
ropemaker's ' top ' (7.5.2). 

5.2.6 SIXTH SEASON 1990 

The purpose of this final small-scale excavation was to 
complete the examination of the fire-pit (J I 05), to s trip 
down the baulk between trenches E and J and to open an 
expl oratory trench (S) north of the Norse house 
excavation in order to assess whether the byre of the 
Norse farm may have lain in that vicinity. Nothing of 
early date was found in Trench S (5.4 below). Trench E/J 
confirmed the significance of this central part of the site 
and a remarkable pit was excavated which produced two 
finds of important Paffrath ware and birch bark which 
was used for radiocarbon dating (table I below) but the 
trench was not completed. Beverley Ballin Smith j oined 
the excavation team as Site superv isor and continued to 
be involved in the post-excavation analysis of the whole 
site. 

5.3 LAYOUT OF THE TRENCHES 

Beverlcy Ballin Smith 

Ln 1977 nine trenches were la id out either side of the main 
surfaced road across the island, seven (A. B, C, 0 , E. H 
and I) to the west of the track and two (F and G) to its east 
( illus 18). 

In July 1978 only trenches E and H \\·ere cont inued. wi th 
the addition of new areas J and K wh ich I in ked them and 
L ( inside the G0rl walls) which extended the opened a rea. 
In July and August 1979 work on these four trenches (but 
not Trench L) continued and Trench M to the south was 
opened . 

Concluding work on trenches J and L was carried out in 
July and August 1982. A new area P was opened which 
extended Trench J northwards. 

rn May 1987 the northern end of the G0rl was 
demolished, enabli ng Trench JL to be opened up in July. 
It lay between J and L. PL extended Trench L 
northwards, R extended it to the east as Trench RL. 

In June 1990 a tinal t \Vo-week season comp leted the 
stratigraphy in Trench JL; a baulk, Trench EJ was opened 
in the unexcavated corne r between trenches E and J and a 
new trench , S, was dug. 

Ln total 46 7 .50m' were excavated in approx imate ly I 00 
days. 

Trenches A, B, C , D, F, G, I, M and S revealed limited 
stratigraphy and although they covered 226.25m' in total , 
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they do not affect the archaeologica l record of the main 
area. These trenches are described first (5.4) below. and 
contribute linle to the environmental or cu ltural 
background of the fanmtead. 

Trenches E. EJ , H, J, JL. K, L, P. PI. and R encompassed 

a total of 241.25m ~ coveri ng the core of the settlement. 
They are treated as a single main area divided into eastern 
and western sides and their excavation results are 
described in turn (eastern 5.5 and western 5.6 below). 
Location of featu res and small find distribution are 
attributed to individual trenches with in the main area. 

5.4 DESCRIPT ION OF THE OUTLYING TRENCHES: A, B, C, D , F, G, I, M, S 

13cn:rlcv Ballin Smith 

TRENCH A- 1977 

The first trench ofthc 8iggings excavation was situated 
midway between the Gorl and the possible site of 
Ophus. The original trench was I Om :-. ~m . later 
extended to the south another 4m x 3m. In all. the trench 
covered 52m: and was aligned E/W. Above the bedrock 
(A 10) was a loose gravel layer (/\ 8. 9) on which was 
built a wall (A 11 a) aligned NW SE constructed of large 
stones. The wall was c l m long. Associated wi th it to the 
south and north was a hard packed layer of charcoal, 
clay, rubble and some burning (A6. 7). On top was 
constructed a new wall (A 11 b) wirh an adjoining area of 
paving (A ll). The new wall was aligned NE SW and 
joined the earlier wall at its east end to form poss ibly the 
corner of a structure. It s large facing stones had an infill 
of smaller stone. but only its found ations were seen. To 
its immediate east was an area of paving (A 12) 
construcred of large flags set into the clay and gravel of 
the earlier stratigraphy. 

Across the trench, over the remains of the wall and paving. 
developed a layer of sandy soil and charcoal (A~. 5) which 
continued to develop (/\2, 3) with the addition of stone. 
Within this layer overlying the earliest wall. aligned 
NE/SW was a rough wall of single stones. c 3.5m long. 
thought on excavation to be the remains of a boundary 
wal l. The trench was finally covered with soil and turf. 

Finds from the trench in cluded modem tile and glazed 
ceramics. an unglazed sherd. pieces of clay pipe. glass. 
fragment s of animal bone. metal (probably iron) and 
fragments of wood and charcoal , which were not retained . 

TRENCH B - 1977 

This trench was opened over the supposed site of the croft 
of Ophus. lt was aligned N/S and measured 4m x I Om 
(40m 2

). The stratigraphy as in Trench A was shall ow. On 
top of the bedrock was a natural or semi-natural subsoil 
of red sandy soi I ( B I I), which in part was quite dry (85). 
On the sand two features were constmcted. tn the north of 
the trench was part of a wal l (82b). possibly the end of a 
building 2.5m wide. and in the south was another 
fragmentary wall with much stone (B I I). Between and 

around these features were li ght brown sand (B3. 7. 9), 
dark soil with charcoal (84, 6. 8) and a patch of peat with 
clay and burning (B I 0). These features were covered 
"'ith brown sandy soil (Bl ), fo llowed b) topsoil and turf. 

Finds included brick, modem ceramic. stone, clay pipe 
fragments. glass, an imal bone. wood. seaweed and iron. 

TRENCH C- 1977 

13etween trenches A and B was situated Trench C, 5m x 
4m (20m~) . On top of a spread of gravel were the remains 
of a ?boundaC) wall (C1) aligned NW SE. 11 was large I: 
C.\Ca\ated as a 5.5m x I.Om layer of mixed stones. rhis 
la) immediately below the topsoil and turf. 

Finds were few and mostly modem glazed ceramic 
fragments, a piece of clay pipe. glass. animal bone. iron. 
a metal button and stone. 

TRENCI I D - 1977 

This trench was located immediate!; to the west of 
Swcerie Haa in the north of the area investigated. Its 
measurements were 4m x J m ( 1 2m~) . Its stratigraphy 
above bedrock was limited to a stoney area (03 ). with an 
adjoining area of peat and charcoal (02). On top were 
some stones. and these lay below the topsoi I and turf. 

Finds are not recorded from th is trench. 

TRENCH F- 1977 

This trench lay east of the main road through the 
Biggings. within sight of the Gorl and close to a 
remembered house site known as Husietield. lt measured 
l m x I Om (20m!) and was aligned N/S. Under the topsoil 
and turf were two stone walls, possibly part of a sheep 
pen. Between the walls were stones (f:!.4 ). and to the 
south was a sandy soi l (F3). A clay and charcoal depos it 
(F6) was found in the north . Below these deposits on top 
of the bedrock was a red sandy soil (F5). 

Finds included modern ceramic. clay pipe fragments and 
glass. 
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illus 21 
Recorded remains in out I) ing trench~s 

TRENCH G - 1977 

This trench lay to the south of Trench Fin the yard behind 
the South Biggings houses, outside the main area of 
in vestigation. It was a square area of 6m x 6m (36m 2) 
and contained no structures. Above the bedrock (G6) was 
a layer of sand with some charcoal (G5). Red-brown soil 
(G4) lay on top, wh ich in turn was covered by dark soil 
wi th charcoal (G 3) and then mixed soil and stones (G2). 
Above this, just below the topsoil and turf were some 
tum bled stones. 

Finds from the trench included modern china, glass, 
animal bone, wood and stone. 

TRENCH I - 1977 

1l1is trench lay to the cast of the Gm I. between the latter 
and the main road. it measured c 6m x 4m (20m' ). On top 
of natural sand in the north of th e trench was a layer of 
sand with charcoal ( 11 0). Above this were patches of 
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brown clay (16) and sand) soil (18. 9. 11). ln the SW 
corner was a li ght clay soil (15. 7) with an upper deposit 
of disturbed material includ ing stone (1 3, 4). Along the 
north edge of the trench was a sandy loam (11 2). These 
th ree areas were partly covered by a discontin uous layer 
of paving. Other areas were covered by red sand (IS). 

In the midd le ofthe trench was orange sand (11 3), black 
soil (11 4) and a depos it of pebbles (12). which poss ibly 
also under la: the paving. A long the west edge of the 
trench was an al ignment of large and small stones. -lm 
long, possibly a wall with a face to the east. Almost at 
right angles to th is in the NE corner of the trench was 
another wall (1 7) c 3m long and c 2m wide. This was bui lt 
of rounded beach stones. The features were only shallow 
and lay imm ediately under the topsoil and turf. 

Finds included modern ceramic, animal bone. metal and 
pieces of steatite. 
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ill us 22 
The drai ns m Trench M: s~ales in 0. 1 m intervals; from W 

TRENCH M - 1979 (i llus 22) 

Located in the angle formed by the join of trenches E and 
K, this trench technically completed the area opened up 
around the medieva l farmstead. Trench M was aligned 
E/W and measured 6.5m x 2 .5m ( 16.2Sm2). Its 
stratigraphy was fai rly shallow and it contained littl e that 
was re levant to the trenches north and east of it . Above 
the natural or semi-natural red sand (M4) were tips of 
burnt ash (M8) which were not fu lly excavated. On top of 
them was a mixed ha rd layer of black clay. sand and 
stones (MS. 6). 

Cut into these deposits were two drains; not necessarily 
contempo rary: one to the east (M9) and one to the west 
(MIO). The east drain was aligned E 'W. was curved and 
measured c 4 .5m in length. lt was capped w ith large 
stones at its west end, but its east end was more 
disorganised. Beneath the capping stones the s ides of the 
drain were only partly stone I ined. at either end. lt 
measured c 0.2m wide and was probably about the same 
in depth. An eastwards continuation of the drain was not 
found in the adjoining Trench E. 

A little over a metre west o f the east drain was the second 
drain (M I 0). This was orig ina lly revealed as a curve of 
large fl at stones, later seen to be the disturbed capping to 
a drain. The drain curved from the NE towards the west . 
and was lined with s tone in its base and along its sides. lt 
measured 3.0m in length and 0.2-0Jm wide. A 
continuat ion of th is feature into Trench K to the north 
was not found. Stratigraphically above the drains and 

fi lling them was a peaty layer (M7). This was capped by 
hard clay (M3). described as a surface which included 
some fl at s tones, possibly paving. Above the latter, but 
immediately below the turf and topsoil was a mixed layer 
of c lay and gravel (M2). No other features were fo und in 
the rrench. 

Finds were plentiful. From the fill of the drain s came 
brick, mortar. 17th-century continenta l redwares. clay 
pipe. an imal bone, she ll , wood and bark, an iron knife 
blade, some steat ite and other stone a rtefacts. The same 
type of pottery was a lso found in the context (M5, 6) the 
drains were cut into. The topsoil contained similar finds 
to the drain fill s. 

TRENCH S- 1990 

NE of Trench H, a final area was opened in the last 
season of excavation . The trench measured 2m x 5m 
( IOm"). Above the bedrock (SS) revealed in the southern 
part of the trench was sand (S4 ). Cut into the bedrock 
were the remaining fragments of two dra ins, one close to 
the southern edge of the trench (S9) and one at the east 
side (S8.l l ). The former was aligned NW/SE and 
measured 1.6m long, c 0 .3 m w ide and was c 0 .2m deep. 
The drain had origina lly been lined with stones along its 
sides, but this was now discontinuous. Stones (S2 ) found 
under the topsoil may have also contained a capping to 
the drain . 

The second drain or soakaway (S8, I I) lay in the centre of 
the trench c lose to the east. It was approximate ly I m 
long, orientated NNE/SSW, with sides lined with stone, 
one being an architectural piece (see the report on the 
voussoir 7.4.4 below). The fean1re was 0.3m w ide and 
only c 0.1 m deep. with small pebbles forming a basal 
layer within it. lt may never have had a capping, and 
therefore may have functioned as a soakaway rather than 
a drain . Any continuation of the feature towards the NE 
was not explored. Covering the dra in 'soakaway was a 
later layer of hard packed rubble and small stones (S6) 
found in the centre of the trench. 

In the nonh of the trench was a small area o f rough 
paving (S7) which was covered by more stones in a sand 
matrix (S3, I 0). Stratigraphically above all the contexts 
described was a rough boundary wall (S I a). two stones 
wide, wh ich lay in the centre of the trench a ligned 
NE/SW. The wall was c 2.2m long and c 0.4m wide. lt 
lay immediate ly below the topsoil and turf. 

Finds were sparse but included a fragment of 
17th-century North German pottery. modem ceram ic, a 
piece of clay pipe, a coin, one fragment of steatite , a stone 
fishing weight and a voussoir. 
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5.5 STRATIGRAPHY OF THE MAIN SITE: THE EAST END 
(TRENCHES J, JL, L, PL, P & R) 

Bcverley Ballin Smith 

5.5.1 PHASE 1- EARLIEST ACTIVITY: PITS AND STONE ALIGNMENT 

(illus 23) 

Features representing the earliest act ivities on the east 
side of the site are seven scoops or pits. These were both 
shallow and deep features dug into the sandy subsoi l and 
rhyolite bedrock (J36, JL96, 97; PLI85, 191 , 193, 197). 
They all lay under the Phase 2 building. It is not known 
whether these features were dug from the immediate 
pre-floor levels of the Phase 2 building, before the sand 
overlying the bedrock was disturbed and partly removed, 
or whether they are of a much earlier date. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

PIT JllO 

The most southerly feature was a pit (J 11 0) with a vertical stone slab 
partly projecting into the Phase 2 floor. The slab formed one side of a 
sub-circular feature, 0.4m deep. The pit measured c 0.55m x 0.45m and 
had a centre fill of black greasy material with an outer ring of 
ora11ge-yel low ash. Stones were noted at the base of the pit. and a piece 
of texti le (SF 1624) and two pieces of very fine dark pottery (now lost) 
were found in its fill. 

PITS PL184, ]106, }117, J 116 

North of J I I 0 were four further pits which formed an uneven arc. The 
easternmost was an irregular vertical-sided pit (PL 184), 0.6-l.05m x 
0.4-0. 7m x 0.3m as seen. although it was not fully excavated. To the NW 
lay a smaller pit (JI 06). This was a rounded feature, 0.6m x O.J4m x 
0.2Sm and was filled with black 'material · containing heather, seaweed 
and pine charcoaL West of J l06 lay another pit (J 11 7)·, initially seen a$ a 
circular feature with a black sticky till, it had a layer of charcoal as its 
base. To the immediate west lay an irregularly rounded pit (J 116) (illus 
23a). 0.45m x 0.45m x 0.5m. with a fil l cons1s11ng of charcoal and one 
large sl\me. 

PITS JUO AND J119 

On the north side, lay the final two features in this area. One, a pit (J 120). 
was the largest of this group and measured c 1.2m x I.Om x 0.3.:1m as 
revealed. Large stones lay around its southern cdg~. tipped into its centre. 
Its north side was not recorded but it lay below the Phase 2 wall hcallh 
(J I 08). and separated from it by dirty sand and silt. One metre to the west 
was pit (J 11 9), which was only partly excavated. lt was straight-sided and 
filled with heather and peat charcoal a11d black and grey cinders mottled 
with natural brown sand. Its length was O.Sm and breadth 0.6111. 

J PIT No 1 

Two metres to the SW of the latter was J Pit No I (ill us 20). This was an 
irregular pit dug almost to bedrock, which measured c 1.2m x 0. 7m x 
0.2-0.4m. lt was seen to have a charcoal edge with a parallel one of 
yellow clay lying c OJm to the interior. The centre fill was of black 
organic material (J85. 89). which contained some wood and seaweed 
(6.3 below). 

STONE ALIGNMENT 

At the cast end of the site was a NE/SW alignment of paired rhyolite 
stones (l42. PL205) (ill us 23b). The stones were large and four pairs 
were found set on edge and dug into the sandy subsoil ; a fifth pair may 
have been disturbed during later phases and were seen as two separate 
stones at the end of the alignment. In total . the stone alignment 
measured 3.0m in length and c 0.25m in width. Individual stones 
measured c 0.3m in length. The stones may have formed the sockets for 
a boundary wall composed of upright stones. of which only the 
foundations survived. 

PHASE 1: DATING AND FINDS 

This phase is difficult to date with any accuracy because of the paucity 
of stratigraphy and the lack of datcable finds. However, a radiocarbon 
date (GU-1 629) (table I ) was obtained from peat charcoal in a pit 
(J 119) at the east end of the site which produced a date of cal AD 
597-820. However. the charcoal obtained from this sample dates the 
peat and not the actual useagc of the pit. 

Artefacts from this end of the site al so came from pits. Fragments of 
textile (SF 1624} came front pit J 110, and the filling (PL\ 61) of 
another. produced a strand of spun wool SF 1629 llowever. neither of 
these samples can themselves be mdependently dated. they are simplv 
·early'. and therefore do not aid in establishing a start or end date for 
this phase Pit J 110 predates the earliest buildin~ (the 12th-cemury 
Phase 2 dyn&Ja 5.5.2 below), and pit PLJ61 is also likely to be earlier. 
Although these pits are stratigraphically in the lowest phase of the site 
it is conceivable that they arc not all of the same date. As they all 
predate the dyngja (5.5.2 below) they must therefore be earlier than 
cAD I IOO. 

The activities of Phase I. from the radiocarbon date, suggest a 
pre-Viking occupation. but there is no further evidence to confin11 this. 
lt is suggested that the dating (lfthis phase should lie prior to AD 1100 
(prior to the beginning of Pha~c 2) 

5.5.2 PHASE 2- THE FIRST WOODEN BUILDING, THE DYNGJA 

(illus 24) 

The Phase 2 building was largely destroyed by the succeeding phase and 
later activities which dug down to bedrock. Irrespective of th is. 
sufficient evidence survived to suggest a substantial. sunken. well 
planned and presumed largely wooden building. The lack of structural 

postholes suggest that this bu ilding was constructed of horizontal 
timbers. The building was ultimately characteri sed as a dyn&Ja. a 
bath-house or weaving room (see helow 8.2.1 ). 
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Ill us 23 
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Plan of Phase I 1n the east of the Site: first features found on the site: pits. J I 06. J 11 0, J 116, J 117. J I 19. J 120 and Pl.184: and stone alignment. 
L42 and PL205. Insets top: pit J 116 (with stone), with the bottom of 17. the priv y. at the top of the picture; from NE: boHom: stone scnings 
1.42 and PL205 ; scales in 0. 1 m intervals: from NE. 
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D ESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

EVIDENCE OF GROUND SURl'ACE PREPARATION 

lmtiall) the si t~ was prepared by the lowcnng of the central part. This 
was achieved by pushing the sandy subsoil tu the sides, to the NW and 
SI:. Bedrock W<L~ not exposed in the ~cntral area indicating that 
approximate!) U.J-0.4m of subso il (192) remained as a levelled surface 
to take the floor ufthe building. By pushing back the subsoil to the sides 
a bank (P2, J97, JLJ I-33, 94, LI9) (later used as a bench in Phase 3), 
0.3-0.4m high, was created running along the sides of where the 
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proposed building was to be sited . It is assumed that these banks were 
raised above the surrounding ground level, but the lowering of surfaces 
to the north in later periods and the general rise in ground level to the 
south (by Phase 3 rebuild ing) masked the profile of the prepared ground 
prior to building constmction. The ends of the building showed only the 
lowered surface and no equivalent bank. 

BUI LDING CONSTRUCTION 

The building was orientated NW/SE and had internal measurements of 
c 5.4m x 4.4m (the latter measurement is between the banks). It covered 
an area of 23 . 76m2 (255.8ft2) internall y. 

The lack of any stone foundations suggests that the building was 
entirely wooden. The Iorrnation of the banks, enabled them to take the 
wall timbers which were raised above the floor of the building. The 
lowest timber was horizontally laid as postholes were not found on or 
within the bank (see 8.2 and 8.3 below for further discussion of the 
construction of this and the Phase 3 buildings). 

From the later evidence of the Phase 3 building, whose doorway was 
placed in the NW gable-end wall, it is suggested that the entrance may 
have been similarly located in this Phase 2 building. It would have been 
about 0.8m in width. Evidence of three, possibly lour, postholcs or 
small pits (0.12-0.24m diameter) (A, B, and JII4) was found, at either 
side beyond the ends o f the banks. There was in addition ten stakeholes, 
four to the immediate NE of the doorway and six to the SW (ill us 24 
inset). The posthole/pit (J 114). 0.14m x 0.12m. to\\ards the north end of 
the gable-end wal l was not fully excavated but prov ided carbonised 
material f{Jr a C l4 date (930± 65)(GU 1602). The stakcholes were small 
(20-40mm in diameter) and contained only earth-Iloor material. It is 
possible that they provide evidence for the use of an upright loom (see 
8.2.1). close to the gable wall . 

The SE gable-end wall may have lain directly over the alignment of 
stones (L42, PL205) described in Phase I. but there was no structural 
evidence for it in this phase. Only the sides and the floor deposits 
suggest where the SE gable~nd wall was situated. 

Later disturbances at, and beyond, the NW gable-end have largely 
destroyed evidence of further features here. Only the partial extension 
of the building's earthen tloor beyond the line of stakcholcs suggest that 
the Pha~c 2 house ma) originally have been longer or the gabk ''all 
replaced. 

INTERNAL FEATURES 

Lying almost centrally 111 the building " as the fir~-pit (J I 05) (i ll us 25 
and col ill us 11 ). This was an almost square 0.5-0.6m stone-lined box 
approximately 0.5m deep. It was cunstructed from the bedrock to the 
floor-leve l with both horizontal and vertical slabs. In itially a large 
sub-circular construction trench (JI.85) c 1.4m in diameter was 
excavated through the remaining subsoil and into the bedrock. After the 
fire-pit had been built the constmction trench was filled in with rubble 
and grey sand. Paving (J Ill ), fanni ng the floor and the edging to the 
top of the fire-pit, survived especially well to the NE and east. The 
paving was probably replaced during the life of the lire-pit as the stones 
of both were extremely cracked and reddened with heat. 

To the south of the fire -pit. and separated from it by a vertical slah. was 
another pit (J95b). again dug to bedrock. Although reuug and reused in 
Phase 3. it l\a.; orig:1nal to the Phas~ 2 bui lding:. On c.xca\ation it " as 
fo und Ill h~ rectangular I. I m x O.Rm and O..J-0.5m deep. Thi> feature 
had little structure to it, being simply dug through the subso1l. It 
probably limctioned a<; a soakaway. <t~ it did in Ph;t~c 3, and was partly 
covered b\ large pavmg stones (J I 071 and fi lled " ith organic material. 

The noor of the bui lding was of earth and large irregular paving 
(J I 07. 111 ). The latter survived best in front of the SW gable wall . On 
the north side of the building. 0.2-0..Jm in front of the bank (P2a), lying 
on subsoil and covering a Phase I pit (J 120), was a rectangular wall 
hearth (J I 08 ) (ill us 26). It jutted into the room from the wall-bank but 
was separated from it by a packing of small stones. The hearth was 
composed of basal slabs surrounded by a kerbing of two long stones at 
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ill us 24 
Plan and profile of Phase 2 in the east of the site: floor of the sunken structure, the dyngja, with fi rc·p it J I 05, hearth J I 08, sump J95b, posthole 
PL 178. and floor J I 07 with stake holes_ Inset shows the stakcholes (marked with metal pegs) at the west end of the Phase 2 structure: from S. 



illus 26 
Detai l of wall-hearth J 108; scales in O. lm interval s; from SW. 

STRATIGRAPHY OF THE M AIN SITE THE EAST END • '5 

illus 25 
The fire-pit J I 05 showing its 
construction; sump J95 to the 
right. and ashes o f the floor 
with stakeholes at the top o f the 
picture; scales in 0. 1 m and 
O.Sm intervals ; from NW. 

each side. lt measured 1.1 m x 0.8m. Its curved front was also kerbed. as 
a single surviving stone indicated. 

The lack of small stakeholes for wooden supports, in tTont of the side 
walls during this phase suggests that benches did not exist. 

USE OF THE BUILDING 

The fire-pit was filled with yellow ash and had a capping of bright red 
ash and charcoal (J I 09, 112 ; J L45. 79, 80) The intense burning of its 
slabs and surrounding paving suggests that its use wa~ extensive (ill us 
25 and col ill us 11 ). To the east of the fire-pit lay a series of ash and 
charcoal layers lying within a badl y burnt setting of stone and clay- a 
hearth (J 118; JL67. I 05, I 09). The stone of this hearth was completely 
burnt through as were two or three lower hearth ba,cs. The lowest 
hearth of the series was not cleared of its contents before the slab of the 
next was placed on top and set in clay. The middle hearth was slightly 
smaller than the upper and lower ones which measured 0.6m x 0.8m. 
The hearth complex was no more than 0.5-0. 14m high and was 
interpreted as being contemporary with the use of the fire-pit. 

Ash and charcoal (JL90, 91. 93) spreads c 60mm deep. derived from 
this hearth and presumably the fi re-pil were found to the south and 
north, mterleaving and lying on top of the subsoil. Surviving in the 
ashes were 14 stakcholes (JLI02-107, 11 0- 11 7), lying mainly to the 
south of the hearth and fire-pit complex . They ranged from 20-40mm 
diameter and from 25-120mm deep The remains of charcoal with in the 
stakeholcs suggest that in some the stake had humt m suu (J Ll 02- 105, 
112. 113 ), and in others that the stake had been pulled out and the hole 
filled 1\ith ash (JI.I14-117). clay (J L1 06) or sand (J LI07. 110, 11 0 ). 

lt would seem certain that some stakeholes (J LI 02-107. 11 2, 113) were 
connected to the hearth, and one (JLI02) also to the fire-pit, but the 
southern-most group (JLII 0. 11 I. 114-11 7). lay closer to a larger 
feature-a circular pit (J Ll 08). This latter feature was 0.2-0.24m 111 

dian1eter and c 70mm deep. Thts lay adjacent to the paving (J I 07) along 
the south wall and contained mostly charcoal with a thin intervening 
sand and clay layer. lt was cut into the ashes over the floor. 
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illus 27 
Th~ floor o f the eastern Phase 2 ouilding with paving. the 
unexcavated fire-pit and wall-hearth. The diagonal wall (J22) 111 the 
c~ntrc of the picture is of Pha-;e 3 dat~ Other fealllre-; are from Phase 
--1 and Phase :'i . scales 111 0 I m 1nten ab. from S 

r hc north hearth (J I 08) con tamed hard-packed red ash (J I 0 I 1 and some 
textile fragments SF 1623 & 1633, but although there was cv1dcnce of 
burnmg around 1!. there W<l> not the spread of <t>h seen in the central 
comple~ 

The floor (J I 07. 111 ) ( iilu> 27) of the building ''as probabi} no more than 
0.8m deep. but was m1xcd m comp.hition. from a black silt nonh of the 
lire-pit. to a predominant 'l lty-clay and ash rcstmg d~rcctly on the >ubso1l 
The floor accumulated through use. and m pans '' as hard packed. rhe 
floor depo>lb " ere largci) confined to the north and "est of the fire -pn. 
mul as two lobes which extended beyond th~ NW gablc-.:nd \\all. 
Disturbances due to the digging of later pits and the shallowness of the 
strallgraph) do not a1d mterprctat1on of the end of the floor m th 1s area 
No leatures :.uf\ 1\ ed to suggest the butldmg commucd "est"ard> 

The cast end nf' the building wa> badly distu rh~d and did not reveal a 
..:ontinuation of the occupation d~ptbib from the central area. The 
cumpletc lack nf an) destruction la~crs at the end of this pha~e md1catc 
that this btnldmg wa<; replaced and not k ft m an abandoned 'iate. 

PHASE 2: DATING AND SMALL FINDS 

Artefacts found m the d)'IIRJO arc largely undatabk. out a steatnc vessel 
handle (SF :'i I) I. is thought to be of I Oth-111 th-ccntury date There are 
on I~ two other pieces of"callte from th1s buildmg htlth of" h1ch do not 
a1d 1ts da11ng l;ragmenb of fleece and tc\ tik> >uggc t that "'me texule 
prt1cessmg ;md ''ork1ng ' ''"~place here_ and thc,c are not Incompatible 
With a date from the 12th century ( \CC 7.6 belo" ) 

fhcre are three radiocarbon dates (table I) 
I' he lirst ( (j lJ-1603) " from " nod charcoal t the spec1e' "as not 
identified) l(lund on the eanhen llonr (J 107) of the dyngf(J. whk:h 
produced a date nfcal AD 1017-1256 

A \CCOnd Jate !GU-1 6021 ~> from the till tlf a plll pOSthllk tJII--1 1 
possibly <t»ociated \~ith the construction of the building. it contained 
carbonised heather and peat is dated t0 ea! AD I 008-124 7 

I hese dates are 1n close agreement. hut do not g1\c a spec1fic date tor 
the construction of the building_ A th1rd radiocarbon date (GU- 1604) is 
again from wood of t1111dcntified species. it came from the internal 
C<lfthen ban~ iJ971 on the south side nf the dynwa. and is dated to ea! 
.-\D 665-li'l-l rh" date " anomak•u> and ma~ reprc~cn t a p1c.:c of olJ 
umher useJ 111 the hu1ltlmg 

Years AD 550 600 650 lOO 750 ·300 850 ooo 950 1000 1050 "00 1150 1200 >7o0 '300 

I 

Gu 1629 Ph I J119 

Gu 1604 Ph 2 J97 

Gu 1603 Ph 2 J107 

Gu 1602 Ph 2 J1 14 - t 

Gu 1775 Ph 3 J91 

Gu 3050 Ph 3-4 EJ 13 

1 s19ma 

2 s1gma 

Table I 
Rad1ocarbon J atcs from the ll1 ggmg:.. 
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5.5.3 PHASE 2-3- PIT CONSTRUCTION AND USE 

Three pits (i ll us 2 1) can be ascri bed to the intervening 
period, between the abandonment ofthe Phase 2 bui lding 
and the construction of that of Phase 3. 

DESCRIPT ION OF FEATURES 

The largest pit (P1.192) lay at the SE co mcr of the excavated area and 
was unassociatcd with an) structures . Although only half excavated 
(by sectioning) it \\as seen to be a large curved or sub-rectangular 
feature. c 2 .6m in width . it was cut into the natural subsoil and had 
three different fi ll ings. The lowest (PI. I96) was of yellow sand. the 
middle (PL95) was of bum! material and yellow sand. and the upper 
fill (PLI94) was yellow/brown silt. lt was 0.25-0.3 1 m deep. 

Approximatel y 0.5m cast of the NE corner of the Phase 2 building ,,.a, 
a small oval pt! (PL17ll) filled" ith dark loan1 (PLI 79). lt 11as align..:d 
NE/SW and measured 0.34m x 0.12-0.25m. Its depth is unrecorded 

;\ pit (JL98). was lo und to disturb the interior of the building. Its 
Meral l shape and dimcnstons arc m doubt as it was disturbed m the 
latter half of Phase 3 b) the diggtng of a larger ptt (1L55) on top. As far 
a.~ can be ascertained. this feature was less than 0.5m in diameter and 
contained a h>wer fi ll o f dark-brown silt) sand (JL83). The middle fi ll 
(J 1.82 ) wa~ of orange ash and sand. and the upper fill (J L81 ) was of stlt 
and charcoal!) floor deposits. 

Ueyond the building to the west. a sandy soil {154/68) was noted whtch 
probably began to accumulate during Phases I and 2. Its funher 
dc\'elopmcnt 11as tem1inatcd by Phase 3 activities. 

5.5.4 PHASE 3- THE NEW WOODEN BUILDING, THE STOFA 

(illus 28) 

Phase 3 is defined by a rebuild ing of the Phase 2 wooden 
bui lding. The form of the earlier building was retained 
but with the addition of side benches and an external 
protective stone wall on the SW side. The new building 
was 4.8m in width (between its walls) and c 6.4m in 
length. At 30.72m2 (J30.67sq ft) the building was a little 
larger than the Phase 2 structure. The building was 
ultim ately defined as a stofa ( 4.5.1 above). 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

REBUILDING: WA LLING AND BENCHES 

The nc11 wooden building was ~onstructc<.l in almost the san1c plac.: as 
the Ph<t\e 2 dwellmg-house. The wooden \\ails of the ne" structure 
were moved outwards sli ghtly >o that th~ Phase 2 SW ban k could 
function as a bench. Again the lack of poo;tholes suggest that horiwntal 
timher<; were laid <.J ircctly on the ground sur!ace. 

One rc<bllll for the replacement of the Phase 2 dynr.Ja with a new 
building was instability of the NE side wall and bank. A northwards dip 
in the bedrock beneath this wall may have caused slippage both 
intern all~ and externally. and n..:ccss itatc<.l the tom1ation of a ne11 bench 
(P2a) along this side. 

Evidence fo r th is is see n b\' the fac t that the NE st<.lc 11all and bench 
11ere brought in11ard; c 0.5;n. thus reductng the floor 11idth from -l..Jm 
to 3.8111 (internally hcmeen the benches). The bench front 11 as pan I} 
constructed in coarse masonry (J 122/J L34/1'1 .125) which provided extra 
suppon not only tn the bench hut preswnahl ~ to the ' tabilil) t>f'thc NE 
stde 11all H011e1cr. there ts no c\ldenc·e <1fthe 11all t:on>tructton along 
!his >tJ c. due to la t~r disturbance, In w ntrast. the '-,\\' sid.: 11all ll'as 
pushed outwards to provide a h~neh som~ 0 5rn wide. 

J'he t\ \\ gable·cnd 11 as also cnns lru~ted on the san1c alignment hut 11 ith 
the addition of a >uh, tantial sill Inundat ion (122 ) composed of one to 
1wo cours.:s of laid stones. A central doorway was maintained in this 
'' all. marl--etl b} n large s1ll stone 0 . ..\m ' 0 5m placed tntema\\) The 
entire Sl. gable-end ''as missing. due to lat~r buildtng acti\'ity. but 11 is 
suggested that it •.va~ moved outwards w !he SE c I m. because of the 
extent of the timber llooring surviving from this phase. 

The SW 1100den wall probabl~ extended c 1.3m beyond the NW 

gable-end. on a line of six horizontal llat sill stones (12 1 ). to fom1 one 
side of a square pri\'~ \ t!lus 28 inset). Another 5ide was fom1ed b~ the 
gable-end wall. while the remaining walls rested on single sill stones 
(J lOb). The doorway was in the NE wall close to the assumed entrance 
to the stofa. The walls of the priv} were of stave-built timber 
construction and enclosed a large pit (J7). 

One of the most prominent features of the Phase 3 building was a stone 
wall (J 13) (ill us 28). which ran parallel and external to th.: SW side 
wall. I! survived 8.0m in length and c 1. 10-1 4111 in width. lt continued 
beyond the NW gable-end wall to protect also the privy. The found
ations of the wall were composed of rhyolitc boulders up to 0.50m2• 

laid on the ground surface level with the lop of the building's internal 
bench and with the ston.: base (12 1) of the privy. Its internal packing 
11as of small stones and loose eanh and its upper courses of fl atter 
sandstone blocks. 

!\!though di>lurbed at either end anJ part!~ in the rntdJic b~ later 
acti\'ities. thi, ;.ubstanttal 11all is int.:rpreted as hav mg extended be) ond 
the gable-enJs of the building as a prOiectivc outer wall fo r the inner 
" ooden wall of the SW side of the hnuse (sec section 8.3.1) 

INTERNAL FEATURES 

CLAY SURh\CE 

Init ially the tnterior of th.: building was prepared by the deposition of a 
predominantly silty-clay surface (J45, 96. 99. I 00. I 02-1 04) which 
levelled the r.:mains of the previous structure. The surface was very 
compact and ' un i' cd J0-1 OOmm in thi.:kness. and abutted the benchc~ 
a~ \I ell as the foundation stones of th.: NW gahl<:-end waiL lt provided a 
![nmdation !or all the illlernal fc<tturcs. and may haw been used also as 
ll oor surface close to the door. Its occurrence ts less cenam at the cast 
enJ of the hutld111g due 1<1 later di,turhances. hut a sanJ1 loam (JL3ll. 
.N. -10. -14 .-17. L7. PI I 7:i. I 77) ma1 he a COilltnuatton of 11. as ma~ b<' 
patches of~amly ash ami dtarcoal (JL7 . 74). 

SIO:-IE SFII I~u 

1.) mg close to !he doorway against the SW gable-end wall :md on top of 
the si lty-clav levelling (J96.etc) was an irregular ston.: setting. 
origmally poss thl~ square. lt \\:b built of slab> ' tabili?ed h~ smaller 
slnn~s set on edge. " 11h two I0\1 upnght stones to rming its SW corner. 
The whole fca1urc was raised c I OOmm above the level of the bui lding's 
wooden floor (see below). lt was disturbed at its nonh end. as was the 
gable-end wall foundations (122) hy a later pit. and its relationship tn 
the NE bench is unknown. 
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ill us 28a 
Close-up of the corner hearth J27 dug inro the Phase 2 bank with the 
protective stone wall J I 3 at the top of the picture; scales in 0. 1 m 
intervals: from NE. 

ill us 28 

L n.__ __ ___._ _ _ _ ..__ _ _ _._ _ __ ...__ __ ~'"' 

..._, 

' ' .I I'll .j 

' 
' './ \ ' \ ,\ '\ ' , f. 

~ lknch Nil )'lj Bench 
~ E":;s-- ------o----------

Plan and profile of Phase 3 in the east of the site: wooden noor of the stofa J90, :,hown with gable wall J22 and stone feature J 122. privy J 7 and 
protective wall J 13. North and south benches are shown together with central hearth, L30, corner hearth J27, and sump J95 . In addition, Phase 
4 pits. J Pit I and J Pit 4, arc marked. Inset: the corner hearth, with the partl y exposed wooden floor, the gable wall with the threshold stone. the 
privy J7 to the left , and the protective stone wall J 13 in the fo reground: scale in 0. 1 m intervals: from S. 



CORNER HEARTH 

In the SW corner of the building, south of the doorway, a rectangular 
corner hearth (J27) (illus 28 inset) was built on to the clay levelling 
(J96). The hearth lay O. I-0.2m cast of the gable-end foundation stones 
and a similar distance from the SW bench. The placing of the hearth 
entailed the cutting away of the Phase 2 bank at this point, and suggests 
the hearth was built immediately before the: construction of the wooden 
floor and bench fronts . In the space between the hearth and walls. small 
stones were set on edge in clay, forming a screen to protect the wooden 
walls of the building. In total the hearth measured c l .lm x 0.8m and 
was built of sub-rectangular stone blocks forming its kerbed sides. with 
larger flatter slabs as its base and was open to the NE. 

SOAKAWAY 

The soak away (J95a), which lay in the western half of the building and 
within I m of the corner hearth (J27) was maintained as an internal 
feature. lt is assumed that it was recut or partly cleared out at the 
beginning of Phase 3. it was partly lined just below the floor level with 
timber (and stone). and capped on the floor by 1.\Yo or three removable 
stones. The soakaway was square and measured 0.36m x 0.36m. 

WOODEN FLOOR 

The dominant feature of the building in Phase 3 was its wooden floor 
(124. 26. 28, 41. 44, 50-53. 62. 67. 69, 80. 91. 121 : JLJ6. 37. 57. 58. 6 I, 
68. 76. I 0 I ; L22: PL I 68-173. 182. I 83. 20 I. 202. 206-208, 210. 21 I). 
Ev idence of it survived to indicate that. apart from the corner hearth 
{J27) and the stone platforn1 {J 12 I), the whole floor surface was initially 
covered in wood. and lay 0. I 5-0.25m below the top of the benches and 
the bottom of the wall foundations . 

CONSTRUCTION 

The floor was supponed on joists laid across the width of the building. 
They were c 80-120mm wide and survi\'cd to a maximum length of 
I .Sm. Some of the timber showed signs of reuse. possibly from the 
Phase 2 structure. The joists rested directly on the silty-clay levelling 
(J96) at intervals of between 0.4rn and O.&m apart at the west end. and a 
more regular 0.6m at the east ~nd . A tot~ I of nine JOi>ts. poss1bl} I 0. 
were found. The easternmost ( PL 173) wa, w mposcJ of at least three 
pieces of timber joined together to forn1 a heav ier piece of wood. The 
joists survived best at the west end of the building where the longest 
pieces were found, and along the NE long wall where the) survived 
0.4-0.6m in length. 

Floor boards comprising the wooden floor lay across the joists at 
right-angles. al igned NW/SE. The poor prcsavation of the wood made 
the measuring of individual boards difficult. but the best preserved were 
at least 0. I 4m wide. I 0-20rnm thick and I .4m long. As with the joists, 
the boards survived best in the SW hal f of the building and at the NE 
end (illus 29). Apart from the latter, all boards were broken over the 

STRATIGRAPH Y OF TH E MAIN SITE TH E EAST I:ND • , ,) 

ill us 29 
Wooden floor of the stofa partly 
revealed, with the corner hearth J 2 7 
half excavated: no scales: from S. 

joists with the accumulation of later material , and were found resting in 
the gaps between. Jt was noted that one or 1.\¥o of the boards contained 
round or square peg-holes and others a cleat on their undersides. This 
suggests that the timber. or at least some of it was already old and was 
reused in this building. Some tool marks were also noticed and from the 
surv iving evidence it is likely that the boards met edge to edge. The 
greatest surviving con~entration of boards lay bel\l'ecn the corner 
hearth {J27) and the centre of the room. Here approximately 12 to 14 
planks were recorded on excavation. 

BENCHES 

The function of benches was imponant to this structure. Along with the 
construction of the wooden floor the fronts of the benches were encased 
in wooden plan king. There is however, no evidence of wood surviving 
m situ on top of the benches. Bench timber including pegs (JL6 1. 
PL168) was found along the NE side wall, approximately 4m in length, 
and a l.4m-length (L22) on the opposite wall. A number of peg holes 
and surviving pegs (L44. JL6 I) suggest that the bench plan king was 
held in place by upright pegs and posts hammered c 0.2-0.Jm into the 
natural sand, which lay mainly behind the planking and kept it in 
position (illus 30). 

The wooden floor 11 as mostly of pine (Pinus sv!l·estris). but" ith a little 
oak (Quercus sp.). The pegs found in the planking and the boards were 
also of Scots pine (sections 6.3 and 7.5 below). 

FEATURES OF USE AND RENOVATION 

Subsidence occurred over the Phase 2-3 pit (J98) which cut into the 
Phase 2 building. The wooden floor at this point was either replaced or 
overlain b) live to six large flagstones (J L53). Other isolated patches of 
paving (PL174) at the cast end of th..: building may have also been laid 
as a replacement to the wooden floo r. 

The centre of th~ building contained an extensive heap of ash (JL48) 
belonging to a hearth. which was depressed in the centre where 1t 
overlay the Phase 2 fire-pit. A central hearth which may have been an 
original feature within the Phase 3 building "as replaced "hen burnt 
through. The C\ idence lt>r stonc\\ork "ithm the ash " as limited [(l 

severely burnt ti"agments {.1 L5 I ) ind1tating a s1 mple, unkerbed heanh 
base, unlike the elaborate corner heanh {J27). Small fragments or 
timber sul"\i\'cd under the ash to indicate the poss ibi lit) that 1t 
post-dated the wooden floor. A replacement hearth (L301 was finall~ 
constructed to the east. it "as composed of a single stone slab with a 
low kerb of flat stones on its SW and NW sides. Jt was badly cracked 
and burnt th rough. but measured c 0 7m x 0. 7m Ash from it la) to the 
SE and on the cxistmg ash mound (J L48). 

During this phase of the building, pan of the wooden floor was capped 
with yellow clay (ill us 3 I) which included some straw and stone {160. 
82, 86). The clay was primarily seen as an irregular semi-circular 
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feature measuring 2. Om x 1.4m x 0. l m which covered I he soakaw~y 
(J95a). The latter had been levelled wilh clay and soil (J75 ) before 
capping. The clay pa1ch preserved the SW pan of the floormg of the 
bu1lding, but presumably was depos1tcd to replace it, and/or seal Ihc 
soakaway. Other compacJ patches of yellow clay and ash (JL35. 49. 
75) were found close 10 the southern bench front in the centre of the 
building. 

It may have been at this time that the privy (J73) was systematically 
fi lled in. lt is assumed to have conunued in use due to the accumulauon 
of yellow, possibly organ ic. deposits (17) '' 11hin it. but v.as possibl~ 
now backfilled with a layer of small pebbles, larger stones. and finall y 
capped by a layer of gravel. 

It is uncertain how much of the building was in use at th1s 11me. but the 
corner hearth (127) could have been retained. although evidence of 
further domestic occupation was not found. It is assumed Ihat with 

ill us 30 
Co llapsed \\ Ooden bench 
front ( L22 ); scale in 0 I m 
mtervals : from NE. 

the filling in of the sump and pri vy Jhc func1wn of the building 
changed 

PHASE 3: DATING AND FINDS 

In suu anefactual daiing e' 1dcncc from the cast end of the sroja includes 
fragments of East 1\nglian I J th-/14th-ccnlury poucry (SF 851 ) and 
Bengerode/Soll ing proto-stoncware (SF 889). AD 1250-1350. located 
just beneath the wooden floor. From the surface of the floo r were 
fragments of l ower SaxOn} pottery· (SF 896) dated to AD 1250- 1400. 
Fragments of a continental pipkin and cooking pot (S F 895) were also 
found on the wooden lloor of the stoja. These sherds are thought to be 
of late 16th-century· date (secJion 7.3.3). 

A radiocarbon date (GU-1775) (table 1) from a sample of the wooden 
floor of Scots pine (.19 1 ), produced a date of ea! AD 999- 1214) 

ill us 31 
Later cl a} patch on the 
wooden floor. with the Phase 
2 bank clearly visible and 
cut into by the corner hearth 
.12 7: scale in 0.1 m intervals: 
from W. 
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5.5.5 PHASE 4- LATER USE OF THE PHASE 3 STOFA 

In this phase, the wooden building underwent a change of 
use. Activities were noted to have occurred before its 
destruction, principally the digging of three pits in the 
house interior and one externally. From the evidence of 
burnt deposits (see 6.3 below) covering th e pits, the 
building' s roof was still intact or partly intact at thi s time. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

PITS (illus 21) 

A smal l pit (JLI OO) was dug into the SE bench close to the \\all footing 
and towards the west end of the building. It measured c 033m in 
diameter and was c 0. 13m deep. From its single fill (JUO) of diny silt 
and small stones. the pit was presumahl y filled in soon after its 
excavation. 

To the north lay two larger irregular pits. both of which were partly or 
fully stone lined. One pit (JL55. 86) cut through the floor. bench and 
bench front and measured 0.86m x 0.7m x 0.25+m. Its stone lining of 
beach boulders with steatite and stone weights (loom weights) (JL89. 
99) was possibly set in clay which kept the contents wet. Within the pit 
nine perforated stone weights were found. fi sh scales <md a wooden 
ropemaker's top (7.5.2: illus 104 and col illus 21). In addition was a 
sign ificant number of pine pegs and artefacts as well as pieces of wood 
from several different species (6.3 and 7.5). The pit was also fi lled with 
a mixture of silt. peat, charcoal and sand (JL29. 50, 56. 59. 60. 87, 88. 
11 0). 

it is possible that this pit had a specific function as a latrine (see below) 
but was later used for the disposal of rubbish. and finally covered with 
layers associated with the destruction of the stoja (JL27. 2S). 

The last pit (L35/38) with in the building. and possibly the latest dug. 
lay to the immediate east of the above. Again it was an irregular pit. 
found to have a stone lining (L33) poss ibly set in clay (L34/37). It 
measured c 0.9m x 0.9m x 0.45m. Although it cut through the floor 
level of the building it contained very little wood. It was fi lkd with a 
complex layering of charcoal. ash, sand and stones (L29). and was 
capped with clay ( L24 ). 

During the use of these pits. sand and small pebbles (P1.135/140/190) 
accumulated over the wooden floor to a depth of c 0.22rn m the east end 
of the building. IL' ·natural' appearance may in part he explained h} 
ddibcrate dumping of disturbed subsoil frnm elsewhere t>n the sit~. 

Evidence from subsequent events suggests that the roof above the SE 
gable-end wall may no longer hav~ existed. At the west end of the 
building a thin covering of silt and peat (J87) developed over the floor 
remai ns. 

A final p ll (J pit 2) 111 this period \I· as dug I m west of the pril ') . :md 
therefore outside the building. It was a roughly circular pit c 0 .5m in 
diameter and c 0.20-0.2Sm deep. dug into the subsoil. it contained two 
compact peat and charcoal fill s (J84.93) separated by sand (J92l and 
capped by small pebbles (J43). West of the building and around the 
laner pit. a peaty soi l ()44) developed. 

DESTRUCTION OF l'HE BUILDING 

The last event to occur to the Phase 3 building was its partial 
destruction hy fire. Burnt deposits were found at the NW end and across 
the centre of the building. although no burning was found at the SI:. 

The buming (J25. 56. 64. 66. 90: JLI 7-1 9. 20-26. 71: L20, 25. 28. 3 L 
36) was seen as a compl ex patchwork of interleaving deposits. This 
included compacted, mottled ash and clay, peat. black humic si lt and 
charcoal. Included in the deposits was a quantity of wood. mostly Scots 
pine. This represented the remains of its roof: with its birch-bark lining 
and its turf covering (sections 6.3 and 7.5 below). 

it is impossible to be certain whether the occurrence of wooden 
artefacts represent belongings stored in the roof when it was tired. or 
whether they lay on the abandoned floor of the building. but the former 
is possible. 

PHASE 4: DATING AND FINDS 

Dating evidence for this phase is varied. Perforated stone weights and a 
wooden ropemaker's top (7.5.2; ill us I 04 and col ill us 21 ). together 
with a number of pine pegs and artefacts were found within pits of this 
period. it is during this phase that continental redwares are fi rst noted. 
some from the west end of the site dated to AD 1450-1 55011600. In the 
large pit JL55, dug into the disused Pha~c 3 sroja, was a piece of English 
pottery (SF 812), of 14th-/15th-century date. The bumt roofing depos its 
of the stoja also contained a fragment of Coppengrave/ Duingcn ware 
SF 848. of the same date. Although not at present dated. the 
ropemaker's top will in future add funher infonnation on the penoLI of 
use of this phase. 

There are no radiocarbon dates for this phase but the suggested dating is 
from c 1400 to the earl~ 1600s. 

5.5.6 PHASE 4-5- PIT CONSTRUCTION WITHIN THE STOFA AREA 

(illus 21) 

In between th e end of Phase 4 and the construction of the 
next bui lding in Phase 5 was a period of activiry char
acteri sed largely by the digging of pits which disturbed 
the remains of the Phase 3 deposits. However. it is not 
possible to define a constructional sequence for the pits as 
they were separate features. They are therefore described 
from west to east across the site. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

PIT 4 (fRENCH J) 

This feature was dug through the north end of the Phase 3 NW gable 

()22). thus disturbing the 1\: W corner of that building. it was tilled" ith 
sand. tipped stones. peat ()88\ and patches of charcoal (P4 ). and 
possibly capped with a small patch of day (J30.P5) The pit measured 
2.0m x 0.9-1 5m and lay c 0.1-0.2rn de,· per than the base of the gable 
" all. it 11as irregular in outline and n cut Pha~c 2 deposits. Its tinds 
included s~veral hone:. an<l objects of >leatite. 

DISTURBANCE AND BURNING OF PHASE 3 BUILDING 

On top of Phase 4 deposits were found ratches of compact yellow cl a~. 
wood. bumt stones. charcoal and peat knscs (162. 74. 76, 81: LIS. 5. 6). 
These contexts probably derived frorn the burning of the Phase 3 
building. but were disturhcd by tran1pling and the digging of pits. Finds 
of Norwegian bakestonc fragments suggest possible disturbance of the 
underl ying deposits. 
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In the centre of the area. further patches of bnght ~ello" Sllt-cla} and 
ash (J L 12. 6) with peat. humic sand. charcoal (J Lll.l 5) and wood 
(J Ll 0). suggest that the disturbance of the earlier building was 
widespread. although none of these contexL' arc recorded a; aJ1)1hing 
other than shallo\\ layers. 

PIT L26 

A pu (L26) was dug into the ~ast hal f of the Phase 3 buildmg Its sides 
were lined with yellow clay and stones ( L~ I) and its bottom w1th cloth. A 
stone set on edge d1v1ded the pit into two unequal par1s: the north portion 
was not full y excavated It is suggested that the p1tmcasured c 0.8 x 0.5m 
and was c lm deep. f inds from this feature include wood. stcatite and 
14th-ll :"ith-centur: pottery. which indicate that after use the pu was left 
open to r a time aJld used for rubb1sh dum pm g. An upper 1111 ( L40) 
consisted of a hard packed loam wtth ash. sand and stones. Finally. large 
stones (I J 9) were dumped on top and a peaty loan1 developed around 
them 

LINEAR FEATURE PL162, 163 

A linear feawrc (PL 162. 163). al igned N-S. lay c O. l m beyond the end 
oft he Phase 3 building in the NE . It was c I 5m long. c 0 2m wide and 
L 40mm deep It conta1ncd a dark brown sand~ fill (Pl.164. 165) "uh a 
ptece of an1ber and bone rhe nonh end of this feature was cut b} a 
shallow pll ( PL166). The p1t was sub-rectangular, measured 0.42m x 
0.3m x 0.09m. and cut the bank matenal of the Phase 2 build ing at 
almost Its NI: corner Its 1111 (PLI 67) was a sand} loam. !"his feature 
could poss1bly be the result of ram dnppmg from the roof of the Phase 
3 budding 

LINEAR SCOOP 

The final feature ofth1s intenn cdiate phase was described as a shallm1 
depression or linear scoop tP1.181 . 2~1 It was cut a11a) to the north 
and was only sccuoned. It lay SE of th~ Phase 3 budding and contamed 
sandy silt and ash fi lls (PLI58, 159. 160. 188, 189. 203). Over these 
features developed sand w1th silt (PLI50. 176. 180. R917). si lt (PLl44. 
146. 151) and loam (PLI-12 ) 

5.5.7 PHASE 5- BUILDING OF A NEW STONE STRUCTURE 

(illus 32) 

Thi s phase of I he si te is characterised by a structure 
which was aligned NW/SE (as were the Phase 2 and 3 
buildings), but which was badly disturbed by more 
recent building activities, (ultimately interpreted as a 
dwe lling-house. See below ) 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

NEW WALLING AND PAVING 

A new wall (J55. JLJ3 ,14. 1.45 ) was constructed parallel aJ1d 
immediately north of the Phase 3 protective stone wall (J 13) Th1s latter 
wall may have pill11} ~urvived the destruction of the Phase J building 
and been robbed for 1L~ stone. The new wall Jay on a thm layer of peat 
and sill (J8J) which covered lhc previous aclil'ilies. The wall was c 7m 
long and c I m wide. and in the main was composed of large facing 
stones. ofrhyolite at ns cast end and sandstone at us \\eSt. 111th a fill of 
smaller stones. It surv1ved 1\\o to three courses high (illus 32 mset) 
Both ends of the wall were truncated. the NW end was cut away by later 
activities and the south end may have been refaced by three large stones 
(R9 15 l The latter may represent the ongmal SE end of the " all and its 
turn to the NE. butth1s IS uncertam 

A I Sm-lcngth of masonry (J I Ob) survivmg two courses high aJld on 
approximately the same alignment as the \\all. may have been a NW 
continuation of it However thi~ pnssibility was not full ~ c\ plored 
during the excavation. Other 11 ails belonging to thts structure 11 ere not 
found during excavation. primarily due to later levelling to the north and 
east. 

Associated with the "all was an C\tensil e area of pa1 ing (J 17. 18. 19. 
20. 57. 58, 59, 65 . 71: JL7: L23) 11 hich measured c Sm x 4m. lying on. 
aJ1d interleaving with peat. At its east end the paving (L23) was two 
stones deep, with the wall (J55) (described above) resting on the lower 
level. It is suggested that extensive levelling preceded the laymg of this 
paving as a number of finds, includmg textiles of 12th-/ 13th-centul""} 
date. were found within the peat. 

Contemporary deposits associated with the wall and paving were few . 
At the west end of the paving was a small depos ition of bone. shell , 
pottCI""}' and glass. With m the wall (J5 5) was a burnt deposi t with shell , 
suggesting that the wall was levelled or its original ti ll contained 
rubbish. 

lll:ARfH 

At the east end of the pav mg and constructed on n. was a rectangular 
hear1h (LIS) which measured 0 7m x 0 4m (i llus 32). The hearth stones 
11ere bad I) ~.:racked but wntamed ~eli(lll -brown ash 1 1.17). Another 
dcpos n o f the same type uf a.;h 11 as found on the pa1 mg bet>1ecn the 
hcar1h and the 1\alltL-15) t(lthe south DepoSits at the east end of the 
pavmg were subsequently truncated by clearance and levelling prior to 
the construction of the Phase 6 crofthousc. the Gorl. 

FURTH ER ACf!VITY 

ADDITIONAL WALLING AND PA VTNG 

Only at the west end of the wall and pavmg did evidence sur.'tl e of 
further ac111 11) Another layer of pa1 mg ( flattened ' and stone beach 
stones) (J It 1 was laid on top of the olt.f. fom1ing a close-set surface 
{ illus JJ). At rile same time a narrow wall (JI4). aligned NE/SW and 
>urviving -I m 111 length was constructed at the NW end of the pavmg 
l"he wall 11 a'> unl~ one stone 111de and 11hen excavated 11as 1>1·o to three 
courses htgh It; Junction 111th the sllghtl) earlier 11all ()55) 11as bro~en 
by the construction of rite Phase 6 Gorl There is. however. some 
evidence that this new wall (J 14) abu11cd the earlier (J55) but also la} 
parallel to 1tlin' I 5m. a'> 11 turned to the SE. 

DRA INS 

External to the walls and paving were drains to both east at1d west In 
the 11 est a lmear feature (P I I I ali gned NE/SW. sur. ived 3.5m in length . 
and was par1ly stone-Jmed. Its SW end m a) ha1 e tenn inated m a 
stone-1 ined pn or soak a" ay (J 115 ). The drain was fi lled with gre} clay 
(PI2). and two stonier patches of the same material (JII 3) (0.6m x 
0.44m and 0.42 x 0.42m). were found SE of the drain which suggests 
that the dram ma~ have been deliberate !~ tilled in 

ACTIVITY AT T HE EAST END OF T H E SITE 

J-vidence of activities at the cast end of the site are h1ghly tragmentcd. 
hut t>vo areas of paving (PI.I·B and R916. 918) are considered to 
belong to this phase (ill us 34 ). Both pa\ed areas were cut by drains. The 
largest drain (f'LI47, 154; R910, 912) was aligned E/W, was a litt le 
more than 3m long and was ·y· -shaped (c 0.4m deep). At its west end it 
was c l.Jm wide and may have tern1mated close to the paving and 
hear1h (L23 and Ll 5) described ab01e. where a rounded feature. 
poss ibly a pit ( L32), filled with irregular stones (L27), was found to be 
contemporary with the paving. and possibly par1 of the drain. The drain 
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illus 32a 
Part of wall J 55 lying in fronl of the protective wall J 13, with the Phase 3 gable wall 
and a capping of small pebbles to the privy; scale in 0. 1 m intervals; from N. 

u 

ill us 32 

I 

Plan of Phase 5 in the east of the site: walls oft he structure, J1 4, J I Oa. J SS and R9 14 are shown with the hearth LIS and paving J 11. Also noted 
are drains PL 13 7. PL 14 7. PI I and pits J I I 5 and J Pit 3. 
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ill us 33 
Pav1ng and walls o f Phase: 
5. ly1ng under the Phase 6 
Gorl . with some Phase 3 
fe ature;, ' 1;,1ble. scale 1n 

0.1 rn inlcrvals: from N. 

ill us 34 
Gable and pavmg of Phase 
5. lying under the Phase 6 
Garl : scale in 0 I m 
mtervals. from E. 



width narrowed to c 0.5m at its east end. but its extent is unknown as it 
continued beyond the limits of the trench. lt was partly lined and capped 
with large stones (R907). Atlhe west end the fi ll of the f~aturc consisted 
of sand (PL152. 153). sil t (PL I45 ) and Sttmc and silt (PLI55. 156). At 
its east end the fi ll " as more mixed and included nubbk and eanh 
(R908. 909. 911). and peat (R9 13. 914), 

NE of this feature was another drain (PL 137. 139. 199. 200) wh ich had 
vertical sides and a Oat honom. lt was aligned NW/SI: with a turn to 
the south. In total it meas ured c 7.5m Ion!! and c 0.25-0.3m wide. lt 
"as filled with dark s1lt} loam (PLIJ6. l86. 198) ~od11ch varied 111 
colour between grey (PL 138) an d yellow (PL187). lt was capped by 
large boulders (PL 129. 132). up to two deep, which were laid 
lengthw ise over the feature. The capp ing survived a total of 3m in 
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length in the middle section of the drain. Over this drain developed a 
layer of rubble (PLI 41). s ilt (PLI27, 128). mixed peat. charcoal and 
ash (PL 133. 134) 

PHASE 5: DAT ING AND FIN DS 

There are no radiocarbon dates for th is phase but a fragment of earlv 
17th-century Whit.: Slip Green Glaze (SF 832) was found on this ;ide of 
Ihe site Occurrences of English 14th-/1 5th-ccntuf} pone'! and steatite 
' uggest the d1>turbance and reworlong of earlier deposits. 

The buildings in this phase were in use from the early/mid 1600s to the 
mid 1800s. 

5.5.8 PHASE 6 -19th-CENTURY FEATURES AND BUILDING OF THE CROFT-HOUSE, 
THEG0RL 

(illus 35) 

The final evidence of activity on this part of the site is 
shown by the levelling and partial clearance of Phase S 
features and th e construction of the final dwelling-house 
on the s ite, the Gorl. 

DESCRIPTION O F FEATURES 

ACTIVI1Y PRIOR T O THE CONSTRUCTION Of THE G0RL 

Mixed soil. with ash and peat (P2b. 6. 7. 8: J4. 6. 8. 9. 12. JJ ; JL 2-6. 8. 
9: L 4. 16. 21) developed across most of the area Only in the SE comer 
of the s ite was some substantial paving (PL 131, 157: R905 . 906. 915) 
laid down. Some of this (R906) survived 2. 75m in length. 0. 75 rn in 
width and was aligned NNE/SSW. The paving was not fu lly excavated 
as it wa~ left as an intact feature for the future consol idat1on of the site 
The paving was partly covered by a peat loan1 and cla) (PL122. 124 : 
R904) which may poss ibly have been levelling material deposited prior 
to the foundations of the final dwelling-house on the site. the Gorl. 
being laid (I'LI 21. 123: R903). 

T H EG0RL 

The Gnrl (R90 1) mc<t-;ur.:d 9.5m x 5.0m cxternall v \\ith 11 alls c LOm 
thick surv iving to a height of 2.0m. The walls ~'ere or large facing 
stones with small stone <md soil in fi ll. The building was aligned roughl y 
N/S (at right-angles to the alignment of the earlier structures on this pan 
of the site). and had entrances towards us SW corner and m the centre of 
its east wall. D. 7m and O.Sm wide respective!} . The lauer entrance 

!R902) was paved ( probabl ~ part of R906). The building contained a 
central hcanh ( L3) towards its south end. which originallv was c I m 
square and composed of large flat stones la1d on a peat)-carth floor 
(LI4). The floor was later paved (L46). 

CONTE MPORARY WALLI NG 

Only one other structu re can be said to be roughly contemporary with 
the Gorl. This was part of a roughly built double-faced wall (J5) lying 
parallel to it. but c 2m to th e NW. The wall was c 0. 75m wide and I.Om 
long.. but it is quite likely that it continued another 3.5m to the SW (to 
abutt the remains of the Phase 3 protective wall (J 13\) to cut through 
Phase 5 features. lt on I) survived one to two courses high. 

PHASE 6: DATING AND FINDS 

The latest d\\elling-house. the Gorl. was bui lt in the I 860s at right 
angles to. and over the site of. the Phase 3 srofa. it was abandoned in the 
1930s. The nonhem half wa<; taken down in 1987. Lat.: 19th-/early 
20th-century day pipes (cg SF 868) an d modern ceran1ics date this 
building. as well as the documentary ev idence. 

In add1110n. tinds from earlier penods mdude the Lown Saxon1 
.\tone wares (S I· 844) of 1250- I -150 date. wnt mental rcd11 arc' and the 
II<'Odcn lid (SF 426) dated from the 16th centUf}' onwards (if not 
earl ier). The occurrence of these pieces suggest the continued 
disturbance of earlier stratigraphy to almost the present day and the 
destruction of immediate!~· prc-1860 levels 

fh1s phase is dated from the mid 1800s to c 1930. 

5.5.9 PHASE 7 - MODERN FE ATURES 

The tloor of the Phase 6 Gorl was covered with debris 
(L2. 12. 13) in cluding mortar and stone from the 
abandonment and destruction of the building. The Phase 
6 wall (J5) was levell ed, resulti ng in stoney debris (J2. 

78. 79) lying under the topsoil (J 1.3. PI. JL6 1. Lll. 
R900) which finally covered the area. Th is phase 
contains al I structures and artefacts which are post- 1930 
in date. 
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ill us 35 
Plan of Phase 6 in the east of the site: the Gorl is shown with its external paving R906. doorway R902. hearth L3 and external wall J 5 
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5.6 STRATIGRAPHY OF THE WESTERN HALF OF THE MAIN SITE 
TRENCHES H, K, E AND EJ. 

Beverley Ballin Smith 

5.6.1 PHASE 2- REMNANT STRUCTURES: A SxALI AND POSSIBLE ELDHVS 

(illus 36) 

The combined structural remains from Trenches H and E, 
together with their distribution of artefacts, can be 
interpreted as a skali or hall , with the structural rema ins in 
Trench K as an accompanying eldhus or cookhouse. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

In the northern part of the site (Trench H). cut through the natural sand 
into the rhyolite bedrock (HI 0: Hi6: I I) was a linear feature (Hi7, 15) c 
J .Om long and 0. I 5-0.2m wide. lying close to the NW edge of the trench 
and curving at its north end to the east. 11 is closely associated with a 
tire-pit (Hi20) which lay 1.5m to the east. The linear feature (1-li7) was 
filled with soil and stone fragments (Hi\4). and was capped with a lid of 
four irregular flat stones and a fragment of r,•tar)' quem. Its NE end was 
indistinct as a later pit (H 16) cut through the feature . Its middle section, 
where the stone capping surv ived best, wa~ partly stone lined. but its 
south end was indistinct. lt may have functioned as a drain or flue. The 
feature was however badly disturbed during Phase 3-4 or 4. This 
structure was ultimatel y identified as a skciil or hall (8.2.2 below). 

A partial rock-cut fire-pit (Hi20) lay to the east and probably formed 
part of a contemporary cooking/hearth complex (ill us 36 inset). The 
cooking pit was irregularly round in shape_ measured 0.4Sm " 0.3&m 
internall y and was 0.2m-0.3m deep. Its sides were lined with 2-3 
courses of stone which were packed with clay, and a flat stone lay in 
the bottom. The pit was filled with burnt peat and wa> covered with a 
mound of yellow ash (Hi 19). To the north of the cooking pit. the 
surrounding peat had been affected by the heat and had become more 
earthy in te,.turc. The ash deposits of the pit were difficult to separate 
stratigraphically from the immediately overlying contexts which 
included an oven in a mound of ash (see Phase 3 ). although a sporadic 
intervening sand layer ( I li 18) wa' noticed 

Contexts at the cast side of this area were not fu lly excavated down to the 
natural subsoil (E&O: EJ6, &. 24, 27). The earliest recorded feature~ at the 
eastern edge of the area were a hearth (EJ221 with lower burnt deposits 
(EJ23). and ash and peat (EJ22) on and around the hearth. The latter were 
seen as a slight ridge to one side of the hearth which measured c l.Om x 
1.25m. A layer of paving (EJ20) partly overlay the hearth deposits in the 
east and measured 1.5m x 1.25m. None of these features were fully 
revealed as they extended beyond the NE corner of the trench. 

In the SW (Trench Kl the lowest stratigraphy noticed was red sand 

(K36). with small stones. which overlay the bedrock. To the west and 
south a dark soil (K I 06) developed on top. 

On the sand, although not completely excavated. was a mound of ash 
( K 156)_ c 0.2m thick. 1t lay between the centre and the southern edge 
of the trench. Its function and dati ng are uncertain. but it may 
represent the remains of a hearth contemporary with the cooking pit 
(Hi20) which !ay e 5m to the NE. Towards the west edge of the ash a 
large pit (possibly another cooking pit) (K I 55) was cut, c 0.4m in 
diameter and 0.25m-0.3m deep. It wa~ edged by stones on its west 
side and had a stone set into its base. lt contained a little seaweed with 
a mixture of stone. peat and ash. The feature was later covered by 
irregular flat stones. lt is unclear whether there were further 
contemporary pits or holes o f the same size cut into the ash. although a 
small posthole 0.2m in diameter lay 0.6m towards the east and south. 

A 40mm-thick layer of compact peat (K 121,138) later developed across 
the centre of the trench. suggesting an abandonment of the earlier features. 

PHASE 2: DATIN G AND FINDS 

Steatite fragments were found in the skcilt and a fragment of Norwegian 
bakestone (SF 1527) (which makes its earl iest dated appearance in 
Oslo. Norway, just after AD 11 00) although not in situ, came from the 
disturbed drain/flue (Hi 14 ). There arc in addition pieces of Lm1er 
Sal'ony pottery (SF 809) dated A D 1250-1400 found in the san1e 
deposits of the drain/ flue ( fl i I 4 ). These are. however, considered to be 
intrusive (see above). lt is conceivable that the pits (H I6/ 19) which 
disturbed the drain/ flue were cut during Phase 3-4. 

There is no secure dating evidence from the structure in Trench E/EJ. 
Howe1·er. a piece of Paffrath ware (AD 1050- 1200) (SF 1446). 11a' 
found in the stratigraph) of thl: replacement building in this trench 111 

Phase 3. The saml: context also producl:d a piece of birch bark which 
gave a C l4 date ofcal AD 785-1 052 (G lJ-3050) (table I ). The problem 
"ith thi:- date and the ptece of Paffrath "arc is that they come from an 
insecure context: the date may be from material deriving from Phase I 
features and this Paffrath ware from the Phase 2 skcili structure. 

A conical lead spindle-whorl (SF 460) of possible I Oth-112th-century 
date was found in the uppermost contexL~ of the eld!tus in Trench K. 

Rased on the available c1·idence for this phase it IS suggested that the 
buildings were in use from as early as AD 11 00 to the early/middle 1200s 

5.6.2 PHASE 3- FURTHER CONSTRUCTION: A NEW E LDHVS AND SxALI 

(illus 37) 

At the north end of the s ite the survival of the stratigraphy 
was lim ited and sporadic, but a redesigning of the Phase 2 
hearth area was noted. Interpretation of the structures of 
this phase strengthened the suggested interpretation of an 
early skali with accompanying eldhus in Phase 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COOKING AREA 

An enlargement oft he Phase 2 cooking area (Hi20) now took place, and 
it is suggested that sand (H i 18) was used as a partial levelli ng layer. 
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ill us 36 
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Plan of Phase 2 in the west of the site: hearths K !55, Hi20 and EJ22 are shown with drain /flue l!i 7 and edge of pit EJ28. Inset: the ti re -pit 
ll i20 surrounded by the drain/flue Hi7 to the north and NW and by later pits Hi l 6 to the right of the picture: scales in 0.1 m intervals: from SE. 
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Plan of Phase 3 in the west of the site : with hearths E45 and K I 00, shown together 1~ ith paving K85. wall fragment E65, oven Hi 13, working 
area Hl7, and pits Hil 6 and Hl 9. Inset : oven Hil3 fi lled with stones. surrounded by burnt ashes and capp ing to the flue/drain Hi7; scale in 
0. I m intervals. 
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deposited prior to the construction of a large rectangular oven (Hi1 3) 
which measured c 0.5m x 0.55m internally This oven was built over and 
partl) into the Phase 2 ash mound (H119). it cons1stcd offi,e large, vel) 
burnt stones cone measured 0.3m x 0 ~m). set 111 gre) cl a) (I 1117) wh1ch 
was also in part burnt to a red colour, and which formed the north and 
west sides. and SW corner of the feature. A layer of small highly burnt 
stones were found in the honom of the m·en lying m a red-brown ash~ 
,Jit The oven was open to the cast and SE (lilus 37 mset). 

An arc of three large level stone slabs (1 117) lay c 0 85m to the east of 
the oven. and although cracked. may have delineated the \\Orl.mo area 
m front of it Their lmcar arrangement does not however >ug~est a 
separate hearth area although they could have hccn used as parch ing 
stones (ON ru.ua). The area surrounding the oven (Hi 13) wa~ c 3m in 
diameter and was burnt to a deep red colour (H l ~~ The mtcns11' of the 
burnmg affected the under!) mg peat and sand ( 1118) to the east: which 
lay on top of the bedrock. 

The oven was tilled with hurnt cla) and ash (HiS. Q) which "as spread 
over the surroundmg burnt area (HI~ 1 and became mtxed "11h vello\\ 
clay and grey peat ( H 15) to form a large mound c 0.3-0.4m high. i .umps 
of pure red clay were found interleaved with the ash in the immediate 
\'ICmlly of the oven. as was charcoal. which alw la~ on tclp of the 
surrounding arc of stones (111 7). 

Overl ying the eastern deposits of the cooking area was a layer of loose 
peat (H 14). ash and bumt ;tones I 11 1-' ) The arc of ~ tones (1117\ to the 
c:a~t of the oven ma) have been replaced durmg the life of the latter b~ 
further stone (1113). Alternatively, these m1xed dcposns (1113) ma) 
represent an end of the oven as a useful feature, as further p1eces of 
brol.en quem~ tone wen: found on th.: \\CSI edge of the a;h mound and a 
complete quernstone bdnnd the 0' en Another dump of a-h. ~harcoal 
and yel\O\\ cla), la) to the south. dose to Trench K. probabh also 
derived fiomthe oven (I 111 3). • 

fo the east a hard-pacl.ed ,and~ depos1t of ash and charcoal ii'J 1 <11 "a; 

noticed immcd1atel) underlying the lo\\er reddened (burnt) cla)e~ 
deposits (EJ1 6) of a hearth (EJ1 5; E45. 48. 50, 52. 60. 70)wlnch lay on 
top of the Pha<;e 2 hearth The hearth contained some burnt stone 
fragments. ash and cla). and a little \\ OOd (section 6.3.3). 

l.ying 0. 75m to the south of the hearth was another partly excavated 
feature which may have been a pit. gullv or drain ( FJ28) As revealed it 
11as 1 .Om m length. c 0 5m '' ide and cl a) lmed m the north 1\cnher end 
\\as traced. although a large stone set at an angle m the ti:ature 11as 
nollced. The whole was later covered hy a layer of sandy ~oil (EJ 18) 
This feature ma) have wntinued NW as deposit.'> in the centre and east 
of the area in this phase and Phase -l ,Jumped do"n"ards The ,,ngin of 
the dip in deposits and the continuallon of th~> feature. mo\t IJ~el' a 
dram. were not pursued it is uncertain when this li::ature ,~a' 
constructed : it is probahlc it orig1natcd during Phase 3. hut dating 
e1 1dence suggests it might ha\ e ongmat~d at th~ ~nd of Pha,e 2 

South of the hcanh and over the dram (EJ28) wa\ a thm nm~d deposn 
of ash and yellow-brown clay (E42. EJ 1 7). poss1bly part of a lloor level 
associated w1th the hearth Between the hearth and the ash and cl a' "as 
a d1scontmuous spread of hard-packed gra\ t:l (1::49. FJ 12). ~'hich 
seemed to interleave with some of the hearth deposits. Ther.: may have 
heen two gravel layers w1th an intcrvcmng one of peaty soil Over th~ 
hearth, ash and gravel developed a deposn ol carbom:,cd matenal 
tEJ 1-l. 26) 

13ecau,e of the dilliculties in ~xcavating at the east end of this ar.:a 
(deposits "ere limited to the corner of the trench). it is impossible to sa~ 
\\hethcr there was a break bet\\ecn the Pha>e 2 strallgraph' and those 
cons1dered to belong to Phase 3 

The 01cn to the NW I m Trench 11) and the hearth to th.: SE (in Trench 
[). ma~ ha\c lain at enher end of the san1c building. the skah or hall 
(8.3.2 hcltl\\) 

NEW CONSTR UCTION IN T HE AREA OF THE PHASE 2 
EIJJH US 

Dark soli (K I 06) continued to develop in the SW part of the west end of 
the area. but a thm silt lens (K 1-13) was nouced over the Phase 2 ash 
The remodelhng of the skalr to the nonh \la- m1rrored to the SW where 
there 11as a con!emporary construction of a new build ing, a replacement 
e/dhus with a large hearth with l.crbing (K I 00) and adjoining paving. 1\ 
stone wall (E65). most like!) bdonging to th1s phase. \\ as built in the 
SE and aligned NE1SW it formed the SE mtcnor face of the building 111 
rrench J... . although actual link-. with the latter's straugraph) \\-<:re 
destroyed hy later disturbance>. Only the wall's west face survived 
2 ~m in length and 0 5m wide. a' excavated. 

The hearth (K I 00) wa' rectangular and al 1gncd NW/Sl. Its kerbmg '"L' 
compos.:d of long narrow stones (0.46 x 0.1 l'lm) set on edge. large I) 
'>urvil ing on three 'idc., and open to the NW. although "hcther thi, "a-, 
due to des1gn or later d1smrbam;c, I> unl.ntmn The hearth mea;,ured 
1 9m ~ 1 J m and "a~ tilled \\ lth hard ash and charcoal (K 100) fhe 
depOSits with m the hearth were revealed as several layers 0.1-0.1 Sm 
thick. Interleaving with charcoal lenses and probabl~ burnt-through 
hearth ~hlllC> There ma~ also ha\c been one stakehok hJ\\ards th~ t;J
com.:r nf the hearth l'he ashe> >pread be)ond the hearth. cspeclall' t<J 
its nonh. where it \\a~ seen as a large lo" mound c I 9m x 1 .Sm x 
0 l5m. it> colour vancd from hright orange tu pale ~ello" and it also 
unerlea' ed "nh charcoallense> 

Partly surrounding the hearth (K l 00) in the SW was an area of pav1ng 
(K85. 1 19) composed oflarge nat ~tones measurmg 3m x -lm In the east 
the pa' ing had si umpeu 11110 the under!) ing peat ( K 121. 138) because of 
d1sturbanc<' due to the msert1on of a later feawre At least t"o la) crs of 
paving stones were recorded in the south and several la}ers in the SE. 
with peat lenses between. A final rcsurfacin!?. mav account for a single 
la~ er of fragment~ pa1 mg to the 1mmed1at~-north of the hearth 1 K 1 clO) 
"h1ch O\crla' the a>h mound (li lu.; 38). 

PHASE 3: DATING AND FINDS 

l be east.:rn end ot the v!.alt contamed l\on1cg1an bake,tum' fragment-, 
cSF 1-lS 11. pum1Ct: (~F 44 1 ). dcnved lhun an kt:land1c volcan1r 
erupuon of AD 1362. "l11ch i\ 1\orked m to a" horl or ti.,hmg lloat and 
\\a5 found bes1de the hearth. h~~ also Pall'rath \\are 1'-tl J-l-l 6l -\1) 
1050-l20il l and a uatcd p1 ece of h1rch bar>. AD 780-lll-lO. 111 Pha,e 2 
above) 

fhe e/dh11s produced 111 st/11 fragm,·nb of 1-lth-centu~ med1eval applied 
decorated ptlllC~ (SF 81 0), and man~ stealltc 'e,seJ fragments 

In the IJght of the cv1dcnce it is 'uggested that tillS phas~ onginated JU'>I 
before AD 1250 and la-;ted unul a lmle after 1\ D I -lOO 

5.6.3 PHASE 3-4- PIT CONSTRUCTION AND ABANDONMENT OF PHASE 3 SKALI 

The Phase 3 skali may have been abandoned before a 
group of small irregular pits (H1 6, 19, Hil 6) all 
considered to be contemporary. were dug in to the 
underlyi ng stratigraphy or into bedrock. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

One pit (I 11 161 disturbed the NL end of the Pha~e 2 linear feature (lli7): 
another 1\\0 pits (H i l l'l) with dimensions of c 0.25m x OJm lav to the 
north. 1-urther to the .:astla~ thre~ more pits (H 16. 19). These "er~ larger. 
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one ( H 19) measured 0.8 x 0.9m and was dug 0.35m down into the 
bedrock. lt was ftllcd with burnt seaweed and some wood. Another pit 
(HI6) measured 0.85m x 0.77m hut survived only 0. 12m deep and was 
filled with burnt seaweed and peat. All these features could be intrusive 
and could have been cut from as high as the beginning of Phase 4. 

Prior to Phase 4 and the construction of a new dwelling-house on the 

illus 38 
Heanh K I 00 to the right of 
the picture, surrounded by 
paving K85. Wall E65 is 
visible above the hearth. 
Trench E li es towards the top 
of the picture and Trench H 
to the left . Other visible 
features are of Phase 4 date 
or later; scale in 0. 1 m 
intervals: from W. 

site, there are a few other contexts wh ich suggest abandonment of the 
Phase 3 buildings and levelling of the area. There was a thin layer. 
20-30mm thick, of burnt seaweed (K82), which adjoined areas of peaty 
eanh (K86. and EJ 13.25) and sand (EJ7) which accumulated 
intermittently across large parts o f the area. Some of the peaty layers 
(EJ 13.25) contained many finds which may have been deposited at the 
end of Phase 3 or the beginning of Phase 4. 

5.6.4 PHASE 4- CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW DWELLING-HOUSE AND ANCILLARY 
BUILDING 

(iUus 39) 

D ESCRIPTION OF FE ATU RES 

ABANDONMENT OF THE NORTH PART OF T H E AREA 

The north part of the area (Trench H) continued in an abandoned state. 
PeaL dark earth and charcoal (Hi 12) developed over the Phase 3 
structures, while in other areas sand (H8) began to accumulate. Some 
peat development (H9) lay to the cast on semi-natural sand. suggesting 
it lay outside the earlier skali. To the west a mixed horiLOn (H 11 ) 
developed which was overlai n by loose stone and peat (H 12). The lack 
of any evidence of occupation suggest that this part of the area remain~d 
open atkr Pha~e J activities . 

The number of artefacts found in the loose stone and peat la) er (Hl2) 
suggc,ts the dir..:ct influence of activnies taking place to the ~outh and 
SW. as does an overlying burnt an:a (H7) composed of hr<l\\n sod. 
charcnal <Uld stone. Snuth of the Phase J 01en and olfthe mound of ash 
in the north. a thin peat) layer (H1.J. 8) developed, probabl) throughout 
Phase 4. 

LEVELLING AND CONSTRUCTION IN THE SW AND 
CENTRAL PARTSOFTHEAREA 

In the SW and central parts of the area, over the Phase 3-4 peat. 
accumulated a layer of building rubble (K84, 75, 39). The rubble 
in cl udcd beach pebbles, fi re-cracked and large flattened stones 11 hi eh 

may have resulted from the earlier structures on the site. The centre o f 
the area of the Phase 3 cooking actil'itics was used a'> a dump for debris 
(including man) artefacts ,ee 7. 1.4) 11 hich accum ulated in a linear 
depression (J.:98) between the mounds of ash, possibly in a natural dip 
in the underlying bedrock and in the gap between the Phase 3 skalt and 
eldhus. Initial ly the feature was never formal ised as an open drain. it 
contained wet peat which continued to develop throughout this phase 
(as (KI7). sec below). 

During or immediately after the level ling process two stone walls, 
surviving onl) as single faces were constructed. One wall (K98) was 
built on the southern edge of the open linear depression wh ich was sti ll 
in use. it was aligned NW/SE and sur. ivcd in len!!th 2-J.2m. and was a 
total of 3-4 courses deep. it used the spread of burnt seaweed (1'82). 
mentioned in Phase 3-l aho~ c. as a foundat ion layer. B1llh ends of this 
wall. its south face, and a portion of its centre 11 erc lost throu!!h later 
d1srurbanccs ~ 

it is suggested that the ca•il wall of the Phase 3 structure (E65) was sti ll 
in existence and the original intention of the rem\lddling was to reuse 
this as the ~ast 11 all of a 11~11 muct ur~. The north 11all (K98) would 
haw joined the east 11all (1.:65) at right-angles. 

The reuse of the Phase 3 east wal l as part of the new bu ilding was not 
however successful, possibly due to instability, and was replaced by the 
second new wall of this phase (K 19). The new wall (K 19) is the only 
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illus 39 
Plan of Phase 4 m the west of the site: K 19. E65 and K 98 are walls of the two buildings with hearths KS O and E33 with paving EJ I 0, stone 
setting E44, and dump K98. In addition arc two drains M9 and M I 0. and pits EJ4, EJ5 and J Pit 2. Inset: fragments of wooden flooring E40; 
scale in 0. 1 m intervals; from SW. 
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structural feature of any phase on the site which was given proper 
foundations. A trench {K 127) l -1.2m wide was dug immediately west 
of the o ld wall (E65), and into it was pl aced a substantial new 
construction. c I m wide. with a well built west face nf large angular 
stones backed with rubhk. lt is suggested that the old wall wa~ partly 
reused and buttressed by the new. The junction of the Phase 3 and Phase 
4 walls at their NE end was unclear because of later disturbances. The 
new cast wall survived at least three courses high. 

The levell ing layers (K 75.39) described above. may have also partly res
ulted from the construction of the new walls Later disturhances account 
for the lack of evidence for the west and south walls of tl11s stmcturc 

Lying centrally within the two walls, was a hearth (K50). constructed 
over the levelled peat and rubble. Although irregular in shape it 
measured 0.6m x 0.6m. lt \\as composed of a large burnt stone. which 
had cracked and slumped into thc underlying deposits ( K 75,39). but it 
contained burnt ash and charcoal. A clay fl oor (K44,3Jl surrounded the 
heanh, which later became mixed with ash and charcoal from the latter. 
Although the floor surv ived c 1.6m (N/S) in extent. its relationship to 
the walls was disturbed by later features. 

The lack of any depth to the occupation debris Within this building 
suggests that its use as a domestic structure was relatively short lived. 
The growth of rubbish and later peat beyond its north wall continued 
until the building's abandonment. 

A NEW STRUCTURE IN T HE E AST OF T HE ARE A 

A new dwelling-house " as constructed as a contemporaJ! t'earurc to the 
east. This new building may have used the stone walls (K 19 and E65 ) 
for its western wall, thus abutting the building to the west. 

In the NE corner of this area of the site was paving (Ell 0). lt was 
composed of large thin flagstones. some with chipped edges, but was 
very sporadic in extent. North and east of this was a second area of stone 
(EJ 11 ). some tumbled. and one containing a pivot socket lt is suggcst~d 

that the stone was the remains of structural feature, possibly part of the 
north wal l of the new dwelling-house. Evidence for the southern and 
eastern walls of this structure was never found . 

Between the central and eastern side of the area were the lowest 
deposits excavated in this trench. including much peat and soil 
(E53.63 ,69,74. 75.84,85). lt is therefore not known whether Phase 2 and 
3 features exist here. These contexts also contained some charcoal and 
could be interpreted as lcvcl ling layers prior to the construction of the 
wooden-floored dwelling-house. 

Joists of a wooden floor were laal down and. 11hcn e~cavate<l . their 
remains sat in a fibrous peaty layer containing some tntiles. Tlm is 
poss ibl} the upper la} er of the pre1·1ousl) dc;mbed l c~<.~ ll1ng layer. or 
remains of matcnal that dropped through the gaps 111 the floorboard~ . 

A wooden !loor(E40, 43. 62 , 7 \. 78. 8!. 83\ was constructed with the 
timbers aligned NW/SE as in the Phase 3 srofa to the east. The best 
preserved fragments of the wooden floor were of close- fitt ing timber. 
Some of the fl oor was seen to have been pegged. other fragments were 
burnt and other parts had decayed to a peaty consistency (i llus 39 

inset). lt was impossible to determine whether there was more than 
one layer of timber. The floor survived best in the cast-central part of 
the area. Repairs to the timber may have been made with stone as 
evidence ofrepaving in the NE was seen as well as some stones on the 
noor noti ced 

In the NE corner a new hearth ( E33. 37. 38·. EJ9) was laid partly on the 
paving {EJ 10). Although not fully re1caled. it contained ash and 
charcoal. and was h1ghly burnt. No hearth stones or kerbing 11 ere found . 
but the feature measured I .Om x 0.6m as revealed. Th~ hearth may have 
been situated in the corner of the build1ng and protected from the 
wooden noor b} an area of paving. 

Immediately SW of the hearth were two stone features (E44). One lay 
1.2m from the hearth ru1d wa~ composed of four small, linear stones set 
on edge c 0.4m long. The feature mca~ured 0.2m in width and was 
probably a stone socket related to the hearth. Between this and the 
hearth was another feature (recognised during post-excavation analysis) 
as a cavity or box within the pav ing. covered with a flagstone lid. The 
feature wa~ c 0.2m square. 

The destruction of th is building can be interpreted from the survival of 
ash and burnt peaty deposits (E31. 32. 41. 51. 68. 76. 77) The) 
contained much wood, birch bark, artefacts and some stone, and may be 
considered as destroyed roofi ng material (section 6.3.3) which covered 
much of the central-eastern area. 

PHASE 4: DATI NG AND FINDS 

Dating evidence for this phase is varied . Texti les- knitting. yam and 
fibre. eg (SF 1639}-were al l found in situ and in close association with 
each other on the f1oor of the new building. The knitting is post 16th 
century 111 date (section 7.6). suggesting a 17th-century date for this 
activity. The building also contained stcatitc whorl s (SF 466, SF 469). a 
clay-pipe bowl fragment (SF 289) (post late 16th century), and pieces of 
Lower Saxony pottery (SF 807) from AD 1350-1450 and Paffrath 11 arcs 
(SF 924) of AD I 050-1200. The lan.er indicate the disturbance and 
reworking of earlier deposits. 

lt is during this phase that continental rcdwares arc first noted. Tv.o 
pieces (SF 1426, 1280) dated to AD 1450- 1550/ 1600 were found on 
paving associated with the hearth of the new dwelling-house at the west 
end. and in the construction trench of the wall (E65 ). In the burnt roof 
deposits of the building two further fragments (SF 92 1, 942) were 
found dated to cAD 1640. This suggests that the building was burnt 
down in the earl~ middle part of the 17th centUT) . 

!'here are no radiocarbon dates for this phase. or this building. but it is 
suggested that some wood wa-; reused from the Phase 3 srof a 

There is llttlc dating C\'1dencc lrom this west building but a p1ece of a 
14th-century Yorkshire jug SF 812, was found in the dump K98, as 
w\!\1 as all the steatite lamp fragmenb 11 I\ and man; other pieces of 
stcatite . Most of the finds from this building probabl) derived from 
Phase 3. 

The suggested dating tor this plul'>e is trom c 1400 to the earl) 1600s 

5.6.5 PHASE 4-5- FURTHE R PIT CONSTRUCTION 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

Within and north of the building in the centre of the area a sencs of 
contexts containing peat. rubble. a-;h and stone ( K 17.x. 26) suggest that 
the budding wa.;; demolished and the north 11all tK98J l011crcd to gmund 
level. The occurrcnce of a large numhcr of artcl ~1cts (especmlly 111 K26) 
suggest that the area was ldi open (sec Endpapers: the !846 plan). 

After the end of Phase 4. three pits were dug at the eastern edge of this 
area cut into sand (EJ7) which seemed to have accumulated outside the 

Phase.\ d\\dling-house \'he large> I pit 1 r .\t>) cut the pa' mg an<l hearth 
111thin the building lt measun:d I 75m ' 0.75m hut 11a~ 11<\l full) 
excavated. Its till (1::6-1 ) 11as of da) and charcoal . and possihll that of 
seaweed. Later it was capped with a patch of light yellow-brown chly 
(1'39. E.J2. J) A second patch PI' th is cl :t) 11 as found to the ~ 1: 11h1ch 
contained a large nu m her of artefacts. 

The other two pits were smaller. One (EJ4) was half-sectioned , but 
measured 0 5bm in diameter and c 0.3m deep. lt contamed a fill of burnt 
peat and seaweed. The other pit (EJ5) measured c 0.2m x 0.4m x 0.1 5m 
(ill us 2 1) and also contained burnt seaweed and peat as its fill. 
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5.6.6 PHASE 5- FURTHER NEW CONSTRUCTION: A REALIGNED DWELLING-HOUSE 

(illu~ -tO) 

This phase marked the beginning of a new structure on the 
site. 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

A double-faced wall (K 157) aligned Nl'./SW. \\hich cut 1hrough the 
remains 0f the Phase 4 feature,. "as wn>tructed m 1he centre of the 
area. The wall sun 1vcd 2 8m long and 0 5-0 6m \\ltle Be,ond 11 to the 
NE a poss1hle continuation of the wall was revealed ~L' lou~ lar~e blocks 
nfstone ( lli22) The blocks la~ on a foundation of stone (Hi31 ()neither 
;1de of the wall " a-. levelled rubble. 

Another event occurring poss1bly at the same time. wa~ the comtruction 
of a drain ( K 20.133. 11 i23) parallel to the ''all. but t 2 Om to the \\CSt. lt 
was constructed into the underlying sand and bedrock through earlier 
stratigraphy. Its southern end wa;, lost tluc to later disturbances. hut its 
north end. presumably linked \\ith a 1.6m length of drain (Hi23 ) m the 
nnrth of the area. Th1s p1ece of dram "as of "m liar constructmn and on 
the same allgnrnent In Iota! the drain sun ived 8 Um long. bul 11 1na} 
have continued to h<•th north ;md -;outh 

I he dram ' ' as 0 3-0 'm w1de and c 0 2-0 25m de<·p. and ''a' probabl~ 
entire ly lrned w1th Irregular stone~ set 111 clay and rcst1ng on b;t,al slab> 
lt was capped by large >tone>. piu<. a fragment ofbn•kcn rot8r\ quern .'\ 
greas~ black >rlt (fd4) "as prc\ent rn the dram and ma\ ha\e tilled 11 

w mpletel) l"he s1lt \\a<; partl) dcmcd from an <J\crh1~g peat depos11 
which developed in thl· north of the area. 

I he next e\cnt "as the levelling of the >nut hem halt"1•fthe dnuhlc-faced 
wall (K 157). whose rubble (K llx ) prllVIded the fo undat1on and 
building stone for a NW/SE ~~all (K 11 ) which was bUilt across the 
centre of the area. 1t fi1rmed the north \\all of a bulldmg which probabl' 
used the Phase 4 east wall ( K 19) as liS east wall. The ne" wall wa<; 
poorly built of large llat stones forming a singk face surviving up to 

three courses high and 1.6m in length lb total kngth from its 'JW end 
to the east "all would have been 3 6m What the exact relatllln~hip \\8.'> 

between th1s wall ;md the dram (K20. 1J3) is d111icult to detennmc 
hccause of the lack of evidence. lt is unclear whether the wall cnntinued 
over the drain. stopred short of 11. or u~ed the drain capru1g as a 
li1L111dauon for the bulidlng·s \\e-;t "all 

I he backmg to the "all 11as formed of rubble. 1ell1'" cl a\ . l!eneral 
ruhlliSh and reat (!-.:I' '· dernecl part!~ t'wrn lc1dl;ng rubble.· ruhble to 
the north and earl~t:r 'tratJgraph). The llour levels nf thts ne11 hwldmg 
\\ere dug dm1 n si ightly 1nto the Phase 4 dqms1ts 

Dunng the la) mg do11 n oflloor<; \\llhmlhl'\ building. 11 appear' that the 
fo undations of the sl1ghtly earl1er double-faced wall ( K 157) were used 
for a NE/SW partition lying centrally wllhin the \ tructure The cla1 
floors (K9. 10) on either side of the partiiiOil '''ere different. hut \\ her~ 
the north wall of the building d1d not survive. the edge of the floor> 
' howed its alignment. 

V.~" of the partition "as a hard-packed d1rt~ cl a) tlnor 11 nh patches nl" 
charcoal (K9). 25mm 1I11Ck. lt ' urvived onl} 1.6m in 111dth from 1h~ nonh 
wall to its >outhem extent where it was bumt. This. plus the po>itioning 

nf three nr four ptht- or stake-holes 111d1cate that a hearth c\lsted to the 
south "l11ch had hcen remo' ed b) later act!\ it) A patch llf debris ( l-.:.25 1 
w1th shell and charcoal remamed on top of the floor rn the SW 

East of the partition. a scrrcs of at ka~t three 1cllo" cla1 floors (KI OI 
were ll>Und. intcrleav~d "ith thin lense; -,lf ;and. -charcoal and 
LlCcasional flat ' ' 'mcs. I he final surface I\ a~ thin and hard. and 
contarncd a patch of wood and cla) rn the centre. and possibl~ a 
postlwk. 0 23m 111 d1amctcr. to11ards the SE. A doon'a) may ha1e 
existed 111 the pa.rt1110n separaling these two rooms. as three of tht· 
stone; of the earlier wall (K 157) remained prominent a> a slight I ~ 
ra~>ed lhreshold rhc ;outhcm extent uf th1s burld1ng is unknown 

North nf the bulldrng. an area of flat stones set in sandv sol i (K3. 13) 
sugge' t thiS area" a;, a rough I~ pa\ ed ~urface. poss i bl~ ~ ~ ard. di\ llkd 
ccntrall) b~ 11hat rcmamed t•fthe earl) double faced wall (lli22) 

The abandonment 'equcncc of the btnldrng IS unclear. bul a disturbed 
layer mcluding ><ll l. ash. charcoal and sand. fom11n!! a th1 n hard surface 
(!-.: 51 Inwards the '>W. ma) he mdicat1vc of its levc~mg Related 10 1h" 
activity was a small dump of bumt material wilh oyster and mu"cl 
->helb ("-I 0 I) tlcp<"lled 01 er the drarn rn the "c;t The central and 
southem half of the area 1ncludmg the drarn. "a' covered rn '>tone, and 
a th1ck la) er 0fpeat (1\:8) The n~xt C\ent on the cast part of t he area" as 
the wm.tmction 11f a waiiii 'J5) with a>sociated drain (F9) and pav111!! 
tE88l , 

The dram (E9) "a.' constructed d0\\1111110 the Phase 4 floor deposn; lt 
n·as aligned NW 'SI and l!' 'lde> 11ac lined n 1th '>ttmes. r<»~thl) ~et 111 

cla1 1 I 22) at "' ea~t end A patch uf the ,;unc cl a~ () 7m x 114rn 
extended be1und the lim ll of the ,urv1vrng , 1de stone;,. poss1bl} 
indicating its continuation Four cappmg ston~> (E86b) surv ived. The 
drain wa' c 0 18m 111de and c 0. 17m deep 1nternall~. and was 3 5m 
long. lt appeared to be a narrol\ stonc-lmed channel wh1ch m a~ ha1 c 
run alongside the northern wall of the building in the west. Its stones 
were much larger than the west drain ( K20. 133) and la} at right-angks 
to 11 1-hm far to the 'JW and <;E the dra1n extended is unknown 

Nonh of the dram and at nght angle> 10 it, possibly constructed a1 the 
same tunc \\as a "all (E.\5). of rubble and peal bu ilt on hard packed 
pale .:la~ (E I3. 17) The cla~ "as IU-50mm th1ck and 1\3'> revealed at 
cither >ldeofthc wall. The \\ all was al1gned Nf-./SW and was 1.0-1 ) m 
long. I Om \\ 1dc and 0 ~-0 Jm l11gh lt ~cems to have used the dram a.<. 
liS 'outhem buund~ but nwq hkel~ w minucclw the \.I lt ho"e'cr 
fom1ed the ea>t bound~ tn a I 5m >4 e\ tent of pa\ 1ng (I: XX) compt~>ed 
of larg.c stone>. lt was po"1hly the ,arm: as. or better pav1ng than that 
\\h1ch e\tended to the mmh beyond the d"ellmg.-hnuse 

PI IASE 5: DATING AND FINDS 

There ar.: no rad1,1carbon dates btu .: la~ pipe> (S F 288. 290) of !\D 
1640- 1(>70 date. window gla,s. Anglo-Dutch pottery (SF ROI) of the 
~17th century. m1d continenlal red wares of the mid-17th centurv were 
found A p1ece of 0 1 7th-c~ntu~ tm-gl;ved earthcll\1 are (~f- 84.1 ) " as 
found beneath the farmhouse lloor Occurrences o f Englr,h 
14th-115 th-centur) pone~ :md steatllc sugge>t the dl'>turbance and 
reworking of earlier depos1L' . 

5.6.7 PHASE 6- FINAL ACTfVITIES IN THE WESTERN AREA 

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

Into the remains of the levelled Phase 5 building in the west. two 
~hallow circular pits. c 0.5m 111 diameter. \\ere seen as shado" s at the 

begmnmg of the ~\ca,·ation The occurrence of a mixed deposit m the 
SW o f sand. peat and small stones (K 14 . 41. 42 ) later covered b) sand 
(K6) suggests recent disturbance and deposition in this area. To the NW 
ofthe Phase 5 drarn de\ eloped a thin.l 1ght-bro\\n sand~ layer (K1 6) 
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ill us 40 
Plan of Phase 5 in the west of the si te: the west building is represented by walls K 11 and floors K9 and K 10. with part ition wall s K 157, Hi22 
and E35, paving E88. drains Hi23. M9. M I 0 and E9. and pit E46. 
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In the north of the area a compact patch of peaty turves (H3) was 
deposited over rubble (H6,7) which developed during Phase 5. Over th1s 
was a patch of yellow gravelly clay (H4) possibly belonging to a senes of 
three small hearths (H5). some 0.25m in diameter The latter were seen as 
burnt stoney areas with clay bottoms. They were constructed through the 
peat (H3) and into the levelled rubble (H6. 7) beneath. 

The latest activities m the northern part of the area. included a m1xcd 
horizon (H!Hi2) of sandy clay. peat. soil and rubble. The rubble 
encompassed some flattened flagstones and a small wall or linear rubble 
foundation aligned SE/NW (c I .Om x 0.3m x 0.2m) was recognised. 
Th1s mixed horizon w11h stone tcatures ma) have developed with the 
activities of the modem croft and the construction of a yard entrance at 
this point over the earl ier stratigraphy. Modem levelling certainly 
resulted in the removal of earl ier archaeological featur~s from the NE 
and west pans of this area. 

In the NE corner of the area on top of the Phase 5 wall (1:35) developed 
peat and soil (E 12. 16, 18. 19. 20. 36). To the south and SE developed 

sand (E7. 14. 15. 21. 23, JO. 34.61) mixed wuh clay. stone and possibly 
mortar. with a layer of loose stone (E4) on top. East of centre, two 
stakeholes (E30), IOmm x 40mm and 20mm in diameter. were found 
beneath a stone in the sand To the south was constructed a si ngle-faced 
wal l (E87), I 25m long and O.Jm wide. with a rubble and sand backing 
it was aligned SW/NE and survived lour courses high. 

A small feature (E89) aligned SWINE. c 0.7m x 0.27m. composed of 
small stones set 111 cl a) . disturbed the paving (E88) in the north of the 
area. The final feature was a fragmentary wall (E3. 10. 86). possibly a 
late boundary wall built on top of the Phase 5 drain, and composed of 
fo ur large stones 

PHASE 6: DA TTNG AND FINDS 

F111ds mclude artefacts from earlier phases due to the continued 
disturbance or earlier stratigraphy. l'h1s phase 1S dated from the mid 
1800s to c 1930. 

5.6.8 PHASE 7 

In the north part of the area. immediately under the turf 
and topsoi I (HI , Hi I, K I) was a layer of soi I and rubble 
(K2, 4, 7). To either side of the Phase 6 fragmentary wall 
(EJ. I 0. 86), and on top of the Phase 5 deposits 
developed mixed depos its of stones, sand, peat and soi L 
with some burnt patches (E2. 3, 5, 6, 8, 11 , 66, 67, 73) 

which were then covered by turf and topsoi I ( EJ I : E I ). 

This phase includes all st ructures and artefacts which 
are post-1930 in date. as well as res idua l artefacts from 
disturbed earl ier phases. 



col illus I 
View of the east side of Papa Stour from the air, showing Housa Voe and Northouse, with the island of Foul a on the horizon (Denois Coutts). 

col illus 2 
View of the church and the Biggings from the SW, the photograpnic tower marking the site of the excavation. 'The corn and grass grounds are 
truly beautiful and open a wide field for contemplation' (CS 1793). 



col ill us 3 
View across the Hill Dyke 
from the SW. 

col ill us 4 
Turf-flaying still being 
practised on Papa Stour in 
lhe 1970s. 



col illus 5 
OUaberry in Northmaven, the 
seat of Andrew Mowat. 

col illus 7 
The stone c ircle at the head 
of Housa Voe, Papa Stour. 

col illus 6 
The Lawthing assembly site at 
Tingwall. with the paved causeway 
in the centre and the church and 
manse at the top of the slope. 



col illus 8 
The r~ykstova at Kirkjutxlur, Faeroes: exterior. 

col iJius 9 
The r11ykstova at Kirkjubs;lur, Faeroes: interior. 



col illus 10 
The site at the Biggings under excavation in 1979 
with the rootless Gl!)rl in the centre . 

col illus 11 
The Phase 2 fire-pit (J I 05) partly dismantled. 



col illus 12 
The floor of the Phase 3 stofa showing its 
corner hearth (J27), the privy pit (half 
emptied) beyond and the protective wall 
(J 13) on the left 

col illus 13 
Bucket base (SF 393) in situ on the wooden floor of 
the Phase 3 srofa. 



col illus 14 
Lamps of steatite (SF 521 
and SF 522) and pottery 
(SF 518); approx 1/2. 

col illus 16 
A selection of plain and decorated flat 
steatite whorls and gaming pieces; 
approx 213. 

col illus 15 
A selection of plain and 
decorated steatite whorls, 
both conicaJ and round; 
approx 'lJ3. 

col illus 17 
A selection of whetstones; approx 2/3. 



col illus 19 
A rim from a Nonh German/South 
Scandinavian pipkin (SF 8 17); approx 1/ 1. 

col illus 20 
Fragment of an amber bead (SF 201 ); approx 8/ 1. 

col illus 2 1 

col illus 18 
Fragments of a decorated 
shallow dish of North 
Germ an/South 
Scandinavian slipware 
(SF 946b); approx 1/ 1. 

Ropemaker's ' top' (SF 1066); approx Ill. 
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Beverley Ballin Smith 

The infonnation provided in this section on the 
environment at the Biggings comes mainly from organic 
samples. Many were collected randomly during the 
excavation, as organic material was abundant in certain 
parts of the site. Other samples were taken as part of 
general sampling procedures. It is apparent from this 
material that preservation was favourable towards the 
plant remains at the expense of the fauna!. The acid 
conditions of the site, with the deposition and possible 
growth of peat, favoured the preservation of wood, 
wooden objects, seeds, textiles and also pollen. 
Conditions that caused the almost total destruction of 
metal objects (see chapter 7) a lso large ly removed animal 

bone and shell from the archaeological record from all 
but the latest phases. The picture of life at the Biggings 
during all phases, is therefore incomplete. The selective 
preservation of material has, however, provided an 
insight into medieval life which is nonnally missing from 
rural excavations. It is worth stating that the 
environmental remains from the Biggings are more 
comparable to the deep stratigraphy and type of pres
ervation experienced on excavations in urban centres, 
than other rural sites. The Biggings provides at present a 
unique opportunity to embellish a little our knowledge of 
the environmental economy of medieval rural sett le
ments at the western edge of the North Sea world. 

6.1.1 VEGETATION AND HUMAN AGENCY 

Pollen analysis of deposits from within and besides the 
buildings (sections 6.2 and 6.3), has provided much of the 
evidence for the local vegetation surrounding the 
sett lement. 1l1ere was either a distinct lack of tree and 
shrub pollen or its presence was extremely sparse, 
indicating that then. as now, the is land was almost 
treeless. The pollen record revealed a picture of coastal 
dune grassland with peat or maritime heath in the vicinity 
of the Biggings. This picture altered little , and the 
present-day landscape may not have been unfamiliar to 
the Norse sett lers of Papa Stour, being largely a product 
of the prehistoric inhabitants of the is land, prevailing 
climatic conditions and perpetuation of fanning 
practices. 

Organic samples from within the structures (section 6.3) 
provided more deta il of human uti lisation of the 

landscape: pollen from crops and arable weed seeds 
showed that cultivation took place in close proximity to 
the Biggings and that wetland habitats may also have 
been exploited. Although grassland was maintained, 
suggesting that grazing was an important aspect of the 
island's economy, there was also evidence of arable 
cu ltivat ion. Traces of charcoal in one of the pollen 
samples indicate that burning took place, not only to 
improve the grassland, but possibly a lso to clear it for 
arable use. However, the most like ly source of the 
charcoal was probably domestic, from fires or from the 
burning down of wooden buildings. 

The implication from the pollen analyses is of a 
landscape of pastoral grazing with some arable fields, the 
threat of heather encroachment. some wet areas. and with 
little significant change over time. 

6.1.2 THE EXPLOITATION OF THE LOCAL FLORA. 

The loca l environment, although limited in the number of 
plant species (1.5 above), was exploited to the full. There 
is evidence (see section 6.3) that what local trees there 

were, whether native to Papa Stour or to the adjacent 
mainland. were used. A single hazel nut survived in the 
archaeological record as well as small isolated fragments 
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of hazel, birch and juniper wood. In addition, the possible 
inclusion of willow from Phase 4 may suggest it was also a 
local resource. By the end of Phase 3 (c AD l·lOO). hazel 
and birch were no longer used and disappeared from the 
stratigraphic record. 

A more abundant and permanent resource was the local 
low-growing vegetation of grasses. rushes and heaths 
which provided bedd ing. litter and possibly fuel. Food 
spec ies are discussed below under crops, but a by
product. straw. was in use during the second and third 
phases of the settlement. lt was probably strewn on the 
floor of buildings at the east end of the site. and may 
indicate that during Phase 3 especially. the noor of the 
stofa had become and continued to be damp. Discarded 
straw fou nd in the dump at the west side of the site at the 
beginning of Phase 4, suggests its ubiquitous use during 
Phase 3 (the 13th and 14th centuries). 

Flote grass. rushes and other fibrous plants were also 
found among the samples at the site. rhe: m a) ha\ e been 
used as bedding for cattle, suggesting that animal litter was 
stored close to the dom estic bui ldings: for primitive wicks 
for lamps and for some fom1 of textile {sec section 7.6 ). 
Collection of bog mosses ma: also indicate their use for 
antibiotic and absorbent needs. In addition to grass and 

rushes. heath) and grassy turf was also used. Collection of 
this material would have meant cutting and digging of the 
sod. and drying it. Being relat ively heavy even in a dry 
state, the turf would have required transporting to the 
settlem ent on a cart or in ' kishies ' (panniers made of 
straw ) (see Fen ton 1978. 230- 1 ). Turf was primarily used 
as roofing material, where it formed an insulating and 
absorbent outer skin to a timber roof lined with birch bark. 
The site provided ample evidence of its use where it was 
often found in a burnt condition covering collapsed 
roofing timbers. Another. but uncertain. use might have 
been as wall-core packi ng. Turf was also possibly burnt on 
the domestic hearths and used for slower burning when a 
fire was kept alive overnight. for example in the fire-pits. 

Another and very inlportant resource was seaweed which 
was used from Phase I at the Biggings and predominantly 
stored in pits. Its gathering and specific use suggests it had 
a high I) specialised function in the production of ashes or 
salts (6.3. 7 below). Much of the vegetable matter collected 
for use at the site was probabl: dug. gathered or cut on a 
seasonal basis. The evidence is not detai led enough to 
provide more information on this aspect of the economy of 
the si te. but plant resources were important and their 
impermanent nature suggests that their collection was part 
of the dail; or seasonal cycle of work at the steading. 

6.1.3 THE CULTIVATION OF CROPS 

Evidence for crops has come from pollen and 
macro-samples associated with the structures but the 
range of species found is restricted to cereals. Cereal 
plants grown at the 13iggings included both naked and 
hulled s ix-row barley with wild oats present as a weed 
species in cereal ticlds. A fuller discussion of these 
species is to be found in section 6.3 . The straw di scussed 
above may derive from the cultivation of oats as no barle) 
~traw was found . 

rhe paucity of crop species is interesting. Cereal pollen 
was not found beneath the buildings (section 6.2 ). and 
that fou nd on the floors may have been a result of 

introduction on straw. other I itter, or as a survival on turf. 
The macro-samples indicate food processing took place 
within the buildings. as is also evident from carbonised 
food remains on coarseware sherds (see section 7.3. 1 ). 
Missing from the collect ion is evidence of other 
vegetable foodstuffs. The paucity of finnly identified 
material from Norse and early medieval sites suggest that 
vegetables ma} not have been a common t.li etal) 
component until their introduction in the late 17th 
centul) (Fenton 1978. 421. and pers comm Cam illa 
Dickson). The survi ving samples hint at a restricted and 
monotonous diet which would have included meat and 
fish, discussed further below. 

6.1.4 THE USE OF NON-LOCAL WOOD RESOURCES 

Some of the best preserved and most widespread 
evidence of organic material has come from non-local 
wood. Imported wood was largely used for bui lding 
construction from Phase 2 to Phase 4 (ie 11 rh to 15th 
centuries). and for the manufacture of small domestic 
objects such as spoons and barrels. The amount of Scots 
pine and oak timber, the size of the pieces used, as well as 
the historical evidence, suggest that the origin of the 

wood was Scandinavia, more spec ifically southern or 
eastern orway. The timber was largely debarked and 
branches were removed, suggesting its preparation prior 
to use. and probably prior to importation. !\!though some 
of the flooring in the Phase 3 srofa showed evidence of 
alteration and reuse. it is thought that this took place at 
the s ite. ln association with the pine and oak was a 
sign ificant quantity of birch bark, most likely from the 



same ongm, used in narrow sheets to provide a 
waterproof covering to timber roofs beneath a turf sod, 
and for fishing floats and I ighting. 

Other non-local wood included beech and ash (with 
possibly juniper and hazel), which could have had a 
Scandinavian origin. In addition are two small fragments 
of exotic species: cork oak and balsa wood. The western 
Mediterranean origin of the former suggests that it might 
have arrived at Papa Stour as a trade item. The total lack 
of evidence for marine-boring molluscs infiltrating the 
timber indicates that very little of the wood found at the 
site can be classified as driftwood. The occurrence of 
balsa wood (from the Caribbean/tropical America) at the 
site (6.3.3) remains a mystery. 

Evidence for woodworking techniques is discussed in 
sections 6.3 and 7.5. However, it is suggested that on a 
treeless island woodworking may not have been an 
occupational ski ll found among the inhabitants of the 
Biggings. Much of the pine flooring found in Phase 3 
showed that it had been radially split, and prepared before 
being brought to the site, revealing that the timber may 
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have been exported in a semi-finished state. The 
manufacture of some of the smaller wooden objects such 
as spoons and coopered vessels also required a high 
woodworking skil l suggesting their importation, 
probably with other goods, from England and the 
continent. Fragments of a bark vessel also show a 
concept of resource use and sophistication of 
woodworking skills which would have been foreign to 
the inhabitants on Papa Stour but which was more akin to 
Scandinavian and North European woodworking 
techniques. Few woodworking tools were found at the 
site, one made of iron with a horn handle, and a wooden 
wedge, from phases 3 and 4 suggest that some carpentry 
took place, and indeed, smaller everyday wooden objects 
may have been manufactured from pieces of used and 
discarded timber. 

The importation of wood resources (as well as other 
imported goods) to the Biggings indicates a monetary 
wealth and economy not previously realised on a rural 
excavation of the early and high middle ages in Scotland. 
This, and the status of the settlement, is discussed further 
in chapters 3 and 4 and in the final discussion chapter 9. 

6.1.5 THE EVIDENCE FOR EXPLOITATION OF FAUNAL RESOURCES 

The presence of animals at the Biggings is shown through 
the by-products of wool and horn which survived in the 
archaeological record rather than skeletal material which 
did not. However, although the evidence is largely of 
domesticates, some was collected of other wild species. 
In comparison with the relative wealth of plant remains, 
the number of samples of fauna I species found at the site 
is very limited. There was also a vertical distribution of 
material, with the earlier phases containing little faunal 
material and the later phases the most. This was largely 
due to factors of preservation and disturbance 
encountered during th e excavation. 

Domestic species represented by remains of horn, textile, 
wool and hair include sheep, goat and cattle. More precise 
knowledge of the variety and size of these domestic 
animals is not available although sheep may have been a 
primitive Iron Age type or a primitive type crossed with a 
more variable fleeced sheep from Europe. The evidence of 
a rare bone fragment suppons the historical evidence 
(3.3.1 ) that pig was also present on the site, and that sheep/ 
goat and pig younger than three years were kept. These 
species, including canle, were also butchered at the site. 

Evidence of wild species includes the fur of stoat, rare 
bones of birds, a few fi sh scales and the occasional 
marine molluscs. It is to be expected that bird and fish 
resources played an important part in the food chain of 
the island economy, and are vastly under-represented in 
the archaeological record. Marine molluscs could also 
have played an important part in providing seasonal 
nourishment, and bait for sea fi shing but only evidence of 
three species survived -the Iceland whelk, Horse mussel 
and periwinkle. The presence of stoat fur on the site is 
interest ing as the species was introduced into Shetland in 
the early 17th century (Berry & Johnston 1980, 129), and 
may represent a local capture. 

Present in some of the organic samples were insect 
remains (section 6.5 be low). A more structured sampling 
procedure \vould have provided more information on 
living conditions at the Biggings, but nevertheless from 
the samples studied a picture of decaying structures with 
turf roofs is seen in Phase 4 indicated by the presence of 
weevils. Other species provide information that hay was 
stored at the s ite and peat was also present. 

6.1.6 DISCUSSION 

Significant changes seen at the s ite are few . What is 
presented from the information is a continuation of 

mixed farming practices with a limited range of crops 
from as early as Phase 2 (the I I th century) to the end of 
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Phase 6 (the 1930s). There is no evi dence for changes in 
types of cereal grown in the Northern Isles from the late 
Iron Age to the recent past (Cam illa Dickson pers 
comm ). Admittedly changes will have taken place in 
improving animal breeding stock but the limited nature 
of the evidence prohibits further study of this. Changes 
wi 11 have taken place in the uti I isation of other resources 
such as turf and seaweed, but th e pattern is vague, and 
their presence seems to be continuous over 900 or more 
years. 

One of the most important deve lopments at the Biggings 
was the importation ofScandinavian wood during phases 
2 and 3. showing the necessity of long distance trade and 
the need for resources which were not present on the 
island or on the neighbouring Shetland main land. The 
supply and demand for Scandinavian timber. with 
accompanying imported goods (see st::ction 7.1) may 
have continued for approximately 500 years. and the 
continental contact is an important one\\ hen considering 
the status and nature of the hahitation at the Biggings. and 

the fact that it was politically Norwegian until 1469. 

The wealth revealed in the imported structures contrasts 
with the paucity or evidence for food and a varied diet. The 
local environmental econom) appears to have been 
restricted to the resources available on and around the 
island. Missing from the archaeological picture is 
evidence of a more varied lifestyle, where from the late 
15th century onwards a wider range of foodstuffs. drink 
and tobacco would have been available from Hanseatic 
traders plying their trade across the North Sea. Trade 
would not have been all one wa: and we know from the 
historical record (see chapter 3 above), that. in return for 
some additional necessities and luxuries of life. the 
inhabitants of the Biggings may have supplied dried fish 
and fi sh oil. skins of domestic and wi ld animals. meat. 
tallow and dairy products. knitted and woven goods. and 
possibly feathers (Fen ton 1978, 3 ). Of these. te.\t iles \\ere 

recovered in quantity but on ly one bird bone and a few fish 
scales survived the conditions of the site to appear in the 
organic record . 

6.2 SOIL POLLEN STUDIES AT THE BIGGINGS 

C racmc \\ 'hittingron & l(c,·i n l Eo wards 

Soil pollen profiles are difficult to interpret (Dimblcby 
1985. Havinga 1985). but they do reflect. albeit 
inadequately, the past tlora and environment of their 
sites. Se lected results from a palynological study of 
minerogenic deposits assoc iated with the archaeological 
excavations of the Biggings (Crawford 1985: 1991) are 
presented here. A full methodological and botanical 

examination of four pollen-analysed profiles from the 
site wil l be published elsewhere. In this contribution. 
based on data from two profi les, three key questions are 
ultimate!~ addressed: what chronology is indicated? what 
\las the nature of the env ironment when the Norse 
arri ved? and what environmental or agr icultural changes 
uccurret.l while the Norse were residem '~ 

6.2. 1 SAMPLING SITES AND STRATEGY 

Sample monoliths were obtained from organic sand 
contexts associated with the Biggings excavation area. 
Monolith Biggings (Big) I cam ~: !Tom beneath the wooden 
floor ofthe Phase 3 dwelling-house (illus 28) and monolith 
Biggings (Big) 3 came from the organic sand deposit 
which post-dated the wooden lloor (Phase 4-5 ). The two 
monoliths were located about 0.8m apar1. Marshland 
pollen sites, Biggi ngs Field and Loch of Biggings 
(Whittington & Edwards 1993) are located about 350m to 
the SE. 

LABORATORY MET HODS AND THE 
PRESENTATION OF RESULT S 

The minerogenic samples "ere calcareous and the prcparar1on for 
palynological analy!.is included If Cl. HF , :--JaOII and acetol) sis 
Techniques (Faegri & lvcrscn 1989). Contiguous sub-samp les of 50rnm 

th1ckn.:" \\t:rc prcp:lrcd H•lumcmcall~ b~ lhc d1;placcmcnt rnelhtld 
illonn) I 972) . lahlcls of l.ycopod111m clavmum were used to allow 
c'umauon 1•f pal~ nomorph c-oncentration (Sll>c~marr 1'17 I ). Prcp:lr· 
at lOllS \\ere moUnted UllSWIIlCJ Ill Sll1Cl111C Oil of I ~.50() c'-tl I ISCO"t' 

Pol len t~ pe nomcndature li1ll11ws the prmc1plc' descnbed 111 Bennett 
<'I a/( 19<l4) and the catalogue of 13cnnelt t l lJ ')41 ldcnuticauon' p f 
lhfficuil la\a arc discussed 111 Whuti ngton & Ed11 ards ( f t)91) 
\'ascular plant nl>mcnclaturc IPIIO'" \lace ( llJ91) 

Percentage pollen and spore data were calculated on the has1s of a total 
land pollen (TLP) s1un of at kast :\00 grams. M1croscop1~ charcoal was 
a.;,sessed b~ mea,u rement 111 unitS t1!' 20 x 20 nun and ,;ubsequenlil 
w mencd to uni t> of ern~ cm·1

• and to charcoal In polkn rallth (a dc1 1ce 
which can overcome prohlems related to variations in deposit 
accumulation rates) Pollen. spore and charcoal diagrams. produced 
1111h the a1d of 1hc compul~r programs TILIA and TILi t\ *GRAI'H 
!Grimm 199 1), arc presented (illus 41a and b) The application ur the 
wmputcr program CONISS f(irimm 1987) to the data ass isted in the 
delimita110n of the local pollen assemblage ;ones (prefixed b~ lhe 
designations Big t - ;md Big. .1· ) depleted 111 the d1agrams 
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6.2.2 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

The soi l pol len profiles from the Biggings sites are 
dominated by undifferent iated grasses (Poaceae undiff. ). 
cf. ElytriKia juncea (sand couch) and heather (Call una 
vulgaris) assemblages. Achil/ea-type. possibly yarrow 
(Achillea mil/efulium) and chickweed wintergreen 
(Trientalis eurupaea) are well represented at Biggings I. 
with sea plantain (Plantago maritima) frequent in 
Biggings 3. Tree pollen is present in small amounts, birch 
(Betula) reaches 6% at Biggings 3 and much of it probably 
derived from long-distance sou rces (cf. Tyldesley 1973: 
Bimie 1984 ), although scrubby woodland exists in 
present-day Shetland (Spence 1979: Scott & Palmer 
1978), and wou ld appear to have been more extensive 
formerly (16hansen 1975. 1985: Keith-Lucas 1986: 
Bennett er a/ I 992: Edwards & Moss 1993: see also 
Pollen Analysis in section 6.3 below). 

BlGGlNGS I 

from beneath th..: Phas..: 3 wooden floor ()1.35- Jl -13) 

ZONE BlGGI NGS 1-l 

I one Biggmgs 1-1 " dommated b~ cf. Fillngw ;rmcea (>and couch I. 
other Poaccac. heather (Calluno mlgar1s ) and Aclu/lea-rypc Mug\\ Ort 
(Arlemisra-type). ribwort plamain (Plantago lanceolara). se~ plantain 
(!' mar~nma) and ch1ck'\\eed "llllergrc~n ( Trtentalts) arc also \\ Cll 
rquesentcd and charcoal to pollen rat1os are h1gh The spectra \\ Ould 
seem to 1ndicate coa~tal dune grassland and either peatland or maritime 
heath. 1t is not possible to say whether grazing was definitely occurring 
!'he persistent charcoal concentrations ( 11 tth relattvel) high charcoal to 
pollen ratii,S) may rcll ect a human pres~ncc . 

ZONE BIGG!NGS 1-2 

Lone Biggmgs 1-2 features an mcrea~c in heather (tallzuw) pollen. a 
ri~c in Poaccae and falls in c[ U\'lrigta)lmcea (sand couch ) and yarrcm 
(..lchd/ea-type) as 11cll as charcoal to pollen ratlllS (although the 
!>tratigraphy conta in~ macroscopic charcoal m ·mbzone 2a) Th1s 
suggests >omc extension of heath at the expense of grassland habitats. 
and 1ntenttonal bum 1ng ma~ ha' c been uwol,ed to ltnprO\ e hnmse 

ZO NE BIGGINGS 1-3 

/one 81gg1ngs 1-3 has a ma\ llll Um for heather (Calluna). a nsc tn d 
Elytrigw Jtmcea (sand couch) and a reduction 111 undifferentiated 

gras>cs (Poaceac undifl".l I he zone seems to Indicate the continu~d 
spread of heather 

ZONE BIGGINGS 1-4 

Lone B1gging> 1--t \\llllC>se. a return to the panem observed m 
Biggmg~ 1-1 wtth m creased values of cf. Elytrtgtajuncea (sand couch) 
and Aclul/ea-typc. sea plantain (Plantago mantuna) and charcoal This 
sugge>ts the renc11cd e\tcn,lllll of dune grassland. perhap; due to a nC\1 
mcursl()n ofsamJ 10 the sue from the Cl)astaJ .,:one. and a poss1ble human 
presence . The uppem1ost spectrum coincides with a charcoal band 
dem mg from the burnt fl1H1r 

BIGGI NGS 3 
-- - --- --

from "ithil1Ihcs idc a Phase -1 -5 dra in (PI. 15 1) 

ZONE BIGGINGS 3-1 

Basal pollen a;,s~mblagc / .one 81 ggmg~ 3- 1 IS dominated b) the pollen 
of Poaccae. and heather (('all una). crowberry ( l:'mpetmm mgrum ) and 
cf l:l1·rngw ; uncea Jsand couch) are \ICII 111 ev1dencc Both dune 
gra.>,land and martt1me heath \IUUid appear to ha\c heen l (1call~ 

present The charcoal content 1s low here and throughoul the rest of the 
prolik 

ZONE BIGGlNGS 3-2 

Zone ll1ggtng'> J-2 has a ,harp nsc m heather 1 Callww ) and a decrease 
111 und1fTerentmtcd gras;c; ( Poacea~ unditT I. " nh both taxa becommg 
co-dununant. llcath and grassland arc Indicated 

ZONE B!GGINGS 3-3 

Zone Fl1ggings 3-3 has a return to dominance of Poaccae as heather 
(Callwra ) and Cf0\1 be~ (Emperrum) are reduced. The pollen of cf. 
Elytnwa JllllCea (sand couch) and <;ea plantain (Plantago manflma) 
expand slightly and dune grassland seems to have expanded at the 
expcn'e ofhcathland 

ZONE BlGGlNGS 3-4 

Poa.:cac and cf L~,·tngw ttmcea (\and couch) are more prom1nent 111 
Zone U1ggings J--t \\llh \ome fall Ill heather (Callllna) Th1, ma~ 
reprc,cnt the extenSIOn of grassland 

ZONE BIG<;INGS 3-5 

A change t0\1 ard heaihland co-dnmmancc m a~ be 1nd1cated h) the 
expru1>1on 1n hc:.ther ICallllnal and the reduct1t1n of cl' t.~nngta;rmcea 
(sea couch ) 111/.one B1ggmgs 3-5 

6.2.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The pollen zones seem to demarcate a number of 
convincing flori stic changes in the rnicrofossil 
assemblages and some pollen-stracigraphic integrity at 
least may be assumed. There is no marked decrease or 
increase in palynomorph concentration with depth; there 
is not an unusually high level of homogeneity of 
palynomorph concentrations throughout the profile: nor 
is there apparent over-representation of resistant spores 

- all tell-ta le features of di storted fossil assemblages (cf 
Dimbleby 1985 ). On the other hand. the dating of 
environmental events wi thin soil pollen profiles is 
fraught with difficu lties. 

In anticipation of assistance from environmental studies 
at the Biggings, three key questions were posed in the 
introduction and these are explored below. 



WHAT CHRONOLOGY IS INDICATED? 

The dating of the phenomena evident in the pollen 
diagrams is very difficult, and unlike conventional long 
pollen profiles from lake or peat deposits, soil profiles 
seldom provide strong clues as to chronology. For the 
Biggings, more assistance comes from radiocarbon dates 
and archaeology. An organi c deposit below the floor of 
the Phase 3 dwelling-house has been C14 dated to 
I300±80BP (1-15,699: cal AD 660-790 at the one sigma 
level l Stuiver and Pears on 1993, calibrated with the 
program CA LIB 3.0.3 ofStuiverand Reimer 1993}), and 
this provides a terminus ante quem For most of the 
deposits of Biggings I. A radiocarbon date for the wood 
of the floor produced a possibly Early Norse date 
(defin ed as pre-AD 1100 (Bigelow 1985)) of960±55 BP 
(GU- 1775; cat AD 980-1210 at the two si gm a level). 

It is possible that the events recorded in the sub-floor 
monolith occurred as far back as prehistoric times, and 
many pre-Norse monuments are known from Papa Stour, 
including probable Neolith ic field systems and 
homesteads, and burnt mounds of later antiquity 
(RCA HMS 1946). 

The variability in the pollen assemblages of Biggings 
might indicate that relati vely long timescales may be 
involved (Dimbleby 1985), rather than short-term ones of 
the order of c I Omm in four years (Kelso 1994 ). The 
deposit is, however, only 0.1 m thick, which is not 
dissimilar to the 0.085m depth of Biggings 3. Both 
radiocarbon dates from the site provide termini post 
quem for the deposits of profile Biggings 3. It might be 
thought unlikely that the apparent pre-Norse profile of 
Biggings I would cover a very much greater timespan. 
even allowing for compact ion of the site, a more varied 
stratigraphy, and whatever trimming may have occurred 
in associat ion with construction of the Norse hou se. 

WHAT WAS T H E NATURE OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
WHEN THE NORSE ARRIVED? 

The deposits in monolith Biggings I either pre-date the 
Phase 3 dwelling or were laid down as foundation 
material for house construction. There is no evidence for 
the latter, although it would seem reasonable to suppose 
that some surface leve lling involving th e skimming or 
augmenting of a pre-existing surface would ha,·e 
occurred. Th e simplest. but necessarily cautious 
inference, would be that the pollen in the deposi ts is 
largely of pre-Norse date. This may be supported b) the 
radiocarbon date of cal AD 660-790 obtained from an 
organ ic deposit below the floor of the Phase 3 dwelling. 

The pre- fl oor pollen assemblages are dominated by cf. 
Elytrigia juncea (sand couch), and it is conceivable that 
the Zone Biggings l-1 sand at least was essentially part of 
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a lyme-grass covered sand dune system; yarrow and other 
grasses may have form ed more substantial grass swards 
of dry pasture, while heather and chickweed wintergreen 
may indicate nearby heathy pastures. The change to 
heather and grass domination in the pollen assemblages 
(Zones Big 1-2 and Big 1-3) suggests the extension of 
heath or heathy pasture. prior to the return of cf. Elytrigia 
j uncea (sand couch), Lady' s mantle (Aichemilla-type) 
and chickweed wintergreen (Trientulis europaea) in 
Zone Biggings 1-4. The pollen and spore assemblages 
appear to indicate the interplay between the two habitat 
types of maritime heath and grassland observed at the 
nearby marsh land sites of Loch of Biggings and Biggings 
Fi eld (Whitt ington & Edwards 1993). The Jack of sedges 
(Cyperaceae) in the soi l profiles does not suggest that 
they originated as organ ic sands brought to the sampling 
site from the marshy area as part of a plaggen 
(humanly-created soi l) system (cf. Groenman-van 
Waateringe & Robin son I 987; Dodgshon 1988). 
Irrespective of this, the sampling s ite and its vicinity 
appears to have been dry and not boggy. 

The Jack of tree and shrub pollen is a clear indication that 
there was no local woodland to exploit and any building 
timber and firewood (if preferred to peat), apart from 
driftwood, would have had to be imported. The open land
scape was not devoid of resources, of course, and apart 
from pasture on grassland and heath, there was a consider
able floristic diversity (65 identifiable pollen taxa) which 
was presumably seen as exploitable (eg for foodstuffs, 
dyes, roofing. bedding and binding materials). Many of the 
herbaceous taxa would be characteristic weed elements in 
mainland agricultural contexts. but in Shetland they can 
also be constituents of many natural or semi-natural 
habitats. eg carrot fami ly (Apiaceae). cabbage fam ily 
(Brassicaceae). pink fami ly (Caryophyllaceae). fat-h en 
fami ly (Chenopodiaceae), mugwort (Artemisia-rype), cf. 
dandelion group (Lactuceae). cf. aster group (Cardueae/ 
Astcroideac), ribwort plantain (Plantago /anceoluta), 
greater or hoary plantain (P. major/media), buttercup 
family (Ran unculaceae), common sorrel (Rumex acetosa), 
sheep's sorrel (R. acetosella) and spurrey (Spergula-type). 

The quanti ties of microscopic charcoal are not great and 
the possibility of frequent local burning to improve 
grazing quality should not be over-emphasised, although 
there is the strati gr;Jphic evidence for burning in subzone 
Bigg in gs I-2a. Most of the microscopic charcoal may 
have deri ved from domestic activities or from non-local 
browse-creation act ivities. 

WllA T ENVIRONMENTAL OR AGRICULTURAL 
CHANGES OCCt 'RRED \X'HILE THE NORSE WER E 

RESIDENT? 

A later date is assumed for the pollen assemblages of 
profile Biggings 3 compared to Biggings \. The major 
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difference from profile Biggings I is the relative lack of 
lyme-grass and yarrow poll en, perhaps signifying that 
former dune grass land sites had stabilized . This may have 
been a natural occurrence or a result or by-product of land 
management. 

Unfortunately, and in spite of the rich suites of 
herbaceous pollen (floristic diversity is maintained with 
69 identifiable taxa). there are no strong, unequivocal 
indications of cultural activity. This is not surprising for 
an island without a local woodland element, and an 
environment which would favour grazing. There are 
many taxa which would be consistent with. but not 
restricted to, areas of anthropogenic activity, as was 
discussed above. Cereal-type pollen is absent and even 

taxa characteristic of pasture such as ribwort plantain 
(Plantago /anceolata) and the buttercup fam ily 
(Ranunculaceae) are not abundant. The ex istence of the 
Biggings buildings, however, c learly suggests that local 
agriculture was taking place. 

Economically. the pollen assemblages might best be 
interpreted as indicating the ex istence of a poor pastoral 
landscape. lt is even possible that the sands in which the 
pollen is preserved may be a wind-blown deposit 
resul ting from eros ion consequent upon natural or 
managed grazing activities. The lack of either macro
scopic or microscopic charcoal in profile Biggings 3 may 
refl ect the fact that mu ir burning was not an activity of 
great antiquity in the vicinity of the Biggings. 

6.3 THE PLANT REMAINS 

Camilla Dickson 

This botanical report is concerned with the plant remains 
from the complex of buildings of Norse type. The most 
important and best preserved building was the Phase 3 
stofa, centre of the royal farm on Papa Stour in the late 
Norse period. 

Some 225 of the samples submitted for analysis contained 
identifiable plant remains. Both burnt and unbumt 

remains, mainly of wood and peat, were identified. Notes 
on the identifications are included in the archive. Contexts 
containing only conifer wood (undifferent iated) or peat are 
not commented upon but are included in the plant 
catalogue. The wood includes some conserved artefacts 
(section 7.5). The four pollen analyses presented here are 
from two occupation levels in the main dwelling-house 
and from buildings Hand K (section 6.2). 

6.3.1 PLANT REMAINS FROM THE TRENCHE S 

METHODOLOGY 

Samples from occupation levels were split along bedding planes where 
present to examine, and extract where possible. fragile epidermal 
fragmen!S. Small samples were disaggregated in water and s1eved for 
the extraction of other plant remains; dilute sodium hydrox1dc was used 
for rare dry samples. Seeds and wood sections have been retained for the 
site archive. All disseminules are given as seeds in the following 
account; their exact nature is stated in the plant catalogue. All the wood 
has probably been worked but most of the damp wood shows 
degradation due to still active microbial activity; measuremen!S arc 
given for the wood in the catalogue. ' Fragmen!S· are pieces of wood 
measuring only a few mill imetres. Notes on some o f the identifications 
are also available in the archive report. The nomenclature of the 
nowering plan!S follows Clapham er a/ ( I 987); that o f the mos>cs 
follows Smith ( 1978). The key to the frequency of remains as listed in 
the text is as given in the key to the plant catalogue: rare. 1-3: 
occasional. 4-1 0. frequent; 11 -50. abundant. over 50. 

TRE NCHE 

The state of preservation in parts of Trench E was such that much of the 
coni fer wood had probably disintegrated leaving only the conifer spike 
kno!S preserved due to their high resin content. Birch bark seems 
particularly resistant to decay; the bark consis!S of irregularly shaped 
pieces, the largest measures 135 x 46mm; no cut edges were observed. 

PHASE 3: THE NORSE BUILDING AND OCCUPAT ION 

(Contexts E-19 and E70l 

From the hearth area E70. burnt pule "as noted. Gra,el from E49 
contained a >pike knot of Scots pme ''ood. 

PHASE4 

(Contexts E37. E40, E43, E44, E47. E68. F.7 1. 
E74, E77 and E78) 

In levelling beneath the wood noor in E74. a damaged spoon SF 405 
(i llus 100. below) and a fragment of \\OOd. both of Scots pine. were 
recovered. From Immediately beneath the wooden floor m E-n . a peg 
cut from larger wood and a spike knot, both probably of pine. were 
identified 

A~h from a hearth E3 7. produced a broken piece of worked pine-wood 
and the largest piece of birch bark from the site. it measures 135mm x 
46mm. In E43 the wood noor, a conifer spike knot was found. Related 
samples from E40 consist of pieces o f wood and a peg cut from larger 
wood. all tentative! ' identified as Scots pine, and occasional pieces of 
birch bark. These, together with an imal fibres. suggest that this may 
have been an occupation layer. No identifiable plant remains were 
recovered from the layers just above these horizons. 



Occasional pieces of birch bark and a sp1ke knot of Scots pine were 
found in E71, also pan of the wood floor, The wood lloor. especially 
samples from E7S. is of particular interest as it contai ns the best 
preserved pieces of wooden flooring at the site. The \\ OOd is of Scots 
pine. ha~ been cut tangen\\ally and m.:a,ures 250mm x 205mm x 2llmm 
with pan of the original squared end and pan of one sid~ intacL hoth cut 
at right angles to the parallel sides. A piece of worn 11 ond. tcntarivelv 
identified as SealS pine, measures IOOmm x 25mm x IOmm. a peg of 
naturally tapered roundwood and a degraded spike knot. both of coni fer 
wood and occasional pieces of hirch bark to 60mm x -IOmm all came 
trom E78. 

Additional small finds numbers SF 130. 132. 133. 135. 139 <md 22 1. 
\\h ich arc without conte.xt, are all probably from the same lloor (EJ40. 
EJ78. EJ71 and FJ83). 

From peat E68. another piece of b1rch bark 11 as noted. From a humt 
patch, E77, Scots pine charcoal was recorded. The plant remains from 
these contexts from near the top o f the sequence suggest abandoned 
occupation with possibly a collapsed birch-bark-lined roof. 

PHASE6 

(Contexts E 12. E2 1. E36 and E66) 

From peat and soi I E 12, occasional dry unconscrved pieces of oak " ood 
measure 2mm in thickness. A partly unrolled piece ofhirch bark. ·Umm 
long, w<t~ found in sand E2 1. 

E36 peat. contained 3mm-thlck fragments of oak wood and rare unbumt 
peat. 

PHASE 7 

(Context E66) 

[ 66, mixed soil and stones. was notable for one of the rarely preserved 
molluscan operculac together with occasional pieces of worked Scots 
pine wood. a con ifer peg ofroundwood and frequent birch bark. 

TRENCHEJ 

PHASE2 

(Context U2 1) 

FJ 21. peat and ash over the hcanh. produced <lCcasional wood of cf. 
Scots pine. 

PHASE3 

(Contexts EJ I-1 and EJ26) 

EJ 1-1. burnt deposits. contained abundant seaweed and rare fragments 
,,f burnt peat . EJ26. of the san1e deposits. contained fi, c pieces of 
unidentified shaped bark. each with round countersunk rcrlo rations of 
I J-1.5mm dian1etcr (ill us I 03 bel(\\\ ). this cxceptionall~ sl-illed 
11 orkmansh1p is more full) 1.kswbed 11 ith the other wondcn andacts 
(sec section 7.5). Occa,ional fragments of seaweed and burnt peal were 
also noted. 

PHASEJ-4: PEAT BELOW TilE WOODEN FLOOR 

(Contn ts EJ 13 and EJ25l 

From peat f'J 13. birch bark wa' radiocarbon dated to cal AD 780- 10-10 .. 
t\ burnt seed of each of bari<:1 (Hordeum ) and knotg.ra-,, tl'o!rgommt 
0\'/Clliart! agg.) WCiC Identified. Occasional piece, Of \\ OOJ . rrobably of 
Seals pine. to 60nun long and IS mm thick with two paralkl sides and a 
th1rd side at right angles. could represent pieces of floor board. rlumt 
fragments of spruce and pine were also noted. Seaweed fragments 11 ere 
frequent and burnt peat was also present. 
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Rare weed seeds. occasional seaweed and peat fragments are recorded 
from EJ25. 

PHASE 4 

(Context EJ9) 

Abundant seaweed fragment> were n:wvercd from the hearth and ashes 
EJ9, which was the main l11.:arth of thi~ dwelling-house. The contents of 
EJ9 arc listed in table 2 and the pos;~hk uses for burn t sca\\eed arc later 
discussed. 

TRENCHH 

PHASE 2-3: EARLIEST OCCUPATION 

(Contexts H 16 and H 19) 

Pit H\ 6 (0.85m x 0.77m) contained occasional fragments of knotted 
wrack (Ascophyllwn nodosum) and abundant pieces of hcather
cottongrass (Ca/luna-Eriophorum) peat. Another pit. 111 9. produced 
abundant burnt seaweed o f Fucus t~re and fragments of Scot> pine 
charcoal. The burnt seaweed contents of the pits are considered 111 the 
discussion. 

Another pit. also lll6 in the south haulk contained abundant sea"ecd 
fragments (SF 16 7). 

PHASE 3: COOK1NG AREA 

(Contexts 1113. H 1-1 . H 15 and H 17) 

A sequence of huming levels and ovens were sampled; these are 
described from the lowest upwards. A working area (1 117) around t..he 
0\ en produced occasional burnt peat fragments: above this. in burnt 
deposits (H 15) burnt peat was frequently recorded. From loose peat 
(H 14) over the burni ng, sandy soil contained occasional lumps of burnt 
peat and a fragment of burnt pine 1\00d. Pieces of fi re/ash slag.. some 
globular. to 25mm diameter were also f(> und. From around burnt stones 
111 3, a piece each of spruce wood and cf. Scots pine wood were 
identified together "ith rare birch bar\... 

This area then indudes evidence fi.>r an occupation. for peat and 
seaweed burning in mck-cut pits and l(>r extensi'e peat burning ar<>und 
the main m en. 

PHASE4 

(Comcxts H7. 11') and 1112) 

Comext 1112. an occupation layer. prnv1ded a large san1 ple. 1.3kg. for 
the study of insect remains (see section (>.5). Rare seeds of arable weeds 
and rushes and a heather leaf were found in a I OOcc sample and 
occasional leaves L>f a bog moss. Si>hagnum palusrre. \\ere recorded 
from a Ice pollen :,ample. The presenccc ofS. pa/ustre is of interest a~ it 
grows in a wide range of wet habitats and may haw been collect~d for 
Its absorh~nt propcnlc>. Oeca.,ional p1eces of deca~ed Scots pine \\ OOd 
and birch-hark fragments " llh panl) hurnt fragments of oak wood and 
burnt seaweed were also noted. An1mal fihrc>. includmg. a wuvcn 
fragment. \\er~ frequent and ••c.:asH)nal feather fragment>. onl1 2mm 
kmg. \\er,· m•tcd ,\Jthough llll ..:ereal gram:. \\Crc presencd. 5°o ccr..:al 
rollcn wa.\ recorded from a pl>llen analy; 1s tabul ated and d1scusscd later 
111 this report. From an ovcd> ing burnt area. (l\7). umli:r bark \\as 
recorded A sample from a '>1nl liar le\\: I to H 12. conte\ t 119. produced 
occasional b1rch barl- . one p1ece mca.;urcs 115mm x 90mm. with peat 
and ani111al tibres 

J>HASE 4-5 

(Context 118) 

From sand. 1-18. Scots pine wood was tentatively identified. 
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PHASE 7 

Th1s sample. SF I . !Tom a layer to the east and north of the hcanh 
contains poorly preserved plant matenal and numerous seeds have been 
reduced to unidentified embryos. Plants of various habitats were 
rcpresenlcd: bugloss (Anchusa an>ensts). a plant of sandy soil in Shetland, 
hemp-nettle (Galeupsts sp.). cf. spike-rush (cf. Eleochans palustns) and 
n..:ttle (Ur(lca dtotca). !he only record from che sicc. OccasiOnal hea!hcr 
(C'alluna) stems and lesser clubmoss (Selagine/la), rare torrncntil 
(Poten(ll/a erecta) seeds. moss (Rhy11dwdelphus triquetrus) and bog 
mosses (Sphagnum spp.) could all originate fTom turf ffom damper 
habitats. Rare evidence for Sah~ sp. tTom a willow shrub or lree is given 
b} a bud scale. Occasional burnt peaL decayed wood and charcoal 
together wilh animal fibres all suggest an occupauon layer 

TRENCH] 

PHASE 1: E ARLIEST OCCUPATIO N 

(Contexts J89. J 106. J I 10 and J I I 6) 

The plant ~ontents of shallow. maml y unlined pits. dug into sand are 
listed from west to cast (see table 2). The remarkable feawre ofp1ts J89, 
and J 11 6. is their high proportion of burnt seaweed. All seaweed from 
the site appears to be burnt and of fucoid type consisting mainl y of 
thallus !Tagments wnh occasiOnal conccptacles (from fertile fronds) and 
air bladders. Some larger pieces were ident1fied as knotted wrack 
(Ascophy llum nodosum ), fl al wrack (Fucus sptralts) and d' Pelvelta. all 
1axa commonly found on sheltered ~hores The1 r poss1ble uses. and 

Trenc h 

those of sca\\ eeds from later pits are d1scussed la1er m th1s report. Peal. 
b01h burnt and unbumt. was occasional or frequent in J89. J 1 Oo and 
J 110 

The two other pit samples J I 06 and J I 10. contamed onl y rare seaweed 
fragments but there were tTequcnt pieces ofburnl and unburnt peat : peal 
m J 110 measured up to 70mm x 50mm x 20mm Peal charcoal was 
described by Femon ( I 978. p 237) who diSCUSSeS the production or peat 
charcoal forn1erly made in Shetland in broad. shallow pits. When 
complete!) 1gnited 1he peaLS were covered w1th turf and eanh and 
cooled ready for use h} smiths. it is possible !hat a Similar process IS 

represented by these pit fill s. Wood or Scots pine was recorded from 
J89 and J l 16. 

rhc pit fill s from J89 and J 11 0 comaincd remains of plants of damp 
habitats namely seeds of rushes (Juncus spp.) and megaspores of lesser 
clubmoss tSelagtnelfa sefagmotdes ). J I I 0 also produced leaf) shoots of 
heather (Calluna). seeds of bell heather (Erica ctnerea) and crowbcrry 
(Empetrum nigrum ). all suggesting a heathy habitat. These remains 
probabl} rcpresem the rernams of heath~ IUrf and sods from dan1p areas 
which were used 10 cover the burnmg contents lo prcvenl further 
combust ion until needed for some industrial process. 

I>HASE 2: EARLIEST STRUCTURE (DYNGJA) 

(Contexts JL84. J 107. J 108 and J 114) 

JL84 was the cut ;md fill ur the fire-pi! (J I 05) and J 114 was perhaps a 
post-hole Both fcaiUres Contamed a Jug.h proportiOn of burnt SC3\\CCd 

J J EJ 
C o ntt:xt f ()(l 11(1 11 0 Il-l 89 8-1 C) 

Phi! se I I I 
.., 

~ ' ___ , -1 -1 

Ascophyllum nodosum thallus *** 
Calluna " ulgaris lea fy s hoot + t 
Ci' Calluna I'U igitri~ \IOOd ** * 
1-.inpetru m nigrum f'ru i l~ t ork' 

Erica cinerea seed + 

fucoid a lga thall us * *** * *** **** **** **** 
Fuc us sp iralis tha llus ¥ 

Clramincal' Citl'd1J1Si' 
Juncus bufo niu s seed 

Juncus sr seed + 
\l o nt ia l'lm1a na :.ecd 
Cl' Pe h c t ia lh<JII u" .. 
Pinus sylvestris wood * ** 
Poa annua caryopsi~ * 
Po Jentilla e recta achcne * 
Quercu~ \1\lOd 

> ·: 

Sagina procumberts seed +'f 

Selaginella selaginoide~ megaspo re 'I - r. -+;+ 
Peat. C a lluna-Erio pho rum *** * *** *"' **** 

Key 
f- rare HI frequent * burnt 

-r-- occasio nal -r++- abundanr 

Table 2 
Plant remains from pits at !he Biggings 



(see Phase I contexts). Peat. was also present in J 114, both burnt and 
unbumt, and was abundant in JL84. A 30mm-thick sample from J 114 
consisted of a layer of peat separated from a layer of seaweed by 
I Omm-deep layer of sand. Megaspores of lesser clubmoss (Selugine/la 
selagm01des) were also abundant in J L84. J I 08. a hearth, produced a 
tentative identification for pine wood in the form of a spike knot. From 
above the hearth, J 107. a lloor level. fragments of a hazel (Cory ll•s 
avellana) nut were found. 

Unbumt animal fibres were abundant in Jl.84: similar fibres were found 
in many contexts. All were stained a reddish colour, presumably from 
the peat. and arc reported on by Penclopc W alton Rog,ers (sec section 
7.6) 

PHASE 3: SUMP 

(Contexts J94. J95) 

A large partially wood- and stone-lined pit filled with yellow peat ash 
and thought to have been used as a sump, was sampled. J94 and J95 
produced rare burnt and unbumt remains of wild or cultivated oat 
(Avena sp. ). rare burnt arable weed seeds of spurrey (Spergula an•ensis ) 
and chickweed (Stellaria media) together with wood fragments of birch 
(Betula) and Scots pine (Pinus sy/vestris). Burnt heather-cottongrass 
(Ca//una-Eriophorum) peat fragments were more frequent in the lowest 
of three samples. These probably result from burning peat and perhaps a 
wood as fuel with the addition of cereal debris. Occasional unburnt 
leaves of Cal/una. frequent seeds of Juncus spp. and megaspon:s of 
Selagme!la together with rare remains of Empetrum and l'accmmm sp. 
(blaeberry, whortleberry) suggest the use of turf perhaps to cover the 
peat fire and keep it alight overnight. Only rare fragments of seaweed 
thallus w.:re noted. 

PHASE 3: THE STOFA AND ITS OCCUPATION 

(Contexts J42, J67 and J91 ) 

The occupation deposit associated with the wooden noor (context J91) 
contained a broken artefact of Scots pine and associated pieces of 
worked oak and pine wood together with peat. hair and feather 
fragments. The wooden joists and llooring were too poorly preserved to 
sample. To judge from probable wood llooring found in trench JL 
(JL37) from this period, the noor was of Scots pine wood. 

Seaweed was only found in quantity at the west end in !67. a layer of 
sand. which with other deposits covered one of the seaweed tilled pits 
(189) of the pre-house deposits. 

A piece of cork. the bark of cork oak ( Quercus suber L. ). "as a 
surprising find from the burnt floor level J-12 (illu> -12). it measures 
75mm x 67mm x 19mm, maximum dimensions; the margin is irregular 
and the only indication of use is a 4mm diameter hole piercing the base 
diagonally. The cor!.. oak is a native of the western Mediterranean and 

74 

illus 42 
A piece of cork oak (Que reus suber L.) SF74. 
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Ponugal; its presence at such an early period in the north of Scotland 
must be anributcd to trade. This appears to be the first archaeological 
occurrence in Scotland. lt was imported into England from the 14th 
century onwards as customs records from east coast ports show (G ra~ 
19 18) 

PHASE 4: LATER USE OF THE STOFA AND ITS 
DESTRUCTION 

(Contexts J56 and J64) 

Probable Scots pine fragments were found in the burnt deposits of 156. 
it also produced a pine spoon and an oak spatula from J64. These and 
the other wooden artefacts are described below (sec section 7 .5). 
Worked fragments of oak and of spruce (Picea), and fragments of 
unbumt peat. all from J64 were also recovered. 

PHASE 4-5 

(Context 174 and J81) 

This context yielded a pine spoon. possibly dcnved from the destruction 
of the house. 

At the east side of the trench J81 produced occasional pieces of birch 
bark up to 62mm x 40mm. The bark ma} have been used as an 
impervious layer of roofing under turf or wood as traditionally used in 
Scandinavia and di scussed in a later section. 

PHASES: POST-MEDIEVAL 

(Contexts Jl4. J l5. JI7.J57 andJ71 ) 

The beginning of this period is marked by an earthen and flagged noor. 
The on ly associated plant remains were a few fragments of oak wood 
cut along the radii, each about 3mm thick from J 17. Similar fragments 
were found slightly higher in the sequence in J 15. J 14 produced 
occasional pieces of Scots pine wood; these arc 15 to 20mm thick and 
cut tangentially, the longest is 125mm. One edge. perhaps the end of a 
board. is squared. the adjacent edge was cut at an angle of 45°. lt was 
probably incorporated into the wal l. 

Contexts from the use of the building produced probable stave 
fragments tentat ively identified as Scots pine m context J7 1. From the 
same context were occasional pieces of birch bark. 

A peg of w ni fer wood lrom paving 157 was recovered. 

TRENCHJL 

PHASE 2: POST HOLE 

(Context } Ll 08) 

Tht: fill of a post-hole in the Phase 2 floor consisted of sparse remains. 
mainly of seeds. Burnt remains of the following plants were found: 
Six-rowed hulled barley (Hordeum vu/gore var. vu/gore), spurrey 
(Spergu/a arvensis). chickweed (Ste llaria media) and dock or sorrel 
(!?umex spl fhcre \\Crc also seeds of conm11m >pike-rusb (E/eochans 
Jlalusms) anc.J lesser spt"af\1 ort (Rununculus/lummu/a ). plants of damp 
ur 11e1 place> 11l11ch could ha\e gn>11n in a poorly dramcd part of the 
cornfield. These remains could resul t from sicv ing cereal grains to 
remove weeds or from the use of weed) straw for kindling. or nooring. 1t 
has been shown that stra11 and other (haff usuall) bums to ash leaving 
the more resistant seeds. 

Unburnt remains include wild or cultivated oat (Awna) . heath-grass 
(Danrhoma decwnbens ). a leaf o f crowbeTT) (Empetrum). seed of bell 
heather (Erica cinerea) and grass (Gramineae), heath msh \)uncus 
squarrosus) and lesser clubmoss (Se/aginella). The heath plants could 
have arrived in heathy turf which in the past had a number of uses as is 
later discussed. 
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PHASE 3: WOODEN FLOOR AND BENCII 

(Come~!> .IL37. J51 and Jl 61 1 

V, ood from the ,ame le\ cl a' the llDor, JL61. I> of partiCUlar mtcrc>l a, 
11 represents !he rcmam., of a \\ OOd<:n bench (moldbenk. '>CC <;ecl!on 
8.3. 1 1. h IS of oak <Querms). df) hut nnt conscn cd. and 11<>" mca,ures 
41 Smm x 48mm x 25mm. all ma.\lmum Ullllcn;1on> < kca>1onal 
fragments of .,ea,,ecd \\Crc found 111 adherent :.o1l A tapered "ooden 
peg from the hcnch front. hrol-cn at hoth end:.. 1' no\\ 250mm long, 
maxim um breadth 45mm and IS Jcntallvely 1dcnufied as ~cots pme 
(l'mus syln'stns). Also as<;<•Ciated \\lth the \\Ood flot•r I> JIJ7 \\llh rare 
bunH oat (An:nu) gram; and other rcmam; 1nclud111g buglth> 1 lnchusa 
un•cns1s) and lragment> of Scots pmc \\ ood ':iea,,eed fragment> \\ere 
lreqncnt as were ammal lihre;, 

C.,amples. Jl 51. from the area around the centralll<:arth (1 . .101 produced 
frequent \\Ood remams. A fragment each of h1rch (Betula). hue! 
(< ' orvlus), wh1ch 1s triangular in sect1on and mea~urcs 35mm ' 8mm. 
and cf JUniper (cf Jwupt>ru.\) were 1do:ntified '>o:1eral p1e<:e' nfSwb 
pmc (Pmus sdwstns) \\O<Id. including a wnrl-ed p1ece and a fragment 
<•foak (Quercus) \\en: rcctncred A folded p1ece t1f birch barl-. 9-lmm 
long. measure~ about 40mm across the ends wluch have hecn pressed 
together. The wood "a' poss1bl~ mtt:nded as lud a' parth humt peat 
\\a> also nutcd Abundant ammallihre:.. >ome ,pun. were rccp\ered .-\ 
n1111lu'ican opaculum \\ ;t., identified (lhl> and nthcr remam, <11 marmc 
ongm arc dc;,cnhcd 111 the "v1ollu~c Report 6.6) 

PHASE ~: LATER CSE Of fHE STOF.-\ AND ITS 
DESTRl'CTION 

(l"Oille \ t> Jl 50. Jl <;.:; 1'1.50 anJ .11 'I I 

I he \\OOden flnnr orroofma~ be rcpro:,ented h) Jc.:a~ed """" lrt11llthc 
later humt depP,ItS. Jl 71. tcntal!'l:l) 1dent1fied a' Scoh p1nc 'lhe 
larger of two p1cces mea>urc-; 50mm ' 25mm ' I 'mm. thcrt: arc no .:ut 
laces Occa>mnal fragmcnh of ,cawecd "ere al'><l noted Jl 71 abo 
produced deca)ed cf Pmus wood tmd occasHmal ;,cawecd fragment> 
These seem to he the spar;.c remain:. of the flonrmg and occupat1on 

t\ large pit. J1.55 . \\aS CU I IntO the >and dunng thl, period oru,e T\\n 
pegs and a large p1ece ol 1rregularl~ shaped "''nJ. 230mm' 1-l:'imm ' 
I 05mm maxunum sw::s "ere tentauvd~ 1dcn!llicd as St:Ph p1ne At 
the bottom ,,r the pit. an mcompktc ohJCCt of b1rch \\ ood (il l us 1 (J~ 1. 
Identified a> a >mall rope mal-er·, top. I> of a dc,1gn sull 111 the 111 the 
1960s 111 Shetland for ropc-makmg (f·cnton 197ll. 264. fig 113 . 'cc 
7.S.2) rhe OOJCCt IS 87111111 long and ~7mm Ill UIJillCter. 11 I'> round Ill 

scct1nn "llh three rough I' cut deer notches c:ut long!lud1nall~ and 
ro ugh I) cqu1d1;.tant. I he'c \\ere ~ut 1<1 tal-e thrl:c 'trand, ol rnpc \ 
1\onden peg proJeCts 5mm from the top. 1t '' crude!) >harcd from 
mature oak \\OOd. mea,ure' 11 nun ' I 'mm at tht: top and " tapered to 
rough I\ fit 1nto a ea\ Il\ 21Jmm dt:cp \ 'tran!!c' addlliLIIl " a small 
\\Cdgc .of halsa \\ OOd ((Jchromu lc1gopus )\\ 1 l~hcrted 1nh1thc tnp ol 
one of the nnt.;hcs. 

Balsa wood " nail\ e tu 1n1p1cal Amen ea th~ \~ C>t lnJ"' and th~ 
l'arihbean !>lands and the question a> to ''het her the baba could ha\ c 
amvcd by natural mean> 111 the GulfS trcan1 and North Atlm111c Dnltur 
\\as a later mtn•duction " discussed 111 another section Whatever 11'> 
agt:. 1t must rcprc>cnt a rcu\e of the rope top a> the \ e~ !>t•li haba \\ll<Id 
IS posttioned "here prc"ure from <>ne ol tht: rope >trmiJ., " ould 
1mmcd1ately obliterate it. ltt> unfortunate that con>crvation of the wood 
ha., rendered it unsuitahlc for radiocarbon Jatmg If it hclnngs to 
modern timco, ha !sa "oud "ould ha" been a\ dliable a' flpatS for 
l1fcllnes and 111 l1fe presener-; 

Fill JL50. from the san1e pll contamed frequent oat c lvenal grams. rare 
seeds of SCUf\) grass (('ochleana sp I. a maml) coastal plm11. forget
me-not (.\fyosolis sp. 1 and ~cllo\\ rattle ( Rhtnanrhu.\ sp. 1 T" n p1ece> or 
radially split oak wood have maxmlllm dimensttllh of 11 5mm x 62mm 
x 6mm and 50mm x JOmm x I Omm. 

From ~PL50 (prohabl} a '>eparate >amplt· ofpn lill .11.501 all the spar,c 

poor!~ rrc:.ened rcmams arc unbumt I he' consht of oab. hark~ . 
-;purre~. ma~''ecd t/ npleurosprrmum >j) 1. and rat-tailed plm1tam 
( P/unrago maJOr) with frequent embryo\ of Caryophyllaceac t}pC. 
probabl~ of tomlidd \\eCd> I kat her lea' e,. rush and tormentil '>ccds. 
bog mo;,<,e, and the mossc' 1 ilpnwn cupn!SS!(orme m1d Clmwn wn 
dendru1des. the latter usuall~ a "atcrsidc mms. together with sand and 
gra~cl wh1ch could have dcmcd from turf from mmcral soil. 'uggcst 
that turf fm111 dm11p habllab ma~ he repr"'cnted [he gram and \\ceds 
together w 11h occa.'> Hinal bumt peat and am mal fibre' "1th rare feather 
fragment' all contirm that th1:. "an occurauon depo'll 

PHASE 5: POST-MEDIEVAL 

From a dcp0Sil henl:ath the (,orl wall. Jl '- occa\lllnal p1eccs of h1rch 
bark to -! llm111 x 21lmm, \\OOd <•f cf Scot' pme and a lragment of ,,ak 
\\OOd. alstl tentatl\cl~ tdenlllied. could represent fallen roofing fhe 
poss1bk fi1m1 of the n1ofing " w n11nentcd on 111 another section 

TRENCH K 

"'o raJ1ocarhon Jaung I> "' ailahle fllr th1' trench "h1ch rc,ealcd 
anothcrbtllldmg hi the ~'est ulthe mam d\\clhng-house 13 trch barl- has 
heen prc'>Cf\ ed \\ hllq other k'>' durabk plant matcnal \\as prnhahl~ 

destrn)CJ as\\ as '>llggestcd !l1r I rcnch I . the hark rcma1ns arc U'>ually 
'mall up to .t5mm ' 40mm 

PHASE 2: EA RLI EST O(:(:t"PATION 

t( ••ntc\l> !...1211 IK1211 and KI55J 

K 155. pmthole,. pr<•Juced ••nh •'CCasl\lllill 'Ca\\eed fragment;, I fl\111 
K 120 1 f.. 121]. a peal\ -;and' 'ample o\ er the p<hl hole-,. produced 
frequent 'ea"eed fragment' 

PHASE4 

(Conte\ts K 17. K 72 ll\~4] . KY<JI K98) and K 1271 

K991"'1Xj ''the lll<l't spee1cs-nch layer to ha'e been recorded frum the 
snc :\11 the IOII<lWmg rcmm n., arc unburnt Occa>ltHlal oat (.·h ·e,w) 
gram, \\a~ found \\ nh arabk \\~ed ><:~d., of rar,k~ piert t.·lplwn~s 

mlcmuiiJWI. Annual d~ad-ncttks tl.am1w11 '<'et Lumwps1s). 
l(l rgct-111~-not ( .lf\'OSOIIS 0/'Vt'//SIS). knotgr;L<;S (fO~\'J.:Iilll/111 01'/CII/are 
agg I, ,rm) SO\\-tlmt le <Sol/(/11/s asper). srurre~ tSi'erK'da an'<'IISISI. 

ch 1c~ \\Cc'd tStellancl m<?ditJI ,md 'ict:ntk" ma~ \\ ccd t Tnpleuro
,,permummodorwll) '.ea ma"'~.:J rT marlllmal. abu recorded. !(nlW\ 

111 agn.:ultural hah!lah 111 '>hctland ( ~c<•ll & Palmer 19R7. 2R2) 
c\penall) \\here land" culll\ ;ncd near''' the <,ea shore ·\ lsoldenlllicd 
are remauh of plmlh represemmg Se\eral J1fTerent hah!lats \\lu-:h are 
also J..n,mn !Tom licld> ofblac~ uat (.~l'.:nu 11r1gosaltn <;hetland. the'' 
are w mmented on 111 a later sccuon. The} mcl ude toad rush (Junms 
hufomus). meadtm huttercup (Ranunculus acns). creeping butt~rcup 
(R repmsl and northern docl- (Rumex long1/olws) Plant' of \\et places. 
perhap:. gro" mg m "lnter-\\et comlicld margms. are common 
sp1l.c-rmh (E/eodwns palusln.r!. llote-gril>'> (Chn'rw fhu!anr) and 
lesser >Jll:af\\Ort (Rammcu!u:.jlammula) 

Tht> a.>scmhlage 1:. >~nHiar 111 habitat di\er'>lt~. though n chcr 111 'P" 'c;,. 
to that from PlO where tentatively identified oat straw '~as also 
pre;,ef\ cd and "a' ullcrprctcd :l\ stra" wllh comficld "~eds and ••ther 
'egetallun used a> floor cm enng. lleathlanJ plant> arc rcpresentcu h) 
heather 1 ( 'al!tma). bell heather tEnca cmerea) and t0m1cntil (Potent ilia 

erecra) Mosses wluch can gro\1 in grassland and heathy places arc 
Plag10mmum sp . l'lag10thecwm >p. and hog mo"~' together "ith 
Rhy11dwdelphus lril(lletms on hetter soils ,\-;has been noted from other 
trench~~ - heath land plants and mosses m a} have been Introduced \\ 1th 
turf A pollen anal ys1S from th1S context is later d1s.;ussed. Scots pme 
wood. occasional >Ca\\eed fragments and humt peat are also present 
Occa'>lnnal an1mal lihre,. feather fragm~nh and C\ en the broken end of 
a linger nmf allmdt(atC an o.;~urauon la~ er 



Rare pieces of wood and a spike knot of Scots pine were found in K 127. 
a wall cut. 

The only botanical evidence from the middle layers of the trench was a 
smgle barley grain from peat K 17. 

Two birch-bark rolls mea'iuring 45mm x 21 mm and 36 x 18mm were 
identified from K 72 fK44I. a clay floor. 

PHASE4-5 

(Contexts K24 [K26)) 

From K24 I K26l. mixed stones and peat. were rare pieces of oak wood 
ranged from 2-4mm thick. 

PHASES 

(Contexts K8. K 10 and K34 ) 

From the upper layers of a floor. K l 0 produced occasional fragments of 
birch bark and two conifer spike knots. Birch bark from the overlying 
peat K8. includes a curled strip 40 x \\mm. together with a burnt 
fragment of Scots pine and abundant seaweed fragments. Occasional 
pieces of birch bark was also recovered from peal K34. 

PHASES 6 AND 7 

(Contexts K 7 and K 14) 

From stones and paving K 14. spruce and oak \\ OOd fragments were 
noted. K 7. a mixed layer. just beneath earth and topsoil. contained 
occasional pieces of birch bark. The particular interest of trench K is 
that there is evidence of occupation throughout the trench (K99. K44. 
K2511 01 and KS) and burnt seaweed from three contexts in the lower 
pan (K 155. K 120. K82) and K8 near the top oft he sequence although it 
is not cenain from the complex stratigraphy if the occupation and 
seaweed processing took place at the san1e time. l:lirch bark " as mainly 
found in the upper layers and. as has been noted for other trenches. ma) 
have been pan of the rooting. 

TRENCHL 

PHASE 3: STOP A 

(Context 1.30) 

1\ hearth contex t. L30. produced rare pieces of hirch bark tt> 40rnrn x 
.151nrn . 

PHASE 4 

(Context L29) 

In a stone-lined pit, L29. a peg of cf. Swts pine wood was found 

PHASE4-5 

(Cont<:xts L4 I ~nd J l.l 0) 

From above a dnth-lined pn. LA I . oce<t>ltlnal 11 orkd 11 ood of <.: f '>coh 
p1nc 11as 1dcnur1cd: the largest IS ll7mm x :l?rnm x 7mm Jll O 
prnduced fragments of Swb pme plankrng and a p1cce of t>ak wood 
nlc<L'illring 92mm x 85mm x 5rnm. The shorter sid.: h<l' a straight I Omm 
w1dc margin which has been recessed t>nc side 10 1-4mm thick 

PHASE 5: LATER OCCCPATION 

(Context L32) 

From pit L32 several pieces of degrad..:d Scots pine wood. probably all 
worked. have a maximum size of205mm x 56mm x 8- l3mm. 
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PHASE 6: LATER USE OR ABANDONMENT 

(Contexts L4. Ll4. Ll6) 

From context L 14. below the Ooor of the Gorl. was recovered one of 
the most Interesting of the artefacts. a box-lid of oak wood engral'cd 
with a cross (ill us I 0 l and discussion in 7.!'i). There was also a sp1kc 
knot (sec comments on the woodworking) of cf. coni fer wood and a 
fra!l.menl of oak \l'(lOd . Two contexts. L4 and Ll6. of mixed so il and 
peru. contained rare pieces oftmch bark. the largest measures 45rnm' 
25mm. 

TRENCH M 

CONTEXTM7 

The only plant material received is from M7: it consisted of two pieces 
of oak wood, one is 3mm th1ck. the other is pan of a broken ancfact 
with maximum dimensions of llOmm x 90mm x 2-7mm thick. 
Fragments of three birch- bark rolls from post-medieval drain tills 
measure l 0·25mm in length 

TRENCHP 

PHASE 2: FLOOR 

(Context PI 0) 

This sample from the noor lel'el 111 the Phase 2 building showed a 
layered structure with fine sand between organic layers consisting 
mainly of degraded monocoty ledon epidermis. The only remaining 
cells seen arc very degraded sttJmata and cresccntic silica cells which. 
on size and shape, have been tentatively identified as the remains of oat 
straw. Sixty nancncd empty oat grains and nine barley grains were 
identified on their testa characters (Dickson 1987). Jt is probable that 
cornfield weeds are represented by occasional embryos of 
Caryophyllaceae and Composrtac and perhaps by seeds of yellow rattle 
(Rhinanthus sp.). Frequent seeds of common spike-rush (£/eochans 
palustris) and occasional seeds of flote-grass (Giycena jluilans) 
represent plants usuall y fo und in aquatic habitats but which can grow in 
damp areas especial!) if periodically noodcd. Toad rush (Juncus 
bufomus ). represented by frequent seeds. is a plant of moist. open 
habitats. lt seems probable that cereal straw and other vegetation. 
perhaps from a poorl} drained area of the cornfield. was st.rewn on the 
lloor. A pollen anai) Si> fi·om th" context IS tabulated and discussed 
bdO\\ 

PHAS E 4-5: PrT 

(Context P4) 

A pit-till in sandy soil. P4. consisted of abundant seaweed fragments. 

The only record of naked six-row barley (Hordeum vu/gare var. nudum) 
comes from SF 1358 from Trench P . This late n:cord for naked barley is 
commented on in the ' ccuon on cereals. 

TRENCII PL (+RL) 

PHASE4-5 

tContnt PL l ~9) 

f rom silt and ash PL 159 a piece \)fa beech (Fugus ) wood ancfact with 
three straight-cut edges. originally pan of a thin square or oblong piece 
measures 80mm x 77mm x 7nun Rare fragments of cereal straw. 
tentatively identified as barley. were found in the same context. 
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PHASES: POST MEDIEVAL 

(Contexts Pl.l33, Pl.l 34 and PL152) 

From PLI52. a sandy drain fill , pollen of both oat type and of arable 
weeds could have derived from the use of straw m1xed with cornfield 
weeds. Rare barley grams and weed seeds. all unbumt were also 
recovered. Unbumtleaves of moss (Rityudrade/plws lrlql;etrus) and (bog 
mosses) Sphagnum spp., seeds of torment it (Potenu/la erecta). violet or 
wild pansy (1'10/a sp.) and lesser clubmoss (Sefagmeffa) could have 
derived !Tom damp tur( These remains together w 1th fragments of Scol!. 
pme charcoal, burnt peat and an1mal fibres are allmd1cauve of occupatiOn 

From PLI3J. a mixed soil. a small piece of poss1bly carved cf Scots 
pine wood with a thin layer of an adherent substance. measures ~2mm x 

20mm x IJmm. Part of an artefact of oak wood was also found. In 
addition rare unburnt remains of heather. heath rush, lesser clubmoss 
and bog muss with sea\\Ced and an1mal fibres , all suggest an occupation 
deposn. A p1cce of charred Scots pme wood was 1dentifi.:d from a burnt 
deposit. 1'1.134. 

PHASE 6: THE G0RL 

Part of a radially cut board of oak wood from the Gorl (Trench Rl.) IS 

the largest piece of wood found at the site and measures I 130m x 
60-1 ~Omm x 14-JOmm. it is considerably degraded and was probabl) 
30mm th1 ck One stra1ght edge appears to have been rounded and IS 

preserved for 4 70mm of its length. There arc three transverse axe or 
adze marks. each 40mm long and c I mm deep: the only tool marks 
prcsef\ ~don wood from the Biggmgs 

6.3.2 POLLEN ANALYSIS 

THE SAMPLES 

Four samples were analysed from occupation layers: 

SF 96 PI 0 main dwelling-house. wooden floor 
I eve Is - Phase 2 

SF 77 K99 building K to west associated with a 
dump- Phase 4 

SF 129 H 12 peat to NW- Phase 4 

SF 185 PL 152 drain till - Phase 5 

In rural sites in Scotland it is unusual to find pollen 
preserved in occupation levels as plant remains from such 
sources are usually carbonised. These four samples were 
taken from contexts with larger plant remains and other 
occupation debris. Their contents, excluding wood, are 
summarised below and given in fu ll in the archive 
cata logue. 

RESULTS 

Abbreviations· 
• burnt. r rare. oc occas1onal. !tt frequent. ab abundant 

PI 0 •Barley grain (oc), oats (ab).cf. oat straw (ab), corn- field 
weed seeds and embryos (fq ). wctland seed, 1ncluding llote-gras' 
(ab). heather (oc). •peat, animal fibres. 

K99 Oats (fq), cornfield weed seeds (ab). wetland seeds including 
note-grass (oe), animal fibres, feather fragments (r). 

H 12 Cornfield weed seeds (r), wet! and s..:cds (r), •peat, an1mal 
fibres. feather rragmcnts (r). insect remains (ab). 

PL 152 • Barley (r), •cornfield \\Ccd s~eds (r). heather(n. •peat, 
animal fibres. 

Some of the pollen will be very local. adhering to cereal grams, straw 
and cornfield weeds brought into the dwelling-house. Heathy turf and 
peat may also contribute pollen. Another source of pollen will be plants 
growing around the dwelling-house and from surrounding areas. To a 
lesser extent the regional pollen rain will be recorded and long distance 

transpon will be rcspon,ible for the rare pine (Pmus), oak (Quercus) 
and beech ( Fagus) pollen grains 

f'he total tree pollen is very sparse and does not exceed 4% in any 
sample The Shetland Islands were onl) ~parselv wooded in the 
Post-glac1al period and the b1rch ( Betulullhuel (Corylus)lw 11lm' 
(Sallx ) scrub was largely cleared hy Neol1th 1c peop le (Johansen 1975. 
Keith-Lucas 1987: Bennctt et a/ 1992). Grumg has largely prevented 
!he re-establishment of trees ever -;mce. 

lllgh gnL'i:. pollen values. espec1all} those of cereal size arc particular!) 
notable . The criteria used for heather (Call una) values arc surprisingly 
high espcc1ally as so little heather a~ twigs or kaves have been found m 
the farm >tcadmg. l'h1s suggest;, that the pollen den\ cs from heath land 
wh1ch must have fom1cd a significant part of the island' s vegetation 
Crowbcrry (Empetrum nigrum) contributes 25% of the pol len of PL 152 
(Phase 4). It is possible that heathy turf has become incorporated in the 
pollen sample: this could also he the ongm of the 5% cinquefoill 
tormentd (Potennfla) pollen. seeds of tormcnul (P. erecta) were also 
present. 

There arc h1gh propon1ons of arab le weed pollen 111 PlO (Phase 2) and 
K99 (Phase 4). May-.,ccd type ( /'npleurospemwm type) and spum:y 
(Spergula arvens1s) pollen are confirmed by numerous seeds of th.:sc 
genera m K99. There are abo high pollen values for mug\\Ort 
(A rtemwa). a plant \\lth del icate >ceds not often found ltl>sil 

There 1s lutle to indicate plants wh1ch 1111ght have grown m wa-;tc 
ground around the farm stcadmg except perhap' great planta1n 
(Plantagu maJOr) the most lil..d) 'pec1e> ot plantam. and l..notgra-'>> 
(Polygonum GI'ICUiare) 

Plants of grazed gra~sland are ribwort (Piamago /anceolata). whnc 
ciO\ er ( Tr!falmm repcns). moo1mon (Botrychwm) and adder's tongue 
(Ophwglossum). Whinmgton and Edwards ' ( 1993) pollen analyses 
from two cores taken in the vicinity of the Bigg1ngs show both rich 
grassland and maritime heath Ooras 

CONCLUSIONS 

These analyses arc valuable for the infonnat ion they give 
on the general vegetation around the steading. They 
confirm the general treelessness of the island and show 
that heathland and grassy pasture were present. The 
pollen confinns the presence of cornfield weeds in 
contexts such as PlO (Phase 2) where many of the plant 
remains were too degraded to identi fy. 
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6.3.3WOOD 

ORIGIN OF THE WOOD AND BARK 

The natural scrub woodland had been largely removed by 
the time of the Norse settlement as has been indicated by 
the pollen analyses. Wood from other archaeological 
s ites in the Northern Is les and other sparsely wooded 
Scottish is lands has frequently proved to be largely of 
spruce (Picea) driftwood (JH Dickson 1992). The study 
of ocean currents suggests that it crune from North 
America (Graham 1952). At the Biggings, however much 
of the wood from a ll periods is of Scots pine (Pinus 
sylvestris), probably not native to Shetland and very 
probably imported from Norway. Very little spruce 
wood, which could have been imported from N orway or 
arrived as driftwood, was found at the s ite. 

IDENTIFIED WOOD 

Oak (Quercus) is recorded from 2 1 contex ts covering all 
periods. Oak is not tho ught to be native to Orkney and 
Shetland and is very unlikely to have arrived as 
driftwood . Oak grows in southern Norway and its wood 
was presumably imported with that of Scots pine. 

Beech (Fagus) is not a native Scol!ish tree and part of an 
arte fact , which was recorded from PL 159, Phase 4-5, 
must have been imported . Beech is somewhat 
warmth-demanding and its present day distribution is 
limited in Norway to the south-east w ith an isolated 
locality near Bergen. Beech is widespread in southern 
Sweden and throughout north-west Europe. 

Ash (Fraxinus) was tentatively identified from a Phase 3 
context (JL51 ); ash is not native to the Northern Is les but 
is wide ly dist ributed on better soi Is on the Scottish 
mainland and in southem Scandinavia. 

The other trees and shrubs repre:;ented are all nati ve to 
the She tland Is les a lthough now rarely present except on 
small is lands free from grazing and on cliffs and rocky 
places inaccess ible to sheep. Juniper (Juniperus) is now 
rare and local in its distribution and at th e present time is 
re presented by the dwarf subspecies (J. communis ssp . 
nana) (Scott & Pa lmer 1987). Juniper was tentative ly 
identified as roundwood from a s ingle Phase 3 context 
(JL51 ). Hazel (Cmylus) wood cons ists of a small worked 
piece also from Phase 3 (J L5 1 ). Birch (Betula) was 
recorded as wood fragm ents fro m on ly two contexts 
(JLS l , Phase 3 and JL55. Phase 4). Birch must have been 
an uncommon tree in Shet land by the time of the Norse 
colonisation as on ly three p lace names of Norse origin 
commemorate the birch (ibid). 

Willow (Salix) wood is tentative ly identified from one 
context (K98, Phase 4) a lthough rare bud scales from two 

other contexts (PL 133, Phase 5 and K99, Phase 4) testi fy 
to its local presence. It is of interest that no bark was 
found adhering to any of the wood and only one piece of 
conifer roundwood was found. It seems probable that 
both oak and Scots pine were imported as debarked logs 
with branches stripped off. This was also the case at 
Tuquoy, Orkney where well preserved wood from a 
Norse pit, used for the dumping of byre manure and 
wood debris (Owen 1988), was ide ntified by Crone 
(forthcom ing). Most of the Tuquoy wood was of Scots 
pine with a little oak and ash, all presumed to have been 
imported. A quantity of wi llow branches. twigs and tw ine 
and a little birch wood were of local origin but no birch 
bark was found . Three of s ix pieces of spruce wood and 
three pieces of pine at Tuquoy were notable for the 
presence of the large boreholes of a marine b ivalve 
mollusc. 

Birch bark was scattered over the site at the Biggings and 
found in more than 20 contexts covering four periods. 
The s ilvery bark resembles that of Betula pendula (silver 
birch), not known as native from Orkney or Shetland and 
a rare tree in northern Scotland but common in southern 
Norway . Large pieces of bark were recovered from 
context E37, Phase 4. One piece showed the trunks or 
branches to have been up to 180mm in diameter. lt seems 
like ly that birch bark also was imported from Scandinavia. 

Cork oak (Quercus suber L.) (illus 42 above) was 
represented by its corky bark from a Phase 3 context (J42 
the wooden floor). It is a native of the western 
Mediterranean and Portugal and so m ust have arrived as 
a resu lt of trade. 

A tiny wedge in a birch a rtefac t from trench J L (J L55. 
Phase 3 ) is of balsa wood (Ochroma lagopus Sw.) (illus 
104), a native of tropical America includ ing the West 
lndies and the Caribbean. The wood is extremely light 
and floats well. lt is possible that it arrived via the North 
Atlantic Drift as driftwood. Trop ical sea-beans have been 
recorded from Orkney and Shetland (Gunn & Denn is 
1976). There is a lso the possibility, as discussed in the 
section on Trench JL. tha t the wood is a modern import 
although, from its assoc iated artefacts, this seem s 
unlike ly. 

COMMENTS ON THE USE OF WOOD 

Priman co1wersJon of wood " as. in anc1cnt wood-110rking. b) rad1al 
splitting (Crone & 13arber J9X I ). Most of the wood us~d at the Biggings 
had been split in this manner. it is prohahle that axes were used since 
ve~ t'c-1 sal\ s have been found at Viking sites. 

SCOTS PI NE (Pim1s sylvestris) 
The main exceptions to radial splitting arc the pieces of pine flooring. 
To judge from the few surviving pieces of boards. these have been split 
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tangent tally although parts show radtal surface>. Thts >uggest~ that the} 
11ere split tn parallel strtps to gtvc the max tmum number of boards or 
planks fmm the trunk. as tllustrated by Crone and Barber ( 1981) 
Known as llat. plain. <>r rill sawn. the wood cut in lhts way is subject 10 

10% shn nkage The p1ec:es of tlooring range front 10 10 ~Omm 111 
th1ckncss. the thinner pteces arc prohabl> due 10 greater wear. I he man~ 
other pieces of Scots pine wood. may include lloon ng. these wtlh other 
wood of trregular shape. frcqu~nll ) degraded by lllll'rofaunal acliVtl). 
ha1c been listed m the archive plant catalogue 

OAK (Q11ercus) 
\1uch ot the radtall} ~pill oak 11 ood " ot thm ptccc.l. 2- 7mm th1ck 
I hcse pieces usual!} mcorporatc one or more of the compound ra~s. the 
thick rays which form the most rcsistalll pan of the wood. These rays 
arc about I 5- 2mm apan and so a piec~ on!~ Jmm thtck ma~ ha1c two 
or three rays. It is notable that. 11 tth the c\Ccption of the engr~vcd box 
ltd (context Ll4, Phase 6). there are no cut margm> on the oal- 1100d 
The wood may represent otTcuL~ or trimmmgs of tinely made obJCCIS as 
ts suggested I>~ Crone r forthcoming) for tht· oak ptercs from the 1orse 
ptl at Tuquo~ . Or~ ne~ 

I'I:GS AND ROLJNDWOOD 
Only three of the small peg-ltke rteccs (none ts 01 er 112mm long} are 
or round11ood and onl) one M them. or contti:r 1\ood, ts dcfillttel) 
un,haped: no wank was seen As rreviously noted. this suggests that 
hranches had hcen rcmo1ed bel()re pine and oak 11 0od 11crc brought to 
the sne I he other pcg-ltke [ltCces ha\ e hcen cut from larger 111>0d a; 

cru1 be seen from the annual rings tn the transverse faces 

l'OI'\IFER !'>PIKE J...~CHS (tllu> ~:;1 
Srike ~lll>ts. wh1~h result from braud1es d) tng and bccot111ng 
mcorporatcd in the expanding trunk. could he mtsta"-cn tor cone shaped 
anefacts or. when bmkcn ofT. fur C) I indrical pegs I hirteen J..nnb "ere 
t<>und and all pro1 ed to he ,,r contfcr 1100d. ,LIIlle 11cre funher 
tdcntified a~ Scots pmc The> arc htghly re\ISlant to dcca} due to thetr 
htgh resin content (Janc 1970. 7H} and till s rrobabl) accounts t(>r their 
' urvtval. although the 110od tn 11h1ch the) 11cre pre>umabl~ 
tncorporatcd has decayed a11 a) 

400 

ill us 43 
l'ontfer sptkc knot SF 400 

BIRCH (Beiu/a) BARK 
Birch bark 11as frequent!} reco1ered as smgle to occasmnal lragments 
!'he largest measure 135mm x 46mm and 115 x 90mm: on!) one piece 
from E78 (Phase 4) measuring I IOmm x 80mm has ~ut edges (ill us 44 ). 
these are llft11o adJa~cnt side> cut appnmmatel~ at nght angles Birch 

bark "a; tradtltOnall~ used tn Scandtna11a a~ rectangular ovcrlapptng 
p1cces fo m1mga ll atcrproofla)er under a turf roof lt was used at Birka. 
the Swedish trading centre. to write on because of a shonage of 
parchment it wa~ rrobabl~ lhcd here for roofing although no readily 
recogntsable rooting was rccmcred from the 81ggmgs. tf th ts 1 so 11 ts 
the first recorded u'c of btrch-hark rooting material tn Scotland. The 
usual tradlltonal roo ting in Shetland wa~ ofturfthat~hcd with oat straw: 
a les> '>attsfactor;. method stnce the stra"· had to be frequent ! ~ 
replentshed 

134 

ill us 44 
Rtrch hark SF 13-1 

8trch-hark rolls 11crc found 111 three contexts, onl) two rolls appear 10 

he m tact. those from K 72 (Phase 4) lllClNire -15mm x 2Imm and 36mm 
, 18mm dtametcr ~nd arc tightly rolled (illus -15) SF 135 l'rench f
lunstrauticd) has the beginmng of a roll with the end folded 1ner 7mm 
f-rom K X I Phase S) a curled ,tnp lllOmm x !I mm m a) represelll an 
unrolled fragment llirch-bark rolls have been u,ed for torches since 
Mcsoluhi.: times. due to the htgh pitch content the.' hum 11 tth a clear 
Oan1e ( I a~ I or 19X I ). but none of thco.c ' h011 stgn, ,,f humtng Another 
possible u'c ts a;, floats for f'"h111g net>. Rolled htrch har~ "as found tn 

i\ nglo-Sc<mdinal'lim York il l all e1 a/ !l)X3. 1791 

12 2 

ill us 45 
Birch-bark rolls SF 122 
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6.3.4 CEREALS 

It is unfortunate that oats, which were only identified as 
flattened empty grains, are not distinguishable on grain 
characters, so the presence of wild oats cannot be ruled 
out. The oat traditionally grown in Shetland was the bristle 
or black oat, (Avena strigosa Shreb.), introduced there 
during the Iron Age (eg Dickson forthcoming). Barley 
grains were found either as occasional flattened empty 
grains or as rare burnt grain. Both naked and hulled 
six-row barley (Hordeum vulgare var. nudum and var. 
vulgare) were recognised. In most of Britain the naked 

variety was largely replaced by the hulled type during the 
Iron Age. In Orkney however it survived through to the 
Pictish period (Dickson 1994). It may be assumed that the 
Viking farmers brought seed corn with them and may even 
have reintroduced the naked variety of barley. Hulled 
six-row barley and black oat were the traditional cereals 
grown until the I 8th century when common oat (Avena 
sativa) was introduced to Shetland. By the beginning of 
this century both had been largely replaced by the common 
or white oat (Scott & Palmer 1987). 

6.3.5 WEEDS OF ARABLE AND WASTE GROUND 

Cornfield weeds found in and around buildings in 
archaeological excavations are usually carbonised and 
relate to crop processing. Weed seeds, chaff and small 
cereal grains discarded after sieving were frequently 
assigned to the fire and their burnt remains are found, 
especially in hearth deposits. 

At the Biggings most grain and arable weed seeds were 
unbumt and associated with other occupation debris and 
not with hearths. This suggests a different reason for their 
presence other than crop processing. A sample from the 
main dwelling-house, context PI 0, (Phase 2) consisted of 
layers of plant tissue interspersed with thin layers of fine 
sand. After soaking for three days in water it proved 
possible to separate layers of plant epidermis, each less 
than 0.5mm in thickness, the layered material measured 
some 25mm thick. Rare fragments of highly degraded 
epidermal tissue were tentatively identified as oat straw. 

Numerous poorly preserved seeds were recovered after 
digesting a lOOm! sample in very dilute sodium 
hydroxide for an hour or so. Oat (Avena) and common 
spike-rush (Eieocharis palustris) were particularly 
abundant with barley (Hordeum), flote-grass (Giyceria 
jluitans) and frequent embryos, probably of cornfield 
weeds, also present. As already stated in the section on 
pollen analysis, this was interpreted as weedy straw with 
an admixture of vegetation from wetland habitats. 
Float-grass is particularly palatable to cattle; could this 
represent fodder for stalled animals? There is, however 
no evidence of dung or its associated insects in this or any 
other sample but c lear evidence for human occupation 
from another part of the room. A more likely inter-

pretation is that straw and other vegetation was used as 
litter on the floor. The small quantity of sand could have 
been trampled in and the layered appearance may 
represent fresh layers added from time to time. The floor 
must have remained very damp for the plant material to 
have been preserved. A clay floor (Phase 3) was laid on 
top of context PlO, perhaps to combat the damp, and this 
impenetrable layer helped preserve the straw flooring. A 
similar assemblage, richer in seeds of arable weeds but 
lacking straw which had presumably decayed away, was 
recovered from building K, context 99 (Phase 4). The list 
of arable weeds (table 3) is mainly derived from these 
two samples. All of the weeds still grow in Shetland and 
are particularly found on light sandy soils. The analysis 
of pollen within these layers proved valuable in 
indicating the similar arable weed floras within these two 
samples and in adding mugwort (Artemisia) to the 
cornfield weed assemblage. The locally damp conditions 
have therefore preserved an unusually full record in 
pollen and seeds of the crops and cornfield weeds. 

In Shetland plants o f grassland and wet places are also 
found in cornfields at the present time (Scott & Palmer 
1987, 13). Cornfields may adjoin swampy areas and 
plants from diverse areas may encroach into cornfields. 
An example of this has been recorded by Hinton (1991) 
who lists a variety of wild plant seeds and other plant 
fragm ents from samples of bristle oat (Avena strigosa) 
harvested from three such cornfields. We cannot be 
certain, therefore, which plants of grassy and wet places 
were reaped with the straw and which originate from 
grassy turf as discussed below. 

6.3 .6 PLANTS OF GRASSLAND, HEATHS AND MIRES 

Plants of mainly grassy heaths and damp grassland were 
recorded in small quantity from nine contexts in the main 

dwelling-house, two contexts in Trench H and one in a 
Trench K building. The remains are mainly unburnt. Two 
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of the contexts are from pits and one from the sump in 
Trench J and they a re discussed in that section. lt was 
concluded that heathy and g rassy turf may have been used 
to stop the combustion process of peat and seaweed until 
required to be used for industria l purposes. The 
remain ing contexts are from occupat ion levels and the 
presumed turf may therefore have had d ifferent uses. 

Of the heathland plants, heather (Ca/luna) was found , 
always in small amount, in n ine contexts. Torment il 
(Potentilla erecta), often found in heathy pastures on 
Shetland, was reco rded from six contexts. Heath-grass 
(Danthonia decumbens), which has more durable seeds 
than most non-aquatic grasses, was found in one context. 

Damp ground plants inc lude lesser clubmoss (Se/a
ginella), which grows in mossy usua lly damp pasture on 
Shetland and was recognised from ten contexts, and toad 
rush (Juncus bufo nius s. l. ) which grows in a number of 
distu rbed damp ground habitats and was present in six 
contexts. A single seed of annual meadow-grass (Poa 
annua) was identified. 

Mosses such as Hypnum cupress!forme (one context) and 
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus (three contexts) could have 
grown in e ither heathy or damp grassy places. Seeds of 
grasses were surprisingly sparse; poorly preserved seeds 
were recorded from only t>vo contexts in addition to the 
two identified species. Seeds of most non-aquatic grass 
species, however, are very delicate and do not preserve 
well. Another possible explanation is that in tens ive 
graz ing can prevent grasses flowering a lthough we have 
no direct ev idence that this was so. 

The presence of bog mosses espec ially Sphagnum 
palustre suggests very swampy ground, hardly suitable 
for cutting turves. Bog mosses were found in s ix contexts 
but were absent from Trench J (pits and sump). The ir 
presence solely in occupat ion levels suggests that they 
were de libe rate ly collected for the ir absorbent and 
ant iseptic qua lit ies. 

If we assume that most of these pl ant remains could have 

originated from turves, two questions arise: what 
happened to the rest of the turves and how did turf 
remains become incorporated in the occupation debris? 
Grassy turves are , of course, largely he ld together by the 
roots o f grasses and as these decayed away the remaining 
m ineral part wou ld become m ixed with the genera l 
debris. Sand was. in fact recorded fro m all contexts and 
gravel of I 0-20mm diameter was noted from JL50 
(?PL50), JLI 08, PL 133, and J I I 0 (Phases I to 5 ). These 
contexts were a ll however dug down to the underlying 
natural sand . 

The presumed turves could have derived from several 
uses. Turf may have been a component of the fi ll of the 
protective wall (JI 3) of the Phase 3 srof a. In Viking 
houses in Iceland a ra ised platforn1 on either side of the 
hearth was bu ilt of stones and turf (Fenton 1978, 191 ). 
Fenton also suggests that "i t is pro bably what was meant 
by the broad benches on which peop le lay around the 
central fi re of a Shet land house about 16 14- 18" . 

Another possibility is that turf may have been used as 
roofing over a waterproof layer of b irch ba rk. Until 
recently houses in the Faeroe Islands (which were settled 
by Norse farmers) "were thatched with grass turf which 
was laid on a foundation of birch-bark'' (J6hansen 1985, 
22). If such roofi ng had collapsed into the occupation 
leve ls, pieces of birch bark would surely be found there 
and in fac t such bark was found in several contexts. 
Living turf, which can still be seen on old roofs of 
outhouses in Shetland and Orkney, would origina lly have 
conta ined a variety of plants but these tend to d isappear 
leaving a thatch vegetation composed a lmost entirely of 
grass as noted by J6hansen (ihid) . lt will be appreciated 
th at if o ld grassy turf roofs co llapsed and the delicate 
grass seeds and vegetative parts decayed away. there 
would be very litt le evidence apart from the mineral so il, 
some of the durable bi rch bark pieces and perhaps rotted 
roof supports to interpret the former roofi ng. After 
cenn1ries of weathering, exacerbated by the robbing of 
upper levels for bui lding materia ls, inte rpretat io n of the 
presumed tu rves and other remains must be treated with 
caution. 

6.3. 7 SEA WEED 

Burnt seaweed was found in sha llow pits, 20-30cm deep, 
dug into clean sand . They date from a t least two phases; 
Phase I pre-house from Trench J ( illus 46) and from a 
wooden fl oor in Phase 4 (EJ9) (table 2) and from Phase 
4-5, post-dating the wooden fl oor in Trench J, context P4. 
The most like ly explanation for the presence of the 
seaweed is that it was burnt for its ashes. Plant ashes were 
in great demand in medieval Europe for detergents and 
for making lye , soap and glass (Singer et a/ 1956). Wood 

ashes were usually used for the ir potassium carbonate 
with a little sodium carbonate content. Local wood was 
probably in short supply and so seaweed was used 
producing a larger proport ion of sodium salt (ibid). Water 
percolated through the burnt seaweed yie lded a lye, used 
for cleansing and scouring. Fleeces were cleaned with the 
lye and its use was an essentia l prerequisite for dye ing 
wool. If lime from burnt limestone was added to the 
water and ashes a caustic so lut ion would be produced 



which was boiled or stirred with oil or fat to make soap. 
This soap could be used for fulling (c leansing and 
thickening) the cloth. Although we have no clear 
evidence that these industria l processes were carried out 
at the Biggings, the presence of woven and knitted c loth, 
suggests that wool c leaning processes must have been 
undertaken. Although sta le urine was forn1 erl y frequently 
used for scouring wool in Scotland it could not form the 
basis for soap making. 

Seaweed was also burnt for its salts for g lassmaki ng in 
the Northern Isles during the 18th and 19th centuries as a 
replacement for barilla. The seaweed was burnt in deeper 
stone-lined pits, to avoid contamination; one of these pits 
is illustrated by Fenton ( 1978, 65). 

Similar unlined pits to those at the Biggings, with burnt 
Fucoid seaweed including Fucus vesiculosus (Donaldson 
1986), were recorded from the island of Birsay, Orkney. 
Hunter ( 1986, 152) states that " all post-date the dest
ruction of the final Norse buildings on their respective 
sites" but he indicates that from the excavated evidence 
there is a suggestion that "some may belong to the end of 
the Norse period proper" . If we assume that these pits 
were for ash production we may expect to fmd other 
medieval examples. In north-west England shallow 
depressions have been found at the top of or set into 
hillsides. These have been interpreted as potash pits and 
are in areas where the woollen industry goes back to the 
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1356 

ill us 46 
Seaweed (Ascophyllum nodoswn) thall us and air bladders, from 
J I 16. a Phase l pit. 

12th and 13th centuries (Higham 1989). Wood would 
have been burnt but by the I 6th century it was being 
replaced by bracken fired in stone-lined pits (Davies
Shiel 1974). 

6.3.8 DISCUSSION 

The environmental evidence from plant remains covering 
the long Norse period in Scotland has hitherto been 
mainly from burnt plant remains. The vegetational record 
from these largely unbumt floor deposits includes seeds, 
wood and pollen which, together with mostly burnt 
material from pits and hearths gives more information on 
the spati al use of plant resources than is possible from 
middens or solely burnt deposits from inside buildings. 
The plants represented come from a range of habitats, 
listed with the plants (see table 3), and indicate the 
resources available on this fertile island. 

The exceptionally long time span, from pre-12th century 
to-in part o f the site- the 19th century, has resulted in a 
complex and much compressed stratigraphy. The stofa 
was rebuilt more than once and the other buildings 
discussed here (represented by Trenches H and K), at 
least once. Abandonment and destruction layers were 
followed by rebuilding and new floors. The uses were not 
always domestic and the s ite of the stofa was at one point 
used for agricultural purposes. These d ifferent phases are 
fully discussed in chapter 5. 

The phasing is as follows: 

Phase I = Norse - pre-1 2th century; 

Phase 2 = Late Norse- I I th to the early 13th century: 

Phase 3 = Medieval - early/middle 13th to the 
beginning of the 15th century; 

Phase 4 = late Medieval - beginning of the I 5th 
century to the early 17th century; 

Phase 5 = post-Medieval - 17th to early-mid 19th 
century; 

Phase 6 = modern - m id 19th century to the 1930s: 

Phase 7 -= recent- post 1930s to the present day. 

The study of the seaweed burning and subsequent storage 
in pits. probably for lye making. is described in the 
archaeological section. Peat seems to have been used to 
help bum the seaweed and heathy turf with sods from 
damp areas employed to damp down and prevent tota l 
combustion of the seaweed ashes. Seaweed processing 
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TREES AND SI I RUBS 
Native 
Betula (Birch) 
Corylus (Hazel) 
er Jumperus (cf Juniper) 
Salu: (Willow) 

lmponed 
Betula pendulu (Silver Borch) 
Fagus (Beech) 
Cf Fraxmus (c f Ash) 
Pmus sylvestns (Scots Pone) 
Quercus suber (Cork Oak) 
Quercus (Oak) 

lmponcd or drill wood 
Ochroma lagopus (Balsa)5 
Picea (Spruce) 

CEREALS 

wood 
nut, wood 
wood 
bud scale. wood 

bar~ 

wood 
wood 
wood 
bark 
wood 

wood 
wood 

Avena sp. or spp (Wild/Cultivated Oat) grain 
Cf.4vena sp. or spp. (cfWild/Culto\'ated Uanstra" 
Hordeum vu/gore var. nudum 

Naked Six-row Barley) grain 
If. 1~1lgare var. 1'1/lgare 

( I lulled Six-row Barley) 

ARA 11 LE AN D WASTE GROUND 
Anchusa an·ens•s (8ugloss ) 
Aphanes m1crocarpa (Slender Parsle) -pocn ) 
Galeops1s sp. (l lemp-ncttle) 
Lamwm Sect/On Lanuops1s 

(Annual Dead-nettles) 
Mamwfontana ssp. fontana (Blinks) 

gra1n 

nut let 
achenc 
nut let 

nut let 
seed 

\~1·osot1s anen.ns (Field Forget-me-not) nutk t 
1'/anwgo maJor (Great l'lantam) seed 
Polygorwm m•icu/are agg. (Knotgrass) nutkt 
Poa unnua (Annual McadO\\-grass) car:opsis 
Rumex cf longifolius (cfNonhern Dock) nutkt 
Sagma procwnbens (Procumbent Pearl\\ on ) seed 
Sonclws asper (Spin) So\\·thostlc) c~p>da 

Sperg·ula arvens1s (Spurrey) seed 
Stelluna medw <Chick,,eed) seed 
Tnpleurospermwn tnvdumm 

(Scentless Mayweed) 
T mantima (Sea Ma)wccd) 
Um ca dw1ca (Stinging Nettle) 

GRASSLAN D, HEAT! IS AND MIRES 
Call una vulgaris (heather) 
Clunaclllm dendroides (Moss ) 
Danthoma decumbens (lleath grass) 
E!npetrum mgrum (Crowbetry) 
En ca cmerea (Bell i leather) 
Erwphorum vagmatum (Hare's-tail) 
Hypnum cupressiforme (Moss) 
) uncus ariiClllatus type (Jointed Rush t) pc) 

J. bzifonius si. (Toad Rush) 

Table 3 

cypscla 
cypscla 
nut let 

leaf. wood 
leaf 
caT)opsis 
fru it-stone 
seed 
spmdle 
leaf 
seed 
seed 

Macroscopic plant remains from the 13iggin gs. 

J conglomeratus or effnsus (Compact or Sotl Rush) 
J. squarrosus (Heath Rush) seed 
Potentdla erecta (Tormentil) ahene 
Ranunculus acns (Meadow Buttercup) 
R. /ammula (Lesser Speanvort) 
R. re pens (Creepong Buttercup) 
Rhyndwdelphus tnquetms (Moss) 
Se log me/la selagmoides (l.csser Cluhmoss) 
Sphagnum palustre (Bog Moss) 
Sphagnum sp. or spp. (Bog Moss) 
l 'accmwm sp. (Hiaeberry or Whonlcberry) 

MARS II AND WATERSIDE 
Eleoclwns palustns s.s 

(Common Spike-rush) 
Glycenaf/uuans ( Flote-grass) 

MISCFI LANEOl iS 
.4 tnplex sp (0rachc) 
C f Cardamine sp (cfBit1er-cresscs ) 
Carex ~pp . (Sedges) 
Caryophyllaceae (Chtck \\Ced fam olyl 
Cochleana sp (Scurvy-grass) 
Compos1tae (Daisv family) 
Cm ciferae (Cabbage tamoly) 
Grammeae (Gra~ses) 
Plagwmnwm sp (Moss) 
Plagwthes111m ~p . (Moss) 
Polygonaceae (Dock famil~ ) 

Racumunwn sp (Moss) 
Rhmanthus sp. (Yellow-rattle) 
Rumex sp. (Dock) 
l 'wla sp. (Pans) or Violet ) 

INTclniDAL BROWN ALGAF 
. lscophr/lum nodosum (Knotted \V rack) 

Fuc01d alga 

FuCIIS sptralis (Flat Wrack ) 
Cf Pell·ena sp 

achene 
ache ne 
achenc 
leaf 
megaspore 
leaf 
leaf 
seed 

nutlet 
CaT:'OpSo 

seed 
seed 
nutlet 
embT) O 
seed 
embryo 
seed 
caryopsis 
lea~ ~tem 

leafy stem 
embryo 
leaj) ; tern 
seed 
nutlet 
seed 

bladder. conceptacle. 
thallus 

bladder. conceptacle. 
thallus 

conceptacle. thallus 
thallus 



continued through Phases I to 3, associated with the stofa 
and Phases 2, 4 and 5 in Trench K. 

A lump of wood tar from Phase 4 Trench E, identified 
and reponed on by Andrew Crawshaw in section 6.3.9, 
indicates another industrial process either locally or, as 
seems more probable in this largely treeless island, 
imported. 

The earliest occurrence of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) 
wood is of a few burnt fragments from Phase I. Pine was 
also recorded from Phases 3 and 4 of the dwelling-house 
and from Trench H, Phases 2-3 to 4, and Trench K, 
Phases 4 and 5. Oak (Quercus) was used from Phases 3 to 
6 in Trenches J/JLIL, in Trench H, Phase 4, and Trench 
K, Phases 4-5 and 6. Birch bark (Betula pendula), 
thought to represent roofing, occurred from Phases 3 to 6 
in Trench J/JLIL and Phase 4 to 7 in Trench K, and Phase 
4 in Trench H. 

Unfonunately, apart from the pine joists and flooring of 
Phase 3 and the wooden artefacts described in section 
7.5, the uses of the pine are largely unknown. It seems 
probable that roofing supports would be of pine. Spruce 
(Picea) driftwood was used as building timber in the 
Neolithic period in Shetland and has been recorded from 
most archaeological sites near the sea in Orkney and 
Shetland and several Hebridean islands (Dickson, J H 
1992). Its use was due to the lack of suitable straight 
native timber. Very little spruce wood was found at the 
Biggings; it seems that imported prepared timber was 
used instead. 

Oak was used for small artefacts and probably used for a 
seating bench in Phase 3 of the stofa, but most oak wood 
appears to be of small off cuts. We have no other evidence 
that it was used st ructurally. 

Birch bark, like the oak , was found from the time the 
prestigious pine floor was laid. The import of pine and 
oak wood with birch bark, all probably from Norway, 
seems to have continued for approximately 400 years. 
Pine flooring and birch bark roofing have not previously 
been recorded from Norse dwellings in Scotland. The 
finds of cork (Phase 3) and a beech artefact (Phase 4-5) 
suggest import or rrade. All these are indications of 
wealth and the high status nature of the site in the Norse 
period are discussed in chapter 9. 

The local cultivation of oats (Avena) and barley 
(Hordeum} is indicated by layers of straw and other 
vegetation associated with a Phase 2 floor beneath the 
wooden floor of the stofa. This is of considerable interest 
as the straw consisted of a succession of layers, probably 
partly in response to increasing wetness. Only continuing 
damp and sealing by later floors has preserved this 
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unburnt vegetation. A similar layer is suggested by 
frequent oat grains with seeds and pollen of cornfield 
weeds from Phase 4 of Trench K: this too has been 
interpreted as fl oor covering. An occupation layer from 
Phase 4 of Trench H has a similar pollen flora of cereals 
and cornfield weeds; it is poss ible that these have a 
sim ilar origin. Such probable fl oor coverings are rarely 
recovered from early bui ldings in Scotland. 

Surprisingly, only three grains of burnt oats were found: 
although cultivated oat grain cannot be distinguished 
from those of wild oats (Avena fatua) the abundance of 
unburnt grain from the straw sample is convincing 
evidence that oats were being grown as a crop from Phase 
2 onwards. Occasional burnt barley grains occur in the 
same sample and rare grains from other phases. Three 
grains of hulled six-row barley (Hordeum vu/gare var. 
l'lllgare) date from Phase 2 and three grains of naked six
row barley (Hordeum vu/gare var. nudum) from Phase 
4-5. As already stated hulled six-row barley and black oat 
(Avena strigosa) were the cereals traditionally grown in 
Scotland. 

There is no evidence for flax (Linum usitatissumum), 
associated with most Norse sites, being grown at the 
Biggings although an undated pollen diagram (Whitt
ington & Edwards, 1993) shows its past cultivation on 
Papa Stour less than 1 km from the farm buildings. 

Rare fragments of a hazel nut (Corylus avellana) from 
Phase 2 is of interest as hazel is now a very rare shrub on 
Shetland known from only two localities (Scott & 
Palmer, 1987). Other evidence for ex ploiting local 
resources are the rare finds of birch (Betula) , hazel and 
cf. Juniper (cf. .Juniperus ) wood from a hearth in Phase 
3 and the use of peat preserved in many samples. This 
and the pollen analyses all suggest that there were very 
few trees growing on the island by the time of the 
occupation. 

Bog mosses (Sphagnum spp.) seem to have been 
collected for their absorbent properties, notably from an 
occupation layer, Phase 4 from Trench H. The collection 
of both heathy turf and sods from damp grass land is 
indicated by seeds from Phases I to 3. Turf seems to have 
been used to control seaweed burning and perhaps on top 
of birch bark for roofing. Turf seat ing was also formerly 
used in the Northern lsk s (Fenton, 1978). 

These observati ons are based on what must represent 
only a tiny part of the peri shable plant material used on 
the site over many centuries. lt seems clear that imports 
and trade played a large part in the economy. The 
evidence from the plant material is for continuity wi th no 
indication of change throughout the long centuries of 
occupation. 
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6.3.9 WOOD TAR/PITCH AND POSSIBLE BITUMINOUS SUBSTANCES 

preliminary notes by Cam ilia A Dickson and identification by AJG Crawshaw and Paul Wilthew 

Dr AJ Crawshaw of York University identified three 
lumps of wood tar or pitch from E78. a wood floor in the 
Phase 4 dwelling-house in Trench E, using infrared 
spectroscopy, as reported elsewhere in this monograph. 
From E40, also associated with the same floor, a layer of 
a shiny black substance was collected. A similar 
substance. about I 0 mm in thickness and breaking with a 
conchoidal fracture was found in PL 15:2 a drain fill in 
Phase 5; and in J95 a sump within the Phase 3 stofa. A 
sample from PLI 52 was sent to Paul Wilthew, of the 
National Museum s of Scotland as possible lye. He 
reported that it could be a coal or bituminous substance. 

Wood tars and pitches have been used from natural 
deposits s ince early times. These are found in many parts 
of the world including Britain . Such substances are used 
fo r waterproofing in bui ldings and ships. As heat is 
needed to produce a fluid substance. the thin layers from 
the three contexts may have been spi lt during heating or 
have come from a burning roof that had been 
waterproofed with the substance. 

THE SAMPLES 

SAMPLE SF 78 FROM CONTEXT E77 

AJG Crawshaw. York Archaeological Trust. 

Three black lumps from the same sample. SI· 78 from rrench F, context 
77. Phase 4. about400-700mgs each. 

METHOD AND RESULTS 
18mgs was hroken oiT the smallest lump, which gave a shiny fracture. 
This suggested it was possibly coal tar. Almost all of it was soluble in 
chloroform leaving a '' fibrous res idue of less than lmg. A film of the 
sample was evaporated on to a NaCI plate for 1nli·a-red spectroscop} 
(Perkin-Eimcr 257). The infra-red spectrum suggested the sample was 
that of a wood product Thin Layer Chromatograph} on PE Si I G. with 
eluant 3.2 Ch2CI2/n-Hexane. was also compauhle "1th a wood 
product, but not a coal-derived wood product. 

CONCLUSION 
rh is is a wood-denvcd product. Wood products appear to have been the 
most usual tars and pitches m Northern Europe until the Industrial 
Revolution. 

SAMPLE SF 182 FROM CONTEXT PLIS2 

Paul Wilt hew. Head of Anal}1ical Research, 
Royal Museum of Scotland. 

SF 182 from the Biggings. Papa Stour was submitted for analysis by 
Camilla Dickson. School of Biological Sciences. GlasgO\\ Univer>ity. 
lt was suggested that the sample might be a lye soap made from 
seaweed ashes. The sample was from context PL 152 from sand 
a~sociated with a Pha~e 5 dram. Elementary analys1s and exan1ination 
using low power optical microscopy was carried out. Analysis of 

organ1c components was nnt attempted hecause the sample had been 
stored in a plastic bag wh1ch would be likel~ to serious!) atfect any 
results obtained. 

METHOD 
The sample was analy ed qual natively bv both energy dispersive x-ray 
nuoresccnce (X RI· ) and scann mg electron m1croscope based energ} 
dispersive microanalysis (SEM-EDX). No san1plc preparat ion was 
carried out prior to XRF analysis. For SEM-EDX. a sub-sample was 
taken. mounted d1rcctl} on an aluminium stub usmg a carbon-based 
electrically conducting adhcs1vc tape and coated with carbon Surface 
contamination of unknown composition was present and will have 
affected the results obtained. This should be taken into account when 
interpreting the results. The sample was also exan1ined under a lo'' 
power optical mtcroscope at x I 0 magmlication. Further details of the 
analytical methods are given in the appendix. 

RESUL 1 S 
(Copies of XRF and SEM-EDX spectra are available 111 the site 
archive) 

Iron ''as the principle element detected b) XRF "ith traces of calcium. 
titanium. copper. lead . bromine. strontium and iodine al so dctectahle 
The high background and large Compton scatter peaks relat1ve to the 
Ra} le1gh scatter pcaf.. md1catc a lo\\ mean atom1c numhcr matenal 
Aluminium, phosphorus, sulphur. calcium. iron and traces of potass ium 
and silicon were detected by SEM-EDX 

rhese results do nut appear to support the hypothesis that the sample is 
a lye produced trom seaweed ashes. Alkali levels were low: sodium was 
not detected and only a trace of potassium was found. Calcium was 
detected but also nnl} at a low level. The analyt1cal results and the 
appearance of the sample under a low power optical microscope 
suggest a hydrocarbon based material. perhaps a coal or a bituminous 
substance 

CONCLUSIONS 
The results do not support the h~pothes 1 s that the san1ple exan1ined is a 
he denvcd from seaweed ash. They suggest that the sample IS 

hydrocarbon based and ma> he a coal or a bitummous substance. 

ANALYTICAL METHODS 

XRF Ml" ri!OD 
An Oxford Instruments ED2000 s~stem using f:D2000SW Vers1on 
I 3 I sofh, are was used to earl) out the analys1s I" he analysed area was 
irradiated w1th a prnnary x-ray hcan1 produced by a silver target x-ray 
tube run at 46K V and I OOOmA using ""Old XR F conditions·· fixed 
conditions No prmHIT} beam filter "as used. The pnm~ tx:am ''as 
collimated to g1ve an ell iptical irradiated area about 1.5 .x I mm. 
Secondary x-rays were detected using a silicon (lithium) solid state 
detector. The path tx:tween the sample and detector 1S through air wh ich 
normal!} limits the range of detectable elements to those of atomiC 
number 20 or above. 

SEM-EDX METHOD 

A Link Systems AN I 0000 system attached to a amscan Series o 
scanning electron microscope was used to carry out the analysis. The 
microscope was operated at an accelerating voltage of 20K V with the 
object at the optimum working distance of 30mm giving a take-ofT 
angle to the silicon (lithium) detector of 30 degrees. assuming that the 
surface tx:ing analysed was horizontal. The detector was used with the 
beryllium windo\\ in place 
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6.4 ANIMAL BONE FROM THE BIGGINGS 

Catherine Smith 

Thirty-seven fragments of animal bone were recovered 
from Phases 3 to 7, unfortunately a ll in a very poor state 
of preservation. It was thus not possible to take any 

anatomical measurem ents. The numbers of fragm ents 
identified from different species are shown in table 4 . 

6.4.1 DETAILS OF PIECES 

AGE OF ANIMALS AT DEATH 

A sheep/goat mandible SF 1606 (Phase 3-4). was assessed at Payne's 
( 1973) stage E. that is. aged from two to three years in modem terms, on 
the basis of tooth eruption and wear pattern . A rather disintegrated pig 
mandible SF 239 (Phase 5). bore an erupted, unwom third molar. Payne 
and Bull ( 1982, 70) suggest using eruption dates for modem late 
maturing pigs as a comparison. This would suggest the age of death of 
the animal to have been 20 months or over. Other systems for ageing 
mandibular teeth based on close scrutiny of t he tooth wear pattern, such 
as Grant (1982). were not thought to be applicable to these specimens 
due to their very poor state of preservation. 

EVIDENCE OF BUTCHERY 

A cattle atlas vertebra SF 1600 (Phase 5), bore small knife cuts near the 
cranial end, possibly indicating where the head of the animal had been 
severed from the carcass. A sheep/goat tibia from the same context may 
have been chopped across the shaft in a medio-latcral direction. although 
due to the rather eroded condition of the fragment it was not possible to 
be more definite. No other bones showed evidence of having been 
butchered. The distal epiphysis from a pig metapodial SF 1601 (Phase 5). 
showed the characteristic signs of having been gnawed by a rodent. 

SPECIES BONES TEETH 

Cattle 2 
Sheep/goat 5 3 
Pig 3 

+Fish 
• Large ungulate 
• •small ungulate 7 
lndetem1inate mammal 14 
lndetenninate bird 

Total 34 3 

+ Three possible fish scales were also found 
• The large ungulate fragment \\as probabl) from cattle 
.. The smallungulatt: fragments were more likely to have 

come from she~p or goat 

Table 4 
Numbers of animal bone fragments from the Biggings identi fied 
from different species 

6.4.2 DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMAL BONE 

Most of the animal bone came from Phase 5 and all of it 
was in poor condition. The earliest fragments came from 
within the Phase 3 stofa. These included sheep/goat and a 
calcined fragment near the corner hearth. It is interesting to 
note that not a single bone was recovered from the cont
emporary cookhouse in Trench K. The acidic conditions 
which prevailed on that part of the site were generally not 
suitable for the preservation of bone. However, a single pig 
bone was found in a peaty levelling layer between building 
phases on the western side of the site. 

In Phase 4 fragments of indeterminate mammal bones 
were found in contexts associated w ith the destruction of 
the Phase 3 stof a. Animals represented in Phase 5 are pig, 
sheep/goat and catt le. The small amounts of bone 
involved were found in pit and wall fi ll s, in drains and on 
paving. In addition, probable fi sh scales and a burnt bird 
bone were found on and between pav ing stones in a 
building at the eastern side of the site . Only one calcined 
bone fragment was recovered from a peat levell ing layer 
towards the west end of the s ite. 

6.4.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Apart from the Phase 3 bones, a ll other fragment s were 
probably refuse which was discarded around the site, and 
which was disturbed and possibly reworked throughout 
successive phases. The bone fragments reveal that the 
commonest domestic livestock, cattle, pig and sheep/goat 
were present on the island, and that fi sh and possibly bird 

were also part of the food chain. The interesting facts are 
not so much what is present, but what has been lost here 
from the archaeological record: seasonality of animal 
resources, quantity and quality of animals, hunted 
species, butchery techniques, health of animals and 
evidence for inbreeding etc. 
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6.5 AN INSECT FAUNA FROM THE BIGGINGS 

Paul C Buckland 

During the course of the excavations, samples were 
collected for examination for plant remains (Dickson, 
above) and, in this process, a number of beetles, largely 
individual elytra, were noted (table 5). Careful sorting of 
one sample (SF I 082) from Trench K, produced a fauna 
of2 1 spec ies ofColeoptera and paraffin flotation (Coope 
& Osbome 1968) of a small sample ( 1.3kg) of the well 

humified, dark-brown organic silt from over the wooden 
floor provided a similar list of26 taxa. From the research 
on a large number of s ites (Buck land & Coope 1991 ), it is 
apparent that the sample size is bare ly enough for 
interpretation, but the faunas are sufficient to a llow for 
some conclusions and comparison with other medieval 
rural and urban s ites. 

6.5.1 DISCUSSION 

The taxa recovered from each sample are listed in table S: 
unfortunately only samples 129 and I 082 contain 
suffic ient to warrant any interpretati on, a lthough. s ince 
each is from a different building, a comparison is potent
ially useful. 

The modem beetle fauna of Shetland has been collated by 
Bacchus ( 1980), a lthough he provides no indication on 
which is land part icular species occur and the li st is 
clearly defic ient in synanthropic species, those directly 
assoc iated with human activity, the fauna found in barn s, 
byres and the unswept corners of rooms. It is not 
surpris ing therefore that four species in the list from these 
medieval deposits are not currently recorded in Shetland. 

Cryptophagus scutellarus Newm . is the smal lest of the 
British Cryptophagids, further recognizable by the lateral 
teeth on the pronotum being positioned forward of centre 
(Coombs & Woodroffe 1955). Like other members o f the 
genus, it is a mould feeder, often found on mouldy hay 
(Larsson & G igja 1959); it is one of the more frequent 
species in urban deposits in medieval York (Ke nward & 
All ison 1994). 

The occurrence of the blind, flightless, largely 
subterranean Co lydiid beetle Aglenus brunneus (Gyll.) 
in archaeological contexts has been the subj ect of 
detailed discussion by Ke nward ( 1975 , 1976). Its 
natura l habitat appears to have been within the deep 
litte r accumulating on the floor of undisturbed forest, 
where the beetle fed on moulds or other fungi (Girling 
I 984). The accumulations of decaying plant debris, 
which surro und man and his animals, provide suitable 
analogues to the species ' natural habitat and it appears 
in archaeological contexts from the Roman period 
onwards (Kenward 1976); it is particularly frequent in 
Norse urban deposits in Dublin (Coope I 98 I) and York 
(Hall et a/ I 983). 

The accumulations of rott ing plant debris, which 

characterize the deposits of these settlements, provided 
an artificially warmed environment which allowed A. 
brunneus to pro liferate and it is evident that recent 
attention to hygiene has contributed to its modem rarity. 
The spec ies a lso occurs in sour grain res idues ( Hinton 
I 945) and. like many synanthropic animals, it relies 
upon accidental transport (Woodroffe 1967) for its 
dispersa l. The single specimen from the Bigg ings may 
reflect a casual import, rather than an establi shed 
population, although the sampling program me at the 
s ite was insufficient to ascertain this. Kenward and 
A 11 is on ( 1994) found the beetle to be a bundant on the 
early Christian rath s ite at Deer Park Farm in Antrim 
and the association with man may extend back into 
prehistory. Shetland lies far north of A. brunneus · 
natural distribut ional limit and its primarily forest litter 
habitat would, in any case, have been absent from Papa 
Stour. 

The Endomycid Mycetaea hirta (Marsh.) is a lso largely 
restricted to man-made habitats, where it feeds on the 
fun gus Serpula (= Mcru/ia) lacrymans (Harde 1984). the 
cause of dry rot in building t imbers. Its presence in 
relatively large numbers in sample 1082 may imply the 
ex istence of decayed timber. 

The spider beetle Tipnus unicolor Pill . & Min. is a lso 
flightless and has been widely distributed by human 
activities. Ln the wild, it has been recorded from birds' 
nests, but it is more frequent in domestic s ituation s, in 
old damp buildings, barns and stables (Palm 1959). Its 
earliest records in Britain are from Roman contexts (de 
Moulins 1990) and it is widespread in medieval and later 
deposits in Iceland, where it appears typical of the 
humanly occupied parts of farms, rather than barns and 
byres (Buckland et a/ 1992). 

The broad range of synanthropic habitats are shared by a 
number of other insects in the Biggings' faunas, 
inc luding the large, flightless ground beet le Laemostenus 
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Sample 1082 1084 129 26 1 1086 1087 1085 
Context K98 JL50 Hl 2 K8 PLI33 PLI52 HI 
Phase 4 4 4 5 5 5 7 

Coleoptera 
Carabidac 

Notiophilus bigunarus (F.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LA>ricera pilicomis (F.) 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Dyschirius globosus (Hbst.) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trechus obtusis Er. 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Patrobus assirnilis Chaud. 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Calathus fuscipes (Goez.) I 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Lacmostenus rcrricola (Hbst.) 0 0 4 0 0 

Hydrophilidae 
Helophorus sp. 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Cercyon sp. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Megasremum obscurum (Marsh.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Leiodidae 
Catops sp. 0 0 2 0 0 3 

Scydmaenidae 
Slenichnus collaris (Mull.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Staphylinidac 
Eusphalerum (?)torquatum (Marsh.) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Phyllodrepa floral is (Payk.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Omalium rivulare (Payk.) 0 I I 0 0 0 0 
0. excavatum Stcph. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Xylodromus concinnus (Marsh.) 2 I 3 0 0 0 I 
Anotylus rugosus (F.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lathrobium fluvipenne (Grav.) 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Lathrobium sp. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Othius angustus Steph. 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
Quedius mesomelinus (Marsh.) I 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Quedius hoops (Grav.)group 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Quedius sp. 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
Tachinus signatus Grav. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aleocharinae gen. indet 0 0 0 0 0 

Byrrhidae 
Byrrhus sp. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cryptophagidae 
Cryptophagus sculellatus Ncwm. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cryptophagus spp. 4 0 3 0 0 I 
Atomariasp I 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Oorypus globosus (Watt!.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Lathridiidac 
Lath rid ius minutus (L.) (group) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Colydiidae 
Algenus brunneus (Gyll.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Endomycidac 
Mycetaea hirta (Marsh.) 15 0 0 0 0 0 

Prinidae 
Tipnus unicolor (Pill.) \6 0 2 0 2 0 2 

Scarabaeidae 
Aphodius sp. 0 0 0 0 0 

Curulionidac 
Noraris acridulus (L.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Phytobius quadriruberculalus F. 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Rhinoncus pcricarpius ( L.) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Micrelus ericae (G) 11.) 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Ceutorhynchus contractus (Marsh.) 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Hymenoptera 
forrn icidae 

Myrrnica sp. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 5 
Insect remains from the Biggings. 
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terricola (Hbst.), several of the Staphyl inids, the 
Cryptophagids and Lathridius minutus (L.); all are likely 
to have been introduced to Shetland in the dunnage of 
settlers or the spoiled residues of merchants (Sadler 
1991 ). although primary introduction may long pre-date 
the occupation of the Biggings. 

As well as the extensive study of insect faunas from 
Anglo-Scandinavian deposits in York (Hall et a/ 1983) 
and the early Christian site at Deer Park Farms in Antrim 
(Kenward & Allison 1994). Norse and later farm s, 
similar to the Biggings, have been the subject of 
entomological research in Orkney (Sad ler 1992). Iceland 
(Perry et a/ 1985; Amorosi et a/ 1992 ; Buckland et a/ 
1992) and Green land (McGovem et a/ 1983; Buck land er 
a/ 1994). Although much of this work has concerned 
midden deposits, rather than in situ accumulations on 
noors. the excavation of the post-medieval passage house 
at Reykholt in western Iceland, with its associated 
palaeoecological study (Buckland et a/ 1992), all ows 
comparison, which. despite the biogeographical differ
ences (Buckland 1988), is informative. 

In an attempt to classifY habitat types, Kenward ( 1982) 
has divided what he terms the compost community into a 
·sweet' and ·fou l' component; this division may also be 
regarded as a less and more damp, or wet. class ification. 
Whilst there is inevitable overlap. the Reykolt data 
clearly show a dominance of the less damp, ·sweet' 
assemblage in what is demonstrably a building occupied 
by people, rather than their domestic animals (Buckland 
et a/ 1992). The Biggings faunas are similar, although the 
absence of sheep ectoparasites. usually evidence of wool 
processing activities (Buckland & Perry 1989) is note
worthy. 

S light though the faunas are. there are other s ignificant 
differences from similar sites elsewhere. Two elements 
dominate most foss il assemblages from medieval rural 
archaeological samples. those derived from stored hay 

and those derived, secondarily from peat ; although 
several species may be assigned to either group from the 
Biggings. neither is sufficiently dominant to suggest a 
significant presence. The spatial distribution of these 
elements across the floors of the Reykholt house and 
similar evidence from St6raborg on the south coast of 
Iceland (Perry et a/ 1985; Buckland et a/, in prep) 
indicates that the earth fl oors were covered with hay and 
loose peat to absorb moi sture, food debris and other less 
savoury detritus accumulating on them . As each layer 
became particularly foul. more material would be 
spread across the surface and, where not heav ily 
trampled, thi s provided suitably thermally insul ated 
habitat for a number of synanthropic insects (Buck land 
et a/1994). 

Although it is tempting to interpret the presence of the 
weevil Noraris acridulus (L.), which lives on aquatic 
sedges and grasses in terms of ·rushes· spread upon the 
noor, the deep litter characteristic of earth floors would be 
unl ikely to be allowed to accumulate over a planked floor. 
as that preserved in Trench J, JL. Much of the fauna may 
reflect the partial decay of the structure. rather than its 
principal period of usage. Several of the larger. more 
active predatory beetles. in particu lar L. terrico/a and 
Quedius mesomelinus (Marsh.), frequently enter buildings 
in search of prey, and the slight fungal feeding element, 
when compared with the Reykholt faunas, could equally 
occur in the decaying structure. 

The few phytophages, all weevils, from above the plank 
floor could be casual in their occurrence. Micrelus ericae 
(G) 11.) feeds on various heathers and may have been 
associated with roofing, either in turves with other 
elements of the assemblage, or in heather thatch. The 
remaining weevils are likely to have been associated with 
weedy vegetat ion around the house; Phytvhius quadri
tuberculatus F. and Rhinoncus pericarpius (L. ) on various 
species of dock and knotweed and Ceutorhynchus 
contracrus (Marsh. ) on Crucifers (Dieckmann 1972). 

6.5.2 CONCLUSIONS 

The small faunas from the Biggings samples. taken with 
the purely archaeological data, provide the basis for a 
speculative interpretaion and a comparison wi th 
entomological evidence from medieval and later farms 
elsewhere in the North Atlantic region. The differences in 
the faunas may largely renect the relative status and 
constructional techniques of the buildings examined. The 

work serves to emphasise the need fo r a detai led 
sampling programme. closely constrained both strati
graphically and spatial ly. As in the Reykholt study 
(Buckland et a/ 1992), interpretation may be enhanced by 
a close, on-s ite working relationship between archae
ologist and palaeoecologist. 
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6.6 MOLLUSCS 

Identified by F Woodward 

These fragments (table 6) of mainly gastropod species 
are all common ly found today around the rocky shores 
of Shetland. Th ey appear in the stratigraphic record 
from Phase 3 onwards, but in very small numbers, 
reflecting the acidic burial conditions of the site. Of note 
among these shell fragments are those which were found 
closely associated with structures. The Phase 3 sample 
SF 1367, came from the floor of the stofa; the Phase 4 
samples from one pit JL 55 (SF 1362, 1365, 1366) and 
SF 13 73 from the K98 dump: and the floor of the 
dwelling-house in Trench E, SF 140. In addition both 
Phase 5 samples were associated with floors of 
dwellings. 

SF No Context Phase 

Although the surviving fragments are small , including 
the operculum which acts as a hinge allowing the animal 
to close the apenure of its shell (Oli ver 1975, 11 ), these 
species do represent either primary food stuffs, or bait to 
attract fi sh. It is apparent from these few species. and 
their chance survival, that they represent a very small pan 
of what may have been an imponant addition to the diet 
at the Biggings. There is no additional environmental 
evidence, except the rare fish scale (see section 6.4.2), to 
indicate the importance shell fish and fi sh had in the diet. 
Documentation of the importance of the fi shing industry 
on Shetland (see section 2.7), is not reflected in the 
survival of environmental evidence from the Biggings. 

Description 
38 M7-l patella sp. I whelk. I oyster fragment 
57 E66 7 l.wonna -Periwinkle operculum 
97 Ll4 6 ?mussel 

140 E71 4 ?mussel 
141 K34 4 ?mussel 
23 1 K7/10 5 ?mussel 
235 E46 4-5 ?mussel 
236 J5 6 ?mussel 
242 J l5 5 ? I dog whelk, Buccinium undatum 
248 E36 6 mussel pearl (ill us 4 7) 
253 Jl3 3 Modiolus modwlus - Horse mussel (ill us 47) 
396 K98 4 ?cf.Maya (Gaper) 

1362 JL28 4 Littorina operculum 
1365 JLSO 4cf. Maya 
1366 JL50 4 Littorina operculum 
1367 JL51 3 Lmorma littorea 

-Edible periwinkle operculum (ill us 47) 
1368 JL73 3 Littorma 
1373 JL50 4 ?mussel 
1377 PL144 4-5 (~) Iceland whelk operculum (illus 47) 

Table 6 
Molluscs from the Biggings. 
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248 
1377 

1367 

253 

ill us 47 
Marine moll uscs : SF 248 mussel pearl ; SF 1377 Iceland \\hclk operculum with recent ~ pecimen to the 
left: SF 253 Horse mussel pcnostrocum and SF 1367 Lt11onna lmorea operculum fosstl with modern 
specimens below. 
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THE ARTEFACTUAL MATERIAL 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Beverley Ballin Smith 

This section concerns the use of local resources for the 
manufacture of objects, tools, and equipment used in 
dai ly life at the settlement of the Biggings, the materials 
needed for the construction of the buildings, and 
imported goods. It also includes a range of objects and 
materials brought to the is land which would have 
supplemented the limited local resources. These were 
things that could be described as luxuries: the means of 
reducing the toil and tria l of everyday life and making it a 
little more comfortable. Represented here are a broad 
range of goods which were imported from as far away as 
England, Scandinavia and the continent of Europe. Many 
of these items such as ceramic, wood. text ile and stone 
goods have survived reasonably well in the acid and 
disturbed conditions of the site, but perishable goods 

Phase 
I 2 2/3 3 

Stone tools and samples 20 29 
Metal -slag I 11 0 4 

-iron 0 5 2 10 
- copper alloy 0 0 0 0 
-lead 0 I 0 0 

Glass 0 I 0 0 
Tile 0 0 0 0 
Clay pip.: 0 0 0 0 
Steatitc 0 36 I 87 
Ceramic - coarsewarc 0 30 0 44 

-medieval 0 0 0 5 
- continental redwarcs 0 0 0 11 
- tin-glazed 0 0 0 0 
-modem 0 0 0 I 

Textiles (samples) 2 2 I 9 
Ho m 0 0 0 0 
Wood~n and'acts 0 () (I 

Totals 3 106 5 207 

Table 7a 
Distribution of all art.: facts from the Biggings hy phase. 

such as silk and leather have left no trace. The importance 
of negative data must not be neglected in an appraisal of 
the cultural remains of the site, as together they produce a 
broader picture of everyday life and the material wealth 
experienced at the Biggings . 

In contrast with the environmental evidence. the material 
remains are more numerous and were found, not only 
horizonta lly widely spread across the site, but w ith a 
much more marked vertical distribution (table 7a & b). 
Much of this chapter is concerned with exploring the 
evidence phase by phase to show a changing picture 
through time of the various activities and contacts 
experienced on Papa Stour. 

3/4 4 4/5 5 6 7 u/s Total 

I 94 19 48 26 41 97 377 
0 3 0 0 2 2 0 22 
0 6 3 20 0 5 7 58 
0 2 0 I 2 2 4 11 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 2 
0 6 0 21 3 38 I 70 
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 
0 2 10 I 4 0 18 

14 135 73 58 47 35 58 544 
32 206 69 186 36 30 13 646 
4 6 8 3 2 2 31 
0 31 26 94 20 123 51 356 
0 0 I I 6 I 2 11 
0 4 32 53 6 172 10 278 
0 43 9 25 17 18 4 130 
0 4 2 3 2 0 0 11 
ll 36 2·1 11 7 11 1(1 1 

51 577 242 552 183 480 267 2673 
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Trench 
H KfKA Elf::.JfEK J/llP!RIPL uls Totals 

Stone tools and samples 99 127 37 88 26 377 
Metal - slag 6 0 3 13 0 22 

-!TOll 5 16 3 27 7 :i8 
- copper alloy 2 2 0 3 4 11 
- lead 0 I 0 0 2 

Glass 3 35 6 18 8 70 
Ti le 0 0 0 0 7 
Clay pipe I 10 3 4 0 18 
Steati te 42 220 118 130 34 544 
Ceramic - coarseware 41 406 58 137 4 646 

- medieval 4 9 4 12 2 31 
- contmcntal rcdwarcs 13 143 91 62 47 356 
- tin-glazed 0 2 6 I 2 11 
- modem 9 120 63 80 6 27/l 

Textiles (samples) 8 32 45 45 0 130 
Horn 2 2 0 7 0 11 
Wooden artefacts 3 12 27 55 .J 101 

Totals 238 1137 465 682 151 2673 

Table 7b 
Distnbution of all artefacts from the Biggings b) trench 

7.1.1 EXPLOITATION OF LOCAL RE SOURCES 

Most of the material goods available to the people on 
Papa Stour from the earliest times would have been 
produced from local resources: from the rocks. the drift 
deposits and possibly the sea where, for example, pumice 
would have been washed up on the beaches and util ised . 
This situation would have changed very litt le during the 
earliest phases at the Biggings. where the ordinary 
requirements for da ily life would have been met with by 
local resources. An exampl e of this is the coarseware 
pottery (7 .3. 1 below). Collection of clay and stone temper 
for the manufacture of vessels would have been achieved 
wi thin short distances of the Biggings. Sources for these 
raw materia ls may have remained the same since 
prehistoric times and the ir exploitation used repeatedly 
throughout the production and use of coarse- ware at the 
site. 

Stone was another important resource from which a 
variety of tools and o bjects could be made. Q uarrying of 
exposed cliff faces along the is land' s coastline and the 
col lection of cobbles from beaches would have been 
eas ily won resources. From these could be made ards, 
cobble hand tools, loomweights and line sinkers. Locally 
quarried stone and beach boulders were a lso used 
throughout the I ife of the settlement for the foundations 
of wooden structures, the building o f hearths, drains and 
for the construction of stone buildings. 

A useful stone, fo und on the Shetland mainland but not 

on Papa Stour. was steatite. A significant num ber of 
goods including bowls and bakestones were made from 
quarried steatite and are the result of local trade. 
Craftsmen at the quarries may have been responsible for 
the production of vessels and probably based the ir forms 
on examples o f imported goods from Norway (see 
below). In addition, there are a number of smaller items 
such as perforated weights. spindlewhorls and lamps 
which may have been carved out of lumps of steat ite by 
the inhabitants of the Biggings themselves. Steatite is soft 
and easy to work requiring a sharp knife and few other 
skill s. Examples of the reuse of sherds from broken 
vessels show that some objects cou ld be produced 
locally. 

In addition to steatite , the schistose rock used for q uem s 
was a lso brought from elsewhere on the Mainland. but it 
is not known whether these objects were produced at 
source, as seems like ly, or brought back to Papa Stour as 
a roughout. 

Although the presence of iron and slag on the site was 
limited due to the ac idic conditions of buria l, they were 
present in all phases except Phase I. lt is debatable 
whether iron pan found at the base of podsol and peaty 
profiles was won locally and made into useable iron, or 
whether iron was brought to the island in the form o f 
finished goods. lt is possible some iron was smelted on 
the island but there is no evidence for th is from the site, 



and yet the Biggings during the medieval period may 
have been self-sufficient in iron tools such as small 
kni ves and na ils, with larger goods imported. The 
twist-bit SF 161 7 from the stofa in Phase 4, JL25, may be 
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an imported piece, perhaps finished with a local horn 
handle. The amount of metalwork from the Biggings is 
small , and information gained from these artefacts is 
limited. 

7.1.2 IMPORTED GOODS 

Imported objects are found in the archaeological record 
from Phase 2 (I I th century) onwards in increas ing 
numbers and variety until the end of Phase 4 (early 17th 
century) , after which they began to decline. Of these 
goods the dominant group is ceramics which reveal long 
distance trade around the North Sea region. Present are a 
range of types and form s suggesting the most available 
and perhaps the most desirable pottery goods of the 
medieval and later periods . Unglazed Paffrath ware, 
proto- and near-s tonewares from Germany; medieva l 
Eng lish wares; North German and south Scandinavian 
redwares; tin-glazed pottery and modem manufactured 
pieces. Of value to the Biggings inhabitants were forms 
that they could not produce themselves; better cooking 
pots, jugs, plates and bowls which were more fit for the 
table than their home-made pots. Most of these wares 
were glazed, introducing to Papa Stour coloured and 
decorated vessels in stark contrast to the drab and poorly 
formed local cooking pots. 

In spite of the fact that steatite for cooking vessels, 
bakestones and other objects was locally available, there 
is good evidence that certa in items were brought into the 
site from Scandinavia. Only the fragments of one fine 
vessel have been recognised as a possible import SF 
1503a (see above), but of more re levance are the many 
pieces of fine ly produced bakestones identi fied from the 
Hardanger area of western Norway (7.2.3 below). The 
product ion of bakestones has been dated to after AD 
I I 00 by their use in Oslo, and the sam e type appear at the 
Biggings during the first quaner of the 13th century. at 
the beginning of Phase 3. However, fragments of local 
bakestones appear in the archaeologica l record in Phase 

2, from about AD 1100. The question remains as to 
whether bakestones were a lready recognisably part of the 
stone tool assemblage during the early Norse period, as 
they were in the late r Iron Age (Ball in Smith 1994. 204). 
Did the idea of their manufacture and use spread from the 
Northern Isles to Norway, to return in an improved 
version in the 12th century? Or was the production of 
bakestones purely of Scandinavian origin? 

Wooden objects, on a predominantly treeless island, are 
important pointers to trade. Almost all the wood (except 
for rare examples of possible driftwood) has come from 
elsewhere to the island, predominantly from Norway in 
the form of building timber (see 6.1 and 6.3.3 above). 
Smaller items such as the ba rk vesse l SF 1469. reinforce 
the Scandinav ian contact, although the provenancing of 
stave-vessels (and their original contents), spoons and the 
ropemaker' s top are unknown. It would seem like ly that 
wooden objects could have derived from various sources, 
including England and Germany, accompanying other 
trade goods from around the North Sea area. 

During Phase 4 ( 1400 to the early 1600s), the range of 
imported goods to the site increased dramatically 
a lthough the actual artefact numbers involved are small. 
G lass makes its first in situ appearance as vessel g lass, 
fo llowed by window g lass in Phase 5; c lay pipes are used , 
and date the accompanying importation of tobacco 
(wh ich d id not surv ive in the archaeological record): 
small pieces of amber and jet beads are found: and coal 
and flint are noticed, probably arriving at the site as 
ballast, w ith coal then be ing used for fuel. 

7.1.3 LOCAL AND IMPORTED WARES BY PHASE 

Locally produced text iles, wit h a single piece of fli nt. are 
the on ly artefacts found in Phase I. By Phase 2 wood for 
the construct ion of at least one building, the dyngja. was 
brought to the is land . If the wood ori ginated in Norway. 
then trade links with Scandinav ia were already in place 
by AD 1100, if not before. There is li ttle additional 
material from this early phase to suggest other cultural 
ties, apan from one lead spindlewho rl , which a lthough 
not made on Papa Stour, links the dwellers at the 
Biggings to a wider Norse culture. Fragments of Paffrath 

\vare found in later deposits may have orig inated in this 
phase. suggesting that a north-south North Sea trade via 
Norway was also in operation and that sea voyages to 
Papa Stour were a lmost certa inly commonplace. All 
other artefacts in Phase 2 are locally produced including 
all stone and steat ite goods. and the coarse pottery. There 
may even have been a li tt le local iron working. and 
certainly pumice was collected for use. 

The pattern of imported wood is seen repeated in Phase 3 
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with the construction of the stofa. Accompanying the 
pine and oak timber are birch bark. a bark vessel 
(probably also from Scandinavia. and evidence for a 
spatu la and stave-built vessels. In addition there are 
bakestones from western Norway. and pottery jugs from 
both England and Germany. The first occurrences of 
continental redwares from North Germany and South 
Scandinavia may have begun to arrive on the island at the 
end of this phase. Although the evidence for imported 
goods is strong there is no way of knowing how many 
freight visi ts there were during th is phase. The actual 
number of artefacts is small, suggesting they were costly 
items which were not bought regularly and nor were they 
a resu lt of frequent trade. The bringing in of timber for 
building construction may have been handled by one 
trading visit alone. although it is suggested that contact 
with the world beyond Shetland may have been more 
regular than the evidence from the site suggests. This is 
the period when strong links existed with Norway. and 
the royal administrat ion had its political centre at the 
Biggings. 

In contrast to the appearance of fine imported \vares, the 
production of coarseware varied little. and thl! use of 
local resources for stone tools and implements continued. 
A little iron and slag was found as well as textile 
fragments. suggesting that clothing, by the production of 
2/1 twilL was produced locally. There is no physical 
evidence from the si te that textiles were exported, 
although there is documentary evidence that wadmel was 
manufactured to pay taxes (skall), from the north At lantic 
Islands (2.4 above). 

The greatest number of different artefacts was found in 
Phase 4, indicating that the trading and cultural links seen 
in the two previous phases continued. Cargo was more 
varied although wood and steatite may still have been 
imported from Norway. Access to good quali ty ceramic 
goods became increasingly important during the 16th and 
17th centuries. with north German/south Scandinavian 
redwares fonning an important component of the 
imported products. Some textile in tabby weave was also 
imported. The evidence for more frequent trading vis its 
may be represented in the archaeological record with the 
presence of ballast- large flint nodules and pieces of coal. 
lt is also possible that steatite goods were still being used 
during this phase. although much of the stratigraphic 
evidence points to a large percentage as being res idual , 
deri ved from previous phases. Once established the 
demand for clay pipes and tobacco continued and the 
former were found on the site, along with glass and some 
amber. 

Of the locally produced goods, textiles were important. 
For the first time at the site there is evidence for form s of 
textile production other than tabby, 2/ I and 2/2 twill. 
Knitting was now a skill which was brought to the island 

and taken up by the inhabitants of the Biggings. Knitting 
was seen most prominently as fragments of fabric on the 
floor and around the hearth of the dwell ing-house in 
Trench E in this phase. In addition there was evidence for 
the use of dyestuffs, madder and tannin. which were 
imported and used for the colouring of either the raw 
woo l, the fini shed fabric or the knitted gannent (see 7.6 
and especially 7.6.4 below). it is possible that some of the 
text iles were made for ex port: a profitable economic 
product along wi th fi sh, I ivestock and related produce. 

Locally manufactured perforated stones of sandstone and 
steatite, used as weights for a vertical loom. were largely 
discarded in Phase 4. This suggests that by Phase 4 their 
use had been superseded by technologically im proved 
(and imported) horizontal looms. The use of stone as a 
resource for smaller artefacts was of lesser importance 
from Phase 4. However, its use as a building resource 
grew in contrast. 

In spite of the availabilit; of a wider selection of fine! ) 
produced ceramic goods, by far the largest proportion of 
vessels were locally produced. The persistence of 
coarsewarc at the s ite is important and may reflect a need 
\~hich was not being met by imported goods (such as the 
lack of suitable cooking pots). The continued use of 
coarseware during a time of s ignificant changes in 
ceramic product ion and technology. m a) indicate that 
finer vessels were either prohibitively expensive, rarely 
avai lable or both. Perhaps a decline in wealth (and 
standards) were a result of the increase in popu lat ion on 
the island . 

By Phase 5. the early 17th century. the cultural picture at 
the Biggings began to take on a more modem aspect and 
the number and amount of imported goods may have 
begun to rival that of locally manufactured pieces. The 
number of sherds of imported continental redwares. and 
other modern ceramics. for the first time out-numbered 
those of coarse ware which was still being producc::d at the 
beginning of this phase. lt is possible that wood. in the 
form of objects such as stave vessels. was still imported 
to the site and may also have been used for building 
purposes. However. pegs suggest that local sk i lis were 
put to some use in the manufacture of technologically 
s imple objects. Other imported goods included amber 
and jet jewellery. clay pipes. glass (tor windows and 
vessels), and flint ballast. 

Of the locally produced goods, textiles dominate the 
record. and may have been produced not on ly for local 
need but also as goods for export. Tabby, ?./ I and 2/2 
twill were manufactured and knitting (for example. the 
foot covering SF 1655). was st ill important. 

The picture gleaned from the cul tural evidence from 
Phase 6 points to a modem but impoverished economy. 



In spite of strati graphic disturbances at the site and reuse 
of earlier deposits whose artefacts complicate the overall 
pattern, the actual numbers of artefacts at the site are 
reduced. Although there is a wider range of modem 
ceramics including tin-glazed earthenwares and 
machine-produced pottery their actual numbers are fewer 
than the previous phase. Textiles include fragments with 
modem chemical dyes, although some local textile may 
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still have been produced. Wooden objects were still 
being brought to the site as a wooden box, whose lid (SF 
426) survived, indicate. Clay pipes, glass, flint, jet and a 
copper-alloy token show the range of imported goods 
although their actual numbers are in single figures. By the 
end of Phase 6, about 1930, the site had lost its import
ance: local goods were no longer being manufactured and 
imported goods no longer needed. 

7 .1.4 DISCUSSION 

From the above summary description of the economic 
state of the settlement at the Biggings it is obvious that 
the picture changed through time. Even though actual 
numbers of imported goods were small, it is important 
that they appeared at the site, were used and later 
discarded, to become part of the archaeological record. 
They tell us about the state of the living standards at the 
time, of technological developments that became 
available to those living at the Biggings, the perpet
uation of long established resource management and 
utilisation, of the continuation of traditions and even of 
the cycle of events. Manufacturing skills which were not 
available on the island were replaced by imported goods, 
and possibly the occasional importation of skilled 
craftsmen . During the early phases at the settlement there 
was enough wealth to pay for goods and presumably 
services, but changes are noticed during the latter phases. 
lmported goods were still required, and were no doubt 
essential for the maintenance of I iving standards. 
However, actual numbers of objects became fewer. thus 
reflecting a general lowering of economic wealth, and 
finally, the reduction of people at the Biggings. 

Comparison of local versus imported goods also te lls us 
about the organisation of the settlement; the availability 
o f manpower to exploit the local resources early in the 

settlement history in contrast to its latter phases; and the 
communications involved in supply and demand not only 
of goods brought into the island, but of textiles, and 
possibly farm and dairy produce which was exported. At 
present there is no way of knowing how trade links were 
established, whether they were a Norse development or 
of older origin. Throughout the settlement's history 
communication with the outside world was important 
and items for import and export are only two aspects, but 
tangible aspects, of a wider subject (see chapters 2 and 3 
above). 

Imported goods were important to the Biggings, not 
only as essential items for utilisation, and as 
supplements for local resources, but they added an extra 
dimension-the artistic. In great contrast to locally prod
uced pottery, imported ceramics introduced new and 
varied forms, new styles, new textures, finer fabrics, 
and startling colour. Had more evidence been available 
this dimension would have also been seen in textiles 
(clothing), and jewellery. Through imported wares a 
social differentiation was also introduced, between the 
kitchen and the table, and between the domestic eldhus 
and the higher status stofa. By the end o f Phase 4 , the 
differentiation had lessened, and at the end of Phase 6 it 
had disappeared. 

7.2 STEATITE: VESSELS, BAKESTONES AND OTHER OBJECTS 

.\ndrea Smith 
with Simon Buttler & Birthe Weber 

The steatite assemblage from the site is a large and varied 
one, compris ing some 544 pieces we ighing a total o f over 
5 1 kg. The range o f object types ident ified includes 
vessels, baking plates, lamps , whorls, we ights, moulds 
and gaming pieces as well as fragments of raw materia l 
and working waste. The tables (8-1 0) show the 
breakdown of the assemblage by type are expressed in 
both number of fragments and weight, because with 
steatite one method alone can lead to misleading 
conclusions. There are a high number of unidentified 

fragments for example. with a re lati vely low total weight. 
Conversely, the objects are over-represented by weight, 
as they include a number of large, very heavy pieces. 
However, vessel fragments represent a lmost half the 
assemblage, with bakestones the next largest single 
category. 

The steatite from the Biggings is notable for being in 
unusually poor condition. Much of the steatite recovered is 
severely weathered and degraded which prevents detailed 
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VESSEL BAKE-
TRENCII SHERDS STONES WEIGHTS 

E/EJ 62 9 5 
H 19 9 2 
J/JUP/PUR 63 25 7 

K 92 41 6 
M/$/ us IS 3 0 

TOTALS 25 1 87 20 

Table 8 
Total numbers ofstealite fragmenls. 

VESSEL BAKE-
I'RENCH SHERDS STONES WEIGHTS 

E/EJ 6756.2 25 1.1 25706 
11 1703.8 147.6 459J 
J/JUP/PUR 7524.2 1899 4 27 13.6 
K 11601.7 3720.6 1900 7 
M/S/us 1838 2 333.8 () 

TOTALS 29424 I 6352 5 7644 2 

Table 9 
Total 11cigh1 of stcatite fragments in grammes 

analysis in particular vessel numbers. comparison of rim 
types, tooling and sooting panems. The acid conditions of 
the site may be responsible for chemically weathering the 
steatite into its present state by removal of the carbonate 
portion of the rock, and for the deposition of iron-pan on 

VESSEL BAKE-
SHERDS STONES \\ 'EIGIITS 

Number of rragmcnts 47 6 17 4 38 

FragmenL'> by 11cigh1 57 5 12.4 15 0 

Table I 0 
Percentages of the IOta I s tcallte. 

WHORLS LAMPS MISC UN ID TOTAL 

3 0 7 32 11 8 
2 0 2 8 42 
7 0 15 13 130 
11 11 16 43 220 
2 0 2 12 34 

25 11 42 108 544 

WHORLS !.AM PS MISC UN ID TOTAL 

50.3 0 6153 323.1 10566.6 
38.0 0 34.0 41.7 2424.4 
70.4 0 1375 7 630.9 14214 .2 

J00.7 1009.1 2056 8 866.5 21456.1 
JJ. I 0 98.9 0 2304.0 

492 5 1009 I .j 180.7 1862.2 50965 3 

man) sherds. However not al l the Biggings steatite is 
badly preserved, which suggests that some process more 
selective than environmental corrosion has been operating. 
Burning seems to be the likely process as some fragments 
are severely fire-damaged, usually after deposition. 

WHORLS 1.:\"vfPS MISC L:NID 

4.2 0.8 7.5 18.7 

Ul 20 82 4.0 

7.2.1 SOURCES OF LOCAL STEATITE 

Simon Buttlcr 

Two sources can be tentatively suggested for the Biggings 
material. One is the largest quarry in the Shetland at Cunn
ingsburgh, Dunrossness, and the other is at Hillswick. 
There is a single tiny fragment from the rim of a small 
bowl of a distinctive pink stone, SF 1520 from the floor of 
the stofa. The only place this occurs naturally is on the 
west side of Hillswick Ness where an area of cliff exhibits 
traces of quarrying as seen at Cunningsburgh and Fetha-

land. Hillswick is the closest known quarry to Papa Stour 
and it is probable that further study will show other arte
facts to originate from one of the other outcrops in that area. 

All the steatite (132 fragments) from the Biggings from 
1978 and 1979 (with the exception of minute chips), was 
compared with reference specimens from quarries in 
Shetland. The condition of the material meant 68% (90 



fragments) was unidentifiable but of the rest, 32 pieces 
probably came from Cunningsburgh. Three pieces from 
Clibberswick, Unst. are only tentatively identified, but the 
single piece from Hillswick, positively. The six fragments 
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of fine grey steatite may be from Cleber Geo, Fethaland, 
although there are other sources of similar steatite in 
Shetland. lt is likely that the bulk of the steatite used on 
Papa Stour came from Cunningsburgh. 

7 .2.2 VESSEL FRAGMENTS 

Vessel sherds fom1 approximately half of the total 
assemblage (57.5% by weight and c 48% by number of 
pieces). There are a total of 25 1 vessel fragments, of 
which 39 are rim sherds, 16 are base sherds (both flat and 
rounded), 141 are body sherds and 55 chunks or flakes. 

Analysis of the vessel fragments proved difficult because 
of the condition of the steatite. Much of the steatite was 
badly abraded, tooling marks have been obliterated, and 
edges and rims battered and much altered, thus generally 
preventing the estimation of height and diameter. It was 
therefore not possible to carry out detailed analyses and 
estimates of minimum numbers of vessels using 
combinations of tooling and rim types as was done at 
Hedeby (Resi 1979). There were not sufficient numbers 
of sherds available on which all surfaces were visible and 
undamaged to make such an exercise valid. The quality 
offinish and the evidence of use were both hard to assess 
owing to damage caused by burning. It is probable that 
most vessels were cooking pots. 

Typological c lassification of the vessel fragments is 
extremely difficult . The only avai lable typology is 
Hamilton's based on the Jarlshof material (Hamilton 
1956), which divides vessels into: small round, larger 
round, oval and rectangular groups. This is a highly 
subjective class ification relying on impressions rather 
than measurements. and is not easy to apply to the small 
sherds of the Biggings. 

This report has concentrated on the description of 
individual and refitted pieces in good condition which are 
representative of the types of vessels present. 
Represented are bowls, some large and thick, some much 
smaller and thinner walled; straight-sided vessels; square 
bowls with flared walls and small bases; and large oval or 
sub-rectangular dishes. Flat-based and straight-walled 
vesse ls appear to be the most common among those 
which could be identi fied . 11 bowls were identified, 11 
straight-sided vessel s. seven flat bases or base angles. 
and four larger ovoid or sub-rectangular examples. 

BOWLS 

Bowls are probably the most well-known type of stcatite vessel and 
occurred in large numbers at Jarl shof, Shetland. where they were 
divided into two classes on the bas is of s ize and wall th ickness. S mall , 
finely made and smoothed bowls of Class I ( I00- 150mm in diameter) 
with thin walls (c 7-13mm ) were found in the earlier Norse phases, but 

did not occur after the lOth century. Vessels of Class 2 were larger 
round bowls (220-51 Omm in diameter) with walls more than 13mm 
thick. and many fragments had iron rivets in place either for repair or 
suspens ion. These vessels occurred through all phases, but appeared 
to decrease in numbers in the later periods (Hamilton 1956, 11 3. fig 
85). 

SMALL BOWLS 

Small round vesse ls are uncommon and are on the whole, carefully 
manufactured. There are only three sherds from the Biggings which 
may represent small round vessels. These include two rims (SF 686 
Phase 6 and SF 1520a from Phase 3) and one body sherd (SF 1421 
Phase 3-4), all from different vessels. Rim SF 686 is very smooth and 
finely finished. with a rounded rim profile and smooth surfaces inside 
and out. There arc however, some scratches internally. possibly from 
cleaning the vessel by scouring with sand or some other fine abrasive. 
The second rim. SF 1520a. is also very well fini shed. with smooth 
surfaces, a flattened rim profile and walls onl y 5.5rnm in thickness. 

Unfortunately both rim sherds are too small to obtain a diameter. Body 
sherd SF 1421 also shows internal scratching. possibly from scouring. 
However, it should be noted that the rim sherds might also belong to a 
class of flat-based round vessels of medieval date found in Norway 
(discussed below) 

LARGE BOWLS 

There are nine examples of larger bowls (including SF 1339 and 
others) compris ing at least 12 fragments from area EJ in Phase 3-4. 
The thickness of this vessel varied considerably from 15mm (wall) to 
43mm (base). The walls were smoothed both inside and out, and 
although in poor conditiun, showed traces o f patchy sooting and 
blackening on both sides. Altho ugh many of the bowls had been 
smoothed on both sides. two examples had traces of tooling on the 
outside . One of these, SF I 526 Phase 3, showed broad (6mm) diagonal 
tooli ng on the outside and also partly on the inside where the marks 
\•ere slightly worn away on the upper part. possibl y by cleaning. Two 
other fragments. SF 5 12 (Phase 4) and SF 755al748a (illus 48 ), Phase 
3, also had internal tooling worn away in a similar manner. One 
fragmen t, SF 1533a (Phase 6). had an unusual tooling pattern on the 
outside. forming large facets, but was smooth internally. One 
unstratilied sherd. SF 716, appeared to be from the base of a bowl 
which had been worn very thin on one side, possibly from being 
repeatedly dragged across the hearth stones in and out of the fire . 
Fragment SF 1548 (illus 49) (Phase 3), in spite of its irregular profile, 
is probabl y the remains of a large bowl which has both internal and 
external vertical tool in g. Where the external surface wa~ undamaged. 
all of tiK Se large bowl sherds showed sooting and blackening o n the 
outside. md ieativc of their function a:; cooking vessels. 

STRAIGHT-SIDED VESSELS 

These f(JUr-sided n ::.sels arc g~nerally wide-mouthed\\ ith straight s ides 
tapering to a flat ba;,e and a variety of squared . ro unded or peaked rims. 
Minor di!Terenccs in rim profil e have been shown to have no 
typ0log1cal or datmg significance (Sharman 1990a). 

This vessel type was found at Jarlshof in contexts dated to the late 11th 
and 12th centuries (Hamilton 1956, fig 85), and from other later Norse 
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Il l us 49 
Large stcall!e bo11 I SF 1548. 11 ith ttwling and a p~rforatton 

and earl.' medieval sites on Shetland ' uch a> 1-:ehtster 1 <;harm an 19'l0a 
17) and Sandw ick tBtgclow 1985. 107). Stratght-stdcd vessel, 11ere 
also l(iund on Or~ ney at ·r uquo~ . Westray tSharman 1990h). hut 
although the larger ovoid or sub-rectangular 1 esse I~ 11 ere prc,cnt at 
Pool. Sand ay. on Orkney. small-based straight-sided 1 e,sels 11ere not 
idcntilicd (Smith lonhcoming). 

SMALL SQUARE VESSELS 

There arc 22 examples of straight-stded. flat-based vessels from lhe 
Biggings. which include three large fragments of the base and 11alls of 
square pots with llared walls and very small bases: in two cases Sf' 742 
and SF 602 (both from Phase 5 ). less than 45mm intemall) . The 
maj ority of these examples displ a} external venical tooling. usually 
from a narrow chisel (2-4 mm), although there is more variety in the 

ll lw, -18 
Large stealitc bowl 
SF 7:\517-18 

treatment ot the mtcrnal surface. 11 1th ><>me c\arnples smoothed. and 
others shll111ng 110rn or smoothed ver1tcal toolmg. Thts 1Cr1 tcaltooling 
i' typical of the str;ught-stdcd vessels produced at Catpund. Shetllmd. 
;md this quar~ ha.\ hcen tdcnttlled a_, the source of a number of the 
lltggmg, ' c"els mdudmg SI 63-l/-17816-19 ( illu~ 50 ) (Pha.,es 6 & 7l. 
SF 742 and SF 602 (both from Phase 5) (Buttlcr & Sharman pcrs 
n1111m l Mo'l fragment.. dtspla\ some d~gree of C\temal 'iOOiing. agmn 
llldtcaung. thctr tbc ~b coo~1 ng 1 esse I-; 

OVOID OR SlJB-RECTANGlJLAR VE SSELS 

lt is ol1cn difficul t to separate the large sub-rectangular and ovotd 
1 esse Is from the smaller square ones. hut 111 o base fragments at least 
appear 10 he from larger. dtsh-l tke ~~sscls JC SF MJ (Phase 2l till us 50) 
and SF 737 (Phase -l ) Rim and wall fragment.> arc harder to tdenlll). as 
the flaring 11alls of the relat tvcly tall square pots ma~ reach sinu lar 
propor1l lln<; to those of larger. but shallower. sub-rectangular 1 esse Is 
(!ne an1htguous example IS SI' 604 ( Phase~) 11 htch consists of lhe mn 
and two corners l'f a square or sub-rectangular vessel This ha' an 
unusual toolmg pattern on the outs ide. llilh group' of alternating 
dtagonab bdo11 the nm . .:hangmg to top nghvbonom left on the 
remainder of the vessel wall The outside IS lightly sooted and the tnstde 
11 all SITilll •th and dc;m 

t )ne cxamrle detinlld) trom a sub-rectangular ~c,scl i S SI· 1-165 (Phase 
.1-4) Thb 1-cssd 1' made ur nf fi1·e jolllmg fragment~ from trenchc, [J 

and K. formmg the base and t11 o 11alb of a 1 esse I at least 230mm long 
;md 205mm htgh. f hc c:-.temal surface is I.Cf) heav il) burnt and 
)lllOOthcd 11 1th no tooling vtsible. but inside the tooling is very irregular 
and chrutgcs dirccllllll from 1 ~r1 tcal to diagonal from the wall to the 
base (a ,alutaJ! 11arn1ng on tdcnu t} ing mdi1idudll'essels from tooling 
marks) l'hc ins t d~: also has patchy burn ing on the walb just above the 
base A ICf! smltlar 'esse! was found at Pool. Orkne~ . 11here 1t 11as 
~uggestcd that the 1 cry rough toolmg on these large dishes. rather than 
being a sign of poor qual ity nr slipshod workmanship, may have been 
advantageous if lht'd for roa.\t tng dt>hcs for large pieces of meat or 
1(1111. 1nthe san1e 11a~ lhat man~ present da~ , teak pans and gnlls ha1·e 
corrugauons (Snuth fonhcommg). 

OTHER VESSELS 

FLOWERPOT FORM 

Mention should he made l'f llllC small base angle sherd of flowerpot 



illus 51 
Steatite vessel sherd SF 1503a. with small base-angle . 

form SF 1503a (ill us 51). of unusual type. from a very thin-walled 
smooth vesse l shaped rather like a flowerpot, with round base and 
straight walls found in Phase 6. This may be an example of a type found 
at Borgund. Norway, and classified by Lossius as Type D and dated 
from the 16th to the 19th centuries (lossius 1977, fi£ .t: Bunler 198'l. 
51). lt IS also possible that the rim sherds di scussed u;1dcr Small 13owls 
(SF 686. SF 1520a) belong to this type. It is probable that sr 1503a is an 
import. although there is a small poss ibilit) that it is a Shetland cop) of 
a Norwegian type (Buttler 199 1. 231 ). 

HANDLED VESSELS 

There is only one fragment of a handled vessel. SF 511 (ill us 64 below). 
The handle is a small, finely worked piece with incised decoration, 
found on the floor of the Phase 2 stofa. Bunler's study of handled 
vessels from Jarlshof showed that they were limited to the 9th and I Oth 
centuries ( 1984, 77). These appear to be somewhat cruder than the Papa 
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ll lus 50 
Flat-bottomed. oval/ 
sub-rectangular stcati tc 
vessel SF 643. 

Stour example, but of similar form. fai rly short. and rounded in 
cross-section with a flattened upper surface. 

A handle with incised decoration was found at the Norse site of 
Underhoull . Unst, and dated to the lOth or IIth century on the grounds 
of Norwegian parallels. but no details were given of these examples 
(Small l967. 246). Handled vessels certainly are known in Norway, but 
as handles occurred on all shapes of vessel I in le account has been taken 
of them in classification, so typological dating is not well developed. 
However. some sources indicate that in Norway omamented handles 
became common in the Middle Ages. so that this piece could be 
medieval in date, or indeed much later (Buttler 1984. 43, 48). 

VESSEL ATTACHMENTS: IRON HANDLES, RIVETS 
AND PERFORATIONS 

There is \ 'Cl) little evidence of the attachment of metal suspension 
loops or handles amongst this material. One rim. SF 1525b. from an 
unstratificd context. has a small pecked pit below the rim, with a 
matching pared area on the inside. which may represent an attempt at 
secondary attachment of a suspension ring. or possibly for a repair. 

A second rather ambiguous piece, SF 1522b (Phase 5). may be rim or a 
reworked piece. as the · rim ' surface is unusually smooth and clean. This 
has two perforations. both c 20mm below the edge. one on a broken 
edge. There arc no traces of any iron corrosion products. and it is 
unclear whether the perforations were for suspension. repair or some 
other purpose. One 'herd. SF 752 (also Phase 5). a large bod~ sherd 
from a straighl-sided vc,sel, did ha\ e the stump of an iron rivet or strap 
1n position. The close proximity of the rivet to a broken edge may 
indicate that this was for a repair. 

One base corner fragment, SF 603 (Phase 4 ), from a straight-sided 
vessel, has two perl(Jrations on what appeared to be the base. These 
11ere 6mm in diameter and spaced 51 mm apan, one on a broken edge. 
and both some I 0-1 Smm away from a break along the long axis of the 
vessel. Again, there is no sign of metal corrosion, but this does not rule 
out the possibility that these were used for metal binding after the vessel 
fractured. lt may al so be possible that thev relate to the function of the 
vessel as a strainer. · 
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7.2.3 BAKESTONES 

Binhc \'("eber 

with additional material by i\ndrea Smith 

The purpose of this report is to d iscuss the provenance of 
the steatite used in the manufacture of the bakestones 
found at the Biggings, Papa Stour. It is claimed that a 
portion of the bakestones are of Norwegian origin, 
quarried in the Hatlestrand county in the Hardanger area 
on the west coast ofNorway. 

544 artefacts made from steatite or soapstone have been 
recorded from these excavations (see above). Within this 
total, 87 fragments of bakestone have been noted (table 
11 ). 

DESCRIPTION 

Bakestones are round (300-600mm diameter) level plates of varying 
th1ckness (5-25mm). with characteristiC grooves (toolmarks) on the 
surface of both sides (Ill us 52). These grooves do not interfere with the 
use of the bakestonc. as can be seen in experiments with cop1es. 

The bakcstones from the Biggings are div1ded into two groups 
according to the material used. One group IS made from rather 
homogenous, heavy steatite. of the kind used in cooking pots, found 
locall} on Shetland. These bakestoncs are up 10 25mm in thickness 
(illus 53 ) and \\ere rectangular or sub-rectangular 111 shape 
Rakestont:s belongmg to the second group are differentiated mainly by 
the schistose quality of the stone which can be observed particularly in 
fractures. 

The main minerals in this latter group are talc, chlorite and amphibole. 
Having grown parall el to the schistosity. but with only slight preferred 
orientation in the plane. the long. thin needles of amphibole make a 
tough gnd that prevents the rock from cross-fracturing, and as th~ 

three minerals have quite simi lar them1al expansion characteristics. 
their association allows the th in bakestones to endure alternating 
heating and coo ling Mineralogical variations found could JUStify the 

Fragments of imported steatite bakestone. 
SF 480 and SF 1435/ 1436. 

illus 53 
Fragments o f a bakestonc of local stcatlte. SF 749. 
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SF No Trench Phase Type No of frags Weight Remarks 
(grammes) 

469 f.77 4 Norwegian 20.8 reworked as a whorl 
472 K26 4-5 Hard anger 63.8 
473 E49 3 Hardanger 45.4 
474 111 2 4 Hardanger 4 32.7 
475 Hard anger 2 200.3 
476 K8 5 Hard anger I 7J.U rm/ww 
477 K86 3-4 Hardanger 122.6 ? local 
478 P6 6 Hard anger ? ?joins vessel SF 634 
479 K138 2 Hardanger 1035.9 '1 local 
480 Hardanger 133.5 
48 1 K8 5 Norsk/Shetland 72.8 
482 Hl2 4 Norsk/Shetland I 12.9 
483 Hl2 4 Hardanger 2 67.6 
484 Hl2 4 Hardanger 23.8 
485 Hardanger 22.8 reworked a' a whorl 
486 1L5 6 Hardanger 62.9 reworked a' a disk 
487 1L31 2+3 Hard anger 49.4 
504 K7 7 Norwegian 3.6 
507 K8 5 Norwegian 5.0 
596 Pl2 5 uncenain 26.4 ? Norwegian 
597 P2 6-7 Hardanger 3.3 
629 PS 4-5 uncenain 19.5 
730 195 2+3 local I 19.0 
73 1 142 3 local 2 89.7 joins SF 15 13 
749 167 3 local - square : 
756 K33 4 local Ill.\ 

757 K33 4 Hardangcr 3.5 
1000 K98 4 Norwegian I 1.0 
1427 E11 7 3 local 2 50.4 
1433 K26 4-5 K vitebcrg Hardangcr 9 579.2 
1434 K98 4 possibly Hardanger 4 786.7 
1435 K50 4 possibly Hardanger 442.7 Norwegian joins SF 1436 
1436 K44 4 possibly Hardangcr Norwegian. joins SF 1435 
1437 E6 7 possibly Hardangcr 2.6 Norwegian 
1450 E6 7 Hardanger 223.0 ? vessel body 
1451 "'1 13 3-4 Norwegian 26.9 
1461 EJ I3 3-4 local 6.8 
1492 [ 60 3 Norwegian 6.3 
1493 E69 4 local 115.2 
1497 184 4 local 41 S.O 
1500 181 4-5 Hardanger 4.9 
1502 193 4 local 95.2 
15 11 136 local 
1513 142 3 local joins SF 73 1 
1514 148 5 local ? 

15 18 158 5 Hardangcr I 2.1 
1519 152 3 local 6 53.1 
152 1 187 4 Hard anger I 26.4 
1523 1 I 7 Hardanger 2 59.5 
1527 lli 14 2 Hardangcr 11 .5 
1535 K26 4-5 local 74.8 
1540 K20 5 local 2 229.9 
1543 l(R 5 Hardangcr 3 150 9 
1549 "124 3 local 2 490.4 
1553 1(75 4 Norwcgran 3 3 
155S 1(98 4 Hardangcr 5 55.8 
1558 K98 4 local 2 2!!9.9 
1566 K 138 2 local ') 

Table 11 
Bakestoncs from the Biggings. 
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illus 54 
The bakestone quarry in the 
Kviteberg Hill with 
discarded bakestones lying 
around . 

use of rock names such as schistose soapstone or talcosc greenscl11sts 
for the material under discussiOn (J Naterstad pcrs comm). 

11 is this last group, supposedly brought to Shetland from the west coast 
of Norway. with which this report is mainly concerned Schistose rock 
does occur in Shetland (D D1xon pers comm), but IS not known to ha\c 
hcen exploited for this purpose. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF BAKESTONES 

After surveying the quarries in Hatlestrand, Hardanger. the activities in 
the area can be described as ·industnar . On and adjacent to the 
K viteberg Hill, some 29 large and small quarries arc found in a 
geological zone exposing a particul ar schistose soapstone, so well 
suited for the production of hakestoncs (Naterstad 1984 : Nerhus 1989: 
Weber 1984 ). which has not )Cl been recorded elsewhere in Norway 

In all the quarries in the K vitcberg area the working began on the rock 
surface. but some of the largest quarries are now to be seen as enormous 
caves. These and the very substantial spoil heaps tell of a production 
which deserves to be considered as an industrial undertak111g. 
Characteristic semi-circular. concave or ·negative· columns shm\ 
where bakestones were produced, chiselled out one by one (i ll us 54). No 
tools have been found, but after studying broken bakestoncs in various 
stages of manufacture, the procedure can be explamed 

The schistose soapstone is easy to split. The first levelling of the ·raw' 
bakestone to a thickness of c 40mm. was probably executed with a 
hammer and chisel. The additional thinning down of the stone to 
7-IOmrn was achieved by the use of more delicate tools. The surface 
finishing was probably produced by a fork-like tool with one. or more 
often, two ' teeth ·, as the grooves often seem to be parallel with a 
marked offset where the tool was thrust into the stone. This tool may 
have been like the 'meddrag', a carpenter's marking gauge; a tool used 
in joining logs when building a log house (illus 55). The local tcm1 nve 
heller (fl ags), probably points to the use of this tool, as nve means tear 
or grate. To obtain an even surface and a bakcstone as thin as possible, 
the implement was drawn over the bakeston~ in a crisscross pattern. 
thus creating the grooves we see. Consequently the bakestones of the 
best quality have an appearance of professional craftsmanship (ill us 56). 

Only bakestones were manufactured in the quarries in Hatlestrand and it 
should be noted that the schistose soapstone is quite unfit for the 
manufacture of cooking pots. The transportation of the finished 
products was probably mostly by boat as the quarries are situated near 
the K viteberg lake. The outlet of a small river is no more than 400m 
from this lake, thus making transpon easy. 

LOCAL PRODUCTION ON SHETLAND 

Bakestones of steatitc proper arc supposed to be of a local production 
and manufactured in quarries where cooking pots were also produced. 
(jrooves arc also seen on the surface of these (ill us 53) but the~ ''ere 
probabl~ onlv levelled "1th a hammer and ch1scl The locall) made 
hakcstoncs found in Shetland may have been a by-product of the 
woking·pot mdustry as in Norwa) Phntographs from the Cunnings
burg.h Qu~ sho" the same ·negati\ e · columns in the roe~ . The e:-.tcnt 
of production is not kno\m. wnsequently it is not possible at present to 

eval uate the imponance of one product against the other. 

IDENTIFYING THE TWO GROUPS 

fhe method used here for separating the two groups of bakes tones 1s by 
a s1mpk exan1ination of the fragments and lookmg for 1he 
characteristic elements of both groups. There are always doubtful 
examples which coul d be sen led b~ geological methods. but these are 
time consuming, complicated and expensive. The second group <'f 
hakestoncs (Norwcg- ian ), with which we are concerned. arc 
manufactured from a very disunct and identifiable stone. the simple 
method of examination IS under the Circumstances justified. 

Hakestoncs from the excavation have now been examined on several 
,,ccasJon>. some samples \\ere anal)s~d in Oslo One sample. Sr 474 
(from K26 Phase 4-:'i). contamed four fragments belongmg to t\\11 
different bakestones. One may argue that this could be an exception. a~ 
the fragments of one broken bakestonc would most likcl) be found 
together Cases are known \\here pieces of the same object. particular!) 
pottery, have been found far from each other in different layers, and 
hclonging to different periods (Reed 1992. 89ff, Molaug 1987. 299fn . 
A broken hakestone would consist of man) pieces. and "ery seldom IS a 
whole (broken) bakcstone found in one spot. 

I ,------ _j 

illus 55 
An example of an old · Meddrag ·, a carpenter's marking gauge from 
Sunnhord land Museum. Norway. 



No effort has been made to piece together fragments, as experience has 
shown that this is possible only in rare cases. Consequently, there is no 
way of knowing the real quantity of bakestones at the Biggings. As the 
thin Hardanger stones in all probability break more easily than 
bakestones made of the thicker. local soapstone. a comparison of the 
amount of fragments will give a false picture. With few exceptions. a 
single Small Find number contains the fragments of one bakcstonc. 

Of the 58 recorded bakestone samples, 25 have all the elements 
characteristic of the typical Hardanger bakestonc of good quality and 
may have been quarried there. 18 samples seem to be of local Shetland 
production, while two arc labelled ·uncertain ·. meaning they are not 
typical of either group. Four, belonging to one bakcstonc, arc grouped 
as 'poss ibly Hardanger' , which means they have elements more 
characteristic of the Hardanger than of the local stone, but cannot be 
determined with certainty. Two finds could be either, as they consist of 
pure talc. The ex istence of talc is known both in Shetland and Norway. 
Another seven samples have been identified by Andrea Smith as 
Norwegian, but these have not been seen by the author. 

STATISTICS 

There are 87 bakestones fragments from the 58 samples taken from the 
Biggings; of that 55 (63.2%) are of Norwegian origin (Hardanger or 
possibly Hardanger, including those identified by Andrea Smith as poss
ibly Norwegian); 28 bakestone rragmcnts (32.2%) arc oflocal (Shetland) 
origin and fo ur rragmcnts ( 4.6%) are of uncertain origin. The I an er 
include fragments which could be either from Norway or from Shetland. 

The Norwegian bakes tones account lor 70.6% by weight of the total 
number of bakestoncs ; the local bakcstones for 28.4% by we1ght and 
those of uncertain origin 1.8%. Incl uded in the statistics here are three 
artefacts made on Hardanger material. These are t\\ O spindle \\horls, SF 
469 (ill us 59) and SF 485: SF 486, a disc. and SF 476, a miscellaneous 
piece. all of which could be examples of the reworking and rcu~e of 
broken bakestone fragments. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF BAKESTONES AT T HE 
BIGGINGS 

The majority of finds derive !Tom the west and central trenches of the 
main site (Trenches H, J and K), all containing hearths where 
bakestones may have been used. 
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PHASE 2 

ill us 56 
A steati te bakestone of the 
best quality from 
Tonsberg. Norway. 

There were only three examples of bakcstones from this phase. but the 
majority were of Hardanger material. None were in situ on floors. 

PHA SE 3 

In this phase. 12 local bakestone fragments were found on the wooden 
floor of the sroja. Two local rragments were found in the eldhus beside 
the hearth. In the skali a Norwegian bakestone rragment was also found 
besides the hearth, and both local and Hardanger material in a pit fi ll. lt 
would appear that both local and imponed bakestones were in use at the 
same time in this phase, but that local ones were the main ones used or 
were the ones which survived the best. 

PHA5E4 
Fragments of both local and Hardanger material were found in a fill of a 
pit (1 pit 2). and a local bakestone fragment came from the floor of the 
new dwelling-house in EIEJ. Just above its floor was a spindle whorl, 
SF 469 (ill us 59) made !Tom a piece of llardanger bake stone. However. 
the majority of pieces came from a buil ding in Trench K and 
surrounding material in Trench H. These were mainly Hardanger 
fragments, but only three survived m sttu around the hearth and on the 
lloor. A local piece was also found on the floor of this building. 

PHASE 5 

By this phase numbers there are fewer occurrences of actual bakestone 
fragments. Pieces of both types and of uncertain examples were found 
in pit and drain fill s. and levelling layers. In the Trench K 
dwelling-house of this period, fo ur Hardanger and two uncertain pieces 
were found just above the floor. It is quite probable that activities in this 
phase represent the last proper use ofbakestones on the site. 

Pieces from the last phases (Phases 6 & 7) reveal the disturbed nature of 
the upper strat1 graph} around the site and nothing further \\as found 111 

stilt. Earlier deposits were reworked, thus ex plaining the occurrence of 
bakestone fragments just below the topsoil. 

SUMMARY 

To summarise. it would appear that bakcstones were in use at the 
Biggings from Phase 2 (AD 1100-1200). Although few in number. the 
samples show the presence of both Hardanger and local bakestones at 
this time. The use of both types of stone continued up to Phase 5, with a 
si ight preponderance of local bakestonc fragments in the sroja. By the 
end of Phase 5 bakestoncs ceased to be used at the site. Their last 
definite in s11u use is noted from Phase 4 (ending in the early 17th 
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century). but they may have lmgcred on 11110 Phase 5 a, a declining 
household ware 

The numbers ot' fragment> and the1r "c1ght ckarl~ shtm that 
Hardanger bakcstoncs outnumbered those of local production but the1r 
fragments were mamly found in levelling layers around building> 
Th1s suggests that the) were u~ed. broke and 11 ere d1scarded There IS 

lmle to >uggest ho11 man} actual bakestonc' are repre>cntcd b~ the 
fragments. Andrea Smith 1den11fied a minimum of e1ght hakestones 
made of local material. but the llardangcr material. a' has already 
been stated. is more difficult 

COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF BAKESTONES 

BAKESTONES FROM OTH E R NORSE SITES ON 
SHETLAND AND BEYOND 

The bakcstones found at the late Norse farmstead at .larlshot: Shetland. 
have been exan1incd Half of them could be identified as being 
Hard anger stones. Hardanger bake stones have l1kc11 isc been identified 
from Sandwick. Unst -onl} two fragments came from the upper la)crs. 
the rest were very fragmentlll) h>cal bakestoncs of Late orsc date· and 
from Kebister. both on Shetland. and from Tuquoy. Orknev From these 
sites onl" selected samples have been C\amined. Bak~stones of 
Hard anger on gm arc also kno11 n from snes m the Faeroe Islands and 
Iceland From th~ late l'iorse "tcs at Fres11 ~e~ 111 Canhne". "icotland. 
bakcstones are not recorded (Colleen 13atey pcrs comm ) and those from 
l lndcrhoul. Unst on Shetland. have not been examined. Bakestones 
were also found in the latest phase at Pool. Sand a\ . but th~sc were nf 
Shetland manufacwrc and not '.nf''eg1an 

BAKESTONES IN NO RWAY 

DlS l Rlfl{ rrlON 
Bakcstones are found m large numbers m all the med1nal 1011ns 111 
Norway. The earliest find> recorded arc from Gamlchycn. Oslo 
Stratigraphical analyses and C 14 dating place the earliest I avers in the 
m1ddle of the IIth century. Bakestones hollc,cr. occur no earlier than 
fire layer 13. dated to cAD 11 00. At present. th1S is the earliest recorded 
date fOr bakestonc~ in Nornay. 

Bakestones have also been found from C\Cavated farmsteads and 
farm-mounds. mostl} from area.' along the 11cst coast and in northern 
Norway. They arc more sparsel> represented from mland areas. hut 
relatively few farmsteads have been presently excavated Stra~ finds are 
often brought to the museums as a result of fidd work. Thc'e linds were 
probahl} discarded ll'hen bro~cn and thr011 n a11 ay " ith nthcr rubbish 

PROVENANCE 
The two groups described 111 the mtroduction are both found 111 Norway, 
the majority being the th111 hakcstones or sch1sto>c >oap;tone. A~ 
de~cnhed above. bakestone; or >tCatlle proper \\ere quarncd iocall~ . 

maml> as b) -products from quarries 11 here steat1tc pots 11 ere 
manufactured. Bakc;tones of sch1stos~ ooapstone all come from 
specific quarries in l latlcstrad, llardanger. in the county ofllordalanJ 
on the west coast of Norwa~ 

As long as there was a demand the producuon 111 Hatlestrand continued 
Bakcstoncs which are idenuficJ as Hardangcr stones arc li>und in the 
tO I\"' in comexts dated as late as the 17th cc Ill UT) (W.:hcr 1989). 

DISCUSSION 

The cultural implications of the bakestone finds 

Tile hypothesis is that the use of the bakestone found in 
the early medieval layers in the Norwegian towns was 
closely connected with the baking and consumption of 
jlmbrod, an unleavened, thin wafer crispbread. The 
jlatbrod was eaten with various kinds of boi led milk 
products, butter or cheese and also fish and meat. These 

various products were called suvl (old Norwegian sujT). 
The sov l was eaten between pieces of jlatbrod and was 
handed out at meals to the various members of the 
househo ld by the housewife. ThejlatbrrJd could be eaten 
crisp or soft , the latter being obtained by moistening it in 
a wet cloth. This !l!fse was wrapped around the sovl and 
was often preferred as travelli ng provisions. This has 
been ihe main fare in Norway from Viking/Early 
Medieval times until the middle of the last century. 

The tradi tion ofbak ingjlathrod is found in north-western 
Europe where the cultivation of oats and barley is 
dominant due to climatic reasons. and where the open 
hearth was likewise predominant. These meals (flours) 
lack gluten and the dough will not rise. The dough, which 
consisted of flour and water. and perhaps some salt. was 
rolled out with a rolling pin and the thin bread baked 
slowly on the bakestone. The latter was placed directly 
over the open fire. resting on stones or the stone frame of 
the lo\\ hearth . To turn the bread. a baking-stick was 
used. The jlatbrod ''as stacked and cou ld be stored for a 
length oftime. 

Due to cxtraordinal) good cond itions for preserving 
organ i<.: material in the medieval town of Oslo, it was 
possible to identif; the ro lling pin and baking st icks 
similar to those used in ·our time· in addition to the 
bakestones (Weber 1990. 62fT, figs 19, 21, 22). These 
finds strengthened the hypothesis set forth. In Gamlebyen 
in Oslo. the open hearth in a corner of the room was 
dominant through the centuries. 

One may assume that on Shetland access to bakestones 
was important to the housekeep ing to provide the dail; 
bread, I he jlatbrod, on the fann s where they are found, 
and that these people were presumably Norwegian. Even 
if bakestones did not occur in Gam lebyen until c AD 
11 00. the baking implements necessary to the baking of 

flathrod were found in earlier layers. As it is possible to 
bake jlarhrod on any flagstone. the assumption is that 
before the first ·manufactured' bakestone. ordinary 
stones were used Uhid. I ). 

When and hov. jlarhrod came into use is not knO\\ n. The 
fully developed set of baking implements fro m the 
m id die of the I I th century suggests a fairly long and well 
established tradition by that time. For th e Norwegians 
senl ing in Shetland thejlarbrodwas the main fare . It was 
eaten at all meals with various sovl as an essential food 
stuff. 

As the finds from only a few sites in Shetland have been 
examined thoroughly, from Jarlshof and the Biggings, 
the extent of the export of bakes tones from Norway is not 
known. The fragmentary condition of the bakestones also 
makes it di fficul t to evaluate the amount and numbers 
involved. 



The Shetland quarries may in the beginning have provided 
the settlers with bakestones, as steatite vessels (for both 
funerary and cooking purposes) had been produced from 
the Bronze Age onwards. The quality of the Hardanger 
bakestones was, however. superior. They were light and 
easy to handle, were quicker to heat and may therefore 
have been much preferred. There was a continuous 
communication with the home country and especially with 
the west coast of Nonvay. Access to bakestones from 
Hardanger was evidently no problem. Acquisition of 
Hardanger bakestones began before AD 1200 and possibly 
continued as late as the beginning of the 17th century. 
Stone flags built into the kitchen range in parts of north 
Yorkshire were used until fairly recently for the cooking of 
oatcakes (Andrea Smith pers comm). 

The connection, if there is any, between theflatbmd and 
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the oatcakes and/or bannocks, will be difficult to 
evaluate. In Norway, evidence for the flat bred tradition 
dates to the middle of the 11th century, but there is little 
archaeologica l evidence for bakestones from native sites 
in Scotland or from the Northern Isles from that period. 
However. several very large and thin flagstone roundels, 
original ly classified as pot lids, were found in the middle 
Iron Age period (Phase 7) at the Howe sett lement, 
Stromness. Orkney. They were 320-480mm in diameter 
and burnt to a brittle and often fragmentary state (Ballin 
Smith 1994, 204), and may well have been precursors of 
the steatite and schistose bakestones seen at a later period. 

Similar environmental and climatic conditions may have 
led to the development of jlatbred in Norway and the 
oatcakes and bannocks in Scotland and on the Scottish 
Islands, independently of each other. 

7.2.4 OBJECTS OTHER THAN VESSELS 

illus 57 
Stcatite lamps SF521 and SF522. 

LAMPS 
-- - - -------- ------

There are four definite lamps and seven probable lan1p fragments all 
from Trench K from Phase 4. One, SF 522 (illus 57). is a familiar Norse 
type. an oval lamp with two suspension lugs. which was common at 
Jarlshofin the later phases (Hamilton 1956. 173, 184). A more unusual 
fom1 is represented by a small oval lamp, SF 434 (illus 58), with one 
perforated handle. The other end is dan1aged. but does not seem to have 
had an extension for another handle. The inside of the bowl is burnt, 
clearly indicating its function, probably as a small portable lamp or 
night-light. A third example. SF 1556a. consists of only fragments of a 
thick. crude and tlattened bowl with extensive burning internal ly. The 
fourth lamp. SF 52 1 (ill us 57) is of a different form. it is in the form of 
a rounded cup with a well shaped knob on one side. This is a type with 
Iron Age affinities. more closely parallelled by examples from 
prehistoric sites such as C\ickhimin tHarni\ton \96&. fi g, 59). 

There is nothing tu suggcsl the presence of larg~ free-standing lamps of 
Nor.,cgian type (SC~ Grieg 1933) such as have been found at Sand\\ ick 
(Bigelow 1985 ) and at Northouse. Papa Stour (on loan to the Shet land 
Museum). 

5 .,..,,,.. • l t.. 
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illus 58 
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Small oval steatite lamp SF434. 
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WHORLS 

(1llus S9) 

Thcr~ are a 10tal of 24 whorls. of which JUSt under half came from 
I rcnch K ( >nlv five (2 1 %) \\Crc made from reused steatitc. 11 h1ch ma1 
he compared 1;•11h the slight!} higher percentage at Pool of 3 1°1o ( n111~ 
out of29) Three of these. SF 1459 (Phase 3-4). SF 439 (Phase 2) and 
SI· 455 (Phase 4 ). 11 ere made from vessel sherds on wh1ch residual 
>Ooting and tooling coul d still be seen. I lac the shape of the whorls lub 
hcen dicwted by the thickness of the vcs>d sherd. l\10 whorh. SF 485 
and SF 469. lrom an unstrati!icd context and Phase 4. wen: made from 
the distinctne silver~ . lammar sclnstose bakcstones fragments of 
Nor~vegian origin The fo rn1cr p1ece I> mcomplctc. but IS unusuall~ 

large for a whorl (minimum diameter of 50mm) and may have hcen one 
of the dnll whorls dcscnbed b) llunler ( 1989. 196-7) 

Another large whorl is SF 457 (1llus 59) (diametcr48mm) found in Phase 
6. but possibly too small for a drill 11 horl Th1s has been vcf} tinely 
" orked into an even nanened disc. with incised decoration on both s1des. 
although this appears to have been quite heavily worn on one side 

!'he usual varlet) of shapes and sizes of whorl are represented here 
l\10 piece>. SF 466 (Phase -1 ) and SF -165 (illus 59) (Pha>c 5). m1ght 
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Plain (SF 465 and SF 466) and decorated (SF 422. SF 457. SF 468. 
SF 510 and SF 456) steatitc whorls 

have been bead> rather than whorb. and appear much , moothcr than the 
others and apparently more worn . These both have rather large central 
perforations. and appear more ring-shaped. rhc are also of much lighter 
wc1ght than man) of the other whorls. aJthough the~ ma~ still fall well 
witlun the wc1ght range for sp innmg (sec below) at IJg and 11 g 
respectively. Two small fragmentary pieces may also have been beads 
or vc~ small light whorls 

Three hemispherical whorls are all plain and smooth. and !all at the 
hea\'lcr end 1>f the we1ght range The whorls \l hlch fall wnhm the 
disc-shaped or flattened categol) >m widel} 111 their degree of shaping 
and !imsh. <md one fragment. SF 442 (ill us )Q) (Phase 4 ). is decorated 
with a single mtem1ittcnt concentric incised line. Other decorated 
examples (six 111 all ) mclude SF 468 (illus 59) (Phase 5). a tnmcated 
cone with ((lUr pi ts on the flattened surface. probabl} the surface that 
was usually uppcnnost. Two cxamrles. SF 510 (Phase 2) and SF456 
(Pha,c ~ J (both 1llus 59). are decorated \\lth a mixture of radial and 
conccntnc lmes on rwo surfaces 

On sites of the Norse period in the Nonhcrn Isles whorls of >tcatite. 
other stones and bone arc ubiquitous and numerous. and no l)polog1cal 
or chronolog1cal signiticance can be attnhuted to thei r shape Most 
Norse spindle whorls arc undecoratcd and would look quite at home in 
an Iron Age collection from Shetland 

At Pool on Sanday. no distmctions could be made by shape from phase to 
pha>c rSnnth forthcommgl. although the "horls fmm the \Cl"\ latest 
~orsc phases d1d appear to be hca1 1cr than th,·tr predece>sors. lt has been 
suggested that the opt1mum weight for spmning Soa) type wool usmg a 
dropping action is 8gm (Kyder 1970. 81). As at Pool, all ofthe complete 
11horls from the· Biggmg; rillus 59) \\eigh constderahl~ more th<m thaL 
\\lth a we1ght range from l l-42g. ~o a number of lunher pos"hilities 
must he considered. The spindle may have rested on the ground and used 
purd1 as a nvwheel to mcrease the speed of the rotation of the spindle 
The 4uaht) of the woolma~ ha1 c b<:en rather better and wongcrthan \\C 

su,pect. and \\ool ma} not have been al l that was spun. llax or nthcr plant 
tibre> ma~ have been processed as "ell. and a spindle nla) also have been 
used for plymg a numlx:r of threads together 

WEIGHTS 

There are a total of 21 werghts. which can be placed into three 
categories : grooved lim: sinkers. steatite cobble wc1ghts and reused 
, c,scl sherd, . There are only four li ne s1nkers. of which two are 
fragments. The two complete exan1ples include one smaller weight, SF 

ill us 60 
Steatite we1ght SF 1439. 



ill us 61 
Perfora ted steatite line s inker SF 584. 

1439 (ill us 60) (Phase 3), with a central perforation and a groove around 
the long axis. and a more classic example, SF 593. found in Phase 7 
topsoil. which is quite roughly fin ished. with a perforation towards one 
end and a groove from this up over the apex. 

There arc 12 cobble weights. which vary considerably in the degree of 
shap ing and finishing. Three are well shaped and smoothed. but the rest 
are predominant!~ large !} unmodified cobbles of steatite with only a 
single pecked perforation. The exception is SF 584 (Ill us 61 ). This is an 
incomplct~ piece from pavmg (J 11 ) cast o f the Phase 5 dwelling-house 
(Trench K ). it has two perforations. towards either end of the cobble, 
but is broken at the lower one. A worn groove leads to a notch on the 
edge of the stone above the complete perforation. This is a line sinker 
typical of others found at Jarlshof, but is the only one from the Biggings 
with two perforations. 

Five weights have been made out of vessel fragments. eg SF 15251709 
from Phase 4 and an unstrati fied context (ill us 62). on some of which 
the residual soothing and tooling can still be seen. Most of the weights 
arc concentrated within the range of 139-599g, with two outllcrs of 
I 079g and I 094g. Th~rc are no obvious concentrations in spatial 
distribution. but like most of the stcatitc, weights occurred main ly 
within the west side of th~ ' ite (Trenches E. J and K) 

DISCS 

There arc four examples of worked discs of steatite. all with dian1ctcrs 
of 50 to 60mm, eg SF 5 I 5 from Pha.;c -1 (ill us 63). includ ing two made 
from reworked vessel fragments. These may be balance wcighl> or 
gaming pieces, and such discs found on English medieval sites are often 
referred to as pot lids. Discs of a ll types o f stone are a common but ollen 
unremarkcd find on sites from the Neolithic onwards in the Northern 
lsles. and occurred at Pool in sandstone throughout the Iron Age phases. 
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ill us 62 
Perforated weight SF 1525/709 reusing a stcatitc \·essel fragment. 

illus 63 
Steatite disc SF 515: reproduced at I I I. 

with examples made from reused stcatite vessel fragments found in the 
J'ors~ period (C\ark forthcoming: Smith forthcoming). 

GAMI NG PIECES 

In additiOn to the discs, there arc two further objects \1 hi eh m a) have 
had such a function . The first. SF 1479 (unstratified), 1s a small 
sub-rounded object with a flanencd base and top, p"ssibly a reworked 
vessel fragment. The second is a llanened sub-rectangular object. SF 
5 1-I (illus 6-1 ), with multiple \·enical knife strokes on one face forn1ing a 
deep slash. and with a waisted middle al so fonned by multiple knife 
strokes. it was found in Phase 4. and is heavily scratched all over. lt will 
stand upright fairly securely so that it is possible that it may have been 
used as a gaming piece. It is also equally possible that this wa' some 
kind of steatite carving, practice or trial piece as described belo\v, 
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illus 64 
Steatite pieces: handle from a vesse l. SF 511 . gaming piece SF 514. 
trial piece SF 433 and mould SF 445 . 

T RIAL PIECES 

SF 1478 is unstratificd and has just a few incised lmcs and dots. but the 
other. SF -433 (illus 64) from Phase 4-5. has one complete perforation 

\l'lth several other p1ts and dots. along with mc1sed lines and scralches 
as well as other marks from knife trimming. These may simply 
represent a bit of whittling in an idle moment. or a child copying its 
elders 

MET ALWORKING E QUIPMENT 

A group of ObjeCts which may be connected with metal-working 
includes IWO objects (both ill us 65) which may be heating trays for 
small an1oums of ore. as one. SF 516 from the Phase 3 cookhouse, 
certamly bears sooting and burnt deposits. The other. SF 513. is not 
quite so clear. and could equall y he a toy or model, as it IS simply a 
small oval flattened dish. but it does have some signs of heating. 11 was 
found jUSt above the floor in the Phase 4 dwelling-house (EIEJ). Similar 
flattened dishes and containers made in cla} were found at the Brough 
of Oirsay (Curie 1982. ill 25) and at Moynagh Lough. Co Meath. 
Ireland. albeit in an 18th-century context (Craddock 1989. 181. No 
160). Here it is suggested that these small trays may have been used as 
crucible stands. 

There are also two moulds, one bar mould, SF I 095 (Phase 2. Trench 
K). a~ seen at the Brough of Birsay (Curie 1982. ill 28), which would 
have produced bars measuring 81 mm x 15rnm x 15mm. The face with 
the matrix is flattened and smoothed. but the opposing side is very 
uneven. and possibly intended to be set into the ground. The other. SF 
-145 from the dwelling-house (french K) in Phase 5. (illus 64), is a 
rather more complex object, with an annular •·hannel on one lace. and a 
double square with a gate on the other These arc very roughly carved, 
and the object ma~ he unfinished. 

RAW MATERIAL AND WORKJNG WAST E 

This category includes nine pieces. m various stages of working. from a 
large houldeT-SIZC lump ofra11 steat ite found m Trench E, to a possible 
lan1p roughout SF 703 from topsoil The smaller pieces display some 
rough tooling, one w1th 4.5mm-broad chisel marks, but no funher 
shaping or smoothing. Although the number o f fragments is not great.. 
these are large pieces. and represent no small effort or energy 
expenditure. This gives some indication o f steatite working on the site 
which was nol resuicted to reworking of broken fragments. These 
pieces are not concentrated in any one place, and may represent the 
occasional working of windfall pieces on the site. rather than a routine 
practice. This is still a clear indication that some working of larger 
Objects or vessels took place a1~ a) from the quarries. 

MISCELLANEOUS REWOR KED FRAGMENTS 

The bulk of these p1eces represent \essel fragments which have various 
traces of shaving and knife mmming after breakage This IS the more 
common type of stcatite working to be found on most Norse s1tcs in the 
Northern Isles. involving the reuse of broken objects, usually turning 
broken pots and hakcstones into whorls and weights or some small 
trinket for a child to play with 

ill us 65 
Steatite heating trays SF 516 and 
SF 5 13: reproduced at 1/ 1. 
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7.2.5 DISTRIBUTION OF STEATITE ARTEFACTS 

The excavation did not yield a Phase I structure, and no 
fragments of steatite were found in the Phase I stratig
raphy. Steatite, like the buildings appeared in Phase 2. 

PHASE2 

A total of 36 pieces are allocated to this phase. but only four were found 
within the dyngJa. However. these included the decorated vessel handle, 
SF 5 11 , a disc and vessel fragments. The majority of pieces (30) came 
from the e/dhus and ska/r at the west side of the site, mainly vessel 
fragments and unidentified lumps of stcatite. The vessel and bakestone 
fragments along with two weights. fo ur spind lewhorls and a mould, 
suggest a range of domestic (and industrial?) activities. As none of these 
western structures was completely bottomed it is difllcult to interpret 
the results from the surviving artcfactual evidence. 

PHASE3 

Numbers of steatite artefacts generally increase in this phase, with the 
Trench K e/dhus providing the most pieces (33), mainly vessel 
fragments . The stofa had half the number of vessel fragments (13) as the 
e/dhus, but in contrast yielded the greatest number of bakestone 
fragments ( 12). This building had also a decorated weight and the trial 
piece SF 433. There were no steatitc spindlcwhorls from this phase, but 
most of the unidentifiable fragments were generally scattered through 
and around the buildings on the west side of the site. Destruction or 
rebuilding of structures there at the end of the phase, probably accounts 
for the predominance of vessel and bakestonc fragments in levelling 
layers (Phase 3-4). 

PHASE 4 

The Phase 3 stofa was replaced by a new dwelling-house built slightly 
to the west (Trench E/EJ). at the beginning of this phase. but 

fragments of bakestones and a disc came from fills of pits dug into the 
former stofa. Large numbers of steatitc artefacts came from the west 
side of the s ite, indicating the probable disturbance of material from 
earlier pha~cs. and the dumping of newly discarded pieces. In sill/ 
vessel fragments. a disk. a heating tray and a whorl/bead came from 
the floor. hearth and deposits over the floor of the new 
dwelling-house. In the adjacent building (Trench K), possibly also a 
cookhouse, built over the remains of the Phase 3 eldhus, came a 
complementary list of artefacts whi ch also included bakestone 
fragments and a lan1p. 13eneath and around this building was a dump 
which included the rest of the st~atite lamp fragments found on the 
site. as well as many vessel (30) and bakestone fragments (25 ), a 
decorated spindlewhorl and weights. 

Although this phase produced the largest number of steatite objects. 
very few of them were actually in s1111. 

PHASE 5 

A new dwelling-house over the Phase 4 Trench K building produced 37 
pieces. The majority were vessel and bakestone fragments, but 
spindlewhorls and miscellaneous artefacts were also present. Pieces 
from this pha~e may represent the last active use of steatite on the site. 
However, the digging down of the dwelling-house into earlier material, 
and the construction of drains. indicate that many of the artefacts could 
have ori ginated in an earlier phase. 

PHASE6 

Although steatite artefacts {vessel and bakestone fragments. and 
spind lewhorls) were present in this phase. none of them were in sit11. 
They derived from earlier deposits which were disturbed in the 
construction of new structures on the site. The condition of the steatite 
{discussed above) suggests a great deal of movement and redeposition 
of material. 

7.2.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS: DATING AND CULTURAL AFFINITIES 

Steatite as a raw material is idea lly suited for use in 
cooking because of its high thennal capac ity, and steatite 
pots and bakestones fo und a widespread distribution in 
the Norse pe riod. The excavated Norse settlements of 
Orkney certainly seem to have been well supplied with 
pots and bakestones, probably most of them from Shet
land quarries. However, many of the other objects, such 
as lan1ps (illus 58), weights and other small trinkets seen 
on this site are only found on Shetland sites, c lose to the 
sources of raw material. The suite of lamps, weights and 
other small objects fou nd at Papa Stour are a character
istically Shetland phenomenon. The reuse of broken pots 
and baking plates appears to be a common occ urrence in 
thi s peri od . regard less of the di stance from the quarries. 

MANUFACTURE OF THE OBJECTS 

The Biggings site probably acq uired vessels and 
bakestones from the main Shetland steatite quarries, 
which produced mainly plain, but serviceable vessels and 
a few fine bowls (Buttler 1984). In addition, some ofthe 
coarsest bowls may have been made by the users, as the 

fragments o f raw materia l and working waste indicate. 
while lamps and whorls were probably a lso home-made 
in most cases. A finely shaped sinker, SF 1480 from the 
Phase 4 dwelling-house (E/EJ), is most like ly to have 
been professionally made. 

The hard use to which most of the vessels and bakestones 
were put suggests that steatite at the Biggings, compared 
to Jarlshof, was an expensive commodity and the max
imum amount of service was ga ined from each object . 
The rock was certa inly less eas ily obtained from Papa 
Stour. 

The range o f vessel types present can be compared with 
those from the late Norse period at Ja rlshof. Small round 
bowls mainly occur early in the Jarlshof sequence and 
although they appear to be relat ively rare at the Biggings, 
their presence may indicate a 9th- or I Oth-century settle
ment. The presence of rectangu lar vesse ls and bakestones 
indicates an occupation at some point during the 12th to 
14th centuries. However, it must be stressed that 
Shetland steatite artefacts are not well suited to dating. 
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The smal l-based straight-s ided rectangular vessels, 
probably manufactured at the Catpund Quarry, Cunn
ingsburgh, are greatly in evidence, and these are held to 
be an indigenous development in late Norse Shetland 
(Buttler 1989, 199; Sharman 1990a). This type of vessel 
was not identified at Pool, although the larger straight
sided dishes were present, possibly indicative of the 
slightly later date of the former type, as the latest phases 
at Pool probably date to the late I I th or 12th centuries 
(Smith forthcom ing). Connections further afield may be 
indicated by a single sherd (and possibly some rim 
sherds) of a type of flat-based round vessel common in 
medieval Norway, as well as by the relatively large 
number of imported Norwegian bakestones. 

A summary of the Biggi ngs steati te would be that it 
forms a typical Norse Shetland assemblage. The hard 
use it has suffered could be the result of the d istance 
between Papa Stour and the steat ite sources, compared 
with the relatively favourable situations of Jar lshof, 
Sandwick and Underhoull. That is. steatite was a more 
valuable and less wasted commodity at the Biggings 
than at other excavated Norse sett lements on Shet land. 
As at Jarlshof and Sandwick. a few fi nds indicate som e 
form of contact with Norway. However, th is was of 
minor importance in Shetland compared with the local 
steatite industry in supplying the everyday needs of the 
communi ty. 

7.3 T H E CERAMICS 

Beverley Ballin Smith, Lyn Blackmore, Hans-Georg Stephan & Robert Will 

This report covers all the ceramic material found at the 
Biggings from 1977 to 1990, and is divided into four 
parts: locally made coarsewares: stoneware and other 
medieval ceramics; North German and South 
Scandinavian redwares: and other post-medieval and 
modem ceramics. As a whole the ceramics give detailed 

information of life at the site over an 800 year period, 
from around AD 11 00 to the midd le of the 20th century. 
They are the most numerous finds group and were found 
in the majority of contexts. Catalogues and detai ls of all 
ceramics are available in archive. Table 12a & b 
summarises the total sherd assemblage. 

7.3.1 LOCALLY MADE COARSEWARES 

Bc\·crley Ballin Smith 

from a p reliminary analysis by John W "-\ Ucn 

The excavations at the Biggings produced one of the 
largest collections of coarse pottery found on Shetland to 
date. In total, 646 sherds were recovered from the site. 
They came from all phases except for Phase I, but the 
majority, 63%, came from the westem most part of the 
site (Trench K). A more detailed discussion of the 
distribution and phas ing of the pot1ery is presented 
below. The importance of the Papa Stour material , apart 
from its re lative abundance, is the nature of its 
distribution: specifically in re lationship to the buildings 

and activit ies in the central and western areas of the site 
(Trenches K and J) from A 0 I I 00 onwards: and its 
continued and seem ingly important presence up to and 
during Phase 5 (from the early to middle 17th century) 
when cominental redwares reached their peak at the site 
(see below). Although no direct ev idence ex ists that the 
pottery was manufactured at the s ite. it presumably was 
made locally. most likely on the island. and served 
immediate local needs. 

ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF PIECES 

METHODS OF INVEST IGATION AND 
ANALYSIS 

The ceramic material was initially separalcd from all glazed and 
wheel-thrown sherds and !hen investigated by hand. None of the 
material was subject to thin-section analysis but al l observations of 

fabric and surface treatments "ere earned out at x I 0 or x 16 
magni fi cation. The pottery was analysed by context and within trenches 
using specially prepared analysis sheets which were transferred to a 
data-base. The estimated vessel equivalent (EVE), or percentage of 
vessel or rim survival, has not been consistemly used because of the 
irregularity of the rims: however. where possible. the percentage 
reconstruction of a vessel is sugge sted. 
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Table 12b 
Seriation diagram of all ceramic types at the 81ggi ngs (% of each 
ceramic type per phase). 

STATI STICS 

The collection of 646 sherds v.eighed I 0.49kg (average wc1ght per 
sherd 16.23g): of this 152 were rims, 399 hody sherds. 92 bases and 
three others have been interpreted as lamps (see table 13b) Only one 
handle IS present 111 the collection and this wa~ attached 10 a lantp. Three 
sherds. cg SF 1317, were pierced helow the rim: linger and thumb 
1mprcss1ons "er~ common: othem ise the collection is entirely devoid 
of decoration. There is a vast colour range throughout the sherds due to 
firing. use. burning and post-dcpositional conditions, but generaJJy 
vessels would have been pale yellow through orange to brown-grey in 
colour (Munscll SY 6/1-6/6. IOY 6/2-8/J. 7 5YR 6/2-6/6 w IOYR 
711-7/3). It is estimated that there were a minimum of 11 vessels. 
although many more existed: one or two handled lamps and possibly 
two other lamps Deliberate levelltng of the site and the disrurbance of 
context~ IS ev1dent in the condit1on and distribution of the pone f)' from 
the later phases. where information gained lrom cross-trench joins and 
from the sherds themselv~s has been reduced to a min1mum. 

FABRIC 

A lithe pollcf)' wa~ hand-made us1ng traditions that were present 111 the 
prehistnnc communities or the Scottish Islands. In fact. there is little to 
distinguish thl> collection from Iron Age ceram1cs. except for 1ts 
provenance, rutd, that it 1S coarser and kss well made. Boulder cla) . 
peat) and non-calcareou> gleys arc present in the wcstem ha! r of Papa 
'>tour ( 1.2 abO\e) be)tllld the present llill D)k~. and 1\ltuld ha1e 
prov1dcd cla) I or potter) making. All the temper used to m1x '' 1th the 
clay wou ld also have been available locally. and used since prehi storic 
t1mcs a' mdicatcd by li\O "clay ums· from the prehistoric cemetery at 
Cull a Voe found 111 1893 (Inventor)· of Shetland Vol 3. 19.:16. 156). The 
predom111ant rocks used f()r temper were quartz and quartzite (both a' 
angular and rounded grains) and tuff. Addllional material included a 
little jasper. m1ca and stcaute. and possibl) basalt. , andstone. calclle. 
rhyolitc and iron-oxide. but these were found 1n onl) one or two sherd., 
each 

Tuff is the most common temper found in the ceramic, followed by 
large (up to IOmm) squart: fragments of quartzite and finer grains of 
quartz. The fomter is black. vesicular. soft and shin) and was frequen t!) 
seen as tlat plates within the fabric A beach origin is suggested for the 
small grains of quartz which varied in colour from white, through to 
orange and red All the rocks used a< temper" ould have been a1 ail able 
along the island' s shorclme. Rh)olite is the main rock formmg Papa 
Stour, but fragments of it were generally not fo und in the cenmtic, even 
though it " as Identifi ed 111 two sherds. SF 3 71 and SF 328. both from 
Phase -1 Th1s suggests that easil) a1·allable resources such as beach 
seduncnts were preferred to d1gging out and preparing bedrock 
materials HO\\Cvcr. a surprising omission from the mai n rock type' 
used as temper is steatilc Although steaut.: is not pr.:sent on the island 
as an outcrop. 11 is available on the adjoin 111g M am land of Shetland. It 
\\as al~o read1l) available as broken sherds of steatit c.: vessels. 
fragments from bakcstnncs and as lump:- of ra11 material. but this 
source was generall y not made use of. It wa~ found in only 11 sherds. in 
SF 352 (two sherds) from Phase 3. SF 497 (three sherds). SF 1149, both 
Phast: .t: 111 SF 11 02 (Phase 6). a vCf)' abraded sherd: SF 1473, 
unstrat1fied; and as possible degraded steatite (soil and pov.dery) 111 SF 
372, 327 and 11 78. from Phases 3. 415 and 5 respectively. The paucity 
of rock type'> other than tufT. quartz and quartzite. suggest their 
inclusion as temper 11a~ probabl) incidental rather than deliberate. 

The inorganic temper. or rock inclusions was generally vcf) poor!) 
sorted. Most sherds had a range of grain SIZe, from 0.5·5mm (fine to 
medium) and even up to over I Omm (very coarse). Often the temper 
was easilv visible to the naked e\'e, the coarser grains (both rounded and 
angular) ·appearing as lumps of rock disturbi;g the vessel surface. In 
analysing the litbric it was clear that the majority or sherds had temper 
wh ich fell into a medium-coarse range (2· 1 Onun 1. although some 
sherds sho\\ed a full range of inclusions from fine to very coarse. 

The second main category of temper used in the Biggings cerantics was 
organic material. mainly grass, m the form of chopped stems: possibly 
from cereals; although seeds, including cereal seed;,. were also present 



it is also possible that this material represented dung (Gaimster 1995, 
137). This fonn of temper is nonnally identified as a negative 
impression in the clay matrix. as the carbon content had oflen been 
burnt away during the firing process. Organic tempering was used 
wJdCI) and is present in almost all of the sherds. it was an Important 
mgrcdient and probably was the easiest auainable of the resources used 
in the mlll\ufacture of coarse ceramics. 

MANUFACTURE OF THE POTTERY 

All of this collection was hand-made using slab or coil techniques or a 
combination of both: although the actual method of manufacture of 
some sherds was uncertain, there was no evidence of the use of a wheel 
for making or finishing the vessels. The number of linger and thumb 
impressions reveal that the pots were often moulded into shape by hand. 
and joins of the slabs fonning the vessel body were smoothed over 
using fingers. Lane ( 1990. 117, 118) describes this technique as 
tongue-and-groove construction. lt would appear that the clay of the 
base would have been roughly pulled and moulded into shape before the 
sides of the vessel were anachcd as slabs or more rarely as coils. 
Pinching the clay together at the basal angle, and then being roughly 
smoothed over. seemed to be a nonnal technique. cg bases SF 11 72 
(Phase 7) and SF 1299 (Phase 4). The laller example was extremely 
poorly made, and the join between it and the anached body slab was 
clearly vis ible. Most sherds arc 50mm square or less. broken at the slab 
junction, thus indicating the slab width. SF 1275 is a fragment of 
reconstructed vessel where the lowest surviving portion has broken 
above and below a slab join. Where measured, coils had a thickness of 
half that of slabs (c 20-27mm). 

Rims were attached to the vessel body as a prepared coil or narrow slab, 
20-22mm deep, by press ing the joins of the pieces together with the 
fingers, moulding the rim to shape or folding the clay over, and roughly 
smoothing the surfaces. The internal surface of one rim, SF 1207 (ill us 
66). shows how the rim was attached to the vessel body, and that in 
some examples, even the smoothing-over of joins was not carried out. 
Finger and thumb indentations were clearly visible on the majority of 
rims and many of them were very irregularly fonned. 

The irregularities of rims and bases, formed by the coarseness of the 
temper. and their uneven moulding and finishing was often a hindrance 
in achieving an accurate measurement of dian1eter. Some vessels were 
so distorted that a reliable diameter was impossible to calculate (c.:g SF 
12141121811226 and SF 1222. both from Trench K ): and two rim sherds 
from the same vessel would oflen have completely different profiles. In 
addition. many bases were only roughly flattened. 

No potter} sherd had a thickness below4mm. and none \\as greater than 
21 mm. The average pot thickness varied from location to location; in 
the central area (Trench E) it lay between 7mm ;md IOmm (from 
minimum and maximum widths of 4- I 6mm). in the NW area (Trench 
H) it was c 8mm (from Smm to 17mm); the pot from west of the central 
area (Trench J) was more irregular with average widths lying between 7 

illus 66 
In terior of a coarseware rim SF 1207; reproduced at Ill . 
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and I 3mm (from 4-17mm) and ponery from the western part (Trench 
K) had widths of6-1 3mm from a minimum of4mm to a maximum of 
21mm. 

SURFACE TREATMEr-ITS 

This category includes actions which allccted the vessel surfaces during 
or immediately after production, or were a result of use. 

The coarseness of the temper made some surface treatment of the 
vessels necessary in order for them to be serv iceable. or more 
aesthetically pleasing. Masking of the coarsest grits was partiall ~ 

successful by the application of a clay wash or sl ip on some of the 
vessels. The slip could be thin or thick and may have been burnished but 
the slip and its treatment was generally difficu lt to discern due to later 
burning and sooting, accretion of food deposits or post-dcpositional 
weathering of the sherds. However, up to 20% of vessels may have been 
burnished. Often the slip had fine mica particles, mica dust, which gave 
the vessel surface a slight sheen. More often surfaces were simply 
smoothed. this being achieved by the action of the potter's !ingers (the 
use of an alternative smoothing implement was not detected). or by 
rubbing the surfaces with a bunch of grass. 

Finger tip indentations could also be classified as a type of surface 
treatment. Although, as described above, the various parts of the vessel 
were joined by the action of the fingers and thumb. the depressions left 
behind were rarely removed. Basal sherd SF 1222 (illus 67) shows clear 

ill us 67 
Thumbed coarsewan: base SF 1222 : reproduced at Il l . 

illus 68 
Bowl of pottery lamp SF 5 I 8. 
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vertical lhumb-prmls above !he wmed Ol'er. and roughly finished. ela) 
of the basal angle. In fact !he high incidence of finger indentallons on 
vessels such as SF 329/334 gave the surface a rough and uneven feel. 
This may have been a deliberate action to improve the grip when 
moving a full vessel ( Baliln Smith forthcoming). Smearmg 1he cl a~ 
over slab Jams and over larg~ grits may have had a similar function 
Rarely wa' 1he vessel surface seen 10 have been wiped by grass or straw, 
but SF 349. has ridge marks on hoth internal and e~ternal surfaces as a 
result of 1h1; action 

338 

·-------' 

328 
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illus 70 

1l lus 69 
Grass-tempered base SF 1320. 
reproduced at 1 I I 

The mos1 widespread techmquc wh1ch alrered rhc: surface of vessels 
was th~ "rapping. or pac~ 111g. of newl} completed pots m a wet state 
with grass or straw (see firing below). as grass and seed impressions are 
very clear on mo't sherds. Impressions can be seen on the inside of 
lan1p SF 518 (JIIu> 68) and on the outside of base sherd Sf' 1320 (ill us 
69). 11 is suggested that the untired 1 essels were packed 11 1th grass or 
straw in order 10 support their shape whilst drying. and to prevent lhc 
fom1a1ion of dr: ing cracks by allowing the clay 10 dry slowly lt is qu ite 
e\'ldent from lhu.:k 'herds "11h ver: Cl>arse temper that. dunng firing. 

1284 I 1285 

50 mm 

Reconstructed coarse" are vessel profiles SF 338. SF 328 and SF 1284/ 1285 . 



the surface of the clay cracked around the grits, thus producing a crazed 
appearance to some vessels eg SF 1317. 

lt was original ly thought that some rims showed evidence of possible 
knife trimming eg SF 1169 (E39). In al l. 13 rim sherds were smoothed 
and !lanened. They can1c from phases 3-6 and from the main area of the 
site. However, drying of the pots upside down on a stone or earth floor. 
would account for the smoothing and flatten ing of the rims. Due to the 
lack of any ev idence for the use of tools in vessel production it would 
seem unlikely that a knife was ever used for finishing the rims. 

Included here are the three exan1ples of sherds which had holes bored 
through them beneath their rims. Although not strictly surface 
treatments, the holes affected the vessel surface. and presumably the 
function of the pots. Each exan1ple is from Trench K in Phase 3 (or 
derived from Phase 3 deposits ie K9S). and had only one hole 
surviving. SF 131 7 (illus 71) is a vessel wh1ch has been partly 
reconstructed. From the discussion of vessel forms below. this is a 
cooking pot which has a hole. c 5mm in diameter. bored through its 
wall approximately 33mm below the inverted rim top. As with the 
other two examples, the hole was chipped through the vessel wall 
from both sides after firing. SF 1322 is a rim sherd of a larger vessel 
which has a 3mm diameter hole c 27mm below its rim. The final 
example, SF 1312, is an undiagnostic body sherd with a 3-4mm 
diameter hole which may belong to the same vessel as SF 1322. 
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On vessels with an inturned rim, it may have been necessary to bore two 
or more holes at equal distances around and below the rim in order to 
suspend the pot above the hearth. The paucity of other examples with 
suspension holes from this ceran1ic collection might suggest a specific 
use for these two pots in connection with food preparation. or a lack of 
alternatives, such as steatite cooking pots with iron handles. it was not 
possible to ascertain whether the vessels had been used before the holes 
were bored. or whether the holes were produced after firing and therefore 
before use. because of the accretion of sooting. However, it is probable 
that these vessels were adapted later after already having been used. 

Surface treatments which are the result of post-manufactural processes 
are sooting and coating by food deposits. Sooting, or the accumulation 
of a thin and usually intermittent carbon layer on the exterior surface of 
vessels, was due to use; either directly in the hearth or above the fire. 
Soot was also found on some interior surfaces, which could indicate 
either burnt food. or that the sherd was burnt after breakage. As many as 
50% of sherds showed evidence of sooting. More immediately 
noticeable were carbonised food deposits. often found in thick, crusty 
patches around rims, on external surfaces and on the interior of base 
sherds. 

In discussing the surfaces of these vessels. it is pertinent to mention 
the degradation and occasional loss of the outer surfaces of some 
sherds. Post-dcpositional burning. abrasion and erosion is the cause of 
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illus 71 
Reconstructed coarseware bases SF 333 and SF 1276 with reconsructed rims SF 13 17 and SF 1324. 
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some surface failure and lamination: prolonged exposure to the hearth 
has lead to the loss of the external surfaces of bases and their change 
of colour from brown-grc~ to red. Often the Impressions of grass 
temper arc clearl) to be seen tn these heavily burnt sherds Flaking of 
slipped surfaces has occurred, usually around coarse grits, and 
lamination of sherds is possibly due to a combination of poorl y mixed 
temper containing a high proportion of vcgctabk matter. and 
tn!iltration of water and roots dunng post-dcpositional processes 
More rarely have post-deposilional accretions been noticed, such as a 
clay deposit on SF 1270 (Phase 3) and iron-staining on SF 358 (Phase 
.t ). 

FIRING 

~vidence of colour var1ation noted in the sections through sherds. and 
the occasional flattened rim (see above) suggest that the vessels were 
ftred upside down. i\s has alread) been descnbcd. pots were packed 
wnh grass or straw. possibly to aid the drying process : and when dry 
may have been fired with the same. and additional. organic packing. In 
general the vast majority of sherds have internal surfaces wh1ch show 
reduced conditions (a gre} or grey/brown colour. Munscll 2.5YR 
3/0-6!0. 7.5 JfO to IOYR 411-5/2) and oxidised external surfaces ( a 

red/orange-brown colour. Munsell 2.5YR 6/4, 7.5R 6/6 to 5R 4/3-6/2 ) 
Sherds from onl y two contexts K 100 (Phase 3) and L32 (Phase 5) 
show the reverse. Rarely did a sherd exhibit two oxid1scd surfaces 
with a reduced core. as base sherd SF I 339 from Phase 2 in Trench K 

In spite of the crudeness of the ceram1c, it was fired at a sufficient I~ 
high temperature that withstood possibly prolonged use at the hearth 
rhe hardness of the ponery varies from betng relatively soft tn 

medium (c 2.5-4.5 on the Moh scale). although 1h1s charactcnsttc ma) 
be just lb much a product of post-depos1tional conditions as of the 
temperature at which it was fired. Harder fired sherds have also been 
found eg SF 816 from the Pha~e 3 01 en Hi 17: SF 1334 (I\. Trench) and 
SF 330 (J 63 ), both Phase 5 The higher firing tcmperatun:s produced 
slight variations in the texture of the sherds; they are less coarse ami 
have a ftner sand~ feel. their fabric is more compact and organ1 c 
temper is less visi ble . 

The crudeness of the ponery and its lack of aesthetic merit suggest that 
1t was unlikely to have been brought 111 and was probably made either at 
the Biggings or in the immediate vicinity. 1t is of domestic origin, and 
with that in mind. it is quite possibh; that if was tired where it was 
produced. Its construction rc4uired linle in the form of technological 
aids, and neither did its ftring. The domestic hcanhs, tire-p1ts and the 
\lVCn at the Biggings would have provided suitable conditions for either 
open firing or semi-kiln tinng. In additton. some of the shallower p1ts 
bet11een Trenches J and E. could also have been used for open tinng 
(Onon er a/1993. 126-31). 

JOINS 

Although the pollcry came lrom all trenches and almost all contexts 
there is onl) one example where two sherds from d1tTerent trenches 
join. ie horizontal connections. They are SF 334 from Trench 1\. in 
Phase 3 and SF 329 from Trench J in Phase 7. This is not surprising due 
to the amount of disturbance around the site in the later phases. 
However. JOins within trenches, ie ven1cal connections across phases. 
suggest that later disturbances did affect the earlier strattgraphy, but not 
to a significant extent. 

Interesting cross-phase joms between sherds occur in the earliest 
phases. Sherds in Trench K Phase 3 (floor) join with sherds in Phases 2 
and 4 (destruction and levelling la)ers): and sherds from the Pha'c 4 
floor join with some from a Phase 5 drain fill Joins also occurred 111 

Trench H between sherds in the fi ll of the Phase 2 fl ue and the Phase 3 
oven. There were no cross-phase joins in Trench E and those from the 
cast end of the site (Trench L) occurred between a pit ft ll in Phase 4 and 
Phase 6 deposits. This survey of very I imned data does, however, reveal 
that broken pots were discarded outside the buildings in deposits which 
were later reworked and disturbed. and this occurred from the earliest 
phases. 

VESSEL FORMS 

From 1h1s collecuon 11 was possible 10 recons!ruc! three comple!e and 
e1ghl pantal 1cssel proftks (eStimated at 8-35 5'7o of the \\hole ) There 
seem to be two dominant fonms at the Biggmgs: a straight-sided vessel 
wi th a fl at base. whose height is less than 1L' rim diameter in the three 
reconstructed exan1pb. 'iF 338 (FVE c 17°'o). 328 (EVE 28°'o) and 
128411 285 (EVE 23%) ( 1llus 70). and a generally tapcrmg-s1ded vessel. 
again with a tlat base, but where the rim diameter is estimated to be 
equal to. or wider than. the measurement of the height of the vessel 
(illus 71). However. none of the latter 11ere full} reconstructed. In 
add11ton then: were also ccrrunic lan1ps. 

From these e"\amples IllS poss1blc to make some general observattons. 
due to the fact that full or panial reconstructions were poss1blc from 
Pha~cs 2 to 4/5. including a rare survival from Phase 7. ll would seem 
that the straight-sided vessels had stra1ght or sltghtl~ imumed or 
inverted mns. and the JUnction of the vessel wall and base was 
rounded in Phase 4 (SF 328) and possibly rounded in Phase 2 (SF 
338). Another cxampk !SF 128411285. ill us 70). also from Phase 4. 
sho11 s a thic ~cning of the vessel wall. especial!) at lis junct1011 with 
the base, thus giving an external tapering appearance to the vessel 
These vessels were solidly constructed and would not have tipped 
O\ er The second t} pc. the tapcring-s1dcd 'esse b. all had flallened 
inverted rims, although only on<: example. SF 1317 (EVE 10%) (illus 
71 ). had a rounded rim The inversion of the latter was most extreme 
and the presence of a -;u~pens1un hole. suggests a specific funcuon for 
th1s pot 1111h an adaptauon of the pre\alltng rtm dcs1gn. ll was not 
possible to reconstruct bases to these vessels. but two additional 
ba,es. SF 333 (EVE J:!%) and SF 1276 I EVF. 235%) (illus 7 1\. 
suggest that the~ 11erc hases to -.umlar pot> SF 333 "a flat hasc to a 
tapered ves~el. where as SF 1276 indicates a slightly bulbous pot 
which tap~rs down 10 its flat base. This lauer is not unlike SF 329!334 
(EVE 35 5° o). which although rn1ss ing its hase. ha!. a slight m1d-po1 
bulge abo~c 11h1ch lltapcrs \ Cf") sltghtl) to the rim. and belo11 11hich 
it wpcrs more markedly lo the hase. In comparison with this example. 
the base SI· 1276 may not have been from a part1cularl} tall vessel. 
although il ltcs at the thickest end of 11 all measurements ( 15-17mm) 
for vessels at Papa Stour. 

The advantage of hav ing complete pot profiles. apart from aiding the 
interpretation of vessel fonm, is that he1ght of vessels is also available 
fi.n study. lt 1s evident from the straight-sided reconstructed vessels SF 

ill us 72 
Interior of reconstructed coarse ware vessel SF 338. 
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ill us 73 
Reconstructed coarse ware vessel profi les SF 329/334. SF 1275, SF 13 11 and SF 1320/ 1304. 

338. SF 328 and SF 1284/1285, that these were smal l pots: their heights 
ranged from 85mm to 107mm: and their rim diameters !Torn 103mm to 
125mm (ill us 72 , SF 338). it is possible that the two smallest pots were 
handleless drinking vessels: however, both internal and external 
surfaces of SF 328 were thickly coated with patchy food deposits. Food 
deposits and sooting \\ere also found on the ~urfaces of SF 12!!4/ 1285, 
and m addition the outer surface of the base was heavily burnt. These 
observations may be a retlecllon of the conditions of burial. as 
fragments of this vessel were found an10ngst burnt roofing. and below 
the floor. of the Phase 4 dwelling-house. but its use as a cooking vessel 
should not be discounted. 

The tapering-sided vessels ranged in rim diameter from 90mm, to 
160-240mm, and poss ibly up to 300mm. Although no bases 
completed the vessel profi le. it was apparent from SF 1324 (EVE 
7.5%). that the body had broken just above the base. With a surviving 
height of I 02mm, it is suggested that the vessel was no more than 
II Omm when complete. The tallest surviving height of the other 
reconstructed pots \\35 Jlll more than II Omm. and the least. 7-lmm. 
E,·,dcnc.: from the recon\lnJc·tcd base SF 1276 sugge>ts that th is 
particular thick-walled v~:ssel attained ~ height in excess of 11 5nun, 
perhaps as much as 200mm. 

All these vessels (see illus 73) were sootcd and all but SF 13 11 (E VE 
8%) and SF 1275 (EVE 2.5 9%) contamed food deposit;.. These 
carbonised deposits \\Cre especially noticeable around the rims ; 
internally on vessel SF 13 17; and on both surfaces of SF 1320/1304 
(EVE 14%). Although soot wa~ found internally on the base SF 1276, 
food deposits survived only on the external surfaces. The heavy use of 
vessels and the excess burning of some bases (see above) indicates that 
these pots were used for food preparation and used on the hearth, either 

directly in the ashes or suspended above the fi re, as in the example of 
SFI317. 

A few. almost straight rims. were present in the collection ic SF 1304, 
SF 1272, SF 1214/ 12 18/1226 and SF 1216/1 22 1/ 1229. ''hich may 
suggest the presence of four-sided vessels. These sherds had irregular 
rim profiles. extreme in some cases. 11r \\Cre either so small. that 
definite e\ idence for fo ur-sided vessels wa; not present. In the larger 
of these examples body sherds were curved below the rim, which 
suggests that the rims were simply malformed versions of the other 
vessel forms. 

In addition to the vessels. several lamps and lamp fragments were found 
in Phases 3 and 4. The most complete example, SF 683. was found in or 
bes ides the corner hearth J27 in the Phase 3 stofa (ill us 74). This is a 
handled lamp resembling a nattencd ladle . it is 150mm long <md 75mm 
in width across the bowl. The handle is broken but survives c 60mm in 
length The bO\\ I is an irregular circle with internal dimensions of 
nmm' 57mm. aml a depth of25mm . it \\cighs 178g. The lamp is one 
of the liner made rieccs of coarse ccram1c to survive at the Fl iggings. 
the bowl was moulded to shape with the handle added as a rolled or 
fo lded piece of clay: a seam in the upper surface of the handle is clearly 
visible. The surface of the ceramic is abraded because of rcnetration by 
root let~ and as a result of heav} burning. ~specially around the uneven 
and t1auened rim . Derosits of carbon and ,oot are noted around most of 
the mn and over half the exterior of the bowl. and finger impress ions 
are to be seen on the handle. 

A more fragmentary but similar example is SF 518 !Tom a Trench K 
wall cut in Phase 4. it is quite probable that this lamp originated in 
Phase 3 but was later discarded. The bowl of the lamp is al l that 
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il lus 74 
Coarseware lamp SF 683. 

illus 75 
Lamp fragments SF 518 and 
SF 1141 

survives, and over half the rim is missing. 11 is a more crude example 
than SF 683: it was moulded into shape. and the rim formed by folding 
over the clay of the bowl (ill us 75). lt survives 85mm long by 50mm 
wide and has a bowl depth of c 21 mm. lt is also heavi ly sooted 
internal ly and externally around the rim. The use of grass temper is 
clearly to be seen as is the impression of an oat grain in the floor of the 
bowl (illus 75) (pers comm Camilla Dickson) 

The other example wonhy of mention is SF 11 41 (with SF 1287) from 
above th.: floor of the Trench E dwelling-house in Phase 4 (illus 76). lt 
is more fragmentary than the other two examples described above. as 
only half the bowl is present. Its form is very similar to SF 518, with a 
flattened base, and rolled over, but more irregular. rim. The lamp was 
clearly moulded as can be seen in the finger tip depressions visible on 
the inside of the bowl. The sherd is assumed to have been well-used as 
its rough outer surface is shiny. 

Other possible lamp fiagments have been identified !Tom Trench E 
(Phase 3 ). SF 1160, and from Trench K (Phase 4 ). SF 1265. 



VESSEL DISTRIBtrriON AND TENDENCIES 

(table 13) 

Coarseware vessels appeared at the site during Phase 2, c AD 
1100-1200, in comparable but small numbers of sherds (6-15) in 
Trenches K, Hand J/lJP. Although only 15 sherds came from the Phase 
2 s/Wli, in Trench H, this was the highest number to be associated with 
any structure in this trench: by Phase 3 c AD 1250-1400. its pottery 
numbers had declined to only seven sherds. In contrast the Phase 3 sroja 
at the east end of the site (Trench J/LIP etc) had 14 sherds, including the 
almost complete handled lamp (SF 683) . The area ofTrench E produced 
pottery. including also a lamp fragment, for the first time during Phase 
3, although the actual number of sherds was very small (4). The most 
significant area in Phase 3 for coarse pottery vessels was the Trench K 
eldhus with 19 sherds . This trench experienced a continuous increase in 
sherd numbers until some time during Phase 5. The significance of 
pottery in Trench K can be explained by suggesting that this building's 
main function was that of food preparation. The eldhus in Trench K may 
have retained its domestic activities until the beginning of Phase 5. thus 
accounting for the increased number of sherds in this area. 

In Phase 4 (c AD 1400-1600) alterations to structures affected the 
distribution of pottery across the site, and many sherds were found in 
levelling layers. principal ly in the area of Trench H. The Phase 3 sroja. 
no longer functioned as a building of status and it was replaced by a 
new building in Trench E. This change is reflected in pottery numbers 
which remained low ( 16) at the east end of the site in Trenches JIL/P, 
due to their location in pit fills or mixed with the bumt roof material of 
the stofa. In contrast 39 sherds of pottery, including a lamp fragment . 
were found in the new dwelling-house in Trench E. However. the 
Trench K building, although altered, produced the highest number of 
sherds in this phase ( 135). It is significant to note. that even with the 
introduction of a new type of ceramic goods during Phase 4 
-continental redwares-the coarsewares were still primarily used for 
food preparation. 

The picture of the dominance and imponance of coarsewares persisted 
into Phase 5 (cAD 1600-1800) even though the imponation and use of 
finer and better quality continental redwares reached a peak. A new 
dwell ing-house was built in Trench K replacing the Phase 4 building in 
Trench E. Although many sherds in Trench K were associated with 
levelling layers. drain fills etc, sufficient were located on or within the 
floors of the building to suggest that coarse pottery was still in use, and 

PHASE 
TRENCH Natural 2 3 314 4 

11 I 15 7 0 16 
K, KA 0 <) 19 32 135 
E, EJ, EK 0 0 4 0 39 
.1/LP/R I 6 J.j 0 16 
u/s 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTALS 2 30 4-l 32 206 

Table 13a 
Coarseware - sherds total by trench and phase 
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presumably still being produced at the site. 155 sherds were found in 
this trench. (including the highest count of continental redwares. see 
7.3.3 below). 31 sherds were also located associated with a possible 
yard with dwelling-house at the east end of the site, which may have 
been constructed towards the end of this phase. 

From reaching a peak of 206 sherds in Phase 4. coarseware numbers 
began to decline, to 186 sherds in Phase 5, and 36 sherds in Phase 6. 
The latter were from the levelling and constructional layers of a new 
building. the Gorl . built at the cast end of the site post-1846. and only 5 
sherds came from disturbed contexts across Trenches K and E. After 
this, only 30 sherds were found in topsoil contexts of Phase 7. all of 
which were derived from earlier deposits. 

Generally there is little to distinguish between the ceramics of the 
different trenches. However. all the tapering-sided vessels were found 
at the west end of the site, from Phase 2 to the end of Phase 4, 
predominantly in Trench K (the eldhus) with two examples from 
Trench H (the s/Wii). including a large pottery base. In contrast the 
straight-sided vessels were found in Trenches J and E (the sroja and 
dwelling-house) in Phase 2 and Phase 4. From such small numbers it is 
difficult to know how consistent thi s trend was. There is also the 
problem of comparing m si Ill sherds found on floors etc, ie in rei iably 
dated stratigraphy, and those found in levelling or destruction layers, or 
pits. which may have derived from earlier contexts. Only Trench K 
produced sherds with suspension holes. their use centred on the Phase 3 
eldhus. Lamps were found in Trenches J. K and E during Phases 3 and 
4: but it is quite possible that they were a product only of Phase 3. 

It is suggested that coarseware at the Biggings was in use from Phase 2 
to Phase 5. from c AD 1100 to possibly as late as AD 1800. In 
comparison to other recently excavated sites (discussed below) this is a 
long and unbroken time scale which emphasises the significance of the 
Papa Stour assemblage. However, the use of coarseware may have 
ended some time in the 18th century, if not before. when modem 
ceramics became more readily available. During about 600 years of 
production. it varied little in fabric, form or finesse: there was no 
significant alteration of rim shape, sherd or vessel weight, of vessel 
form, of production or even of vessel function over time. A larger 
number of sherds or more reconstructed pieces may have altered the 
picture. but the assemblage basically represents a collection of vessels 
which were primarily made for cooking food: even the smallest 
ceramics may have served time in the hearth along with the larger 
cooking pots. Only the rare ceramic lamp was different and used to light 
activities around the work place. 

4/5 5 6 7 u/s Total 

I 0 0 0 41 
36 55 2 Jl 7 406 
9 I 3 2 0 58 

23 30 31 16 0 137 
0 0 0 0 4 4 

69 186 36 30 11 646 

TRE\!CH Rims l3od~ sherds l3ases Lamps Total weight Total 
H 10 27 4 0 833 41 
K, KA 96 ~45 64 5656 406 
E.EJ.EK 15 37 1037 58 
J/LP/R 30 88 18 I 2888 137 
u/s 2 0 71 .j 

TOTALS 152 399 92 3 10490 646 

Table 13b 
Coarseware - sherd types by trench (weight in Grammes). 
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COMPARISO N WITH OT HE R SITES 

This med ieval assemblage of coarsewares is one of the 
largest to have been found in the Northern Isles to date. 
only surpassed in numbers by the comparable "Norse' 
pottery from Jarlshof, Shetland (Hamilton 1956). The 
latter site produced an almost unbroken sequence of 
prehistoric coarsewares from the late Bronze Age. 
through the Iron Age, cul rn inating in a late series of 
coarsewares at the beginning of the Norse period. Pottery 
is not recorded from the 9th to I I th centuries but 
occurred again at Jarlshof in the later Norse and medieval 
sett lements of the early 12th century to the end of the 
13th/begi nning of the 14th century. 954 sherds were 
classified as Norse (in addition there were 63 sherds of 
wheel-thrown medieval wares). The author suggests that 
medieval coarseware came into general use during the 
12th and 13th centuries (ibid. 188). 

The late Norse pottery from Jarlshof (ibid. plate 36) is of 
barrel-shaped vessels with inverted rims, wide. open
mouthed pots with everted rims and small tapering-sided 
vessels with almost square or rectangular mouths. 
resembling steatite vessels. Grass tempering was 
common and the ponery was hard fired. The pots differ 
s lightly in shape from those at the Biggings. but are of 
comparable heights and widths. Vessels with square 
mouths, square-sided pots. are similar in height to the 
straight-sided vessels from the Biggings. and large open 
bowls with inverted or flat rims are very similar to the 
taperi ng-sided vessels. Hamilton describes the most 
numerous type from Jarlshofas being a craggan pot with 
everted rims similar in appearance to a jam pot; this type 
is not represented at the Biggings, but seems closely to 
resemble a vessel form from the Iron Age and wheel
house periods (Hamilton 1956. 188. and comparison of 
plate 16 with plate 36). 

There is little additional comparative material from other 
Shetland sites. The Norse sites of Underhoul l and 
Sandwick, both in Unst, produced no coarse ceramics of 
Viking Age or later, and it is suggested that "the Shetland 
Vikings apparently did not make ceramics. although 
contemporary Anglo-Norse and Hibemo-Norse Vikings 
were assim ilated by pottery-making cultures .. " (Bigelow 
1989, 186). There were also no locally produced 
ceramics of medieval date among the extensive 
collection of imported wares occurring at Scalloway 
Castle (Lindsay 1983: Blackmore below). 

ln comparison with the situation on Shetland. recent 
work on Orkney has shown that coarsewares existed on 
sites from the late Norse period to the Middle Ages: 
however, not all the ev idence is fully published. Grass
tempered pottery of 12th-/ 13th-century date, has been 
found during the last phase of settlement at Pool, 
Sanday (Hunter 1992, 1.32), and at the Norse monastic 

settlement on the Brough of Deemess (Williams 1987, 
336-8 . fabric 2(b)). At the latter si te. although medieval 
sherds were few. handmade. flat-bottomed and 
straight-sided vessels were suggested . Grass-tempered 
wares were also found at Kirkwall , during the 1978 
excavations (MacAskill 1982. 405-406) ""'here the 
majority of sherds were from handmade cooking pots of 
medieval or earlier date. In these examples the rims are 
straight or everted. but the sherds represent more 
bulbous vesse ls than those at the Biggings. Coarse 
pottery was also found in Norse contexts, dated to the 
end of the lOth century and possibly the IIth century. 
from the Brough of Birsay. but none was grass
tempered (H unter 1986, 185). 

Slightly further afield, fragmentary coarseware sherds 
with heavy grass temper have been found at Freswick. 
Caithness ( Batey er a/ 1984, 96-97, I 05, I 07: and 
Gaimster 1995). They are similar to the Biggings' 
assemblage in being described as having flat bases and 
evened rims: there were also stra ighter-sided vessels and 
a possible globular form. In addition bag-shaped vessels 
with rounded bases, some handles and a few decorated 
sherds were also found. Batey suggests they are of a 
possible I I th- 13th-century date. of local manufacture 
and most likely simple cooki ng pots ·with short life 
spans·. Chronological separati on of the fom1s was not 
poss ible. 

Another interesting area to compare with the pottery 
situat ion on Papa Stour and Shetland in genera l, is that of 
the Hebrides. which has si tes with long pottery 
sequences. Recent studies of the complex ceramic 
situation in this island group has largely been carried out 
by Lane ( 1990, 129) \Vho stresses that I itt le detailed work 
has taken place on post-Vik ing ceram ics which, for 
example, make up a sign ificant part of the pottery 
assemblages at such sites as the Udal. On the islands. 
pottery sequences can span 2000-2500 years wi th 
production lasting until the 19th century: the technolog) 
of production , and sources of clay seem to have large ly 
remained unchanged: pots were fired in simple kiln s or 
bonfires and they were exclusively handmade. Viking 
pottery is also known and some of it has grass marks: the 
forms may have continued into medieval and later 
periods (ibid. ill 7.6). but differ from those from the 
Biggings. 

The medieval and later hand-made coarsewares of north 
and west Scotland with heavy grass-tempering is known 
as craggamvare (Quaill 1979, 39). An extreme example 
of this type of ware, which is probably a direct 
descendent of medieval and earlier ceramics was the 
craggan, a hand-made local vessel of poorly fired clay, 
wh ich was exclusively used for cooking pots on St Kilda 
unti l the 19th century (Steel 1975. 72: see also coarse 
pottery in Emery 1996). 



DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The assemblage from the Biggings, although far from 
unique, presents much needed additional inforn1ation on 
the form and use of coarse ceramics from the early 
medieval period onwards. The study o f these ceramics 
across the whole area of At lantic Scotland is very much 
neglected and from the comparison of sites produc ing 
similar wares and form s, it would seem that a broader 
investigation of the whole subject is needed, as has been 
suggested (Lane 1990, 123). Conclusions as to form, 
function and dating from the publi shed examples cited 
above are generally tentative, due to the small number of 
sherds, their small size, and in some cases, poor 
stratification. Reappraisal of the ceramic results from 
older sites such as Jarlshof may be of some use in adding 
to the information that is to come from the publication of 
sites with long pottery sequences such as those on the 
Hebrides. 

Although a lmost all the sherds from the Biggings show 
evidence of grass-tempering it was not considered the 
only diagnostic feature of this assemblage. There is the 
question as to when organic temper was first used; 
Hunter ( 1993, 280) suggests that grass-tempered pottery 
is normally accepted as being Norse in origin- but at his 
site of Pool on Sanday, Orkney, grass-tempered sherds 
appeared in pre-Norse contexts. This was a lso the case at 
the complex Iron Age site of Howe, a lso in Orkney (Ross 
1994). Research in to the use of organic temper in ceramic 
assemblages in Northern Scotland may not add much 
more information to our understanding of medieval 
pottery, apart from why it was used to the extent it was, 
and to emphasise the continuation of local pottery 
traditions from the Iron Age for at least another I 000 
years. The pers istence of the use of organic temper is also 
not fully understood; better qua lity temper such as 
steatite was available at the Biggings, but rare ly used ; 
grass-tempering was stil l used at Pool during the 
12th-13th centuries, during the last phase of settlement, 
along s ide pottery which was steatite-tempered (Hunter 
199 1, 132). The function of organic temper needs to be 
better understood, especia lly when considering that the 
main vesse ls produced were cooking pots. 

Coarseware cook ing pots of medieval date have been 
found, in addition to the Biggings. at Jarlshof, Kirkwall, 
and Freswick. and of more modem date from the 
Hebrides and St Kilda. The situation of medieval cooking 
pots on the Hebrides is at present unclear. What is of 
interest , is that cooking pots seem to have been the main 
forn1 produced in coarseware. Their form can vary 
slightly, as the examples from the Biggings and Jarlshof 
show; the pots be ing not particu larly large, relat ively 
thick walled and undecorated. Whether they suffered 
extensive use, or as Batey (Batey et a/ 1984, I 05) thinks, 
were re lat ively short-lived, is a question that needs to be 
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addressed. Again , the ir persistence into relatively 
modem times, to the 17th century, or later, on Papa 
Stour, needs to be expla ined, especially when other form s 
of contemporary vessel were used such as steatite 
cooking pots and, later, the continental redwares. The 
funct ion of the small stra ight-sided pots needs c lari f}•ing 
in the light of comparative vessels from other sites. Their 
uses may have been varied ; as handleless tankards or 
mugs; as storage jars, or as the evidence suggests. as 
s imple cooking pots. 

The small square-mouthed vessels present at Jarlshof 
were not found on Papa Stour. Although some of the 
more irregular rims at the Biggings may suggest square 
or four-s ided pots, the absence of any additional 
evidence, ie, vessel or rim corners, makes it very doubtful 
whether these pots ex isted at all. The Jarlshof examples 
may have emul ated steatite vesse ls which were also 
present at the site (Hamilton 1956, 188, fig 84 ). 
Four-sided steatite vessels were found at the Biggings. 
but apparently not copied in c lay (see above). 

f rom the available li terature it would appear that the 
handled lamp and the lamp fragments (illus 74-6) from 
the Biggings are rare, and not presently recognised from 
other sites w ith contemporary collect ions. They do 
show, however, that when necessary other s imple form s 
of pottery could be made. and were made during Phase 3 
c AD 1250- 1400. Like the four-sided vesse ls from 
Jarlshof, c lay lamps may have been made in response to 
the fin e s teat ite lamps found at the Biggings, eg S F 434 
and SF 52 1, although they were found in a late r phase; 
both are from Phase 4. 

The pottery on Papa Stour is crude even when compared 
to prehistoric material. and th is suggests that pottery 
making techniques deteriorated in the early historic 
period. The ev idence from the Biggings w ill not 
contribute to the debate on \Vhether the Shetland Viking 
Age was originally aceram ic or not. Suffice it to say, that 
pottery was present at the site as soon as bui ldings were 
being used from about AD 11 00. Although the ceramic 
production is primitive in comparison to the fine r wares 
imported to the site. it suggests that it carr ied on 
traditions established in preh istory into a lmost modem 
times. 

lt must be quest ioned as to why the inhabitants at the 
Biggings continued to use and presumably to make the ir 
coarsewarc in the light of imported finer ceramics such as 
Paffrath ware and that from Lower Saxony o r England 
(see below) . Sim ilar questions must be asked at all s ites 
where coarse and finer wares existed together. TI1e 
obvious answer is that a lthough imported finer goods 
(including metal wares) were available. the ir numbers 
may have been limited and their costs prohibitive; and 
cooking pots may not have been an item of trade in the 
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early medieval period. Infrequent vtslls by merchant 
vessels (see sections 2 and 3) may have necessitated 
ex perimentation and improvisation using local resources 
and centuries o ld traditions to supply the vessels needed 
for everyday use. lt was only during the laner part of 
Phase 4, in the late 16th and early 17th centuries. that 
coarseware use at the Biggings peaked and then began to 

decline. This was due to the improved availability of 
continental redwares, serving both hearth and table needs 
(see 7.3.3 below). Coarsewares continued to be used for 
as much as another 50- I 00 years at the site but in a 
declining capacity. to be finally replaced by mass
produced iron or copper cooking pots and machine-made 
ceram ics. 

7.3.2 STONEWARES AND OTHER MEDIEVAL CERAMICS 

In contrast to the local coarsewares. thi s group represents 
vessels imported into Shetland from the Continent as 
well as from England. Of the identifiable fragmen ts. jugs 
were the main type of vessel used at the Biggings (details 
in archive). From a total of 31 sherds, 11 are of 
near-stoneware and stoneware from the Lower Saxony 
region (and one unspecified). two sherds are of Paffrath 
ware, one is from Yorkshire. one is East Anglian. nine 
fragments are English (not specified further). one i~ 

Medieval (region unknown). one is a piece of Reduced 
Green Glaze, and four are uncertain. All the pieces are 
very small and very fragmentary. 

PAFFRA TH WARE 

Lyn 13lackmore 

Two sherds of an early contmcntal ware "ere found 111 Trench E on the 
\\CStem half ofthe site. The earliest. SF l-156(ill us 771 came from the 
upper 1111 of a pit in l'hase J -1 which di$turbed Phase 2 deposits. Th~ 
later sherd. SF 924. was found on the wooden ll oor of th1.0 Phase -1 
dwelling-house. It i, possible that both >herds ar~ from the ,ame vessel 
rhc ceran11c IS hand made. "uh 'ooung on the e,t,mal surface. 

l'hc sherds arc of Ulue-Gre) ware. otherw1se kno\\ n as Paffrath. wh1ch 
''as produced near Cologne 1 Vmce & Jenner 1991 . I 03-11 From 
examples I(Jund in I on don. 11 I'> broad!) Jated to AD I 050- 1200 L1h.e 

illus 77 
l'affrath ware sherd SF 1456. 1nterior. reprodu ,c:d at 3/4 

Pingsd<>rf-type "are. it wa~ traded around the North Sea and both arc 
found 111 Trondhcun. Bcrgcn and Oslo m contexts of the 12th and earl) 
13th 'cnturics (in Molaug 1987. sherds of th1s ware were largely 
round-bonomed pnts and large cooking pots. p234-235). llowever the 
most common ltJrm is the globular Jar or ladle. basicall~ a kugelrop.f 
\\lth applied hool..ed handle. l'onfus1on bel"\\ ccn PafiTath ware and Lm1 
CountrieS Grey Wares seems to be great. and sherds (identified as Low 
Countries Ore~ Wares) found on several sites along the cast coast of 
Scotland. mcludmg Abenk1.0n. Perth and Elgin. ma~ need confirmation 

LOWER-SAXON STONEWA RE AND 
NEAR-STONEWARE 

Ham Georg ~tephan 

An ori~;m m Ltmcr Saxon~ ~eems certain fu r the majonty of the I! 
sherd, of tillS ~atcgor:. C\ en "ithout anal) 11cal c\ 1dence :\I though the 
d1fTcr1.0nt productiOn centres cannot he distmglllshed- thc: sherds arc 
mainly atypical body sherd,-it is very likely that most of the sherds 
'~ere made at the poneries 111 Coppengrave or Duingen (Stcphan 1981 a). 
These seem to have been the main ccntrcs for e.xport. panicularl~ from 
the 14th cenrury onwards . The sherds range in date from AD 1250- 1450 
to perhaps the 16th century. 

E'en though the ,herds arc too small for llrm reconstruction of the 
vessd shapes. 11 1S clear that they belong to small to medi um-sized 
mu hi-use jugs Some have an iron-wa;;h. eg SF 809 Phase J. wh1ch is a 
typ1calli:arure of L<mer Sax on) wares. Others. eg SF 8-18 from Phase -1. 
are light in colour. a product of m1dised finng. wh1ch occasionally 

illus 78 
ear-stoneware fragmen t SF 889: reproduced at 1/ 1. 



occurred from AD 1250 to the 19th century, but especially in the early 
contexts from Grossalmerode. The sherds also represent thin-walled 
vessels, which are again typical for Lower-Saxon medieval pottery. 
Only one sherd, SF 889 Phase 3 (ill us 78). a fragment of near-stoneware 
with protruding blobs of iron. is not from Coppengravc or Duingcn. It is 
more typical of Bengerodc/Solling, although manufacture in the 
Reinhardswald (now Hessia) cannot be excluded. SF 930 from Phase 6 
is the only sherd which might be Rhenish, but in view of the fact that it 
is near-stoneware. and that all the other imported sherds are from Lower 
Saxony, it is likely that this too is from Lower-Saxony. 

The sherds were primarily associated with phases 3 and 4 with the 
earliest occurring in the Phase 3 stoja. Sherd SF 889 was located below 
the wooden noor, and SF 896 on the noor. Further sherds, SF 809. were 
found in pits (Hi 14116) associated with the Trench H ska/i during Phase 
3-4. In Phase 4. SF 807 was found on the wooden noor of the 
dwelling-house, but all other fragments can1e from destruction levels of 
the Phase 3 stoja eg SF 848: a Phase 4-5 pit, SF 863: and reworked into 
Phase 6 contexts eg SF 844, SF 888 and SF 930. 

German stonewares were present at both Scalloway, Shetland, and 
Kirkwall. Orkney. but not in any significant numbers. The paucity of 
stoneware from Scalloway suggested to the author that ·pottery imports 
arrived at Scalloway as a by-product of trade in more important goods 
and that there was not a sufficient market to merit the importation of 
better quality wares in quantity' (Hall & Lindsay 1983. 573). Stoneware 
vessels at the Biggings are not represented in any significant number. 
hut in spite of this, high quality wares arc present. Jugs were obv iously 
the preferred types of vessel and. as descrihed above. were found in situ 
on the noors of the stofa in Pha-;c 3 and of the dwelling-house in Phase 4. 

OTHER MEDIEVAL CERAMICS 

Robert Will 

Very little medieval material (only 13 sherds) apart from the stonewares 
was recovered from the site. These again represent imported vessels 
probably all !Tom England, which would have supplemented the locally 
made coarseware and steatite cook ing pots. and provided additional 
ceramic fom1s which were better suited to the table rather than the hearth . 

The earl iest sherds were found in Phase 3. eg SF 85 1, below the wooden 
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noor of the stoja and in the ashes of the eldhus hearth, where SF 81 0. a 
badly abraded grey sherd with brown applied decoration, has an 
unknown form. Other sherds were found in Phase 4. SF 341 was located 
in the pit JL55 and SF 81 2. fragments of a Yorkshire jug with a 
thumh-dccorated base (ill us 79). came from a dump in Trench K (K98). 
This j ug possibly dates to the 14th century. but due to the poor condition 
of the glaz.e and without petrological analysis. the specifi c Yorkshire 
kiln cannot be identified. The rest of this group came from disturbed 
contexts in Phase 5 (SF 815.SF 820. SF 828 and SF957) and in Phase 7 
(SF 869). The former have a similar fabr ic and may be from the same 
vessel . largely found in Trench K. The latter was a spindle-whorl made 
out of a piece of 15th-centul) Reduced Green Glaze. probably a jug. 
This material wa5 commonly in use from the late 14th century through 
to the late 15th or early 16th centuries. and has been found throughout 
Scotland on most medieval sites. but as yet no kiln has been found 
(Haggarty 1980). The majority of sherds were small and atypical body 
sherds. The dating of all these sherds I ies between the 14th and 15th 
centuries. 

illus 79 
Fragment of a Yorkshire jug with a thumb-decorated base . 

7.3.3THE NORTH GERMAN/SOUTH SCANDINAVIAN REDWARES 

Lyn Blackmorc 
A preliminary analysis was made by Robert Will 

The excavation at the Biggings 1977-90) yielded a total 
of356 redware sherds (4.24 EVEs) mostly from the main 
area (Trenches E, JILIP/R. H and K); a few scattered 
sherds were also found in trenches M and S (see chapter 5 
sections on the location and dating of the site). These 
were mostly recovered from the uppermost level s, but 
there are significant groups from Phases 5 and 4, while a 
few sherds are from contexts assigned to Phases 2 and 3. 
Some of the latter are stratified. but others are intrusive. 
The sherds vary in size, but most are small and in poor 
condition. A few are burnt, while the majority. largely 
due to the geographical location of the s ite, are abraded or 
have a 'sand-blasted ' roughness; in some cases the glazes 
are missing altogether. 

A range of forms is represented, some plain, others 
slip-coated or with slipware decoration. but the dominant 
fom1s are straight-handled tripod pipkins (hereafter 
referred to as s{jertepou er ) from nonhcrn Gem1any or 
southern Scandinavia. These are considered in the light 
of an ongoing study of similar redwares found on 
excavat ions of the Archbishop' s Palace in Trondheim, 
Norway (Biackmore in prep): findspots in Scotland 
include Kirkwall (MacAskill 1982) and Scalloway Castle 
(Hall & Lindsay 1983 ). Dishes are the second most 
common type. followed by a group of sherds wh ich 
derive from pipkins or porringers, some with unusual 
internal decoration ; smaller sherds have been listed under 
the most likely category. The fo llowing repon. which 
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Phase 
Trench Natural 3 4 415 5 6 7 u/s Total 

11 2 I 0 7 0 0 3 0 13 
K. KA 0 0 4 5 89 44 0 143 
E.EJ.EK 0 0 22 14 0 4 51 0 91 
JILPIR 2 10 5 0 5 15 25 () 62 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 43 
s 0 0 () 0 () 0 0 4 4 

lOTALS 4 11 Jl 26 94 20 123 47 356 

EVEs 0.07 0.2 0.28 1.75 0.58 I 04 0.32 4.24 

Table 14a 
Continental redwares - sherd totals by trench and phase (uls arc unphased sherds from Trenches M and S). 

Phase 
Type Natural 3 4 415 6 7 u/s Totals EVEs 

Pipkin 3 9 23 18 71 14 92 26 256 2.68 
Cooking p01 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 0.08 
1'1pkin/pornnger I 0 2 6 13 2 7 .j 37 0.58 
Dish 0 0 I 2 10 2 12 15 42 0.63 
Pnrnnger 0 0 0 (l I I 4 0 6 0 11 
Dish/porringer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0.12 
?J ug 0 0 0 () 0 0 2 0 2 
Storage jar 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 04 
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 () () 0 2 0 3 

TOTALS .j 11 J l 26 94 20 123 47 356 4.24 

Table 14b 
Continental redwares- sherd totals by form and Phase (uls arc unphased sherds from trenches M and S) . 

comprises a summary of the possible sources of the 
redwares. comments on the fabrics. forms and 
distribution of the sherds. a discussion and a conclusion. 
Lists of the finds by stratigraphic location and form are 
available in archive, Table 14b summarises the distrib
ution of types. 

REDWARE AND SLIPWARE PRODUCTION 
CENTRES 

The main areas of redware production relevant to this assemblage are 
Denmark. coastal southern Sweden. the present counties or 
Schleswig-llolstein. llolstein. the Wescr and Werra valleys and the 
Pottland in Germany. Among the main problems in distinguishing the 
products of different poneries in the area under review are the greater 
1nterest hitheno shown in the faience and porcelain of the area. the dearth 
of published kiln sites dating to before 1700, the general similarity or 
traditions and fabrics. the lack of museum inventories (Krusc 1987, 9; 
68) and methods of classification. which being based on fabric colour and 
glazing, have often failed to differentiate between ' local' redwares and 
imports from the Low Countries (this however is improving through the 
important work in LObeck, Loneburg and in Lund). The following 
summary IS Intended to present the range of poss1ble source~ of the 
pottery found at Papa Stour; much is abstracted from a recent survey of 
production centres by lan Reed (forthcoming in Blackmore in prep). 
Dating is further considered under form types and in the discussion. 

GERMANY 

The present border bel\\ ec:n Germany and Denmark is funher nonh 
than 11 "a~ 111 the 16th and 17th centun.:s. when 11 ran bemeen Kiel and 
Friednchstadt. Redwares lo und at Silt:> now m the non hern pan of 
Schleswig-Holstcin thus have a close affinity with Danish wares. 
al though the same trad itions extend southwards. The main potting areas 
111 the nonh-\\CStcrn pan of the count) "ere the Altes Land. to the: 
north-west of Hamburg, and Dithmarschen. On the eastern coast. 
pottery was produced in the area around Flensburg. at Kiel and in the 
Probste1. at SchOnberg. Prcetz and LOtjenburg (Kaufinan 1979. 19): 
Prcetz " as especially imponant in the 17th and 18th centuries. if not 
earlier (Kruse 1987): a smaller centre is PIOn. The stjertepotle appears 
to have been the standard vessel form in all the potteries in 
SchleN1g-Holstem (Kaufman 1979. 62). Excavated fi nds include an 
imponant group of late medieval and early post-medieval redwares 
from Scgelmachc:rstrasse, l'lcnsburg (Westphalen 1989). and kiln 
wasters from Preetz (Kruse 1987). In addition to plain redwares. 
slip-decorated \'CSsels were produced across this whole area: among the 
forms produced arc dishes of many shapes and sizes, plates. cooking 
pots, pipkins, tureens, baking moulds and colanders (Kaufman 1979. 
21 ). Most known industries date from the late 17th century: it 1 
uncenain how early they staned or how widely the wares were 
distributed. 

To the east. redwares m the same tradiuon occur frequent!} across the 
city of LObeck (Falk 1987: Schulz 1990; Brabant et a/1993). and the 
recent discovery of pottery wa~ters dated to the 17th/J 8th centuries on a 
site in Dankwartsgrube (Falk 1994).1ends suppon to the hypothesis that 



sl)ertepotter and other forn1s were produced in the city during the late 
medieval and post-medieval periods (Hartmann 1978. 108: Kenzler & 
Thodc 1993. 237). 

To the south-west of llamburg. redwarc production took place in 
LOnchurg. where redwarcs are commonly found (Laux 1982: KOhlbom 
1995) and where a pottery producing plain and slip-decorated rcdwarcs 
ha' recently been excavated (KOhlbom 1996: Ring 1996: E Ring pers 
comm). Other important potting centres were upstream from 13rcmcn 
and llannover (KOhl bom 1995. kane 6). Here redwares were made m 
the \Verra valley. while Wcser whitewares were produced in the 
· Pottland· of southern Lower Saxony; the latter can be pmkish n:d 
(Hurst et a/ 1986. 242-2:i9: Reed 1990. 37-8). Sljertepoller were made 
in this area from c 1500 (Stephan 1992. 15-16): the 17th-century forms 
are oflcn decorated with slip and rouletting (Stephan 1981h. 82. 87. 
Stephan 1992 37fT: Hurst et a/ 1986. 244. 251). The most important 
period for both Wcrra and Weser wares was between c 1580- 1620. 
when slip-decorated dishes and bowls were widely exported. both 
across the North Sea and to Scandinavia. Later slipwares from these 
areas have simpler decoration . From the 17th century onwards. 
slipwares were also produced in the Lower Rhineland (Hurst et a/ I 91!6. 
262-7: Naumann 1981!: Reed 1990, 38) and in the area of 
Wildcrshauscn to the south-cast of Oldenburg in Lower Saxony 
(Vosgerau 1981 ). Both were distributed widely across this area and into 
Holland: the fonncr occur rarely in Britain, but the latter have not yet 
been recognised in England or Scotland (Molaug 1981 . 6 1: Hurst et a/ 
1986. 260-2). 

DENMARK 

During the mid 16th century. pottery workshops were established 111 a 
number of Danish towns ( Bencard & Roesdahl 1972) and production 
appe~ to have flourished during the late 16th and I 7th centuries. 
Towards the end of the 16th century. Na:stved (South 7.eeland\ appears 
to have been the leading centre; the wares include both glazed <md 
unglazcd redware bowls, plates and slj·ertepoller of various sizes: 
slip-decorated vessels and tin-glazed tiles have also been found (Ehlers 
1967. 29-30; 32). Copenhagen seems to have emerged a~ a production 
centre in the 17th century: one of the last city-based workshops was at 
Adelgade c 1659. where wasters of stjertepouer. tripod skillets. 
cauldrons and oil lamps \vere found (ibid, 33: Molaug 1981. 61 ). Plain 
redware pipkins. cauldrons, single-handled bowls and slipwarc dishes 
were also produced at Aalborg in the early 17th century. The first 
assemblage to he studied in detail was that from Stakhavcn. on the 
island of Dragm. \\ hich dates fwm the late 15th centuf) on\\ards 
tl.icbgott 1979) Other excavated groups are those from Ribe (Cvlad'>cn 
& Schiomng 1 9~ 1 ). Sandhagen (Bender-Jorgenscn 1982\ and Store 
Va lhy tSt.:cnshcrg & Chnstensen 1974). it is unkno"n ho\\ ' "del\ 
these wares \\ere di>trihut~d outside Denmark. 

SWEDEN 

Until 1658 most of southern Sweden formed pan of the kingdom of 
Denmark. and much of the pottery found there (both medieval and later) 
reflects both Danish and Baltic influences. Pottery use became more 
widespread from c l 500, and especially after the Reformation. when 
redwarcs became m.:rca~ingly common. Plain dishes appeared some 
time afkr 15 50. and the lirst si ip-decorated examples occur in the later 
16th century (I :If\\ cndah l 1995. 23). By the mid 17th century there were 
potterics in 30 towns. and I 00 ye~ later th is had mcrcascd to 121 
'1orkshops in 62 tO\\ns (for summaries see tbid. 25-27. 31-32. Red. 
torthcom,ng) One ufthc llllh t common produc t' " as the tnpod p1pkm 
\I l11ch "~"' st 11 I produced during the 18th ccntUf!. ;uwthcr pupul;1r 
17th-ccnturv f(mn '""' the tnpoJ fr;.ing pan or sk1llet (sec Vvahlc\ll 
1976. passtm ) At llalmstad . on the west coast. res1dcnt potter~ arc 
documented 111 16J5 and lrom 1662 (Augustsson 198:1. 9 1) llcrc. 
,arinus " aster dumps lut1C provided evidence fo r the prod uction of 
double-fired tripod p1pk1ns and slip-decorated dishes as \\ ell <L~ 

stove-tiles. 11 is not known whether any were produced for export ·1 he 
redwares arc ~lightly d ifkrcnt from those described bdo\1. but the 
slipwares arc very like those produced in the Werra and Wescr regions 
of northern Gcnnany. suggcsting that the medieval industry was 
revived hy immigrant potters (ib id. 91-2). Large assemblages of plain 
and slip-decorated rcdwares found in Lund suggest local production. 
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although this remains to be systematically studied (D Gaimster pers 
comm). On the east coast. wa~ter dumps dated to the I 640s have been 
excavated in Kalmar: these contain a range of pipkin rims. some like 
those described below (Biohme 1995. 87. figs 4-R\. 

NORWAY 

No pottef)' was produced in Norway between the Viking period and the 
early 17th century. all the pottery used there being imported. At present. 
the largest published groups of post-medieval rcdwares are from Oslo 
Most seem to be imports from Holland or north Gern1any/southem 
Scandinavia (Molaug 1977: 1979: 1981: 1987). which are also well 
represented in Bergen and Trondheim (Reed 1990. 42 ). it is here that 
the earliest reference to native production is recorded ( 160611607). but 
the next is not until c 1700. when a Gennan potter from Flensburg had 
senled in the town. Thereafter Trondheim was an important centre. 
especially for slipwares. which were distributed across Norway; the 
forms are clearly influenced by the north Gern1an/south Scandinavian 
wares described above and below. Single potters are mentioned in 
13crgcn in 1636 and in Stavanger in 1638 (0pstad 1990. 90), while a 
pottery was established in Oslo c 1718 (ihid. 24: 52). In the late 18th 
century Sandncs, near Stavangcr. bccan1c established as a bdck-making 
and potting centre (ibid, 91 ). and this industry thrived well into the 20th 
century. Little or nothing is known of the wares produced in Bergen. 
Oslo or Stavanger. but it is certain that no Trondheim wares are present 
at Papa Stour (see below). 

LOW COUNTRIES 

Dutch red ware cooking vessd s and North Holland si ipwares were 
widd y exported across north-west Furope (for descript ions see Hurst er 
a/ 1986, 130-75) but none are present in the Papa Stour material . Some 
of the slipwares found on the site could be from Limburg. where 
18th-cent ut)· kilns have been excavated at Gennep (Mars l 991 ). but it 
would seem that this industry. which wa~ closely allied to the Rhenish 
slipware tradition. was mainly aimed at local/regional distribution. 

FABRICS 

While it is possible to isolate Dutch wares by fabric alone. the redwares 
produced in North Gennany/Southem Scandinavia are notoriously 
dillicult to characterise since the geology of much of this area is the 
same (Lindsay 1983. 567: Blackmorc in prep). This has been borne out 
h~ initial scientific analyses. During the study of linds from the 
Archbishop·s Palace. Trondheim. 30 samples \\ere analysed by 
Induct ive!~ Coupled Plasma Spectromctr;. . a tom1 of elemental. or 
composuional analysis (Thompson & Wabh 1989. Walsh 1995 ): of 
these. ti\ e "ere made in Trondhcim , the remainder imported 20 ofthe 
Imported sherds were also c\am1ncd 111 thm <ection tYi nce 1995). Thts 
showed that the local Trondheim \\arcs can h<= rcadli) tdcntified. as they 
arc much finer than the southern wares and to rn1 a chemically discrete 
group. but both techniques failed to find clear groupings amongst the 
imported wares. Thus although some macroscopic diflerences between 
coarser redwares can be observed (finds from I.Obcck, for cxan1ple, arc 
on the whole liner than the imported redwarcs from Trondheim), it has 
so far proved difficult to distinguish between them scientifically. 

r\11 the redwares from Papa Stour arc of iron-rich cla> s which (unless 
burnt ) arc evenly fired : most have an orange sand) bod) . They were 
fiJUnd. (at x20 magnification). to be ' irtuall ) ic.Jcnuca1 to the imported 
rcd\\ ares from Trondheim \\·htdl ha\ c h<=cn ,bcnbcd (V mcc 1995) a, 
cuntammg. rounded fl 1111 (mo>tl~ to 11 ~nun 1. >omcumc, coated" uh an 
tron-nch compound. probahl~ the remnar1b of an 1ron-rich cement . 
:mgular quartz sand (up to 0.2mm). angul ar flmt (Occurring 
> [JOradicall~ . up to 2.0mm): heat altered glauconue (sparse fragments 
up to 0.3mml: acid igneous rock (altered fdspar and quartz. most]~ 
prc>ent as ·sand· grains up to (J 2mm. accc;sor;. minerals 
(non-specific): rounded clay pellets: quart; silt (up to 0. 1 mm): and mica 
slit (both biotite and muscovite. up to O. lmm), These mclusions are of 
variable size and frequency; most occur in most sherds. but not 
necessarily in the san1e combination or frequency. The finds from 
Kirkwall and from Scalloway Castle alsn contain variable amounts of 
sand. mica and ferruginous inclusions: those from Scalloway arc 
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described as ·n ch 111 sub-angular ''hlle and translucent quarlL gnb 
which can be up 10 0 75mm long. although they average c 0.5mm · 
(Lindsay !983. 567, MacAs~tll 1982. 409) 

An anempt was made 10 divid~ the Papa Stour fabrics into fi ne, mcd1um. 
sandy and coarse, hut th1s pmvcd ddlicult to maintain as there is a suhtk 
gradation in the denS If)' nr inciUSIOllS. With nu cl~arJy defined boundaries 
between types 1-l\lWcvcr, both finer and more <;and} wares appear to be 
rare. and the material ha~ thu; been treated as one general group The 
finer sherds include one or t\~ 0 d1shes and the base of a JUg m a Sllry 
tron-rich huff fabnc or un~no"n nngm (SF 887 trom Phase 7. 1llus 80) 
wh1ch has he a'~ >Oot deposit' fh" 1' not ryp1cal of the Gern1ru1 
rcdwares. but IS unl1~e the hull \lares produced m the \\eser area 

illus 80 
North German/South Scamllnavian red ware j ug base SF 887 

The slip\\ares ma~ denv~ lh11n more than one source. but seem to be 
fi'om the san1e gen~ml gcolog1cal area a<; th~ pla1n redwares. d1llerencc; 
in fabrics do not appear ll> wrrc,Jlllnd "tth differences in treatment (le 
sl ip-decoratiOn or sltp-w atlng ) I he most ; tnk ing finds are th~ 

pipkm-ltkc fornl> "1th Internal decoration. a t1·pe for'' htch no paralkb 
hale been found If the" cm1ld he matched. the' might potnt 111 th~ 
on gm 11f the other 11 :trc, 

Relat11 el~ fe\1 hollo" \\:lfC \ are trul~ ,hp-coated (see belll\ll. a le" 
appear to be \O. bu! !hr> " probahl~ dlu,<lf} . caused h~ a glaze >0 nom 
that 1t has become opaque.: One or l\\O \ Cssel s seem to ha'c a thm 
self-slip: these mdudc '>I· 91-lidlu> 81 l and a p1pkin found m Pha>c 6 
(SF 906) and the topsoil (SI· 899 ru1d SF 902). 11hile a fe" burnt sherd> 
also have deccpt 1v~ wh1tc 1nncr or outc.: r surfaces and a black core 
caused by burning (eg SF 858 and SF860. 1tlus 81) One pipkm leg ha'> 
patchy red staining on the outer surface, the nature of which is uncertam 
(SF 1443). Some ;herds have a patchy red layer between the body of the 
pot and the glaze. " hi eh can be th1cker 111 some places. thinner or ab;cnt 
in others (eg SF 8-16, SI' 79 1. SF 796 and SF 769) This traiL 'lhich ha> 
yet to be expla111ed. ha; also been noted on a fe" (predominant!} late 
15th-/ 16th-century sherds) from Trondhcim (Biackmore in prep). lt is 
likely that this is a rhcmical reaction caused dunng firing (see Orton ,•1 

a/ 1995. 133-5) If a rcc.J ; lip had hecn dc.:liberatd~ appl1ed. cahc.:r to 
enhance the gla?e colour. or a; a protccti' e coating. as seen on unglazcd 
medie,al shell-tempered ,toragc Jar' from Lincoln (J Young pers 
comm). one 1\0uld c'p<:ct a murc C\ Cil coating. 

FORMS 

The redwares fall 11110 l\\ 0 st~ l1st1c and functional groups: plam \late~ 
and slipwarcs. cook1ng vessels and table wares. !'he laner appear ~arlicr 
and are more common ( 7-1% or the total sherds). Both types compnse 

maml> r1111 or hod} sherds "ith te1~ bases, m no ca:-c \\ere a nm and a 
handle present on the san1e vessel. Tablewarcs arc ma1nly slip-coated or 
'iltp-c.Jccoratcd. cooking vessels largely compnsc plam redwarcs As far 
as po,s1hlc the latter (both plain and slip-decorated ) have been 
cla:-silicc.J accordi ng to the typology devised for the undccorated 
n.:dwarc cooking vcssd s from the Archhishop 's Palace, Trondhcim 
(EIJ(i- l·rkcb1spcgilrdcn Blackmore m prep) In this system, rims were 
coded I i\, Ill ctc (upper case). handles I a. I h ctc (lower ca'ic) The 
dating a'i>tgncd to these form groups IS proviSIOnal . pcndmg the fi nal 
pha>mg oft he Archbishop ·s Palace The distribution oft he assemblage 
a, a \\h1llc" dlu~trated in table I -la) 

REDWARE COOKING POTS 

llm term" U>ed here for fiat- or saggmg-based 1es;,d s. ~ 1ther \I Ith no 
handle. or" 1th s1ngle or opposed looped. rod or strap handles I Dutch/ 
Gc.:muUJ ( irapen. Scandina' tan orepouer ) Seven >h~rds arc probahl~ 

from co,1kmg pots. mcluding one rim (0 08 EVI:-.) In the a>scmblage 
frnm the Archbishop's Palace. Trondheim. four vimant> were found 
(J: J3( i group I ). all prnbabl} of I ~th-century date. hut the type evolves 
from Lhc grc> ware tripod cooking vessels of the mcd1cval penod 
Cooh.mg po! rims ofEBG lype I A are rounded. types Il l-ID arc eve rted 
and I id-seatcc.J The one everted rim from Papa Stour IS of EBG type I 13 
(1 llus li I , SF 858. humt: see above) Interestingly. this <; herd is from a 
rclatlvcl~ early w ntext in Trench P (sec below) One.: rim from the 
Shetl:md s1 tc of Scalloway Castle may belong to thl'> group. although 
th ~rc.: da"ed a> a mug 1 Lmdsa~ 1983. 569: fig 6. no 1-1 ) Durmg the late 
15th .:~ntu~ 1-B(, nm group 1 1\a'i gradual!~ supcr'>cdcc.J h~ nms of 
I tH; l\ pc' 2t\. 111 ru1d 2C. "h1ch are mvertcd. otkn w1th >tahbed or 
thumbed c.Jccnrauon rnese ~eem to occur \1 11h en her hlop handles or 
stratght handle> (tor publi shed e'ampfe, >c.:c l 1c.:hgon !474. tigs 6 r. 
62 1. nnnc arc represented here 

REDWARE PIPKINS (S tjcneporrcr) 

Stral ght-h<UJc.llc.:d tnpod p1pkms "1th three appllcc.J leg, 'cc.: m to ha1 e 
become 111nrc common after c I 500. although thiS date ma> ha' c.: var1cd 
acco rc.Jmg to the sile. The) are certain!> present in groups dated to 
pre-1540 in rrondhem1, while in LUbeck sherds of the earliest forms are 
associarcd with the construction of part of the town wall. dated 
154-J-1 560. where redwares account for c 74% of the pollcry (Schmitt 
199o. 272). J'hc handles are wheel-thrown as cones. with a varic.:ty of 
tcrn11nal>. the~ are luted onto the body of the pot, usuall~ >cc.:urcd w1th a 
>t ng.lc linger unprcs;,ion on either side. although 111 Trondhcnn some 
"ampks 11 1th pa1rcd or multiple impressions have been round In all. 
256 .. herd> from the 81ggmgs deril'e from l'e;scl> of lhl> t\pe. mclud1ng 
27 nms 12 6X 1 VFS) Of these. 228 arc plam red\\ arc;, (:!2 mc.:asurahle 
nnh 2 2-1 f \'I ; I. >hp-decorated ;herd, are d1scu~-,ed bclo\1 :"11ost 
ha1 c a prcc.J(omlnantl~ clear mternal ~liv.c.: "nh green or hro\\ nhh 
tinge,_ but >llrllC ha' e a green-br0\1 n gi<ve. " In le a '"' ha1 ~ a c.Jart.. 
grc.:cn glatc In I n1ndhc1m. dark green Internal ghve> appear 1\l he a 
feature of carl1er \lares. the~ are less c.:onmu1n <lll later 16th- and 
17th -c.:c.:ntu~ '~>Se b. although reappeanng m th~ later 17th ccntu~ 
htcrnal gla11ng t> rare and appear m mo>t c.:a;e; to he a~c1dcntal The 
dlmcns1on' or the pia m pipkins at Papa Stour arc hard to ascertam due 
to the fragmcntaf) nature of the matcnal. but run d1amcter~ rang~ 

bct\\·cen I OOmm and 200mm in dian1etcr. The mam dust~r (eleven 
runs) fall s h~twecn 140-160mm in diameter Only f11ur arc larger 
(I X0-200mm ). seven are smaller ( I 00- 130mm) rtJC sample is I irmtcc.J. 
hu!thcrc 1s a poss1ble mcrease in vessel size with time. 

I he carllcsr f'llll fom1s "h1ch are never assoctatcd "11h a loop handle 
arc EI3Ci t~pe 20. and the collared rims of EBG group J. wl11ch ;ccm to 
ha\~ <.kvclopcd from FBG t~ pc ID The 1111 erted and mternall~ 

"flalldcd r1111 1ype 2D 1S found on 1 esseb "1th a ho" 1-,haped pro tile 
ru1d a cord1H1 bct\ICCn the bod) and the rim_ the nm c.l1an1etcr IS greater 
than the herght. ru1d usuall~ corresponds "nh the max1mum g1rth. 
l'la">te c\amplcs ofth1s type are found at Acbelholt m Denmark. " here 
the) \\er<~ dated to c 1500 (Liebgon 1979. fig 209) None arc present on 
Papa Stour. and the~ appear to be absent from. or 'Cl) rare. at 
~call (ma) and K1rk"all. 

ln the mid to later !6th century. rim type 20 developed into the grooved 
run type -11\ ( Ciem1an Dornrand) which 1S found on pia m vessels of 
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illus 81 
North Gaman/Soulh Scandinavian red ware pipkins. Rim types: I B (SF 858): 4 (SF 857, SF 778. SF 860. SF 849. SF 8 17. SF 
781. SF 845. SF 8-l2): 5 (SF 836. SF 886. SF 937. SF 8261840): 517 (SF 962. 9 14 ) and 8 (SF 765) Handle t\pcs 2/3 (SF 197, 
SF 864): 4a (SF 874 ) and Se (SF 947) . 

similar proportions to group 2. but with a deeper. more rounded fom1 
and a distinctive shoulder cordon at the junction of the rim and body: 
below this the vessel wall has a band ofrilling. The first !i1nn. EBG rim 
type 4A. is inverted and can be internally expanded (cf Molaug 1987. 
fig 27. nos I. 2). One rim from Papa Stour could belong to group 2 I ill us 
81. SF 857), but the angle of the shoulder suggests that. like SF 778 it 
belongs to type 4A : two rims from Kirkwall arc of this type (MacAsk ill 
1982. fig&. nos 3 1. 32). Rims of E13G type 413 are m on: upright and arc 
not mtanally ex pan <.led : type 4C i;, C\ Crted whik tvpc 4D i, irregular!\ 
e\·ertcd. a range of subtle variauuns is found (cf Molaug. 1981. fig 51 In 
Oslo this rim group v.as not present before 1540, and probably first 
appears all er 156 7. At the Arch his hop ·s Palace, Trondhcirn. it is present 
bef\>rc 1590. but it is currently uncertain how mu.ch earlier. At LUnehurg 
this fonn was present in the main f1ll of a cesspit. dated to the 16th-17th 
century ( Ktihlborn 1995. 40. 52), while at Flensburg a general 
16th-century date wa~ given (Wcstphalen 1989. 74-5). 

Decoration in the form of a single or a double incised line around the 
outer rim edge (sub-types i and ii respectively) seems to have appeared 
on Group 4 rims during the late 16th century. Several rims from Papa 

Stour have one external groove. but only one has two (SF 949). In all , 
Group 4 comprises nine rims. of which two are of type 4A, one is of 
type 4Bi (including SF 849. ill us 81 ), two are of type 4Ci (SF 849 and 
SF 817). one is of type 4Cii (SF 949) while three arc of type 4Di 
(including SF 845 and SF 842, ill us 81 ). One rirn has been assigned to 
type 4Ci (S F 87 1 ). but the pronounced cordon and collared profile are 
unusual and the fonn has not been matched elsewhere: it is possible that 
this belongs to ()roup I. Rims of EBG Group 6 are very like those of 
Group -1. but arc d t>ngated. w llh a more cullarcd profile: they rna~ be 
decorated with ruuktt ing (cf Ml>l aug 1981 . fig 6) . it is possible that SF 
817 belongs to this group, \\hich would appear to date from the late 
17th century. 

At Kirk\\ all and at Scallo\\a) Castk rims of EBG Group 4 were 
c l a~,cd as rim forn1 3 or 5. while rims of l BG type 6 were classed as 
rim to m1s 3, 4 or 5 (Lindsay 1983. fig 6. nos I 0- 11. 13 ). Dating wa~ 
uncertain, but it was thought that these forms were in use by the mid 
17th century (MacAskill 1982. 409-10: Lindsay 1983. fig 6. nos 7-9, 
12). At Scalloway rims with both single and double grooves on the rim. 
and single or double shoulder cordons were found. lt was thought by 
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Lmdsay that such variauun' were due 10 the poner'> whnn (ibid. 568): 
study of a wider sample. however. shows that they are intentional. 
al though no sp<:c1fic C(lrrclatHm of nm fnml/dJarnctcr and number of 
groo' cs/cordons ha' yet been noted 

Rnll> of EBG Ciroup 5 have ar1 upright or slightly everted rim with a 
characteristic tnplc cordon effect (German Ri~(enrand: cf Molaug 
Jll81. flgs7. 8). tlus form wa' cop1ed b~ the rrondhe1m poners R1ms of 
FBG type SA have a shon collar. those ol type 513 have a deeper collar 
rypcs 5Ai ar1d 5Bi both have a marked k1 ck on the inner wall at the 

JllllCtJOll of the rim and the ~houlder On nms of type :'iA1i and SBi1. the 
mner wall flow\ ;mo0thl~ fnnn the nee~ mto the bod~ This nm group 
IS present at Scalll>way Castle and at K1rkwall. where 1t was cl~sed as 
nm ti1rm I (Lmdsay 1983.567-8, fig 6. no I. 2; MacAsk1ll 1982. 41 0). 

1 he dating of tlu, fom1 t> problematic 1 sec Kiihlborn 1995. 39-10) At 
Scallowa) ll wa~ suggested that the l.)pe ma) no1 ha\C been common 
until the 18th century (Li ndsay 1983. 568). and thJ> may well apply for 
that site. In Scandinavia, however. th1s nm would appear to have been 
Introduced 111 the earl~ 17th ccntu~ In <No it i;, rare hefore the town 
fi re ,,f 1624. but is thereafter the most common t) pc (Molaug 1981. 
58-lJ) In Trondhe1m it is prc:,cnt on the Archbishop's Palace in a phase 
initially dated c· 1640-16 72 (e~cavations of 1991 ). hut unclear how 
much earlier 11 appears In I tihcck it has been found 111 contexts broadly 
dated to the 15th-17th centunes. but 1t should be noted that thc.,c " tcs 
\\ere dug in >pitS. not la) er' (SchuiL 1990. 228. 13rahandt er a/ l lJ93. 
237) The ;amc dating w~ adopted for a cessp1t group at LUnchurg. 
although the hulk of this asscmhlag.e wa~ considered t<' date to the 16th 
and 17th centunc~ (Kiihlbom 1995. 401 I he t:ype IS clear!) long-11\'ed. 
and 1S the mo>t common 18th- and 19th-centu!) ti>ml at PrectL and 
PIOn. where ll occasion all) <H:curs "1th a strap handle instead of a 
stra1ght one ( K ruse 1987. -14-5) 

'J he Papa Swur a~semblage 1ncludes nme Group 5 nms. the ' hort
coll ared form IS the mo>t common. "1th three c'mnples of l) pc 5AI 
(SF R36. SF 937. SF 826/840. illus !Q) and four of type 5Hi No 
examples of flln type SA i1 are present." hi le 513Ji J> represented by 
onl) one \'Cs>cl (S F 886. sec hel o\1) One Incomplete run could only 
be assigned to type 58 . There IS some vanet) 111 the manufacture of 
these rims. Some are upright. others sli ghtly inverted or everted: some 
have an even thickness whi le others are internally expanded. 
However. in all the abo\ C. the rim is clear!~ collared and the neck 
slight!) constn cted T"o varJaJlls are pre,cnt at Papa Stour "here th is 
di v1s1on between the nm and the body IS le:.s obv1ous On SF ll62. the 
rim i ~ externall~ upright but Internall y e~ panded. whil e on SF 9 14 the 
nm i> quite mvcned The>e do not fit nactl~ \1 Jth t iroup 5 or" 1th the 
range of elongated and de' eloped 'ariams of tillS form "h1ch 
~ompnse the later LBG mn Group 7" I he) have thu, heen l isted~ r1111 

type 517. although the fHCI that they both ,,ccur relat ively earl ) m the 
Papa )tour >C4ucnce ma~ md1catc that these 1mcrtcd form;, predate 
tht' upnght o ne~ 

1-ew legs or handles are present. and most are incom plete. At Scallnway 

ill us 8~ 
Short-coll ared rim SF 826/840: reproduced at 2/J 

Castle. 1t was thought that the range ll f handle terminals might simply 
result from artistic licence (Lindsay 1983. 567). but there is a broad 
chronological sequence. alhcll with regional variations The handle 
typolog) prepared fo r the Archbishop·, Palace. Trondhe1m tBiackmore 
111 prep; see Svcmbjamardo111r 1996, fig 35) compnscs nine mam types. 
of which onl y three or four arc present here. Two arc of 16th-century 
ti:1m1. with a heav~ shaft and inset terminal. the ends of \\lllch arc 
m"~1ng here (S I· 197 & S~ 86-11. these could belong to EBG group' 2 or 
J) rwo others. pn1bably of 17th-centuf) date, are more developed One 
w1th a simple conical /mop (SF 874), IS oi'EBG type 4a: the other wllh a 
d<>uhlc krwp (SF 947b) is of EBG type 5c The latter two types arc al so 
prc:,ent at K1 r~"all IMa.:t\,klil 1982. 41 0. fig 8. nos 19. 20) and 
~calloway Castl e (Lmdsa) lll83. fig 6. nos 15. 16). along vd th J:BG 
types 6 and 7 

fhe legs all , eem tO ha\ c been of the stra1ght pomted t~ pe. rather than 
the howed kg> more common in northern Schlcswig-Holstein and 
Denmark, but. as at Kirkwall and Scalloway Castle. both thicker and 
more slender fom1s are present (MacAskill 1982, 410. fig 8, nos 21-22: 
l.mdsay 1983. 567. fig 6. nos ~0-24 ) . The need at Papa Stour tO prolong 
the life of each pot as far as possible 1;, clear!~ demonstrated by the 
presence of legs which have broken and then been ground down to 
pruv1dc a new stable base eg SF 886 (ill us 81 ). 

'iTORAGE JAR 
One vessel "ith a rim of EBli type 8 (S I· 765. ill us 81 . 0 04 EVI.: ). m a~ 
he from a larg~ Jar w1th <)ne tlr two strap handles and a llat base. rather 
than from a p1pkm Th~ ~verted collared nm limn with mternal 
l1d-seatmg IS a hybnd de' dopment of lcACi nm groups ID and J. With 
additiOnal features dern ed from EBG nm group 4 I he type has been 
found at K1r~"all and at S~alloway Ca~tlc . where it was classi fied as 
nm type~ and dated to the n11d -17th ccntuf) or earlier. 111 both ca~cs the 
!Jd-,eating " a' thought tl' he a \'eSllgJal. non-functional feature. due to 
the lack of \\Car and absence of lids 1 \-1acAskill 19M2. 41 0. fig X. nos 
2H-29. Lmdsa) I <l83 . :\68. Jig 6. nos 3-6). At Prectz. 111 Schlcm Jg
llolstcin however. 17th- or 18th-centurv wasters of pipkins wi th this 
nm timn ha\ C been found together \IIth ceramic lid>. (Kruse 1987. 188. 
26<l. Nos 250-5) Th1s fum1 IS also present at LOnchurg. where 1t is 
tenncd 'Fal=rundrupje' (I.: Uhlbom 1995, -11 : Abb 4.1. -1.2). 

SLJPWARE PIPKI NS 

:\ total of ~3 ' herds (0.20 FVES) arc from a mmirnum of 13 tripod 
pip~ms which have some ltmn of internal slip-coatmg. In some c~es 
thi, is extremely thin and would seem to he a self-s lip. possibly applied 
before the 'esscl had dried: 111 mhers the !aver is th1d.cr and must have 
been applied to the surface of the pot prior to the glaL.c Since numbers 
arc limited ar1d most sherd, arc small. the two have been listed together. 

I he use ofmtcrnal sllp-coatmg 1S t~p1cal of the 17th -:cntur). although 
1t ma~ ha'c been mtrnduced 111 the late 16th .:entul') The three 
me<L<>urable nm;, from Papa Stour range bcl\,ccn 11 Omm lone 
example) and 180mm in diameter (two examples) Th ree rims arc of 
LUG group 5. one (St 820) has a round-topped upnght form. while 
another 1SF 87:\ ) is e\erted and flat-topped: the mternal slip watmg 
on the latter extends 0\er the nuter edge nfthe upper cordon. fhc tlmd 
n m is mcomplctc. One mvcrtcd rim has hcen listed as a type 517 (i ll us 
83. SF 932). Th1s vessel ha:. an internal apple green glaze. Only three 
other sherd;, ha,·e green glazes. mn;t sherds hav1ng a clear or 
)cllo" 1sh gl;uc over the 'lip. one has a )ellomsh-green glue ISF 
932) A few vessels with mtcmal slip coating have been found at 
Scalloway Castle and elsewhere 111 Scotland ( L1 ndsay 1983. 56 7). 
although not at Kirk wall One base sherd has a trail of slip ru nning 
dm'n the leg (S F 95 I). hll"e'er. as the 1nner "all 1S slip-coated. it is 
more like!) that th1s was a~cJdental rather than that the upper body 
wa~ slip-coated . 

Decoration IS present on onl) two \esscls. One small pipkin (illus 83. 
SF 87-1) differs from the above and the following. both in form and 
decoration. having a smooth shoulder with no external rilling. The thin 
wh1te slip is pamted in a zig-ng line embellished with dots of copper 
ox1de: the gla7e JS clear but reads dark bro\\n over the brick red cla) 
bod) Similar fi1rms have been recovered from Scaii O\\ ay Castle (ibid. 
57 1, lig 7, ncb 34-6). The other vessel is a standard pipkin of EBCi rim 
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illus 83 
North German/South Scandinavian sl ipwares . Internall y s lip-coated pipkin (SF 932), internally decorated pipkins/porringers 
(SF 874, SF 843/862, SF 936, SF 139 1, SF 800, SF 762 and SF 766) and a pipkin with external decoration (SF 921 ). 

type 4C (SF 843/862. ill us 83 ); this appears to belong to the same 
tradition as the pipkins/porringers. as it is internally decorated with two 
narrow bands of slip under a clear glaze. 

SLIPWARE PIPKINS/ LARGE PORRINGERS 

A total of 35 sherds (0.58 EVES) arc from some 20 vessels with internal 
decoration of cream slip under a clear glaze. The rims are mainly of 
everted form, o ne of cla~sic EBG rim type 4C (SF 843/862. ill us 83 and 
84), the others of cordoned everted form (EBG groups 5/7, but unlike 
the plain rcdware pipkins) . The decoration comprises concentric bands 
of cream slip around the inner nm edge : below this some sherds have 
wavy lines (SF 936, SF 1391. S F 800 and S F 762; illus 83), sometimes 
enhanced by the addition of copper ox ide giving a yellow and green 
effect (SF 92 1 ). One vessel is so worn internal ly that noth ing can be 
deduced of the original design (SF 766, ill us 85). 

ill us 84 
Pipkin of EBG rim type 4C, SF 843/862; reproduced at 2/3. 

SF 843/862 is clearly a pipkin of conventional form, but SF 762, SF 
766, SF 800, SF 921 , SF 936 and SF 1391 are problematic due to the 
lack of complete profiles and absence of bases. They differ from 
pipkins in the angle of the shoulder (which indicates that rim diameters 
are the same as or greater than the depth), and from redware porringers. 
which usual ly have an upstanding or slightly inverted rim (eg Molaug 
1981. fig 24 . no I; Molaug 1987. fig 20, no 6: fig 22. no 1: source 
unstated). Unlike bowls. the body is externally rilled. suggesting a 
tripod base, but the handle form is unknown and may have been straight 
or of the looped s trap-handled type. The only published parallel found 
>o far for this lorrn of decorated vessel is a single unstratified vessel 
from Scallowa} Cast le. apparentl y of EBG rim type 4C (Lindsay 1983. 
569. fig 6. no 25). The absence of continental parallels and the 
concentration uf tinds in this area of Scotland are thus of some 
curiosity, suggesting personal contact w ith a specific pottery rather than 
distribution through normal marketing. 

illus 85 
Rim o f slipped vessel SF 766, badly worn; reproduced at 2/3. 
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illus 86 
North German/South Scandinavian s lipwares. Porringer (SF 954). bowl (SF 903). trai led slipware dishes (SF 94 7. SF 946a. 
SF 792. SF 79 1. SF 946b). marbled slipware dish (SF 822). slip-coated dish (SF 945). sgraffito decoration (SF 789) and 
·spnngfeder· decoration (SF 790) 

SLIPWARE PORRI NGERS 

Porringers (Norwegian oreskti{) arc nat-based bo'' Is '' ith single or 
opposed horizomal or 'enical strap handles. or a lobed handle (cg 
Molaug 1981. figs 20-4; 1987, fig 20, no 6; fig 22, no I). The porringers 
from nonhcrn Germany and the local Trondheim examples often occur 
with variants of EBG group 5 or 7 rims: the type is less common 111 

Sweden. The) are quite rare in the Papa Stour assemblage with only ;ix 
sherds from a maximum five vessels (0.23 EVEs). These include an 
upright rim with closely rilled outer wall and a band of slip inside (SF 
954. illus 86). and a second ril led rim with ve111cal dashes in white slip 
around the outer edge; the inner wall has a dark brown glaze (SF 908): 
at 200mm diameter this is rather large fo r a porringer and may be a dish. 
A third rim. abraded and burnt. has a kiln scar (SF 906) One body sherd 
w11h internal slip coating and a green glaze has a horizontal strap handle 
(SF 832), while a loose strap handle is unglazed (SF 336). 

SLIPWARE DISHES 

A total of 44 sherds from a minimum of28 dishes were recovered (0.63 
EVES). Body sherds in this group are distinguished from 
pipkinslporringers by a smooth outer wall. Most of the rims arc of 
hammer form; rim diameters range from 220-320mm. The bases are nat 
and externally knife-trimmed around the lower body. Seven dishes 
show signs of repair in the form of rivet holes. These include a deep dish 
SF 903 (ill us 86 and 87). and SF 946 and SF 822. lt is likely that the two 
rims from Scalloway Castle were also from vessels which had been 

m~ndcd . rather than hung on the wall. although this should not be ruled 
out (Lindsay I \183). Three decorative styles arc present at Papa Stour 
slip-trailed dc~ 1gns. marbled slip. and an O\'crall slip-coating. either 
plam or " ith lllCISCdlstabbed designs . 

Of the firs t group, only one dish (S I· 947) is in the Wcrra-warc tradition 
id' Hurst er al 1986. 242). With a greenish glaze. although the rim ~; 

mi>>ing. The peach-coloured fabnc IS looser. more sand) . and pakr 
than Werra ware. but may be from the Weser valley (1b1d, 250-4). 

A max imum of 12 dishes m this group have concentric rings and/or 
Simple open decoration in cream si ip under a clear lead glaze which 
ranges from dark olive to brown depending on the fabric of the pot; in 
some cases there are additional splashes of copper oxide. These lack the 
distmctive concentric rings and dashes in\\ hite slip around the rim which 
are typical of Werra ware. Three dishes have standard hammer rims (SF 
792 has a large kiln scar on the underside of the rim); a shal lower and 
more rounded fom1 is seen on SF 946b (illus 86 and col il lus 18). Slip 
decoration first appears on nonh German wares c I 550 (Stcphan 1992. 
37), but the Papa Stour finds arc more likely to be of 17th· or 
18th-century date; a range of similar profiles has been found at Scalloway 
Castle (Lindsay 1983, fig 7. nos 45. 47. 50, 51). One dish. probably of 
18th-century date. has an upstanding rim of wall-sided form (SF 791 ). 
Two sherds, possibly from the same vessel have a design of (probably 
alternating) spirals and radial zig-zag lines (SF 946, col illus 18 & SF 
792. ill us 86). This motif had widespread popularity in Nonh Germany 
and Scandinavia during the 17th and 18th centuries ( cf Stecnsberg and 



Christensen 1974. pi 90. no 2). Identification of these wares is hindered 
by the size and condition of the sherds. but they were probahly produced 
in nonhem Gennany (these are not Dutch slipwarcs). One sherd (SF 818) 
is in a very hard tine red ''are with cream decoration and a 1·ery dark 
brown glaze; this is similar to th~ 19th-century ware:. made in 
Sunderland, al though similar wares were produced at numerous other 
centres. 

Three dishes appear to have marbled decoration. although all are badly 
abraded. These differ from the above in that they have no llange and 
the upper rim edge is little more than a slightly raised lip (SF 822 ). 
Another rim of this fom1 (SF 954 ) may also belong to this group. 
although thi s cannot be ascenained; unusually. this vessel also has slip 
on the outer wall . Marhlcd slipwares. which arc usually dated to the 
early 18th century. were produced in a number of centres. including 
Gcnnep (Mars 1991 . 92; !lbb 73. nos 56, 60). Lower Rhenish marbled 
si ipwares arc known in Duisburg (Gairnster 1988a, 164. fig I 0, no 4; 
Gaimster 1988b. 68. Abb 9, no 4) and from numerous sites in the 
Netherlands. mostly dated to 1700-1 750, although some arc of late 
17th century date (Baan 1988, 159-60, Abb 2; Mars 1991. 92); a single 
dish. dated to c 1700- 1725. has heen found at the castle of Ti lburg 
(Stocpkcr 1986. Afb.69h). Some examples travelled further aticld ; 
one l.o11er Rhcmsh dish 1s kno11n from London (Ciaimstcr 1988. fig--1 . 
no 21 . another from Bridl1ngton (l h1d. fig 2, no 5). 

In the 18th century. marbled ware> 11 cre produced in the area nf 
Hru1no1er and at Pl11n in East Holstein. but not at Preetz (Kruse 1987. 38. 
V 50) and in Sweden (Einvcndahl 1995. 23: D Gaimster pcrs wrnm). The 
former may be the most I ikely source of 18th-century finds from Oslo 
(:vlolaug 1981. 95. fig 36. nos 4. 5) and Trondheim, and perhaps also 
Papa Stour, as they were exported through Bremen and Hamburg. 

Finally. a few dishes have a plain overall coating of slip under a clear 
lead glaze; these include SF 945 (sec above ). which has an e.xtemallv 
rounded han1mer rim. Sgra.f{tro decoration is present on one >lip-coated 
vessel (SF 789. illus 86) which ha\ an incised wavy line around the 
nangc. Another ~herd ha' an overall white slip with chhcl\ spaced 
stabbed arcadmg (SF 790) This <;crm-rnechanlc:tl tooled <h :orat1on 
kno1111 as Spnngfeder (Hacbp1el 1'-.l XX. 258. Abb 7) or A:ah.lllchdekor 
was widely used in northern Germany <md in Denmark; it is common on 
the 17th-/ 18th-ccntur;. wasters from the Probstci (!\:ruse J'lg7. 21-5 ). 
Other tindspots include Store Valb~. Denmark (Stccrhberg & 
Christcnsen 197--1, pi 90. no 7). This technique was also copied b) 
potters in Trondhcim. 

COOKi i\G POT/JUG 
One large rod handle may be from a large cooking pot or Grape, or from 
a jug. SF 767. It has a distinctive method of attachment at the lower 
junction. where the wall of the pot has been pushed from the inside into 
the handle. The handle appears to have an overal l slip-coating: the glaze 
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ill us 87 
Fragments of repaired deep 
dish. SF 903. reproduced at 
1/ 1. 

which is very thin and has almost completely worn away_ was clear 
mottled with green. This may be earlier than the pipkins described 
above. A large base sherd with heavy carbon deposits inside may also 
derive from a Jug rather than a cooking pot (SF 887. ill us 80). 

DISTRIBUTION AND DATING 

The distribution of the red wares is shown in table 14. Considering the 
horizontal distribution fi rst. by far the largest group was found on the 
western side of the site in Trench K ( 143 sherds); these are mostl y 
related to the Phase 5 dwelling-house. In Trench 11. by contrast. only 13 
sherds were found. most from the sand layer 8, which j ust predates the 
Phase 5 dwell ing-house. The second largest concentration is from 
Trench E. where 91 sherds were found. 1--1 of these are from the Phase 4 
building. but the majority (5 I ) are from the uppennost levels. The next 
largest group is from Trench M, on the southern side of the site, ( 43 
sherds). but these are poorly stratified. A total of 62 sherds was 
recovered from Trench J!UP/R; this has some of the earliest stratified 
material with I 0 sherds from Phase 3. Eight sherds were recovered 
from the area of the 19th-century Gorl (Trench L). 

Turnmg to the stratigraphic distribution. over a quaner of the red wares 
(34%) were found in the uppern10st levels of the site, Pha~e 7. The 
stratified material amounts w 186 fragments of which half is from 
Phase 5. mostly from the d,, ,.Jl ing-house m Trench K (89 sherds). 

The four sherds fo und in the natural subsoil arc all intrusive. Those 
!Tom Trench 1-1 (Ill 0) arc prohlematic. SF 78 1 (i ll us 81 ) being a form 
which is not present in the sample examined from the Archbishop 's 
Palace, Trondhcim or in the published material from Oslo. It has been 
classed as a type 4Ci pipkin, hut is not impossible that it is of earlier 
date. lt is probably derived from Phase -1 . as sherds which arc possibly 
!Tom th.: same 1essel were I(>Und in the Phase 4-5 la1 er 1-18. 11 hich m 
some areas d1rcctl) overla) 1110. Two small body .sherds are from 
Trench J. layer J36; one is burnt. while the other is from a 
pipkin/porringer ' ' ith internal slip decoration These arc probahl ~ 
der11 cd from ac111 1t~ at the cnJ <lf Pha,e --1 or 111 Pha.'c --1-5 

The earliest stratified material comprises a hurnt rimsherd from a 
cookmg pot of U3G type Ill tSF 858. ill us 81). and a small intemall) 
green-glazed sherd SF 856 !cooking povpipkin ) from P2. the bank of 
the Phase 2 building; both could he of 15th-century date, possibl) 
earl ier. Phase 2. however. should be of I I th-/ 13th-century date. As the 
uppa k11 centimetres of the bank were 'er;.· disturbed. it 1s likely that 
the sherds from P2 11ere introduced into this feature towards the end of 
Phase 3 or in Phase 4. 

Eleven sherds arc from Phase 3 contexts. main I} in Trench J. These 
comprise a rim of EBG type --!Di (SF 904 ). found in a wall foundation 
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(J22). SIX sherds from a pipkin found m a wall (J 13) tSF 898), and 1v.o 
tm y redware sherds from the wooden floor (J50), one of which is almost 
certainly from sherd SF Q04. These sherds shoul d date to the late 16th 
century. and are too late for Phase 3. which otherwise contains poltel) 
ofthe 12th-14th centul)' However. this area was heavily disturbed. and 
11 JS likely 1ha1 the rcdwares are denved from Phase 4, as sherd SF 898 
Joins with another found in the Phase 4 paving in Trench EJ (see 
below). A smgle sherd from a la) er of stones 111 Trench 11 m a) also be 
mtrusive: 1t IS Y.Om but may have had a thin white slip mtcrnall) . 

Three sherds were found in a peat) deposil (K86) ass1gned to Phase 3-4 
(possibl) collapsed roofing matcnal from a Pha;c 3 buildmg) The>c arc 
from a pipkin of rim type 517 (SF 962) wh1ch should date to after 1600 
(probably atlcr c 1620: sec above). If' these were lost at the beginnmg of 
Phase 4. they suggest that it stancd m the early 17th cenllll)'. If not. they 
must be intrusive 

The overlying clay floor ( K44) of the Phase 4 building contained fo ur 
sherds. three from a pipkin with rim type 4Ci (SF 817. illus 81 ). In 
I rench E. one pipkm sherd 11as found in a wall of the house (l 65). 
while one is from a paved area at the junction of Trenches E and J (see 
above). The largest concentration. however. was in the spreads of 
collapsed roofing matcnaJ in th1s trench (E41. ESI. 1·68. E77) ( 17 
sherds in all). These include a p1 pk111 of nm type 5/7 (S~ 9 14. i llu~ 81) 
found in a layer of ash and peat ( E4 1 ), and the first slip-decorated 
shcrds: a pipkin/porrin~cr (SF 92 1, ill us 83). and pan of a dish. found in 
la}ers E51 and E77 respect ivd~ Both ha' c mtemal decoratiOn 111 

yellow and green. If the) were mcorporatcd in the roo fing material 
f() llowing the demolition of the structure. then 1t could have been burnt 
b.:fore c 1630 If so. its use must have been short-lived. If. however. the 
slip\\ arc; ll't're used in !he hou; c:. 11 mus1 hm·c been destroyed alkr c 
1630. and th1 s ma} tit bener \11 th the find> from Ph~be 4-5 anJ the 
dating of Phase 5. Also present in this group are several hunn sherds 
lrom a cooking pot. some joinmg (E5 1. E68 and E76) 11 hich m a) derive 
from SF 858 (illus 81 ) ('ice above. Phase 2) 

Deposits and features assigned to Phase 4-5 yielded 26 assorted red ware 
sherds. The seven sherds fo und in a sand deposit in Trench 11 (118) 
mclude a pipkin of rim type 4A (SF 778. ill us & I). a sherd which m a) be 
from the san1e vessel a~ SF 78 1 (sec above). and a pipk1nlporringer with 
internal slip-coating; this is very worn. and has just a tiny area of green 
glaze survi ving. It is possibk that this area was le ft open atlcr the 
hurn1ng oft he Phase 4 house. S1.\ sherds \1 crc found in a la} er of stones 
;md peat in Trench K tl\.26). These include two d1shes with Internal 
slip-coating. and a pipkin which may have been slip-coated. 

Snmlar slipwares and a fi:\1 plain red11arc> 1\CfC reco,ered from a p1t 
(ill (£64. E46) and from the overl) ing cla} iFJJ). These include l\\ 0 

mternal ly decorated pipkin/porrmgers (ill us R3 . SF 'i36 <md SF 139 1 
lrom the upper pit fill and cla) deposll). and bod) >herds from two 
>lip-coated vessels. a p1pk1nlpomnger from the lo\\cr pll fi ll lE-1 6) and 
il pipk in from the clay it IS poss1ble that the hackfililng of the pit and 
the clay layer were contemporary with the Pha>c 5 building in Trench K 
(although they are ass1gned to Phase 4·5). 

Taken rogerher. the pollery from Phases 4 and 4-5 {lolal 57 sherds) 
amounts to 30% of the stratifi ed material and 16% of the assemblage as 
a whole, hut by far thc largest group is rrom Phase 5. most sherds being 
from the buddmg in J' rench 1\. The construction cut for the wall (K 11 
and K 11 x) contained sherds from two slipware dishes, one with 
sgrq{firo decoration (SF 789. ill us 86). and one which may have had 
marbled decoration (thus possibl} of 18th-century date). also present 
are sherds from two pipkins, including SF 826/840 (ill us 8 1 ). The drain 
cut (K 133) contained sherds from seven pipkins and a porringer. 
Ponery from within the building was mainly found in the occupation 
deposits (K S/ 10. K 25) and floor (K 10), but was also present in the 
peaty deposits (K8. K 15). Forms present comprise up to 16 pipkins 
(i ncluding ill us 81 , Sf. 836, SF 826/840, SF I 97 and SF 874). five 
pipkin/porringers (illus 85. SF 874, SF 800. SF 762 and SF 766) and 
seven dishes (including lllus 86. SF 79 1 and SF 790) Most of the 
pipkin rims found in this building arc of EBG group 5, but a few are of 
group 7: dish SF 790 has tooled Kerbstichdekor typical of the late 17th 
and 18th centuries (sec above). Together, these finds suggest that thiS 
building was constructed in the late 17th or early 18th ccntul)·. 

Very little potter) was found m Phase 5 contexts on other parts of the 
sue. the only other fragments associated with a Phase 5 building bemg 
trom Trench R. where six sherds were found (R9 16). These compnsc a 
p1pkm handle (SF 874 1 and two other plain p1pkms. one sherd from a 
pipkm w1th external decoration (SF 874) and a dish decorated 11 1th 
concentric nngs 

J'hc pollel') from Phase 6 compnscs a mix of earlier and later \lares: 
Illustrated p1eccs comprise two plam pipkms (SF 85 7 and SF 860). a 
p1pkin w1th mtcrnal slip decorauon (S F 843/862) and a deep dish with 
hammer rim. slip decoration and repair holes (SF 903, illus 87) No 
forn1s \1 ere 1den11fied Y- h1ch 1\Cre clearly different from the abovc. so 
that it is ditlicult to p1npoin1 the date of this phase from the red wares 
alone. Finds from Phase 7 are similarly mixed: pieces of note incl ude a 
pipkin rim (SF 937). and a slipwarc dish with hammer rim (SF 792) 
Most of the potlcl) from the topso1J and other levels compnses sherds 
from pipkins. w1th two p1pkin handles (SF 874 and SF 947). a porrmgcr 
(SF 954) and four dishes. Of these SF 947 may be of Werra-type: SF 
946a may be from the same vessel as SF 792: SF 946b and SF 822 both 
have repair holes. 

DISCUSSION 

Redwares similar to the above were already known in 
eastern Scotland and Shetland, but the finds from Papa 
Stour are of importance as they not only extend the 
known distribution but also they afford the opportuni ty to 
set the earl ier finds in a context of pottery production and 
trade. 

As demonstrated above, these redwares could derive from 
a number of sources with in a geographically vast area. 
Fabrics are at present of little help in refming the range of 
possibilities, whi le defmition of regional variations in 
form must await the publication of kiln assemblages. 
However, it would appear that the characteristic 
stjertepotte described above originated within the 
kingdom of Denmark. which once included much of 
southern Sweden and part of northern Germany, and that 
their use in Germany is concentrated in the eastern part of 
northern Lower Saxony (to the south and east strap-handle 
forms were more common, at feast in the I 6th century). 
The tradition was perpetuated in north Gern1any in the 
17th and 18th centuries. when j udicious marketing of 
these wares must be envisaged, in Norway if not in 
Sweden. The internally decorated sherds must come from 
a single source, perhaps by a non-commercial mechanism. 

The largest group of north German/south Scandinavian 
redwares in Great Britain is that from Scalloway Castle. 
where the finds include 868 sherds from redware pipkins 
(including 150 rims and 45 handles). 194 from dishes and 
over 60 from other slipware vessels. Of the other fmdspots 
noted by Lindsay ( 1983, 567), the redwares from 
Pittenweem and Leith are probably of the same general 
origin; Kelso and Aberdour Castle may now be ruled out 
of this survey, whi le Shore Brae, near Aberdeen, may 
perhaps be added (G Haggarty pers comm); the 
assemblages from Breckin on Yell and Jarlshof may also 
contain some examples as they have imported sfipwares. 
In addition, occasional finds have been noted from 
Edinburgh and Fife (Robert Will pers comm). However. 



the type is absent from Stirling Castle (Haggarty 1980) and 
Fast Castle (Haggarty & Jennings 1992), while although 
such wares might be expected at Aberdeen. so far none 
have been published. In England, a pipkin or skillet handle 
is known from Black Gate. Newcastle ( I Reed pers comm; 
not published in Ellison et a/1979). while a redware vessel 
from Skipworth Manor. South Humberside, published as 
Glazed Red Earthenware and assumed to be English, has a 
distinctive rim of EBG type 4A/B (Didsbury 1996. 17. 
28-9. 3 1, fig 15, no 34); the feature in which it was found 
was dated to c 1600-1650. 

Imported Weser and Werra slipwares are relatively 
common in most of the English ports. Werra ware seems 
to be extremely rare in Scotland, but a few sherds of 
Weser ware have been noted at Kirkwall (MacAskill 
1982, 411) and Scalloway Castle (Lindsay 1983, 573); 
both types are absent from Fast Castle, while Aberdeen is 
an unknown quantity. Slipped wares from the Lower 
Rhine land and other sources in north Germany are much 
less common in Britain (for findspots see Gaimster 
1988b). Examples have been noted among the slipped 
redwares from Scalloway Castle (Lindsay 1983, 57 1-2: 
Gaimster 1988b. 172): other sherds have been noted at 
Breckin on Yell (ibid: one porringer and three dishes) and 
at Jarlshof (ibid: one body sherd). All the Scottish finds 
were dated to the 18th century ( 1700-1760). 

The redwares from Papa Stour may span up to 300 
years. They follow a broad chronological progression. 
The earliest sherd, from the natural subsoil, is probably 
of 15th-century date. There are no definitely stratified 
16th century forms, but intrusive material in Phase 3 
may date to the later 16th century. Phase 4 seems to date 
from c 1620/30, Phase 4/5 to after c 1650, whi le Phase 5 
shou ld date from the late 17th/early 18th century. The 
assemblage as a whole is of interest in that it should 
derive from a single property, where cook ing vessel s 
were at least twi ce as common as table wares in most 
phases. The absence of jugs may refl ect the use of other 
materials, or the rural setting. 

Pottery probably reached the is lands as an adjunct to 
trade in other commodities. At Papa Stour the number of 
repair holes and other modifications such as the grinding 
down of broken legs on the pipkins shows that pottery 
was not in regular supply. and the redwares were used to 
the limit of their usefuln ess. This may also have been the 
case at Scall oway Castle. The glazes on the Papa Stour 
sherds were almost certainly worn and fr iabl e when the 
pots were eventually discarded, and this has made them 
more susceptible to post-discard weathering, which was 
evident ly severe. The impression is given that some at 
least of the material was initially discarded in mi ddens 
and later redeposited, and/or buried in acidic conditions. 
Some sherds are also secondarily burnt. 
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CONCLUSION 

Taking the historical background and the ponery 
together, it may be argued that the redwares found at 
Papa Stour have a central date in the 17th century. and 
that they are from Schleswig-Holstein or Lower Saxony: 
within the area bounded by Bremen. Flensburg and 
U.ibeck. From the publications currently available. the 
most likely centres would appear to lie bet\veen 
LUneburg/Hamburg, Preetz and Ltibeck. but this may 
change with future work, which must include sc ientific 
analysis of material from kiln sites. 

The distribution pattern of the stjertepolle and 
associated slipwares only partially coincides with that 
of the better known Weser and Werra wares. being 
confined to an essentially Scandinavian ambit which 
extends to Iceland. Th is reflects the act ivities and 
preferences of German traders and fishermen, who 
favoured the north-eastern seaboard of England, and the 
islands and the coastal regions of eastern Scotl and 
(Lindsay 1983, 573). and must have its roots in trad ing 
patterns established by the Hanse and Norwegians. 
Contact between the source of supply and Shetland may 
have been direct, but may equally have been via Bergen, 
a Hanse depot which maintained strong connections 
with LUbeck and, increasingly, with Bremen in the 16th 
century and 17th centuries, and which may we ll have 
been a transhipment point for goods imported to 
Norway by German merchants. However, Shetland 
forms a convenient stopping point between Germany 
and Iceland or the Faroes, and in the case of Papa Stour, 
the situation is of particular interest s ince the pottery 
substantiates documentary evidence for the presence of 
German merchants on the island. There is a known 
connection with Bremen by c 1563, while by the early 
17th century a merchant from llamburg is mentioned, 
the numbers of merchants had increased and trade 
between Gern1any and the is landers was well 
established (chapter 2.5 above). 

To conclude, although the number of stratified sherds is 
sm all. the Papa Stour assemblage is of importance fi rst ly 
because it confim1s that from the 16th century, if not 
earlier. Shet land was part of the general pattern of pottery 
use in Scandinavia and beyond, and testifies to 
long-standing contact with the region(s) in which these 
redwares were produced. Secondly. the finds help to 
tighten up the sources and dating proposed for redwares 
from Scalloway Castle and Kirkwall (which although 
following the same sequence, is rather later). Together, 
these sites and others noted here, indicate that further 
imported redwares can be anticipated on excavations or 
in the museum arch ives of Shetland and eastern 
Scotland ; more work is required, however, before their 
dating and provenance can be further elucidated. 
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7.3.4 OTHER POST-MEDIEVALAND MODERN CERAMICS 

Robert \'\"ill 

WHITE SLIP GREEN GLAZE 

One sherd (SF 832) !Tom a l\'lo-handled bowl or porringer has been 
Identified as being of a l)'1>e of early 17th-centul) Frechen/ Cologne slip
ware known as White Slip Green Glaze (WSGG ) (S Jennings pcrs comrn). 

TIN-GLAZED EARTH ENW ARES 

Eleven sherds of tin-glazed earthenware or Delft type wares v. cre also 
found at the site . Due to the small size o f the sherds and the lack of 
distinctive decorative motifs these vessel s cannot be precisely identified 
as to countries of manufacture. All that can be sa1d is that the~ belong to 
the general cat ego I) · Anglo-Dutch · and probabl~ date to 1hc 18th/19th 
century. Of these sherds only two fragments arc painted and one sherd is 
pierced, possibly for repair. All except one sherd came from the west 
side of the site during Phase 4/5 10 Phase 7 The maJOrity of pieces were 
found in Phase 6 

MODERN CERAMICS 

The modem material consists of a large '<arlct! of '' h1tc and red 

earthen wares representing tahle wares· plates. cups. howls. teapols etc. 
and kitchen/dail)' wares large bowls and colanders In all 27R sherds 
were identi fied 

A wide range of decorative techniques such a;, hand painting. 
transfer-printing, sponging and all-over glazing 111 a variely of colours 
IS noted in these sherds. Many of the vessels were machine-made hut 
the small Sllc of the sherds prevents the identification of ind1\ 1dual 
fac tories lt \\ Ould be ~xpected that both English and Scott1 sh 
factori es arc represented. Sponge printing was a Scottish speciality 
used extensively by factories at Kirkcaldy and Bo'ness. Its popularity 
on the site IS shown by the large number of sherds of I his kind found. 
Kitchen "arcs are predom inate!~ represented b~ hea\ ~ red 
canhenv.arc!>. One such categoT) are sl1p-l ined dairy howls. wide and 
shallow bowl s made at several factories throughout Scotland in the 
l<lth and 20th centuries. 

The maJOrit) of the sherds. as expected. ''ere found m the upper kvcls 
of the site. 111 Phases 5, 6 and 7. Sherds found in earl 1er levels ar~ the 
result of diSturbance of the contexts such as the upper levels of pi Ls. 
material fallmg in the trenches from baulks and the trench S ide~. and 
contamination ' from bad.-flll matenal 

7.4 OTHER SMALL FIN DS 
CERAMIC, GLASS, METAL AND STONE 

Bc,·er!e,- Ballin Smith 
with Torben Ballin, Alexander Fenton, :\nthony Newton, Jul.ian Henderson and Denys Pringle 

7.4.1 OTHER CERAMIC ARTEFACTS 

CLAY PIPES 

(tabk 7. lllus 88) 

A total of 18 fragments of clay p1pe were found 111 the mmn area from 
Pha;,es -1 to 7. The maJOflt) of fragments arc pia m and maml\ from the 
stem. Only four fragments \\ere decorated and on I~ two \\ere complete 
bowls. Most of the pieces ( 10) were found in Phase 5 assoc 1ated With 
the dwelling-house at the West s1dc of the site. 

PHASE4 

One fragment of a rim of a pia m howl SF 289. came from the heanh 
[E47] of the Phase 4 dwelling-house in the centre of the excavated area 
(Trench E) The p1cce is too small to identit) the bowl type or 1ts like!~ 
date. 

PHASE S 

Two complete pipe bowls SF 288 and 290 (illus 88) ''ere recovered 
from the dwelling-house (Trench K). Both bowls are plain and of a 
very s imilar shape, but one, SF 288, has a milled line around the rim. 
The bowls are from c 1650- 16 70 (Davy 1987, 326-7). Another piece, 
SF 286, from the noor of the same building is decorated. This is the 
side of a bowl with a raised rosette of seven dots. lt is possibl) Dutch 
and from c 1640-1660 (Ibid. 2 1 1-24). Five non-joining pieces of pipe 

>tcm came from within and around the same build m!! <\11 are pla1n 

PHASE 6 

11 piece ,,f p1pe stem Si· 868 (dlus 88) \\llh V. BEVE /\nd 
ABERDI I·N "as found Ill topsod Ill Ciorl lt most l1kel~ reprc,cnJs 
the \\Or~ o f W Beverage. Aberdeen rrom 1882- 1913 (Murra) 1982. 
220-3). 

PHASE 7 

A piece of pipe stem SI· 277 stamped .RISTIE and LE ... but'' llh no 
horder, came from topsoil at the east side of the site. This is identified 
as being Chnstie of Le ith. W. Chist1c was a clay p1pc maker 111 l.cllh 
from the nud 19th to the earl) 20th centur~ . hut the p1ccc " as 
probabl~ manufactured after 1895 ( 1b1d 24. 25. 31 ). 

1\ single piece of twisted and decorated pipe stem SF 19 1 (illus 1!8), 
was found 111 the west part of the s1tc. lt IS possihl~ Dutch (or in the 
Dutchst)le)andprobablydatesfrom c 1 730(0s,~ ald 1979. 115 , 11 8) 

T ILE 

Seven frag111ents of unglazed tde. representing both land dram and 
roof tiles were found in Trench B in 1977. 
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7.4.2 GLASS 

( ta blc 7; ill us 89) 

A total of70 glass fragments were found on the site, over 
54% were found in Phase 7 contexts and 30% in Phase 5. 
Only six pieces came from Phase 4 and one from Phase 2 
(see J Henderson below). The latter is considered an 
anomaly, as g lass generally did not begin to occur at the 
site until Phase 4. 
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BOTTLE GLASS 

Most of the glass (up to 47%) is fragments of green bottle glass. but only 
one piece is of sufficient size to be compared to dated material . Although 
rrom Phase 7. the fTagmcnt SF 300 (ill us 89) is a wine·bottlc base with a 
low kick. It ''as probably manufactured about 1727 (Noel Hume 1982. 
64). One piece. SF 308, from Phase 5 contained a moulded 'EU'. 

Blue glass accounts for 24% of the total and wa~ prevalent in Phases 5 
and 7. It largely rcprcsent5 fragments of square-bodied bottles of mid
I 8th-century date and medicine phials. Clear and brown bottle-glass 
fragments are considered t(J he modem. Blue g la~s was also used for 
beads (see below). 

WINEGLASS 

In Phase 7 a fragment of a thick " ine-glass s temS~ 190 (ill us 8CJ). broken 
at both ends, was found. 11 is of clear glass with an internal opaque 
ribbon-twisted spiral composed of I 0 threads. The glass is possibly lead 
cryswl. ' ' ith the design imitating Vcn~tian glass decoration popular in the 
18th century (Calder 1989. 90). This type of thick-stemmed drinking 
glass with an opaque ribbon-twist is likely to date between 1760 and 
1775 (Noel Hurnc 1982. 190-19 1). This piece is now lost. 

From I he hearth 111 the Phase -1 dwell ing-house 111 the centre of the site 
(Trench E) is a p1ccc of a thin ri m of clear glass SF 293 (illus 89). 1t is a 
fragment of the rim of a wine glass wh ich in itsd i'is undatahk 

GLASS BEADS 

T\\o heads were found in Phase 7 anJ 111 an unstraiified context. SF 299 
and SI· 303 {ill us SYJ Both me of blue glass and could be from any date 

oL- '--.-L-~---'---~o"'~ berwccn the 17th century to the present (NOel Humc 1982. 54). 

lllus 89 
Glass: fragments of wine-glass rim SF 293: wine-glass stem SF 190. 
wine-bottle base SF 300: blue glass bead SF 303. 

WINDOW GLASS 

Only live pieces of window glass were found on the site. one from 
Phase 2 is discussed below: one can1e from the floor of the Phase :\ 
dwelling-house (Trench K ): and the rest were from the topsoil. 
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FRAGMENT OF WINDOW GLASS FROM PHASE 2 (SF 292) 
(table 15) 

.Julian l lcnJcrson 

The fragment of translucent green window glass found on the site (SF 
292) was scientifically analysed with the hope that its chemical 
compos ition might shed some light on the date of manufacture. The 
fragment is a mid-green colour with a thin rridescent layer of weathering. 

TECHNIQUE OF ANALYSIS 
A minute ( lmm) sample ofthe glass was removed. rnounted in epoxy 
resin and polished and coated with carbon. The sample was chemicall y 
analysed using a Cambridge M9 electron microscope with two 
wavelength-dispersive spectromctcrs. The system had been calibrated 
prior to use with a combination of geological standards and 
multi-element European Science Foundation and Coming Museum 
standards. The intensitics for each element detected were corrected 
using a ZAF program. The analysis was carried out using a defocused 
electron beam of 80?m in diameter which minimises the loss of sodium 
during analysis. More details of the analytical conditions are given 
elsewhere ( llcnderson 1988). 

THE RESULTS 
The results are given 111 table 15 . It can be seen that the glass is 
characterised by relatively high levels of silica (60.9%) and calcium 
oxide (20.6%) with a relativel y lo" total level of alkalres (soda and 
potassium oxide) of 4.8%. The glass rs fu rther charactensed by 
relatively high alumin ium oxide (4.1%) and low phosphorus pentoxide 
leve ls (0.1 %). The glass is coloured by a combination of manganese and 
rron oxides: 11 is likely that there is a preponderance of ferric over 
ferrous ions because it was man ufactured m a more oxidised than 
reduced atmosphere produci ng a green colour. 

INTERPRET A T!ON 
The glass is not typically of a Roman. early medieval or hrgh medieval 
composition. Its high calcium oxide and relatively low alkali levels 
suggest that it is of a 17th-/ 18th-century date. From about the late 17th 
century a mixed-alkali glass was introduced with high calcium oxide 
levels. Although this glass does not confonn to this. iL~ low analysis 
total indicates that pan of the alkali is probably missing from the 
composition due to weathering. In sum. it is most unlikel y to have a date 
earlier than the 17th century. 

The origin of the glass on the floor of the Phase 2 dyn8Ja is probably due 
to contamination from hack fill at\er the 1978 excavation. 

Compound expressed as 
weight percent oxide 

Na10 4.0 
M gO 1.4 
i\bO> 4.1 
Si02 60.9 
P20l 0.1 
S01 0.2 
CL nd 
K20 0 8 
CaO 20.6 
Ti02 0.2 
Cr10 J nd 
M nO 0.7 
Fe10 J 2.2 
CoO nd 
NiO nd 
CuO nd 
ZnO nd 
i\20 ) nd 
SnOz nd 
Sb201 nd 
BaO 0.1 
PbO 0 1 

Typical levels of detection in p.p.m (95.5% probability level ) are: 
Na20 760. K20 250. CaO 170. Fe20 1 640, CuO 1200. PbO 200 

nd = not detected 

I' able 15 
Electron probe micro-analysis of wrndow glass fragment SF 292. 

7.4.3 METAL 

Additional information is by Dr DJ Batcson, Hunlerian 1\.fuseum, Glasgow. 

COPPER ALLOY AND SILVER 

(table 7) 

Only I ! items of copper alloy were found on the site; a li:w items came 
from Phase 4 or later, with the majority found in topsoil. 

PHASE4 

One, possrbly two, pieces of silver SF 684 and SF 1590. were found in 
context J29. the upper ti ll of pit J55. The fanner is a corroded lump, the 
latter is lost. 

PHASES 

From the floor (KS/ 1 0) of the dwelling-house (Trench K) was a brass 
button SF 1431 with four holes in the centre. lt is probably from 
1800-1830 (NOel Hume 1982, 90-9 1 ). 

PHASE 6 

From this phase are a token and a disk. The disk. SF I 065. is most 
probably a token but has no surface decorauon survivrng. SF 685 has 
been identified as a tea merchant's token rnscribed with 
PROVIS .... [OUS (Provision Warehouse) CATHCART STREET. lt is 
of the late 18th century produced by Malcolm McFarlan of 61 Cathcan 
Street in Edinburgh (Pers comm Or DJ Batcson; see also Dalton & 
llamer 1967. 430). 

PHASE 7 

Another disk, SF I 063. is probably a perforated gasket head. 

UNSTRA TIFIED 

From the 1977 trenches and Trench S are one rectangular buckle SF 628 
with rounded ends, probably from a horse harness: SF 627 a square 
buckle with pin and slip ring: a plain disk SF I 064, possibly a button 
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with the remains of a securing bar on the reverse. and a fragmentary 
disk or button. The latter. SF 141 7. (ill us 90) has an impressed design 
around the edge SOVICVS ... 

LEAD 

(illus 90 & table 7) 

Only two pieces of lead were found on the site. 

PHASE2 

An undecorated conical perforated spindle whorl SF 460 (ill us 90) came 
from peat in the western halfofthe site (Trench K). The weight of the 
whorl , 42g, suggests that it was used to produce a thick heavy yam or 
more I ikely used for plying threads ( 0 ye 1988. 54). 

Steatite is by far the more usual resource for spindle whorls in Norway. 
as seen in fi nds from Bergen and Oslo where some lead whorls. 
usually conical. were present but they "ere fc\\ in number. They are 
dated c 11 70 to 1413 in Bergen and 10 approximatd) the bcgmning of 
the 13th century in Oslo (0ye 1988. 50; and Molaug 1991, I 02) 

Three lead whorls a little smaller than SF 460 were fo und at the l3rough 
of Birsay, Orkney, from the lower and middle Norse horizons (Curie 
1982. 79, 117). A smaller hemispherical lead whorl was found in Phase 
2 during the Brough of Birsay 1974-82 excavations. dated to the end of 
the I Oth to the beginning of the 11th century (Hunter 1986. 177. 183 ). 
Another, possibly of I Oth-century date is from the Viking farmstead at 
Jarlshof, Shetland (Hamilton 1956, 126). 

The location <>f the whorl in Pha~c 2. suggests that a I Oth· 10 

12th-century date is most probable 

PHASE6 

An 1rregular hut fragmental) cylinder SF 207. Identified as a modem 
fishing weight. 

IRON AND SLAG 

(table 7) 

This category includes slag (not necessarily all of iron), corroded iron 
lumps and iron objects. There was no indication of iron working on the 
site. 
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SLAG 

ill us 90 
Metal disc SF 14 17. 
iron knife in horn 
handle SF 1062 . 
nai l/rivet SF I 041 
and lead 
spindlewhorl SF 460. 

A total of221umps of slag were found at the site from Phase 2 to 7. 68% 
of the slag can1e from phases 2 and 3, from the burnt deposits over the 
oven in the sktih (Trench H), from the hearths J I 08 and J I 09, and floor 
of the Phase 2 dyngja. All these pieces are very small and arc most likely 
·cramp': the result of burning peat or turf at low temperatures causing 
the fusing of silicates in the fue l (Fleet 1975. 46-48). 

Other pieces of slag (iron slag) came from a peat layer Hl 2, in Phase 4 
on the west side of the site, and from phases 6 and 7. The latter may 
partly be the result of burning coal on the domestic hearth in the Gorl 
(see below). and of earlier material. possibly cramp, found in disturbed 
contexts in the centre of the site. 

IRON ARTEFACTS 

In total there were 58 iron artefacts. of which 34 were corroded and 
largely unidentifiable lumps. They were recovered from Phases 2 to 7 
with the majority coming from Phase 5. 

NAILS. RIVETS AND SPIK ES (15 p1cces) 

Fragmentary nails/nail heads. including several pieces in wood were 
present in all phas.:s with the maj<>rit) found in Phase 5. lt \\ as difficult 
to distinguish between nails and rivets because of corrosion and 
incomplete shafts . Of the nail heads that were visible, round, 
sub-rounded and rectangular pieces were found between 6-1 8mm in 
diameter or width. The shanks lay between 3-1 Omm in thickness and 
were mostly square. although a Phase 7 example, SF I 030, was possibl) 
round. 

The length of the fragments (all were inco111plcte) generally lay between 
ll-52mm " ith the longest 80-88mm considered as spikes. 

KNU'E BLADES 
SF 626 is pan of the hl ade and tang uf a knife. which w<L~ triangular 111 
, cction it " as found m Trench M. 

From Phase J is a probable knife blade SF 1025, which is heavily 
corroded and fragment ary. it was found on the wooden floor of the srofa. 

SF 1062 (il l us 90) came from Phase 4 and " a~ fo und in the ti ll of a pit 
(L3 5) dug into the srofa at the ca~t side of the site. The,; blade is very 
fragmentary and survives only 2 1 mm in length. lt however lies within 
an oval-cylindrical plain horn handle (see also 7.7 Horn report). 

SF I 060 is a partial tanged blade. found within Phase 7 deposits within 
the Gorl. The blade has a triangular section and is probably a modem piece. 
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CANNONBALL 
i\ single cannonball SF 1036. was found m the destruction levels of the 
Phase 5 dwelling-house lt ~ \\Cig.ht IS 41bs 6oz or 19R8g. 

MISCEI.LANEOlJS 
Other pieces 1nclude a fragmentary pony shoe SF 1022 from between 
pha.,es 4 and 5 ham Phase S were 9 p1~ccs of fragment~ metal plate 
or strap. some of whtch 11 ere cont~mporaT) w11h the u;.: of the 
dwelling-house at the west s1de of the sllc. Lastly. a small picc;; of iron 
came from the topsoil in Pha~c 7. 

Corroded Iron Lumps 
From phases 2. 2-J and 3 from all buddmgs came rounded corroded 
lumps of iron The) were found on th~ noor and possibly in the lire-pit 

nf the Phase 2 dyni!Ju . as well as 111 destruction levels of the skci!J 
Several fragments were possibly a large nvct SF I 048. or a round
headed nail SF I 055 These ma~ have derl\'ed from the roofs of the 
buildings. 

The Phase 4 material (three pieces) was unidentifiable apan from a 
possible na1l head SF I 028. from the destrucuon of the Phase 3 stofa 
Also found 111 Phase 4 was a singk 1ron lump. and a possible nail/rivet 
SF 1041 (ill us 90) from Trench K of this phase. 

Four lumps came from Phase 5 and are idenutled as a JX1SS1ble nad SF 
I 044. a small C} llndncal p1ccc sr 1045 and another possible nail. 

A single CClrroded lump came from the Phase 7 topsoil 

7.4.4 STONE 

AMBER 

(rabic - ) 

I our sampk; ufh1ghl} fragmented amber 11cr~ ftnmd on the >lie 111 
Phasc:s 4. 5 and 7 De>eribcd here are three bead'> and t\1 0 fragments 
of a plate J .Smm thief... One of the beads SF 20 1 (illus 91 } from 

159 ~ 

Phase 5. was circular but the other two were too fragmentary for 
fun her 1111 cstigation Of the latter. SF 204 came from the Phase 4 
destruction (125) of the: Phase 3 srofu and SF 202 \\as unstratifled . The 
plate fragments sr 1591 (ill us 91) were found in the fi ll of a shallow 
feature (PI 164) at the cast side of the site between phas..:. 4 and 5 
I he~ are pm\lbl~ burnt and m a~ ha1 c been u~cd as m l a~ t pers comm 
A1lsa Mamman). 

1621 

2Jmm 

00 1 
1591 

0 tO mm 0 50mm 
' L_ ______ L__~ 

il lus 91 
Quartz arrowhead SF 1595 : jet bead SF 1621: amber bead SF 201 and an1bcr plate p1 cces SF 1591 



Amber is found around the Baltic coast and was traded o ften in the 
form of amulets in the Viking period from such places as Wolin. 
Poland. where the re were workshops from the 9th to the 12th century 
(Roesdah l & Wilson 1992. 295). Amber also occurs along the "est 
coast of Jutland. Denmark. and as small pehbles on east coast heachcs 
of England. 1t was found as amulets and beads made from Imported 
amhcr. in excavations in Viking York and Dublin. llalf the amber 
beads found in the 1990 excavation at Birka. Sweden were annular. 
and it is thought they come from the fi nal occupation of that cen tre 
(Ambrosiani 1995. 59). The late mcllteval occurrence of am her at the 
Biggings ma) be due to Hanseati c trade around the 13altic and North 
Sea areas. 

COAL AND JET 

additional inform:ttion is by :\ilsa i\fainman, York 
Archaeological Trust. 

Samples of coal and jet (five in total) \\Cre found from Phase 4 to Phase 
6. with three pieces from Phase 5. Apart from three samples of coal. a 
four-s tdcd faceted jet bead. SF 3 11 , was found in Phase 5 on pa' ing 
(J20) at the cast side of the excavation. lt is a common type with 18 
irregular facets: it is also worn and cracked. The cracking is 
occasionall y a feature of soft jet which can occur after working. If this 
bead is of soft jet. a late date for it could be confirmed. Another worn 
but spherical jet bead SF 1621 (ill us 9 1) was found in Pha>e 6. 

Jet from Whitb) . Yorkshire. England. has been exploited \tnce the 
Bronze Age (Shepherd 1981. 43 ) and ' ' the like I~ source ,,f the 
Biggings beads. The only other European source is in Spain (Roesdahl 
& Wilson 1992. 334). 

FLINT 

Thirteen samples of flint came from Phase 4 to Phase 7. with a single 
piece from Phase I The occurrence of rounded pebbles and irn:gular 
flint blocks from Phase 4 suggest that it probably deri,·ed from ballast, 
and came to the site at the same time as. for example. the Continental 
Redwares. None of this flint wa~ worked. although some had been 
shattered. Almost all of it was found outside the buildings or 111 thctr 
destruction levels. The only exception was SF I 007 from Phase I. from 
within a pit J 11 0 at the east side of the site. 

FLINT FLAKE SF 1007 

Thts is a fragment of a very small fln1t flake \\ith the right dtq al comcr 
oft he piece made into an acute-angkd Pill Ill. !"his has been achtC\ ell b~ 
the simple retouch of the two converging \Ides. lt was po;;ibl ~ a ' mall 
borer and of prehistoric date (per.. wmm Torbcn Ball in) 

Q UARTZ 

Nine san1ples of quartz ( I.J pieces) were collected from Phase 4 to 
Phase 7, Both quartz pebbles and fragments \\ere found and none \\ ere 
worked except SF 1595 an arrowhead . The maJority of un,, orkcd ptecc> 
came from the west side of the site 

TANGED ARROWHEAD (SF 1595) 

.'\single. tangcd arTO\\ head. Sr 1595 (ill us \1 I ). was found 111 the top,o tl 
of the Gorl In Pha, e 7 rhc fllld" s ctrcunh tance> impede a clo,cr datlllg_ 
but the f0lltm mg \\ ill tf) to pl ace the amm·hcad in its correct 'cttt ng 
from its typologtcal and technologtcal details 

The arrowhead. measures c 19mm x 24mm. and is made on a milky
white. relativel y homogenous quartz. By the use of tlat flak ing it is 
shaped into a straight-sided triangle with two barbs and a blunt~d tang 
at the base. The arrowhead is largely mtact. but is believed to hm e hall 
the extremities of the tip. tang and one barb broken off. 
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Quam. is commonly considered more difficult to work than other ti)fms 
of sil ica. and this is primarily due to diflcrences in the crystall ine 
structure. Where flint . chert. jasper etc. have a micro-Cf)>talltnc struc
ture and gooll flakmg abilities. quarv ha~ a coarser cf)·stalline strucwrc 
and a ten den c) to intncate cracking ( 13madbent 1979. 48ff) 

When quartz is u,cd it is often as a good local adaptation to an 
inadequate access to sources of good raw material. Flat llaktng 
(pressure llaking usmg a pointed antler) on quartL. as seen here. " quite 
extra0rdlllaril~ complicated. and one \\ould normally conm:ct quart; 
with the much >tmpk btpolar techntquc (the u, e of a hammcrstonc and 
anvil ) Thi> latter tcehntque has. b~ ''a) of an example. been used to a 
great c\tcn t on mamland Orkne). where there is also a stn!..t ng 
insuffictency of raw material sources. lie re pebhles of beach fl int were 
used pn marily. The technique dominates the worked silica accessions 
within Tankcrncss I louse Museum, Kirkwall. 

The t1at !laking technique has occurred intermittently from the change 
over between the :vliddle and Upper Palacolithic until today. although 
in Great 13ntain the technique is kno,,n only from the Neolitht c anll 
Bronze Ages. 

The morphology of the arrowhead makes it possible to narrow down the 
dating extremit ies. as the form in question with tang and barbs was 
introdLJCed during the Beaker culture's middle phase (Mercer 1977. 
73ff) or Phase 4 according to Lanting and Van der Waals (Lanting & 
van der W aals 1972: Shepherd 1986. 24 fl). The estimated date for the 
~rtefact is therefore late Neolithic to earl) 13roi1Le Age with a TPQ c 2100 
cal BC 

Although fLlUild 111 topsoil. the arrowhead" most likely to have denvell 
from peat-cutting west of the Hill Dyke and brought to the God with the 
peats. In this area, which is the larger part of the island, are the remains 
of copious prehistoric houses. 

JASPER 

Jasper is a \'artct~ of Cf)-ptocf) staline illca and can be regarded as a 
mineral Its reddi sh-brown colouring comes from iron withm tts 
structure and 11 i;, rard) found as large p1Cccs ( ~_. hittakcr 1994. 71) 
Like fl int and quart; it is a resource that could have been utili7cd in th~: 
prehistoric period f(u tool work ing. However there is no indication of 
this from the l!iggings material where the pieces were small and with 
one exception. unworked. 

All the ptcce' arc fragmented pcbbb. pmhabl) onginating as glactal 
erratics h~~ chapter 1.2 ) ''hich \l<.:rc either l(lllnd close 10 the ~~~~ or 
brought tu 11 I hL' m:~1lrtl) of the jasp.:r '"l' f(,und on the \\ C'I , ,de ,,, 
the exca' auon. ''here a large pebble m a\ ha' c shancred. 

30 sampb ( 144 pieces) from all ph:L'ics wen.: collected . Only one 
irregular piece s 1: 976. from Phase 7 at the cast side of the site. showed 
any signs ofworkmg_ This stone has a polished surface. 

GROOVED LINE-S INKERS 

These stone '"'ghts arc characterisell b' une or more lmcar gnlO\ c, 
around the hodv of th.: artefact and occa, i <~nally around the lnng a \I;. 

The) were not perforated by a su, pcnsion hok. The grooves were 
required I ll hP Id a rope for the securing nf li \ hing lines or nets Of the 12 
artefact' from 1h~ ll tggings on]\ -,i , ' " re located in !he mam 
cxcantt<lll arc·a. the re.,t are from the 11177 trenche, l h~ .:arltc't 
\\ ctgh tS arc fn>m l'ha.\c 5. '' tth the rem:unJer from Pha,.: 7 l"lh: 
location L1f the ,ton~, indtcate,; that thn \\ ere all fo und ouh11.k the 
hutldmg,. hut \\C re from disturbed or ' e~ late contexts 

ROCK TYPES AND SIZE 

Rock type' uscll arc fine grained metamorphosed. sandstone anu 
micacC•lll ~ .;ambtnncs. usually in the form or beach cobbles. S tcattte 
examples alsn exist (sec Section 7.2A) hut these were also perfo rated 
All except l\\ 0 arc complete. with SF 692 being a stone fragm.:nt 
containing a central groove. and Sf-' 1447 ''hich is shanered lateral!~ 
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The stones weigh !Tom 61 Og to 1330g. the average weight heing I 043g. 
The size of the cobbles is fai rly consistent with the maximum length 
lying between 155mm-180mm. the width between 58 ru1d 89mm and a 
thickness ofberween 36-62mm. 

FORM 

All the cobbles have a rough!} elongated oval shape. the narrowest part 
of the cobble fanning the tip, and the widest part the base. Only one 
artefact (SF 599) from Phase 7 shows evidence of it being altered by 
pecking and chipping eo confonn eo rhc elongared oval shape. This 
weight was chipped at the base and pecked over most of tl~ body In 
fact this may have been origmally an ard or hrunmerstonc that was later 
adapted to be a line sinker or weight. 

Although other stones such as SF 697 from Phase 5 exhibit peck marks 
generally, this may be a result of post-groove finishing of the tool. 

GROOVES 

The IJiggings weights have one to five grooves on the body of the stone. 
Fonncd by pecking with the use of a pointed stone or metal implement, 
a shallow linear indentation 11as produced into 11hich a fme rope or 
fi shing line could be tied withour slipping off the stone Grooves are not 
nonnally deeper than 2-4mm. but their width varied between 7mm and 
22mm. The average width was c 13mm. 

The main groove is horizontal ru1d lies below the mid-point of the 
cobble. towards the basal end (about a third of the way up the stone 
from the base). Where the groove met the side of the tool a wider 
pecked notch was nO! iced. Although in some cases this could ha1·e been 
the result of wear. eg SF 696 from Phase 7. 

Five of the weights, whtch had only the single horizontal grooYe. 
exhibited other signs of wear on the cobble body. usual ly at the tip. Four 
examples. SF 598, SF 694, SF 696 and SF 1438 from Phase 7 and 
unstratified contexts had slight pecked indentations or notches at the 
tip. one up to Jmm in depth and fomting the beginning of a groove. SF 
599 was chipped at the tip and had subsequent wear marks. The 
indentation at this point was necessary for the attachment of a rope or 
line at right-angles to the o ne in the lower horizontal groove. 

Of these cobbles only SF 599, SF 694 and SF 696. all from Phase 7. 
showed additional shallow pecked areas on the sides of the body below 
the tip, but these side notches were not a complete second horizontal 
groove. On SF 696 one notch was cut. possibly by a knife. and then 
abraded by wear. These pecked areas were no doubt thought necessary 
for the additional security of the I ine around the stone. 

!'he remaining cobbles SF 693 from Phase 5, SF 695 and SF 697 from 
Phase 7. SF 698 and SF 722 unstratified. had in addi tion a complete or 
near complete vertical groove running fron1 th~ ttp to the basal 
horizontal groove. This appeared on both surfaces and extended the 
notch at the tip, as described above. The vertical groove was often 
narrow. possibly indicating that it was secondary, but the notch at the 
tip of these stones could be as much as 6mm in depth. thus indicating 
that the weight had had prolonged use. 

SF 696 from Phase 7 had m addition 3 shallm1 pecked notches down 
one side. 

SF 697 (illus 92) was from a pit (l pit 3) in Phase 5 ru1d is the most 
elaborately grooved of all the we ights. In addition to its horizontal basal 
groove and its vertical groove which extends around the notched base, 
the stone has three further horizontal grooves. Two arc close to the tip 
and there is an additional one towards the base. The body of the stone is 
also generally pecked. 

COMPAR ISONS AND DAT ING 

None of the Biggings grooved line-sinkers were from secure 
stratigraphic contexts except for SF 697, the most complex weight, 
found in a pit. The rest are mainly from Phases 5 and 7 or are 
unstratified. The Phase 7 example SF 696 is one of the simplest 

weights. lt is however impossible to suggest with certainry and with 
such small numbers of artefacts, whether the weights becrune simpler 
over time. 

The distnbution of the stones tell s us linle apart !Tom the fact that they 
may have been in use at the site !Tom the early 17th century to modem 
times, and also that their original locations were disturbed contexts. 
Thetr occurrence indicates that some repairs to fishmg gear. either to 
the stones themselves or to the I ines and nets they were attached to, took 
place on or close to the site. 

The weight of these stones. at little more than I kg. suggests that they are 
·cappic-stones· from the old Norse 'koppu-stem· . used to anchor ' Half' 
fishing lines. These lines were used for deeper sea fi shing for cod. ling 
& tusk. where the anchor stones (grooved line smkers) may have 
weighed more than I OOOg (Fenton 1978, 577). In contrast. sinkers for 
handlines were traditionally made of steatite and later lead, and 
weighed approximately 680g (thtd. 528, 594). 

Grooved line sinkers were also found through out all the Viking/Norse 
phases at Jarlshof made of both schistose rock and steatitc (H runilton 
1956. plate 34. 182). Stcatitc cxrunples of 13th-/ 14th-century date 
found at Sandwick. Unst. were usually perforated and grooved 
(Bigelow 1989. 188). 
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ill us 92 
Grooved stone li ne-sinker SF 697 



PERFORATED STONES 

This category contains both flattened beach cobbles and other fl at 
stones with usually a single perforation. There are in total 41 stones 
from almost all phases of the excavation. Only three were from the early 
phases: two came from over the floor of the Phase 2 poss ible eldhus. 
and one from the heanh in the eldhus in Phase 3. A funher I 0 stones 
were found below the floor of the western most building in Phase 4 and 
from the dump (K98) associated with it. Another nine stones from this 
phase were located in pits at the east side of the excavation. specifically 
pit J55 . Two others came from a Phase 4-5 pit {lA I ) also at the easte rn 
end of the site. In contexts belonging to phases 5-7 again at the east side 
of the site. another eight stones were located; six were re lated to the 
Phase 6 Gorl. 

The prolonged occurrence of these stones from Phase two to Phase 7, 
suggests a continued used of this type of anefact until recent times. as 
indicated by 2 roofing 'slates' SF 658 (unstratified) and SF 665 from 
Phase 7. The majority of the stones were used as simple weights. 
probably as loom weights. 

ROCK TYPES AND SIZE 

The predominant stones used were mica-schist, micaceous sandstone, a 
fine-grained metamorphic rock and sandstone: the latter in the form of 
beach cobbles (25). For the more irregular stones ( 13). micaceous 
sandstone was the dominant resource used. Steatite was also used, as 
two examples indicate (7 .2.4 above). The roofing slates are of 
micaceous sandstone and mica schist. as is a perforated whorl , SF 668. 
from Phase 6. All these rock types are present on Papa Stour or on the 
adjacent mainland (1.2 above). Utilization of beach and cliff resources 
would account for the majority of these anefacts. Of the beach cobbles. 
68% are complete, in contrast to the more irregular stones where only 
25% arc undamaged. 

The average weight of the beach cobbles is 582g lying between a range 
of 3 12g and 786g. with only a single stone heavier than I.Skg. All 
stones have a length of 107- 178mm, width of54-1 42mm and th ickness 
of l3-65mm. 

FORM 

BEACH COBBLES 
These stones are largely unaltered cobbles. except for the occurrence of a 
single perforation. They required little funher adaptation for the use to 
which they were put. as suspended weights. Only SF 607 from Phase 2 
has an area of pecking on its edge below the perforation. Other nicks and 
chips on the body of the stones. cg SF 664 from Phase 6 and SF 6 73 from 
Phase 4. arc considered accidental or post-dcpositional occurrences. 

The area which was consistently altered was the edge of the stones. 
closest to the perforation. Here tooling by pecking, chipping and 
subsequent wear is apparent on 52% of the stones. Oflcn the tooling 
appears as a rough level area above the perforation eg SF 666 Phase 7, 
or in the examples from Phase 4 of which SF 677 has a notch 4mm 
deep, and SF 661 with one 9mm deep. The wear from the edge to the 
perforation on SF 674 is almost a groove while SF 676, although 
incomplete, has a single notch on the edge below the perforation . 

lt would appear that in general the altered area abo\'C the perforation 
was not intended to be smooth. but roughened to hold the thread or line 
securely 10 the stone and prevent slippage. The wear seen on SF 674 is. 
however. most likely the result of prolonged use. The notching or 
roughening o f the stone at its apex is not dependent on the type of stone 
used. nor on the phasing. a~ altered and unaltered weights appear in the 
same phases. 

OTHER STONES 
The fragmentary state of stones other than beach cobbles. which were 
used as weights. makes general observations on their forn1 dif1icult. Of 
the three complete stones. only two arc worn. pecked or notched above 
the perforation. Other surfaces and edges of the stones have not been 
altered manuall y. 

OTHER SMALL FI NDS + 17 5 

PERFORATIONS 

Perforations arc usually located towards the narrowest end of the stone, 
and lie between 19mm and 50mm from the nearest worn edge. The 
majority lie c 40mm from the nearest edge so that in suspension the 
greater mass of the stone is below the perforation. 

The single holes were made hy a fine pointed pick, as gouge-marks can 
be seen on the sides of many of the holes eg SF 654 Phase 3. and around 
their splayed edges. They were made from both sides of the stone. 
revealing the accuracy needed to cut the hole prec isely. although SF 608 
from Phase 5 shows a misalignment of the hole. Others such as SF 609 
Phase 2, have an elongated hole. although this may be due to use. and 
SF 655 Phase 6. may have a natural elongated hole which was 
subsequently util ized. 

In general perforations were not ground smooth afterwards. The 
exceptions arc SF 1394 from Phase 4-5. and SF 60 I Phase 6, which 
have drilled holes. The average size of the hole is 7 .3mm although the 
size of the perforation can vary between 4mm and 18mm. The 
surrounding splay is on average c 19.5mm in diameter. 

DECORATION 

Only four stones are decorated. They are three irregular stones and one 
beach cobble and weigh between 528g and 620g. The beach cobble SF 
1394 Phase 4-5 (ill us 93 ). is from the centre of the excavated area 
found in Trench EJ. It has not only a drilled perforation but a machine 
executed design on both faces . On one face is a semi-circle of fine 
machine slots, as if from a cog wheel, and other similar fai nt marks. 
The other face has a group of fo ur dots in a square and a circle of 15 
dots towards the base of the stone. This design may have been 
unfinished. 

ill us 93 
Perforated and decorated beach-cobble weight SF 1394: reproduced 
at 1/2. 
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SF 601 from Phase 6 (liJu, 94) is fromth~ (inrl tloor and ha' a smgk 
me gular 7-•>~dcd incised linear destgn "nh a rough equal-am1cd arro" 
at its base rhts decorallon lies beJO\\ the perforation On on~ face. 

Also from Phase 6 is SF 679 (ill us 95). from Trench E. it has on one face 
two designs which lie either side of and below the perforation. One 
appears to he an incised buckle. or the mould for one. and the other is a 
depressed c1rcle. 

From an unstratified context is SF 1471 ( lllus 96) . On one facets a 
centrally placed. roughl) inscribed cross. perhaps worn llr unfinished. 
with wtdcr tenn inals to the ends of the anus On the reverse " an incised 
square 23mm x 25mm \\lth another pan I~ fom1cd cross I~ mg bet\\een 
the square. the perforat1on and the edge of the stone The cross IS Similar 
nut small er than the one already descnbcd 

Although a fc" decorated 1\Cights exist. the vast maJOfll) arc plam. it i> 
suggested that the dc,oratcd one;,. "h 1ch are all on m1caceou, 
sandstone. arc a late lntrllducuon to the '>l tc. perhaps fwm the 17th 
centuf). 

ill us 94 
Perti>ratcd and decorated 
stone \\eight SF 601 and 
'' h.:t>tone SF 723 

WEIGHTS 

\\:'EIGHTS FROM BELOW HIE FLOOR OF T H E BUILDING 
IN TRENCH KIN PHASE 4 

There \\ ere si.\ weights in all. from context K 75. a levelling layer. They 
are all beach cobbles which 11cigh between 288g and 670g <md arc of 
mctan1orph1<.: rocks. m1ca sch1st and an unidentified rock type. All are 
complete except one. SF 659 has possible wear marks and SF 6 7-t is 
notched and almost grooved above the perforation. These ,tone' are of 
;imilar size max imum length 106-1 38mm. maximum width 
5-l-1 07mm and rnaxunum thickness 18-30mm 

WEIGHTS fROM PIT J LSS , DUG INTO T HE PI !ASE 3 
STOFA DURING PHASE 4 

I hese 9 11c1ghts 11ere found hnmg the p1L ~i>. were broken at the 
rerforation the other three 11crc complete l'he~ "ere exclusllel~ of 
rn1caceou, >and,wne and sand,tonc The complete stones IIClgh -t76g_ 
111 Og and 1552g. suggestmg llll average !hat they would ha1 e been 

illus 95 
Perforated and decorated stone weight SF 679: 
reproduced at J 11 



ill us 96 
Perforated and decorated stone weight SF 14 71; reproduced at 
2/3. 

heavier than those from the west side of the site. Six were slabs o f stone, 
the remainder are cobbles. All the complete stones with the addition of 
one broken example, show evidence of notching, flaking or wear above 
the perforation. This part of the stone was missing from the other 
examples. Us ing the complete dimensions. the stones were c 128-
178mm long. 94-142mm wide and 18-65mm thick. They appear to be 
slightly larger than the exan1ples from the west side of the site. 

ROOFING 'SLATES' 

As previously mentioned there arc two fragments of roofing slate. from 
Phase 7 and an unstratified context, SF 658 and SF 665. They are 
differentiated from the pcrforatcd weights by their chipped edges. and 
that their perforations were made from one side only. 

PERFORATED WHORL 

SF 668 from Phase 6, from the Gorl's topsoi l, is a round whorl with a 
drill ed hole. Its weight of 7-lg and its diameter of 4 7-55mm suggest thiS 
is a drill whorl rather than a spindlcwhorl. 

D ISCUSSION 

Excepting the roofing slates and the perforated whorl the remainder of 
the artefacts in this category can be described as loom weights. 

Loom weights are probably one of the most ubiquitous artefacts found 
on Viking and t\ors~ sites although they have their origin in the 
prehistoric period. In some parts of the Viking world such as Denmark 
and Gamlcbyen. Oslo. these weights were primarily made of clay. The 
Shetland Isles offer a contrast in that stone was a more common. and 
probably a more easily worked resource than clay in unskilled hands. 
Not a single clay perforated weight has been found on Shetl and. In early 
Norse times steatite was the preferred stone on Shetland sites cg, 
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Sandwick and Jarlshof, but beach pebbles replaced it early at the latter 
site (13igelow 1985. 1 06). 

Steatite cobble weights with a single perforation, and reused perforated 
vessel fragments occurred at the Biggings from Phase 2 onwards (7 .2.4 
above). Comparison of their distribution with the other loom weights is 
difficult because of the disturbance of contexts in which they were 
found and the reuse of steatite. However. it is possible that in Phase 4. 
both types were used together. 

Stones chosen for weights were those nearest to hand and those which 
could be perforated the easiest. Stone was also used in Viking-Medieval 
Reykjavik as loom weights. but alteration of the stone was kept to the 
minimum (Nordahl 1988. 66). 

ll is suggested by Rui ( 199 1, 128) that loom weights have only one hole 
as they are used to tauten warp threads. Weights are normally found 
together and in situ on the floors of buildings, and those from the 
Biggings lie within the weight ranges most used for weaving. Their 
presence also indicates that the inhabitants at the Biggings were using a 
warp-weighted or vertical loom. Comparison with the detailed accounts 
of the Bryggen weaving equipment (0ye 1988. 58-70) is interesting in 
that it forms the most direct parallel in shapes, size and weight of 
stones. The additional use of sandstone on Papa Stour offers the main 
contras\, o\herwise loom weights from the Biggings differ little from 
their Norwegian counterparts. However. textile production at the 
Bryggen declined from the first half of the 14th century onwards 
because of the take-over by German Hansa merchants of the properties 
excavated (0ye 1988, 144 -5). 

The occurrence of perforated stones beneath the Phase 4 western most 
building suggest that they originated in Phase 3. possibly from the sl«ili. 
The largely broken weights lining the Phase 4 pit (J55 ), possibly from 
the Phase 3 stoja. also indicate that they could have an earlier origin or 
were simply discarded and reused during Phase 4 (8.4 above). The 
earliest dating of these weights is from approximately the mid 13th 
century to the beginning of the 15th century and they were also found in 
contexts which could be as late as the early 17th century. These dates 
are very late in comparison with the Oslo material, where the horizontal 
loom began to replace the warp-weighted loom in the 12th century. 

Consideration of other textile evidence, such as steatite spindle whorls 
and textile and fibre samples. suggest that the warp-weighted loom did 
in fact persist much later in Shetland, and at least into Phase 4 at the 
Biggings. to possibly as late as 1650. In Sweden and Denmark the 
warp-weighted loom had alread) been replaced by the horizontal loom 
during the 13-14th centuries. but in Iceland and the Faeroes the 
warp-weighted loom persisted as the most common loom until tht: 
beginning of the 19th century. There is evidence from western Norway 
that the warp-weighted loom survived until the 1950s. where it was 
used for special needs and wide weaves (pcrs comm Kristina Andersson 
Sulley; Nylen 1968. 11 9-1 24). 

PUMICE 

with an additional report by Anthony Newron 

Twent) t\\0 pieces of pumice (not illustrated) were recovered from the 
site, and from Phase 2 onwards. The majority of pumice pebbles came 
from Phase 7 or were unstratificd. The pumice is of two types, a light 
grey lrothy pumice (six pieces) and a darker vesicular one ( 15 pieces). 
Half the pumice ( 10 pieces) was unworked. \\hich included the earliest 
piece. SF 192, from a Phase 2 context on the west side of the site. On 
average the unworked pumice was of smaller pieces than the worked. 
No pumice pebble was larger \han 90mm x 60mm x 46mm. 

THE ARTEFACTS 

SPINDLE WHORL OR RING 
From the Phase 3 skali hearth (context E48) came half of a spindlewhorl 
or ring SF 441 of white pumice. The piece had been roughly rounded to 
c 50mm in diameter. with the faces flattened and the sides smoothed. It 
had broken at the perforation. 
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WORKED PIECES 
These include brown/grey pumice pebbles which have been mainly 
altered b) wear The use M the pum1cc for rubb mg or snHlOth1ng 
resulted in pebbles with extensive area;, of \\Car as m S~ 273 from 
Phase 7. or m pebbles w11h more limited areas of alteration. In the lal!er 
category is SF 270 from Phase 2 ·3. an irregular pcbhlc with a flancned 
surface and a chamfered edge. and SF 189. Phase 4. a fragmentary 
pebble 11 ith '-nife trimming at one end Pebbles 11 uh limllcd altaa!lon 
occur in Phases 3 to 5. 

Brown/gre) pum1ce pebbles 11 ith extens1ve altera110n 

SF 269 Phase 6. IS a fragmentary pebble which has been flanened 0n 
one surface with a concave indentation. The other surfaces have been 
tnmmed and faceted 

SF 173. Phase 7. 1s a rectangular block. hollowed smooth lJI1 1110 
oppos mg faces. and with random hollows on the Olhcr faces. Both 11s 
ends are smoothed and one I> slightly bevelled. Thi' has been a mhhing 
tool 

SI· 276 Phase 6. 1s a rectangular piece w11h all surnKc> smoothed This 
wa.' probably used a~ a rub ha 

'>F 623. unstralllied. " an Irregular ;,hapcd pebble 11 hich ha> been 
, moothed on one surface and ''orkeJ/uscd on both edges and at its 
(lllllllcd end. 

SF o24. unstrall tied. 1S abo 'moothed on one surta'' hut has a linear 
llldcnlallon on the adJaCent ;,urface. 

REPORT ON THE PUMICE 

\nthony ~ l'\\ t•1n 

IN I RODUCTIUN AND BACJ.;GROUND 
Pum 1cc has been found around the coasts of the t\onh AtlantiC tln both 
natural ra1sed and present da) beaches and in archaeological Sites 
(13inns 1972: Newton unpublished). These deposits arc vef) widely 
distnbuted. including sites in Arctic Canada, Greenland. Iceland, 
Svalbard, Russ1a (the Kola Peninsula). the British Isles, Norway. 
S11 eden. Denmark and Germany In area> "ith v. ell developed rmsed 
beach seq uence;, the depusns range 111 age throughout most of the 
Holoccne. Th~ earliest deposi ts are found 111 Svalbard. where pumice 
1s l'ound on beaches in excess of 8000 years old. Norway also has 
pum1ce on beaches over 7000 )Cars old Coastlmes "ith poorly 
de1 eloped or buned ra1sed beachc~ have nonetheless pwduced 
pu m1 cc from numerous arclwcologJcal >~lcs . This 1S panicularl) true 
of Scotl and. l'ith the earliest pumice pieces being lt1und in Mesolithic 
dcposns on Jura Pun11cc 1s fi1und in archaeological >Jtcs throughout 
the '\icolnhJ c. 13rnnze and lrun Age dcp<'SIIS right through w modern 
limes, The large'>! concenlrallllll of find'> has been1n the We;,tern Isles. 
Or'-nc~ and Shetl and Pum1ce has abo been found on m;unland 
Swtland and Ireland. 

rhc vast maJOnly ofthes~ dqJOSJ!S con>J>l of euher blac'- or bro" n/grc} 
pun11cc. Th1s pum1cc is dacnJc 111 geochcmJcal compos ition ami was 
mostly erupted from the Katla Volcamc System. on the south coaq of 
led and. From here. the pun11cc "as lransponed to the coasts of the 

orth Atlant ic b} ocean surface currems Due tO the temporal ;pread of 
the deposits and the presence around Katla of up to 12 tephra layers of 
s1milar geochcmical characteristics 10 the pumice (Newton & Dugmore 
I 995). it seems likely that several eruptions were responsible for the 
production of the pumice lt also appears that some of the pumice found 
on Svalbard \\ as produced b) an eruption from Jan Mayen. to the nnrth 
of Iceland. 

Some white pumice has abo been found at the B1ggmgs and tlm IS 
much rarer. In Norway. white pumice has been fo und on a raised beach 
over 10.000 years old and is of unknown origin (Newton unpubl ished). 
Much younger white pumice has al so been found on Shetland 
(Ougmore & Nc111on unpublished). This pumice was produced by a 
large eruption ofOrrefajOkull. south-cast Iceland. in AD 1362 Pumice 
from this eruption could have been transponed by ocean surface 

currents. but there 1s also the possibility of human transport w1th trade 
"ith Iceland 

Pum1ce 11ould have prov1ded the local populace wllh a useful ahras1ve 
tool. Many of the pieces found on archaeological sites show ohvious 
s1gns of wear. with grooves and holes produced by sharpening antler. 
bone or wood Larger p1cccs with flancned sides are also found. where 
the) II OUid have been used for rubbmg var1ous malcnals. mcludmg 
skins and wood. for exan1ple. Pumice also was. and is still. used as 
floats for fishing nets and lines. The pumice may have been recovered 
from a comemporaf) beach or a raised beach. 11 is al so possible that 
pumice ma~ ha1c been taken from an older senlcment site. perhaps 
from a middcn or some abandoned bulldmg. 

PAPA STOUR PUMICE 
Most of the pun11ce found at the B1gg1ngs can be loose!~ class1ficd as 
brownlgre) runucc but SF I 88. SF 274, SF 441. SF 6 I 6 and SF 6 I 7. are 
rarer white pu1111ce pieces. This pumice is far more vesicular than the 
brown pumic~. and is therefore less dense. lt is also possible to an.ribute 
the white acJdlc pumice deposits to speci fic eruptions 111 Iceland and. 
therctore. u:.e them as a da11ng tool. 

Hrown/grey pu1111Ce 
Th1s type of pumice is found in coastal archaeological sites throughout 
~cot land (Bum., 1972: c11 ton & Dugmorc 1995. and fonhcoming a 
and h). Desp1tc the lac~ of gcochemical analyses 11 IS possible to 
correlate this (1UJmce to the most common types found on raised 
beache> 111 Scotland. nonh·IICSI Iceland and Nor~•a) At present the 
gcnchcmical composition of this dacitic pumice does not allo11 
1nd 1vidual erupuons to be 1dentified. Th is unlo nunately hm1ts the 
rotenual of us1ng 1h1s type or pumice a~ a dating 10ol. 

While pum1cc 
:\!though the unl) other 11hne pum1cc found m the British Isles. at 
Scalloway 111 <;hetland, \las produced from the AD 1362 eruption of 
Orxfajokull. 11 was necessary to analyse the Papa Stour pumice to 
check that 11 "a;, not rc11 nrl..ed matcnal from an earlier erupllon of 
Orxfajokull or another Ice landic volcano. Major clement electron 
probe microanalyscs were carried out on pieces SF 188. SF 274. SF 
44 I and SF 616 (details of the microanalysis and the resulting table 
can be found in the archive). All of the pumi ce shows similar 
geochem ical characterisu cs to the lephra produced by the June 
aup110n of Ora:fajokull in AD 1362 (sec Th6rasinsson 1958) Onl~ 
SF 188 has slightly different geochcmical characteristics wh1ch are 
in>ignificant 

rhe Papa Swur material prov1des a useful dating tool as an~ secure 
context comammg a p1ece of this pum1ce cannot be older than AD 
1362 lt is not possible. however. to stay how soon afkr the erupt ion the 
pum1ce reached Papa Stour Much of the pumice produced dunng th iS 
crurt1on reached the sea and could have been transponed hy ocean 
'urt'acc currcnls fhcre are no wntten rcc<lrds of th1s pumice reach1ng 
the shores of north-west l :uropc. Of course. th is does not mean that 
>omc pumice did not become 11ashed up on the beachc:. on Shetland. 
and 1f1his '' "'the case. 11 " nuld ha1c nccurred "ithin a fe11 11eeks or 
months of the eruption. The other poss ibility is that pumice was brought 
from Iceland hy human activity. 

Q L'E RNS 

l· ragments of rotary qucrns. used for gnnding com. were found in all 
phases of the site except Phase I. In total. 22 stones were recovered. the 
maJorit~ came from Phase 7 (four) or from unstratificd contexts (seven ). 

LOCATION 

I he Phase 2 sktiil (Trench 11) contamed two querns (SF 681 and SF 
1744). from the flue and its capping (Hi7. Hi 14). In Phase 3, one (SF 
1745) was found behind the oven. Also in Phase 3. a quern fragment 
(S I· 11 03) came from the lloor of the sroja. but this was most likely used 
a.~ a patch on lOp o f the deca}mg wooden floor. Another fragment 
(uncatalogued) was found discarded in the sump of the same building. 
In Phase 5 t"o 4ucms (SF 11 04 and SF 11 06), were found in disturbed 



contexts around the dwelling-house. Other fragments were generally 
distributed around the site, external to the bui ldings. None were found 
in SIIU . 

ROCK TYPES 

As far as can be ascenained, the majority of stones were made from 
mica-schist and only one of gametiferous mica-schist (up to seven 
querns were left at the Biggings and were not fully catalogued). These 
are rock types local to Shetland but not to Papa Stour ( 1.2 above). 

FORM 

The majority of the stones are considered to be upper stones, but their 
fragmentation and breakage at the central perforation has made 
identification difficult. Post-depositional abrasion has led to the loss of 
the worn surface on eg SF 1389 from Phase 4-5. or other surfaces eg SF 
11 08 (unstratified). None of the stones are circular. more often irregular 
in shape. but their edges had usually been pecked or chipped to smooth 
the overall shape. Finishing by pecking was often difficult to 
distinguish because the mica-schist laminated when eroded. Only one 
stone, SF 11 00 from Phase 6, showed evidence of all-over pecking. 

Six stones produced evidence of their central perforations which 
measured 27-70mm in diameter. but only one. SF 1100, had a collar 
around the hole, identifYing it as an upper stone. Four stones have 
evidence of additional handle socket~, eg SF 68 1 Phase 2 and SF 1100, 
which were 27-37mm in diameter and thus also identified a~ upper 
stones. The socket in SF 1100 was wedge-shaped in profile. 

Although fragmentary it was possible to ascenain that some of the 
stones measured between 300-407mm in length and up to 245mm in 
width. The thickness of the stones varied between 25-60mm, but most 
lay towards the thinner end. 

WEAR 

Most of the wear patterning, where it survived. showed that the surfaces 
of the stones were often worn into a concave shape, eg SF 11 00. Radial 
striations on the worn surfaces of three fragments (SF 11 06 from Phase 
5. SF 1109 Phase 7 and SF Ill 0 unstratified). showed that prolonged 
use tended to fom1 grooves in the mica-schist. On other stones ie SF 
68 1. the worked surfaces was ground completely smooth, especially 
along the edge of the stone, or the centre became highly polished as in 
SF 1100. In this type of schist. especially after burial, surface retooling 
was impossible to sec. 

QUERN RUBBE R 

The only stone in this category which was not of rotary type was SF 
1385. from a clay layer over a Phase 4-5 pil l 1.:.12 ) in the centre of the 
site. it may have been found and brought to the s1tc durmg the collection 
of clay to cap the pit. as clay is not found in the immediate vicinity of 
the Biggings. 

The stone is identified as a sub-circular quem rubber c 197mm in 
dian1eter. from a non-rotary (preh istoric) quem. it is complete with 
chipped edges (possibly dan1agcd) and an upper surface which is 
pecked. Its lower surface is polished with wear and is slightly concave. 
There is also evidence of possible repccking 

DISCUSSION 

Qucrns were an unponant aspect of the economy, indicat mg the 
cultivation of corn and its process ing for flour (.)uems have hccn in 
active use from the Neolithic period till modem t1mes The shape of the 
quem has varied over time. from the saddle-querns of the prehistoric 
period Ill the introduction of the rotaT) quem during the Iron Agc. The 
latter stayed in use until the 19th century in tht: Nonhem Isles (see 
Fenton 1978) with liule variation in form from the Iron Age. 

The querns found at the Biggings are not in themselves datable. There 
would have been linle notable change in quems at use on the site from 
Phase 2 through to Phase 7. They simply reflect the perpetuation of a 
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long tradition which was the mainstay of al l domestic economies in 
rural areas. 

RHYOLITE 

Like jasper, rhyolite (liparite) ha~ also a cryptocrystalline structure. but 
it is a harder substance. it is also found widely on Papa Stour ( 1.2 
above). Some of it contains minute sperulites (Mykura 1976. 53) which 
arc minute radiating spherical crystalline fihrcs Although rh~ ol i te 

fom1s the bedrock beneath the Biggings onl y s1x pieces were collected 
as worked or unworked samples. 

One: of the pebbles. can1e from Phase 2 and one from Phase 3. both were 
polished. A funher pebble was found in Phase 4 and one was an 
unstratified fragment. Two additional rhyolite san1ples were collected 
from Phase 3. 

POLISHED PEBBLE SF 995 

This pebble was found on the floor of the Phase 2 dyngja dated c AD 
I 050-early AD 1200. It is a flattened oval. highly polished on one side. 
and is slightly convex in two planes. Both faces are slightly faceted and 
have polished areas in their centres. From the hearth of the Phase 3 
eldhus is a similar polished wedge-shaped pebble of spherul itic rhyol ite, 
SF 994 (illus 97) dated c AD 1250- 1400. The piece is highly worn. has 
slightly convex sides and is panly faceted at both ends. SF 965 is a 
small blackened rhyolite pebble. possibly burnt. which was found in 
peaty deposits in Phase 4. A founh pebble. SF 997. is fragmentary and 
unstratified. Although it is slightly larger than the two anefacts 
described above it is also highl y polished, and in addition has 
longitudinal striations on the areas of polish. 

ill us 97 
Po lished rhyolitc pebble SF 994: reproduced at 211 . 

DISCUSSION 

Alexander Fenton 

Plough pebbles used a'i anti-wear dev ices on the land sides of ploughs 
that are more subjctted to hard contact with the soil are well known. 
Numerous exan1p!cs have been found. especially in Denmark where 
peat bogs have preserved \\ Ooden plough pans with pebbles still in the 
plough-hodies. Pt•bhles contmucd in use on plPug.hs m Jutland t:md the 
Auvergne di strict of France) till the beginnmg of the 19th ccntul) . In 
Scotl and, plough-pebbles have been found in Roxhurghshire 
(especially at Ncwstead ), in Midlothian. in East Lothian . in 
WigtO\t nshire. in 13ute, and at Jarlshof m Shetland (Fen ton 1963. 
276-9: Clarke 1972. 50-51 ). A more recent stud~ has re,·1cwed ~uch 
anti-wear devices m Ireland (Brady 1988, 47-60) 

In Scotland, the earliest dating of a plough-pebble has been for one of the 
two from Jarlshof in Shetland. from the fi ll ing of a Norse outhouse of 
12th- or 13th-centUT) date (Fenton 1963 278). Excavations at Whithom 
in south-west Scotland have also produced plough pebbles. the earliest 
dated to the 5th-6th centuries (Hill & Nicholson 1997, 464-6) This 
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C\ idt:nlA' poulls to a broad sprt:ad 111 tunc from the post-Roman lo tht' 
mona,uc p<:nod of the 12th- I 3th ccntun e>. and in [)en nul!~ and I· ranee 
the plough-pebble' wnunued tn use unul the earl~ 14th ccntur: 

The Papa Stour p.:hhlcs. although llf w ntemporal) date , do not 
corrc>pond 111 fom1 to the undoubted plllugh-pebhk' 11 ith .:onvc.\ faces 
\\lth parallel stnauom I he Papa '>tour ,pecimcn' ha\C flat. pol 1\hcJ 
facc> I here are. ho11c,er cilhe C4 Ut\alcnt!> from '\c"'lcad ''ilh llat nr 
onl) ,J tghtl) cur.ed face>. also htghl~ poltshcJ :md '''th stmtltnns 
runmng short-ways across them One of the NC\\Siead pebbles (pttssthl) 
also oJ'rh)olitc ) has a flat . ovallomt m1d is like a smaller \Crsion t>i'lhc 
Papa '-.lour c\ampk> 

The Ncwstcad e\ampk<., fo und as the~ are anl('ng\1 plough-pchhk,. 
\Ugge,l a presumed a>SOCJalllln In Den mar~ exantplc, or pebbk-,ludckd 
wooden <Lxles have hccn found. original ! ~ assumed In ha'e comc from 
the 11 hcdcd fore-carnage' nf mediC\ al ploughs Thc>e pebbles ha\C flat. 
poltshed laces. man~ ha' e deep slnauons. <;uggc>tmg h~av~ dui~ . "nh a 
>harp lcaJmg edge and a nwre amorphous 1railmg edg~ Currem r~scarch 
111 Denmark. howc\a. appears to suggest that pchhk-s!Uodcd a\Jc, dtd 
not lx:long. 10 the fore-carriage~ of ploughs. but more Jil-cl} to wag<ms 
The quc~t ion of ho\\ the 11car \\as produced ha-. n<'t. hO\\C:\c:r. hccn 
satlsfac!l•nl~ rcsol\ ed. Jnr pebble ruhhmg agam,l ~~~~·d <hould crc:alt' 
ero,um of the \\lllld (! cn:he JQ9-I. J!l--11. '>dH"'h.' IL1S7. lll<l. 21'1. 
2-1-1 ) Coulo lhC) have hcen rubb~o agam't tr<m? 

fhc prPhkm of 1he l'apa Stour p.:hhle'. lh.:rdorc " no1 ..:karl\ 
res,> I\ cd 1\hhles \\ tth flat. poiJ,hcd lac~' arc nil I Jr,•m the boote' , I) 

plough\. and n 1> unlt~el~ that the~ ar~ lrom the a.\b ol the "heeled 
fore-carnage'> ofp lnugh' rhe~ ma\ h<mC\er. he trom "agon [l\k' or 
from somcthmg else altogether Wh;ll 'ccms ccrtmn " thm the) \\ne 
held 111 a !inn frame. a.' "hen cmhcdoed 111 "ot>d. m 'uch a "a~ 1ha1 
mo\cmc:nt 1n -:rcatc the , mooth. polt'>hcd face' \\;l\ m !'ne dtrcrlt<'n 
onl~ I hc 1\\0 face> ,t flhe Papa <-tnur pchhk SF •N-Iwuld be dut• ' '' il' 
ha\ tng. tallen out tlf th lramt• and hcmg rc:placed 1hc otha \\a~ up llut 
the mctpicnt face on SI 1l95. not )Cl llat and smuo1h. rcmmns a pu11k. 
as doc>o lhc emplo)m Cnt nfstmiiar pebbles in general I its pos>th l.: 1hat 
these t\\O pebbles 11ere Introduced m((> the butldmg' "'the Btggm!!' 111 
old ph1ugh-11 ood dc,llncd as fuel 

RUSTICATED STONE VOliSSOIR 

De111' Pnn~le 

The >tunc ''as found 111 14!)0 111 upper la)Crs 10 l'llC "d~ of lht: N\1rw 
house 11 "a piece o l 'and>! one. cui "11h 1he bedd1ng plane parallel tn 
the lace. mtd mea.'>urmg (I -166-0 .JXm lung. L' I 11-11 17m "tde. ;~ntl , 
U JOm dt•t•p \\llh a rahcd hc1s, 0 6'm htgh nn lhc la.:e Thc ' '"ne 
appear.. In ha\e bccn .1 "'u"'llr tr,>m <Ul art:h lb ),1nger >tde' arc 
'mouth and >lratght and ,hO\\ sign' PI tooling. the e\tradll> " roundcJ 
and al'<t '> lllllOth. hut lhc 1111rados " flal and somc11 ha1 rpugh. pcrhap-; 
a' a rc,ull uJ' later damage Its shape mdJCate' lhal 11 L'aJnc llLH ln•m a 
regular ..cnu-c trcular arch. bu1 trnm an arch "h'"c mtradlb haJ ,1 
dtffercnt pr\>lile and ccntre-poml tu th c\trado'> !Jcpcndmg on \\hallhc 
posnton of the vou>"llr "a.'> 111 the arch. th~ arch nught ha\e been enhcr 
llai, potntcd or suited.\\ nh a rounocd cxlrados (illu' 9X ) 

'>1mpk doors and gaiC\\ 3\> \\llh ru,lt..:atcd .1an1h' .md \ nussotr' arc a 
feature ,,1 '>cotttsh Rc:n:u»ance arehne-:1ure from 1hc late 17th -:cn1ur. 
DatcJ c\antples m d,HllCsltc butldlll!h are rewnkd at the \ hUhH>n 
!louse, (jrcenock t 167-1 110\\ dc\tTO)Cd). Wallyt\•rd. Mtdlmhtan 
(1672). and Elliston ! louse gate\\3) . lmlithgcl\\>lmc (166:\), and an 
undated example apparent! ~ of the ,ame perlllu " found a1 Old 
Bishoplon house. Rcntrcl\ ; lme 1\ tac<, thh,,n & R''" I 8X7-92. Ill -IX5. 
-190. IV. 65. 87). 

In the Northern Isles >urvtvmg hou>c> of this penod arc te" ;\ t Smtd(h· 
Bank 111 Si Ntargaret"; I lope. South Ronaldsay. hO\\CH'r. !here sur. t'c' 
a re-erected gate\\ a~ >Unnounted b~ a heraldic >tone apparcml\ 
celebraung two marnagc>. with respc-:tt\ e dates ot I 6.13 and 1693 I he 
gate has smoothly ru>o licatcd jamb slones. and a lmtcl car.•cd to appear 
like a llat arch with smooth rusticattons (MacGibbon & Ross 1887-92. 
IV. -104--105. Royal Commtsston 1'!-16. Il l. no 839. pi X7) 
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The , tone from the lltggtngs ma~ 4Uilc: poSSibl) have come from >Uch 
a door or gate of the laiC 17th or early 18th ccntur} If so. it is obvtous 
tha1 1 he ~ale no lungcr exists In I 8 I 2. however. 11 i bbcrt recorded i hat 
I he "-h"'m' had tht· tr anns dt,pla\Cd on ·the gate\\ a~ of an nld 
man,um al '\orthhou,c aCTO>> the ha' lrom the Btg~mgs t IIN I. 1 
The ltcraiJtc stone , uJJ c:xt sts. th,>ugh tllll m s uu JRl.AHI\1S 1'1-16. Ill 
1705. illu' 12 abO\c) 111:. not 1111p<l>\lbk that tlm \\a, lhe provenance 
Of the \ llU,SOir 

\XliETSTONES 

mrhjohn \X . \Uen 

Un..: "' 1hc comnhHtc'l artela.::h tound at th..: lltg.gtng> "'b lhc 
"hehtone. hone ,,r 'harpemng ' lone. used pnn..:tpall ~ tor thc 
sharpcmng. of iron llr ,I eel ~Ill\ e' A hone IS ddincd as a smooth. hard 
bu1 lin..:-gramed stun..: t(•r sharpenmg mstruments, "hcrcas a whetstone 
1S a , tone\\ htch ts uscd 10 sharpen hy rubbmg. or a stone for sharpcmng 
edged tn,trumcnh (( hambcr;, r ngll\h Dtctmnar. I 989) The term 
·\\ hcht,mc· \\illlargch he u,ed fur thc,e stone, and 111 total there \\ere 
77 lound al the \lie 

ROCK T YPES 

l\ccpt tur t\\0 moJ..:rn l11mes1SF 570 frnm Pha.,c 7 and SF 59-1 fr,tm <Ul 

un;,tralt ficd conte\ t 1. lhc majon('\ ,,r "hetstone> arc of J:\\ o t) pc' nf 
roe~ 55% arc a linc-gramcd nlctanwrpluc schl\1 whidt IS to ltmcd <md 
therdbrc easi l' spin. and 39% arc micaceou' 'andstone prohahlv 
ongmmmg as beach stones. Three others arc of an untdenldied 
finc-gramed micaccllu' roe!- \1tcaccou, sandstone t> found on Papa 
Stour but tinc-gramcd >chi>t can bc located on mamland Shetland ( 1.2 
abU\c). 11 would appear that there is no dtstinct pancm as to \\ hal 1ypc 
of stone was used in a particulili pha~c as both 1ypes of whetstone 
appear m all phase' 
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Whetstones SF 525 and SF 51i0. 

FORM (ill us 99) 

50 mm 

Whetstones of fine-grained schist are usually long and thin. while those 
of micaceous sandstone arc usually larger beach cobbles or blocks. Th~ 
length of the stones has not been included in the analysis of whetstone 
fom1 as they arc often fragmentary. and oflcn it is difllcult to detemlinc 
if there was an old break or if the end of the stone remained unfinished. 
No joins were found between any of the artefacts. 

The fme-grained schistic 1\hetstones have: dimensions of bet\\Ccn 
8-42mm in width. rard y to 47mm. with a th ickness of 4-28mm. to a' 
much as 35mm. On average they were rectangular or s4uarc in section. 
<;andstone whetstones arc larger with Widths of Il- l 05mm and 
th icknesses of 11--IOmm The latter type arc distributed e' en I\ acnl'>S 
1he1r range ofmca~uremen ts while those of scht t cluster at the fine end 
tlf their range lying between c I 0-22mm in thickness and ll-18mm in 
width. In addition there is a complete overlap in the measurement 
dt;;tribution of the t\\O types This suggc>h that although the elongated 
tools of tine-grained schist were preferred, that micaceous sandstone 
\\'as equally as cffccuw as a »harpening stone even though it produced a 
larger and therefore heav ier tool 

WEAR PATTERNS 

M:m\ of the: fine-grained schi stic "hetstone' ha,·e undergone se\crc 
wear, and arc therefore much al tered from the orig111al form of the 
stone.:. When quarried. the schist would have been split into long hars 
1 'vt~ rvoll 1986. 161-80) "hi eh may have.: been broJ.-cn intL> suitahk 
kngths for use Sc.:,eral uf thc lltggi ng> tPt>h are mu.:h rcJu-:c.:J in >IIC 

and , hape. ;md ha' c bec,>mc: 'er~ thlll. c,;,pc.:ctall: at Pnc: end. eg \I 
1618. SF 561 and SI· 531. I h~.: 1r tapered appc.:arance oflcn kad to further 
hreaJ..age. The haunchcd appearance of som<.: of the stone, 1 the haunch 
hc.:lllg the pan uf the stone "hid1 ''as held but 11as nt> t a ll>nnaliscd 
handle ) indicate' the probahk onginal '' tdth and thic ~nc,, of the stone 

·1 he: wear is usually on all lt1ur sides or J~u;c.:s of schtsllc whetstones. 
gtving each side a concave appearance On others the \\ Car can he 
rc,t ricted to only two or three faces. Convex \\ear is rare due to the 
action of sharpening metal on the stone. Man) of the larger schist 
whetstones arc also well worn. In contrast the sandstone tools generally 
show linle sign o f wear or alteration, and certainly the wear is not as 
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pronounced as on schist. Wear has been restricted to areas of polish on 
one face. such as SF 55 1 which has two polished areas on one slight!: 
concave face : SF 563 which has bc.:n u'cd along one edge and posSthlc.: 
on one lac•. and SF 723 \\hich exhthtb \I Car 111 the iollll of grno' cs 
!0\\ard' <llle end of one face. Other , andstone tools ha\ e small arc:L'> of 
peck ing. 10 modify one end or a side. 

PE RFORATED WHETSTONES 

There is onl y one stone with a perforation or a su>pcn>ion hole. SF 525 
(ill us 99) from J pit 2 in Phase 4. The stone is onl} 44 5mm long, and it 
broken at its distal end. \\ here long use r.:duced 1t in thickness to unl~ 
3--lmm 1\ smgle spla)cd hole \\as bored. from hoth sides. and lies 
approximately I cm from the surviv mg end. The hole has a maximum 
dian1eter of 8mm and shows little sign of wear. This may suggest it was 
suspended by a soft thread or a piece nflcather from a hclt. One lace m 
particular shows signs of concave \\l':tr. while the remaining fact· :md 
both s1dcs arc smooth 

LOCATION 

The earliest whetstones \1ere found m Phase 2 associated" ith the tl tlOr 
and hearths of the dyngJa (Trench J ). There were si;.. "hetstones from 
this pha~c. three of schist and three of sandstone . In Phase 3, the highest 
numbers were again from the stoja <md its contemporary e/dhus: three 
were of sandstone and five of schist. 13) Phase 4 the greatest number of 
whetstones \1ere no longer 111 situ and both schist 11 1) and sandstone.: ( 8) 
\\ere fi1und largely in the Trench K dump (98). 111 levell ing Ja,crs 
associated with the dwclling-hou~e at the west end of the site. and 
occasionally in pits. Although sandstone cobbles \\cr.: still in u>c. <md 
remained so till the end of the site. sandstone blocks \\ere noticed to r 
the first time in this phaK 

Two schist whetstones in Phase 4-5 were from pits, and two lrom 
levelling layers as were the two sandstone tools. In Phase 5 the majority 
of whetstones ( 11 ) " c:rc: still of schist and Jargd) related to the 
d''ell ing-house on the \\ CS! side of the site. [n addition there \\ere three 
sandstone tools. Schist tools (six) still dominated over sandstone (one) 
in Phase 6. although half were associated with the Gorl. the rest were 
found in disturbed contexts across the excavation. In Phase 7 there "ere 
SIX sandstone whetstones. to ur of schtst and a mod.:m hone fragment. 
On\~ on~ schist, thrct .,andstone hlo.:J.-s and a modern hone "ere 
unstrat i fied . 

The distrihutton cl earl) shows that >Chtst and •mnd>tonc "hebt\lncs 
''ere both m use together at the >it C. and from J'ha.:.e 2 on" arJ, 
Although the highe, t number> of schi, t tools \\ere lilllnd in Pha.,c, 4 
and 5. the) \\ere Jargcl) recovered from disturhcd contexts I he 
minimum schist whetstones per ph:L'e was three and the maximum 11 
In contr:L' t ' andstone C\>hhlcs remamc:d 111 small nwnbcrs of bCt\\<.:c.:n 
one to thrc.:c "hetston~s per phase. Santhtone bloc~> 1 lh e) as alrcat.l) 
menttoned 1\efC found ltlr the first tunc 111 Phase -1 but from the dump 
(K98) at the \\CS! side of th~ site. They dw indled to un~ per plube in 
Phase 4-5 and 5. but live were found in the topsoil. 

Although there: does nnt seem to he an) difference 111 functton and 
Jistribution of schist and >andstone wbble 1\ het>tone>. schist "a, the 
preferred material. Sambtonc bloc~ ' fom1 a contra.>ting pattern. 
ti.>mling t\\ o wncentration> in contexb ~sociatcd with Phase 4 :md 7. 
rheir u~c m a~ ha\ c hc,·n for larger implements or agncultural tools 
rJthcr than I he: >mallcr domC>t t.: J.-rll\ c, 

DISCUSSION 

\\ h<:bttliiC' h:l\ c been l<>tmd from the Iron Age on"ard . • m rural }b \I ell 
a.> urban "le,. and arc a common I) f<>und tool In the late (JCTillaJ11C lr(Hl 
r\ge 111 Denmark. sand•m111e 11 hetston<.:» me usual I~ nf local prodttctton. 
:Uld \\ere replaced 111 the Viking period by schist bars (J cnsen 1'>90. 
123). Altlwugh schi>t "as imported lrom the bc:gummg o f the Xth 
.:entul'}. e.,port from the Eid>borg quarl'! in TelemarJ.- Norway began 111 
the earl) 9th centul') , cnahltng light or gre: schist 1\hctstones to bec<mle 
the dominant type throughout the Viking and early Medieval periods. 
Known as brynestem (Norwegian) or hvtessesren (Danish), th<:: schist 
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bars from Eidsborg were between 300-350mm in length. Eidsborg 
whetstones have been found at York and other places in Northern 
Europe (see Myrvoll 1986. 176, Roesdahl & Wdson eds 1992. 249, 
328) dunng the penod AD 900-1 100 perhaps to as late as the 13th 
century. hut none of the Papa Stour (or Shetland) examples have been 
found to come from this Norwegian source. Faeroes. exan1plcs from 
Toftanes (Sturman Ha11Sen 1990. 48) reveal that at least two different 
sch1sts were 10 use. and one IS most likely to have ongmated at Eidsborg 

The variety of metamorphic rock.~ on Shetland and in other parts of 
Scotland produced a resource (schist) which was exploited to emulate 
the whets!Ones from Norwa) However. unlike the industrial 
exploitation of Eidsborg. explol(aoon of the Shetland matcnal was 
more likely to have heen intermittent and servmg the needs o f a 
domestic market. it may not have even been an organised exploitation. 
However. schist whetstones were found in nearly all phases from the 
begmnmg of the Vikmg period at Jarlshofin the 9th century to the 13th 
century. the majortt) of which were haunched and exhibited s1gns of 
being well worn (Hamil ton 1956). 

Schist whetstones were easily transportable. and small enough to be 
carried about the person suspended from a belt. hence the preferred use 
for this tool from the Viking p~nod onwards J'he larger sandstone 
blocks found at the R1ggings were a purely local response to a local 
need. Their function may have also varied from that of the schist 
whetstones in that the sandstone blocks. from Phase 4 on" ards. m a) 
have had fixed pos1110ns such as on benches and "ere used for gnndmg 
and sharpening the metal edges to larger tools . The areas of pol1sh on 
the examples from the Biggings show the additional actions of rubbing 
and smoothing. The use of whetstones persisted during all the phases at 
the Biggings. until both schist and sandstone were replaced hy the 
1mportation of the mechanical grindmg wheel 10 more recent times 

MISCELLANEOUS STONES 

Th1s category includes all other I) pes of stone artefact not considered 
above. lt also includes stones identified on sne as being 11orked but 
subsequently during post-excavation analysis, judged to be natural The 
latter incl udes stones from Phases 2 to 7. 

ARD 

Th1s pre-Viking tool type was found m a Phase 6 context in the n~ntre of 
the excavation and is a fragment of an ard tip. the stone tip of a 
prehistoric plough The tool is of micaceous sandstone. with a polished 
lower surface. There are stnation marks on 1ts s1des and areas of 
possible repecking on the base, s1dcs and tip. The ~tone broke across its 
middle. 92mm from ns tip. 

This stone is typical of those found on prehistonc sites on bnth Shetland 
and Orknc1 and "as certain I} 10 use until the late Bronze Age - earl} 
Iron Age. 1ndeed if not beyond. Many house sites have yielded ards such 
as the settlements at the Scord of Broustcr (Rees 1986. 75) and a 
possible Bronze Age house at Catpund (Ballm Smith site report). As 
with a few other artefacts from the lliggings assemblage, this >tone " as 

poss1bly found on the west s1de of the island and brought back to the 
Gflrl with the peals. 

COBBLE TOOLS 

Mctamorpho>ed rocks and sandstone were used for larger hand tools. 
cspeciall} 1n the prehistonc period. The live examples found at the 
01ggmgs arc from Phases 6 and 7 or from unstratified contexts. The~ 
are all beach cobbles. with the exception of SF 690 a split beach pebble. 
All are large hand-sized stones which we igh more than 700g. 

~1- 6 11 IS unstrallficd but displays complex wear b} haVIng hammered 
ends. peck marks along liS s1dcs and opposmg lateral pecked notches 
Parts of its surfaces are polished and its narrower end is also grooved. 
l'his stone may have served both as a line sinker and rough hammer 

SI· 690 from Phase 6 1s a spi ll peach pebble. ch1pped along 1ts edges lt 
IS uncenain whether this IS manmade or natural due to cros1on. 

SF 706. Phase 7. has a polished surface where it was used as a 
11 hctstone. but has add itional. deep peck marks down it;; sides. at both 
Its ends and on the non-smoothed surface The stone is also fractured 

SF 1112, Pha5c 6. 1s a large rounded cobble w1th a natural hollow on 
one surface. The hollow may have been enlarged for the stone to 
function as a p1vot stone 

'iF 1429 is an unstratiticd, large!} unaltered cobble. C\ccpt for slight 
peck marks at ns ends and on one surface. lt abo has two li'acture scars. 

DISCS 

I 11 0 discs of n11caceous sand,tone were found at the >He. 'I F 618 from 
l'hase 3. from hchmd !he NI·. bench o f the stofa was a thin roundel. 
roughly chipp~d around it;; edges SF 69 1, unstratified. was slight I) 
larger at 50 mm d1ameter. and 11 as tot all) ;,mooth One surface was 
h1ghly polished 

llal f a stone disc SF 1384, with a dian1eter of 16mm was identified as a 
slate button or washer with a central perf(nation. lt was found between 
Phases 4 and 5 in a pit tEJ2) 

LAMPS 

One example of a possibk lamp is a sandstone block. SF 687 from 
Phase 7. \\ ith a c 150mm deep hollo11 10 one surface lt is an irregular 
block of ston~ 11 h1ch has broken at the depn:ss1on. The hnllo11 and the 
area immedmtcl)' around it is slightl y blackened and burnt. 

Another artefact. SF 1098, from Trench F excavated 111 1977. IS a 
,,Uldstone block \11th a flat ha.>c Its upper race 1s s l i g.htl~ hoiiO\\cd and 
burnt. while the cdges of the stone re1eal evidence of pe.:k1ng. The stone 
h<l' broken at the hollow and 1t IS uncertam whether this represents a lamp 
lragrnent or simply a piece of burnt stone. The shaping by pecking may 
suggest that the former interpretation IS murc likely. 

7.5 LATE NORSE AND MEDIEVAL WOODWORKING, WOODEN ARTEFACTS 
AND PRODUCTS 

Carole l\'l orris 

This report brings together wooden objects and samples 
collected over five seasons of excavation between 1977 
and 1990. These objects represent by far the largest 
co llection of domestic and utilitarian wooden material 
ever excavated in Shetland at any period. Taken together 
with the ceramic and stone domestic vessels and utensils, 

they give us a rare glimpse of late Norse, medieval and 
post-medieval household life. 

Each object is ident ified. where possible, in tenns of 
function , species and conversion, (ie, how the timber was 
converted from roundwood raw material into the finished 
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product), and uses the terminology outlined in English 
Heritage's guidelines for recording waterlogged wood 
(Morris 1990, 12- 14, fig 2). Most of the objects were 
made from wood which had been converted radially, but 

some staves and other small objects were made from 
tangentially converted pieces. The species identification 
was by the late Camilla Dickson. 

7.5.1 WOODEN ARTEFACTS 

DOMESTIC VESSELS AND IMPLEMENTS 

On most of mainland Britain , any Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, 
Viking period or Medieval household, whatever its social 
scale, would have had a large range of wooden vessels 
and utensils for storing, preparing, presenting and 
consuming food and drink, and many other household 
purposes. From the extensive study of survi ving wooden 
artefacts from excavations, it is certain that on most 
mainland sites, nearly all one-piece, open-topped. 
circular wooden vessels (ie bowls. cups, dishes, etc) were 
lathe-turned rather than carved, and would have been 
obtained from a specialist woodworking craftsman 
(Morris 1984, Ch 8). The larger vesse ls were usually used 
as dairy and kitchen wares, whilst the smaller ones were 
used mainly as tablewares. 

Many different kinds of stave-bui It (or coopered) wooden 
vessels would also have been found among the range of 
containers used for food and drink preparation. These 
were made of narrow staves of wood bound together in a 
circular form by either wooden or metal bands. 
Stave-bui It vessels complemented the lathe-turned 
wooden bowls and cups, the wooden spoons, ladles and 
spatulae, the pottery jars. jugs and cooking pots, and the 
metal cooking vessels in the complete household range, 
and stave-built containers were also used for commercial 
purposes. especially the transportation of goods. 

Such a comprehensive use of wood depends on it being a 
widely avai lable resource to ex ploit, with the craftsman 
being able to choose the right form of wood, whether green 
or seasoned, and the most suitable species for any 
particular task, and the consumer having a wide choice of 
wooden vessels and tools. The resulting social pattern 
book of vessels and utensils (at any given period) includes 
exactly the right sort of vessels for a particular task, 
whether they be made of wood, ceramic. metal or various 
other materials such as horn, leather or even glass. 

The serious shortage of renewable and manageable 
timber on the Northern Islands. and especially Shetland, 
in the time of the Norse and medieval settlement, means 
that the social pattern book of vessels and utensils used in 
Shetland, and the materials the) were made from , di!Ters 
greatly from most main land British sites and even most 
sites in Norway. The vessels found at the Biggings were 
mainly wooden stave-built containers of oak and pine, 

complemented by coarse local hand-made and imported 
wheel-thrown pottery vessels, some steatite vesse ls and 
baking plates (7.2 and 7.3 above). Even on the mainland. 
wood as a raw material for making vessels was never a 
cheap substitute for other materials and each seems to 
have been used for the tasks it was best suited for. In 
Shetland. however. wood was almost certain!. an 
imported luxury item. 

The soil conditions at the Biggings allowed organic 
materials such as wood, horn and texti les to be well 
preserved, but little bone or metal has survived. Even 
with such excellent wood preservation. it is clear from 
the entire assemblage that there is definitely no evidence 
at any period for lathe-turned vessels or their 
manufacture. This is not surpri sing as the craft of turning 
vesse ls requires plentiful supplies of renewable 
unseasoned wood of species such as alder, ash, fi eld 
maple or fruitwoods. of between I 00 and 300 mm 
diameter (cf Morris 1982; 1984. Ch 8 and Morris 1985 
for a history of lathe-turning and techniques in Britain: cf 
especially Morris forthcoming a, for a deta iled study of 
lathe-turn ing in Viking period York. contemporary wi th 
the earlier sett lement at the Biggings). 

There are plenty of examples of wooden tools and 
stave-built vessels at the Biggings. however. most of 
which mu t either have been made from imported 
seasoned raw material, or imported as fin ished products, 
probably from orway or the Scott ish mainland (6.3 
above). Some consumable comm odities may have been 
imported in stave-built containers, then the empty 
containers re-used either complete. or stripped down for 
raw material. Stave-built vesse ls need to be made of 
seasoned ti mber, and large staves cou Id have provided 
flat boards of seasoned oak or pine to be made into 
smaller vessels or other objects. 

SPOONS AND SPATULAE 

(Jllus lOO) 

Wooden spoon~ 11 Lluld hav~ hccn the m~un Norse and mcd1eval ~aung 
and coo~ing utcn~i l afler the ~n1i\:. Since " 111 ~ondlll\1 11'. at the 81gglng' 
~llc 11cre not particular!~ su11abk for prc, .:n mg iron. 1t 1' 1101 surpnsmg 
!hat li:11 1-nl\ CS ha\ e survl\cd. ho,, e, er common a lind the) ma~ hmc 
been on most mcdicval sites 111 Britain . The l\\0 spoons SF 405 and SF 
385 (ill us I 00). both from Phase 4, however, are a welcome addi1ion to 
a growing body of wooden utensils wh1ch have only been found 111 

quanti!)' in recent excavations. 
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Wooden spoons had a greater variety of bowl shapes than metal ones, 
and although il is possible 10 classifY medieval non-ferrous spoons 
according lo their bowl shape (cg. Ward Perk ins 1940. fig 4la-c). this is 
inappropriate for wooden ones since each was individually carved. not 
cas! in a predestgned mould. Wooden spoons from Brirish sites show no 
apparent chronological variation in !heir bowl shapes. The oval bowl. 
SF 405, from Papa S!our is simil ar to rhose of a 12th-113th-cenrury 
spoon from Dublin (O'Brien 1978. 61 ), I I rh- and IJih-ccntury spoons 
from Lund, Sweden (Blomqvisr & Miirtensson 1963. fi g 153; Ni lsson 
1976b, fig 185), a 14th-century example from Kings Lynn (Clarkc & 
Carter 1977, fig 17 1,1), and two 13th-century finds from Cork, Ireland 
(Hurley 1982, fig 16.2, I & 3). The round howl of SF 385 is rarer and is 
reminiscent of medieval bronze. lanen and pewter spoons (Ward 
Perkins 1940, fig 41b). 

Like recent English and Welsh spoon carvers, the makers of the two 
Papa Srour spoons seem 10 have chosen splir sections of roundwood of 
suitable length, used an axe lo cut an appropriately-shaped roughoul 
spoon. !hen comple!ed !he final bowl-and-handle shaping with knives, 
and hollowed out the bowl wirh gouges, chisels or perhaps a hollowing 
knife. The oval spoon SF 405 could have been a home-made irem, bur 
SF 385 required a grealer degree of skill and craftsmanship 10 make . 
Some fi nely carved spoons from York, Dublin and Haithabu were 
almosl certainly made by specialisl craftsmen (Morris forthcoming a) 
and 12 spoons from Trondheim, Norway were also !he producrs of 
specialist carvers (Fuglesang 1981, 23-5. pis 5-1 1 ). SF 405 is probably 
an imported finished product 

Spoons such as SF 405 and SF 385 had slraighl, rh in handles wilh wider 

tllus 100 
Wooden spoons SF 385 (Puws 
cf sylvestns ) and SF 405 
(Puws sylvesms) 

holl011cd bowls. SF 383 (Phas..: 3). SF 1577 and SF 399 (both Phase 4), 
on rhe olher hand. are 1em1cd spalulae here since each has a llat 
cross-section withoul genu ine hollowing of the blade to fom1 a bowl 
The distinction between the l\\ O can often become blurred. especiall ~ 
when l!ems were home-made and Intended for stmtlar tasks m the 
kitchen. such as srirrmg. scooptng and sprcadmg. Spatulae can VaT) 

considerably in siLC and shape. and were presumabl y inrended for 
different household rasks in cooking and food preparation Spatulae uf 
various species. si1cs and dares have been found at sires such as York 
(Morris forthcoming a). Newbul). London, and Norton Prtory. Runcom 
(Morris 1984, fig 69. M44, M42 & M45). 

WOODEN LID 

(illus 101) 

SF 426 (Phase 6, the Gerl) is the hinged lid of a type of stave-butlt 
conrainer which looked like a tankard but was made in various sizes. it 
was oflcn called a 11gg and was common tn northern Europe from the 
16th century onwards but may occur earlier. Many examples of 
tankard-like tiggs have been excavaled from rhe wreck of Henry V Ill' s 
ship .\fary Rose which sank in 1545. and an illustration of a complete 
conrainer of this kind can be seen in Amman & Sachs ' Sttindebuch 
(Book of Trades) first published in 1568 (R ifkin 1973, 51). A smaller 
but thicker lid simi lar to SF 426 was found on the Queen Anne House 
site in Shrewsbury (Morris fonhcoming b), probably dating from the 
15th/16th century. This had one surviving lug perforated by a peg on 
which il had hinged. fastened to an upstanding stave on the vessel. The 
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lugs on SF 426 are very fragmentary. and the object itself was very 
1\attened and compressed when found. Although it has the same 
leaf-shaped outline as \he lid from Shrewsbury. it com~s from a bigger 
vessel, perhaps a milk container. whereas the Shrcwsbul) tigg was 
nearer the size of a large tankard. 

Similar lids can be found on other northern European stave-built 
vessels. such a5 Icelandic porringers and Norwegian buner moulds (eg 
Pinto 1949. I 04, pi 128 & I 08. pis 136-7), but the laller were often more 
elaborately decorated. 

Of great interest is \he cross incised in the upper surlac~ of SF 426 
Although it could poss ibl~ h.: an 11\lncr's or mak.:r'; mark as arc 
sometimes found on the base of lathe-turned bowls. in th1s case 11 IS 
much more likely to be a symbolic mark or device to prorecr the 
conrents o f the vessel and to keep away the evi l eye. There is a 
considerable body of evidence from throughout Europe which supports 
the idea that the cross symbol has a long history as a protective device w 
ward ofT evil and to bring good luck (Brears 1989. 26) There arc t\1 0 
striking parallels for the Papa Stour S)mbol: a cross on a lare 
1 Oth-111 th-ecnlury lid from Exeter (All an & Morris 1984. f1g 174. 16) 
which had incised lines across rhe ends of the anm instead of triangles. 
and was incised into a bucket. pail, tuh or keg lid along with a pentacle: 
and a deepl y incised cross with expanded triangular ends on a medicl'al 
lid fragmenr from Oslo (Weber 1990. fig 47). 8 oth lid;, had one or t\\ o 
opposing notches in their circum ll:r.:nccs to fit around raised sta\ c' on 
thCir \CSSCI. 

Other examples of wooden con tamers with cross symhols on thc1r l1tb 
an: a medieval stave-built vessel head from York \lh ich has an 
elaborate salrire - 11~~ cross \1 ith the m ds of 1ts four am1> cut t>: ;;cmi
ci rcles made \\llh a t:ompass (CA 1\turri;, torthcom111g ;1 1981-2 22. '>I· 
347). a rectangul ar box lid and a I Oth-cenrury Circular rot lid from Yor~ 
(1b1d. 1976-81.7. SF 2486 & SI- 13664). and a larc 13th centu~ ..:hurn 
lid from Southampton (Plan & Coleman-Smith 1975. fig 227. J6l (J ). 
The symbolic protection could have been thought parricularly necessary 
1fthe contents were. for example. a dai l") product such as milk or cream 
which could easil y spoil. The Papa Stour. Exeter and Southampton 
I'Cssels may all have been used with dail") products 
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illus 10 1 
Wooden lid SF 426 (Quercus ) 

STAVE -BUILT VESSELS 

There were no an1ateur coopers (Kilby 1971. 15). Coopcring, or !he 
manufacture of stave-built vessels. is a skill which is acquired gradually 
by experience. and a craft which has ro be taught and learned. As such. 
all the stave-built vessel fragmc1w; found on Papa Stour were either 
made by a cooper on the island from raw material imported as timber or 
larger staves ro h~ cut down, or they were Imported as fin ished products 
from Scandinavia or mainland llrirain. All the pieces found at the 
Biggings were only discarded components of vessels. No complete 
vcssd s \1 erc found 111 suu. The~ \\Crc probably fmm open-topped 
buckets. pai ls. tubs etc. and d1ffer~nt >~l e., nf casks 

SF 43 1 (Phase ~) ( ill us I 02) include' :m almost compkrc srave from a 
small open-topped bucket or smalkr ~esse l , perhaps even the sort of 
vessel which had a lid similar to SF 426 (Phase 6). SF 1582 (Phase 4-5) 
is a stave of a larger open-topped vessel such as a large bucket or tub. 
Similar staves from open-topped buckets and tubs have been found at 
man~ sites in northern Europe. incl uding 9th-fl l t h-ccntur~ Haithabu 
(Elsner 1990. 2). fi g 4), 9th-/ II th-ccntul) York. ranging from vessel s 
as small as I :l2mm high (as Papa Stour SF 431) to some nearly 600mm 
high (Morris lo rrhcoming a), Viking period Dublin (National Museum 
1973. pi 12). 12th-to J6th-ccntul)' Tonsherg. Norway (Marstrandcr & 
Sjovold 1979. 110-1 11 ). medic\ al Oslo (Weber 1990. tigs 45-6 & 50). 
13rh-centul) I und. S\\eden (:Vh\rtcn>>on & \\'ahiM 1970. fig 73 ) and 
mcdle\ al t'o:tn·gorPJ (f.: olchin J9X9. pis 2lJ-32 l. to mm1.: hut a fc\1. 

13ascs of huc~~h. or head, of .:a,b (although 11 " un pu.,"ble to tell 
which) are repre>cnted by SF 393 (Phase 31 (col ill us 13). SF 422 Phase 
6 (ill us I 0 I). SF 423 !Phase 5) ;md SF J-18a Phase 7 SF 437 (Phase -1 ) is 
probabl~ a bung or >plgot from a c:t>k·, bunghole or\ em hole. 

~lore charactcns!J<: p1eces of l arg~ e<~:>khead, arc SF I :i8<J and SF 1579 
(both Phase 4) The latter could hm c funWLllled c 1 th~r <~:> a cask head or 
a removable stave-built cask lld with a batten. Similar banened heads 
have been fi)und in I Oth-century Winchester (Kecnc 1990. fig 298. 
3428), JOth-centul)· York (Morris lo rthcommg a: SF 13201 & SF 
776 1 ). 11th ccntul) Dublin (Morns 1984. fig I l l. C27 1 iii) and 
1 3th-centu~ Exeter (AI Ian & Morris 1984. fig 178. 72 ). These bancn:. 
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Bucket base/cask head SF 393 (Pi11us cf sy/vestns). SF 422 (unidentified) and stave SF 431 (Pm us sylvestns). 

are not repairs and medieval illustrations often show them 111 suu on 
casks in use . An English medieval illustration of c 1325-30 in the 
Holkham Btble Ptcture Book shows two casks with two-piece 
caskheads across which are fixed two rectangular banens (BL Add MS 
47682 fo 9). These casks have ventholcs and spigots (such as SF 437) in 
their heads. and bungholes in side staves. Most illustrations of casks 
with banens seem to be wine casks rcs11ng horizontally 11 ts possible 
that the banens were originally used as strengthening devices to 
reinforce heads on casks which were often used in this position. 
Battened caskheads removed whole from the cask could be reused as 
lids. 

Staves from indeterminate vessels are represented by SF 1575 (Phase 
5). SF 391 (Phase 6) and SF 1581 (Phase 4-5). SF 1581 and SF 1582 
(Phase 4-5) may have ended their li ves as floor planks. 

BARK VESSEL 

(ill u s 1 03) 

These fragments of bark SF 1469 Phase J. may be part o f the walls of a 
lath-walled box. a type of container which had no metal or other finings 
and was constructed entirely of wood and/or bark. In some northern 
European countries they are often referred to as chip boxes. This type of 
container has been found on sites dating back to the Iron Age, for 
example at Hallstatt (Kromer 1960, taf2). Examples found in Viking 
period levels in York. and other sites in England, Ireland and northern 
Europe are made from several pieces. each often a dilfcrelll form or ill us J OJ 
even species of wood, due to the individual properties of each. IJark vessel SF 1469; reproduced at approx. 2/ 1. 
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Box bases are often flat circular or oval pieces of solid wood which 
form a rigid support for the walls. No such piece survives with the Papa 
Stour fragments SF 1469. but it may originally have been a radially split 
piece of a species such a-; oak. as was found on the 9th-11 Oth-century 
box from llaithabu (Schictzcl 1970. Abb 6.1 ). an almost identical 
9th-/10th-century box from York (Hall 1984. 93, fig 100: Morris 
forthcoming a), and other single finds. for example from Oslo. Norway 
(Weber 1990, fig38) . 

Box walls can be various heights and arc usually formed of a single thin 
lath of wood or a strip of bark. The species used must he strong. pliable 
and 11ex iblc. The York and Haithabu boxes already mentioned had ash 
lath walls, a 14th-century box from Kings Lynn had birch lath walls 
(Ciarke & Carter 1977. fig 172, 60A-C). a 13th-century box from 
Lydford. Devon had willow lath walls (Saunders 1980. fig 27, I ) and 
12th- and 14th-century boxes ftom Novgorod. Russia had birch-bark 
walls which were used in the same way as the laths (Kolchin 1968. fig 

41, I &2: 1989. pis 70-73 ). The Papa Stour bark wal ls were probably 
used in a similar way to those from Novgorod. although unlike the 
latter, they were undecorated. Sometimes walls were decorated with 
incised designs. for example those from York. 1-l aithabu and Novgorod. 
Other decorated walls were found in the Oscbcrg ship burial and in Oslo 
(Weber 1990. fig 401 a-b). 

The laths or bark were bent (perhaps around a block) to form a circle or 
oval shape, and the overlapp ing ends pegged or sewn together. The 
rebate on the Papa Stour bark fragments shows that the ends of the bark 
were probably overlapped at th is point, and pegged together by wooden 
pegs, two of which survive. The walls of the York, Haithabu and Oslo 
boxes were stitched together. it is not certain what the larger holes 
through the Papa Stour bark walls were fo r. although they were 
purposefully made and countersunk. suggesting they were originally 
pegged in some way. (Fragments of the wall s of a birch-bark box with 
similar holes are displayed in Stavanger Museum (S2584n)). 

7 .5.2 TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS 

TEXTILE TOOL 

SF I 588b from Phase 4 could be a pinbcater, thn:adpicker or similar 
textile tool . Its rough upper end shows signs of it having been held in the 
hand. whilst the smooth almost polished pointed end would be ideal for 
work with threads on a loom. Such tools are illustrated in use in 
18th-century drawings of Icelandic warp-weighted looms (Hoffrnan 
1964. 126) . They were used for pushing up the wen threads and 
rearranging displaced warp threads. A smooth. polished working end is 
essential. Anglo-Saxon and Viking period pinbeaters are common 
finds. but they are usually made of bone, for example from 
Southampton (Addyn1an & Hill 1969. 76, pl 7b), Birka (Graham
Campbell 1980, pi 79) and A rhus. Denmark (Andersen et a/ I 971. 
III.CEC). Wooden examples were found in 1-laithabu (Schietzel 1970. 
fig 8.4; Graham-Campbell 1980. pi 78). 

ROPEMAKING TOOL (SF 1066) 

(illus 104 and col illus 21) 

SF I 066 from Phase 4 (ill us I 04), is a ropcmaker's 'top· or strand-layer 
repaired with balsa (6.3.3 above). A ·top ' is a conical wood~n block. 
scored with three or more grooves (such as SF 1066). used in the 
rope-makmg process to ensure that the strands being made into a rope 
were laid evenl y together. and that the rope did not become a knotted 
tangle. The number of grooves is related to t h~ number of strands being 
laid- three in the case of SF I 066. At the Biggings it could have been 
used to make ropes from straw, hay, heather. rushes or various grasses. 
It is the on ly example of a strand-layer which has been found on any 
archaeological site in the British Isles. Rope-making in the Northern 
Isles using various species of natural fi bres is discussed by Fenton 
( 1978. 264-9. figs 11 3. 11 9). Various names have been given to the 
conical strand-layer used in the process. including snott in Shetland and 
snudder in Orkney. both of which arc related to the Norwegian 
dialectical snud, twisting. the Swedish dialectical snod. a t" ist in a 
thread and Old Norse snudr. a turn (1btd. 269). 

DISCUSSION OF T H E ROPEMAKING TOOL SF 1066 

Christopher llarns 

There is no doubt that this object is a tool used in the ropemaking 
process and in the English language literature on ropemaking it is 
usually termed a 'top' (sec references in Harris 1986). 

The top is used towards the end of the ropemaking process. \\hen many 
fibres have already been spun into long yarns and these in turn are 
twisted into thicker strands which are laid to make the rope. Three or 
four strands are twisted or laid together using a combination of tools. 

1066 

illus 104 

'>O mm 
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Ropemakcr's top/strand layer SF I 066 (Betula). 
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nnc of l\lm:h cs the top ll~uall~ three ;,trand; are aua.:hd In a smgle 
hO<lk at one end of the narro'' area used lc1r ropcmakmg -en her an open 
or covered-m ropewalk· \\hlic the other enc.ls of the thn:~ 'trands are 
~ach ana~hcd to separate hoob at the other end of the "all- fhc top '' 
placed between the strands at the one-hook end of the waif,., the strands 
resting in the grooves of the top. When tlm hook or crankmg- cron is 
turned. the top ensure; thm the strands arc !!'' en an e'en l<t\ . cc each 
mand '" kept cq ucdistant from the central <Lxc~ l>fthe rope bccng formed 
hehind the top. The hoo!-, at either end nf the wal"- arc turned in 
opposite dcrectcons so that whcle the l\\·cst cs taken out h) the smgk 
hook. itcs put back by the turnmg of the th ree hooks at the other end. If 
the procc's c> 'ucccssful an cquliibrium ,., reached and the final rope 
\\cll not entangle itself "hen rclca~ed lrclm the hoof,.s 

rhe ropema"-mg procc;,;, u'e' scmpl~-made tools cn a '"- clful and 
complicated craft. The ropcmaker·s top cs one of the tools whcch 
ensures a good final product The process using the top need~ no less 
than three people. one at ccthcr end of the "all, to tu m the hooks or 
cranks. and one 10 hold the top as ct IS pushed lO\\ ards th~ three hoo"-s 
b~ the scnglc ropc "hcch I> tc1rmed h<:hcnd the pmnted or narnm end of 
the conc eal top {sec fig 7 cn Fcnton 1961. nf a ·llnmckin' frc ,m ~hctland ) 

Although the top cs push.:d along b~ the '" csling h<:hcncJ. the person 
holding the rope can hrakl· the process h~ h1>ldcng 11 bac"- -;l i ght!~ In 
some lncraturc <lll ropema!..111g there has been a m"undcrstamlcng about 
the top h " \acd that the roper·s as"stanl pulb the hip ur the llall
towards the three hoob. ''hen 111 actual fact the rope can he pushed 
qune rapid!~ h~ the force or the twisting hchind. If the lop 1110\ CS lOO 
quick!~ th~ rtlJlC heing lacd \\ cll be tOO >facf,. fl) holdcng hacf,. the lop. 
the an1ount of l\\ est IS mcrcascd m the rope ll•nned behcnd the top In 
the larger commerc1al ropn<alb. from the I Xth centul'} Llll\\ ard-.. "here 
the thic~ rope' needed large tops. someume' ,upported c111 thccr O\ln 
sledges, a hra~ing system had lo be developed, usuall)· applccd to the 
runners or "heels Annther hrakcng S)Slem "a' to \lllld ' lmner piece; 
of rope round the top and mpe heing lt>m1ed I hese \\ere then "ound 
round a >o-callcd Huollel >lie"- "hich \\;b u'cd rather lc "-~ a tuumtquet 
As \\ell a;, acung as a brake. these pccces of rope abo plli"hed the 
finished rope hchcnd the top. Although thc'e braking processes belong 
to the commercial ropcmakmg of modern lcmes. the pol "hers do seem 
to have been used in smaller counll) rnp~nes and un 'ome farms. 
l 'suall~ there are handles or lugs on cnhcr scde of the top and the 
rope-br~ak' arc \\Ound round these. The handles \\ere abo u,~d to hold 
the wp. llo"c'er. no wen handles or lugs have been m>t1ccd on the 
smaller lops such as the one from Papa '>tour or the one lrom the 
excavations m Tonsberg. 1\orway. 

I he top ~> \lflC of the ropcmaker's tool, "hcch ~> " ' ltmcuonall~ 
complete that cl ma) not ha\c developed l)pulogJcall) mud1 en form 
>mce the mcddlc ages, or even earlier. I' he toplound durc ng ncavauons 
111 Tonsb~rg. and dated hctllccn .'\D 1~ 5() mcd c AD I·WO. \\UUld not 
ha\ e loo~cd out of place on ,, "Jnn, egcan farm cn the I at~ llJth ccntul) 
tlcndh 1992. 193. 19-ll lcH.k~J man~ l> fth~ lllfh llhct:h arc cllthlratcd cn 
the lneratun: c•n ropema"-mg cnthc 19th ccntun are stn~cngl~ ''mclar to 
SF 1066 fmm Papa Stour 

There are ICIJ te" kml,,n cllumation> ofrop~makcng from the middle 
ages and none of them >hO\\ a top The earlce'l cllu traunn~ ufla~mg a 
rope are from the ' Cl) late 17th ceniUIJ . and come from the 
Netherlands. but even here the top cs not >ll\1\l n n1cre arc a number of 
~ea ls from rope makers· guclds from the I (lth cenlul) and espcccall y the 
17th and I !Hh ccnturie> ( >nl) on the seal from the guclc.l en 8crgcn. 
Norwa~ { 1754) is there anyth ing \\ hcch could he cnterprt·tcd a;, a top 
I he earliest picwrial descrcptcon of a top"' from the Faeroe Islands. and 
cs i llustrat~d cn JC S\'abo \ 1-uroyajerdm I '81-1 "8] ( I or, ha\ n 192-l) 
l'he ropcmakcng tools arc ' acc.lto be 'very ;,cm pie and\ Cl) ulc.J ' m 1781 
The encyclopaedias which began to appear lromthc la~ t two decades of 
the 18th ccnlU!)'. all sho" the fully developed set of ropcmakds tools. 
cncl uding the lop 

In spite of the fact that there are no cllu;tralcons of top> bcturc the 18th 
century. there is no doubt that the too l must have been 111 wcdespread 
use in the middle ages in Europe. Ropcrs making hempen rope in 
13ridport. Dorset. from the 13th cenrul) and possibl ~ earlier. would 
have used a top. and roper~ cn the maJor llanseatcc cn•e' lltlllld ha\C 

h~.:n U!>cng ltlf" to produce hempen ropes tor thecr trading shtp> 

it ha;, to be ,acd that the pau<:ct~ nf cnformatl\)11 about the top' "' not 
,pcccal for r0pcmakcng tool\ I here are man) cralh "here the tool' arc 
not to be scent>n cllustratcocb ;md where they arc lirst illustrated cn the 
I Xth-centur} lwt>ks on cralb and manulactunng cndustrics llowcvcr 
the lack ,,r Ctlflcrctc cnfornJalHlll about these tt>llh make the find , from 
Papa Stour and I nnsherg Jmmcrhcl~ cmportant \I· I 066 " the 1>nl~ 
c \ample ,,r a mpemakcr\ top \\h1ch has been found on an~ 

archaeologccal ~ne m the Bnt"h lslt:s. A number of conceal \\ Ooden 
ohj ccts have hecn linmd in the m:uor excavatcon' m Trondhccm. hut as 
~et none of them ha\ e been cdcnu tied as ropcro; wps 

KOPE~1AKERS' TOOLS I\1A TI:RIALS t\ND L'SI\GI 
I he tops "-no"n from the post-1 Xth cenlul) have almost a!\' a~' been of 
hardwood when used in commaccal ropenes. l'he top sunered a great 
amount of frcct1011 as it was pushed along and the groO\ cs \\Ould easily 
hccomc " om cf a hard fibre "a> becng used. it does not appear that the 
\\OOd used for the ronsberg top has been cdentcficd other than 'l' dcccd
unu'i 1°) \Jone of the other lOP' fmm L'oon, cgcanmuseums ha'c been 
studied in detail <Uid there cs no cnl<mnatcon on the l)l)CS of\\ ood u,cd 

1\ top the ;,1/C .. r the one li1und at the Bcggcngs c<,uld presumahl~ be 
r~placec.l cas cl) t•ncc wom. as hmg as the ra" ma1cnals ''ere avaclahle. 
and 11 llOuld not necessar1l) rcqucrc hard" ood ti>r the tool. l h~ Papa top 
ha, been \\ om mu! repacred. pcrhap:- made n~cc»<U) b) the shllrtage of 
"ood. llherc<b it \IOUid ha1c hccn replaced elsewhere. rhe use o f 
habawood cn the repair rcmacn' m1 enigma Acwthcr cncg.nm " the 
pcrpendtcu lar hole "nh an pal.. pi ug. cn the tnp. I or "hich there cs no 
apparent u'c 

llm top \\Cncld have been U'>cd "nh a varccl~ ell lihrcs. c:-peuall) for 
the domestic ropcmakcng assoccatcd "ith fam1 production. A vanelv of 
lihre'> from pl<mh (and tree> en mhcr areas)"~ used. as \\ell :b hacr 
from horse;, and Pthcr ancmab I he comm~rccal ropene:, u,ccJ hemp 
l\llhout C\Ceplll>n unul ne" m1J mPre exotcc fibre, \\ere nlln>du.:ed cn 
the second hall ol the 19th ccntul'} (Harrc, 1'!86). From th~ 17th 
ccntul)', hemp was undoubted!) the best fibre to use for ropes u'cd at 
,ea_ and the buff,. of the hemp \\as imported from the Bailie countncs 

!'here is a '>uh, tantial amDunt of literature on non-commercial 
ropcmaking 111 llrctam and cn the t\ordic countrces. using ll l>t>d fibres 
'uch as bast: ac1d straw. heather and reeds. At the Bcggings the (op could 
have been u" d to make ropes from stra\\ , hay. heather. rushe>. l arcous 
grasses and anmcal hair Ropc-n1aking cn the :-Jonhem l;,b uscng 
'arcous spec cc, of natural fibr~> '' dtscusseu b' 1-enton ( 1978. 264·9. 
tig, 113. 11 9) Reference " abo made to tlat strand-la,er, or 
' lraud-separatPr> as "ell as the conceal tops In the :-..Jord1c w untn". ct 
appears that tlat wand-separators "ere used predominant!) lm lihn:s 
\>ther than hemp. hut there \\en: c\ccption;, For the lime bemg \\C do 
ncll ~nO\\ ''hat ra\\ material' llat' used " nh tlw rc>pemaJ...ing top from 
l'apa 'ltour 

I he ropes made u"ng a top cou icJ have a numher o f uses and et cs not 
posscble from the tools to ~ay ex actl y what products were made ll has 
hecn suggested that the Tnn,hcrg top ma) ha\ c been used for ma"-cng 
thcn ropes or 1111~' called re/ner cc the upper anJ l<ll\er lcne, nn ti,hcng 
nets l3ut it cou ld equal I ~ ha'c hc~n used for produccng rope, nccc;'al'} 
lllr the con,trucllon of chur.:he-. and other hucldcngs Rop~s "ere 
needed in agrcculturc as \\ell as lor Iishmg and ; hcpbuilding 

~l :MMARi 

rhe ropemaker·, wp from Papa Swur is \Cl) speccal. It is prohabl) the 
' econd olde;,l cxampk of th cs llllll !-no" n cn l· urnpc. and the nnl} one 
li.JUnd on an oca\ alton cn the llrcush Isles In 'Pile of cl> rdali\Cl} 
simple appcarm1~e. it makes a valuable contribution 10 the historv of the 
rope makers· craft · 

it cs a tool used cn the la}cng l>f the strands. ltmards the end of the 
mpemak1ng proces>. and 11 \\llUid have rcqucrcd at least thr~c people 10 
make a rope usmg this as one of the tools. Thcs top would have produced 
a three-strand rope or line. but it is not presently possible to say for what 
purpose the rope " ould have bu:n used The rcpacr wcth balsa \\ Ood and 
the oak plug arc Just 1\\oencgm:b \\hcch ha\C ~e t to be sohed 
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7.5.3 WOODWORKING AND WOODWORKING TOOLS 

WEDGES AND PLANKS 

Axes and wedges for felling, hewing and splining wcr~ used by all 
woodworking craftsmen to prepare suitable pieces of wood for use in 
both the building trades and the crafls which made small domestic 
objects. The axe has always been the woodmaker's basic tool. and a 
master craflsman could fell a tree. split sections of round wood, roughly 
shape pieces of timber and smooth planks by using only an axe (although 
felling and shaping were usually done with different types of axe). 
Al though no axes were found at the Biggings, there is evidence of their 
use in the toolmarks found on various floor-planks, and especially on 
nhjccts such a~ SF 436 and SF 1586 (offcut<;/miscellaneous. hoth Phase 4). 

Wood, especially unseasoned oak but also pine, can be split easily along 
the principal planes of weakness which fo llow the medullary rays. ie 
radial splining (Edlin 1949. pis 9 1-2; Darrah 1982. 220). or by splitting 
tangentially across the grain. Splits arc normally started b) driving 
sc<L~oned oak wedges into the side of the trunk near one end and 
continued by driving in wedges further along (ibid, 22 1 ). In radial 
splitting, half-sections are then split into quarter-sections. quarters into 
eighths etc, using wedges. The wedge SF 438 from Phase 4 (i ll us 105). 
could have been used for small-scale splining of round,,ood into 
sections suitable for staves or boards. Thirteen wooden and four iron 

illus 105 
Wedge SF 438 (Pinus sy!vestris); reproduced 
at 2/1. 

ill us lOo 
Plank SF 1583 (Quercus); 
reproduced at 1/5. 
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wedges were found m York (Morns forthcoming a). wl11lst others to 
compare with that from the Biggings come from 6th-/9th-century layers 
at Ballinderry Crannog 2, Ireland (Ilencken 1942. fig 26. W9). from a 
9th-century well at North Elmham. Norfolk (Wadc-Martms 1980. fig 
I 08. I 9-20), and I Jth-century deposit at New Fresh Wharf. London 
(Pritchard & Morris 1991 , fig 3. 130, 384) and at Arhus in Denmark 
(Andersen et a/ 1971. 155, EVQ) 

The unstratified plank SF 1583 (1IIus 106) shows the characterisllc 
wedge-shaped cross-section achieved when radially splining planks. SF 
1584 from Phase 4 and SF 1587 (unstratified) are other good examples 
of planks split radially; SF I 589 and SF 1579 also from Phase 4. arc 
examples of staves made from boards split tangcntiall) . 

AUGERS 

Augers for making c ircular holes in wood had iron spoon- or twist-bits 
to fit in a transverse handle. a brace or a breast stock. The unusual 
survival of SF 16 I 7 (Phase 4) (ill us I I 4 below: sec also section 7. 7) in 
an almost complctc condition give us a rare example of an iron twist-bll 
m a transverse handle . Spoon-bits arc the most commonly found type of 
bit: twist-bits arc rare. Two t\1 ist-bits from York (Moms forthcoming a. 
SF 2267 & S~ I 561. one Viking period, the other medieval), a 
13th-century tWISt-bit with a barrel-shaped lathe-turned transverse 
handle from Dublin (O'Riordan 197 1. pi X, B) and SF 1617 from the 
Biggings are not true twist-bits \\hich remove shavings from the cuning 
point. but g1mlcts for making stanmg cuts for spoon-bits to enlarge into 
holes. Other Y1 kmg period I\\ 1St-bits have been found 111 Norway (Rygh 
I 885. 417: Petersen 1951 , fig 124 ). 

PEGS AND TRENAILS 

Wooden pegs are essential elements of timber technolo~ where 
wooden planks. boards, blocks or beams need to be faqcncd together 
Pegs were often used in large quantities as components of larger 

.. .. .. 
ill us 107 
Examples of wooden pegs found at the Biggings. 

objects or structures. but arc generally found smgl~ or m small group' 
on archaeological sites. unassociated with the obJeCt or structure with 
wh ich the~ were used. a fact \\ h1ch can be a problem \\hen trymg to 
1dentil} a spcc1fic use. All the pegs found at the B1ggings were 
headless (ill us I 07). Headless pegs were used for fa5 tening planks and 
timbers and component pieces of smaller wooden objects. None of the 
Biggmgs pegs can be assigned a particular use. Similar ones (of 
vanous s1zcs) have been found at sites such a~ York (Morns 
forthconung a). Oslo (Weber 1990. fig 61 ). Shackerley Mound. 
Shropshire where they were used m the construction of a wooden 
bridge (Morris 1987. fig 10, 1-4 ). in Hull (Watkin 1987. fig 124, 353). 
Bcvcrley Eastgate (Morris & Evans 1992. fig 94. 632-4 & 636-8) and 
Beverl ey Lurk Lane (Foreman & Hall 199 1. fig 124. 970 & 971 A). 
where lhe) surv1ve in two oak JOIIl!S 

STRUCTURAL COMPONENfS 

1\ll the noor planks examined from the Biggings were radial ly split 
from oak or pine roundwood. They could have been imported either as 
roundwood or ' Piit planks. Most of the planks arc very worn and 
abraded from years of wear. but pieces Ill better condition such as SF 
1583 (unstrat1fied ). suggest that the planks could have been origmall) 
20-30mm th1ck or more. 

The floor in the stofa in Phase 3 (fragments recorded hut not recoverable 
are therefore not included in the catalogue) was constructed using flat 
floor planks la1d parallel to ~ach other across narro,1er floor JOISts set 
perpendicular to the planking (Ill us 108) The planks ran parallel to the 
possible benches on either side of the structure. whereas the joiSts ran 
perpendicular to them, originally stretching across the entire room 
space from one moldbenk to the other. 

illus 108 
Detail of the \IOOden floor. Phase J. scale in 0 I m Intervals: from W 
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Excavated wooden floors in structures on mainland British and Irish 
sites are rare at any period. The best surviving example to compare with 
the plan ked floors from the Biggings site was found in a I Oth-century 
Viking period sunken-featured building at Coppergate. York (Hall 
1984, 72. pi 77). Here. floor planks were laid parallel to each other 
across more substantial floor j oists set perpendicular to the planking 
above. The edges of the planks nearest the timber walls were cut to fit 
snugly around upstanding wall timbers . Parallel planking laid on 
perpendicular joists was also found in house VI on the I'K bankcn site in 
Lund, Sweden (Nilsson 1976a. fig 32), and it wa.~ also a regular feature 
of medieval log-built houses in Novgorod (Koroshcv & Sorokin 1992. 
142.5, figs IV. 25-9). Floor planking has al so been found in certain 
areas inside at least three I Oth-112th-century buildings in Dublin (eg 
Wallace 1992. pi Xb & figs 138-140). In these buildings. it was 
noticeable that the planking was placed in a restricted area just inside 
the door. and well away from the central hearths which were located 
further into the buildings between the side benches. This pattern can 
also be seen in the IIth-century house I in Lund. where floor planking 

was positioned just inside a side entrance of a longhouse (Nilsson 
1976a. figs 21 & 23 ; see also illus 137 below). 

OFFCUTS AND MISCELLANEOUS 
FRAGMENTS 

Offcuts such as SF 427 (Phase 4-5 ), worked and unworked roundwood 
such as SF 1586, SF 1593 (both Phase 4). SF 1594 (context unknown) 
and even bark fragments from the site suggests that woodworking at 
either a primary or secondary conversion stage (or both) was being 
carried out on or near the sites. Pegs and offcuts in this wood 
assemblage strongly suggest some aspects of timber construction was 
carried out on or near the site at some periods. The charring observed on 
pieces such as SF 436 (Phase 4) is to be expected when small fragments 
of wood have been lying around on a site where there are hearths, and 
where many woodworking waste products and worn out wooden 
objects which could not be reused ended up as fuel. 

7.5.4 BIRCH-BARK ROLLS AND FRAGMENTS 

Small fragments of birch bark (Betula sp.), larger sheets of 
birch bark and small strips of tightly-rolled birch bark have 
been found in most areas of the site dating to all periods 
(see table 16), although never in large quantities or in any 
particular concentration in one context. Birch timber may 
have been imported to Papa Stour from Norway (see 6.3 
above). Some or all of the pieces found may be waste 
products of debarking birch timber in advance of 
converting it into useable pieces and working it into 
objects such as the rope top SF I 066. However, the bark of 
other species such as oak and pine, which were also widely 
used on the site over a long period of time to make small 
artefacts and structural work, does not occur in the same 
way. It is more likely that birch bark was collected (and 
possibly imported) for a number of particular uses. 

Birch bark can be readily peeled from the tree in thin 
strips and used in various ways. In medieval Novgorod in 
Russia, wide strips of birch bark were used to make 
different sizes of round and rectangular containers with 
or without lids (Kolchin 1989, 75-6, pis 70-3) in a similar 
way to lath-walled boxes (see Biggings SF 1469 Phase 
3), and also for documents where letters were made by 
pressing a hard pointed instrument into the soft fibre of 
the bark (Thompson 1967, 55-63, figs 55-66). Birch bark 
has also been used for insulation, roofing material and 
making canoes (Edlin 1949, 41 & 45). It is possible that 
some of the larger natter sheets eg. SF 382 Phase 5, (ill us 
109), SF 134 (i llus 44) and SF 1578, both Phase 4) could 
have been intended for roofing material. 

,. 
ill us 109 
Birch-bark sheet 
SF 382. 
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SrNo LAYI:R PH AS I- DESCRIPTION M I.( mm) M V. MT 

37 M? 3 bar~ rolb 25 

62 E66 bark -15 10 

65 F.68 4 bark 45 15 

71 E66 7 bark 40 25 

81 J7l 5 bark 50 25 

102 J.J6 6 bark -15 25 

IU I( 10(8) hat~ -1 5 40 

122 J24 3 2 bark n11Js 35 18 

45 22 

123 no 4 bark 80 33 

125 F.-10 -l bark 5:' 15 

126 1(7 7 bark 
129 111 2 4 bark 

130 F" 9 bark 90 65 

131 i(J-l( 17) -l hark 17 17 

1.\J l:7!! -l bar~ roll 85 70 

13-l 17R -1 bark large p1c~c 110 go 

two edge' '11'"' 
del ihcratc cut> a! right angle' 

I 55 M 27 

1:17 j(,(l -10 HI 

JJ!! m -1-:i 62 -10 

IJl) 34 20 

1·10 1"71 4 58 25 

1-12 1(72(44) -1 -15 21 

36 18 

200 E21 6 roll -12 35 

226 H9 4 piece 11 5 90 

228 l.4 6 bark 20 10 

22<J I( 10(8) bark 25 IIJ 

23 1 UIO(R) bark 22 lfl 

233 1(8 5 bar~ 180 11 

234 E30 6 bark -10 35 
243 1:4-l 4 piece 135 -16 

2-1 5 l--1-l -1 bar~ 10 6 

2:'1 J(S bark JO 16 

26-l ~7 7 bark -10 17 

382 LJ2 :i roll/slnp 310 100 6 

-106 1:7X 4 bark 

452 111 3 3 bark 

135') J I 5 11 -l-6 bark (c,SI 2261 30 15 

1360 Jl .5 6 bar~ -10 20 

1477 1:4 6 large piece. unworked 190 140 

157X j L51 3 fragmcnl of onginall~ llat re-ctangular 92 40 
piece (rcwlhtructed 150 ' '12mm) 

Tahlc 16 
ll irch-bark rolls and fragments (Bewla sp) from !he lliggings. 

However, three of the most probable uses for birch bark 
in the settlement at the Biggings were the same as for 
most of the birch-bark fragments and rolls fo und in 
York (Morri s forthcoming a) ie eith er as a tanning 

material, for burning as a light source or for making 
glue. As late as the 19th century in Scotl and , birch bark 
was harvested and used for tan ni ng hides, sai ls. nets and 
cordage where the inner bark was whi tt led from the 
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wood and chopped up into litt le pieces to be sold to the 
tanner, and when dried and twisted into a rope, birch 
bark would also function as a candle (Edlin 1949, 45). 
Birch bark also contains a high proport ion of pitch. and 

ro lled pieces such as SF 122 Phase 3 (ill us 45 ), would 
have burnt with a clear flame. If the pitch is extracted 
and prepared, it can be made into a resin- I ike g lue 
(Taylor 198 1, 4 7). 

7.5.5 DISTRIBUTION OF WOODEN ARTEFACTS AND BIRCH-BARK REMAINS 

Beverley Ballin Smith 

(table 17) 

PHASE3 

No wooden artefact surv ived before Phase 3. but a total of five came the 
Phase 3 sroja and a single one from the adjacent building (Trench EIEJ ). 
The lancr was the bark vessel. SF 1469. On the wooden floor of the 
stoja birch bark (SF 1578 and 122), a spatula (SF 383) and a stave-buil t 
vessel base or head (SF 393) were found. The latter was situated close to 
the sump/well (col ill us 13), but was too small to have been its cover. In 
addition. there was a piece of birch bark (SF 452) from the possible 
destruction deposits (1 113) of the cookhouse. 

PHASE 4 

Thiny-six artefacts of all types were recovered from this phase. From 
the destruction levels of the Phase 3 stofa came a spoon (SF 385) and a 
spatula(SF 399). The largest groupofartefacL~ (12) came from pit Jl.55 
dug into the Phase 3 stoja. it included a spatula (SF 1577), pieces of 
caskheads (SF 1579) and a stave (SF 1589). the ropemaker's top (SF 
I 066), a bodkin (SF 1588), three pegs (SF 1577 & SF 1588) as well as 
pieces of floor planking (SF 1584-85 & SF 1587) and miscellaneous 
wood (SF 1586 & SF 1593). 

Another peg (SF 428) was found in separate pit dug into the remains of 
the Phase 3 sraja, pit L29. 

The remaining artefacts are associated with the buildings on the western 
side of the site. From beneath the building in Trench 1\. was a piece of 
rine(SF436): birchbark(SF 142.SF 129.SF 131 &SF 226)wasfound 
on its floor and in surrounding peaty contexts. The latlcr may indicate 

PIIASE 3 3-4 4 

Spoons 2 
Spatulae 2 
Box lid 
Stave-built vessels and ~ 

bung 
13ark vessel 
Bodkin and roper's 'top' 2 
Wedge 
Pegs and trcnmls 5 
PlanJ..s 3 
Ollc uts and mtsc 3 
Birch-bark mll'> 4 1-l 

Totals 7 36 

Table 17 
Wooden artefacts from the Biggings by phase. 

survival of roof material from this building and earl ier structures on this 
part of the site. 

Sc\'cral artefacts were found in the dwelling-house (Trench E/EJ) 
which replaced the Phase 3 sroja. The wedge (SF 438) was found j ust 
below its floor. and a peg (SF 123) and several pieces of birch bark (SF 
123, SF 125, SF 133, SF 134, SF 243. SF 245, SF 406) on the floor. A 
single piece of birch bark (SF 65) was found in immediately overlying 
deposits, possibly from the roof of the building. 

PHASES 

In a pit (L32) on the eastern side of the site were pieces of stave-built 
vessels (SF 384 & SF 423) and a birch-bark roll (SF 382). In and on the 
paving of the eastern bui lding were other staves (SF 531 & SF 1575). a 
peg (SF 398). fragments of planks (SF 1580) and a piece of birch bark 
(SF 81). 

Other plank fragments (SF 394) were found just below the floor of the 
new dwelling-house (Trench K) as well as a peg (SF 430). Several 
birch-bark rolls (SF 11 3. SF 229, SF 23 1, SF 233. SF 25 1) were also 
found on the floor of this building. 

PHASE 6 & 7 

In the last building on the site, the Gerl, a wooden lid (SF 426), a 
fragment of stave-built vessel (SF 422) and birch-bark rolls were found. 
The distribution of other staves, pieces of wood and birch-bark suggest 
the disturbance of earlier levels as well as the use of wooden artefacts 
up to the present day. 

4-5 5 6 7 u/s Total 

2 
3 

2 6 4 19 

2 
I 

2 I 9 
9 2 14 

2 6 5 6 -l4 

2-l 11 7 11 10 I 
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7.6 TEXTILE, YARN AND FIBRE FROM T H E BIGGINGS 

Penelopc Walron Roger~ 

The excavation at the Biggings yielded a number of torn 
fragments of text ile. together with spun yam and clumps 
of unprocessed animal fibre. Altogether there were 64 
separately itemised finds of textile. representi ng over 200 
fragments. with 30 examples ofyam and 47 of fibre. all of 
which are described in full in the archive catalogue. 
Unfortunately only a few of these finds came from the 
securely dated lower levels in the main area (trenches 
J/LIP). Most of the remainder were from trenches 
(E 'EJ 'HIK) which had seen considerable disturbance and. 
to judge from the pottery ev idence. these later tinds may 
belong anywhere in the late medieval. post-medieval or 
early modem periods. Detailed analytical v.ork. in the 
form of dye, fibre and fleece-type identification, was 
therefore concentrated on the more fim1ly dated earlier 
pieces from trenches 1 L P. together with a fc11 selected 
items from the later material. 

Most of the woven fragmen ts are coarse tweed-like 
fabri cs, typ ical of peasant clothing over a long period of 
time. Although the farmstead was for a time the property 
of a orwegian duke and the res idence of his bailiff 
(Crawford 1985), there is nothing in the collection to 
suggest an aristocratic or wealthy owner. There is no silk 
until the modern period and the small amount of 
patteming in the woven pi eces is based on natural fleece 
colours: dyed texti les are rare. Knitted goods are well 
represented in the upper levels of the si te. but. again. 
these are plain fabrics, with none of the fancy stitches for 
which Shetland knitting is nowadays famous. The 
general flavour of the collection is of s imple workaday 
fabrics without luxury or ornament. 

l'nr1~s of th~ catalogue ,,r textiles 1 archive tabh: I l and table of fleece 
t~r~' 1arch1'~ table 21 can b.: uhta111ed rr,,m Te\lllc Research 
A'sucmtcs. 8 Hnothanl I erracc. Yorl-. Yl)JO 7011 

7.6.1 EARLY FINDS FROM THE STOFA - PHASES 1, 2 AND EARLY PHASE 3. 

Three fragments of textile (SF 1623. SF 162-l and SF 
1626), a bundle of yam (SF 1628), a thick spun strand of 
wool (SF 1629). and some parts of a fleece (SF 1633). 
were found below the 12-/ 13th-century wooden floor of 
the stofa. A fur1her textile (SF 1625), some yarn (S F 
1627), and clumps of wool. cattle- and goat-hair (S F 
1630-1632 and SF 163-l ). la) just above. or on the same 
level as the: floor. 

FIBRE 

'>o1m: of the \\clol I\ '>tr ll m the orrgmal lod' of tlbre. or ·staple-,· 111 
\\luch 1t \\ \luiJ ha<e w me from the neecc In nne .:3.'>~ ! '>~ 16331. the 
-,tapks are 75-80mm ilmg and pomted and 111 another 1 '>F 163·11. a 
"ngle staple "appruxrrnatd) I :iOmm long. rorrned <Uld "avy All the: 
linds from the B1ggrngs are he a\ rly starncd h) hum1c ac1ds. hut 
rn1croscop~ has sh0\\11 that the earliest ra1' \\ UOI orrg1nall' had a line 
\\hlle undcrwool. w1th a percentage of <.:oar;.:r blacl-. or bro\\ n lihn:; 
(archive table 2). The coarser ha1rs protrude beyond the undercoat. to 
g1vc a darl-. fringe to the \\ OOI Tlm 1;, typical nf thc nati\c sheep of the 
Northern Isles (discus,cd belo" 1n the Comment 7.6AI and the \\ool 
dcscrrbed hen: ma) well represent wool from the rslanll \ own ;hccp 
!'he cattle and goat ha1r may also come from local livcstocl-. 

On farms "here wool " 1mmcd1atd) to hand. \1 1sps of fibre are olkn 
LL~cd as a makeshift stnng The long staple (SI' 1634 ). has been tied 111 a 
loop with a tight tripk knot: and the thread (SF 1629) '>Celns to be two 
\\OOI stapks "hich ha\C been tca,cd out lengtll\\ ays and then tl\ isted 
together Wool \135 e11dcntl) also hc1ng spun rnto weavrng ~am rn the 
fmmstead. Spmdle whorls for suspended ;pindle spinnmg \\ere found 
scattered about the sllc and the fibre. SF I 63 I. IS almost certainly 
sp1nner's waste. The \\ ool has been partly processed and includes half
spun ends uf~arn. typ1cal nf the oddments d1~cardcd b) a hand-sp1nncr 

TEXTILES 

I he ra1• \\ OOI and the spun }am arc almost 1dentrcal '"th the \\ OOI and 

the: 'am tn the tab b) ·\\<'a' e te~trlc . a good quailt} med1urn·\l t:tght 
tabrr~ (SF 1623) (illus !l Oa. arch1vc table 2) Srrnple fabrrcs such iL' 

th" rna} ha\c hcen made at the farn1~tead . as \\ Ca\ 1ng " as >lllllargel) a 
domcstrc craft at th1s t1mc and discarded werghl!> from a " arp-weighted 
l<lum \\Crc f(nrnd as part of the stone lin1ng of a Phase .J p1t 111 area Jl. 

b 

c 

ill us 11 0 
The \lea,es of the tc\trles from the 81ggmgs a) tahh,·: 
bJ 2 I t\\ Ill. cl 212 t \\ Ill 



(Crawford 1987. 4). The piece of2/l twill (SF 1626), however. is made 
from entirely white wool (illus 11 Ob; archive table 2). While native 
flocks could sometimes yield all -white wool. this textile would also fit 
comfortably in any 12th-/ 13th-century collection from mainland Britain. 
At this time urban weavers were producing clothmg fabrics " nv~n in 
'21 I I\\ ill with a fe lted weft face !Crowfoot 1979: Walton 1989. 385-6 & 
unpublished data) and drawing on white wool similar to that in SF 1626 
(Ryder 198Ja. 473 ; Walton 199 1. 320). Further cxampb of this 
fabric-type arc included in the later material. discussed below. 

The two I 2th-!13th-centur: textiles 11oven in 212 t" ill (SF 162~ and SF 
1625) are heavy fabrics with a smooth warp yarn made from a I lair: type 
of wool (ill us Ill ; archive table 2) and a softer weft yarn which has fdtcd 
in places. SF 1624 has a dark grey warp and a flecked grey/white weft and 
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SF 1625 has a pale grey warp and a wh ite weft, the use of the different 
colours emphasising the diagonal line of the twill weave (illus II Oc). 
Fabrics such as these were current in the Nordic world from the I Oth 
century onwards. fragments being recorded as far apart as the Norse 
senlemcnt at Narsaq. Circcnland (Walton Rogers 1993) and Anglo· 
Scandlllal'ian levels of Coppergate. Yor~ (Walton 198<J, 324 ). All 
examples in which the wool has been studied have proved to have a Ha1r: 
wool in the warp. which is ofien darker than the weft. This may have been 
achieved by using wool from a coarser. darker fleece for the warp. or. 
perhaps. by combing the wool imendcd for the warp in order to remove 
some of the fine white undcn1 ool. the d1fT~rcncc bef\\ecn 11arp and 11eft 
wool is too great to be expla ined b~ summer· and winter-gro11 n fleece' 
(Schjolberg 1992. 153). rhcse 2/2 twills arc almost certain!) cxan1ples of 
the fabric known as wadmal (discussed funher below). 

7.6.2 THE LATE R MATERIAL - LATE R PHASE 3, PHASES 4, 5, 6 & 7. 

The large collection of late r material consists of wool and 
hair tex tiles. 16 woven in tabby, 24 in 2/2 twill, five in 2/ I 
twill and five knitted, together w ith 24 examples of cords 
and yam a nd 4 1 of raw fi bre. As already described, few 
can be g ive n any fim1 date from the archaeological 
evidence, a lthough some of the tex tiles themselves can 
help with dating. Knitling. fo r example. was a re la ti vely 
late arrival in the Shet lands and can be used tO give a 
post-1 6th-century date to any woven texti le found in 
c lose association . 

FIBRE 

To the naked eye, most of the clumps of raw fibre from later levels 
appear similar to those of the 12th/13th century. Three representative 
samples from JL5 1 (SF 17 19· I 72 1) were sent for specialist exan1ination 
by HM Applcyard and did indeed prove to be cattle hair and shccp·s 
wool of the same sort as in the earlier group. A fourth. unusuall~ 

short-fibred. spec1men was also >Cnt for study and proved to be fu r. 
possibly from stoat. 

The winter coat of the stoat is better known as em1ine. a fur used in the 
medieval period as a garment trimming. The e~an1plc from the ll1ggmgs 
11as found in close association II'Hh a hea1·il ) felled t>lill (SF lt176J and 
m a) represent a fur lining or edging for the fahm: The function L'f the 
other raw fibre is less clear. Much of it was loose fibre, but some of it 
had been worked into spongy oval pads, cg SF 1719 and SI· 172 1. SF 
722 and SF 17.10. Similar pads of fibre have bet:n found as caulk111g in 
boat timbers (Walton 1988. 78) and may also have been used to block 
holes in drafty timber buildmgs. Other pads of fibre ha1·e been 
r~covered from cess-pits in Anglo-Scandinavian and medie1 al Yur~ . 
where they arc assumed to have been used as latrine wipes (Wait on 
1989, 3 11 ). Significantly. som~ of the pads of fibre from the Biggings 
were recovered from a Phase 4 pit in Trench JL. tentatively identified by 
the archaeologist as a latrine. 

rhe intact wool staples (SF I 703. SF 1712 and SF In I 1 are romtcd and 
90- 120mm long. As before. all the ra1\ 11 ool. whether in '!aJlk' or 
<•thcnl'isc. includes significant numbers uf natural!} coloured tihrc~. 
I he p1gment 1s largd) concentrated 111 the WiU'Cr fibres. exccpl 111 '-;)· 
172 I. 11 luch 1' enure I~ hnm n or black I he undeni Ol'l or the 
uar~·wool led fleece is coarser than 111 the other '- illllJlles. but c:1 en >O 11 
fall s in the same catcgon or· neecc ~pe· as lhe other ra11 '" ll'b from 
the site (archive table 2). The e\ 1d~nce from the lliggings suggc,b that 
the local fleeces wcr.: all much the same in type. but that their variety la) 
in the range of colours. 

WOOL 2/2 TWILL 

The texti les woven in 2/2 twill arc coarse and medium-weight fabrics, 

ranging from 5 x 4 threads per cm to 12 x I 0 per cm. Some. such as SF 
1646. have a thin warp aJld a thick well. while others, such as SF 
1661 i/ ii. are more balanced fabrics. Most commonly the warp yarn IS 

Z· spun and the weft S-spun (Z and S indicate the lie of the fib res in the 
yarn. reflecting the direction in which the spi ndle has been tumed) but Z 
xZ(SF 1654)and S x S(SF 1643 and SF 1671 ) fabrics arc also known. 
Some pieces arc felled. presumably a~ a result of full ing the fabric in 
water after weaving. " hi le others have hcen le ft without any obvious 
finish 

The most ~ignificant feature of these 111 1l ls is the extensive use of 
naturally coloured wools. Some, such as SF 1656, were made from a 
dark brown or black wool throughout. but most would have been 
mottled shades of gre) or brown; white textiles such a~ the fragment 
SF 1 6~6. seem to have hecn rare. Six examples have a dark 11 arp and a 
paleweft(SF 1659.SF 166 1ii.SF 1663 i. SF 1665.SF 1667 andSF 
1669 i) in the manner o f the 12th·/ 13th·century 2/2 twi lls and three of 
these later examples w<.:rc in close association with knitt~d goods (SF 
166 1- 1663 and SF 1669), which suggests that the fabric type persisted 
into the post-medieval period at least. 

The presence of dye seemed unlike!) 11hae naturall y coloured wool 
had been used, but four Z .\ S fabncs (SF 1644, SF 1669ii and SF 
1669i ii. SF 1676) were tested by soll'ent extraction fo llowed by 
absorption spectrophotometry (Walton & Taylor 1991); a visibly 
colourcu piece of S ~ S tw ill 11 ith gre~ ·gr~en 11arp and red 11cft !Tom 
upper lc1 cls of T rcnch 1.. SF 16 7 I Phase 7. was also te,ted The 
colou r~u san1ple pro1 cu w hal'e been Ull:d 11 nh at least pne s~ nthetic 
dye. 111d1cating that it was made some 11111<: afkr the 1850s Three of the 
others had no evidence li1r dye. but one. a heavily feltcd piece. SF 1676. 
showed a trace of an orange colorant. l'h1, 11 a:. difficult tn identify, but 
it was clearly not any of the commonly used mcd1evat' and 
post-medieval dyes. it ma) hal'e been some local plant or lichen dye 
wh1ch has not yet been full ) charactcmcd. This fabric 11 a, the one 
which seems to have had a fur trim. 

Heavy and medium-weight 2/2 twills such a.s those from the Uiggings. 
especial ly those made from pigmentcd ,,,,uls. are comparatllel y rare in 
mcdie1 al and post-med1c1 al textile c,,J icctions from 1011115 of 
north· IICst Europe. The fe 11 example, found 111 l·ngll>h port~. 
]\;e11 ea:, tic upon T) ne. 1\: ing·' L~ nn and London. arc rcg;uded as 
imporb from the northern 11 orld (CnmflH II 1977: WaltPn li.J1\8. 81-l . 
CnmliH\( ~I a/ I<J92 . . \IJ-10) In Sc\ltland anu ~OT\Ia) the llea\ e i-; 
ben er represented. but 111 d1 111 1111SI11ng number> 01 er t1mc i\t Oslo the 
212 111 ill 11ea1 e reprcscm~ 25" o of all C\C~l\ ated textile' from the 11th 
ccntun . 2~ "-'o from the I 2th. 15% from llh: 13th"lo. 9° o frnm the I ~th 
and 5"., from the 15th (calculated from <.law 111 1\.jellberg 1979 and 
Kjel lherg & Hoffmann I t)lJ I); and at Perth, Scotland. the weave forms 
18% of the 12th·cenlUf} collection. lJ",o of the 13th and 8°,o of the I ~th 
(from data 111 Ben nett unpublished). 

Such fabrics are. however. more common 111 the Norse settlements 111 
Iceland (Hoffmann 1974. 210, 213..:1, 2 JlL 367) and Greenland. The 
best evidence comes from l lerj olfsncs in southern Greenland, where a 
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small isolated community lived 11 ith linle contact with the outside 
1\0rld until about AD 1500 Several garments excavated from the 
churchyard there proved to he in the fashions of Europe in the 13 th. 
14th and 15th centuries. hut made m local fabrics (Nnrlund 1924. 
87· 191. Osterg:\rd 1982 ). rhesc \\Crc predominant!) 2/2 tll ill~. nn 
average IOZ x lOS per cm (Nnrlund 1924, 190). They generally have a 
dark hrown or grey warp and a pain weft. the colour depending on 
natural ptgment tn the wool. although 111 some tns tancc~ it ma) have 
been topped up wtth brown d)c (tb td. 90: Ostcrgard 1982. 273). The 
cloth111g fabrics from lferjolfsnes can he easily matched with the 2/2 
t11ill s of the Biggings. 

lt has been shown that on Papa Stour at least these fabri cs continued 
well into the period in which knitting was in use -in other words, well 
afler nrwegian control of the Shetlands had come to an end in AD 
1472. This is supported hy evidence from Gunnister on Mainland 
Shetland. where a man was huried in the late 17th century. wearing a 
long coat. breeches, shirt and outer jacket all woven in 2/2 twill and all 
except the shirt in natural wnol colours (Henshall & Maxwell 1952). 
Similar types of fabric were probably current elsewhere in the Scottish 
islands. A man who died at Am ish Mnor. Lewis. in the Outer Hebride> 
in the earl y 18th century " as also \\ Caring a jacket. shirt and undershirt 
of2/2 twill (Bennctt 1975). again in naturally pigmentcd wt>OI (Ryder 
l983a. 515-6). On Hirta in the St Kilda archi pelago. the village 
community was still using similar textiles in the late 19th or early 20th 
century. although by this time dyes were more commonl y in use and 
the heavy twills Jay alongside modern machine-woven fabrics (Walton 
unpub). These textiles may therefore have bad an unbroken period o f 
use 111 the Scottish islands fn1m the 'Jorse occupatton to the ]Oth 
century 

CHECKED 2/2 TWILL 

One large fragment from the upper levels of the stofa, SF 1675i. is a 
handsome broad check, worked in natural wool colours. Burial in the 
peaty Shetland soil has given it a wam1 honey and brown tone. but 
originall y the check would hav.: been greyish brown with natural white. 
The alternating bands of light fmd dark are 56Z threads wide in one 
direction and 32S or 30S threads "ide tn the other. Ched. patterns in 
natural wool colours first appeared in the Iron Age (eg Hcnshall 1952. 
8) but they disappear from view in post-Roman collections. They may 
have re-emerged \\ ith the earl~ tartans \1 hich 1\ ac being worn b~ 
Highlanders by the 16th centuf) (Scarlet! 1987). Most tartaJlS are. of 
course. dyed. but the Shepherd Check. a traditional plaid of the border 
counties 1\ hich Sir Waiter Scott made popular a~ a trouser fitbric. was 
made in a 'maller check of natural charcoal grc\ a11d while (Gulv in 
1973. 70-5. Panting 1987. 79-!< I). Sir Waiter's trousers were probably a 
more lightweight fabric than the exampks from the Biggings which arc 
more like a heal') "tntcr dres\ or ; ha\1 lmatenal 

WOOL 2/1 TWILL 

l'hc small number of 2/ l tl\ tlls (SI-' 1638. SF 1645, SF l655i. SF 
lo57iili ii. SF 1658ii. SF 1674 ) are similar grades of fabric to the 2/2 
twills. from 6 x 5 to 12 x 8 threads per cm. and the yarn again Z x S 
Unl ike the 2/2 twills the) arc made from white wool and most arc 
felled on one face. As already described, technicall y these fabrics 
could have been woven locall) . but they arc more lil..ely to have been 
nnponcd 

l"hc lirst appcarancc of 2/ l twtlh t~fthi' 'on in an) number' \\as in the 
IOtlullth centu~ (Cnmfoot 1'179. Pntchard 19X2 i. b) the 12th and 
I Jth ccntune' the) 1\Crc c;,tablhhed a-. the matn dothtng fabncs 111 
towns acro,;, north-\\<.: ' t Eurore (Crowfoot et a/ 1992. 27: 1\.arntnska & 
Nahl ik 1960. Tidow I'IS2: Von;,-Comis 19S2; Lind,trom 1982) B) the 
1111J l~th ccntuf) thetr u,e "a' hq!tnntng I(\ dccltnc ml~nglant.l and the) 
had all hut dt>appearcd b) the I ~th (Cro\\ loot et ul, 1992. n: Wal ton 
1981 and unpubl ished data ). although in Norway 2/ 1 twill seems to 
h~nc commued lor a centur; longer (1\.Jcllbcrg 1979: KJcllberg & 
llotTmann 199 1 ). In the 17th centuf)· the 2/l 11\ ill \lea\e re-appeared in 
England in lightweight worsteds ( Walton 1983) and in Scotland as a 
ground for checks (llenshall 1952, 21 -4 ). but at Jhis stage it was 
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gcnaall) \I Orkcd from 7. x Z yartl . lt is difficult to be certain that no 2/l 
t>l ills similar to those from the Biggtngs were woven in the 
post-medieval period. but on bal~u1cc it seems more likely that they arc 
dated some" here bet\\ een the 12th and 15 th centuries. If this '' correct 
then tt prov tdcs a rough dattng li.Jr the sock made from one of these 
fa hrics (sec hclow). 

WOOL TABBY 

The textile, \\ IJVCn tn tabby weave are mu~h more variable than the 
twtll s. 111 thread-count. \leave. )arn-t~pc . raw material and lintsh . 
Some of the coarser pieces such as SF 1647 and SF 1659, arc L x S 
fabrics made from pigmcnted wool. with 11arp darker than the weft . 
Thc~c are cl earl) relatives of the 2/2 t\1 ills alread) described and ma) 
have been woven locall y. A further coarse piece made from Z .x Z 
yarn. SF lo42. probably belongs to the same group. At Herjolfsnes 
coarse tabhy-wcave textiles such as the:;c were used for ho>c. in 
contrast with the 2/2 twills 11 hi eh were used for dresses and (lther 
garments (Norl und 1924. 88). 

Three fragments. SF lo40. SF 10-11 and SF 1664. arc more like!) to 

ha1·e been prnti:ss ionally made and imported tnto the Shetlands. These 
arc thick fabrics, felled on both faces and SF 164 1 and SF 1664 1ightly 
teaselled and sheared: SF 1640 and SF 1641 are both spun S x S and 
SF 1664 is 7. x S. Analysis of the \I OOI in SF 1640 showed it to be 
different from the wool in the native fabrics ( archive table 2) and all 
three proved to have heen dyed red. Ali;-arin and purpurin wae 
detected b) anal) sis ( \\' alton & raylor 199 1) \\hi eh indicate, the 
prc~cnce of 1he red madder dye. from roob of Rubw ltnciDrwn L. In 
England heavy fabrics with a nap on both faces arc more common 
from the post-medieval period Oil\\ ards The dye. wool. spin 
di recuon, weave and fin ish can all be matched with 16th- and more 
especially 17th-century tail or's offcuts from Newcastle upon Tyne 
(Walton 198 1: 1983). Similar fabrics may have hccn produced in 
:-.Jor~,ay and Scotland at the same time. but they are typically a product 
of specialist craftsmen and it is highly unlikely that anywhere in the 
Northern Isles had the expertise or the raw materials to make them. 
Thei r use "as probabl) as jacket or coat material. A fu rther tabby SF 
1637 has abn heen dyed , in this instance bro\\n or black. and has ~am 
spun S x S. Although this piece does not have a teaselled fin ish. it may 
belong with the same group. 

Another easily tdcntified fabric-type is the coarse tabby from SF 16 70, 
woven from plied yarn. This is poorly preserved. but it is clearly made 
from >ome coar>e anunal hair Textiles of thi> son. generalh made 
from .:attle or goat hair. b, frequently of lm1 -grade wo~l. are r~gu larly 
recovered from medieval levels o r ports in Nllflvay. Sweden, Germany 
and lireat Bnwtn (SChJnlberg 19li4 : Waltun 1988). \\here the) are 
assumed to rcprcwnt \Happtng fabnc, lor mcrd1andtSe fhe piece from 
The lltggings came front lo11 er level, of area 1\. , "hich would coni(Jml 
with a medieval date . 

One further fragment of tabb). SF 1636, has pltcd yarn tn one dtrectton, 
presumably the warp. and single yarn in the other. Tex tiles which blend 
pl ied yam with single arc known from 1 5th-centu~ Oslo (Kjellberg 
1979). but thc,e arc coar>cr fabric; tha11 at the Biggings. The use of 
pl ied )am 111 li ner textiles is more common tn machine-woven textiles 
and th is piece. lrom upper levels ol' area I· is perhap;, intmst\C and 
modern 

SEAMS AND SEWING ' I'IIREAD 

\1an\ 1\1 the \\()\en fragrn.:nts sh0\1 >~gns ot' \I ear and were prohabl) 
alrcad) rags when they were buned. Sume include remains of seanb of 
different son' (illu> 1121 lhe '''"ng 1arn t> ah'a)' 2-plied from 
smonth glos,~ \l OO I ) am and i' relatt\ d~ coarse at I 2-2 :imrn 
diameter. A large numher nf similar plied thread> were liJtmd, together 
with ;,pun wea1·1ng yarn. ut levels do"' to the 17th-century floor in area 
E Thts suggcq .. , that se1\ mg ) arn \1 as bemg made or used m the 
d\\elling-house at th is tune. lt is impo$sible to identif) the garments 
from which the lragmcnts have come, except in the case of a foot 
co\ering SF 1655. probabl ) the foot part of some hose . 
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WOOL SOCK OR HOSE 

(illus 113) 

When the foot co1 enng SF J 655 from french J.\ . w nte.\1 8. 11115 fi rs t 
excavated 111 1978, 11 w<JS examined by Dr llclcn llcnnett, who wrote the 
ti>llo" mg descnpuon 

Foot ul a soc~ or stod.mg. 1ncompktc. comp,l>eu oft" " d1fferen1 
textib. one fon11ing the toe and the olher the hed section. J I Omm .\ 
113mm 

1. Toe section of ltghtlmeumm we1g.ht 2/1 t\\111. rcdd"h bro11n. 
11 01 en from smooth Cl en I) spun ~am (f(>r tcchntcal details , c,· 
tabk I 111 archi1 c) The ":et ion 1, formed from a :-mglc pie c.:. 
folded and seamed under 1he foot 

ti. Heel section of a hea\lcr. more l>pcn and c1cn fabm . tabb: ( le 
plain weave), reddtsh bro"n (see arehi\e tabk I ) Th1;, section I> 
considerably damaged and it is no longer clear whether it w<JS 
constructed from one or more pieces o f fabric lt is jotncd to 1he toe 
"ith a circular seam and a second seam runs under the foot and up 
the heel. As far as can be seen the sewing thread is the same in all 
scan1s. suggesting that the toe is part of the original rather than a 
repair. but the pteee IS toe> 1ncomplete forth" to be certam 

I he levels from which the foot covering SF 1655 w<JS excavated {KX) 
mclud~d 17th-century Contm~ntal rcdwarc ponef\ <lS 11cll a.' undated 
c:oarse 11arc' and fragments ot\teatlte 1 C» cis (5.6.6 abo1 ~I rh~ ZS ~ I 
twill with one face I cited is. howe1 er. t) p1cal of the I I th-151h ccntunc' 
t~ee abow ) and it IS tcntall\cl~ ' uggc\tcd that the 'ock is re-dcpo; Hcd 
from a mcd1c1 al context 

Dr Bennctt"s reporl contmues 

Despite 1he fragmentaf) cnndlllOn of th1s p1eec its Identification 
seems rcasonabl) certa1n There arc no comparable >ur.·1vab 
from medieval Scotland but parallels arc o tTcred by the 
HerJolfsnes site from 11hich 11cre reco1ercd a var1ct~ of c luth 
ho>c 1n vario us states o f preservation (Norlund 1924. 183-1 90) 
The seam under the fo(l l seems an uncomfortable arrangement 
but IS repeated 111 at least r11 o nf the Greenland example' 
Norlund also w mmenb un the practice of c:uttlng the leg and ti,ut 
separately, the leg and heel being Ill one. \\luch is li~cl) to have 
been the struclllre of this piece. The finding of a cloth stocking is 
appropriate 10 the med1e1 al penod as knitting IS unl ikcl~ to ha\c 
reached nonh -wcst Europe unul the late 151h centur: Until 1ha1 
time coverings for fool and leg were either worked d1rect from 
the yarn by sprang or nalebrndrng l'r. more frequently , made from 
11 ovcn cloth (llald 1953). Even aficr 1he 111troducuon ofkninmg. 
cloth stockings continued to be preferred in some areas into the 
I 7th and 181h centuries (eg Ben nett I 975. I 76; I lenshall 1952. 
26). 

Afler Dr Ucnnett had completed her research, funher cloth hose was 
recovered from 14th-ccntur: London (Crowfoot er a / 1992. 187-9) "I hi' 

b 

ll lus 112 
Seams used in the garment 
fragment> from lhc Btgging' 

11a<> made from wooltabb~ and the foot parr had been constructed 111 a 
s1mllar "a~ to lhe foot co1 mng from the B1ggmgs. 11 Jth a sean1 around 
the m1ddle of the foot ~md a lt:ngtlma) S ,cam along the sole In 
addit1on, lhe fully clothed body L>f a man recovered fr(>m a bog at 
Boc~'ten . S"cdcn. in 1936. has been published (Nockcrt 1985) The 
Bock; ten man 11 as wearmg garments of a late I Jth or 1-Hh cenrur: 'it) le 
and hts legs and feet were covcn.:d w1th long hose, very worn and 
rcpatrcd. made t"rl>lll 2/ 1 1will wnh a seam under the f(>ot (Noc~cn 
1Q8~ . 1~1 -2 1 lvln:- t post-medieval h'"e seem' to ha1e th~ sole \I OrJ..ed 
<lS a 'erarate p1ecc (Cro" loot er a/ 1'192. 18ll-'1. Orr 1922. 21 5, 219). 
except where rags have heen cobbled togclhcr as a foot wrapping 
( Bcnnell 1975) I h1s tend' to suppon the ' IC\\ that the ;ock or hose 
from the B1gg.mg\ IS mcd IC\ al in d3te 

KNITTING 

There are five examples ofknitung (SF 1639. SF l66 l111, SF 1662. SF 
lo6.lu ard SI I b69il ) \Jnne IS part1 cul arl~ fi ne. the coarsest he111g 
comparable " 1th modem :\ran-11 etght kmttmg 11 001 and lhe finc;,t 11 1th 
a heav) double-~nit. i\11 fragments were made from plied ) am. 
generally Z-plicd. but in one instance S·plicd (S F 1662). Three were 
made from \\hJte 11 0ol and two fromnaturallkece colours. SF 1661iii 
bemg onginall) dark grc} or brO\\n and SF 1662 similar. but paler lt is 
impossible to 1ell what kind of gannent the fragments c;ame from as 
the~ arc mostl~ \mall rmd knitted m plain '\ \(>eking st11ch The largest 
ptecc. I he pak grc~ lbro'1 n example from ) I· 1662. ha> a cast-on edge 
bul no mcrea~es or decreases or pattcming over 220mm x 215mm. One 
of the small fragments SF 1661 iii has several decreases. arranged in a 
circk as m1ght be e.\ pt:t· t.:d ar thc ccnlre cro11 n of tbc large llar Scots 
bonnet The on I) deeorat10n is 1n )I· 16691\ . ''here a ' tn gk n\11 of 
reversed stoc~111g stitch limns a crossways ndge 

ShctlanJ ha> hccome famous for th ~nmed goods 111 recent centuncs. 
although the craft 11a' \ ILl\\ to reach the 1slands "- nttting c1Hcrcd 
Europe m the medieval pc:nod. but was not ta~en up 111 Britain until the 
late 15th centuf) Profc\>lllllal bunnct-makas first beg111 to appear 111 
the records of the burghs of Lo11iand Scotland about AD 1500 tlknnett 
1987) and at some stage 111 the 161h century the craft scems to have hecn 
taken up domest1call) 1n Scotland i\ t about the same lime kn1tt1ng 
spread to D<:nmark and Iceland. although 11hen it arTIICd in Non1a~ IS 
k s :- ckar and I! mar not ha\'e reached S \I C<kn before the 17th centurY 
1 Kjcllhcrg 19lll . 23.7) ' 

l3} 1he earl) 171h centUI) l..n1tt111g had been C>tabltshed tn Shetland (see 
below. Comment). The man buried at Ounnister on Mainland Shetland 
111 the late 17th cenwr:·. described alxwe. wore knitted ~ locking.,. hat and 
glu1 C>. 11 ith a , econd hm and a knllted dra11 mmg pu" e on ht> person 
(Hcnshall & Maxwell 1952). These were all made from natural lleece 
colours. although some dyed yam had been used in the patteming of the 
purse :\11 knmmg ''a' mainly stockmg stitch. using l -plied or S-plied 
yarn The co<m>est kninmg was m the stockings. but even this was finer 
than lhe knittmg from the Bigging.,. Both the Gunnister hats had round 
cro" ns. whcr~<l!> I he Circular decreasing on the fragment SF I 661 tii is 
more l1 l..e the almost nat erol\llS of the bonneL~ from 17th-centul") Dava 
Moor. Mora)':-hire, and Tarvie, Ross-shire (llenshall 1952, 21-5, plate 
IV). these arc unly a little finer than the knittmg from the Biggings 
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7.6.3 MODERN MATERIAL 

The site at the Biggings was in continuous occupation 
unti I the 20th century and the stone G0rl or croft 
bui lding was abandoned in the 1930s. Surface finds 
include a woo l textile in 3/2 twill SF 1743, dyed with 
Saxe Blue, an indigo derivative in use from the mid 18th 
to the late 19th century; a fine black ?silk tabby SF 
1741. possibly the remains of a ribbon: and two pieces 
of twill , SF 1742 and SF 1740, remi niscent of the 
medi eval texti les. A further three textiles below the 
surface but sti 11 in the upper layers of the excavation are 
probably also re latively modem. These include a second 
example of 3/2 twil l, SF 165 1, very like the surface 
find SF 1743: a fine tabby-weave textile. probably 

machine-woven (SF 1636): and a synthetic-dyed twill 
SF 1671. 

Similar finds were recovered from St Kilda. from levels 
dated to 1860-1930. There were several examples of 3/2 
twill and a black silk bow on a metal pin. On both Papa 
Stour and St Kilda the heavy style of twill seems to have 
continued in use alongside machine-woven fabrics and. 
more rare ly. silk. The St Ki lda twills were similar to the 
old wadmal, but were now more frequent ly dyed a dark 
blue. By this time they were known as 'tweed'. which 
was to become one of the main exports of th e Hebrides 
and other Scottish is lands (Ryder 1983a. 5 1 I, 5 16-7). 

7.6.4 COMMENT 

It has become clear during this study that most of the 
texti les from the Biggings match those of the Norse 
settlements of the North Atlantic. These island products 
are significantly different from most textiles excavated in 
the towns of the Scandinavian homeland--<>r indeed else
where in north-west Europe- although a small number of 
the town texti les do occur in the Biggings collection. To 
understand how this came about, it is necessary to see the 
Shetland finds within the broader context of the European 
textile industry. its products, tools and raw materials. 

RAW MATE RIALS 

During the Iron Age the primitive brown-fleeced sheep of 
northern Europe were joined by a new strain which Dr M 
L Ryder has dubbed the European vari-coloured short-tail 
(Ryder 1968; 198 1: 1983b). These introduced a whole new 
range of fleece colours: black, brown, white, grey and 
occasionally roan (Ryder 1968). Further introductions 
and se lective breeding were to make white woo l more 
commonly avai lable through much of north-western 
Europe. but the vari-coloured short-tail continued to be 
farmed in Scandinavia and north Britain . 

The Norse took the same stock ro Iceland and thence ro 
the Faeroes and Greenland (Ryder 1983b. 543). so that 
the same coloured fleeces were available through all the 
Norse settlements from Green land to north-west Scot
land. Modem descendants of these sheep, such as the 
Spael of Norway, the Gotland of Sweden, the Orkney of 
the Northern Isles and the present-day sheep of Iceland 
and the Faroes, still have substantial numbers of coloured 
fleeces, which, from Or Ryder's measurements, can be 
matched with the wools from the Biggings in staple 
length , pigment and fibre diameter (Ryder 1968, 155; 
1983b, 542-3). 

U RBAN VERS S RURAL PROD UCTS 

The Norse al so took their traditional looms and weaving 
practices to their ne'' settlements. At the time that th e~ 
were first mov ing out into the North Atlantic in the 9th 
century, textile production through much of north-west 
Europe was still largely a domestic craft carried our b~ 

women using an upright warp-weighted loom. rhe prod
ucts of these looms were variants of2/2 twill and tabby. as 
can be seen for example in the Viking burials of the 
Scottish islands (Crowfoot 1949: Henshall 1952. 9-17). 

By the I lth century, however, matters were changing as 
the arrival of a new hori zontal loom in northern Europe 
coincided with the rise of new urban markets for cloth . 
Specialist 11 eavers, generally men. could now produce 
quantities of cloth for sale and the weave thi s new breed 
of artisan seems to have preferred was 2/ 1 twil l. Hun
dreds offragrnents of wool :2 ' 1 twill have been recovered 
from medieval levels of towns in German). Holland. 
Great Britain and Scandinavia . In England, where craft 
weavers became organised at an early age. the change 
from 212 twill and tabby to 2' 1 twi ll for clothing fabrics 
seems to have happened re latively quickly in the late 
I Oth and early J lth centuries. In Norway and Scotland 
the changeover was more gradual and in Scotland, at 
least, pale grey or fawn wool s seem to have played a 
more significant role than in England -although white 
woo l clearly had a foothold (Rydcr 1983a, 515). When 
ZS 2/ 1 twill made from white wool appears in the 
collection from the Biggings it seems most likely that it 
represents an import made in some European town. 

Medieval 2 ' I fabrics often had a fel ted face on one side 
and the development of th is kind of ·finish' represents 
the next change in textile production. In England 2/1 



twill was replaced by tabby weave in the course of the 
14th century as a teaselled and sheared nap was now 
applied to both faces of the fabric (Walton 199 1: Crow
foot et a/ 1992, 43-4). Again. in Norway and Scotland the 
same changeover took place. but up to a century behind 
the English industry. The finish was at first applied to 
dress weight fabrics (Walton 1981 ) but by the 17th 
century it was more commonly applied to heavy coat and 
jacket materials (Walton 1983). At the Biggings. the 
three red-dyed tabbi es SF 1640, SF 1641 and SF 1664, 
are representatives of this later type. 

These changes in textile products have been identified 
from the surviving fragments of clothing worn by resi
dents of towns. How country people dressed is less 
clear. In England in the medi eval period. ·russets'. ie, 
textiles in natural fl eece colours, were regarded as the 
proper clothing for 'all labourers and lower classes of 
the people ' (Strutt 1842/1970 ii , 1 06) and in Germany 
' grey cloth', was a rural product (Hoffmann 1974, 219). 
The weave of these country fabrics is not known, but it 
may be that they were similar to the textiles of the 
farm steads of the North Atlantic islands. On these 
is lands, through centuries of change in north-western 
Europe, weavers stalwartly produced the same 2/2 twill 
texti les as they had done since the Viking Age, using the 
same looms and the same coloured fleeces as before. 
Although European garment fashions such as the 
liripipe hood and the long, close-buttoned man's dress 
reached settlements such as Herjolfsnes, European 
fabrics and the new loom do not appear to have fol
lowed. These traditional 2/2 twills make up the bulk of 
the textiles from the Biggings . 

WADMAL AND OTHER NORTHERN PRODUCTS 

Documentary sources from Iceland. some as early as the 
11th century, describe a fabric called wad mal wh ich 
seems to have been woven in 2/2 twill on the warp
weighted loom (Hoffmann 1974, 194-226). The work 
was carried out by a woman servant. vejkona, with 
special responsibi lity for making cloth Ubid, 199. 2 19). 
The cloth was between two and three-and-a-half ells 
wide and 20 or more ells long. 17th- and 18th-century 
documents describe several different qualities of wad
mal and ca lculat ions based on an ell of 556mm suggest 
that these had thread-counts in the warp between 7 and 
12 threads per cm. All but the coarsest of the ?. /2 twills 
at tht: Bi ggings fit within thi s range. Another fabric. 
einskept, seems to have been a wool tabby of equal or 
lesser va lue to wadmal (ibid. 210. 363-5). /\gain. this 
wo uld fit most of the tabbies woven from natural tlcece 
colours from the Biggings. 2/ 1 twill on the other hand is 
nowhere described in the Icelandic sources (ihid, ?.00). 
Finds of textiles woven in 2/l twill with typical warp
weighted starting borders from Oslo ( Kjellberg 1979, 
86-7) and Lund, Sweden (Lindstmm 1982, 182-3, 19 1 ), 
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show that the old loom could sometimes be adapted to 
weave 2/1 twill . but th is seems to have been on ly in or 
near town s. presumab ly to compete with the horizontal 
loom's products. The 2/ 1 weave is not a natural product 
of the warp-weighted loom, nor is it the tradi tional one. 

Wadmal woven on the warp-weighted loom was Ice
land 's main medieva l export. Wadmal was also made in 
Norway, the Faeroes. Orkney and Shetl and (Hoffmann 
1974, 2 12, 365, 368), all places where the warp-weighted 
loom continued long after it had been replaced elsewhere 
(ibid, 52-3 ). In the Northern Isles the horizontal loom 
may not have arrived until the 18th century, which is 
when it reached Iceland and the Faeroes. Certainly. the 
old loom was still known in Orkney in 1790, although it 
had fallen out of use by that time (ibid, 5 1). There is no 
reason why wadmal shou ld not be woven on a horizontal 
loom, but its production seems to have been especially 
centred on the more remote di stricts where the warp
weighted loom was the main weaving equipment. 

In Shetland wadmal was used to pay skatl. a form of 
land tax, payable to the jar is on behalf of the Norwegian 
crown (Bennett unpublished, 32) and according to the 
accounts from the Royal Residence in Bergen hje/ie
vadma/1, Shetland wadmal was imported into Norway in 
some quantity (Hoffm an n 1974. 368 n l 02). The quality 
ofthe traded fabric is not known. but it seems reasonable 
to call the 2/2 twills from the Biggings hjeltevadma/1. 
Wadmal continued to be made long after the islands were 
no longer under Norwegian control and it rema ined the 
main clothing fabri c of working people in to the late 18th 
century (Fenton 1971! , 46 1-2). In the following century 
the name wadmal was sti ll used, but by thi s time it was 
more frequently dyed and presumably woven on the 
horizontal loom (ihid) . 

KNITTING IN SHETLAND 

Or Hoffmann has noted that the craft of kni tt ing often 
took hold in those areas where wool was plent ifu l but 
the rather slow and cumbersome warp-we ighted loom 
was the only means of weaving it up (l loffrnann 1974, 
225. 369. n 11 3 ). Kn itt ing seems ro have reached the 
Shetlands in the late 16th or early 17th cenrury. when it 
was taken up by the families of tenant farmers as a 
casual occupation. to be fitted in between chores about 
the farm (Bcnnett 1987). The local sheep. as has been 
described. were simi lar to the Orl-.ne) (the present-day 
Shetland breed has been select ively bred from th is stock 
within the last hundred years: (R~der 1983a. 535) and 
had a line underwool especia lly suited to knitted goods. 
The lleeces could be ·rooed'. that is. plucked from the 
sheep in midsummer, when most of the hairs in the fleece 
would be left behind (Ryder 198Ja, 531 ), although there 
is no evidence for this in the knitted goods from the 
Biggings. 
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From sheep to knitted gam1ent did not take long. In 1615 
a couple contrived to steal a black ewe fTom a neighbour 
and · make ane pair of sock is of the woll thair or before 
they could be caught (Ben nett 1987, 49). In the long 
winter evenings of the Northern Isles, stockings. gloves 
and nightcaps could be knitted up from homespun yam 
and then sold to merchants, or more especially visiting 
Dutch and English seamen who called at Lerwick on their 

\\ ay to the northern fishing grounds. Some of the knitted 
fragments from the Biggings are typical of early Shet land 
1-.nitt ing in the use of natural colours of the fleece. The 
present-day use of Fair Is le patterns and fancy lace 
stitches were 19th-century introductions (Ben nett 1987. 
55-60) and the pieces from the Biggings are from coarser. 
more functional gam1ents. 

7.6.5 CONCLUSION 

A !though the textiles from the Biggings came from 
insecurely dated levels, examination of the finds suggests 
that their date-range runs from the 12th century to the 
present day. The text iles have proved to be typical of the 
clothing of th e farm ing-fishing communities of the North 
Atlantic islands : solid. natural ly-coloured twills and 
tabbies, with the addition of knitted goods in later 
centuries. Only one of the twil ls seems to have been made 
into a better class of fabric. the heav il) felred. dyed piece 
SF 1676, which may have had a fur trim. 

Unlike the settlements of Greenland, the communit) on 
Papa Stour seems to have had access to some traded cloth. 
reflecting the Shetl and Is les ' closer links with parts of 

north-west Europe through traders and visi ting fishermen. 
It is already known that in the 18th century better-off 
citizens of the Shetland townships would wear English 
cloth, while poorer people would wear locally made 
fabrics. except perhaps for Sunday clothes (Fenton 1978. 
460-2). Such a posi tion may have obtained in earlier 
centuries. as \\ell. o doubt linens from Orkney or from 
Scotland (ihiJ. 6. 49 1-3) would also have been worn. 
although these would have perished rapid!) in the pear: 
soi Is of the Biggings. The surviving imported fabric s are. 
however. represented in onl;. small numbers and spread 
over a long period of time: on Papa Stour at least. the bulk 
of the clothing. from the 12th centur;. onwards. seems to 
ha\e been solid home-made Shetland wadmal. 

7.6 .6 TEXTILE DISTRIBUTION AT THE SITE 

Bcverlev Ballin Smith 

Stratigraphically the earliest textiles. as described above. 
were recovered from the eastern side of the excavation. 
around and beneath the Phase 3 stofa. Two pits from 
Phase I. J I I 0 and PL 161. produced fragment s of 2 2 
twil l text ile and yam. 

PHASE 2 

In Pha.'c 2 there was sum~ 11 oul tabb) and ra11 lkccc from the ~urncr 
hearth J 108 of the dynf!Ja and a bundle of 11ool )am from the cut 
surrounding the lire-pit JL84. 

PHASEJ 

In Phase 3, the majorit} of textiles. fibres and }am. again com~ from the 
eastern end of the site. where a new stofa was erected above that of 
Phase 2. A fragment of 2/ l twill. the earliest, was found Just below the 
wooden floor llf the stofa . and both unproc.:ssed fibre and fleece 11cre 
found on the floor. In addition to fleece. canle and goat hair 11a.' also 
found . In a contemporary building at the west side of the >ite. the skdil. 
both textile (tabby) and unprocessed plant fibre were found 111 deposits 
immediately above the oven. 

With the end of use of the Phase 3 stofa, there is a related decli ne in the 
number of textile samples from the east end of the s1 te. Fragments of2f2 
twill from a pit L24. dug into the remains of the sroja, are the only 
textiles from this part of the site. 

PHASE 4 

n contra." a large number nf te\ttlcs \\ere I(Hmd m as'nc1at1on 111th the 
Phase 4 d"elling-house Cl rcnches 1:/EJ) wh1ch replaced the slq(a Over 
40 fragments of 2 2 111 Ill "1th >LII11C plaltd 11 0ul <md anunal fibres 
11cre found beneath the \\ ll<)Jen floor of thl> buildmg Thi> amount of 
nwtcrial may indicate di>turbancc of earlier comcxts beneath th.: 
d11 ellmg.-hnuse or ru1 acm e contcmporar} texuk produ.:uon I <> 
'uppon the latter. the fluor. and wnte:~.t> around the hearth of the 
dwelling-house produced t'ragmems of tabhv textile. wool yarn. animal 
lihres and several c\amplc' ,)fknittmg. the first at the site Abo\e the 
lloor '":re found 2/1 111 ill and tabh) Jexule>. 11 001 yam and 
unproccsscd 11 ool In peaty deposits ( K 17. K98, 111 2) surrounding the 
hutldmg.' on the \ICSt Stde nf the ~lie and a 11all n u (K 127). 11 ere 
'cvcral ' runple, llf 212 111111. a l1 ttl.:: tabh) and man} fragment;, n f 
~nining as well as plrull and animal fibres l.ike the material beneath the 
floor of the d1' dlmg-hl'U'c. some of the other sampks fo und in th1 <> 
Phase could ha1c dcm ed from Phase 3 depositS or could ha1e been 
discarded from the dwelling-house Itself. In all 41 samples can1e from 
tlm pha,c 

PHASE 4-5 

Bet\H!en Phases 4 and :i (Phase .J-5) se1eraltext1le>. notabl) 2/2 t11 Ill 
with a tinlc 2/ 1 twill and animal fibres were found in. or lining, pi ts 
(1.4 1. E64 ) or in a s1lt context (PI 14.J) 1011ards the eastern >ide of the 
s1tc. A lntlc 2/2 t111ll and some ammal fibre were found m peat and sand 
at the western end of the site. 



PHASES 

The Phase 5 dwelling-house (Trench K) produced the majority of tabby, 
211 and 2/2 twills as well as wool yam and plant and animal fibres of 
thi s phase: 15 samples in all mcludmg the foot covering. Fragments 
were found just above the lloor, and in the drains (K20. K34. E9) 
<tSsociated with th.: building. Although it is quite possible that some 
textile production was carried out in this dwell ing-house. many of the 
' amp\cs were found in di~turbed comcxts. 

HO RN AR I EFACTS + ~0_1 

PHASES 6 & 7 

All the samples (including the modem material) from Phases 6 and 7 
were from the topsoil and disturhcd contexts. A little tabby texti le. "ool 
fibre and cord came from the Gorl to 1ndicate that textile production 
survived at the site to modem times. 

7.7 HORN ARTEFACTS 

Sonia O 'Connor with D James Rackham 

Six items of horn were submitted for study. Five of them 
had been kept wet as found and required some 
conservation treatment: the sixth from L 14 SF 16 13, had 
previous ly been treated elsewhere. Four were cattle horn. 
one most probably goat, and one could not be identified 

to species. In addition there are five other artefacts, three 
previously identified by D James Rackham, one 
cl as si tied under ' Iron artefacts' and one found among the 
plant samples. The latter two have not been identified to 
spec1es. 

7.7.1 THE PIECES 

CONDITION AND CONSOLIDATION 

SF 1612 (JL3). SF 16 14 (PLII 3) and SF 1615 (PLI 64) were al l 
packaged wet. They all had friable. llaking or delaminating surfaces 
and. allcr removal of burial deposits using a soft brush, the decision was 
taken to consolidate them by impregnating with an acrylic dispersion 
polymer. Consolidation was achieved by immersion in Revacryl 452 
(Harlow Chemical Company) diluted to 50% with dislilled wat.:r 
!a llowed by air drying. 

SF 1616 was li fted on a block of peat. underlain by a buff coloured cl a~ . 
and was kept wet until it was freeze-dried. The entire block was 
prepared for freeze-drying by immersion in a solution of polycthylcnc 
glycol and then deep frozen. The water was then removed from t h~ 
frozen object as water vapour under high vacuum. No dimensional 
changes were observed. The soil block was then carefull y excavated 
revealing the remains of more horn beneath the peg. 

sr: 161 7 was also li tled on a !)lock of soil incorporating a mass of iron 
corrosion. After careful excavation of the soil block the object was 
X-rayed revealing the nature and extent of the iron component. The 
horn was then consolidated as descri bed above and the outer corrosion 
cmst was removed using an airbrasive unit to expose the surviving 
dctail of the object. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PIECES 

SI· 161 2 from Phase 6 is the distal tip of a eau le horn 5mm long and 
c .JOmm x J3mm wide at the basal end. with the horn w rc cavi l\ 
, un ·1vmg to a depth of 4mm J'he external surface is eroded but the 
, hape of the horn is well prescn ed and g1vcs no mdication o[\\Orkmg 
The basal edge ha~ been cut straight across and the very point of the 
horn tip removed. There is also a vel) rough. sub-circular hole. of 
nHLXImum diameter 13mm. through the lateral -;urface of the horn 
sheath at the distal end of the horn core cavity. The sheath IS vel) thm 
here probably due to erosion rather lhan work ing. and there is no 
evidence to suggest that this hole is anything other than a natural 
consequence of this decay. 

SF 1613 from the Gorl (Phase 6) (illus 114) is a longitudinal strip of 

horn 62mm long, IOmm wide and Smm thick. which is slightly curved 
along its length. There are no diagnostic features which allow a 
con fidem spec ies ident ification. The margins of the concave surface 
are rounded and one end is roughly pointed and the other had been cut 
flat. Below the fl at end three V-shaped notches have been cut on either 
edge over a distance of 18mm. There has been some damage to the 
notched decoration but generally the surface detai l of this object is 
well preserved. 

SF 1614 from Phase 5 1S a badly exfoliated. distal hont tip, 95mm long. 
the VCI)' point of which had been cut off. No other evidence of working 
has survived. Although the surface and interior of this horn is very 
eroded neither the overall shape nor the grain of th~ horn di spla) the 
cun ·ature or torsion assoc1ated with cattle hom. Indeed the horn is vel)· 
straight with a flattened. pronounc~ll ell ipt1cal , cross section. Although 
flattening could have been deliberate or have occurred during burial . on 
balance thee\ idcnce suggests that this is goat horn 

SF 161 5 from the fill of a feature in Phase 4-5, is a well preserved 
section of a cattle horn with a maximum length and width of 62mm and 
54 mm respec t ive ! ~ , The section has been taken from the basal end of 
the horn by two transverse cuK lt may have been an entire circle of 
horn as the longitudinal edges of the section are broken not cut. The 
cun ature of the horn has sun·i\-cd and the IC:atures of the external 
surface and the horn core cavity ar.: very well presen•cd indicating that 
these surfaces have not hecn worked. 

SF 1616 from Phase 4-5 is a \\Ooden peg \\ ith as~ociateJ horn 
!Tagments. This whole s t~m peg is made of 1\lllo\\ (Salix sp ) and was 
idcntilled b~ Dr Allan llall of the f-'nvironmental :\rdmeolog) Unit. 
Uni\ ersir~ of Ynrk. lt IS 11 mm th1ck and 17mm \\ ide and 81 mm long, 
ending in a breal... The top 15ntrn of the peg, 11hich \\a' "ithm the area 
of the horn fragments. swells to 16mm thick by 2-lmm wide above 
which the edges have heen bevel led. fhc 1<1\\er surface of the peg. 
wh ich had rcmamed embedded m the peat. has some longitudinal 
corrugations and examination of the end grain shows a collapsed wood 
structure Both these features ind icate that the wood, once degraded. 
has at some point dried ou1 and shrunk. The top of the p.:g beneath the 
horn ha> shrunk less possibly because it wa> protected in this position 
and remained less degraded. The lower surface of the peg is smoothly 
curved transversely whilst the exposed area of the upper surface is 
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lllus 114 
Worked horn SF 1613. wooden peg 1111h ~'iSOCI~I~d horn fragment'>. SI 1616. and horn and 1ron t111 st·bll SI· 16 17 

warsel~ faceted longitudinal! ) Absence of ltlllgltudmal ct>rrugatll>n, 
on this ;,urface may 1nd1Catc that these facets arc not the result;, t>l 
deliberate working hut damage sustained upon excavation 

Only two small fragments of horn survived above the upper surfacc Df 
the peg. but a much larger piece was located with in the peat a few mm 
below the peg. The orientatiOn of the gram of the hom and the pOSIIIon 
of the fragments in relation 10 the peg suggest that the top of the peg 11 as 
inserted through the side of the basal end of a horn (ill us 114) As the 
object la) 111 the ground the basal end of the horn 11as to the left of the 

peg lkcathe " ' the Jl•"'r prc,cr~ auon ot the ,mall amount .,r horn 
11h1ch has sur~1vCd 11 " unposs1blc to speculate ab11Ut the onginal 
extent or shape of the hnrn element of this object. but the survivmg 
surfaces detail does md1ca1e that tlm was mtl\1 probabl~ canle horn. 

SF 1617 from burnt deposits ovt:r the Phase 3 stofa (Phase -1 ) (ill us 
Il-l ). 1s a horn-handled 1ron twist-bit/gimlet. Additionalmfom1at10n is 
b) Carole A Moms (Sec also 7.5 ). 

The handle i> made from the distal11p of a cattle horn. it is I 05mm long 



and c 33mm in diameter at its widest point. "here the iron rod passes 
through it 55mm from the tip. The longer end tapers naturally to the tip 
of the horn but the basal end has been cut or shaped to produce a s imilar 
taper and many overlapping faceL~ are visible The top of the horn core 
cm ll) protrudes into the basal end tor c 15mm and th1~ end I> neat I) cut 
acro'' where the taper impmgcs on the cavny. 

The 1ron bn IS YS- 1 OOm m long 11 1th an un~n011 n tang ,hape. One end I> 

nw,h with the concave lateral surli1ce of the horn and 11 protrude, from 
the wnvex surface for 6 7mm pnpendieular to the long ax1' of the 
handle lt is hanunercd tlat and has a rounded square cro,,.,cctioncd 
shall c 9mm thick. The di stal end >hOI\S the beginn1ng <lf a doch1 isc 
twist before it ends in a break. This object is perhaps a horn handled 
gimlet or twist hit 

Three other pieces of cattl e horn sheath were previously identified by 
D James Rackham and these arc mcluded here. All three fragments arc 
ti-om the solid ponion of the horn sheath at the tip of the horn and above 
the bony core. lt is possible that pan of the sheath surrounding the core 
where the horn is thinner and more prone to exfoliate has tailed to 
surv ive burial . although the sol1d tip ma' have been cut otr the 
remmndcr of t he sheath. 

SF 1609 ti-om a drain cut in Phase 5. the best preserved of the pieces is a 
worked ponion of the distal tip of the horn sheath. One side of the 
sheath has been faceted by the culling or shaving of horn from the outer 
surface and c 25mm from the sun 11 ing tip of the fragment a small hole 
ha~ been cut out of the facet. On the ' 'pposnc side of the >heath fr<lm the 
facet 11111ch of the horn has been lt,st. either h) erosinn or \\Orl..111g. or 
both. ;md the c~vity for the horn core tip 1:. c~po;,cd. On the lateral 
surface (the outer curvature) of the horn. a st·cond facet has been cut on 
the basal ha If of the fragment. appmx1matd~ at right angles 10 th.: first 
facet. lt is possible that the tip may also be worked but thac arc no clear 
cut surfaces indicating an1ticial damage. 

SF IntO from Phase 4 shows no evidence or,,ork ing. lt is the tip of the 
horn with the outer layer> eroded and exfoliated. 

A piece. now lust from Phase 5. had lost the tip of the horn. and one 
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side tlf the sheath was badly eroded. but a portion of the horn core 
cavity was present at the basal end of the fragment. This piece was 
also not worked. 

Subsequent to the 11rning of tlm report. t\\ ll additional horn pieces 
were lncated. 

SF 11 ') from Ph;be -t (diu' 115) IS a horn roundel. cut through a ' ccllon 
of prc'>umabl) cattle horn Its mc<L,uremcnt~ are 44mm x 22mm and 
although bro~en through. it 11 as Miginall) a complete circle of horn. 11 
:.ho11 > no surface 11 or~ m g. and appears to be 1 er: snmlar to S~ I o 15. 

SF 1062 is also from Plut>c 4 (illu;, 90 above). but found in a pit fill at 
the c<blcrn 'idc of the s1tc lt is a knife handk 11 nh the remnant, of the 
iron h\ade sullpre!;cnt. The handle 1S oval m cruss scctl\lll, sonK \ 3mm 
x 15mm and has a cylindrical body which measures 70mm in length. 
The horn is <.:ra~~cd and ;hm1s some exfoliation of the surface. 

119 

diu> 11 ~ 
llorn rin~ SF 11 9: n:produced at approx 1/ 1. 

7.7.2 DISTRIBUTION OF ARTEFACTS 

Bcvcrle\" Ballin :-;mith 

(table 18) 

PHASE 5 Very few of the horn artefacts are from well stratified 
contexts which tell us about its use on the s ite. The 
earliest pieces arc from Phase 4, suggesting that 
fragments from earlier phases have not survived the 
depositional conditions. The condi tion of the recovered 
artefacts is poor but the surviving fragmen ts indicate that 
horn was a resource which ' ' ould have b..:en used from 
earl iest times on the site . 

f he three 1tenh lr<lm th1' pha,e 11crc found 111 a dram cut. sli t ;md a 
mi~ed 'til l. spread across the s1te. 

I he ~n1tc SF I 062 \\a;, d1,carded 11110 a p1t lill1n Pha'c ~ : the 111 1:.tbll 
or gun kt SF 161 7 wa;, 1(1und 111 contnh as"'ciatcd 1111h the 
destruction 0f the Phase ] .1toja. and espcc1all~ that of 11s nHll The 
n:ma1n1n~ 111 0 arte facts frnm th1 ' phase. llcT<: from predomu1antl) 
peaty nmtexts below or surround 111g huild1ng-> on the 11estern part of 
the :.1t<.: r"o other artefacts. inctudmg th<: htlm anJ lltluden p<:g sr-

Trend1 
11 ,, 
I-I .I 
J Jl 
I 
p 

R 

Total 

16 16. "ere found at the cast side of the snc 111 a le' elllng la) er and a I able I g 

Pha'c 
-1 -t /5 

n 
11 

11 11 

11 
() I 
I) 11 

-t ~ 

5 0 fotal 

( I ~ 

I 11 ~ 
() I) 11 

I u _; 
(I [I 

I 0 ~ 
I) 

3 2 11 

shallow feature fill. llorn artefacts l"rolll the Oiggings - number; hy phase and trench. 
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PHASE6 

The last two artefacts from the site were found"" ithin the lill of the Gorl 

Although there arc only eleven artefacts. they do reflect some of the 
uses to which horn was put. The sheathing of an iron blade and the 
metal twistbit in horn handles. reflect the everyday use to which the 
resource was put. Horn was a by-product of animal husband!) and as 
such was a material which was readily available on the 1sland. The items 

made from horn arc those which could have been easily made at the site 
and did not require any outside expertise 

Note 

The conscrvauon of these finds was earned out b) Sonia O'Connor, 
except for the freeze-drying of SF 1616, which was perfomted by J im 
Spriggs at the Conservation Laboratories of the York Archaeological 
Trust 
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THE BUILDINGS AT THE BIGGINGS: SEQUENCE AND FUNCTIONS 

Barbara E Crawford & Beverley Ballin Smith 

8.1 SUMMARY OF THE BUILDING HISTORY 

Phase I: The oldest C 14 date obtained at the east end of 
the site (cal AD 597-820: GU 1629) may suggest pre
Norse act ivity. but the peat charcoal from wh ich the 
estimation was taken is not considered to be a reliable 
material for such dating methods. 

Phase 2: ( 11th-12th centuries). The phase comprises two 
structural subphases: 
2a: ll1e earliest structural ~vidence is for the sunken 
floored building, the dyngja. Evidence of comparable Ice
landic and Norwegian structures indicate that it was a bath
house or weaving house. probably dat ing to the I I th cent
ury, which was the period when such structures were in use. 
Phase 2b: ll1e change of heating from wall-hearth to centrdl 
fire-pit suggests a development of this building along the 
lines of the strifa type. bui lt of wood and with wall benches. 
dating to the 12th century (C 14 date from wood charcoal 
from floor J I 07 cal AD I 01 7-1 256: GU- 1603). 

1t was accompanied at the west end of the site b) 
evidence for two structures. probably all 'vooden. 
interpreted as a possibl e eldhus . and a ha ll or skti!i. There 
arc no radiocarbon determinations from these buildings. 
but the artefacts are not inconsistent with a construction 
lying between the middle of the 11 th to the beginning of 
the 12th century (evidence comes primarily from the 
Norwegian bakestone fragments and the Paffrath ware 
found in later disturbances), and its use end ing c AD 1250 . 

Phase 3: (c 1200 - c 1400) There was a c lt.:ar remodelling 
of the eastern Phase 2 structure into a classical stoji1 
buil ding along Norwegian I ines. '' ith wooden fl oor. and 
wood-coven;d benches. corner hearth and well-built 
stone sill fo undation for west gable "all . This is lil-.cl~ to 
be linked with th e ne\\' politi cal circum stances a tier I 195 
and the establ ishmen t of a royal Norwegian adrn in ist
rat ion in Shetland. The C 14 date of cal !\ D 999- 1214 
(G U 1775 ) was from a lloor plank (which ma) h<Jvc been 
re-used). and the archaeological ..:• idence points to it 
being in use for two centu ries. The protective wall on the 
south side was added perhaps towards the end of the life 
of the bu ilding. Addition of privy outside west gable 
allocated to this phase. 

At the west end , modifications took place and two 
structures cou ld still be identified: the skcl/i was probably 
rebuilt. or remodelled, and its fire-pit was replaced by an 
oven; the westernmost bu ilding became a new and larger 
eldhus. with stone walls. Fragments of a medieval jug, 
and pumice dated to after AD 1362. are consistent with a 
use from approxi mately the middle of the 13th centu ry to 
th..: beginning of the 15th. 

Phase 4: (c 1400 - early 1600s) The Phase 3 stofa cont
inued in use but a decline in its status could be identified. 
showing evidence of hard domestic usage. Wooden 
fl ooring needed to be covered with groups of flagstones. 
and pits were dug for steeping or dyeing of textiles. 

In the west end, two buildings replaced the earlier 
structures, both with stone \Valls. One is a two-roomed 
dwelling-house. the other an attached ancillary structure 
with a hearth possibly cont inuing the fun ction of the 
earlier e/dhus. Th eir suggested dat ing is from the begin
ning of the 15th century to probably the middle of the 
17th. The end date is based on the evidence from 
imported conti nental redwarc ceramics. 

Phase 5: (earl) 1600s - mid 19th centuf) ) This period Sa\\o 
the build ing of a stone dwe ll ing-house which is depicted 
on 1846 plan (Endpapers ). lt remained in use from the 
early 17th through to the mid 19th century. In the west 
end there was a single dwell ing-house at the beginn ing of 
the phase with at least two rooms. with the addition of a 
poss ible yard or byre/barn . Additional walling suggest 
fu rth..:r bui lding took plac..: prior to I !!46. 

Ph <~sc 6: (rnid 19th c..:ntur~ to 1930s) Deqruction of the 
c: xisting housing and previous sett lement al ign ment tool-. 
place bet \1 een 1850 and 1880. The small croft house 
called ·the (jorl ' was built ncarl;. at right angles over cast 
end of formn houses. lt was in use unt il 1930s. 

There were no recognisable structures tor th is phase at 
the west end. 
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8.2 PHASE 2: BUILDINGS OF THE 11TH AND 12TH CENTURIES 

At the east end of the site this phase is characterised b) a 
wooden building. a dyngja. with internal banks. a central 
fire-p it (J I 05), and a hearth (J I 08) abutting the north 
bank. To the west. there is a rectangular structure. 

functioning as a probable hal l or skali. with a tire-pit 
(Hi20) at one end and :.J hearth (EJ22) at the other. In 
addition there is an assoc iated bui lding with a hearth 
( K 156) '" h ich m a) have been a cookhouse or t!ldhus. 

8.2.1 T HE EAST END OF THE SITE: THE DYNGJA 

(il lus 24: 116) 

The fi rst recognised building at the east end had been dug 
down below ground level when constructed. therefore 
appearing slightly sunken. and th is feature was noticeable 
throughout the two succeeding phases of occupation. The 
banks at the sides were 0.3-0.4m. higher than the earliest 
noor level (illus 117). and the nature ofthis relationship was 
particularly clear at the building'<; \\'CS! end. J'hc dimens
ion~ of the building \\ere<' 5.-lm ' -1.-lrn (the latter being 

I' 

• I 

I I 

illus 116 
lntcrpn:tauonnf <tructurc> 111 Phase 2 skci/1 and .-!dim~ 11 11h the d\'l!f!Ju 

the v.idth between the banks). Barely an: evidence of a 
structure survived. although three smal lish postholcs were 
recorded at the westem end of the bui lding. and a larger 
one at the NE comer. which may have had something to do 
with a wooden superstn1cture. There "'as no evidence 
"hich cou ld be used to indicate 11 here the entrance had lain. 

Internal tl:aturcs consic;ted of a massil'e central ti re-pit 

I , \ I !~ 

11 fll 

lllq 
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illus 117 
Floorpl an and reconstructed proft lc of the Ph as.: 2 dynsua 
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(J I 05). with its associated soakaway (J95b ). and a 
rectangular wall-hearth (J I 08) abutting against the north 
bank. There were also clusters of stake-holes at the 
western edge of the flooring and east of the hearth-pit 
(illus 11 7a). Tile flooring (J I 07) was of trampled clay and 
ash, with some areas of paving at the lowest level. 

COMPARISONS FOR THE SUNKEN BUILDING 

What could have been the use of this smalli sh, slightly 
sunken and rather clean bui lding, with two remarkable 
hearths of different types? The sunken nature of some 
Norse dwelling-houses occasionally appears in the 
archaeological record. At the site of Herjolfsdalur in the 
Westmann Islands in Ice land it appears that ·all the 
houses had lowered floors, and this indicates that the 
inner spaces of a house were fonned by sinking the floor 
level before work began on the wall and roof-bearing 
structures ' (Hem1anns-Auoardottir 199 1, 23). The 
buildings were mostly ' hall-like' houses or longhouses 
and not sunk very deep except for Room VU, a 
food-preparation room, which appears to have been 
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illus 118 
Plan of the pit-house at StedJC. 
Sogndal, Norway (from 
Martenson J9<l3 ). 

0.7-0.8m deep. and according to the excavator a real 
·pit-house · (grophus) ( 1989. 7 1 ). She claimed however 
(not without much adverse com ment) that the site was 
pre-Viking, extending back to the 7th and 8th centuries. 

Pit-! louses 
Small sunken buildings with some particular function 
have been excavated in Iceland. and recent ly in Norway, 
dating from the late Viking Age. Similar sunken houses. 
associated with weaving and usually known as gruben
hiiuser are well-known from north Gennany and 
southern Scandinavia in the Migrat ion period (the 5th-
6th centuries AD) as we ll as from Anglo-Saxon England. 
Those excavated at Oddemes in southern Norway are 
rather typical, dimensions being roughly 4.0m x 3.0m 
and 0.45m deep, but wi th insubstantial hearths and very 
few finds (Rolfsen I 976). 

Viking-Age examples from Scandinavia are less plentiful. 
and until recently were barely represented in the 
archaeological record in Nor.¥ay. Excavations at Stedje in 
Sogndal have now produced a classic example of a 
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sunken-floored building (grophus), of roughly rectangular 
dimensions (5.6m x 4.8m) and with roof-supporting posts 
near each corner as well as wall posts which probably 
supported a plank wall (Martensen 1993: 1997) (illus 
I I 8). lt had a stone-slab hearth built into one wall and the 
finds (72 loomweights and 15 spindle-whorls) prove 
incontrovertibly that it had been used for texti le acti\ il) 1• 

Sunken-floored structures have been found in several 
different locations in Iceland, dat ing from the early 
centuries of the sett lement. These are thought t.o have 
functioned as either bath-houses, or weaving-houses. or 
both (Olafsson 1992). We also have the remarkably 
interesting wrinen evidence for just such a structure 
being used as a bath-house in the famous passage in 
Eyrbyggja Saga which describes the fate of the trouble
some berserks, who were killed emerging from the bath
house at Hraun . The description of th~ bath-house 
specifically says that: · Jt \\ as pan ly belo\\ ground le\ el, 
and immediately above the fi re-place there was a skylight 
for pouring water through from the outside· (trans 
Palsson & Edwards, 78r. 

1 T he author ( BEC) b grateful to both Mona Martcnsen, and I rond 
l.oken for prov iding generous amounts of in formation ahout the 
grophus at Stcdj e and other pit-houses in Norw a) . 
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ill us 11 9 
Plan of the pit-house at GranaswOir. 
Iceland (from Einars on 1994) . 

Excavat ions at Hvitarholt have uncovered five small pit
houses at the farn1 senlement, one of them with a covered 
drain leading outside through the wall , and they were 
generally interpreted as bath-houses (Magnusson 1972). 
At Grelutottir there were two , the largest measuring -t .2m 
x 2.2/2.5m and 1.2m deep (O iafsson 1980, 73). The more 
recently excavated pit-houses at Hjalmsstooum and 
Granastaoir on Iceland wt:re dug down c 0.75m and 0.6m 
into the ground respecti vely. The first measured c 4.5m x 
2.5m. the second 3.5m x 2.99m internally. both with 
rounded corners (Oiafsson 1992, 5 1; Einarsson 1994, 
75-6). The Granastao ir pit-house (illus 11 9) was 
surrounded by a marked earthen bank. which would 
appear to bear some simi larity to the north bank (P2) at 
the Biggings (illus 11 7b). All of these examples have 
postholes, mostly around the periphery. although 
Grelutouir I was more rectangular and had them nearer 
the corners. These wer~ for ~upponing Ll roof \\ hich 
probabl) came down IO\\ O\ er the turf \\ ails. The most 
striking internal features are stone fireplaces or ovens. At 
H jalmssto6um there were m o large oven . one in the 

W corner and the other aga inst the southern wall. under 

~ The author (13El') is grateful to Paul Biht rc for dwwmg thts 
description to her attention. 
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a mound of cracl,ed tire-stones (i llus 120). The former 
was 0.3m high. made (lf th ree large flat ~tones and with 
one open side to\\ards the room. it \\as 0.8m brnad anti 
0.6m deep. and said not 10 bl· of the '>Ort found in a 
dwelling-house (01afsson 1992. -17). Finds \\·ere few but 
of a categOr) "hich suppom the interpretation that its use 
had been for women's activities. particularly wool
working: there "ere some spinning-\\ horls. a l...n if e. a 
broken sherd of steatiw (used for a loorn-,~eight?). a 
ston e lamp and an iron wool-cardi ng tool. Recognisable 
finds at Granastaoir " ere primarily loomweights and 
spindle-whorls. while Cirelutottir 11 produced 13 of the 
latter (Einarsson 1994. 78: Olal~son 1980. 76). fhese 
clear!) functioned as" cavi ng houses. 

Cluster~ of <> t ake-hok~ arc recorded rn all these 
pit-hou~es in Iceland and have been thought to ha\e 
something to do with wooden structures <> uch as bcnche~ 
(see 111.17 in Magnusson. 1972. \1 here the~ are de-,cribetl 
as being 2--lcrn in diamch.:r). Similar small holes found in 
one corner of the earth floor of the I Oth-11 l th-century 
house on Vice). Iceland . were interpreted as mar!- left 
bythesupportsofan upright loom (Hallgrimsdott ir 1991, 
124). I Iowever those found at ll,ia lmsstot1um (ill us 120) 
have been given a no, cl interpretation. Owr 200 of them 
"'ere recorded there (in the Jo,, er floor kvel) anti 
grouped at the west end. around the centre of the room on 
the nonh and south sides. but not along the north or south 
walls. !'here w~.:re vel) few at the ~.:ast end \\ here the door 
is thought to have been. They ""ae 20-.'iOmm in diameter 
and 50-J OOmm deep. Guomundsson's innovative 
suggestion is that these are the marks left by the long 
distaff " hich the women had stuck into the ground in 
order to steady the distafT whi le spinning- he supplies 
some medieval drawings which indicate how it would 
have been used. 
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diu\ 120 
Plan <lf Hj alm>st(H)um. 
Iceland . shtm mg the 
s tal..~h0les l fnm1 
Olalo;,on I '}9:!) 

it is difficult to know '~hat other explanations for tht.: 
stake-holes in the Pha. e 2 building at rhe Biggings 
(me m ioned abo\ e) could be ~uggested . There ''ere ten 
recorded at the ''est end, underlying the stones ofthe lat ~.: r 

west gable wall (J~~) and 1-l to the south of the lire-pit. in 
front of the outh "all (illus ~-la above). The~ \\ere 20-
-lOmm in diameter and ranged from 21.5- 120mm deep. 
and thus of similar dimension to those recorded at 
Hjalmsstooum (it is not known whether the greater depth 
recorded there is normal or exceptional). The 
interpretation of such stakeholes is as great a problem in 
this instance as in the Icelandic exam ples. where guesses 
about intemal feature~ are not Vel) convincing. If they 
could be interpreted a~ being in ~ome \\ ay connected '' ith 
text ile manufacture as they have been in Iceland, then the 
clustnin~\\Ould presumably be e-.;plained b) the location 
of the ~ ine~"> or loom~ . If that ''ere the case. the I 0 
clustered at the west end would preclude the entrance to 
the Phase 2 building being in the'' est gable. 

THE SUNKEN BUILDING: DISCUSSION 

o <>uch buildings have prev iously been recorded on 
Norse sites in the Nonhern Isles. The closest similarities 
bet\\ ecn the range or e\cavated exan1ples in Iceland and 
Norwa). and the earl) Phase 2 building at the Biggings 
would appear to lie with the j urohus at Hjalmsstooum and 
the gmphus at Stedje in Norwa). The Ianer is close I) 
comparable in size to the Biggings structure. and thus of 
rather a different categol) from the smaller Icelandic 
examples. A number of factors suggest a similar usage for 
such buildings: the evidence of a floor having been dug 
dO\\ n 0.3 '0.4 O . .'im bclo\\ ground level : a source of heat 
coming from a large corner oven or. in the case of the 
Biggings and Stedje, a wall-hearth: the smallish post-holes 
providing some evidence for the above-ground structure: 



and the rather limited range of finds. In the case of 
Hjalmsst06um (but not at Stedje) there were also the 
mysterious small stake-holes in various places on the lloor. 

As regards dating. there is close correspondence with 
Stedje. dated to the late Viking Age or early Middle Ages 
from two radiocarbon estim ations (cal AD 81 0-91 0: 
940-1 I 00). The broad bracket for pit-houses in Iceland is 
similarly I Oth century, with use into the I I th. and dating 
from the oldest period of the farm s where they are found . 
lt has been suggested that sunken-floored buildings were 
the initial type of dwelli ngs constructed by the first 
senlers on Iceland before the nom1al long-houses. barns. 
byres and storehouses of the permanent farmstead were 
established (Einarsson 1994. 11 0)3• They seem not to 
have been built after 1200, and may indeed have been 
replaced by stC?fa-type bui ldings (Agustsson 1982. 255 ). 
Their use is poorly-documented from this early period 
but they may represent the buildings referred to in later 
saga sources as dyngja. a term translated into English as 
' lady's bower' (Cicasby-Vigfusson)J. The women used 
them for weaving activities1 as we ll as for bathing. 

The close conjunction of t>vo sources of heat~both of 
them substantial- which we have in the Phase 2 east 
building is rather unusual , although pit houses with two 
hearths do occasionally occur in Gennany and south 
Scandinavia (Martensen 1997). At the Biggings it seems 
very unlikely that both were used at the same time un less 
for complete ly different fu nct ions. Certainly they are 
both quite di fferent forms of heating, and it seems very 
likely that the wal l-hearth (J 108) was ori ginal and the 
central tire-pit (J I 05) replaced it. lt is possible that the 
wall-hearth could have been recessed into the north bank 
(the later covering over of the wall-hearth made it 
difficult to be certain about its exact position in relation 
to the north side of the bui lding in Phase 2) ( il lu~ 26 
above). !t compares quite closely with the fire-pl ace in 
the bath-house at Grl'lf. Iceland, which was ·built into ' the 
wall to the left of the door (Eidjam 1965. 16)" and the 
dimensions of which were 1.1 rn in depth to the 
front-most stone and 0.4-0.5m in width ( 1.1 m x 0.8m to r 
wall-hearth J I 08). The problem of what such h<.'arth s 
were used for is not cas) to solve. and is the subject or 
some discussion in Norway7. Maybe hearth J 108 was too 

it should be not~d that I krmaniJ>-Au<iardotll r "anh " ' th~ 

1111!.-ldentification "r , llght l\-,unk ~n btlll ding> a~ [J II- Il< 'U"'· 11 h~n 
111 fact \\ Ooden or tur fbuild 1ng> can ha' e sunke n lloors t l<iX!J. -I) 

J l" h1 S 1S not qune the same l~><tge a~ · bo\\cr· for t:~ rt a111 huilll lllg' 111 
.-\nglo-Saxon England tOI hur l \\h1 d1 seem to ha' e h~~ n "")':tratc 
chambers fo r the pm a t~ u'~ tJf the lord's famil~ (see d ~>e:u"wn t" 
(, Ueresford 19 87. 59 J 

' Such a bower appears 111 the sc~nc of Darraoar ·s vision 111 Can hn ~ss 
after the batt le of Clontarf tr~cordcd in NJa!'s Saga eh 157). I k saw 
12 riders approach a women 's bower (dyngja) and looking thruugh 
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open- without the stone slabs at each s ide and on top-to 
be considered a sauna oven, where water was sprinkled 
on heated stones and on the walls of such a fire-place in 
order to produce steam. Nor were there any of the small 
stones which are recorded in conn ection wi th most of 
these oven heanhs (Martensen 1993. 11 ). 

TI1e large central fire-pit (J I 05) which probably succeeded 
the wall-hearth was of quite different character. lt may 
have been associated wi th bathing activities. for it must 
have produced a large body of heat: its carefu l 
construction. with paving stones set in clay forming its 
base, was clearly devised for some functional use (illus 25 
above). The amount of peat ash in and around this fire-pit. 
some of it in brilliant hues of orange and venn il ion-red 
(col illus 11 ). and the degree of burning on the stone 
surrounds. prov ided vivid evidence of the extent of its use 
and the intensity of the heat engendered in the pit. The 
small amount of iron and slag, and the whetstones found in 
the fire-pit could suggest its use in some light smithying 
act ivity such as sharpening tools/weapons. 

On the basis of these t\\ O •er: different hearths it is likely 
that the functions of the Phase 2 period structure of the 
east building at the Biggings were many and various. 
They also suggest that we should divide the phase into 
two, an early and a late. The dates obtained from 
radiocarbon estim ations for the whole of Phase 2 span the 
11th, 12th and early 13th centuries (discounting the 
anomalous early determ ination from GU- 1604). The 
earlier part of this period ti ts in with th e current dates for 
the few excavated Norwegian and Iceland ic buildings of 
dyngja type. lt should be noted however that buildings 
called dm gja were still in use in some orwegian farn1s 
in the early 14th century . for such bu ildings arc li sted in 
an inventory from the farm of K v~le in Sogndal in 13 14 
(DN. vi, no 84). Oye ( 1986. 412) trans lates the term as 
vevstova = ·weaving- house' . The eastern Phase 2 structure 
in its earli est use will therefore be interpreted as a 
building for specialised activities such as weaving and 
light metal-working. 1vith the possibili ty that it may have 
functioned as a bathhouse at some ti me. This accords 
11 ell with the Jyngju type of building assoc iated with 
Iceland ic farms of the Settlement period. hence the use of 
this term for the Phase 2a building. 

the 11indo\\ he,;"' Valk~r"' \\llh a loom \\ C<I\II tg 111e11·, fate \\llh 
~ntra d s fo r \\arp anJ "~ll . and heads for lt•om\\ e lghh 

0 Th1s bath-hou>' 1' built ll Ut lrlllll the rear oft h.: d thln ,,rr.,,ulh and 
"a,, reac hed h' a pa"ag~-\\ a' kad mg thr,nJgh the cc ntr~ " ' the 
butlding it " tht" a qu llc Jlflcrcnt l\ p~ <1f bath -11llthc than the 
separate ;anlhus and th~ fa rm at Grof IS tlwught tn date from the 
I.J th centur~ 

7 See pub I ication o r lldstedseminaret Are og Noyko1·n l i 977). 
produced by KunstiHS tom kc lnstitutt, Univ Bergcn 
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PHASE 2B: CHANGE-OVER TO A STOFA-TYPE BUILDING 

As noted, on Ice landic fanns the building of pit-houses is 
believed to have ceased by 1200 'and it is quite likely that 
the sitting-room (sto.fa) . which could be used by women 
to carry on their handiwork, partly or wholly replaced the 
bower' (Johanesson 1974. 340). TI1is is precisely what 
appears to have happened at the Biggings. where 
remarkably. the stc!f'a was built directly on top of the 
earlier building, wi th s lightly altered dimensions. At this 
point the sim ilarity with Icelandic farm-building 
development ceases, for where a sto.fa has been 
recognised in Iceland (and there arc few examples of 
them), it was added on to the end of the hall (ska/i) and 
entered from inside. as in the class ic example at Stong 
(i llus 138 and discussion 8.3.1 below; also Vilhjalmsson 
1991. 98). The measurements of the Stong stofa (8.0m x 
-l .Sm) are remarkably sim ilar to the Phase 3 sto.fa at the 
Biggings. which however continued to be a separate, 
detached bui lding. as the dyngja had been. Nonetheless 
the Stong sro./it has some useful parallels for comparison. 
not least the central tire-pit. 

The construction of the central fire-p it (J I 05) may be, as 
already discussed, an indication of the change of bui lding 
to a stofa t) pc. already in the lauer part of Phase 2. and a 
preliminaf) conversion before the complete remodelling 
to a stofa in the subsequent Phase 3. Although it is not 
possible to be certain as to whether the central fire-pit 
succeeded the wall-hearth, we have to regard the two 
fonns of heating as mutually exc lusive and therefore that 
one replaced the other Uust as the central fire-pit was 
itself replaced by the later different hearths). The square. 
stone-l ined lire-pit in the centre of the floor of the stofa at 
Stong measures 0.4m x 0.6m with a depth of 0.5m and 
has a stone surround at floor level ~very similar dimen
sions to fire-pit J I 05 which also has the burned remains 
of a stone surround; the stone facing the door has been 
clearly shaped to a blunt triangle (ill us I :21 ). This is a 
much more formally constructed heanh than the wall
hearth which it probably replaced . There are very few 
such tire-pits in the Norse archaeo logical record8 and the 
indication from the parallel Icelandic example at Stong is 
that such a fom1 of heating is suitable for a bui lding of 

tllus 121 
f-lre·plt JI05 ~hcm 1ng the triangular f..c rbstone "h 1ch faced the mmn 
en team:~ (' tcwcd from above) 

sto/i1type. and for the uses to wh ich such buildings were 
put. However at the Biggings we also have the const
ruction of an associated soakaway at this point (J95b: 
l.lm x 0.8m and 0.4-0.Sm deep: i llus I :21 ). which was 
dug into the lloor immediate!) south of the fi re-pit. a 
feature not present at Stong. 

The dimen sions of the Phase 2b replacement building to 
the dyngja were the same width and definitely longer. 
The width of 4.8m is reasonably firm ly defined by the 
wall benches and evidence of lloor·ing. An earth bench 
(0.4-0.Srn wide) was reconstructed on the NE side. 
covering up the wall hearth (J I 08). while the SW bank of 
the dynpJu was converted into an earth bench (c 0.5m 
\\ ide). The construct ion of the \\est gable was clear!) 
defined by the stone sill foundation (J:22) which must 
have carried a wooden superstructure and doorway. but 
this is probably to be associated wi th the Phase 3 stofa, 
for the earth llooring (and some wood) from Phase 2 was 
recorded undemeath this west gable wall. The length was 
increased to c 7.0m. 

8.2.2 PHASE 2 STRUCTURES AT THE WEST END: THE ELDHUS AND SKALI 

(ill us 36) 

Structural evidence for Phase 2 on the west side of the 
site is confined to a fi re-pit [Hi20j and a llue [Hi 7] dug 

8 l"ha< 1n House I at Jarlshof ts somewhat ddTcrcnt 1n scale and 
function . and appears 10 be a cooking-pit. The hu ge central fire -pit 10 

House V I on the Brough of Birsa) must be Cllllllcctcd "llh some 

into bedrock, the fom1er partly sun·ounded by a large 
deposi t of ash. There are no walls. but a cut in the 

>pcclali;,cd hath-housc function for the earldom elite (see Crawford 
1987. fig> 52 and 53 for comparison o f these t\\O fire-p its). 



bedrock and subsoil to the north and east of the fire-pit 
hint at the possible wall alignments (NE/SW and 
NW/SE). In the SW of the area (Trench K), a large 
circular depression, interpreted as a post-hole [K 155 J and 
a large spread of ash are all that remain of the Phase 2 
stratigraphy and to the SE there are the sparse remains of 
a fragment of a hearth I EJ22) with some ash and stones 
[EJ20) , and the intrusion of a pit dug at the end of this 
phase or at the beginning of Phase 3. 

INTERPRET AT ION (ill us 116) 

Some of the stratigraphy at this end of the site was not 
completely excavated or bottomed therefore this 
interpretation must be considered as tentative. However, 
it is quite obvious that there were no indications of where 
walls were located in any of the trenches apart from the 
possible cut and hard-packed wall-bases in the northern 
half of the area (Trench H), suggesting that-as at the east 
end of the site"--Only wooden buildings existed. The most 
important question to ask is how many buildings were 
present at this west end during this phase of the 
settl ement, and to what use were they put. 

The three separate areas of stratigraphy at the west end do 
not at first give a clear indication of the pattern of 
building. However, if inference can be made from what is 
known of the eastern dyngja, the following could be 
suggested. The dyngja is aligned roughly NW/SE, and 
following Norwegian fannstead traditions, it is quite 
likely that the other main building followed the same 
alignment. A single building, 4.5m wide (approximately 
the same width as the dyngja), could have spanned the 
archaeological remains in the centre of the area. and 
attained a length of at least 8 metres (illus 116). Both the 
hearth and the fire-pit would have lain in the middle of 
the width of the building and towards ~ither end of it , thus 
allowing for smoke to percolate out through the top of the 
gable wall. The flue/drain may ha v<: been situated 
parallel, and close to, the NW gable wall of the building. 
A larger building than the dyngja, it may have formed a 
ska/i or hall. The remains to the SW of the area (Trench 
K) do not unfortunately aid the interpretation of the 
settlement in this phase. but they may have formed part of 
a separate structure-an eldhus, aligned at right-angles to 
the assumed ska/i. 
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The artefacts from the area of the eldhus (Trench K) give 
an indication of both domestic (food preparation with 
some spinning) and perhaps some industrial occupation 
(the bar mou ld). Few of the finds were found in situ in the 
ash or posthole. The area (Trench H) of the skali 
provided some finds but the bakestone (present after AD 
1100 from ev idence in Oslo- see 7.2.3 ). and the sherd. of 
locally made coarseware (usually of cook ing pots - see 
7.3.1 ) suggest. with the fire-pit and the hearth, more 
emphasis on domestic activities, especially baking and 
other food preparation (if not consumption). 

The paucity of both structural and artefactual remains at 
this end of the site, make the above interpretation of what 
buildings could have been present at the Biggings 
extremely tentative. Comparison with the few contemp
orary bui ldings known, for example at Jarlshof 
(Hamilton 1956) and the Studio Site at Beachview Birsay 
(Morris 1996, Chapter 7), do not further the under
standing of the pattern of building present on Papa Stour, 
as the nature of the structures is very different. The 
paucity of contemporary buildings is due to the 
continuation of medieval building on the same sire, as is 
seen at the Biggings itse lf and as experienced at Skaill, 
Deerness. Orkney (Buteux 1997, 265). 

CONCLUSIONS: PHASE 2 WESTERN STRUCfURES 

Contemporary with the dyngja there are possibly two other 
wooden structures at the west end of the site. Phase 2 
provides ~:v idence for the first structural remains at the 
Biggings. The function of those remains are uncertain: the 
hearth and pit to the SE may have formed. together with 
the remains to the north- the fire-pit, ash heap, flue or 
drain- a rectangular hall or skali. Cooking may have been 
carried out there but this was probab ly not the main 
function of the building. The remnant structure in the SW 
produced the greatest number of artefacts to be found at 
this end of the site, and or the site as a whole during this 
phase (39 artefacts). Whatever the building was, its 
function was varied and it may have been the location of 
the e/dhus. Comparison of this structure with its Phase 3 
replacement (where the structural evidence was better pre
served). and the fact that it was probably detached from, 
smaller than, and at right-angles to, the other buildings of 
this phase. may aid its interpretation as the cookhouse. 

8.2.3 HISTORICAL CONTEXT FOR THE PHASE 2 STRUCTURES 

The most helpful parallels for the earliest, sunken , 
building at the east end. the dyngja. have been found in 
the Icelandic excavated farn1s. This is not so surprising. 
Various items of inform ati on in the sagas give plenty of 
evidence of contacts with Iceland at the earldom level; as 
for instance in I 021 when Earl Einar was murdered by 

Thorkell Amundsson. cl<:arly aided by ·an Icelander 
called Ha, ard from the East Fjords· (OS. chap 16. 43). In 
the late I Ith century Earl Erlend's wife Thora was ofth e 
line of the famous Icelandic fam ily of Side, and links 
between the earls of Orkney and southern Iceland were 
close in the late 12th century, when comings and goings 
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were recorded between prominent Icelanders of the 
Oddavetja family and members of the earldom circle 
(OS, 13; Thorlaksson 1979, 66-7). There were negot
iations over the marriage of Earl Harald 's daughter, 
Langlif, to Saemundr Jonsson, which, however. came to 
nothing. Pall Jonsson. his brother (both of them foster 
brothers of Snorri Sturlason) spent some time with Earl 
Harald around 11 75-80. As a future bishop ofSkalholt he 
would doubtless have been instrumental in fostering the 
cult of Magnus Erlendsson, and Papa Stour was an island 
which, as has been argued, probably had associations 
with the earldom saint (see 2.3 above): it was a natura l 

place at wh ich to stop en route between Orkney and 
Iceland. The farm at the Biggings was most probably a 
possession of the earls or members of the earldom aell 
(as suggested above, 2.2) whose close connections with 
Iceland at this time could easily have been a source of 
influence on developments in house-style on their 
estates. linked to similarities of life-style. The lack of 
evidence for a sunken building of s imilar proportions 
from Birsay (Brough or Beachview) (CD Morris 1996 
and forthcoming) reflects probably the partial nature of 
the excavation of these complex earldom sites. 

8.3 PHASE 3: WOODEN AND STONE BUILDINGS OF c 1200 - c 1400 

Th is phase is dominated by the reconstruction of the 
Phase 2 dyngja as a stofa whose internal fi ttings, 
including the benches and the floor, were of wood . 1t has 
a corner hearth (J27), located in the SW corner. The 
Phase 2 structures in the west are probably replaced or 

h~.Hlh 

illus 122 

rebuilt. but continue their earlier function as skcili and 
eldhus. The main food preparation and cooking probably 
took place in the eldhus, which had a large kerbed hearth. 
and the baking at the NE end of the skali where an oven 
was situated. 
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Interpretation of structures in Phase 3: skali and eldhus with the stoja: the privy (latrine) visible in the centre. 
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lilus 123 
Floorpl an and reconstructed profile of the Phase 3 sro(u \\ ith adjacent priv) (latrine). 
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8.3.1 THE EAST END OF THE SITE: THE STOFA 

(illus 123) 

At some date in the early 13th century. the east building 
underwent a re-modelling along classic srufa lines (illus 
123) according to the fashion current in Norway at the 
time (illus 124). lt must have been a substantial wooden 
bui lding from the dim ensions and solid construction of 
the west gable wall (J22) (a row of large flat stones of one 
or two courses c 0.3m high). At th is phase it was possible 
to recognise that the main entrance was located in the 
west gable. There was no indicat ion at all of the 
dimensions and structure of the doorway, which was in 
the centre of the west gable wall. However, the location of 
the large stone (86) inside the building appeared to have 
functioned as a threshold stone in the middle of the west 
wall. The stone serting to the north side of this threshold 
( 84: 85) was also sui tably located for the placing of liquid 
wntainers just inside the door. 

INT E RNAL FEATURES 

The most remarkable survival of the Phase 3 building was 
its wooden floor (illus 125) which ran lengthways 
between the east and west gab les. The underlying joists 
ran across from bench to bench (illus 126). Fragments of 
wood survived to suggest that the benches on the south 
and north sides had been covered wi th planks in front 
(i llus 127), while several ofthe wooden pegs which held 
the front planking securely in place were still in siw (ill us 
107 above). There was no evidence of a bench against the 
west gable wall , and later disturbance at the east end 
precluded any recognition of a pallr (dais) which was 
usually in that position. opposite the main entrance". The 
dimensions of the wooden floor were 30.7m2. 

The fireplaces in this new bui lding were of quite di!Terent 
type and location from those in Phase 2. The central 
hearth-pit and wall-hearth were replaced by a comcr 
fireplace (J2 7) (hjornei/dsred) and a central flat-paved 
hearth (L30) or are. lt is unlikely that these two were 
contemporary: possibly the series or flat stone hearths 
bu ilt along the centra l axis (illus 128) was part of the 
original remodelling of this building. and the comer
fireplace (J2 7), in the SW comer near the gable wall. was 
a later addition (illus 129). The comer fireplace is sim ilar 
in s ize and dimensions to those found in the wooden 
houses excavated at Oslo (Gamlebyen), and located in 
exactly the same position too (Sorheim 1989, 99, I 09: see 
illus 135 below). The sump (J95b) recorded in Phase 2 

q The best-preserved pallr from excavated wooden houses in Norway 
is that in the arestua at Borgund, raised 0.2-0.Jm above the floor on a 
stone base and plan ked (llerteig 1975. 33; Sorheim 1990. 125 ). 

-- ' 
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ill us 124 
Sec11on and rlan of a rural log-bull! stofa extstmg at 1· 11111e. Voss. 
11 est l\un1 a~ . 11 ith central hearth 1 ( )N arel and corner fire-place !ON 
h;ome-ildsted) (dra11n b) 1311\ m 1888 and taken from Lae rum & 
Hrek ke 1990. llg. ~ I 0) 

was apparently maintained in this phase, partly lin ed with 
timber and covered with removable stones. 

A single radiocarbon estimation from a floor plank gave a 
date-span of cal AD 999-1214 (GU- 1775). lt is not 
possible to know whether the floor was constructed of 
newly-felled wood, or whether the planks were re-used 
and therefore not new when taken to Papa Stour for this 



illus 126 
View of wooden floor. with joists: from NE. 
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illus 125 
View of the wooden fl oor 
(from above): scale in 0. I m 
intervals; from E. 

stofa re-m odelling. The identified floor planks are all of 
pine, presumably imported from Norway. There is no 
doubt that the fl oor was used for a long time. Its 
long-lived nature is ev ident from the stone flags laid on 
top of the planks in Phase 4 in various locations (illus I 40 
below), and the fact that the planks were never lifted and 
re-used when the room changed function. 

EXTERNAL FEATURES 

A small annexe (measuring c 1.3m x 1.5m) attached to 
the south end of the west gable is interpreted as an 
outside privy (col illus 12). The flat s ill stones (J2 1) 
suggest that it was built of stave construction surrounding 
a pit, fill ed with stones and capped with gravel. A privy is 
not a feature recorded often on rural medieval sites, nor 
even from urban excavat ions. There is a well-preserved 
late 11 th-cenrury example from Dublin, outside the east 
end of a wooden house wh ich measured 2.6m x I .Om (the 
pit itself being I .6111 x I.Om) (Murray 1983, 9; illus 130). 
At Bryggen several were fo und from 12th-/ 13th-century 
phases, outside and in passages between buildings 
(Herteig 1994). The comment is made by Herteig that 
privies are not commonly found in medieval urban 
contexts, and they were rare in rural areas in Norway 
until the 19th century ( 1994 , 295, 299). Garderobes were 

illus 127 
Plank in from of the bench; 
scale in 0. I m intervals: from S. 
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illus 128 
The central hcanh or arl! J 1.30. scab m 0. 1 m 111tc" als. from '\\\ 
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ill us 130 

lllus 129 
·1 he corner heanh J27 halfexca\ ated. <;cales in 0 I m inten als. from NW 
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Plan of the 12th-century wooden house (phase I . CP85/ I ) C\cavated at Wood Qua~. Dublin. shtm ing the central heanh and pn v~ pit. with the 
remams of the " ooden shelter at the cast gable (from Murra} 1983. Ill 3!!). 
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illus 13 1 
Protective wall J 13 and the 
Phase 3 floor. gable 
foundation and corner hearth: 
scal es in 0.1 m intervals: 
from S. 

dlus 1 3~ 

Plans and r~constructinns uf 
the ,-ariom rhas.:s of the 
ex ea\ ated church at Sandur. 
Faeroe. The protective stone 
wall s were found in must 
phases (from Krugh 1975. 
52-3). 
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found in a rural context at Goltho. Lincolnshire. attached 
to one end of the I Oth- and I I th-centur: " ooden hal ls. 
These are said to be ·without parallel in pre-conqucst 
Britain ' (Beresford 1987. 79) 1" . 

Running along the SW side of the Phase 3 building. 
inc luding the pri vy. was a protective stone wall (J 13) 
(illus 131). This was detached from the timber building. 
and the function of such a well-built wall appears 
merely to have been to protect the house on its most 
exposed s ide from the detrimental effects of the 
prevail ing south-westerly weather (Crawford I 996. 
I 5 I). Protective stone walls have been found in 
association with the earliest 11 0odcn churches of the 
Faeroe Is lands ( i !Ius 132 ). and are a recogni sed feature 
of wooden- always apparently stave-bu il t hou ses there 
into the early modern period (I horstein sson 1982. 155: 
Stoklund 1997. 9. 11 9) (illus 133). Where the climatic 
conditions presented problems for the maintenance and 
conservation of wooden buildings such walls evidentl y 
proved essent ial. and the mass ive stone and turf wa ll 
down each side of present-day Icelandic churches which 
give them such a distinctive appearance have the same 
fu nction. Huge stone protect ive wall s (vernemurer) arc 
a familiar s ight in coastal parts of western Nomay 
(al though it has recently been suggested that such a use 
of stone for the protection of wooden walls dates only 

10 The first measured 5. 1 m x 2 4m with the pit 2.1 m x I 8m x 0 9m , the 
second measured 2.4m x I 8m x 1.5m fhcre 1;, no mcniHin of the pit 
til l. At l:lJ")ggcn the pnVJC> \\ Cre of >i nlllar >JLe to th e U1gg•ng;, 

Jil m 133 
Reconslrucllon nf the 
>tructure of the I· aeroese 
stoju. 11 lth outshot 
b(n -bcds and locati on of 
protcct11 e >lone "al b 
>IH' " n (after Stokland 
I YY6. fig 4 7) 

from the 19th century : Hje lmcland 1996. 125). l::.ven in 
the f aeroe Islands it is difficult to know from what 
pe riod such walls staned to be used for dwelling-houses 
(Stoklund 1997 . 119). We can perhaps assume that th e 
protective wall at the Biggings was not contempor
aneous with the initial buildin g of the srofa. but was an 
addition to the SW side as the structure became old and 
started to suffer from the effects of the exposed location 
of the i5> land . 

Rooting structure and materials '' ere also vitally 
imponant fac10rs in the buildings of the wet and windy 
Atlantic islands and these would include several 
insulating layers of tur f. and perhaps stone ~~here such 
was available. Abo\ e the rafters and belov. the insulating 
turf it '' as customary in to modern timt:s-in both Norwa) 
and Faeroe to lay se1 era I impermeable layers of birch 
bark (Hjclmeland 1996. 126-7: Stok lund 1997. 62) (i ll us 
134 ). This of course had to be imponed into the Atlantic 
islands, and we cannot doubt that there would be the 
~amc demand for this material in Shetland. The discovery 
of pieces of birch bark all over the Biggings site provide 
plentiful evidence -the first such evidence from Shetland
thai it was an imponant material in the rooting of houses 
of the wealthy in th t: period during wh ich links with 
Norway were maintained (illus 109 and 7.5.4 above). 

example and contamcd moss and a grcas) light-brown substance 
11\lcrprcted as c~ crcment. 



i Ill us 134 
Suggested method of roof construction on a log build ing, 
showing birch-bark lining beneath turf sods (from Christie 
1974, fig 22). 
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THE STOFA: DISCUSSION 

Excavated s tofa-bu ild ings in Norway and the 
North Atlantic 

In Trondheim and at Gamlebyen, Oslo, t imber buildings 
of the stofa kind have been uncovered dat ing from the 
early IIth century (Christopherson 1992, 73; Fett 1989; 
Loken 1997. 16). Most of these were of 'lafted' timber 
construction , that is bui lt of notched logs, and by AD 
1100 a standard type of stofa bui lding had been adopted 
in Oslo: a two-roomed structure with an almost square 
main room and an ante-room through which the building 
was entered (illus 135). The whole measured on average 
7Jm x 5.3m. Th is was probably developed for urban 
I iving and the constraints of building in a densely-settled 
environment. In rural areas it seems likely that there 
would have been a slower change from the older long
house to the new stofa-type structure a lthough evidence 
is less plentiful because of the dearth of excavated 
medieval farmho uses in Norway. At Lurekalven and 
H0yboen, both in West Norway and abandoned after the 
Black Death, the different rooms of the dwelling-houses 
continued to be under one roof, a lthough the structure 

illus 135 
Plan of log-timbered stofa at 
Gamleh~en. Oslo. dating to 
the 12th century (from Feu 
\9&9. fig 70). The central 
room was entered through the 
porch (on left) and had a 
stave-built extension added 
(on right). 
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ma) have been a mixture of ~tave-built and ·Jaftcu· 
construction (Loken 1997. 16) (illus 136). For the clearest 
excavated examples of rural sroju buildings one has to 
look to Iceland where they arc addit ions attached to the 
main halls excavated at Stong and GroL apparent!: 
constructed quite differently to the main halls themselves. 
although neither of them were of· lafted· timber, perhaps 
unsurprisingly. They are both now dated to the 12th 
century with habitation continuing through the 13th 
century (Vi lhjalmsson 1989. 15: 1991. 98) (illus 137). 

These additions are smaller and narrower than the older 
skali because the method of construction was different. 
Instead of the three-aisled plan with the roof timbers 
resting on the aisle posts. the sr<~fa had a clear open 
floor-space and the roof rested on the walls. Although 
this limited the widt h of the bui lding it mu~t have made it 
more open and convenient for moving around. Once log 
timbering was introduced into Scandinavia in the earl) 
Middle Ages the length of the building was probably 
determined by the ' la fl ed· method of log construction and 
the length of logs used for the side walls. In the north 
Atlantic where the walls were more usually built of turf 
on stone foundations this was not a determining factor, 
but the roof-weight was still borne by the walls and srqfa 
dimensions conformed to a short rectangle. Despite the 
absence of log timbers here the concept of the small , 
enclosed room, separate from the main working and 
sleeping area, was sti ll adopted, and it was probably lined 
with wood. In Iceland , for example, where houses were 
constructed primarily out of turf, perhaps with stone 
foundations, and increasingly entirely out of stone, there 
were undoubtedly panelled interiors in some of them 
(Einarsson 1994, 11 4-16). 

illus 136 
l'on_1cctural reconstruction of 
a rurallonghou~c c,,ca•ated 
at l.urekalven. Nord 
llordaland. I! shows how the 
.l!o{a 1 central sect 1on) 1s 
mcorporated " nh on the 
long.housc al ignmcnt. 
according to the w est 

Nt•rwcgian tradition The 
nact method of timhcr 
~on>tructi on coul d not be 
determined and two possible 
alternati ves (combination 
>Javc and laf!Cd and. below. 
'lavc only) are sho\1 n ( A 
'ihcpherd after Flrekke and 
Jo..aland in Sulebuq 1997 ) 

Along th~: wal ls of the interior ofthese smaller buil dings 
\\ere narrO\\ earth-fi lled benches, usually covered wi th 
wooden planks (muldhenk). and the. e remai n a feature of 
the log-built stofa (or srua as it comes to be called) on 
medieva l Norwegian farms . Usual ly the surviving exam
ples have a central hearth (are) (compare illus 135 and 
124 above), but the excavated houses at Gamlebyen 
(Oslo) demonstrate a change-over to a corn er hearth in 
the 12th century. However. the famous arestua excavated 
at Borgund. near Alesund. a large and impress ive 
bu ilding with wooden fl oor and dais at one end sti ll 
retained a central hearth (Herteig 1975, 32-3) ( illus 138). 

lt is hopeful ly clear from the foregoing discussion that 
there is uncertain!) in archaeological circles in Scand
inavia as to exactly how stofa bui ldings might be const
ructed in different social and geographica l circum
stances. In \\ est ern ~orway where suitable timber was 
not always available th e ·Jafted · (il lus 16a above) method 
might be replaced by ·stave' or grind structure, that is of 
planks (e ither vertical or hori70ntal) slotted in to sill
beams and corner posts (illus 16b above). The ·stave· 
form of structure was of course used for stave ch urches. 
but was also used in west Norway to r secular buildings. 
The ear liest houses and warehouses excavated at 
Bryggen in Bergen were of stave structure. although 
apparently superseded b) · lafted· buildings c 1200. In 
Faeroe excavated medieval houses of stave type also 
show that thi s method of bui lding was used in some of 
the Atlantic islands. However, the magnificent surviving 
example of a Roykstova at Kirkjub0"ur in the Faeroes. 
dating from the 13th century (co l illus 8), proves beyond 
all shadow of doubt that ' lafted' timber bui ldings could 
be and were exported from N Of\\' ay ready prepared for 
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illus 137 
Plan of the excavated turf-b uilt farmhouse at Stong, south Iceland. The o lder ska/i (on right) was the main living space, and the stofa was built 
on to the west gable in the late 12th-earl y 13th century (from Stenberger, 1943). 

erection in the islands. The import of Stokkastovur (as 
they were called in Faeroese) is recorded from the 17th 
century (Stoklund 1997, 68). Such buildings, s imilarly 
known as 'stockstoves' were a lso imported into Shetland, 
the earl iest record of which is from 1577, although this 
trade must have been going on in the Middle Ages 
(Stoklund 1997, 68, 99, 135)11• 

THE BIGGINGS STOFA: 'LAFTED' OR 
STAVE-BUILT? 

The problems of determining the nature of wooden 
buildings archaeologically are well recognised in 
Scandinavia (Myhre 1980, 372). Where the structure was 
of stave construction then post-holes may survive as a 
very visible featu re of the excavation. Where. however, 
the structure was of horizonta l timbers, resting o n the 
ground, there need not be anything surviving in the 
archaeological record to indicate how the building was 

11 As Stok lund explains ( 1997 , 135). Jakoh Jakobsen 's description of 
a 'stockstove' as he heard it in Unst in the 1890s. and which sounds 
more like a stave-built structure than a ' lafted ' one. cou ld be o f a 

constructed if it was totally dismantled. Sometimes the 
logs or s ill-beams would have rested on a stone 
foundation, but the surviving foundation stones will not 
reveal whether they supported horizontal timbers or any 
other form of wooden superstructure. Even walls of stave 
construction might have used stone plates as foundat ions 
for the corner staves and not have left any post-holes 
(illus 16b above). So the absence of any large post-holes 
at the corners of the eastern structure at the Biggings 
cannot be used as evidence that it was never a stave-built 
structure. As regards the stone foundation of the west 
gable (122), it could have supported e ither a sill beam for 
pl ank or horizontal notched, lafted, logs. The strange 
fact of the dist inctive survival of th is stone foundation 
- where no others were installed to carry wooden super
structures-may simply be a result of the need to bui ld up 
the west gab le foundation in order to make it level with 
the banks along the sides. 

parti cular Faeroese method of timber constructio n called 
rammevaerk which in its older form was more like ' lafting' . 
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tllus 138 
The arestua excavated at Borgund (More) wtth the rcmatns of dias (0 pal/r ) at Jm,er gable and log-built porch at 
entrance gable. There was no corner hearth or wal l-benches in this unusuall y large example of a wooden s10ja. Stone 
rubble from the walls or protective walling I ies along the sides (from llertig. 1975 ). 
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It is now recognised-since the excavations of the wooden 
houses and wharves at Bryggen in Bergen- that there 
were many different methods of stave construction, and 
indeed of combinations of 'lafted' (or notched logs) and 
upright planks (Stoklund 1997. 126-30). Where a 
wooden house had two storeys, the upper one might be of 
different construction from the lower12, or a notched-log 
stofa might have a planked verandah (svalgang) around 
one or two walls. The vulnerability of timber to rotting in 
a maritime climate meant adaptation and improvement of 
protection methods for the precious timber walls. Repairs 
and alterations must have been carried out every few 
decades. These circumstances make it almost impossible 
to be certain which method of construction might have 
been used unless the lower timbers of the bui lding were 
left in the ground (as they were in the urban environment 
of Bergen and Oslo). 

There is useful comparative evidence of stofa with 
wooden floors from two sites in the Faeroe Islands, 
Kirkjub0Ur and Tj0muvik, where wooden, stave-built 
houses have been excavated (Thorsteinsson 1982, 155; 
Stoklund 1997). Post-holes from earth-fast staves were 
recognised at the former, and si ll-stones with remains of 
notched sills and upright wooden panels found at the 
latter. Both houses were surrounded by protective stone 
walls. The house at Tj0muvik was 4.2m wide (and the 
length could not be ascertained). lt was fl oored with 
planks, lying lengthways on cross-joists, and the main 
room had a stone corner-hearth and traces of stone-filled 
benches along three sides, c 0. 5m broad and at least 0.3m 
high, fronted with upright planks. lt is only dated to the 
' high middle ages ' 13 (Thorsteinsson 1982, 155). The 
method of stave-building was most usual in the Faeroe 
is lands, although the excavator comments that ·Jafted' 
timber houses were to a lim ited extent ut il ised in the 
higher social circles -as the · Reykstova · at Kirkjub0ur 
which was built for the bishop of Faroe. Similarly in 
Iceland. Bishop Audun (a Norwegian) is recorded as 

having imported timber to build a stofa at Holar early in 
the 14th century, which is said in the Lawman's Annal to 
have been the fi rst timber stofa in Iceland (Laurentius 
Saga Biskups, 66: Storm 1888). This ' lafted ' tim ber 
building was still standing in the 18th century. 

SUMMA RY 

The Phase 3 building was of the dimensions and structure 
of the stofa bui ldings which are known from excavations 
in Norway (see full discussion in Crawford 1996). They 
were always built of wood and with the roof resting on 
the walls so that there were no interior posts; they had 
narrow earth-fi lled benches around the walls covered 
with wood and fitting closely against the wooden floor. 
The entrance was in the middle of the gable, and the Oslo 
exan1ples usually had a corner hearth. These are all 
unmistakable features of a stofa and their survival 
-except for the actual walls- at the Biggings fully justifi es 
the use of the term stofa for thi s building. The protective 
wall also proves that our building was wood, as above all 
does the presence of the wooden floor! Archaeological 
evidence suggests that it may have been constructed soon 
after AD 1200 and was in use until a little after AD 1400. 

The function of such a building or room was discussed 
above ( 4.5). Finds from the stofa accord with its use for 
many daily activities, although not heavy domestic use. 
The number of artefacts is fa irly small , but there is a 
higher number of bakestones than found in other trenches 
whi ch certain ly points to the use of the hearths for baking 
flat-bread (see 7.2.3 above); and there are some imported 
wares in evidence for use at table. 

This still leaves open the question of the fom1 of structure 
of the Biggings stofa, and in th e end it may be necessary 
to decide on historical grounds, and the known status of 
the site as a royal fatm. whether it would have been a 
stave-built or ·Jafted ' ti mber building (illus 16 above). 

8.3.2 PHASE 3 : THE WEST END OF THE SITE: RECONSTRUCTED ELDHUS AND SKALI 

(illus 37) 

The survival of stratigraphy in this phase is much 
improved in comparison with the evidence from Phase 2. 
but the lack of horizontal continuit) of la; er~ prohibits 
firm conclusions. There '~as some evidence of 
modification to structures in the north of the area (Trench 

1 ~ l'hat such t\\O-storcyed houses cxis l~d in Shetland in the Middle 
Ages is suggested from the 1360 purcha:,e of lands in Sandwick. 
Unst. by Lady Herdis Thorvaldsdattcr. where the transaction is said 
to have taken place · i I opt' (DN. iii . 3 10: Orkney Recs. 14) 

11 ). The fire-pit was replaced by an oven [Hi 13] whose 
entrance was from the east (i llus 37 inset above)_ The 
llue 'drain \\ a~ sti 11 in use. but was capped by large ston es. 
some of \\ hich were broken querns. The oven was 
surrounded by a huge pile of ash on which was placed 

13 In Scandinav1an 1cnns this can m~ an the 12th-1-Ith centuries. 
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three large stones [H 17] which demarcated the work area 
in front of the oven. The stratigraphic evidence from the 
central area (Trench E) remained sparse. but the remains 
of a hearth f E45] with ash and a gravel spread [E49J 
partly surrounding it, were found . The pit lying south of 
the hearth in Phase 2 " as probabl~ dug at the end of thi~ 
present phase. 

rhe ash in the northern area (Trench H) no wed outwards 
to the SW almost meeting that derived from a large 
rectangular kerbed hearth [K 100] in the 11est of the 
senlement (Trench K) (illu~ 38 above). The hearth 11a~ 
aligned approximately NW S F. and was open to the NW. 
It was surrounded on three s ides by well-laid paving 
[ K85] . A !though separated from the hear1h area by a later 
feature, the foundation s of a stone \\all [E65] aligned 
NE SW \\ Crc identified as part of this building. lying 
towards the SE. 

As in Phase 2, the largest number of artefacts at the \\est 
end of the si te came from the e!dh111 area (Trench K l 
\\'hich produced 33 fragments of steatite. the majorit::> 
from vessels, with one or two pieces of bakesrone. In 
addi tion there was a si ngle piece of a medieval English 
ponery jug with applied decoration (S f 810 ). \\ hich came 
from the hearth. 19 sherds of coarseware and -l other 
artefacts inc luding some ;.arn. \!lost of the anefacts came 
rrom the hearth deposits and to a lesser e;o,.tcnt tl·om the 
surrounding paving. Coarseware. textiles. querns. 
steatite. bi rch-bark vessel (SF 1469) and u pumice whorl 
came from the nonh and central areas. 

INTERPRETATION 

(ill us 122) 

!\similar situation seemed to ha\e e\i~ted in Phase 3 a:-. 
did in Phase 2, in that the >>est end of th e site probabl;. 
had two separate building~. in addition to the stu/'a at the 
cast encl. It i<; suggested that the nonhern area (Trench 11 ) 
\\ ith its oven and stone surrounds. "as pan of a wooden 
building which also inc luded the remains to its south 
(Trench E) forming a rectangular hall or skti!i approx
imately 4.5m wide and I O.Om long. It certainly had a turf 
roof as the birch bark and wood indicate (evidence from 
both Trench 1-1 and Trench E). It is also conceivable that 
this building was remodelled internal!;. and not nece~s
arily rebuilt at the beginning of this phase. A I though the 
use of the central area (Trench E) is important from the 
evidence of the find s. there is vi rtual!) llll information 
from the strat igraphy to add to the si7e und function of 
this structure. Evidence pointing to the union of the north 
and central plots (Trenches 1-1 and E) as a single building 
includes similar information to that given in Phase 2. The 
bui lding was on the same alignment as the stofa. but 
physically separate from it. The skali in th is phase would 
have had both oven and hearth I) ing centrally at their 

respective ends of the building with access to the oven 
from the east. Although the stratigraph) in both trenches 
remained separate. the interpretation of the remains is 
more cohesive than in Phase 2, and especially when the 
m1efactual evidence is considered: steatite bakestones. 
coarse potter) \esse Is and a I in le texti le are common to 
both areas. Food preparation including baking. some 
cooking or evidence of food consumpti on. and textile 
process ing took place here. 

J'he westemmost structure (Trench K) had a heart h 
(Kl 24 ) that 11as aligned NWSE suggest ing that the 
building was also orientated in the same directi on, thus 
making it parallel to the skcili. The survival of the wall or 
foundation in \vhat cou Id have been the southern gable 
helps provide evidence for the size of the st ructure. If the 
hearth was situated centrally . as was traditional in smal ler 
buildings on Nom egian fanns (see c;o,.amples at the 
Norsk Folkcmuseum in Oslo, Norway). the structure 
could have been c 6.0m in length. From the evidence of 
the e\tent llf pa,ed tlooring. it is also likel) th at the 
building wa~ c ·tOm in" idth. The combined wood and 
stone structure \vou ld be more in h.eeping with its 
function as an e!dhu.1 with elements of partial stone 
walling for protection against tire. The si7e of the large 
open heanh indicate that this bui lding was the primal) 
place in the settlemem for · \\ ashing. bah. in g. brewing and 
~ laughtcring · (as for the t!ldhus from Nt.:s. VaraldSO) in 
1-lordaland. West Norway in the Norsk Folkmuseum·s 
Guide Buuk. 1996). Although the Norwt.:gian example is 
approx imatcly 200 years younger than that from the 
Biggings. the dimension of the structure. its use of stone 
walls and its relati onship with surrounding buildings. 
forms a strong parallel. lleanh 124 was somewhat 
:.maller than that ex ea\ ated at Lureh.alvcn. Hordaland. 
but sim ilar!;. filled the bu ild in g space 11 ithin \\hich it was 
located: this room 11 ith in the medieval longhouse at 
Lureh.al ven "'as detined h) the excavator as the eldl111s 
( Kaland 1987). 

from the c\ 1dcnce of tht: anefacts: un impo11ed ceram1c 
jug. and steatite bakestone~ and vesse l ~. 1his structure 
:.eemed to have been exclusively used for food 
preparation and suppon its interpretat ion as an e/Jhus . 
There arc no additional fin ds. apan !Tom a s ingle piece of 
:-am to suggest alternative uses. 

rhe evidence for rural 1\00den bui ld ings of 13th-, 
15th-century elate at the Biggings is virt ually unique in 
the nonhern pan of Bri tain. Direct parallels are hard to 
find as the archaeological evidence has been dom inated 
by excavation of urban buildings. in Dublin. York. 
Bergen and Oslo. Even rural excavations in Norway 
rarely produce buildings as at the Biggings. The closest 
parallels seem to be the bui ldings at open-air museum s in 

orway which can surv iv e from the 16th century. In spite 
of the differences in t im e and regional placing, the 
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surv1vmg examples suggest what the buildings at the 
Biggings may have looked like, and reinforce their 
Norwegian origin . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The pattern of two bu ildi ngs and their distribution 
relative to each other and to th e bui lding at the east end 
of the s ite, now the slofu. was presumably maintained 
and re inforced during th is phase. lt would appear that 
th e fun ction of the northernmost structu re remained the 
same as in Phase 2 except that the fire-pit was replaced 
by an oven. There is no evidence ro suggest whether the 

structure was rebuilt or simply mainta ined. The 
structure to the west may have been completely rebuilt. 
as the stone walling or foundation suggests, wi th the 
add iti on of a large central. open hearth set in a paved 
floor, thus emphasising its function as an l'ldhus in 
Phase 3. 

At the end of this phase, these buildings were 
demolished. while the primary function of the siOfa came 
to an end . Peaty deposits accumu lated (possibly the 
remains of the roofing of the wooden structures - see 6.3 
above) over the NW of the area, and digging of pits 
through th e Phase 2 and 3 structures took place. 

8.3.3 HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The known circumstances wi ll once more be re ferred to 
when putting this phase into a meaningful historical 
context. The dramatic events of 11 93-5. when Earl 
Harald was imp I icated in the ris ing of the · Eyiaskeggjar· 
and Shetland as a result was taken din:ct ly under the 
control of the Norwegian crown, were discussed above 
(2.4). As was pointed out , this led to close ties being 
established with Norwav. and the rving of the islands in . . .. 
with the royal administration. which can be seen fu lly 
functioning in 1299. No longer was Shetland bound up 
with the earldom net\vork and its close connections with 
powerful famil ies in south Iceland. The building of the 
stofa can be interpreted as refl ecting this closer link with 
Norway. wh ich wou ld have become more firm ly 
established as the I 3th century progressed. lt is suggested 
th at Papa Stour became part of the royal estates as a result 
ofthe contiscations subsequent to the I 195 events. and if 
the is land was used as a base for the admini stration of 
fin ancial affair~ by a ro~ al official. then a new sU?/a 
building would very likely have been erected. narurall;. 
based on the customary plan and lay-out or those known 
in the royal circ le. If we return here to the C I 4 date from 
one of the fl oor planks mentioned already, the laner end 
of the date estimation (ea) AD 980- I 2 I 0) would provide 
th e date of building-if newly-fe lled wood was used. This 
would be in the years after Shetland came under 
Norwegian authority. when the crown took over earldom 
lands and the estates of those who had been involved in 
the Ey1askeggjar rising. and who fa il ed to r..:deem them "' . 

lt is not surprising that there is use ful comparati ve 
material from Faeroe. which was s imilarly brought into 
the royal administration later in the I 3th centu r~ as part of 
Duke 1-JaJ...on· s appanage. The political ~i t uation ' ' ould 

14 <;aga e~idcncc suggests that the 'rown·s take-o~ cr n f Sh~tl and did 
1101 go uncontested b} Earl HaraiJ or his sons_ and ali cr the dea1h of 
J.: 111g Svcrrc ( 1202) Harald tool.. over Shetland aga rn. a situauon 

bring changes in the social circumstances as royal 
offi cials and their retin ues became the trend-setters and 
the new moneyed class in both groups of islands. 
Bu ilding St) les thus introduced would soon become 
adopted and copied among the wealthier families of the 
is land communities. 

We can regard the Phase 3 str~fa as bei ng a feature of the 
closer li nks wi th Norway put in train by the earldom's 
loss of Shetland in I I 95. If, as argued from the 
cumulation of ev idence, it was indeed the stofa of the 
ducal fann then it wou ld have been quite an old building 
when it was the meeting-place of Thorvald Thoresson 
and Ragnhi ld Simunsdattcr at Easter-tim e I 299. As the 
'lord of Papay', Thorvald would naturally have 
continued to use such a building as the main living-room 
on the ducal farn1 which he probably came to regard as 
his own. and \\h ich would have been inheri ted b: his 
heiress. Fru I lcrdis. She alst> " ould ha\ e n..:eded to 
maintain it for the vis its she paid to the island (as a 
meeting-plan: for the business transactions she 
conducted with Shetlanders like Ravald Thorstcinsson in 
1355 for instance: D.\'. i. 340). After this period we have 
110 historical evidence to give any backc loth to the 
archaeological story, and for how long such a building 
would have been maintained for the visi ts of Fru Herd is' 
successors is very difficult to say. The economic 
problems for northern Europe fol lowing on the effects of 
flCI'~istent fllaguc (see above 2. 5 ). must h<.l\ e rendered 
maintenance Of previOUS li\ in1l- ~\andard~ \Cl-:- difficult. 
13) the late 1-llh century the sto(i1 was in any case getti ng 
' er: old. and the archaeologica l evidence suggests that 
changin g circumstances \\ ere taJ..ing place at th is time at 
the east end M the Biggi ngs <;i tto'. 

'' hrch m a~ ha1.: la.-, t~d until his S<lllS 1\Cnt to visit J.: ing l ng~ 111 1210 
and had further cundllions of appnrntment lard on 1hcm (see abo1 e 
'>~c uon !\I, note 41 
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lmerpretauon of 'lructures m Pha'~ ~ llC\\ d\\ellmg-hou,c. "Jth e/dl111s and stofa. 

8.4 PHASE 4: BUILDINGS FROM c 1400- EARLY 1600s 

(illus 139) 

At the end of the main use of the Phase 3 stofa, when the 
roof was still standing, a replacement dwe ll ing-house 
was constructed in stone and wood, to the immediate 
west. partly on the site of the Phase 3 skali. This new 
dwelling-house was built at right-angles to the hitherto 

prevalent structural plan. The site of the stofa was now 
used for the construction of several pits, including a 
possible latrine (JL55). The eldhus in the western end of 
the site continued in use but in a modified fom1. and the 
skali was completely demolished. 

8.4.1 THE EAST END OF THE SITE: DECLINE OF THE STOP A BUILDING 

The sequence of habitation following Phase 3 becomes 
more disturbed and although the stofa building continued 
in use, the evidence suggests that its status dec lined. The 
number of pits dug now over this end of the s ite indicates 
heavy domestic use for different purposes as does the 
number and variety of finds. Coarseware dominates the 

pottery finds at the east end of the site, with a little 
imported pottery and a few early continental redwares 
(few compart>d with the assemblage from the western 
halfofthe site). Steat ite was still very much in use up to 
the end of thi s phase. Although there may have been a 
continued use of the central hearth, there was not the 



same quantity of ash to point to the building's primary 
occupation as the main dwelling-house and the archaeol
ogical evidence suggests that this was moved to the west 
end of site (8.4.2 below) 

flagging laid over the wooden floor accords with a need 
for hard-wearing flooring (illus 140). The clay covering 
recorded over the sump (J95b) (illus 141) is also an 

PII ASE ~ BUILD INGS FROM, I ~ 00 - EA RLY I 600s • l) I 

indication of the worn-down nature of the floor, which 
was needing some extra protection in an area where the 
sump must have presented problems. Evidence of burnt 
deposits suggests that this building suffered extensive 
damage by fire at some point. The wooden structures of 
the Phase 3 stof a must have been dismantled during this 
phase, which dates to the 15th and 16th centuries. 

8.4.2 THE WEST END OF THE SITE: REALIGNMENT AND A NEW DWELLING-HOUSE 

(illus 39; 139) 

A remodelling of the settlement took place at the 
beginning of this phase when all the Phase 3 buildings at 
the west end of the site were demolished (8.4.1 above). 
This suggests that these buildings needed replacing, or 
that their use had changed requiring significant building 
alterations. A radical reorganisation took place, and for 
the first time in approx imately three centuries a new 
patte rn of building was established at the west end of the 
site including a partial realignment of structures. In 

illus 140 
Stone patch on the wooden floor; scale in 0.1 m intervals: from 

contrast with the preceding two phases, the stratigraphy 
of Phase 4 was better preserved and in general there was a 
little more of it. However, what did survive of the two 
buildings established at the west end was severely 
truncated by later buildings and by drains, and as with the 
previous phases, complete building outlines were lacking 
due to a paucity of walls . 

After the demolition of the skali, the area was no longer 
used for construction, and remained an open yard 
throughout the later history of the site. After demolition 
of the eldhus, the locality was levelled, poss ibly with the 
deliberate application of a layer of burnt seaweed (see 
6.3.7); and clearance of it and the other Phase 3 buildings 
caused a large mound of rubbish [K98] to accumulate in 
what must have been a hollow between the skali and 
eldhus. The eldhus was replaced by a new structure built 
almost on the foundations of the old. The SE wall 
foundation [E65] was replaced by a new and parallel wall 
[K 19] lying to its imm ediate west. From the evidence. 
this new stone wall was double-faced and also served as a 
common wall with a new structure in the centre of the site 
(illus 139). A second wall. at right-angles to the first. 
became the NE wall of the replacement eldhus building, 
possibly preserving the Phase 3 alignment here. The 
remaining two walls of the structure were not found, nor 
was the entrance. Internally the building received a clay, 
or clay and earth floor. wh ich was capped by a small. 
probably rectangular. hearth slab. lt is suggested that the 
hearth lay in the middle of the width of the building. 

The new building constructed in the area between the old 
e/Jhus and sl r!f(, \\ as represented by a stone wa ll 
(described above) and surviving fragments of a wooden 
tloor. These suggest that it replaced the stofa in function 
and became a new dwelling-house on the site. The 
wooden floor [E40] of pine planks al igned NWISE. 
survived in the southern part of the building. To the north 
was the partial remains of a hearth [E33] and paved 
flooring [EJ I 0] . A small packing of para llel upr ight 
stones [E44] was found in the centre of the trench, but 
was badly disturbed by the cut for a later drain. 
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For the first time in the recorded history of the site, there 
was activity south of the e/dhus (Trench M). The partial 
remains of three lidded drains. two running from the 
north, and one almost at right angles were found. 
However. it has not been possible to link these drains 
with any features of the nearby structures. Although 
possibly not all functioning at the same time. it is quite 
obvious that they are of similar construction and were 
built within a relatively short period of each other. 

Finds were abundant from this phase. with evidence of 
fragment s of a 14th-century Yorkshire jug (S F 81 ~ ). with 
a thumbed base (illus 67). steat ite artefacts of all types 
(including all the lamps), and finds contemporary with 
the structures of 15th-/J 7th-century date. such as 
domestic pottery, fragments of knitting and clay pipes. 
Much of the material came from the dump [K98] in the 
area behind the eldhus (Trench K) where it was not 
possible to separate out artefacts from the demolition or 
Phase 3 buildings from those used during Phase 4. More 
steatite was found during this phase than at any other 
time, suggesti ng that it was still in use for vessels and 
possibly bakestones, even though much of it had been 
discarded. Also during this phase there is a distinct 
change in the artefact assemblage, and for the first time 
items other than ceramics were imported: clay pipes and 
glass, and ballast such as flint and poss ibly coal. In 
addition, imported ceram ics, continental red wares, 
although possibly present at the end of Phase 3, were now 
more abundant and date from c 1620130 (see 7 .3.3 above: 
col illus 18 and 19). A few sherds of modem ceramics 
were also found. These are probably intrusive, resulting 
from the demolition at the end of this phase and the 
rebuilding at the beginn ing of the next . The floor of the 
new bu ildi ng in Trench E produced many texti les 
including knitting and weaving fragments. In addition, 

1llu, 1-l I 
Cl a) patch J60 on the 
\\OOlkn floor: scale 111 0 1111 
intervals: from NW 

there were spindlewhorls and wooden objects: a bung. 
wedge and spoon. Birch bark was present. and found in 
both buildings. 

The stratigraphy surrounding the drains in the SW 
(Trench M) contained fragmen ts of continental redwares. 
some steatite. stone artefacts and wood. 

INTERPRETATION 

(i ll us 139) 

Not enough of the building in th e centre of the site 
survived for its overall ground plan to be interpreted with 
any certainty although an attempt has been made to show 
its possible position in relationship >A ith the bui lding to 

the NW and the stci a to the SE. From the limited 
evidence. it is suggested that the building was orientated 
NE/SW and had two rooms. a larger wooden floored one 
to th e south and a smaller stone-fl oored one to the north 
with a hearth . The small stone pack ing [E44J found 
between the two floors probably demarcated the dividing 
partition wall. Alternati vely, it may have al so marked 
part of a door housing. Measurements of the existing 
stratigraphy of this building indicate that it could have 
been over 8m long and at least 6m wide. A piece of 
wooden flooring close to the common wall with the eldhus 
is enigmatic, and may mark the fl ooring to a doorway 
leading NW out of the building. The new eldhus was 
bui lt probably on the same alignment. and possibly on the 
same foundations, as the Phase 3 e/dhus, perpetuating the 
older bui lding pattern and possibly its size of c 4.5m x 
4.0m. However, in this phase the structure was probably 
completely stone-bu ilt. Its hearth may have been placed 
centrally and it may have continued the traditional 
functions of an e/dhus. Sometime towards the end of th is 
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phase the Phase 3 stofa burnt down. precipitating the 
burning of the Phase 4 dwelling-house during the middle 
of the 17th century. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Phase 4 is characterised by only two buildings at the west 
end: a two-roomed dwe lling-house in the centre of the 
senl ement and an anached structure with a hearth to its 
west. possibly an eldhus in function if not in name (the 
use of the farm name 'Eidus' in the 1600s has already 
been discussed, 3.5 above). Lying close to the angle 

created by the two structures was a large dump of 
rubbish. Im ported goods. especially ceramics, were used 
in the dwelling-house, some found in situ . The range of 
other artefacts suggest that every-day act ivities took 
place there. The evidence is more sparse for the 
replacement eldhus bui lding, but food preparati on may 
have been one of its main activi ties. The digging of 
drains at the southern end of these bu ildi ngs suggest that 
drainage was becoming a problem on the site. The 
artefacts are consistent with a use of these structures over 
a 200-year period from the beginning of the 15th century 
to the beginning of the 17th. 

8.4.3 HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Although there was a po litical change in the history of 
Shetland during this period and it came under Sconish 
control. there is no evidence from the artefactual 
assemblage to suggest any great change in the cultural 
connections of the com munity living at the Biggings. 
Tullochs and then Mowats controlled the is land 's rents, 
which were collected on behalf of the distant owners, the 
Lords of Norway. These may have been paid partly in the 
traditional way, in lengths ofwadme l woven on the island: 
there was still plenty of archaeological evidence of texti le 
activity. However. the fact that pit JL55 was lined with a 
quantity of loom-weights (i llus 146 below and discussion 
in 7.4.4 above) may indicate that they had been abandoned 
because of a dec line in weaving activity. This could 
prov ide rather dramatic corroborative evidence for the 
known decline of rental payments in wadmel in the early 
decades of the 17th century (see above 2.6.2). 

This is the period when hi storical evidence shows yearly 
vis its of Hamburg and Bremen merchants to be such a 
significant feature of Shetland history. Evidence of Papa ·s 
importance as a shipping haven for the Gcm1an merchants 
exists from the 1560s and the · Duchemen of papa· are 
referred to c \600 (see above 3.3.2). They, of course. 
would be the suppliers of the continental redwares which 

are a dominant feature of the pottery assemblage of this 
phase, particularly at the west end of the site. 

The evidence of dec line in status of the bu ilding on the 
cast end ofthe site at the end of Phase 4 (early 1600s) is 
in accord with what is known about the circumstances 
surrounding wooden houses in Shetland at this date. The 
historical evidence telling about the importation of 
timber from Norway ready cut for the construction of 
·stock-stove' houses (Smith 1980. 22t) has been referred 
to al ready (above 8.3.1 ). This trade was probably in 
decline by 1600 however and documentary references to 
such houses (called 'stoff/stoi ff) become rarer 
(although, there is one instance in the Court Book of 
Shetland for 1602-4 of a ' new stoiff hous·: Donaldson 
1954, 96). Evidence suggests that they survived longest 
in the northern parts of Shetland. where the udal 
proprietors also maintained their independent status 
longest15. 1t is very probable that the wooden building 
suffered neglect. particularly if it was not the main 
dwelling-house. and the evidence of burning suggests 
that it burned down at the end of this phase. Thi s rna) 
~xplain why the name ·stove· never ex isted for a holding 
at the Biggings. as it did in other parts of Shetland (or if it 
did it was never recorded). 

8.5 PHASE 5 - EARLY 1600s TO THE MID 19TH CENTURY: A NEW STONE 
DWELLING-HOUSE 

A d>velling-house. possibly converted li·om an original 
barn and/or yard, was constructed in the east over the 
Phase 3 structures. In the \\'est the Phase ~ dwelling-house 
was replaced by a new farmhouse. and pits are found dug 
into the earl ier structu res. A map of 1846 (Endpapers) 
shows that at that date, about a dozen dwelling-houses had 

15 Documents refer to ' th<: chcifc hous called the stove ' 111 two Yell 
tO\\ nships and ' the hous or Stove of Sutherhous in Glus' in 16.:16. 
Even as late as the 1760s a stock-stove house "as maintained and 

hc~n built close tog~ther in the Not1h Biggings yard duri ng 
this phase. Sit~ evidl!nce in the fonn of incoherent 
fragmentary ,,·ails is all that survived of the majorit) of 
th~se buildings. as they were all thorough!) demolished 
bdore the construct ion of the Gorl in Phase 6. 

l1vcd 111 in Cuppastcr in south Yell . The author (BEC) is grateful to 
l!nan Smith for thc~c references 
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8.5.1 A NEW DWELLING-HOUSE IN THE EAST 

Whatever had been the status of the former srofa site in 
the previous phase, during this period of intensive 
popu lation growth (see 3.3.2 above) a rebuilt stone 
dwelling-house was located again on the same alignment 
as the earlier bui ldings at the eastern end of the site. 
Maybe this was when the name 'G0rl ' was first given to 
the dwelling in this position. Very little of it survived due 
to later destruction. but the hearth was located towards 
the east gable, and som e drains were found (i llus 32). Its 
outline is delineated in the 1846 plan (Endpapers) where 
a parallel bu ilding to the north is also shown (which may 
have been found in a very fragmentary condition in 
Trench S). These two houses may be the ones remem
bered in local tradit ion and called ·oa Porrie" (3.5 above). 

There was a rapid decline of imports of German red ware 
during Phase 5 which is explained by the historical 
evidence for the late 17th-century decline of trading. and 
the ending of the German mercantil e role in Shetland 's 
history (3.3.2 above). lt was replaced by modem 
ceramics from British potteries.This was the period of the 

icolson and Gifford control of all economic life on the 
island and the total enslavement of the population in the 
fishing tenures. Unfortunately the destruction of these 
later phases of the archaeological investigation by the 
rebuilding of the Riggings township means that the 
picture gained was not clear, and the material evidence 
very disturbed. 

8.5.2 PHASE 5 THE WESTERN DWELLING-HOUSE 

(illus 40: 142) 

rhe pattern of bui ldings in Phase 5 is complicated by the 
addition of many new stone features. including the 
n:mai ns of at least three drains. What is apparent is that 
the Phase 4 central dwell ing-housc (Trench E) was 
demolished at the end of that phase and the building in 
the original eldhus area (Trench K) was rebuilt. This 
caused a significant amount of rubble and peaty deposits 
[K 17x, 26] to bui ld up across the area. On top of this a 
new structure was erected. The SE wall of the previous 
bu ilding [K 19] was retained but the NW [K 11 ] was 
moved south at least one metre. A drain [K20]. ali gned 
NE/SW, was buil t and form ed a boundary to the building 
in the NW. lt is unknown whether the drain was a 
contemporary or a later feature, or what was the nature of 
its relationship to the NW wall of the structure . Floors of 
two rooms. divided by a stone foundation [K 157] 10 a 
partition wall. survived in side the bu ilding. although 
truncated to the south by later acti vity. The west room 
had an earthen floor [K9] which con tained the remains of 
a hearth, and the slightly smaller east room fl oor was of 
clay [K 1 0] , which may have fom1 ed the foundation to a 
wooden floor immediately above. 

Lying to the north of the building was at least one 
substantial wall [Hi22J aligned NE,SW with fragments 
of paving to either side of it. In the north (Trench H) was 
part of a drain [Hi23J, which may have been a northward 
continuation of the drain [K20] of the new structure 
(Trench K). 

After the demol ition of the Phase 4 central 
dwe lling-house (Trench E) the area possibly became an 
open yard with the addition of a drain [E9] running 
through it from NW to SE, and a pit at its eastern end. At 

right angles to the drain and runni ng NE from it. was a 
wall or walls [E35] which bound an area of large pav ing 
slabs [E88J to its west. The drains in the SW (Trench M) 
[M9. M 10] may have still been in use. but they were not 
found to be physically linked to any structure. 

Finds include the largest amount of both coarsewares and 
continental redwares found at the site in any one phase. 
They came from both the floors of the new western 
structure and from its surrounding deposits. The 
redwares are of late 17th- 'earl; 18th-centul) date and 
some of the coarsewares are probably contemporary. Th e 
mix of earl ier material. disturbed during rebuilding, is 
seen in the numbers of fragments of medieval wares 
present in this phase. For the first time modern wares 
were found in significant numbers, in the new western 
structure (Trench K) and from a pit in the centre of th e 
site (Trench E). Some steatite was also present in these 
localities, but this is thought to be residual. derived from 
earlier deposits. Of more sign ificance are the tex tiles 
from the area or the new structure (Trench K) including 
the foot of a stocking, SF 1655 ( illus 11 3) (possibly 
redeposited from Phase 4). tabby and twill fabric; clay 
pipes of possibl; mid- 17th-century date, and fragments 
of bottle and window glass . More fi nds were found in 
Phase 5 in this structure than in any other phase. and from 
any other part of the s ite. 

INTERPRETATION 

(illus 142) 

The number and variety of finds fTOm the new western 
structure suggest that this was a dwelling-house, which 
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lllus 142 
Interpretation of structures in Phase 5: dwelling-house and drains. 

replaced the Phase 4 structure in the centre of the 
settlement As with previous phases, the stratigraphy is 
discontinuous and often missing, due to later 
disturbances, and interpretation of the surviving material 
is unsatisfactory. This new dwelling-house was at least 
4.5m long and at least 4.5m wide. The structure was 
aligned NW/SE and divided by a partition wall into two 
rooms. There are fragments of two outer walls but there is 
no indication of where the entrance to the structure would 
have been. A hearth was located in tht: west room. The 
drain to the west may have truncated the structure or been 
a part of. or lay beside the NW wall. North of the 
dwelling-house and runn ing parallel to the drain (:2.5m 
away) was a substantially built stone wall , which may 
have been a yard or boundary wall. Paving to either s ide 
of it suggest that an open yard or yards, or even paved 
byres may have ex isted here (with the addition ofthe wall 
and drain to the east). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A new \Vestem dwelling-house was constructed (illus 
143) as both the stratigraphic and artefactual evidence 
suggest However, the walls and drains of Phase 5 at this 
end of the site may have been complicated by the 
construction of new buildings at the Biggings during the 
early part of the 19th century known as, or associated 
with, ·o a Porrie ' (see 3.5 above). The plan ofthe Phase 5 
features (ill us 40 & 142) may indeed show more than one 
event at the site, but it has not been able to separate the 
features stratigraphically or by more detai led analysis of 
the artefacts. The fragmentary nature of the stratigraphy 
due to the impact of later disturbances has made the 
features of the west end very hard to interpret 
sat is factori ly. 
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8.6 PHASE 6 - RESTRUCTURING OF THE SETTLEMENT: MID 19TH CENTURY 
TO THE 1930s 

This phase is marked by the destruction of the ex isting 
bui ldings and previous settlement al ignment bet,,cen 
1850/1 880. A small croft house calkd ·the Gorl· was 
bui lt nearly at right angles across the eastern end of the 

former houses in the SE of the s ite ( i !Ius 143 ). lt remained 
in use until the 1930s. There ' ' ere no n;cognisable 
structures at the west end for this phase. 

8.6.1 THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE G0RL CROFT-HOUSE AT THE EAST OF THE SITE 

The total change which occurred in the history of the 
Biggings in the mid-late 19th century is reflected in the 
total change which occurred in the bui ld ing history in 

Phase 6. The remarkable continu ity of dwell ing-site did 
not cease. but the alignment was turned round ninety 
degrees. Bet\\ een 1850 and 1880 all the old houses were 
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pulled down and a new dwelling built N/S across the east 
end of the former stofa. lt was of the improved variety 
\Vith two rooms, and eventually a gab le chim ney although 
it also had a square open hearth at the south side of the 
main doorway. · Da Gorr was on ly inhabited for 60 or 70 
years. and then itself abandoned. The still surviving south 

gable end ( illus 144) marks the site of a remarkable 
occupation of perhaps nine hundred years, from a semi
sunken Norse dyngja of a high-starus Norse farm ing estab
lishment which probably controlled most of the cultivable 
land in Papa Stour to the dwelling of one crofter with a 
small holding of land (but the heir of a long tradit ion). 

8.6.2 LEVELLING OF THE WEST SIDE OF THE SITE 

After the end of Phase 5, it would appear that the 
structures across the west end of the site were levelled, 
and no building was erected here again . Th ere were 
however. three walls. one in the north (Trench H) [H2] 
and two small fragments in the centre of the si te (Trench 

E) [E 87 and E86j, none associated with bui ldings. Phase 
6 activities do not further the interpretation of the 
building sequence at the Biggings; these late events may 
have taken place during the latter half of the 19th century 
or the early part of the 20th. 

8.7 CONCLUSIONS ON THE STRUCTURAL HISTORY OF THE SETTLEMENT 

The east end of the site was easiest to interpret because of 
the better nature of its survi va l. which by remarkable good 
fortune had preserved recognisable features of a wooden 
stofa. However the buildings uncovered there were 
possibly not the most important units of the total 
settlement in tem1s of size and activity (although the Phase 
3 stofa itself was the highest status building). The west end 
was where the hub of domestic acti vity was centred. 

Problems of interpretation make it difficult to classifY the 
buildings at the west end, or even to describe their plan. 
structure and lay-out (5.6 above). The lack of surviving 
stone walls do not pern1it accurate estimations of 
dimensions. The possibili ty that all were of wooden 
construction cannot be ruled out. but the only post-hole 
recognised (in the eldlms area in Phase 2) does not prove 
that this was the case. Apart from the significant presence 
of a stofa ofh igh-status rype at the east end there is nothing 
much that can be said about the remaining stnJctures 
which can add to the exist ing evidence for Norse bui lding 
types (as known from other excavated sites in Shet land). 

PHASE 2 (11TH-12TH CENTURIES) 

(lllus 11 6) 

The earliest sunkcn -nooret.l build ing. the d\'Jigjo. at the 
east end was not heavil) used from the few number of 
anefacts found within it. The westem building was 
obvious!) much the most important dwelling-house from 
the artefactual evidence. and presumably it was therefore. 
the main hall or sk(i/i. Together\\ ith the smaller building. 
a precursor of the £'/Jhus. this fom1ed a complex that 11 as 
the centre of the I iving area. These three units were all 
distinct and non-contiguous bui ldings. 

The dyngja structure at the east end was replaced by a 
sto/a-building. a self-standing wooden bu ilding. with 
impressive stone-structured central fire-pit. In the skuli. 
finds of bakestonc and coarseware point to cooking 
act ivities around the remains of a rock-cut fire-pit , whil e 
the fragments of Paffrath ware (relocated in a later pit) is 
sign ificant first ev idence of imported pottery on the site. 

PHASE 3 (c 1200- c 1400) 

(illus 122) 

The restructuring of the wooden building appears to have 
been closely modelled on the ·Jafted· st<?fa of eastern 
Norway (as comparet.l archaeologically wi th the 
excavated examples from Gamlebyen, Os lo). 

The dwelling-house.:. the skali, to the west had two 
sources of heating ant.l cooking in this phase: a hearth and 
baking oven. The finds corroborate that the oven was 
used for food preparation. (steatite fragrm:nts. coarse 
pottery and quemstones). and the area of the hearth 
produced steatite bah.estones and other steatite fragments 
and a little coarseware (including a lamp) . Th is 
artefactual evidence pales beside the quantity of finds 
from the smaller western building however (see 5.6.2 
above). most of which came from the large kerbed hearth 
built in this phase. and the surrounding paving. 

This is the reriot.l when Nom egian sources t.l eti ne the 
three t)pes of huilt.l ing \\hich made up the normal 
farming or urban sett lement un it: the .Hc!/a. eldhu.1. and 
hur (or hu) (di!>c ussed above 3.5 and .t.5 ). The first is 
clearly present in this phase, and the smaller western 
bui lding wi th large kerbed hearth wou ld appear to qualify 
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for the eldhus category. We are continuing to identify the 
longer bui lding, which must have been the main dwelling 
or ' living-room ', as the hall (skali) , a long the lines of the 
older longhouse, known apparently in Iceland as the 
eldaskali (Johannesson 1974, 338). This does not leave 
any clear location for the bur among the indeterminate 
house structures at the west end of the site although (as 
discussed above 3.5) place-names do suggest that such a 
house may have existed at Uphouse. However the 
function of a bur is not exactly clear and such a 
store-room or work-room might be rather difficult to 
recognise in the archaeological record. 

PHASE 4 (c 1400- 1600) 

(illus 139) 

The change fmm Norwegian to Scotti sh political sphere 
in this period is broadly reflected in the perceived 
archaeological circumstances. There was a decline in the 

status of the stofa building, and the structures at the west 
end become the main dwelling-house. This was on a 
changed alignment, it was two-roomed and stone-built, 
and thus reflected more the Scottish influences of the 
period rather than being a continuation of a Norwegian 
type. The name ' Eldus' recorded as a farm residence on 
Papa Stour in 1625, very likely derived from the older 
Norse name -e/dhus- for the small westem bui lding, and 
retained for the dwelling-house in this phase. 

PHASE 5 (EARLY 1600s TO MID 19TH CENTURY) 

(illus 142) 

This was the period of greatest population growth, and 
the 16 71 list of tenants at Uphouse- giving ten names (see 
3.3.2}-provides the historical background for the sub
divison and over-crowding that must have happened. and 
which is reflected to some extent in the confused picture 
of structures at the west end of the site. 
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FINAL DISCUSSION 

Barbara E Crawford 

9.1 THE PRO.JECT 

As outlined in the Introduction, the intellectual basis of 
this research project was always meant to be 
interdisciplinary. It is now time to attempt to draw some 
meaningful conclusions combining the resu lts of two 
diverse approaches to the study of the past. As has been 
rightly noted, in talking about ' interdisciplinary 
approaches' the stress should be on the ' discipline' as 
much as on the ' inter' (Page 1982, 351 ). lt is to be hoped 

that this publication shows the rigorous nature of the 
approach which has been followed with the subject 
materia l presented by two very different disciplines. How 
successfu l has the project been in combining these two 
sources into a coherent study of the medieval and early 
modem communities living and farming at the Biggings 
on the island of Papa Stour? 

9.1.1 THE NATURE OF HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 

The primary motivation for the project, the historical 
circumstances as revealed in the 1299 document, have 
been described in detail above ( Introduction). The 
evidence conta ined in the 1299 document provided many 
points of discussion about aspects of the society and 
economy of Papa Stour and Shetl and (chapter 4 above). 
Above a ll it showed that the is land was a valued 
possession of the Norwegian crown , probably as 
successor to the earls of O rkney (3.1.4). Indeed, if it were 
not for the 1299 document we wou Id never have known 
that Papa Stour had belonged to the Norwegian crown. lt 
is. however, well recorded from the following centuries 
that it was the possession of powerful and wealthy 
members of the highest leve ls of the Norwegian, and 
Dane-Norwegian, aristocracy (3.2). 

In the late Norse period, including the span of time when 
the island was a possessio n of the Norwegian crown, we 
were therefore dealing with a high-status s ite. The farm 
of Uphouse was a power centre where royal officials 
stayed \Vhen carrying out admini strative, lega l and fiscal 
business. They would expect a res idence which befitted 
their status. and this residence became a more permanent 
one for Thorvald Thoresson \Vho eventually held the 
island in /en (by royal grant) from the crown. 

His daughter a lso resided there on occasions, but as the 
d irect political connections between Papa Stour and 
Norway declined in the period of soc ia l disruption in the 

14th century, the community at the Bigg ings became one 
of resident tenants (there must a lways have been tenants 
there, of course, to farm the lands for the frequently
absent owners). The tenants ' own status is difficult to 
evaluate in the absence of detailed historical records. 
Settlement history tells of increasing population on the 
island, and the growth in numbers of households at the 
Biggings is reflected in the change of a lignment of the 
main dwelling-house at the west end, the decline to 
workhouse/outhouse s tatus for the stofa. the sub-division 
of holdings. and the development of the Biggings 
township into a community of village size. 

This site had a long-lived history and it has therefore 
been necessary to adjust to the fact that we were 
interpreting the surviving record of a community whose 
status had changed drastically over time. What is meant 
by ' status ' in this context? Thi s hi storical term is 
normally assessed according to mate rial criteria: wealth 
measured in buildings, building structures and style of 
buildings: standards of material culture as seen in 
imported goods or quality of local products, which 
inevitably varied over the centuries. it was not easy to 
recogn ise such a change in the archaeological evidence 
because of the extent of destruct ion. clear indicators for 
interpretation of individual episodes being obscured by 
the disturbance in subsequent, more recent , levels. 

Every archaeological site is different, and the length of 
period over which a s ite is excavated, the extent of 
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funding, and the local faci I ities are all relevant factors to 
the quality ofthe final result. In the case of the Biggings. 
the research-driven nature of the project and the lack of 
state funding meant that the excavation campaigns were 
sporadic, and resources were very limited. This was not 
an ideal bas is for a comprehensive archaeological study. 
and yet our historical knowledge about the site gave us 
the research impetus and the intellectual inspiration 
which has provided an ill uminating and ver:- unusual 
aspect to this project. 

We chose to excavate in an area of former dense 
settlement because it seemed the most likely place to find 
the ducal fam1 of Uphouse. Excavat ing in the middle of a 
crofting community which has been the centre of island 
settlement since Norse times inevitably engendered 
profound difficu lt ies of interpretation. As has been 
stressed. the growth of population at the Biggings from 
the late Middle Ages resulted in changes of house 
alignment. and multiplication of dwellings. even though 
the same area remained the focus of the main ~ettlcment 
zone. 1t has alread] been explained (3.-t.3 ) hO\~ the Nonh 
Biggings houses were pulled down in the mid 19th 
centu ry. and although this provided the opponunit) to 
discover the stoji1 at the east end it left the west end very 
disturbed and thus incapable of reveal ing a reliable 
picture of phasing seq uences or of house types. !'he 
contrast between the unusual preservation of wooden 
stofa structures at the east end and confusion at the west 
end indicates how condi ti ons can vary with in a few 
metres. wi thout any indication of such variabili t) at the 
ground level. 

It can be argued that if\\ e had not known that a panicular 
building called a stofa had existed on Papa Stour in 1299 
it would have taken a lot longer to recognise the 
structures that were uncovered at the Biggings as the 
remains of a wooden building. As a result of the 
discovery of the s!o/{1. excavators in Shetland, and in 

areas of Scandinavian sett lement in northern and west em 
Scotland will be more alert to the possibilities of 
recognising the remains of former wooden buildings on 
sites dating to the late Norse period. 

In looking for the site of Duke 1-liikon's farm . and 
excavating what we beli eve to buildings of that farm, 
the investigation was concerned with the highest leve l 
of Norwegian soc i et~. a level which is rare!) the subject 
of archaeological investigation. o known royal farm 
had been excavated in Shetland (or in Norway) before. 
As far as royal estates in Shetland are concerned. 
evidence would suggest that they passed into the hands 
of other land-owners fairly rapidly (as we know that 
Papa Stour did). By the date of the first Shetland rental 
therefore (c 1500) the extent of the crown estates was 
not great. and they consisted only of small parcels of 
land (pers comm Brian Smith). 

This situation mah.es Shetland rather different from 
Orkne~ \\here the earls had large estates throughout the 
islands. and some imponant and long-lived residences. 
such as Birsa) and Orphir. have been extensively 
excavated (Morris 1989; 1996: Batey & Morris 1992 ). 
Comparisons are not easy but the most distinctive 
buildings at the Biggings (dyngja and stofa) have not so 
far been recognised on Orkney earldom sites or anywhere 
in Orkney. We have to look directly to Norway (2.4.2 and 
2.4.3) and to parallels found in urban excavations there 
for the most useful examples of this stq/a-type of 
building. Its imponation and use in Shetland must re flect 
the close political links which are known from the 
historical evidence to have existed with orwa: from 
I 195 to 14 70. The G~t ·n,r!ju is also now being found on 
rural sites in Norway, although the most usefu l examples 
of these sunken structures have been excavated in 
Iceland. These distinctive buildings symbolise the 
cultural unity of Non!}!,.\'l 'e/dt>t at the height of Norwegian 
royal power and influence.1 

9.2 THE SITE 

The Biggings ha5 its own features which make it 
distinctively different from all other Norse sites 
excavated in Scot land. 1t is located at the heart of a 
crofting community, it had acidic preservative condit
ions. and it demonstrated a remarkable conservatism in 
the re-use of the same house site throughout its sett lement 
history. In sca le it may not bear comparison with the 

1 .\'oregsvelder ( = ·Norwcgmn \\Orld') IS the tem1 used b) Numcg1an 
historians or the period \\hen the kmgs exer~tsed flil"cr '"er the 
skanlands 111 the Atlantic. and had some authOrtt) tn Europem1 aO'atrs 

~ Th~ recently-publt~hcd report of excavations at Skatll . tn lkcmc;;s_ 

remarkable mu lti-period sett lement uncovered by 
Hamilton at Jarl shot: nonetheless. in comparison with 
most excavated Norse sites in Orkney and Shetland, 
which have been abandoned (and are therefore available 
for excavating), the Uphouse site excavated at the 
Biggings has a certain significance as having remained a 
centre of settlement fro m AD 1100 to the 20th century~. 

Orkne~. another mulu -pcnod and htgh-status Norse , ne. make' the 
potnt that there ts ·arguabl~ an unbroken sequence· tn building;, of 
Vtking Age and late mcdtcval date under!) ing the pre:.cnt·da~ 

farmstead ( Buteux 19'J7. 215) rhc C\Ca\'ated buildings are ho\\cvcr 
quite wtdcl) scattered 



This makes the si te primarily a ' late Norse' one in tenns 
of its Scandinavian time-span3 although if Phase 2a is 
11th century in date as suggested (8.2 above), it can be 
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claimed that settlement at the Biggings started in the 
'Viking' period (or preferably 'early Norse' for pre-AD 
1100)4

• 

9.2.1 HOUSE ALIGNMENT 

The continuity of occupation is clearest and most 
impress ive at the east end where the succession of 
structures is unbroken from the I I rh-century dyngja to 
the 19th-century improved croft house called the G0rl 
(i llus 143; 144). These may not a ll have been dwellings 
(it depends on how one defines 'dwelling') as the stofa in 
Phase 4 appears to have suffered domestic industrial use, 
but this area continued to be inhabited, with, moreover. 
the house dimensions varying little. if at all , right up to 
the destruction of the houses in the 1860s. Even after that 
the builders of the Grn-1 chose to use the site of the 
destroyed houses, although they placed their new house 
at right angles to the previous house alignment. Despite 
the problems this latest structure on the site caused our 
excavation procedure. we have to recogni se that the 
placing of this house at the same location had done much 
to preserve the Norse house underneath and the wooden 
structures which were uncovered. 

3 The dating term inology used here is that proposed b) BigeiO\\ ( 1985. 
I 04) who used the term ·Jate Norse ' for the period I I 00-1500 

Despite the remarkable cont inuity of settlement through
out the period outlined above, the partial nature of 
interpretable evidence from the whole excavated area has 
to be stressed. The west end buildings contemporary wi th 
the well-preserved east end stofa were the skali and 
eldhus. The number and variety of hearths and ovens (see 
8.3) give a vivid picture of the domestic activi ty which 
was carried out in the buildings, but the structure and 
dimensions of the buildings themselves were obscured 
by later destruction. The reconstruction of the skali and 
eldhus are an approximation. lt is not even possible to 
say what the houses were built of, whether stone or turf, 
or whether they might have been partly wooden const
ruction also. lt was not easy to be certain about the 
different phasing which had been obscured by debris and 
intrusion into earlier levels. 

tllus 144 
J'he Gorl half demoli shed. 
with ' ' all J I J '1>1bk m front 
of it. 

4 The archaeological evidence from Phase I was not datable. it should be 
noted that parts of t he west end (Trench E) were not fully excavated. so 
no conclusions about pre-Norse settlement at the Biggi ngs can be fim1 ly 
made. 
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Change of house alignment is a problematical area of 
analysis in the Norse period. lt is possible to theorise as to 
the reason for such changes, but in fact we have no real 
knowledge of the imperatives under which such changes 
were made. Suggestions of a shift in wind direction have 
been put forward to explain a 90° change of axis 
orientation of houses on the north side of the Brough of 
Birsay at the end of the lOth century (Hunter 1983. 168; 
1986, 147). Much more theoretical concepts have been 
expressed as underlying the switch from E-W alignment 
of medieval stue in Norway to a N-S direction in the 
post-Reformation period (Doxtater 1990, 183-21 0). The 
maintenance of the established E- W house alignment of 

the dyngja and stofa at the Biggings is notable. although 
it does appear that the shift of main dwelling to the west 
end in Phase 4 did involve the building of a new house on 
a N-S alignment (Section 8.4.2). The most dramatic 
change of orientation was of course the building of the 
Gorl diametrically across the foundations of the 
destroyed bui lding in the 1860s/70s. The imperatives 
lying behind this whole re-alignment undoubtedly had 
more to do with the priorities of the landowners and their 
estate surveyors' preferences than the wishes of the 
tenants. Such principles may perhaps have underlain the 
original planning of the buildings. rather then an) more 
practical considerations. 

9.2.2 ABSENCE OF THE CLASSIC LONGHOUSE 

In contrast to the situation on most excavated Norse sites 
where the animals were housed close to or in an integral 
part of the dwelling-house. there was no evidence that 
animals were housed in any part of the excavated area at 
any period. lt is likely that the byres. barns and stables lay 
near or under the barns of today in the Biggings yard (see 
· Byres ' in plan of old nam es recorded at the Biggings 
ill us 13); however, nothing relevant was found in the area 
investigated which abutted these buildings. It should be 
noted that the dwelling-house at the E corner of the 
Biggings yard is ca lled ·Nordafl or' :fiar is the Norwegian 
for cow-stall, which suggests that byres were located in 
this area at some date. This absence of animal housing in 
close conjunction with dwell ings is in contrast to other 
excavated Norse houses in Shetland. 

The provision of space for cattle at the ends of dwelling
houses in the late Norse period can be seen at Jarlshof 
probably in Phase Ill ( I Oth century) and certainly in Phases 
V and V I (I I th-1 3th centuries), while the medieval 
farmstead had a separate byre parallel to the house (Small 
1982, 248-50). The late Norse Sandwick house has an 
integral byre and Bigelow has discussed ( 1985. I 11 ; 1987, 
27-9) the ' radical shift in building design' which generally 
fo llowed on the addition of the byre to the dwelling-house 
which he suggests happened in the I I th and 12th 
centuries. He has developed a very interesting theory to 
ex plain such a development, suggesting that there were 
economic reasons for this change which may have been a 

result of the intensification of dairying ( 1987, 33 ). Perhaps 
because of increased demands for taxes and tithes (paid 
primarily in butter and ·wadmel ' ) it proved necessary to 
move the milk cattle nearer the source of heat in the house 
in order to improve the milk ) ic ld. It could also be 
suggested that the deterioration of climatic conditions 
from 1250 onwards may have induced changes in living 
patterns for cattle and man- who would have benefited 
from the increased heat engendered from close pro\ im it) 
to catt le and cattle manure. As far as the Biggings is 
concerned there is no evidence to indicate that such a 
deve lopment took place, although the demand for 
increased ·wadmcl' taxes may underlie the evidence of 
texti le production. 

r\\ 0 factors may be relevant to the lack of evidence for 
any true longhouses (ie the combination of dwell ing
space and cattle hous ing under one roof) at the Biggings: 
the high status of the s ite through the Middle Ages which 
could well explain a disinclination to bring the byres 
nearer to the skali or the srofa, and the intensive nature of 
the arable cultivation of the Biggings fields. which may 
have meant that cattle-ra ising was not such an important 
aspect of the economy of this farm. Clearly there must 
have been storage barns nearby which would have been 
likely to include corn-drying kilns. as at Jarlshof and the 
Beach view site in Birsay (Ham i I ton 1956; Morris 1996. 
illus 126). 

9.3 NATURE OF THE STRUCTURES EXCAVATED 

Of prime significance when assessing the nature of the 
archaeological discoveries at the Biggings is without 
doubt the sequence of wooden buildings, and the 
evidence for the use of timber on Papa Stour in the Norse 

period. Prior knowledge of the ex istence of a stofa on the 
island in the late 13th century enabled us to recogn ise 
that we had in fact found such a wooden structure when 
the plan ked fl oor was uncovered in 1979 (section 5.1 ). 



However, the exact nature of thi s building was not easy to 
define. for the many and varied explanations of the 
origin, meaning and physical nature of wooden buildings 
have not been simpl e to understand . Recent publication 
of Stoklund's study of Faeroese houses in the North 
Atlantic context (1996) has helped to clari f) many 
aspects\ 

Behind our interpretation of the east end of the site lay the 
burning question: was the stofa in west Norway like the 
separate ' lafted' timber buildings so fam iliar in east 
Norwegian architectural tradition, or was the term used 
for a boxed wooden room which was incorporated into 
the traditional longhouse buildings. lying alongside the 
rest of the dwelling-house, and under the same roof:l lt is 
a very vexed issue among Norwegian architectural 
historians (Crawford 1996. 143: Stok lund 1996. I 18. 
120), and it had therefore to be very seriously considered. 
The evidence for such a stofa at the Biggings is very 
pertinent to the problem and could provide useful early 
evidence for the longhouse proponents - those archit
ectural historians who see the traditional west Norwegian 
longhouse structure as continuing throughout the Middle 
Ages (Brekke 1997, 34-5). 

Our evidence points quite clearly to the 13iggings stofa as 
having been a separate wooden building, with one 
protective stone walL and not built as part of a longhouse 
structure. Even though the other main building (the ska/i) 
was on the same alignment, the evidence showed them to 
be detached and with a stretch of open ground between 
them. This stretch of ground was full of pits, dug between 
the two buildings, which was never roofed over, as far as 
we could tell. In this respect the stofa maintained the 
separate nature of the pre-existing build ing of Phase 2. 
the dyngju. Thus our stofa builders were not following 
the usual west l\lorwegian tradition. but that is hardly 
surprising. if as argued (8.3.3 above). it was built in the 
\Vakc of the take-over of Shetland by the CrO\\ n in the 
early 13th century. Under the possible control of Earl 
Skule who shared the kingdom with 1-11\kon 111\konsson 
between 12 17 and 1240, and under the certain control of 
King 1-l akon 's administration thereafter. a sttdi1 constr
ucted on Papa Stour wou ld be in th e style of what was 
familiar in the royal court circle: and that coul d be a high
status ' lafted ' , log-built srofa of the cast orwegian type. 

' In lm not.:s to lm >cctiun on th~ wider l'onh AtlantiC piCture '>to~ lund 
comments on the d1scovery of a sroja at the B1gg1ng-;: ' hun ll ' ral\ lo rd) 
har ~~~e blot afdae~kc.:t c.:t rum med stuens ~araktcri sti~a. men ~an ogsil 
sands~nl1ggore . at betegndsen srofa i rctsdokument lra 1299 rclc rcr til 
dettc n1m · 
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However, as already discussed, it is not easy to be 
certain about the method of construction of a wooden 
building wh ich has been totally di smantl ed. except in 
th is instance for the surviving planked fl oor (see 
discussion 8.7 above). The decision has to be taken on 
historical grou nds because the archaeological evidence 
for wooden wall ing is ambiguous. in fact non-exi stent 
(section 5.5). The representation of the stofa on the 
royal fam1 as · Jafted ' (Frontispiece and i I Ius 145 a& b) is 
based as much on the absence of evidence for a 
stave-built structure, as on any positive ev idence for it 
being ' lafted' (the survival of the lowest logs being th e 
only means of knowing for sure the former ex isten ce of 
a ' lafted· building) (Dahl 1968. 192). Th e Roykstova 
at K irkj u bour in the Faeroes6

• be I ieved to date from 
c 1300 shows that. at the main episcopal residence. a 
log-timbered stofa was the major component of the 
estate bu ildings and. remarkably. it is still standing (col 
illus 8 and 9). The ability to transport the timber to 
Faeroe. and also to Iceland (see ref to Bishop Audun's 
stofa in 8.3.1 above), is dramatic testimony to the power 
and wealth or the Norwegian church. Even more, it 
gives us clear ev idence of the desire of the church rulers 
to replicate their contemporary cultural living standards 
in their island diocese. Just as dramatically the 
neighbouring stone ruin s of the cathedral at Kirkjubour 
tell us of the church · s desire to rep! icate contemporary 
ecc lesiastical norms in a quite unsuitable environment. 
where good building stone is hard to come by. Both 
these buildings are alien elements in the Faeroese 
landscape. 

Such colonial atti tudes are al so relevant in the case of the 
sto.fa at the Aiggings. We can assume that royal official s 
would be wi lling and able to emulate thei r ecclesiastical 
counterpart s and construct sim ilar timber buildings in the 
North Atlantic colonies. lt seems i nherent!~ lik e !~ 

therefore that the royal administration would have 
ensured that it~ main fam1- and admini str<lti vc centre- in 
the Shet land islands would have been adorned by a 
' lafted' stofa of similar type, if not of the same size and 
magnificence. Therefore the stofa at the Higgings has 
been represented as log-timbered. with a stave-built privy 
attached at the \vest gable end. 

6 it 1S k llll\\11 that a '-; t o~~<~'-W i a · also cx1s tc.:J along"Je the Ro) kStO\a 
but onl1 pan or it ' ul"\ i1c.:J a landslide m the.: 18th ecntul') b c.:c.: dra" 1ng 
in Rerg 1995. 25 1 ). 
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lllus 145a 
Conjectural reconstruction 
of the Phase 3 sto.fa at the 
Biggings. from the south 
showing the prot.:ctivc 
stone wall extend ing along 
the SW wall of the 
li ving-room and privy 
(drawn by IIAkon Chnstie). 

illus 145b 
ConJeCtural reconstructi on 
of the Phase J .vto.fa at the 
Btggmgs. fnlm the nnnh. 
shO\\ tng the ~tave-built 
pnv~ agai nst the \ \ CS! gable 
(dra\\n h> Halon Chns(Je). 

9.4 THE IMPORT ANT CONTRIBUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
ARTEFACTUAL MATERIAL 

9.4.1 THE SURVIVAL OF WOOD 

Recognition of the wood-using cu lture that has ex isted 
pre-eminently in Scandinavian societies throughout 
history lies behind this whole research proj ect. historical 
and archaeological. So rarely do conditions allow 
wooden artefacts to survive on excavations in the 
Northern Isles that there is never sufficient focus on the 
important place that wooden articles must have had in the 
life of the Norse colonists, although that picture will be 
hopefu lly rectified to some extent by the excavations at 
Tuquoy on Westray (Owen 1993, 33 1 ). Sites in the 
Faeroes have been more suitable for the survival ofwood 
and many tools and domestic utensils were recovered 
from the excavation at Leirvik (Hansen 1991 , 49; 1993, 
479), whi le the waterlogged conditions at the waterfront 
in Bergen have resulted in the remarkably rich material 
now held at the Bryggen Museum (0ye 1988; 
Christensen 1988: Herteig 1990; 1991 ). 

The wooden objects recovered from the Biggings are 
therefore immensely significant for prov idi ng some 
comparative evidence from the Northern Isles, and 
particularly the information gai ned about the structure of 
the wooden floor. The small items such as spoons and 
spatulae, lids, bases and staves from vessels and tubs, and 
pieces of buckets tell us of daily living and domest ic 
activity. Most of these objects wou ld have been imported 
from Norway, as wou ld the floor and log-built stofa 
itself, but some wood-working seems to have been 
carried on at the site from the surviving twist-bit and the 
pegs and off-cuts (see Wood Report: 7.5). Wooden tools 
associated with textile and rope-making were also found 
(in a pit where they had been dumped). Birch-bark 
fragments are among the most evocative of finds; the 
majority of the pi eces found are indubitably from the 
insulating layer which was laid under the turf roof -and 
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still is in parts ofNorway (see section 8.3 and illus 134). 
These certa inly must have been imported from Norway 
for this very purpose, and their recorded occurrence on 
this and other s ites in Norway and the Atlan tic is lands 

tells us more v ividly than any other item about the 
standard nature of some bu ild ing e lements in the north 
Atlantic world7• 

9.4.2 STEATITE AND COARSE POTTERY 

More usual artefactual evidence like the occurrence of 
soapstone (steatite) is of course further evidence of the 
Norse identity of the cu lture, particu larly in Shetland 
where it was easily ava ilable (7.2 above). Pieces of 
steatite vessels were present on the site from the first 
building phase up to the end of Phase 4, as well as a 
selection of other objects normally made from the same 
material -lamps, spindle-whorls, loomweights. This is all 
as one would expect. However, it is the interaction of 
steatite and locally-made pottery which adds a different 
dimension to the pattern observed at other Norse sites. 
General conclusions about the use of pottery in the north 
Atlantic point to its re- introduction in the late Norse 
period (Butt! er 199 I , 230) - both as crude, locally-made 
pots and imported wares. The circumstances at the 
Biggings cannot really he lp with this vexed question as 

the site is primarily a late Norse one, with the firs t 
building dating probably from the I I th century. But what 
is clear is that coarse pottery is there from the very 
beginning and continues to dominate the finds assem
blage right into the early modem period . Moreover it is 
made and used right through the period when foreign 
wares are com ing into the island, and does not appear to 
become less important to the indwellers at the Biggings, 
as a result of the availab ili ty of g lazed ware and stone
ware, or indeed redwares (7.1 above). This points at the 
very least to a conservative streak in the community, and 
it may perhaps indicate a tenantry which could not afford 
to abandon the ir cheap and utilitarian home-made 
cooking pots, even though some dwellers at the Biggings 
had access to fine foreign tablewares. 

9.4.3 PRODUCTS OF EXCHANGE 

Another major issue in Norse studies is the dominance of 
fishing in the economy of is land societies, and the type of 
fishing pursued (see discuss ion in Bigelow 1992, 18-19). 
Once again the Biggings evidence does not help us to 
understand any changes in diet or in the amount or type of 
fish caught by the community. Primarily there is a virtua l 
absence of bone survival. but even the numbers and 
distribution of fishing weights do not reveal any marked 
changes. Bigelow's model of economy-re lated changes in 
Shetland society in the late Norse period inc ludes an 
' adoption of trading dried fish for grain and other 
imported products ' between AD 1000 and 1300 (ibid, 
I 9). Historical evidence discussed above (2.5.1) certainly 
shows an association of German merchants with Papa 
Stour, as early as the mid 15th century: the island's 
location shou ld have made it an important centre of trade 
and exchange of dried fis h from the very beginning of 
these developments-which may well have s temmed back 
some centuries in to the Midd le Ages8. 

However it is hi ghly unlikely that grain would have been 
one of the products imported into Papa Stour in 

7 See Herjolfsdalur in Iceland (llcrmanns-Au<'lardottir 1989. 84). 

exchange, when the is land was probably a lways sel f
supporting in cereal products. The range of goods which 
German merchants were expected to provide in the 16th 
century was discussed in C hapter 3 above. Few of these 
items are witnessed in the archaeological record from the 
Biggings, a lthough the one impressive and obvious 
product o f this exchange is the quantity of fragments of 
German and south Scandinavian redware pottery, which 
dom inate the ceramic record in Phases 4 and 5 and which 
possibly appear from the end of Phase 3 (c 1400). 

As well as fi sh, it is very li ke ly that locally-m ade 
wadme\ cloth would have been an item which Hamburg 
merchants would have taken, and which may have been 
one of the ·other wares' lis ted as objects traded by local 
people. The most important purchasers of Icelandic 
wadmel in rhe late Midd le Ages were Hanseat ic 
merchants ( lloffmann 1974. 222). Before the growth in 
export of Jril.!d fi sh it was the coarse and functiona l 
c loth from the north wh ich was probably the most 
valued item of exchange. Quite apart from trade. the 
demand s of pa) ment of skatt (taxes) in length s of cloth 

8 Recent work by J Barren ( 1997) on the Norse dried-fish trade in Orkne} 
and Caithness suggests active trading from c 1300. 
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by the Norwegian admini stration meant that weaving 
was a most necessary activity in the 'skattlands· of the 
north Atlantic. This is one area of the econom:- of the 
is lands which is well attested in the archaeological 
record at the Biggings. Loom-weights. for weighting the 
warp of the upright loom, and spindle-whorl s. for 
producing the spun wool, arc there in abundance. as they 
are on most Norse sites: but a pin-beater for use in 
weaving and the ropemaker's l<>p for t\1 isting fibres are 
remarkable wooden survi vals (7 .5.2 above). A I so 
unique-so far on a Norse site in Shetland are the 
remnants of c loth in tabby, 2/ 1 and 2/2 twill , and a piece 
of knitting from the early modem period ( 7.6.3 ). The 
introduction of the craft of knitting and its popularit; in 
the Shetland Islands probabl) helped cause a decline in 
weaving which may be attested by the evidence of pit 
JL55, lined with redundant loom-weights and into 
which pieces of wood (and the raper 's top ) had been 
dumped (illus 146). 

l'he pits in general. found in large numbers all over the 
site. provide a remarkable source of evidence about 
domestic activity and the household economy '' hich has 
still to be full ) understood in all respects. Some of the 
contents ma) indeed have a connection '' ith texti le 
production. if the carbonised seaweed was being stored in 
pits for use in creating an alkaline solution or lye. very 
necessary in the cleansing of raw wool an<..l the dyeing of 
cloth (6.3.7 above) (Crawford 1991 . 42)". Burned seaweed 
was also used to create salt (ON srarrasalt = ·black salt". 
or ON busalt. · ~ sa lt for cattle') (Shetelig et a/1937. 3 I I), 
so vital in the preservation of meat for winter food, or for 
keeping butter. The making of sa lt in this way is referred to 
in the Old Norse laws. in a 17th-centul) description of the 
raeroes and in a 19th-centul) account of the process m 
Jutland ( Finnbogason 1943. 130-1 ). 

lilt!> 1-16 
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9.5 CONCLUSIONS: PEOPLE AND BUILDINGS AT THE BIGGINGS 

J'his project produced much information about one 
community over a long period of time and we" ere forced 
to take a very long look at the whole span of Shetland's 
history. Only for the period of the I I th to the 16th 
centuries (Phases 2 to 4) at the east end can we speak with 
any confidence about the structures, the success ion of 
buildings, and the status and probable social connections 
of the bui Jders. 

fh ose levels revealed a world linked by c lose interaction 
of house type and material objects. These were spec ific 
house types, linked to specific wealthy groups of Norse 

'' Also poss1bl~ fur ~onenmg stod.lio,h ( - ture(isk) I am grateful to Rc1dar 
lknelsen. Uni\ er> H)' ofTromso. 1(1r tlm >uggestion. 

society. and do indeed suggest that ·interact ion was 
strongest and most important among the elite· (Scott 
1994. 14-l ). rhe s light!) sunken dyngja \~ ith t\.,0 

impressive hearths (and not much else) has been 
interpreted as a structure v\ h ich can best be understood b) 
comparison with Iceland ic examples, and a few 
Norwegian ones. Links between the earldom fam ily in 
Orkne~ and the Icelandic elite in the I I th and I 2th 
centuries (which are knO\\n about from almost-contemp 
orary saga infom1ation) provide the historical back
ground which can help to exp lain the appearance of such 
a structure on a possible earldom farm. 



The next phase (c 1200-1400), when the dyngja had been 
reconstructed into a classic wooden stofa building, reveals 
the strong Norwegian imprint on island society brought 
about by the political disgrace of Earl Harald. and the 
forfeiting of Shetland to his Norwegian overlord. Colonial 
administrative links are seen as the reason for the 
prefabricated sto.fa being brought in from Norway: a 
carbon copy of examples excavated in Oslo. an urban 
dwelling unit transplanted to the most westerly island of 
the Shetland group. This was indeed the importation of a 
style familiar to a Norwegian administrative elite which 
was ' important for prestige purposes' (Scott 1994, 144). 
However unsuitable a dwelling for wet and windswept 
Atlantic islands, it satisfied some social need for those 
famili ar with such buildings in the mother country, 
providing formality of space in which roles of social 
interaction could be played out. The existence of the 1299 
document remarkably provides us with a dramatic 
example of the sort of encounter which- not could but-did 
take place in that sto.fa between the elite and the ordinary, 
between Lord Thorvald and Ragnhild Simunsdatter. The 
players would know where their place was in the arrange
ment of the internal space; Thorvald in the centre. perhaps 
on a dais at the east end, Ragnhild standing. near the door; 
the witnesses si lently arrayed around. some standing near 
the central hearth, others sitting on the wall benches. 

1t seems very likely that the sto.fa at the Biggings would 
have been one of the first to be imported into Shetland. But 
it was not the last, as the place-names in 'Stove' tell us; 
and moreover the architectural concept of this rectangular 
wooden room, with square central fireplace or corner 
hearth, and furnishings of wall benches, was adapted in 
less elitist households, as excavations at Sandwick have 
shown. The importation of wooden buildings continued 
long after the Norwegian period: their fun ction was a 
valued one. their place in the colonial soc ieties of the 
is lands of the Atlantic assured. Yet. at the 13iggings. the 
place of the stofa was not as long-lived as in other parts of 
Shetland, for the name of this building was not imprinted 
in the nomenclature, and the sto.fa itself decayed in the 
following centuries, until it burned down (tire probably 
having been a permanent hazard). Indeed the period of its 
use as an elitist dwelling was presumably short-lived for 
the Norwegian owners of Papa Stour on ly visited the 
is land from time to time, and after th ~: 15th century 
probably not at all (chapter 3 above). The archaeology 
supports this picture. for the nature of the small tinds was 
not of particularly high status. For one thing the absence of 
coins is somewhat surprising. although the nature of acidic 

10 The excavation of the archdeacon ·s temd barn at "chtster has Similarly 
been illuminated by the combination of histoncal and archaeological 
disco, ·ery (Owcn & Lo\\e fonhcoming). Shetland has thus two 
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conditions could be the simple reason for the lack of 
survival: this factor certainly explains the regrettable 
absence of bone objects. Moreover, the imported pottery 
which is our best guide to the status of the site - is there 
only in small quantities until the late Middle Ages and the 
appearance of the continental red wares. 

The Biggings is therefore. during the late Norse period. 
initially a site of high-status ownership but with 
permanent residents of more ordinary standing. The 
archaeology reflects this dichotomy. The building at the 
east end could only have been imported by members of 
the wealthy and aggressively ambitious Norwegian elite. 
The privy, located against the west gable, could only 
have been erected by those accustomed to the highest 
standards of living conditions. Although we do not know 
who was responsible for the erection of either the st~fa or 
the privy, by the time Thorvald Thoresson was in 
possession we have a well-documented example of the 
high-profile royal official, a member of an upwardly
mobile class, recognised as a feature of the late 13th
century Norwegian administration (Helle 1974, 262). He 
and his family (son Thorval d and daughter Herdis) would 
have continued to enjoy the same wealthy lifestyle. But 
the members of his household, who farmed the royal 
estates on the island and maintained the ducal residence 
at Uphouse, would have had a less flamboyant and more 
humdrum existence. The majority of the finds accord 
with that more ordinary level of living. 

ln these ways, the historical evidence and the 
archaeo logical discoveries can be made to illuminate 
each other. There is always the danger of employing the 
' textual imperative ' to explain the mute material 
circumstances. It cannot be said for certain that the sto.fa 
uncovered at the 13iggings is definitely that feat uring in 
the 1299 document. but the close conjunction of date and 
place make this hypothesis extremely likely. That 
document and the later recorded history of the ownership 
of the island can be used to enlighten our understanding 
of what otherw ise appear inexplicable archaeological 
circumstances. Seldom in enquiries of this kind can the 
two disciplines of archaeology and history be brought so 
close together10

• Seldom can it be known who the people 
were who walked across a specific wooden floor. or the 
very day on which they did so. exactly 700 years ago. In 
the case of the Biggings. the fortunate survival of 
historica l evidence has provided some illuminating 
information for questions that archaeologists can rarely 
ask with any hope of an answer. 

imponant sttcs where inter-disciplinai) research has proven the value of 
co-ordinated studies. 
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lt is hoped that thi s publication, which concludes the 
research programme into the history and archaeology of 
the royal Norwegian farm at the Biggings. wi ll not be the 
final end of the project. The building of a reconstruction 
of the wooden stofa close to the s ite is an asp iration 
which. if achieved. would dramatically recreate this 

symbolic image of Shetland' s Norwegian history. lt 
would serve as a museum of the island's past, to remind 
islanders and visitors alike of the place which Papa Stour 
once had in the North Sea world of the medieval 
Norwegian kingdom . 
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GLOSSARY 

li re: the llat open h~:arth usually placed in the middle of the floor 
of a srofa. replaced by the corn..:r hearth (ON hjomeildsredl but 
which continued to be centrall~ located in the eldhus. 
bangsterie (Scots): ·yiolencc to person or property· (Concise 
Scots Dictionary). 
Bryggen : the dockside area or wharf in Bergen. taken over and 
developed by German merchants of the Han~eatic Leagu<'. 
bu : word used in Orkney and Shetland for the large earldom 
estates. 
bur (also bu): the third building of the medieval Norwegian 
farm unit. used for storing food and other goods. sometimes a 
workshop. 
burnt marks (Shet): marks or land originally 1alu.:d in, 
(burned) silver (Ballantyne & Smith 1994 ). 
byr/b61sta0r/-setr : the ON genaic habitati\1.~ clement gil'cn to 

farms and each term ha1 ing a slight!~ different meaning 
according to the nature of the farm. 
eld hus: 'li re-house·. the second clement (allcr stofa) of the 
three buildings wh ich made up the medic1·al orwcgian t:1rm 
unit. lt was 11 here the hea1 ~ domestic "ork of 11 ashing. 
cooking, s laughtering. bre11 ing and flat-bread baking "as 
carried nut. 
Eyiaskeggjar: ·Island Beardi..:s·. the name by which the 1193 
rebels who attempted to replace King Sverrc ' ' ith an altcmati1e 
king were known. 
foud (ON foged): the royal representative in local district s. 1\ 
term which came into use in Norway in the 1300s and 
eventually replaced sysselman. rl1e title 11 as much used in 
Shetland. in contrast ro Orkne~ . 

handgangen menn : a term for rn..:mbcrs of the king·s hird who 
had sworn homage and fealty. 
Hansa (Hanseatic League): Union of nonh German to11 ns 
primarily for foreign trade which established trading stations 111 

Bergen. Oslo and Tnnsberg in the late 13th centUI)'. and 11hich 
quickly obtained a monopoly of al l export trade from Norway. 
Their trading station in Bergcn (at B~ggen) was ca lled the 
Kontor (Danielsen er at 1995) 
Herra : title (='sir' ) which was given to the class of knights and 
barons created by King Erik Magnusson in 1277. Bishops and 
abbots were also so styled. 
hird (ON hiro): retinue of medk1al l\'orwegian kings. originall~ 
accompanying the king. but from the I l th centUI)' more or a 
secular aristocracy comparable with the European feudal 
nobility. Its members remained close to the king however and 
had their own code of conduct as well as their 011 n coun. 
husfraeyia/husfreyia : 'housewife·. but with the meaning that 
the woman concerned was an independent householder. 
lafteteknikk: the method by which horizontal timbers were laid 
and jointed at the corners in timber stofa (la.frehus). To avoid 
the clumsy English term ·notched log· the anglicised word 
·tafted ' has been adopted. as used by Fett & Sorheim ( 1989 ). 
lagrettamenn: leading figures in rural (or urban) districts who 
were authorised by the lawman to act as lay assessors and 

judges from the later 1200s onwards. 
landnam : settlement of land hy the Vikings in the Atlantic 
Is lands. 
landskyld : land-rent paid. initially in 1-.ind. by tenant to 
landowner. 
lendirman (lendm ann): baron who held land (ON fen. similar 
to a lid) administered for the cro11 n in return for a share of the 
income produced. 
moldbenk: the earthen bank which ran round two or three sides 
of a ~tofa and was covered 11 ith wooden seating. 
noust: boat-house (Shet). 
oda lsrett. uda l (Shet): the title h~ which famil~ land 11as held. 
and m:cording to certain traditional restriction~ of inheritance 
and sale. 
ore (ora= ounce ): the unit or \\eight u~cd in the Old Norse 
monetar: S)Stem : eight ore = one mark . 
retlarboter (pi): rettar-bot (sing): a legal amendment to 
existing law-cod..:s. "hich I\ a~ the main method by which laws 
11ere issued under Erik and llakon Magnusson. 
skali : the main hall of the earl~ :--!orse undi1 ided long-house. 
skat!Jskattland : ro)al ta\ land subject to ta\. and th.: lan.:r 
term 1vas used for those peripheral areas, and Atlantic Islands, 
which had to pay skatt to the crown as recognition of 
~on1 cgian Ol'erlordship. 
skeo ( Shet): hut. open-built of unmortared stone. for dr: ing and 
storing lish and m..:at (Donaldson 1991 ). 
stocks tove: the Shetland variant of ON srokkasrova house 
built of logs. or the timber frame110rk of a hous~ 11 ith 
hori/Ontal logs limn ing ground-sill and tit:-beam (Jakobsen. 
1932). 
stofa/stova/stua : the variant forms us~d in ON and modem 
Nom..:gian for the prestigiou~ 11 00den room bui lt of logs. or 
lin.:d 11 ith timber. 11 hi eh hecame an imponant element of 
Non1egian m..:dic1 al fam1s. 
sysselm an (ON sysselmaor): a royal otlicialwith fiscal. judicial 
and military functions who administer.:d the 50 districts into 
11 hich l\'on1a) '"~ di1 ided b~ 1300. Their di strict cam..: to be 
regarded as a fen ( Danielscn et a{ 1995 ). 
ting (ON ping): meeting/public assembly h..:Jd primarily for 
judicial purposes. There were several levels. of which the 
La111ing (/agring) 11as a representatil'e asscmbl) co1 ering large 
areas of l\'on1 a). or. in the case of Shetland. the \\hole island 
group. It met annually at Tingwall l ON ringvollr = ·assembly 
field ') near Scalloway. 
tussa tON): a flat stone used I(Jr the parching of corn. 
umbesetts/unsets : small !arms anached to larger ones (Shet ). 
umboo: ·transfer of full powers/ administration' from which 
·umbodsmen ' I ·umbothsmcn · (Shet) = agent. representative, 
fac tor or steward. 
wadmel. wad mal (ON vaomal): the coarse 1100llen cloth wo1en 
in those pans or the Atlantic world wh.:re climatic conditions 
allowed sheep-rearing on a grand scale. it was an important item 
in the payment of skan and r..:nt in Shetland. 
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lraltctsed references arrhe end of an enrry denoJe il!usrraJion numhers 

1299. the document of xix. 5. 37. 47-58. I .J 

administration 
royal Norwegian 15. I 6, 30 
Scottish 19-20. 3 1-3 

agricul ture 42 see also land. fert ility of 
culti vation 98 
rotation 42 

animal 
bedding 6 
husbandry 99 
remains 

bone I 19 
libres I 04. I 08 

architectural e lements see also building t~chniques: bu ildmgs 
voussoir 70. I 80: 98 

artefacts see also birch bark: cerami cs: glass: qucrns: spindlewhnrls: 
steatitc: stone : wood 

amber 172. I 73: 91 
beads 127: 

amber 172: 91, col 20 
jet 173: 91 

clay pipes 68. 69. 70. 85. 93, 94. 127. 168:88 
copper alloy and sil ver I 70. I 7 I 
distribution of Table 7a, 7b 
fishing weights. stone 70 
fl int 173 
horn 203-206: 114 
iron 68, 171. I 72; 90 
lamps 139, 147, 15 1-2; 68. 74. coii.J 
lead 87, 171 
post- I 930 96 
pumice whorl or fi shing fl oat 90. 177. I 78 
quartz, arrowhead I 75; 91 

bak~ston.:s see stcatite, bakcstones 
banles 

of T'Joruvoc 15 
benches 

earthen 66 
wooden 79. I 08: 30. 127 

Biggings, the col 2 
excavation of 62-96; 17-40, col 10. col 12 
ho use al ignment at 43, 45 , 241 
JpcaJion of 28. 62-3: 7. 8. I 7. /8 
place-name evidence fo r 45, .t6: 13 

Da Porrie dwclling-hou~c 46. 65 
remembered names 46 

-; tructural lllStorv of 23 7. 23X 
birch hark 67. 87. 93. 104 . 107. 109. 11 2. 11 7. 191 - ~. !able lh: .J.J 

see also roofing materials: \\ Olld 

artd i1cts of 186: 103 
distribution of 193: Tahk 17 
mlb of I I 2. 45. 109 

Birsay. Orkney. Norse senleml'nts 21 6. 242 
boats 23 

prefabricated 2 I 
Bragaster (Bragasctter: Brekascner) settkmcnt 28. 39. 55. 56: 9 
building 

materials 70, 222 
roofing materials 222: 134 

buildi ng (coni) 
nClmenclaturc 

bu 45 
bur 59 
eldhus 59 
skiili 59 
sJOfa 48. 50. 58, 59 

techniques 73 
buildings see also longhouses 

I 299. building of see srofa 
dwelling-houses 93, 233, 234 

western 94.231-233.234. 235: .JO. 142. l.J3 
d)·ng,ra (bath-house or weaving-room) 7 1. 127, 207-2 13. 21 5. 2 I 6: 

24-26. 116. 117 
construction technique 73 
internal features 73: :?4-27 
use of 75, 76 

eldhus (cookhouse) 59. 87, 90. 129, 207.2 14,2 15 
replacemcnt 90. 227-30: 139 

pit-houses 210-1 3: 118. 119. 120 
sequence and functions 207-38 
skalt (hall) 59. 87. 90.207, 214,2 15: 3 7. 116 

remodell ing 90, 227-9 ; 139 
abandonment 91 

slr!(a( living-room) 46. 50. 58. 59. 66. 67. 77.78-80. 129, 207.2 14. 
216-27. 230: 28-31. 116.121-138. 145a&b 

construction 79 
decl ine 230. 23 1: 140. 141 
definition 58 
destruction of 8 I 
Phase 3 int.:rnal features 77, 78-80 

wooden 61, 71. 77, 79: col8. col9 
lafted 71: 16 
prefabricated 24 7 
stave-bu ih 16 

burn1ng, evidence of 68, 8 I , 9 I . 93. 94 
butchery. evidence of 119 

ceranHe> 6 7. 82 . I 27-9. 144- I 6X; Table I 2a &b. I 3a & h: coll8, w119 
see also trade, imports 

I 4th-/15th-century 82 , 85. 90 
17th-century North German 70 
17th-cenlul') White Slip Green Glaze 85 
Anglo-Dutch 94 
UcngerodeiSoll ing proto-stoneware 80 
coarsewarcs 66, 144-56: 66-76 

grass-tempc:red I 48: 69 
Coppengravc/Du111grn \\arl' 8 I 
Ea•il Anglian 80 
English 81,94; 79 
late ml'dkval 65 
I <I\\ er Saxnn W. 85. 87. <IJ . I ~6. I 57. -<1 
mndcm o9 
l'affrath ware 67, 87, 90. 93 . 156; 77 
post-medieval and modern I 68 
red\\ arcs 39. 85. 93. 94 

Nonh Gcrman/South Scandinavian I 57-6 7: Table I 4a & b: 80-87 
>t<>n~warcs and other medieval ceran1it:' 39, I 56-6 7: 77-87 

cereals I I 3. 245 
barley I 05. I OX- I I 0 
here (bear) harlc} 6. 42 
oats 6. 42. I 08 

straw 108. I 10 
charcoal 68, 71. 75, 76, 81. 82. 85, 90. 93. 94, 106 
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Christianity, in Shetland 9, 11 , 13 
Church. the 9, 11 

Celtic I I . 24. 25 
clay pipes see artefacts, cla} ptpes 
cloth, woollen (wadmal) 245-6 see also fibre ; textile 

export 21. 128. 20 I 
clothing 16 

socks. knitted 2 1 
coal and jet 173:91 
coins see tokens 
cooking see food. preparation; hearths: ovens 
Court Book of Shetland 

17th-century lawsuits 37-39 
croft house {the Gerl ) see Gerl 
crops see agriculture; plant remains 

disease 
leprosy 42; 5 
smallpox 42 

inoculation 23 
disputes 36 see also lawsuits 
documentary evidence 16, 17 

1299, document of 5. 28 . 36. 37. 39, 45.47-61. 62; 48 
text of(in translation) 49. 50 

context of 50, 5 1 
1307, document of 5 1 
Book of Settlements 24 
Complaint o f the Shetlandcrs 37 
Historia Norvegiae 16. 24 
Icelandic Annals 17 
lrvine ofMidbrake's notebook 53. 54 
letter from William, Earl of Orkney 48 
letters from Queen Mary 33, 34 
Miracle Book 13. 17 
Sconish Exchequer Rolls 21 
Statistical Account 6 
Zeno letters 19 

dramage 70, 79, 80, 82, 85 , 94; 22. 88 
Dublin. 12th-century timber house 219, 130 

ecclesiastical appointments 18 see also Church, the 
Edward 130 
environment of Shetland 

at time o f Norse arrival I 03 
following Norse arrival I 03, I 04 

env ironmental evidence 97-124 see also plant remains 
local flora 97. 98 
palaeoenv ironmental 67 
pollen I 00-104 
species preserved 97 

vegetation 94 
excavat ion. of the Biggings 62-96; 17-40 

Faeroe ts lands 11, 16; col 8. col 9 
comparative buildings from 222; 132. 133 
links with 229 

farming practices 99. I 0 
ard 182 

farms, divisions of 39, 40 
fauna 

evidence for 99 
feathers I 05, I 08 

exploitation of 99 
fire-pit 73-5,87.213.214: 25. 121, col 11 
fire-places see hearths 
fish 

curing and drying 23, 40. 4 1 
herring salted 23, 40 
ling and cod 23. 40 
oil 23.40 
scales 81 

fi shing 22, 40, 245 see also artefacts; trade 
decline in exports 39 
disputes 18 
herring 7, 23 
imponance of 22. 23, 41 , 245 

fl eece see wool 

flint see artefacts, fl int 
floor 

covering, of s traw I 08 
of clay 93 
paving 69, 73, 75 , 82, 87,90 
wooden 66.67. 79, 93, 11 1.11 2, 11 7, 190. 19 1: 108 

flora. local 97, 98 
food see also ant mal bone. cereals ; fish 

potatoes 6, 42 
processing 138 see also quems: steatite, bakestones 

Foul a. is land of I; col I 
Fru Herdis Thorvaldsdatter 30. 3 1 
fuel. sources of 6. 7 

gaming pieces 141 : 64 
glass 68. 82, 169: 89 

window 169-70 
Gorl, the (croft-house) 46, 63.65-67, 82, !15 , 236,237: 33-35. 1./3, I.J.I 
Grana.~tai\ir, Iceland. pit-house 211 ; 119 
graves 11 

Hakon Magnusson 50. 51 
1299 document 4 7 
charters 18 
farm 61 

Hamnavoe 40 
Hanseatic League 18 
Harald Maddadson. Earl 14. 15.29 
harbours 40 
heather 71 
hearths 7. 66, 6 7. 73, 75. 76. 79, 80, 82. 90. 93. 94, 96. 213. 2 18: :!6. 

128. 129 see also ti re-pit 
stone-lined hearth-pit 67. 73 

Hill Dyke 6. 5. col 3 
Hjalmss!OOum. Iceland. pit-house 211. 212. 120 
houses see also buildings 

Norse 65 
stockstove 21 . 233 

Iceland 11 
comparative buildings from 243 

inheritance 
adoption of primogeniture S}Stem 22 
land 33 

insect fauna I 05. 120-2; Table 5 
iron see artefacts, iron 
ironworking see metalworking 

Jarlsho f. Shetland. multi-period site 12, 63. 242 
Norse longhousc at 15b 
steatite maten al from 143 

kelp harvesting 22 
Kirkjub0ur, Faeroes. stofa-buil ding (the Reykstova) 243; col 8. col 9 
knives 70. 171. 172: 90 
knilling 93, 198. 20 I. 202. 246 see also textiles 

land 
division 42. 43 see also I I ill Dyke 
fcrtilitv of I. 7 
impoverishment of 7. 42 
ownership dispute 30. 3 1. 34, 36, 42 . 43 
taking (Jandnam) 11 , 12 

landlords, absentee 33, 36 
language 

Nom 45 
Old Norse 45 

latrines see priv ies 
laws 

abolition by Scottish Privy Council 21 
Gulathing 20 

lawsuits 3 7, 38 
Lawthing assembl y 19. 37. 47. 50-53; co16 

lawthingmen o f Shetland 47 
local resources 126. 127-9 
longhouses 5&, 223; 15. 136. 137 



Lords of Norroway 31, 33-6, 38 
Low, Rev George 5, 53 

maritime network 
Viking 3 

merchants 233 
Dutch 18 
German 18, 2 1. 23.39.245 
lairds 4 1 

metalworking 142; 65 
moulds, steatite 142; 64 
slag 126. 127. 171 

molluscs 123, Table 6; 47 
Mowat famil y 29. 33-8. 40; 11. col 5 

coat of arms 34, 41; 12 
decline of 40 
land rights 34 

Norse colonial settlement 13, 243 
North Sea world, map of 6 
Northouse 29, 34, 38, 40. 41. 45 ; 12 
Norway 

maintenance of links with 2 1, 229 
excavated stoja-buildings from 223-7. 240; 136. 138 

nuts, hazel 97, I I 7 

Oma, Rogaland, longhouse 15 
Orkney, I inks to 12 
Orkneyinga Saga 12. 13, 49. 59 
ovens 7. 90 

PapaStour 1-8,23; I. 7.8, 10.17 
climate of 4 
cultivation pattern 43 
famine on 4 1 
geology 3; 3 
history of 
land division 41 

run-rigs 43 
location of I, 43. 45; 3, 13 
name derivation 24 
natural fauna of 8 
prehistoric occupation on 24; col 7 
royal administrators of 15 
settlement on 24 
soils of 5 .. 6 
survey of in 1846 42, 43 
vegetation of 7 

·papar' 24 
·papay· names I I 
peat see turf 
place-name evidence 29. 29 
plant remains see also cereals; environment; pollen analysis; seaweed; 

wood 
analys is I 04-11 7: Table 2. 3 
grassland, heaths and mires 11 3, 114 
medicinal I 05, 11 7 
weeds 113 

plague. outbreak of 17, 18. 30 
pits 66-68,71 , 73,77. 81, 90, 91 , 93: 20. 146 
pollen analysis 11 0 

of soil 100-104; .J ia . .Ji b 
population 

decline 23. 45 
expansion 23 
increase 40, 42 

postholes 73 . 87 
pottery see ceramics 
privies 77, 80. 81 , 2 19. 222; 1311 
property divisions 3 1: I 0 

quartz, arrowhead 175; 91 
querns 66. 178, 179 

rotary 87, 178 
stones 90 
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radiocarbon (C I4) dating 67. 71, 73. 76, 80, 87. 90, 94, 103 
Ragnhild Simunsdaner xix, 55-8 see also 1299 document 
rei igion see Church, the 
rents 30, 50 

collecting centres 23 
list dated 1884 45 
payment in kind 23 

roofing material 81. 93, I 09 see also building techniques 
birch bark 65. I 05 
slates 177 
turfcovering 81 , 114. 11 7 

sagas, evidence of 49 
Boglunga 15 
Hakon 's 16 
Orkneyinga 12, 13, 49, 59 

St Magnus (Earl) 29 
cult of 13, 17 

St Ninian 's Isle, treasure from 9 
St Sunniva 14 
seaweed 68, 71 , 87, 105, 106, 108; .J6 

burnt 9 1,93, 106.107, 109 
industrial use (production oflye soap and glass) 114. 11 5, 117 
use for salt production 246 

settlement 
Neolithic and Bronze Age 6 
Norse 11-12,26-31 

nature of 11-12 
Papa Stour 8 

shell 70, 82 see also molluscs 
Shetland 2. 10 

as part of Earldom of Orkney 12-14 
as part of kingdom of Scotland 19-22 
Christianity, introduction of 9, 11 
climateof 3, 4 
historical setting of 9-23 
in later Middle Ages 17, 18 
in pre-Viking period 9 
in Viking period 9- 11 
links to Faeroes 16 
Norse settlement of 11 , 12, 13 
political structure of 12 
severance from the Earldom of Orkney 14. 15 
' skanland' of the Kingdom of Norway 14-16, 18, 49, 50 
strategic importance of in Viking world 9; 6 

skatt. payment of 2 1 
Sinclairs, the powerful Scottish dynasty xxi. 18-19 

David, Sir 20-2, 3 1 
Henry, Earl 18-20. 31 

smuggling 22 
decline of 4 1 

soakaway see drainage 
soapstone see steatite 
spindlewhorls, lead 87, I 7 1; 90, col 15. col 16 
spinning, evidence for 87 
stakeholes 73, 90, 2 12; 23. I 17, 212 
steatite 12, 65, 67, 69, 70, 76, 82, 85, 87, 93, 94, 127, 129-144; Table 9, 

10; -18-65 
bakestones 134-9: 52. 53, 56 

distribution of 137-9 
marking tool 136; 55 
Norwegian 81. 87.90 

dating of I ·B 
discs 141 . 63 
distribution of 143 
gami ng pi~c~s 14 I; 6.J 
lamps 93, 139: 57. 58 
loom weights 8 1 
Norwegian material 134-6, 138-9; 54-6 
reuse of 126 
sources of 126. 130, 13 1. 136; 5.J 
trial pieces 142 
vessels 76, 131-133; .JB-51 
weights 140, 141 ; 60-62 
whorls 93, 140; 59 

Stedje, Norway, pit-house 2 10-11. 212; 118 
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Stcwan. Earls 20, 22 
stone 65. 69. 70 see also anefacts. flint. ancfacts. quan/ 

ahg.nmcnt 71 
Jasper ID 
lme-smkcrs 173, 174. 92 
loom-werghlS 81. 176. 177: 95. 96 
rebblc. polished 179. 180: 97 
perforated 175. 176. 93. 9./ 
platfoml 79 
)ocket 93 
whorl 177 

~tnrcturcs see buildmg;. 
dcfensrvc 12 

syssclman 30. 53 

tcxtrlcs 66. 127-9. 194-203 see also cloth. ~nuung. 110ol 
12th/ 13th century 82 
distribuuon 202. 203 
fib res 93. 194. 195 
fragments 6 7. 71. 76. 93 
processmg 76 
seams and sewing thread 197: 11:! 
-.ock 21 . 66. 198. 113 
1001. \\oOO 187 
~~cave 194-8 
)3m 93 

Thnrvald Thorcsson. th~ ro~al bmllfT '''· 6. 21 29. JO. lt>. 37 47 
4lJ-53. 247 

ulcs 168 
modem 68 

llmhcr. impon or 21 . 98. 99. 127. 12!! 
tokens I 70-1. 90 
trade see also cloth , lish . knlltmg 

unpons39. 107. 127-9 
cx pons 12. 21 
growth 3lJ 

turf: llayu1g (cutung) of 6. 7, col -I 
typhoid 45 

Uruon of Scoursh and English Parl•amenl5 22 
Uphouse 29.39. 45,51 

V1~mg settlement see scllkmem .. orse 
V1\..mgs see aho "'orsc 

arnval of 9 
name for Sh..:tland 10 
nature of earl~ raids 11 

wad mal 21. 128. 20 I 
se<' also wool 

\\alh 
bound~ 71 
prmccuvc >lone 83. 138, col l2 

\\Callh 16. 17 
\ICavmg. loom \\CighlS 81 
11halmg 23 
11hctstones 180-183.99. coll l 
"indo" glass 94. 169. 170. Tahle 15 
11 omcn. posiuun nf in Vr~mg. 110rld 54. 55 
\\ Clod 'ee also b1rch bar!... tun her. rmpon 

balsa 99. I 08, 11 I 
beech 109. I l l 
lmch 108. Ill 
conifer I 05. 

' Pike knots I 09. 112. -13 
cor~ oak 99. 107. Ill . -1:! 
fragments 68. 71. 81. lJ] 
h~cl 107 
lltl~ 79. 105, 107-110. 112 
ongms I ll 
products 11 8 
pm..: 79. 107 
Scob pme 79. 104.1 05.107. 109. 111 . 112, 117 
-.urv1 val of 244-5 
ll'>~ of Ill . 112 
"11<1d and bar!.. oru!ln' Ill 

1100dcn anefacb 6 7. ls2-<.13 
bark vessel I !!6, 187: /03 
00\ lid 109 
huc~et base wl 13 
dJstnbuuon of 193. Table 17 
lid 184. 185. 101 
p~g.-. 105. IOR. 112. 1\1(1. /0-

holes 79 
pme 81 
~cots pine: 79 

ropc:maker's top 67. 81. 108. 187. 188. 10-l.,·ul :!1 
~poons and spatulae 107. 183. 184. 100 
>tal e-built 1essels 185. 186. 101 

\\OOd110rking 189-191 
augers 190 
plan~s 189. 190. 106 
"~dges 189. 190. 105 

1\0ol 
llccce 200. I ahlc Ill 
llcc:cc cleanmg 11-t 115 
,pun >trand 71 
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